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From the Archive
The London & North Western Railway (L&NWR) was, in its heyday, the largest railway
company in Britain. Its eventual network stretched from London to Carlisle, as well as
into Yorkshire, North and South Wales, and Ireland.
The LNWR Society was founded in 1973 to collect and disseminate information about
the L&NWR and its successors. To help achieve its objective, the Society, which has
charitable status, has been acquiring an ever growing archive based at Kenilworth,
currently* some 23,000 catalogued items with approximately 20,000 photographs.
The archive continues to grow apace as the National Railway Museum and other
organisations and individuals donate additional material.
The Society's extensive archives includes documents, drawings and photographs, and
to its library of books and periodicals. These collections cover all aspects of the
L&NWR and its staff, locomotives, rolling stock, the constituent and associated
companies, and the later history of the L&NWR network.
A catalogue of our extensive collection is held on computer so that visitors can search
by subjects, words or phrases, dates or combinations. There are also detailed
computer based bibliographies of books and periodical articles that may also be
searched. Visitors may purchase copies of most material held at the Study Centre
provided that the copies are for private research purposes only.
The Society is extremely well equipped with its scanning facilities having both a 42
inch rotary scanner for digitising plans and drawings, as well as a Bookeye® 4 A2+
Book Scanner with V-formed book holder for non-invasive scanning of case bound
documents up to a size of 460 x 620 mm (18 x 24.4 inches).
All material owned by the Society is available for a small fee and subject to the
signing a copyright statement. Where the copyright is held by a third party, their
restrictions apply.
* 2018

Disclaimer
The articles included in this edition are from the London & North Western Railway
Society’s Archives. The information given was correct at the time they were written.
We welcome corrections and any other information which can enrich our knowledge of
the railway company, its practices and people.
For further information please contact us at:
projects@lnwrs.org.uk or secretary@lnwrs.org.uk
or visit our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/groups/109619289726001/
or our website www.lnwrs.org.uk
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B
D
E
F
G
GR
HT
M
N
P
T
VG
VP

Blemish
Dense
Excellent
Fair
Good
Grainy
Half Tone
Murky
Not sharp
Poor
Thin (under-exposed)
Very good
Very poor

______________________________________________________________________________________________
Notes.'Quality' is judged mainly on the clarity of the negative and does not
depend on the composition of the photograph or the historical interest
of the subject.
A photograph graded as Excellent can usually be printed at sizes upto
10in x 8in with reasonable success whereas VG (very good) might be
grainy or slightly fuzzy at that size.
'Good' often means that the basic photograph is sharp but some parts might
not be - the front end of a moving engine is often blurred whilst the
track is very clear, for example. Sometimes parts of the photograph
are in shadow (or glaring light) and the contrast isn't great - some
of the detail doesn't show up.
'Fair' means that these problems are more severe - a postcard or HP
print can be produced but don't expect too much.
'Poor' negatives are kept because of the general interest of the
photograph - the 'poor' negative is better than nothing.
'Grading' is a subjective task so we might not always have got it
right. The finished quality of a print depends upon the printing
process, too. We don't think that many ones rated VG should
have been F but please accept the Grade as a guide, not a guarantee.
The photographs in the Society's smaller collections have been
graded but most negatives in the main LNWR collection are yet to be
assessed. New negatives are graded when they are entered but
existing ones are not usually considered until new prints are
produced. However, enough gradings have been done to make the
listings worthwhile so here they are.
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B
BA
BL
E
EA
EL
F
FA
FL
L3F
L3FA
L3FL
L3R
L3RA
L3RL
LB
LBA
LBL
R3F
R3FA
R3FL
R3R
R3RA
R3RL
RB
RBA
RBL
S3
S3A
S3L
SB
SBA
SBL
T
U

Rear
Rear above
Rear below
End
End above
End below
Front
Front above
Front below
Left 3/4 front
Left 3/4 front above
Left 3/4 front below
Left 3/4 rear
Left 3/4 rear above
Left 3/4 rear below
Left broadside
Left broadside above
Left broadside below
Right 3/4 front
Right 3/4 front above
Right 3/4 front below
Right 3/4 rear
Right 3/4 rear above
Right 3/4 rear below
Right broadside
Right broadside above
Right broadside below
Side 3/4
Side 3/4 above
Side 3/4 below
Side
Side above
Side below
Topside
Underside

______________________________________________________________________________________________
Note.
'End' and 'Side' are used for vehicles with no obvious front or rear.
For a few other vehicles the ends are defined as follows.
Goods brake van - verandah or window end is rear.
Passenger brake - brake end is rear.
Inspection saloon- verandah end is rear.
Horse box
- groom's end is front.
EO - Engine Only. The tender isn't in view.
PT - only part of the tender is in view.
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BGNR - The Ben Garner Locomotives
Ben Garner was Neil Fraser's grandfather and was a driver at
Hillhouse shed, Huddersfield. Ben's diaries recorded many of
the engines on which he worked. Neil collected photographs
of them and they are presented here although the engines are
not necessarily in the ownership and livery which Ben would
have known, nor were they all based at Hillhouse when
photographed.
BLM - Bernard Matthews's Collection
Bernard Matthews died in 2013, aged 105. He had collected
railway photographs for many years and was the last
surviving member of the LNWR Society to have taken
photographs of the LNWR before the grouping. He sold his
collection of locomotive pictures, including those he took
himself, many years ago but he kept his collection of LNWR
stations. These he bequeathed to the Society and are they
shown here. Their dates range from LNWR days through to BR.
BRCE - BR Civil Eng. Collection
A collection of over 200 BR photographs showing civil
engineering works undertaken in the 1960s and 1970s when the
ex-LNWR main line was being upgraded for electrification.
Most of the photographs show bridgeworks between Preston and
Carlisle.
BWL* - The B W Leslie Collection
Mr Leslie took photographs in the 1950s and recorded,
amongst other topics, ex-LNWR branch lines off the London &
Birmingham main line. Those negatives - 39 of them - were
donated to the LNWR Society and prints are available. The
negatives are black and white and are a mixture of 2.25in x
2.25in and 2.25in x 1.75in. All are very good or excellent
quality.
CPA - LNWRS Contact Prints
Miscellaneous contact prints acquired from time to time as
batches. Their size is unually between about 2in x 3in and
2.5 x 4.25 and they are scanned to as high a density as
practical.
CRDWG - Crewe Works Drawings
Works drawings.
CRPRT - LNWR Crewe Official Prints
The LNWR Society's collection of prints of the LNWR's
Official Photographs kept by the Company at Crewe. Most are
original prints from the Crewe Drawing Office but a few are
taken from the LNWR's lantern slides or are copies or prints
of digital images. The prints are referenced with the LNWR's
numbers (eg A100, E92, OS25, MC106 etc).
CUTS - Sundry cuttings and references
A collection of over 200 BR photographs showing civil
engineering works undertaken in the 1960s and 1970s when the
ex-LNWR main line was being upgraded for electrification.
Most of the photographs show bridgeworks between Preston and
Carlisle.
DMH - D M Hibbert collection.
Photographs, mainly contact prints, showing EMUs and sites
where tracks have been electrified. Most pictures are in BR
days and many show LNWR sets in their later days. The LNWR
Society borrowed an album containing the prints and so all
that the Society posesses are the scanned images. Only those
prints concerning LNWR stock or sites have been scanned. The
images are numbered 'PPNN' where PP is the page number
withing the album and NN is the photo number (with leading
zero if less than ten) within the page.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
* Photographic prints can only be made from those collections marked with an asterisk
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DNR - The David Ratcliff Collection
Mr D N Ratcliff left a large collection of photographs to
the Society. Around 1,000 of them were of LNWR topics and
these are listed here.
ECL - E C Lloyd collection.
Scanned images presented to the LNWR Society by Mr Ted
Lloyd. They are taken from his photograph collection and are
mainly locomotives, photographed at a wide variety of
locations.
ESR - The Eric Russell Collection
Eric Russell's collection of commercial photographs.
ESRC - E S Russell Coll. Colour slide
Eric Russell's collection of colour slides (masters with
ColourRail).
ETA - Mr E Talbot's Album
An album of photographs of LNWR locomotives taken mainly
before the Great War. Most of the prints are large - half
plate or larger. Mr E Talbot, the owner, has made the album
available to the LNWR Society for scanning and cataloguing.
ETNPRT - LNWR Earlestown Official Prnts
The LNWR Society's collection of prints of the LNWR's
Official Photographs kept by the Company at Earlestown from
around 1908 to 1912. Earlestown numbered their photographs
sequentially except that there were usually two negatives
for each number - a broadside picture and a threequarters
view. For clarity, the negative for the threequarter view is
given an A suffix. The Earlestown pictures in the LNWRS
photograph system are given a prefix of ETN to distinguish
them from the Wolverton and Crewe series. Eg ETN38A.
FWS35M* - FWS 35mm Neg Colln.
FWS35M is Mr F W Shuttleworth's set of 35mm monochrome
negatives. They are kept in three books of up to 100 strips
of negatives, each of which has up to six photographs. The
books are numbered 1, 2, 3 and the strips numbered 1 to 100
within the book. Within a strip, the photographs are
numbered 1 to 6. The reference number for a particular
photograph is constructed as BSSSP where B is the book
number, SSS is the strip number (with leading zeros if
needed) and P is the photograph number within the strip.
FWSCN* - FWS Copy Negative Colln.
Mr F W Shuttleworth's photograph collection comes in many
parts. FWSCN is a set of copy negatives, almost entirely
35mm monochrome. Each negative is separate and held in its
own envelope. The negative in the set are numbered serially
from 1 onwards.
FWSLF* - FWS Large Format Neg Colln.
Mr F W Shuttleworth's photograph collection comes in many
parts. FWSLF is a set of 2.25in x 3.25in monochrome
negatives. They are kept in books of up to 100 negatives.
Each book is identified by a pair of letters (eg AS) and the
negatives in a book are numbered from 1 onwards. The letters
and the number identify a particular negative (eg AF29).
GDW* - Dudley Whitworth Collection
A small part of the Dudley Whitworth collection was copied
onto 35mm negatives and prints are available.
GDWP - G D Whitworth Photo Collection
The Dudley Whitworth photograph collection consists of
around 3,000 postcard prints. Some have been copied onto a
separate set of 35mm negatives and are available in the GDW
collection. A few others have been copied from time to time
and are available in the LNWRS collection.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
* Photographic prints can only be made from those collections marked with an asterisk
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GG - Graham Gain Collection
Graham Gain's father took many photographs himself in LMS
days and in the early British Railways era. He collected
negatives and prints from various sources and these showed
British railways from Victorian days onwards. The prints are
mounted in several albums and include very many large prints
- Whole Plate and larger. Mr Gain has allowed the LNWR
Society to copy the albums and enter the image files into
the Society's photograph library. The albums are lettered A,
B... and the prints numbered A1, A2, ... B1, etc.
HAW* - The H A White collection
Mr White lived near Mossley Hill, Liverpool, and took many
photographs in the north west in the 1920s. The Society has
acquired his LNWR negatives - a mixture of around 100 glass
plates and roll films, all 2.75in x 3.75in - and prints are
made from these.
HDB - H Bowtell Print Collection
The collection is a series of over 300 prints of LNWR
subjects, mainly in LMS or BR days, which were bought in
auction after Mr Bowtell's death. The photographs cover some
unusual topics such as stations and sheds on country
branches. There are several prints in Crewe and Wolverton
Works.
HDG - H D Goodwin Chester Shed coll.
The collection contains over 200 photographs of Chester
steam shed taken in 1967 at the end of main line steam and,
afterwards, when the shed was being demolished in 1969. The
prints were donated to the LNWR Society by David Goodwin on
8-May-2001.
HGT - The H Gordon Tidey Collection
The Society has acquired several dozen of H Gordon Tidey's
prints of LNWR subjects - mainly of moving trains. These are
listed serially with cross references to the photographer's
numbers where known.
HRV - Holyhead's Royal Visits 1900.
On 3rd April 1900 Queen Victoria embarked from Holyhead on
the royal yacht for her visit to Ireland, returning on 26th
April 1900. A book of photographs was commissioned by Mr S H
Brook and copies were presented to people involved in the
Holyhead part of the journey. Mr R Banks of Manchester took
the pictures. A copy was presented to Mr J Robinson,
Assistant Chief Electrical Engineer of the LNWR. His
grandson, Mr A J Robinson, has allowed the Society to copy
them. The book was used in a Foxline publication in 2001.
INFRA - Infrastructure Photographs
Large photographs (up to A4) of the infrastructure of the
railway - stations, signalboxes, bridges etc.
JCL - John Crawley Locomotive Colln,
John Crawley had s large collection of railway photographs.
His pictures of LNWR locomotives - mainly postcard prints were presented in a series of twenty one specially bound A4
volumes where the photographs were mounted on printed cards.
The albums were acquired by the LNWR Society in 2012. The
photographs are all numbered but those already in Society
collections are unlikely to be catalogued. A photograph
number is the album number followed by the 3-digit serial
number within the album. Eg 1012 or 15116.

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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JCM - John Crawley Misc. Collection,
John Crawley had s large collection of railway photographs.
His non-locomotive pictures - mainly postcard prints of LNWR
scenes - were presented in two specially bound A4 volumes
where the photographs were mounted on printed cards. The
albums were acquired by the LNWR Society in 2012. The
photographs are all numbered but those already in Society
collections are unlikely to be catalogued. A photograph
number is the album number followed by the 3-digit serial
number within the album. Eg 1012 or 2116.
JFW - The J F Ward Collection
Mr J F Ward used to live in Merseyside and collected railway
photographs, including many in the Liverpool area. In 2007,
the LNWR Society acquired the part of his collection which
covers LNWR topics, in pre-grouping days up to the 1980s.
JMB - J M Bentley Photographs
Mr J M Bentley has a vast collection of photographs and
negatives, including a few thousand pictures of LNWR topics.
The LNWR Society has aquired several of his pictures and
these are listed in the JMB collection. Mr Bentley's
numbering system is complex and so the few prints bought by
the LNWR society are numbered serially here and have cross
references to his numbers where known.
JMBCP - J M Bentley Contact Prints
In the early 2000s, Mike Bentley disposed of many of his
contact prints made from the negatives of photographers such
as Harry Hall. The LNWR Society bought almost 400 prints of
LNWR subjects - these are all of locomotives and were taken
in LMS days (although a few engines are still in LNWR
livery).
JMD* - The J M Dunn Collection
Mr Dunn began work with the LNWR at Willesden steam shed. He
moved to South Wales with the LMS and retired in charge of
Bangor MPD under BR. The LNWRS acquired his negatives (over
500, roll film, 2.75in x 3.75in) and these are used for
printing. The list is on typed sheets but will be
consolidated into the main computer-based list during 2006.
JSY - The John Shelley Collection
The Society purchased Mr J Shelley's collection of LNWR
photographs in 2012 and around 1,200 have been retained by
the LNWR Society as the John Shelley collection. The
photographs are mainly of locomotives in LNWR livery but the
collection includes a good selection of pictures of LNWR
locations such as stations and junctions.
JT - John Tatchell collection.
Scanned images of photographs collected by Mr John Tatchell
and provided by Mr E Talbot. Most of the pictures are of
Ramsbottom and Webb locomotives.
LGRP - Loc & General Office Colln.
The Locomotive & General Railway Photograph Co. built a huge
collection depicting most railways in the UK. Prints were on
sale and many have survived in private collections. The
original photographs were on plate or large format film but
in later days, 35mm copy negatives were made (perhaps by
successor companies). The LGRP Collection contains many of
the LNWR items in LGRP's own 'office' set and is a mixture
of Whole Plate, Half Plate and a few PC prints (the latter
mounted on card). The numbers are LGRP's own.

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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LIBALB - The LNWR Society's Albums.
From time to time, the LNWR Society acquires albums of
photographs which are thought best to keep together. Often
this is because the photographs are glued onto the pages and
cannot easily be separated. The contents of these albums are
all catalogued into the LIBALB (Library Album) collection.
Each album is alloted a number (one or two digits) and
within an album the photographs are numbered serially from
001 to 999. The full number for each picture is the album
number followed by the three digit photograph number.
LNWRS* - The LNWR Society Collection
LNWRS collection is based on collections bought in the early
days of the Society but has gradually been extended and now
contains over 3000 photographs covering all aspects of the
LNWR. It consists mainly of 35mm monochrome copy negatives
although there are some 2.25in copy negatives which are
numbered in the 5000 series.
LS - Lantern Slide Collection
The LNWR Society owns several hundred lantern slides from
several sources. The slides are numbered serially in the LS
collection and are cross referenced to their original
numbers where known. A few have been copied onto film and
the negatives are listed in the LNWRS collection.
MAPS - Maps
Miscellaneous maps. Mostly scanned images.
MISHAP - Reports - Mishaps, Accidents.
Written reports of railway accidents. Each page of a report
is catalogued as a separate item - the text is shown as an
image file. Many reports are official Board of Trade
accident reports but various other sources are used too.
NFSR - The Neil Fraser Collection
Neil Fraser left a large collection of photographs to the
LNWR Society and the best of them are listed in the NFSR
collection.
NFSRN - The Neil Fraser Neg Collection
Neil Fraser left a large collection of negatives to the LNWR
Society and the best of them are listed in the NFSRN
collection. The negatives are in a variety of sizes and it
is intended that they are scanned and prints made from these
digital images.
NHL - N H Lee Collection
The N H Lee collection of general railway (and a few other
topics) photographs.
NHLRR - NHL Coll. Relics and Remains.
N H Lee's collection of modern photographs of railway
subjects, often relating to historical subjects.
PANDA - Posters and Adverts
Posters, adverts, handbills. The items are mainly scanned
images.
PLATE - Glass Plates
LNWRS glass plate negatives.
RB - R Brough collection.
Photographs collected by the late Mr Roy Brough and
purchased by the Society.
RCC - Robin Comyns Carr sketches
Sketches of Crewe Works and railwaymen. Made by Robin Comyns
Carr in late LMS days. Mainly black and white.

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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REID* - The Neville Reid Collection
Amongst Mr Reid's railway photographs is a unique set of
over 400 contact prints (probably by Mr Robert Brookman) of
the LNWR in its later years. They show main line expresses
and local services, chiefly around North London, Bletchley,
Crewe, Chester and Preston. Mr Reid's son allowed the LNWRS
to copy them and prints are made from 2.25in copy negatives.
RGH - Roddy Greiffenhagen collection
29 photographs taken by Mr R Greiffenhagen in the mid 1920s.
The negatives belong to Mr Brian Wright who holds the
copyright and who lent the negatives them to the Society for
copying. All the negatives were printed (except D82, which
was scanned - it is poor). 24 negatives were made and are
catalogued in the LNWRS series.
RLH - The R L Hall Album
The LNWR Society temporarily acquired Volume I of Mr Richard
Hall's album of prints, mainly 2.75in x 3.75in, taken
between 1921 and 1925. They show locomotives of various
railways in and around York and Carlisle. The prints germane
to the LNWR, plus a few others, have been scanned and are
presented here.
RTE - The Ray Ellis Collection
Mr R T Ellis donated a large collection of photographs which
were rescued from the General Office at Crewe shortly before
closure. Most were LNWR official photographs - these are
catalogued under their Crewe numbers and are held in albums
along with other LNWR 'Officials'. The 'RTE' series are
pictures from the Works which carry no LNWR reference number
- they have been numbered RTE 1, RTE 2, RTE 3 ... and are
catalogued here.
RVC - Royal Visit to Crewe 1913
On 21st April 1913, King George V and Queen Mary visited
Crewe Works. Presentation albums were produced with
photographs in sizes from 6in x 8in to 10in x 12in.
Unfortunately the prints were gummed into the albums and the
adhesive has begun to mark some of the pictures. All the
backing sheets have deteriorated. The prints have therefore
been removed and are currently held in pockets within a
loose leaf file. The pictures were donated to the Society by
Mr E Talbot and are those shown in his book about the visit.
RVH - Royal Visit to Holyhead 1900
On 3rd April 1900, Queen Victoria passed through Holyhead on
her journey to Ireland. Numerous photographs were taken and
presentation albums were produced by Mr S H Brook with
photographs either 6in x 4in or 4in x 3in. One copy was
given to Mt J Robinson, the LNWR's electrical engineer - it
now belongs to Mr A J Robinson who has kindly allowed the
LNWR Society to copy the pictures for its collection.
Several of the photographs appeared in a book by Mr Robinson
in 2001 - this is the source of many of the descriptions.
SEMR - The S E M Reid collection
Mr Neville Reid, beginning in the years between the wars,
collected over 5,000 postcard-sized prints of LNWR scenes.
Most pictures are locomotive portraits but there are prints
showing moving passenger and goods trains, bridges, tunnels,
steam sheds and other topics, in LNWR and LMS eras. Mr
Reid's son, Simon Reid, inherited the collection several
years ago and has donated it to the LNWR Society.

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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SGJ* - The S G Joscelyne Collection
Amongst photographs donated to the LNWRS by the Cumbrian
Railway Circle was a collection of over 100 contact prints
taken by Mr S G Joscelyne. They show LNWR scenes in the
north west - mainly around Liverpool - in early LMS years.
Most have been copied onto 2.25in negatives and are shown in
the lists.
SITES - LNWR locations
A collection of postcard-sized pictures, nearly all of LNWR
locations - mainly stations but includes some signalboxes,
junctions etc. The photographs were bought at auction at
Derby in September 2011 and cover the work of several
photographers. The dates range from LNWR days through the
LMS period into the BR era. Many of the photographs are from
Mr V R Anderson's collection.
SITESB - LNWR locations - set B
A collection of postcard-sized pictures, nearly all of LNWR
locations - mainly stations but includes some signalboxes,
junctions etc. The photographs were bought at auction at
Derby in December 2011 onwards and cover the work of several
photographers. The dates range from LNWR days through the
LMS period into the BR era. Many of the photographs are from
Mr V R Anderson's collection.
SOC - LNWRS General Photos & Scans
Miscellaneous pictures from various sources. Many have been
scanned and held on disc. Some have been acquired as scanned
images and so a traditional print is not present for some of
the entries.
SOCA - LNWRS General Photos
Miscellaneous pictures acquired by the Society as batches
(2006 onwards).
SOCB - LNWRS General Photos - set 2
Miscellaneous pictures acquired by the Society as batches
(2012 onwards).
SOCLF - LNWRS Large Format Photos
Miscellaneous pictures acquired from various sources. The
prints are in large format - too large to fit an A4 pocket.
SOCMDL - LNWRS Models Collection
A collection of photographs of models. Most of the
photographs are modern (and in colour) but the models were
build from Victorian days onwards. All scales and topics are
covered.
SOCMI - Modern Image Railways
A collection of photographs of modern railways.
SOCRR - LNWRS Relics and Remains
A collection of modern (often colour) photographs of LNWR
relics or remains. Many show ex-LNWR buildings or structures
still in place. Others show LNWR artefacts which have been
preserved in museums or private collections. The photographs
have mostly been contributed by LNWRS members.
SOCSLD - LNWRS Slides Collection
A collection of 35mm slides - a mixture of black and white
and of colour (including some LNWR engines at the end of
their careers in BR livery).
SW - Sam Worthington collection.
Scanned images of prints from Sam Worthington's album.
Photographs cover several railways and were taken by Mr
Worthington himself, plus several by P W Pilcher, F E McKay
and other photographers, generally in the early years of the
20th century.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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TTB - Timetables
Various timetable pages.
VF - The Vic Forster Collection
Vic Forster set out to collect pictures of every engine
owned by the LMS. His photographs were acquired (and
augmented) by Mr J B True and the collection was bought at
auction by the LNWR Society in April 2010. Only the
photographs of LNWR engines were retained. They are listed
in the order used by Mr True, which is generally by LMS
number even if the engine is pictured with its LNWR number.
WTNPRT - LNWR Wolverton Official Prints
The LNWR Society's collection of prints of the LNWR's
Official Photographs kept by the Company at Wolverton from
1904 onward. Wolverton gave their prints a serial number
(usually marked on the negative) but, unfortunately, they
had two series and both start at 1. The Society has a
handwritten list of the main series and prints from it have
been prefixed W (eg W927). Only a partial list exists for
the other series and prints from it are prefixed WA to
distinguish them from the main set (eg WA103).

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Carriages
Carriages
Carriages
Carriages
Carriages
Carriages
Wagons
Wagons
Wagons
Wagons
Wagons
Wagons
Wagons
Non-rail Vehicles
Non-rail Vehicles
Non-rail Vehicles
Non-rail Vehicles
Non-rail Vehicles
Shipping and Docks
Shipping and Docks
Shipping and Docks
Signals, track, points
Signals, track, points
Signals, track, points
Signals, track, points
Signals, track, points
Locomotive items
Locomotive items
Locomotive items
Locomotive items
Locomotive items
Locomotive items
Miscellaneous items
Miscellaneous items
Miscellaneous items
Miscellaneous items
Miscellaneous items
Civil Engineering Works
Civil Engineering Works
Civil Engineering Works
Civil Engineering Works
Civil Engineering Works
Buildings
Buildings
Buildings
Buildings
Buildings
Buildings
General Information
General Information
General Information
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Operation
Personnel and Organisation
Personnel and Organisation

4-wheeled carriage
6-wheeled carriage
8-wheeled carriage
12-wheeled carriage
Various carriages
Pass, and NPCS train
Open wagon
Covered van
Livestock wagon
Tank wagon
Brake van
Miscellaneous wagon
Goods train
Unpowered vehicle
Horse drawn vehicle
Steam powered v'hcle
Elec powered v'hcle
Motor powered v'hcle
Ship
Docks, harbours etc
Canals and boats
Signal
Misc sigs and eqpt
Signal box
Level crossing
Track, points etc.
Loco constr & parts
Mech Eng Drawings
Mech Eng Tests,Stats
Tenders
Sheds, coal, water
Water troughs
Miscellany
Lineside
Accidents & Mishaps
Cranes
LNWR Society items
Bridges, earthworks.
Tunnel.
Track and Junctions
Construction sites.
Civil Eng Drawings
Stations and Yards
Town Railway Offices
Streets, buildings
Landscape View
Townscape View
Industry, warehouses
Maps and diagrams
Paperwork
Tourism
Crewe works
Wolverton works
Earlestown Works.
Plant and Machinery
Company Works.
Contractors Works
Services and TTs.
People
Memorials, Graves

210
230
250
270
290
295
310
330
350
360
370
390
395
410
430
450
460
470
510
530
550
635
670
680
685
690
700
705
707
710
750
755
910
930
950
970
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1450
1470
1480
1490
1495
1620
1625
1630
1640
1645
1650
1700
1750
1780
1810
1830
1850
1870
1880
1890
1910
1950
1960
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CRPRT
D117 Queen Adelaide's saloon, built in 1842. Posed in a siding
VG
with a grassed slope in the background, probably at
Wolverton. Photograph prepared for PC slide No. 23. SB
21-Dec-1904. LNWR Official D117.
Source: CROFF D117
CRPRT
D128 Photograph of a painting of a Liverpool & Manchester First
G
Class carriage of 1838. Photograph prepared for PC slide No.
81. S3 21-Dec-1904. Crewe Official D128.
Source: CROFF D128
LNWRS
816 Queen Adelaide's saloon of 1840, No. 2. Official No. D117.
SB
LNWRS
1628 Queen Adelaide's saloon parked next to 'toplight' corridor
G
brake compo No. 4030. A more distant view than in neg No.
1629.
LNWRS
1629 Queen Adelaide's saloon parked next to 'toplight' corridor
VG
brake compo No. 4030. A closer view than in neg No. 1628.
LS
157 A first class carriage from the Liverpool & Manchester.
Copied from a painting. Crewe Official D128.
NHL
1271 KESR. Ancient carriage with centre first compartment and coupe
G
compartments at each end. 'Stagecoach' styling.
SOC
1080 A old 4-wheeled 3-compartment first, in two-tone livery.
F
Window in end. Standing in a siding with a wire and post
fence in the foreground. Industrial building in background.
Man standing alongside - perhaps the photographer's
assistant. Note on back of print claims it is an L&B
carriage. S3
SOC
1094 View of part of low sided open carriage truck No. 586. '5ft
F
6in Tank' No. 133 in background. Front end of another LNW
engine in left foreground. SOC 1094a shows notes about the
vehicle. C1904.
Source: RSC
SOC
1094A Low sided open carriage truck No. 586. A letter from Bill
G
Allen to Ted Talbot about the carriage truck shown in SOC
1094. Includes notes by Jim Richards. 13-Feb-1983.
SOC
1135 The royal coach of 1848. Standing in a siding on the Kent &
B
East Sussex Railway. S3
WTNPRT W279B High sided open carriage truck No. 280. Fitted with
G
handbrake having a straight rest with holes and peg for
holding down the brakes. SB 24-May-1907. LNWR Official
W279B.
Source: CROFF WTN279B
WTNPRT
W410 NLR. Wolverton Works yard. A new train of 4-wheeled elliptical
VG
roof close-coupled carriages in NLR livery for London
suburban services. From left to right the carriages are: Bk3
No. 107, 3rd No. 86, 3rd No. 88, 1st No. 124, 2nd No. 124,
2nd No. 122, 1st No. 123, 1st No. 122, 3rd No. 87, Bk3 No.
101. 5-Oct-1910. LNWR Official W410.
Source: CROFF WTN410
JMD
189 PVT. Penmaenmawr quarry railways. Passenger 'car' used for
travelling up quarry incline. Shown attached to rope at
bottom of incline, next to rail crossing (which is just off
the picture).
LNWRS
872 Crewe North Junction. 4 compartment and 3 compartment with
end luggage cubby. On back siding to left of water tank. S3
Part of photo 769 (listed under Cheshire).
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RVC
40 Crewe Steelworks yard. Two Crewe Cabs were specially
VG
prepared to carry the royal party around the Works - they
were made into a train pulled by Ramsbottom 0-4-0 saddle
tank No. 3001. They are seen posed beside the paint shop
facing houses in Holt Street (on the right). Guard posed at
back of nearer cab, on an external seat. 21-Apr-1913.
SOC
1079 Brymbo Junction. A train of 25ft third class carriages,
F
mostly in 2-tone livery but one in plain brown. Numbers not
visible. Standing at a platform. Note on back says 'Brymbo
Branch'. S3
Source: L&G 3758
SOC
152 Derby Works. A 4-wheel coupe, in LNWR livery, stored in the
VG
paint shop. It was formerly used as an inspection saloon and
perhaps dates from the 1860s. Ex-MR tender with LMS letters
in right background. S3 11-Oct-1936.
SOC
1093 Derby paint shop. A 4-wheel coupe, in LNWR livery, stored in
VG
the paint shop. It was formerly used as an inspection saloon
and perhaps dates from the 1860s. Ex-MR tender with LMS
letters in left background. 11-Oct-1936.
Source: 1019 Photographer: L Hanson.
GDWP DP1271 Rolveden. 3-compartment elliptical roof brake third built
VG
Wolverton for the NLR in 1910. Preserved in LNWR-style
livery. Fitted with grab rails running down from beside the
door handles to the upper step board. L3F 22-Sep-1969.
Photographer: H D Bowtell.
LNWRS
1942 Rolveden. 3-compartment elliptical roof brake third built
Wolverton for the NLR in 1910. Preserved in LNWR-style
livery. Fitted with grab rails running down from beside the
door handles to the upper step board. L3F 22-Sep-1969.
Source: GDWP DP1271 Photographer: H D Bowtell.
ESR
126 Heaton Chapel. 4-cpt tri-composite No. 766. Shows lining on
VG
wooden solebar and W-irons. Labelled 'London via Buxton'.
Coupled safety chains on right. Standing outside Mauldeth
Hall 'Hospital for Incurables'. SB
Source: RP 14185
LNWRS
1579 Heaton Chapel. Close coupled composite, lined out
VG
underframe. Nameboard shows 'London via Buxton'.
FWSLF
AL99 WMHR. Whittingham. The three carriages for the SLS/MLS railtour,
VG
viewed looking north west across the engine shed yard. The
carriages have been converted fron LNWR goods brake vans from left, LMS Nos. 280388, 280710, 280488 - painted unlined
green. BSA 'wagon mover' in right foreground. Shed itself in
background, mostly obscured by the train. S3 1-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM1 WMHR. Whittingham. One of the three carriages (converted LNWR
VG
goods brake vans - this one is ex No. 280388) used for an
SLS/MLS railtour. Viewed looking north east across the shed
yard. Front end of JAMES FRYARS on right. S3 1-May-1954.
SITES
398 NLR. Finchley Church End. Looking south east, down into the GNR
F
station, where a train of NLR 4-wheeled carriages waits.
Passengers in Edwardian dress on island platform.
CRPRT
C668 Mawddwy. An old LNWR 3-compartment composite carriage seen
VG
on the Mawddwy Railway. Posed with doors open - padded
finish on inside of first class door, plain wood on others.
29-Mar-1900. LNWR Official C668.
Source: CROFF C668
CRPRT
C669 Mawddwy. An old LNWR 3-compartment composite carriage seen
VG
on the Mawddwy Railway. Posed with doors closed. SB
29-Mar-1900. LNWR Official C669.
Source: CROFF C669
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CRPRT
C670 Mawddwy. An old LNWR 3-compartment composite carriage seen
VG
on the Mawddwy Railway. Posed for the camera. E 29-Mar-1900.
LNWR Official C670.
Source: CROFF C670
LNWRS
1863 Mawddwy. Composite carriage built in 1850's. In service with
Mawddwy Railway. Light upper panels, dark mouldings and
lower sides. 1900 SB
LNWRS
1864 Mawddwy. Tri-composite carriage built 1850s or 1860s. In
E
service with Mawddwy Railway. Doors open, showing padding on
inside of first class door. SB 1900
LNWRS
1865 Mawddwy. Tri-composite carriage built 1850s or 1860s. In
G
service with Mawddwy Railway. E 1900.
SOC
1081 Horderley. An ex-LNWR 4-wheeled 4-compartment carriage on
G
the Bishops Castle Railway as BCR Coach No. 1. Photographed
after BCR closure on 14-Jun-1936. S3
Source: RSC
SOCLF
42 G&KER. BRCW Works, Birmingham. A 4-wheeled passenger brake van
VG
built by the Birmingham Railway Carriage & Wagon Co. for the
opening of the railway in July 1909. C1909.
ESR
129 Stratford-on-Avon. An old 3-cpt carriage in 'stagecoach'
VG
styling, parked in a siding in the SMJR shed yard. Said to
be ex-L&B.
Source: LPC
LNWRS
438 Two 28' close coupled 5 compartment 3rd class carriages in
GR
LMS livery in South Wales, in a train of other similar
vehicles. Not very clear. D300 SB
LNWRS
9536 Close up of train with two straight sided horseboxes
(LNWR?)leading, the 57' toplight stock. HBOX S3 On
watertroughs, pulled by No. 5000 'CORONATION'.
LNWRS
875 Crewe North Junction. 14'6" horsebox No. 516 on front
siding. Part of photo 769 (listed under Cheshire). HBOX S3
LNWRS
82 21' horsebox No. 329. HBOXD436 SB
LNWRS
815 L&M Liverpool and Manchester Railway carriage 'EXPERIENCE'.
Copy of official postcard of Official No. D128
LNWRS
486 Derby paint shop. Tiny 4-wheeled saloon, as accompanying
2-2-2 Well Tank in photo No. 485 (listed amongst 'Early
types'). MISC SB
LNWRS
9537 Composite carriage, built in 1862. In use on the Bishops
VG
Castle Railway. 1932 MISC S3
LNWRS
9528 Elliptical roof 5 compartment 2nd, built at Wolverton in
1910. NLR SB
LNWRS
9529 Interior of first class compartment of elliptical roof
carriage, built at Wolverton in 1910. NLR
LNWRS
9530 Interior of second class compartment of elliptical roof
carriage, built at Wolverton in 1910. NLR
LNWRS
9531 Interior of third class compartment of elliptical roof
carriage, built at Wolverton in 1910. NLR
LNWRS
9532 NLR Set No. 4 consisting of 6 carriages including brake van,
in LMS livery, at carriage sheds.
LNWRS
9533 Grounded body of brake van. NLR S3
LNWRS
9534 Grounded body of very short brake van, viewed from birdcage
end. NLR S3
ESR
114 Wolverton Works. Flat sided motor car van No. 2342, posed
G
partly against a tarpaulin background but part of the works
in view beyond. Small L&NWR and number painted on sliding
door. End door is damaged. Flat sided version of NPCS D448
(might be a goods number). NPCS S3 LNWR Official WTN521.
NHL
803 Wolverton Works. 4-wheeled open carriage truck. Posed in the
VG
yard, in front of the coal stack, with buildings and a
chimney in the background. Capstans in foreground. NPCS SB
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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LNWRS
871 Crewe North Junction. 20' Post Office No. 20?, 19'6" Post
Office No. 31 or 32, 26' full brake, 14'6" horsebox, GWR
van, another van. NPCS S3 Part of photo 768 (listed under
Cheshire).
WTNPRT
W371 Horse box No. 337 with side door opened to reveal space for
VG
horses, showing movable partitions, mangers and padding on
inside of upper doors. Groom's compartment on right. Posed
at a platform, with bushes in background. NPCS436 SB LNWR
Official W371.
Source: CROFF W371
WTNPRT
W372 Horse box No. 337 with side door closed. Groom's compartment
G
on right. Posed in a siding, with trees and bushes in
background. NPCS436 SB LNWR Official W372.
Source: CROFF W371
WTNPRT
W223 Wolverton. 4-wheeled Combination Truck No. 389 lettered for
F
Fruit and Milk Traffic. High elliptical roof, louvred sides.
Cupboard doors at ends, sliding door at each side, seen with
side door open. Posed in the yard. NPCS445A S3 C1907. LNWR
Official W223.
Source: CROFF WTN223
WTNPRT
W190 Wolverton. Covered Motor Truck No. 603. Finished in lake,
G
with crest, and fully lined. Lettered 'For Motor Car
Traffic' at both sides of the central sliding door. NPCS SB
LNWR Official W190.
Source: CROFF WTN190
LNWRS
379 21' combination truck (Fruit and Milk). LNWR lake livery.
VG
'L&NWR' just visible but too dirty to read number. NPCSD445
SB
LNWRS
90 21' fixed side open carriage truck (picture copied from a
book). NPCSD466 S3
LNWRS
378 21' Fish Truck (at a platform). NPCSD468 S3
G
LNWRS
440 21' 5 ton Fish Truck No. 439. LNWR lined lake livery.
G
NPCSD468 SB A good view of horizontal vacuum cylinder and
outwards-sloping brake hangers.
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CRPRT
A13 6-wheeled tri-composite carriage No. 1126. Fully lined
VG
axleguards and underframe. April 1881. Crewe Official A13.
Source: CROFF A13
CRPRT
A205 Mr Footner's saloon. Interior view, looking along the
VG
saloon. Shows the seating and a magnificent bureau, with
candles to improve the lighting. May 1892. Crewe Official
A205.
Source: CROFF A205
LNWRS
425 Inspection saloon, viewed from verandah end. LMS No. 45099.
F
S3
LNWRS
765 4 compartment luggage tri-composite No. 1126 (30'6"?).
Fully lined out underframe. Official photograph No. A13.
April 1881. (1711 is a better version of the same picture)
LNWRS
876 34' day saloons Nos 103, 104. Shows 42' radials No. 123,
125. Part of photo 831 (listed under Carriages - Various).
S3
LNWRS
878 32' saloons No. 108 and unidentified. Part of photo 831
(listed under Carriages - Various). S3
LNWRS
1540 34' Clerestory Ladies Saloon No. 104 showing crests and
VG
monograms. Non-gangwayed end. See Jenkinson LNWR Coaches
Plates 4 & 5. S3
LNWRS
1881 34' clerestory twin ladies' and gentlemen's saloons Nos.
VG
104, 103. Shows PO-style offset gangway between vehicles.
In works yard. S3
Source: CRPRT C40
LNWRS
1941 30'6" x 7'9" two compartment brake third No. 1809 (built
1875). SB
LNWRS
2043 Queen Victoria's day saloon. Interior view. Official A80.
1888.
LS
116 32ft travelling post office No. 341, posed with its net
VG
extended. 15-Jun-1892. Crewe Official C273.
NFSRN
12 30ft 1in six-wheeled brake No. DM395362, modified for use by
G
Henry Pooley & Son Ltd, weighing machine contractors.
Recently painted. Standing on its own in a yard. 1960s.
NHL
149 An ex-LNWR ventilated milk van with sliding doors, in use as
VG
a stores van for the S&CM Department in BR days. Steel
underframe, elliptical roof. Standing at a platform ,partly
covered by an overall roof. DM 198770. S3
SOC
641 The original WCJS sleeping saloon, No. 63, built in 1864.
P
Ornate decoration above windows. Posed win front of a long,
pitched roof, shed with wooden side. S3
SOC
996 6-wheeled 2-cpt brake third No. 4261 in right foreground,
F
6-wheeled third No. 4671 in centre, 4-wheeled 4-cpt third on
left. The carriages are being used for first-aid practice in
a simulated accident - several railwaymen are standing or
sitting beside the carriages, either bandaged or acting as
first aiders. Platform canopy on left.
SOC
1083 Several sets of 6-wheeled carriages, mostly LNWR but with a
F
line of what looks to be L&Y carriages amongst. An LNWR
tender engine is on an empty line between them. The
photograph is thought to be at Blackpool Talbot Road and
taken at the same time as SOC 1082. SOC 1083A shows notes on
back of print to explain details of stock. S3A
Source: L&G 2432
SOC
1083A Notes on the back of the print from which SOC 1083 was
G
scanned - these give details of some of the carriage types
and fittings
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BLM
706 Potton. Looking north east, down along the roofs of a train
F
of 6-wheeled carriages. Roof of 4-wheeled vehicle in
foreground - perhaps a non-LNW horsebox. Waiting at busy
Down (to Cambridge) platform. Wagons in goods yard in centre
background. Up (to Bedford) platform on right with platform
nameboard. Goods shed in right background. EA C1900.
CRPRT
C39 Wolverton Works yard. 34ft clerestory roof Ladies' Saloon.
VG
One of a pair. Number not yet applied. According to
Jenkinson, plate 5, it was given number 104. S3 Oct 1883.
LNWR Official C39.
Source: CROFF C39
CRPRT
C40 Wolverton Works yard. Twin 34ft clerestory roof saloons.
VG
Numbers not yet applied. Gangwayed together by an offset
connection similar to those used with Post Office vehicles.
According to Jenkinson, plate 4, they were given numbers 104
and 103 - they are described as "Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Saloons". S3 Oct 1883. LNWR Official C40.
Source: CROFF C40
WTNPRT
W337 Wolverton Works yard. WCJS Fish Van No. 635. Lined lake. S3
G
24-May-1907. LNWR Official W337.
Source: CROFF WTN337
WTNPRT
W424 Wolverton Works yard. A new train of 6-wheeled elliptical
VG
roof close coupled carriages for the Birmingham and Sutton
service - lettering shown on end of rightmost carriage. 11
carriages - Bk3 No. 7436 on right. 3rd No. 639 next to it.
Taken from nearer to the end brake than WTN425. 9-Mar-1911.
LNWR Official W424.
Source: CROFF WTN424
WTNPRT
W425 Wolverton Works yard. A new train of 6-wheeled elliptical
VG
roof close coupled carriages for the Birmingham and Sutton
service - lettering shown on end of rightmost carriage. 11
carriages - Bk3 No. 7436 on right. 3rd No. 639 next to it.
Nearer to broadside than WTN424. 9-Mar-1911. LNWR Official
W425.
Source: CROFF WTN425
SOC
1084 Wolverton Works. View across the erecting shop from a high
G
level, showing the roofs of various 6-wheeled carriages. The
far wall has numbers p[ainted on it, probably to designate
the numbers of the tracks which terminate there - numbers 27
to 32 are shown.
Source: L&G 2450
SOC
1085 Wolverton Works. View across the erecting shop from a high
F
level, showing the roofs of various 6-wheeled carriages. The
far wall has numbers painted on it, probably to designate
the numbers of the tracks which terminate there - numbers 26
to 33 are shown. Carriage in foreground has a swivel vent
(on right). From same neg as SOC 1084.
Source: L&G 2450
FWSLF
AU67 Chester Northgate steam shed. Ex-LNWR brake third No.
VG
DM279752 in use as an engineers' vehicle. Lettered
MP-M-AGECROFT. Standing in the yard with the shed building
in the left background. Top of Chester No. 6 overhead signal
box in view on right. 22-Sep-1957.
LNWRS
873 Crewe North Junction. Carriages on back siding, in front of
water tower. Includes Nos 149, 228(?). Part of photo 769
(listed under Cheshire). S3
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LGRP
2419 Crewe South Junction. Close-coupled W H Smith newspaper vans
F
in LNWR passenger livery. The vans are coupled to 'Problem'
No. 610 PRINCESS ROYAL (L3F) which has a drop-down smokebox
door, Webb cab and closed splashers. Two vans are seen in
full but part of a third one is out of the frame. The train
is parked with South Junction signalbox in the background.
Source: L&G 2419
LGRP
2419A Crewe South Junction. Close-coupled W H Smith newspaper vans
F
in LNWR passenger livery. Two vans are seen in full but part
of a third one is out of the frame. The first van appears to
be lettered "W H Smith & Son, XX Strand London, Newspaper
Van No. 37". The picture is a close-up from LGRP 2419.
Source: L&G 2419
LGRP
2419B Crewe South Junction. A close-up from photograph LGRP 2419
F
showing text on the side of a W H Smith's newspaper van. It
appears to read "W H Smith & Son, XX Strand London,
Newspaper Van No. 37".
Source: L&G 2419
LNWRS
1711 Crewe Works. 30'6" Luggage Tri-compo No. 1126
E
(2nd,1st,L,1st,3rd). Lined underframe and hornplates. LNWR
monograms and crests visible. Posed outside the paint shop.
April 1881. Crewe Official A13 (same as negative No. 765 but
a better version).
LS
48 Crewe Works. Mr Footner's coupe, with built-in tender.
VG
Coupled to rebuilt Trevithick 2-2-2 'MAINTENANCE'. SB
11-May-1892. Crewe Official A203.
LNWRS
426 Crewe. Inspection saloon with verandahs at both ends, seen
G
behind a Webb tender. A close up taken from another
photograph. S3
SOCRR
223 DN&G. Belfast Witham Street Museum. Preserved DN&G 30ft 1in x 8ft
G
6in coupe composite No. 1, as repainted after preservation.
Lined 'plum and spilt milk' livery. View along platform,
with coupe compartment at far end. Part of another carriage
in right foreground and two tank engines beyond. See HMRS
Jul 1992 p221. S3 9-Sep-1985.
SOCRR
224 DN&G. Belfast Witham Street Museum. Preserved DN&G 30ft 1in x 8ft
G
6in coupe composite No. 1, as repainted after preservation.
Lined 'plum and spilt milk' livery. Coupe compartment at far
end. Part of another carriage in right foreground and a tank
engine beyond. See HMRS Jul 1992 p221. S3 9-Sep-1985.
SOC
1325 Belfast. In around 1909, the GNR of Ireland bought some old
G
carriages from the LNWR and regauged them. One of the
carriages, probably a 6-wheeled full brake, was in a siding
at Adelaide (Belfast) awaiting scrapping and part of it is
seen here - GNR(I) livery with lettering shaded blue.
14-Apr-1961.
SOC
1257 DN&G. Portadown. The interior of the first class coupe compartment
G
at the end of DN&G first/second composite carriage No. 3,
looking across from door to door with the seat on the right.
Pictured after sale to the GNR(I). 19-Aug-1952.
SOC
1082 Blackpool Talbot Road. View of the excursion platforms,
G
looking from the station buildings. The station is filled
with trains of 6-wheeled carriages - mostly LNWR but an L&Y
train is parked in the middle of the picture. Notice in the
foreground shows that two of the trains are for Birmingham
and Walsall. S3A
Source: RP 2115
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LNWRS
1710 Lancaster. 30'1" Inspection Saloon - verandahs at both ends
G
- and rear half of 1800 gallon tender. Staff and friends
ranged alongside. (See PN 66). Lots of Common Crossings
spread on ground in front. C1913.
LNWRS
1940 Euston. Full brake No. 176. Appears similar to 30'1" D385
but has a louvred dog box at each end. S3 A close-up from
negative No. 1948 (Precursor).
CRPRT OS106A Newark. Four carriages fitted with Clark and Webb chain
F
brake. A close-up of the train in OS106. On the right are
three 3-compartment firsts(?) with luggage compartment on
left (vehicles 6,7 and 8) and on the left is a luggage
tri-compo (vehicle 9). Posed during the brake trials. 1875.
Crewe Official OS106.
Source: CROFF OS106
CRPRT OS106B Newark. Six carriages fitted with Clark and Webb chain
F
brake. A close-up of the train in OS106. On the right are
two luggage tri-compos (vehicles 10 and 11), in the middle
are three 5-compartment thirds(?) (vehicles 12, 13 and 14)
and on the left is a flat sided full brake (vehicle 15).
Posed during the brake trials. 1875. Crewe Official OS106.
Source: CROFF OS106
CRPRT OS107A Newark. A full brake, fitted with the Clark and Webb chain
P
brake. A large wheel (18in diameter?) is mounted near the
cantrail to the right of the droplight door. Posed during
the brake trials. A close-up from A107 - fifth carriage in
train. 1875. Crewe Official OS107.
Source: CROFF OS107
CRPRT OS107B Newark. A luggage tri-compo (No. 62?), fitted with the Clark
F
and Webb chain brake. Posed during the brake trials. A
close-up from A107 - fourth carriage in train. 1875. Crewe
Official OS107.
Source: CROFF OS107
CRPRT OS107C Newark. A luggage tri-compo (No. 1653?), fitted with the
G
Clark and Webb chain brake. Third class compartment on
right. Posed during the brake trials. A close-up from A107 third carriage in train. 1875. Crewe Official OS107.
Source: CROFF OS107
CRPRT OS107D Newark. A luggage tri-compo (No. 1307?), fitted with the
F
Clark and Webb chain brake. Third class compartment on
right. Posed during the brake trials. A close-up from A107 second carriage in train. 1875. Crewe Official OS107.
Source: CROFF OS107
CRPRT OS107E Newark. A luggage tri-compo (No. 265?), fitted with the
F
Clark and Webb chain brake. Third class compartment on
right. Posed during the brake trials. A close-up from A107 first carriage in train. 1875. Crewe Official OS107.
Source: CROFF OS107
SITES
877 Oxford Rewley Road. The view south east along the covered
F
part of the station, looking towards the buffer stops. Three
6-wheeled carriages and a four wheeler, on right.
CRPRT C142B Birmingham New Street. 6-wheeled 5-compartment third class
G
carriage No. 1523. The nearest compartment is labelled
'Third Smoking' whilst the rest are labelled 'Third'.
Standing in platform 1, with destination boad 'Birmingham'.
A close-up from C142. Sept 1885. Crewe Official C142.
Source: CROFF C142
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LNWRS
1623 Nuneaton. Train with No. 1889 (3 second class cpt visible),
VG
No. 235 End Bk 2nd (?), 5 cpt, Horse box, open carriage
truck and a 'Problem'. A good view showing low platform, gas
lamps, milk churns, passengers in late Victorian dresses
(although it is difficult to persuade photographers to print
all the hats).
SOC
1219 Nuneaton. A train of 6-wheeled carriages at a platform G
from the left are 2nd No. 1889, 3rd bk No. 235 (milk churns
alongside), 5cpt, horse box, open fish truck, pulled by a
'Problem' (thought to be No. 77 MERSEY). Another train just
in view on right where a lady in a large hat is leaning out
to talk to a well dressed friend.
Source: LNWRS 1623
LNWRS
88 Rugby steam shed. Picnic saloon in BR service stock. No.
G
M284669. Parked in the yard amongst building supplies.
Northgate shed roof in view beyond carriage and tenders on
right. Larger building on left being erected (or
demolished). S3
LNWRS
423 32' radial invalid saloon No. 28. Negative copied from a
F
book. D057 S3
LNWRS
52 32' family saloon in use as engineer's saloon. LMS No.
45025. Viewed from enclosed end. D066 S3
LNWRS
53 32' family saloon in use as engineer's saloon. LMS No.
45025. Viewed from verandah end. D066 S3
LNWRS
463 Stoke. Clerestory picnic saloon. LMS No. 10632. Not in
N
focus. 1932 D080
LNWRS
2323 An inside view of a picnic saloon, with tables set for a
F
meal. Women are seated at table and men and a woman are
standing at the far end of the main saloon. Coats are
hanging over the windows. D085
Source: SOC 155
SOC
155 An inside view of a picnic saloon, with tables set for a
F
meal. Women are seated at table and men and a woman are
standing at the far end of the main saloon. Coats are
hangining over the windows but the visible fittings look
very similar to those in the preserved saloon so the vehicle
is thought to be a D085.
SOC
696 Bletchley. Ex-LNWR 30ft 1in luggage tri-compo No. DM284604,
G
in departmental use but with little external modification.
Marshalled between another carriage (on left) and a van with
a corrugated end (on right). Trees in background. D197 S3
4-May-1958.
LNWRS
1943 Rake of elliptical roof carriages built in 1911 for
Birmingham - Sutton service. D362 S3 Nearest to camera is
3-compartment brake third No. 7436.
SOC
694 Wolverton Works yard. Ex-LNWR CCT No. DM395079 in use as a
G
Cell Truck by the C&W department. Lower panels replaced by
horizontal planking. Works building in background. D444 S3
NHL
807 Stratford-on-Avon. An LNWR picnic saloon on an SMJ train,
P
leaving Stratford for Blisworth. Pulled by SMJ 2-4-0 No. 13.
Running along an embankment. Brick arch underbridge on left.
D84 SB C1921.
NHL
807A Stratford-on-Avon. An LNWR picnic saloon on an SMJ train. A
VP
close-up from NHL 807. D84 SB C1921.
LNWRS
62 25' Fruit and Milk van No. 193 (straight sides and louvres
E
all round). NPCS S3
LNWRS
95 5 compartment parcels van - leading vehicle of train. Taken
from a very acute angle. Shows mail bags being picked up.
NPCS S3 Negative is copied from a book.
LNWRS
714 Dynamometer car. Official photograph No. C942. NPCS SB
E
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LNWRS
807 Dynamometer car. Official photograph No. C943. NPCS S3
LNWRS
861 Interior of Dynamometer car. View along the carriage
G
toweards the end door and windows. Shows longitudinal
seating and the long centre table with measuring
instruments. NPCS LNWR Official C944.
LNWRS
879 32' full brake No. 372? Also shows 32' saloon. Part of photo
831 (listed under Carriages - Various). NPCS S3
LNWRS
874 Crewe North Junction. 26' flat sided full brake on front
siding. Part of photo 769 (listed under Cheshire). NPCS S3
LNWRS
869 Crewe Works. WCJS parcels van No. 453, along with part of
30'1" full brake No. 8702. Part of photo 759 (listed under
Cheshire). NPCS
LNWRS
870 Crewe Works. WCJS 30' fish van No. 669 lettered 'London and
Scotland', along with 25' WCJS van. Both painted lake. NPCS
Part of photo 759 (listed under Cheshire).
LNWRS
78 Euston. 32' arc roof full brake No. 176. Shows louvres for
dog boxes at the ends. Close up from negative No. 1948
(Precursor). NPCS S3
LNWRS
9546 Whitmore troughs. Parcels van, followed by second and third
GR
class slip carriages. Up Liverpool express pulled by
Precursor No. 412 'MARQUIS'. Only cab and tender of engine
are shown. Detail from LNWRS 9394. NPCS S3
LNWRS
424 WCJS 32ft TPO No. 348 showing the corridor connection and
F
the net side of the carriage. A composite picture, copied
from a book. The other part shows ground mounted mail
catching apparatus. NPCSD089 S3
LNWRS
99 WCJS Fish Van No.635 in Lake livery. NPCSD107 S3
LNWRS
71 WCJS 25' Fish Van No. 474 (curved sides). NPCSD108
LNWRS
81 32' x 8'6" cove roof corridor milk brake van No. 33444. LMS.
NPCSD384 S3
LNWRS
421 32' x 8'6" cove roof corridor milk brake van. LMS. NPCSD384
F
S3
LNWRS
422 Willesden. 32' arc roof corridor parcels van No. 09667.
G
NPCSD417 S3 1923
LNWRS
427 30'1" 5 compartment parcels van. LMS No. 27990. NPCSD425 S3
GR
LNWRS
432 Willesden. No. 10700. Horsebox from the royal train.
N
NPCSD435 S3 1924.
LNWRS
1673 A Wolverton TPO - a posed view showing the catching net
N
extended. WCJS No. 348. NPCSW089 SB
CRPRT
A80 The interior of Queen Victoria's day saloon, looking along
VG
the carriage towards the end door. RYL C1888. LNWR Official
A80.
Source: CROFF A80
LNWRS
764 The Queen's two saloons. Official No. A79. Oct 1888. RYL SB
LNWRS
1567 Queen Victoria's twin saloons with staff lined up in front.
F
RYL SB
LS
40 Queen Victoria's pair of carriages, joined by a corridor
VG
connection and mounted on 6-wheeled underframes. RYL SB
1885. Crewe Official A79.
CRPRT
A79 Wolverton Works yard. Queen Victoria's close-coupled twin
VG
saloons, posed outside. RYL SB 29-Oct-1885. Crewe Official
A79.
Source: CROFF A79
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CPA
299 Elliptical roof 'Toplights' corridor brake third No. 7477.
G
Roof boards read 'Liverpool L&NWR Manchester Exchange Leeds
& Newcastle on Tyne'. Coupled to another 'Toplights'
carriage on right. Part of an arc roof carriage in view on
another line on left. S3
CPA
301 Arc roof corridor full brake No. 8538 with headboard
G
'Swansea Leeds & York'. Standing in a train - elliptical
roof carriage on right. Tall terrace houses in left
background and an irregular shaped building on right. SB
CRPRT
A42 42ft radial sleeping saloon. Not yet numbered but probably
VG
No. 100 - from a series numbered 100 to 116. SB March 1884.
LNWR Official A42.
Source: CROFF A42
CRPRT
A111 Posed photograph of twin 34ft bogie dining saloons Nos. 117
VG
and 118. The carriages were originally built on 6-wheeled
underframes in 1882 as Ladies' and Gentlemen's saloons Nos.
104 and 103. Newly painted, showing insignia. The saloons
are gangwayed together but have no external gangways. S3
23-Jan-1890. LNWR Official A111.
Source: CROFF A111
CRPRT
A117 Posed photograph of twin clerestory 42ft bogie dining
VG
saloons Nos. 160 and 161. Newly painted, showing insignia.
The saloons are gangwayed together, with windows in
connection, but have no external gangways. SB 14-Jul-1890.
LNWR Official A117.
Source: CROFF A117
CRPRT
A118 One of the 42ft clerestory bogie twin diners (No. 158 or No.
VG
159), built for the Euston - Manchester service. Interior
view from second table, along the aisle and through the
corridor connection into the other carriage. Shows the
sumptuous decoration and upholstery, with a single seat each
side. Tables unset. 14-Jul-1890. Crewe Official A118.
Source: CROFF A118
CRPRT
A137 Four 42ft carriages for the Liverpool and London service,
VG
posed in a siding for the camera. Left is 2nd/3rd bk compo
No. 273 with 2nd smoking saloon, centre two are 1st twin day
saloons Nos. 126 and 122 gangwayed together, right is bk 3rd
No. 12 with 3rd smoking saloon. SB 28-Aug-1890. LNWR
Official A137.
Source: CROFF A137
CRPRT
A138 Interior of arc roof 42ft twin Day Saloon No. 122. Shows the
VG
loose chairs and the bench seat across the end, next to a
short corridor leading to the ladies' lavatory. 28-Aug-1890.
Crewe Official A138.
Source: CROFF A138
CRPRT
A211 Interior of WCJS 1st saloon No. 486, looking along the aisle
VG
towards the gangway (with door closed). Shows the ornate
decorations and upholstery with one seat at each side of
aisle. (Note. 'Jenkinson - LNWR Coaches' says 47ft 9in but
Crewe Register gives 50ft 6in). The carriage was later
converted into a Diner. 4-Aug-1892. Crewe Official A211.
Source: CROFF A211
CRPRT A535B The LNWR bogie dynamometer car. Coupled at the front of a
VG
special Nuneaton to Willesden test train, standing in a
siding. Three officials standing beside the tender of the
engine and a fouth looking of of a window of the carriage. A
close-up from Crewe Official No. A535. 13-Jan-1910.
Source: CROFF A535
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CRPRT
C137 A posed rake of four 42ft carriages on radial underframes.
VG
From left to right the carriages are as follows. 4-cpt bk 3
No. 54, two saloons with neither numbers nor class markings,
4-cpt bk 2/3 composite No. 254. Slotted post Distant signal,
seen from back, beyond third carriage. Oct 1884. LNWR
Official C137.
Source: CROFF C137
CRPRT MC676 The interior of an arc roof saloon showing the well
VG
upholstered longitudinal seating. There is a vertical pole,
slightly offset from the centre, running from floor to
ceiling. This may be the Crewe breakdown train as
photographs with nearby numbers are of that. Crewe Official
MC676.
Source: CROFF MC676
CRPRT MC677 Interior of the kitchen in an arc roof carriage showing
VG
sink, table, tea urn, cooker and various utensils and pans
on shelf or hanging from hooks. Door in centre at end. This
may be the Crewe breakdown train as photographs with nearby
numbers are of that.
INFRA
267 LMS. Ex-LNWR elliptical roof corridor carriage No. M021395M in
VG
use as a camping coach. In two-tone livery (carmine and
cream?). Parked in a siding - scenery looks like north
Wales. S3 1950s.
LNWRS
17 42' cove roof inspection saloon No. 5179. S3
LNWRS
20 42' x 8'6" cove roof saloon, with blinds down. Probably
ex-radial. SB
LNWRS
24 42' x 8'6" radial 4 compartment brake third No. 54. Coupled
to photo 101. S3
LNWRS
25 42' radial saloon No. 122. Coupled to photo 26. SB
LNWRS
26 42' radial saloon No. 126. Coupled to photo 25. SB
LNWRS
28 Red Wharf Bay branch motor train. Two 42' carriages No. 78
and No. 79 (DM1 and DM2) inside a carriage shed. S3
LNWRS
49 Duke of Sutherland's saloon. c1892 SB
LNWRS
87 Twin 42' bogie clerestory dining saloons No. 158 and 159,
VP
built for the London-Manchester service in 1883. Shows
windows in gangway. SB Aug 1890. Crewe Official A141.
LNWRS
94 Set of five 57' cove roof corridor vehicles. Picture copied
from a book. c1904 S3
LNWRS
101 42' x 8'6" radial Ladies saloon of 1884. S3 Coupled to
photo No. 24.
LNWRS
434 Posed photograph of twin clerestory 34' bogie Dining Saloons
VG
Nos 117 and 118. Shows position of insignia. The carriages
were originally mounted on 6-wheeled underframes when built
by Richard Bore in 1882 as Ladies' and Gentlemen's saloons
Nos. 104 and 103. The photograph was probably taken to show
the conversion. S3 23-Jan-1890. Crewe Official A111.
LNWRS
444 42' third class Picnic Saloon. Copy of part of official
GR
postcard showing interior view.
LNWRS
446 42' third class Picnic Saloon. Copy of official postcard
GR
interior and exterior views.
LNWRS
469 c57' elliptical roof non-corridor composite carriage LMS No.
F
3381 with standard LMS underframe - probably LMS built.
LNWRS
834 Interior of twin 42' Dining Saloons. Official photograph No.
A118 dated July 1890.
LNWRS
877 42' x 8'6" radial saloon No. 125. Shows 32' picnic saloon
No. 110. Part photo 831 (listed under Carriages - Various).
S3
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LNWRS
1534 42' twin dining saloons built for London-Manchester service.
N
Interior view. Similar to Jenkinson plate 59 but with tables
set for dinner. See negative No. 2042 - different
upholstery. Aug 1890. Crewe Official A144.
LNWRS
1535 42' radial carriage No. 126. Gentlemen's Saloon. Interior
G
view. See negative No. 1539 for external view.
LNWRS
1537 42' bogie clerestory twin Dining Saloons for the Manchester
G
to London service - Nos 160, 161. Shows windows in gangway.
SB Jul 1890. Crewe Official A117.
LNWRS
1539 Train of 42' radial carriages. Slotted post distant signal
G
in background. (Jenkinson LNWR Coaches Pl 10)
LNWRS
1541 42' Radial sleeping saloon No. 111. SB March 1884. Crewe
N
Official A42.
LNWRS
1713 Photograph of drawing of 42' radial carriages, dated
G
19-Jan-1886. Luggage/lav tri-compo, centre brake. Shows plan
of radial truck which is labelled 'bogie frame'. Includes
elevation/end view of 42' bk 2/3 compo. Crewe Official A50.
LNWRS
1964 42' radial. 4-carriage 'luxury' set, built 1884. 2/3 bk
compo No. 272, Gentlemen's saloon No. 126 gangwayed to
Ladies' saloon No. 122, bk 3 No. 12. Official A137.
LNWRS
2042 42' twin dining saloons built for London - Manchester
service. Interior view. Official A142. Similar to Jenkinson
plate 59 but with tables set for dinner. See negative No.
1534 - different upholstery.
LNWRS
9539 42' 5.5 compartment first class radial No. 165. SB
G
LNWRS
9548 First class compartment of Scotch express. Copy of official
postcard.
LNWRS
9549 'Looking through gangway to Dining Car, Scotch Express'.
Copy of official postcard.
LNWRS
9550 Third class compartment, Scotch Express. Copy of official
postcard.
LNWRS
9551 Toilet room and corridor, Scotch Express. Copy of Official
postcard.
LNWRS
9552 First class coupe, Scotch Express. Copy of official
postcard.
LNWRS
9566 Motor train of two elliptical roof carriages in LMS livery.
N
Bunker of 5'6" tank No. 6676 is also in view. S3
LNWRS
9567 Motor train of two elliptical roof carriages in LMS livery.
Bunker of 5'6" tank No. 6628 is in view. S3
LS
142 The dynamometer car. Interior view from the drawbar end,
VG
featuring items of floor-mounted monitoring equipment. Shows
the interior lighting and panelling. 15-Apr-1912. Crewe
Official C934.
NFSR
98 Posed photograph of twin clerestory 34' bogie Dining Saloons
VG
Nos 117 and 118. Shows position of insignia. The carriages
were originally mounted on 6-wheeled underframes when built
by Richard Bore in 1882 as Ladies' and Gentlemen's saloons
Nos. 104 and 103. The photograph was probably taken to show
the conversion. S3 23-Jan-1890. Crewe Official A111.
Source: LNWRS 434
SEMR
40146 Clerestory roof newspaper van No. 3140. Recently painted in
VG
LMS livery. Text on side shows 'Messrs Wyman & Sons Ltd/109
Fetter Lane London E.C./Newspaper Van No. 3140'. SB
SOC
648 Three quarter view of the end of arc roof corridor coach No.
VG
M284291, probably in BR departmental service. Shows the
corridor connection, pipe connectors and bogie detail.
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WTNPRT
W267 Interior view along an arc roof invalid saloon. Bed on
G
right, easy chair and settee on left, curtain screen drawn
across far end of carriage. W268 shows the saloon from the
opposite end. 24-May-1907. LNWR Official W267.
Source: CROFF WTN267
WTNPRT
W268 Interior view along an arc roof invalid saloon. Bed on left,
G
easy chair and settee on right, curtain screen drawn back at
near end of carriage. W267 shows the saloon from the
opposite end. 24-May-1907. LNWR Official W268.
Source: CROFF WTN268
WTNPRT
W270 Interior view of an arc roof invalid saloon showing the
G
first class compartment set out for normal seating.
24-May-1907. LNWR Official W270.
Source: CROFF WTN270
WTNPRT
W271 Interior view of an arc roof invalid saloon showing the
G
first class compartment set out for use as a bedroom.
24-May-1907. LNWR Official W271.
Source: CROFF WTN271
WTNPRT
W277 Third class carriage No. 112, with radial underframe, built
F
for the Liverpool and Leeds service. SB 24-May-1907. LNWR
Official W277.
Source: CROFF WTN277
WTNPRT
W286 Manchester & Llandudno club train made up of seven
G
carriages. The photograph is annotated in pencil to show the
carriage numbers. From left - 6511 (old No. 15), compo 3868
(old No. 1793), 5235, 5234, 3069, 1156, 7476. Note above
3069 to suggest making a Liverpool & Llandudno club train.
SB 24-May-1907. LNWR Official W286.
Source: CROFF WTN286
WTNPRT
W354 The interior of a first class compartment of an American
VG
Special carriage. Loose seats, with a settee on the left and
an armchair on the right. 1906. LNWR Official W354.
Source: CROFF WTN354
WTNPRT
W368 The Dynamometer Car. View along the instrument compartment,
G
with table and benches nearest the camera and the
instruments at the far end. A note on the photograph says
that a small kitchen was later provided. Through an open
door in a partition beyond the instruments can be seen the
saloon compartment. LNWR Official W368.
Source: CROFF W368
WTNPRT
W369 The Dynamometer Car. View along the instrument compartment,
G
with table and benches at the far end and the instruments
nearest the camera. A note on the photograph says that a
small kitchen was later provided. LNWR Official W369.
Source: CROFF W369
WTNPRT
W370 The Dynamometer Car. View along the saloon compartment, with
G
the door to the instrument comparttment at the far end. The
photograph is marked 369 but the Wolverton register shows
370. LNWR Official W370.
Source: CROFF W370
WTNPRT
W392 Inside a typewriter compartment on a 'City to City' express.
G
The LNWR provided a typist who would type passengers' urgent
documents. Notice above left hand window reads 'Gentlemen
are requested not to smoke in the type-writing office'. The
origial print is endorsed 'No. 5718' - the carriage number,
presumably. 25-Feb-1910. LNWR Official W392.
Source: CROFF W392
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BLM
413 NLR. Holland Arms. Special carriages for the Red Wharf Bay
F
branch, pulled by a 'Chopper Tank' 2-4-0. Stanmding in the
Amlwch platform - the first train on the Red Wharf Bay
branch. Roof and chimneys of station in background.
1-Jul-1906..
SOC
626 Bletchley station south. Three bogie clerestory newspaper
G
vans in a train standing at a main line platform. Rightmost
van is lettered for W H Smith & Son, markings not in view on
others. Single post Starter for Oxford bay in foreground,
with rear of tank engine on left. Station roofs in
background.
LNWRS
454 Leighton Buzzard. Part of Directors' saloon in use as
Permanent Way hut.
ESR
136 Wolverton Works. US ambulance train No. 56 showing the newly
VG
painted ends of three carriages posed inside the works. The
carriages appear to be painted entirely in lake. August
1917. Crewe Official WTN941.
ESR
138 Wolverton Works. Toplight full brake ready for use by the
VG
army as a 'Signal and Telegraph Car'. Painted in all over
drab (khaki?) and lettered WD, without a number. Posed
outside the corner of a works building. Crewe Official
WTN881.
WTNPRT
W227 Wolverton Works. Lowering the underframe for a 57ft x 9ft
VG
carriage onto 9ft wheelbase bogies. Underframe is suspended
from an overhead crane in the erecting shop. A workman
steadies the underframe whilst the foreman watches. 1907.
LNWR Official W227.
Source: CROFF WTN227
CRPRT
A141 Wolverton. 42ft clerestory bogie twin diners, No. 158 and
G
No. 159, for the Euston - Manchester service. Posed in a
siding. SB 28-Aug-1890. Crewe Official A141.
Source: CROFF A141
CRPRT
A142 Wolverton. One of the 42ft clerestory bogie twin diners (No.
VG
158 or No. 159), built for the Euston - Manchester service.
Interior view from third table, along the aisle towards
corridor connection. Shows the sumptuous decoration and
upholstery, with a single, patterned back seat each side.
Tables set for dinner. 28-Aug-1890. LNWR Official A142.
Source: CROFF A142
CRPRT
A144 Wolverton. One of the 42ft clerestory bogie twin diners (No.
VG
158 or No. 159), built for the Euston - Manchester service.
Interior view from third table, along the aisle towards
corridor connection. Shows the sumptuous decoration and
upholstery, with a single, plain back seat each side. Tables
set for dinner. 28-Aug-1890. LNWR Official A144.
Source: CROFF A144
CRPRT
A145 Wolverton. One of the 42ft clerestory bogie twin diners (No.
G
158 or No. 159), built for the Euston - Manchester service.
Interior view from second table along the aisle and through
the corridor connection. Shows the sumptuous decoration and
upholstery, with a single seat each side. Tables set for
dinner. 28-Aug-1890. Crewe Official A145.
Source: CROFF A145
NHL
796 Wolverton. A posed view of a train made up of four arc roof
F
carriages on radial underframes. The outer two are
non-corridor with brake ends. The inner two are joined by a
corridor connection but have no corridor connections at
their outer ends. The photograph is endorsed 'Club Train'.
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SOC
1217 Wolverton. The Duke of Sutherland's saloon, with clerestory
VG
roof, posed on its own beside the main line. Brick and stone
overbridge in left background. 3-arm slotted post shunting
signal on right. S3
WTNPRT
W73 Wolverton. Six 50ft x 9ft cove roof non corridor lavatory
G
carriages - a set for the London and Rugby service. Posed in
the yard, when new. From left to right: D326 Bk3 No. 163,
D276 3rd Nos 368 and 33, D102 1st No. 64, D153 Compo No. 52,
D326 Bk2 No. 182. C1905. LNWR Official W73.
Source: CROFF WTN73
WTNPRT
W101 Wolverton. A Manchester & Llandudno excursion train made up
G
of five lavatory non-corridor cove roof carriages, posed in
the yard when new. From the left they appear to be D324 Lav
Bk Third (or Second), D150 Lav Compo, No. 713 D149 Lav Compo
(with First smoking saloon), No. 1156 D276 Lav Third, No.
1697 D324 Lav Bk Third. 1-Mar-1905. LNWR Official W101.
Source: CROFF WTN101
WTNPRT
W102 Wolverton. Interior view of a saloon in a new Manchester &
G
Llandudno excursion train. Shows wickerwork chairs arranged
around square tables which are set out diagonally along the
carriage. No. 3069 written in pencil on the photograph.
1-Mar-1905. LNWR Official W102.
Source: CROFF WTN102
WTNPRT
W113 Wolverton. Interior view of a saloon in a new Manchester &
G
Llandudno excursion train. Shows wickerwork chairs arranged
around square tables which are set out in line with the
sides of the carriage, along the middle. 27-Mar-1905. LNWR
Official W113.
Source: CROFF WTN113
WTNPRT
W146 Wolverton. Interior view of carriage No. 132, the Prince of
G
Wales's saloon. Shows large easy-chairs arraged beyond
tables lit by electric lamps. Telephone handset on right
hand table. LNWR Official W146.
Source: CROFF WTN146
JMD
173 Bangor east. LMS (ex-LNWR) observation car on Up Goods loop,
G
beside main line signal - LNW home and distant 'off'.
JMD
587 Bangor. The District Engineer's saloon. Clerestory roof and
F
end windows. Coupled to LMS 0-4-0 saddletank No. 47006 which
is partially in view with the side of the shed roof as
backdrop. The saloon was en-route for Wolverton where it was
to be scrapped. S3
FWSLF
AO54 LMS. Deganwy. Ex-LMS flush sided corridor coach No. M2136 in LMS
G
red. Coupled between carriages in BR 'Cream and Carmine'.
Large houses in background. S3 7-May-1955.
JMD
159 Llanberis. Interior of observation car, taken towards the
G
window end. Several people (enthusiasts?) seated at
'observation' end.
FWSLF
AO52 Llandudno. Ex-LNWR elliptical roof corridor composite coach
G
No. M4704M in LMS red. View of the compartment side. Parked
in the carriage sidings. S3 7-May-1955.
FWSLF
AO53 Llandudno. Ex-LNWR elliptical roof corridor composite coach
G
No. M4704M in LMS red. View of the corridor side. Parked in
the carriage sidings. S3 7-May-1955.
LNWRS
315 Llanfairfechan (near). Down motor train propelled by Coal
N
Tank, obscured by exhaust steam, with driving coach nearest
to camera. Mountains to the east of the town are in the
background. LMS livery. S3
ESR
128 Chester station west end. 3-cpt arc roof corridor brake
VG
third in LMS livery as Film Unit carriage, No. 280000.
Standing under the footbridge to Hoole Road.
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LNWRS
868 Crewe Works. 42' x 8' radial six compartment lavatory third
No. 1523. Also shows part of 6 wheel 32' x 7'6" full brake
No. 4361A. Part of photo 9535 (listed under Crewe Works).
SOC
1 Penzance. A 45ft clerestory parcel van in LNWR livery.
P
Parked in the yard at the back of a station platform, at the
head of a train of vans. Rear of GWR bracket signal in
foreground. GWR wooden goods sheds in background.
FWSLF
AM59 Cleator Moor Junction. View from a distance of decrepit
F
coaching stock parked near Cleator Moor station on the WCE
line. Seen from the brake van of a milk train on the CWJ
line to Moresby Park and Siddick Junction. Taken from just
north of the junction of the two lines. 7-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM38 NSR. Moor Row. Ex-NSR Brake 3rd No. M24097, coupled with ex-LNW
G
elliptical roof non-corridor 3rd No. M153777M (partly in
view). 7-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM58 Moor Row. An arc roof corridor carriage No. M3479 in LMS
VG
red. Stored in a siding with other carriages at the north
side of the running lines. 7-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM66 R&ER. Ravenglass. A set of open-air carriages, waiting at the
VG
station. Viewed from near the buffers. Station buildings in
centre, carriage and engine sheds in left distance. Trees in
background. 8-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM64 Workington Main station. 50ft cove roof TPO No. M30248M in
G
LMS red. Standing at a platform in a train of ordinary
carriages. Platform canopy in background. 7-May-1954.
LNWRS
9163 Strand Woods (Holywell Branch) A bogie driving trailer
HT
converted from a picnic saloon. Looking towards Holywell
Junction as a Motor Train passes under a footbridge near
Meadow Mills. Copy of a commercial postcard. E C1912.
FWSLF
AO74 MR. Bacup. Non-corridor arc roof carriage No. M18849M parked
G
next to a buffer stop just outside the station. S3
30-May-1955.
SITES
333 Earlestown. A cove roof slip carriage in LNWR livery, in
P
train leaving the Warrington to Liverpool platform near
Liverpool Junction. Arc roof carriages either side - right
hand one in dark livery. Tall LNWR signals. Footbridge on
left. Biscuit making equipment works in right background.
FWSLF
AM10 Glasson. Semi-royal clerestory coach No. M809M in BR cream
G
and carmine livery. Part of the special train for the SLS
North Lancashire Railtour. Sandy grassed slope in
foreground. SB 1-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM12 LMS. Glasson. Elliptical roof saloons No. M823M (nearest to
G
camera) and No. M822M, both in BR carmine and cream livery.
Part of the special train for the SLS North Lancashire
Railtour. Sandy grassed slope in foreground. S3 1-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM13 LMS. Glasson. Elliptical roof saloons No. M822M (nearest to
G
camera) and No. M823M, both in BR carmine and cream livery.
Part of the special train for the SLS North Lancashire
Railtour. Sandy grassed slope in foreground. S3 1-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM15 LMS. Glasson. Part of the special train for the SLS North
G
Lancashire Railtour being shunted by Fowler 2-6-4T No. 42316
on the right. Part of coach M9988M on left in carmine &
cream. Next is elliptical roof saloon in BR red, then
ex-LNWR saloon No. M815 in BR red and then clerestory
semi-royal saloon No. M809M in carmine & cream. 1-May-1954.
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FWSLF
AM18 Glasson. Clerestory saloon No. M809M. View of the inside of
G
a panelled door which was opened and photographed from the
trackside. Through the doorway can be seen a padded
armschair. Battery boxes and part of turnbuckle underframe
beneath doorway. The carriage was part of the train for the
SLS North Lancashire Railtour. 1-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM19 LMS. Glasson. Saloon No. M823M with Fowler tank No. 42316 coupled
G
to it, in reverse, and ready to depart with the SLS North
Lancashire Railtour. On a low embankment with brick faced
abutment to an underbridge on right. 1-May-1954.
SOC
1403 MR. Lancaster Castle stn central. View through the station
G
looking south. A Midland 3-car electric train is in the Up
platform, standing beneath the covered footbridge. Nearest
to the camera is an arc roof driving trailer, newly painted
in MR livery.
FWSLF
AM7 Longridge. Ex-LNWR saloon No. M815 in BR red livery in a
G
train of old carriages which make up the train for the SLS
North Lancashire Railtour. 1-May-1954.
SOC
695 Plaistow. Ex-LNWR cove roof corridor third No. 98612.
F
Modified for derpartmental use and fitted with a clerestory
lookout near the middle part of the carriage. In the shed
yard with the turntable pit on the right. S3 21-Jul-1948.
SOC
693 Willesden Junction. Ex-LNWR 50ft elliptical roof corridor
F
parcels van No. M32215. In a siding, amongst other vehicles.
S3 7-Aug-1949.
FWSLF
AO32 Lichfield TV High Level. Ex-LNW elliptical roof saloon No.
F
M45002M in LMS lined red. Coupled to front of Fowler 2-6-4T
No. 42421. Setting off back towards Brownhills. S3
19-Apr-1955.
ESR
105 Glasgow St Enoch. An 8-wheel carriage with 12-wheel style of
VG
panelling, elliptical roof and recessed end doorways. Seen
in BR red livery as No. SC45018.
Source: AV17
FWSLF
AD7 Ford Houses. Ex LNWR arc roof bogie corridor No. M198724 in
VG
use by the Engineers Dept, Walsall, with ex-MR 8T low sided
4-wheeled ballast wagon 22645 attached. Seen at the south
end of sidings. Fields in right background. S3 1-Dec-1951.
FWSLF
AO92 MR. Great Bridgeford. Ex MR arc roof saloon No. 45000 in LMS
F
red, the second vehicle in an Up train pulled by 5MT No.
45185 nearing the site of the station. Excavator, with
dragline, at work on right. Trees in background.
23-Sep-1955.
FWSLF
AO35 LMS. Stableford. Ex-LMS inspection saloon No. M45029M in BR cream
VG
and carmine livery, pulled by 2P No. 40660 (L3FA), on the
Down Slow line. Looking south east, down from the A51
overbridge. 20-Apr-1955.
SOCLF
41 G&KER. BRCW Works, Birmingham. Eight new bogie carriages built by
VG
the Birmingham Railway Carriage & Wagon Co. for the opening
of the railway in July 1909. Seen posed beside the GWR line
near to the works. C1909.
FWSLF
AO59 LMS. Birmingham New Street. Dynamometer car No. 3 (M45049) in BR
VG
'Cream and Carmine' livery. Passing through the LNWR part of
the station, at the front of a train. Rear of ex-LNW hotel
in background. S3 24-May-1955.
FWSLF
AO60 LMS. Birmingham New Street. Dynamometer car No. 3 (M45049) in BR
G
'Cream and Carmine' livery. Parked in the LNWR part of the
station. Shows ventilator in middle of side. Looking away
from hotel. S3 24-May-1955.
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FWSLF
AO61 Birmingham New Street. View below a bridge and across the
F
tracks of ex-LNWR cove roof saloon No. M45014 in 'Cream and
Carmine' livery. S3 24-May-1955.
SOCRR
262 LYR. Oxenhope. Five compartment bogie brake 3rd No. 1474, in the
VG
charge of Mr B Hayes. The rest of the L&Y Railway Trust's
vintage train is made up of 6-wheeled 3rd No. 1507 and bogie
Club Saloon No. 47. The occasion was the LNWR Society's
visit to ride behind the preserved 'Coal Tank'. Full L&Y
livery. S3 14-Jul-2012.
CRPRT
D121 Semi Royal saloon No. 75, posed for the camera. D001 SB
VG
21-Dec-1904. LNWR Official D121.
Source: CROFF D121
LNWRS
16 50' x 8'6" clerestory Directors' saloon No. 5201, built
1897. D003 SB
LNWRS
1714 Directors' Saloon No. 5201. (See Jenkinson LNWR Coaches pl
P
165 for view of opposite side). D003
CRPRT
A81 The Prince of Wales's saloon, on a 42ft radial underframe.
VG
Un-numbered. D004 SB C1888. LNWR Official A81.
Source: CROFF A81
LNWRS
1674 The Prince of Wales's saloon No. 153, on a radial
G
underframe. D004 SB
LNWRS
21 WCJS 45' clerestory Family saloon No. 357. D013 SB
LNWRS
41 Ex-WCJS 57' elliptical roof first and third Sleeping
Composite, in use by S&T department as BR No. DM198516. D026
S3
LNWRS
10 WCJS first and third Sleeping Composite No. 124, built 1905.
P
D028 SB
LNWRS
447 WCJS first and third Sleeping Composite carriage for Euston
F
and Dundee service. Copy of official postcard - caption at
bottom of picture. D028 S3. Almost broadside.
LNWRS
55 50' American Special kitchen car No. 315. D045
WTNPRT
W346 Wolverton. 50ft 8-wheel elliptical roof kitchen car No. 316.
VG
Panelled in '12-wheel' style for the American Specials. D045
LNWR Official W346.
Source: CROFF WTN346
LNWRS
56 45' cove roof saloon LMS No. 909, built c1899 (see photo 57
for other side). D062 S3
LNWRS
57 45' cove roof saloon LMS No. 909, built c1899 (see photo 56
for other side). D062 SB
LNWRS
54 45' clerestory saloon LMS No. 880, built c1901. D063 SB
LNWRS
9568 Twin 57' x 9' elliptical roof club saloons Nos 234, 235,
G
built 1908. D071 SB
WTNPRT
W289 Wolverton Works yard. Twin 57ft x 9ft elliptical roof club
VG
saloons Nos 234 and 235. These are gangwayed together but
have no corridor connection with the rest of the train. D071
1908. LNWR Official W289.
Source: CROFF WTN289
LNWRS
430 42' arc roof bogie Club Saloon No. 5238. D071B
G
CRPRT
A367 Interior of arc roof 42ft picnic saloon No. 216. View along
VG
carriage with centre door open to show both saloons.
Longitudinal seating with tables along the centre aisle.
D077 3-Mar-1898. Crewe Official A367.
Source: CROFF A367
LNWRS
18 42' arc roof Picnic Saloon No. 266. Underframe endorsed 'To
VG
be returned to Northampton'. D077 SB
LNWRS
19 42' arc roof Picnic Saloon, with blinds down. D077 SB
LNWRS
51 42' arc roof Picnic Saloon. LMS No. 867. D077
LNWRS
452 A composite picture showing inside and outside of a 42ft
N
bogie picnic saloon. Copied from a postcard - a close-up
from neg No. 446. D077 SB
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LNWRS
1536 42' Picnic Saloon. Interior view. Shows long narrow tables
G
down centre of coach. Official A367. Mar 1898. D077
LNWRS
9565 42' arc roof Picnic Saloon No. 216, as built. D077 SB
LS
65 42ft corridor picnic saloon No. 216. Mounted on bogies.
VG
Posed in a siding. D077 SB 21-Mar-1898. Crewe Official A366.
WTNPRT
W365 42ft bogie arc roof picnic saloon No. 266. Posed in a siding
G
with gas holders in background. D077 SB LNWR Official W365.
Source: CROFF WTN365
WTNPRT
W366 42ft bogie arc roof picnic saloon No. 266. An interior view,
G
taken fron one end looking along the tables of the nearer
saloon and through the centre door into the other. D077 LNWR
Official W366.
Source: CROFF W366
LNWRS
9540 50' non-corridor arc roof first No. 02026, converted to WW2
VG
emergency office. D112 S3
LNWRS
9543 Bogie corridor carriage converted from tri-composite. LMS
VG
No. 46031. An ED vehicle but number suggests ex-camping use.
D138 S3
SOC
1275 Arc roof 50ft corridor composite carriage seen near the end
VG
of its life marked as OM.E.E. Inverness Staff Van
DM19881-M(SC). BR maroon livery (peeling off). Much of the
panelling has been replaced by matchboard. D138 S3
LNWRS
448 42' radial luggage composite No. 3248. c1923/24. D164
G
CRPRT
A64 Standard 42ft radial luggage tri-compo No. 469, with
VG
lavatory access for first class passengers. Posed, with
shrubs in background. D165 July 1886. LNWR Official A64.
Source: CROFF A64
LNWRS
1712 42' radial tri-composite luggage and lavatory carriage No.
G
469. (See Jenkinson LNWR Coaches pl 122). D165 SB
SOC
1274 Arc roof 50ft suburban composite (4 x first, 3 x third)
VG
carriage No. 935, posed for the photograph. D187 SB
Source: FM 3791
SOC
123 Camden. Elliptical roof corridor brake tri-compo No. 1286,
VG
posed north of Euston. Roof board shows 'Euston & Southport'
service. D205 SB
SOC
123 Camden. Elliptical roof corridor brake tri-compo No. 1286,
VG
posed north of Euston. Roof board shows 'Euston & Southport'
service. D205 SB
WTNPRT
W195 Wolverton. Corridor cove roof double ended brake
G
tri-composite carriage No. 940, posed in the yard when new
and seen from the non-corridor side. The drawing is
annotated in pencil to show details of the livery (see
W195A). D208 S3 1905. LNWR Official W195.
Source: CROFF WTN195
WTNPRT W195A Wolverton. A detail from W195. Corridor cove roof double
G
ended brake tri-composite carriage No. 940, posed in the
yard when new and seen from the non-corridor side. Shows the
top half of the print, which has been annotated in pencil at
Wolverton to give details of the livery. D208 S3 1905. LNWR
Official W195.
Source: CROFF WTN195
RVC
14 Crewe Steelworks yard. New 57ft x 8ft 6in 'Toplight'
VG
double-ended corridor brake composite No. 6030 standing next
to Queen Adelaide's 4-wheeled carriage of 1831. Posed
between No 8 and No.9 erecting shops to illustrate new and
old carriages for the royal visit. D212 21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2986
SOC
28 Bromley area? 50ft arc roof corridor brake composite, at the
G
end of an SECR train. Destination board lettered 'Manchester
London Rd Dover & Deal'. D216
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LNWRS
1879 Stafford. Partial view of brake end of elliptical roof non
corridor carriage with raised 'birdcage' for slip working.
(Close up of photograph 1847.) D247? S3
WTNPRT
W423 Crewe Carriage Works. 57ft x 8ft 6in elliptical roof
F
corridor third No. 1488, seen at the compartment side. Posed
in the yard with the viaduct to the Steelworks on the left.
D265 SB LNWR Official W423.
Source: CROFF WTN423
LNWRS
63 50' arc roof corridor third No. 2423. D268
G
LNWRS
85 50' arc roof corridor carriage No. 2269, fitted up as an
extra second and third class Dining Carriage. D268 SB
LNWRS
468 50' arc roof corridor third in department use in BR days.
G
Viewed from corridor side. D268
CRPRT
A372 Willesden. 50ft corridor Second & Third Class Dining
VG
Carriage No. 2269, posed in a siding when new and seen at
the non-corridor side. This is an ordinary compartment
carriage which had a table in each compartment and was
marshalled next to a dining saloon. D268 SB 23-Mar-1898.
Crewe Official A372.
Source: CROFF A372
LNWRS
9541 Manchester. 50' x 9' cove roof eight compartment
non-corridor third in LMS livery. D285 S3 Bunker of 5'6"
tank in foreground.
LNWRS
437 52'6" elliptical roof corridor brake third No. 7477. Roof
F
boards lettered 'Liverpool L&NWR Manchester Exchange Leeds &
Newcastle on Tyne' D315A
LNWRS
9544 Arc roof centre brake carriage in departmental use. LMS No.
198653. Static vehicle, viewed from corridor side. D316 MR
clerestory No. 198658 is next to it.
LNWRS
9542 54' x 9' toplight lavatory brake third in LMS livery. First
vehicle in train headed by a Claughton. D323 S3 Close up of
train - tender in view.
ESR
112 Wolverton Works. Train of four carriages each made from a
VG
pair of 28ft 'Mansion House' carriages placed on a 56ft
underframe. Carriage nearest camera is Brake Third No. 7931,
then come two D283A Thirds and another Brake Third.
Photographed in the works yard with workshop in background.
D333B 1920. Crewe Official WTN986.
ESR
109A Cove roof brake third No. M22398. D338 1948.
G
Source: L&G 17966
LNWRS
1889 42' radial arc roofed brake third No. 54. Part of rake of
four 42' radial arc roofed carriages (1884). D352 S3 (See
photographs 24, 101). Slotted post distant signal visible
beyond carriages.
WTNPRT
W962 Wolverton Works yard. 50ft arc roof full brake No. 8310.
P
Posed. Grassed embankment with hedge on top in background.
D377 SB 11-Oct-1918. LNWR Official W962.
Source: CROFF WTN962
SOC
692 Redhill. Ex-LNWR 50ft arc roof corridor full brake No.
F
M32516. In a parcels train, stopped at a platform. D377 S3
20-Sep-1950.
CRPRT
MD84 Coventry. A 'Boff' 45ft clerestory roof bicycle van,
VG
standing at a covered goods platform. Lots of Rudge
Whitworth cycles, well wrapped, waiting to be loaded.
Railwaymen and Rudge officials standing by. D430 S3 Crewe
Official MD84.
ESR
137 Wolverton Works. 54ft cove roof club saloon No. 5068
VG
modified as coach 9 of the army HQ staff train and painted
in all over drab (khaki?). Lettered WD and unnumbered. Posed
inside the works. D70 20-Jul-1917. Crewe Official WTN902.
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LNWRS
864 60' elliptical roof Motor Trailer No. 1777. Close up from
photo 757 (listed under Railmotors). DM44 SB
LNWRS
866 60' elliptical roof Motor Trailer No. 1777. Close up from
photo 758 (listed under Railmotors). DM44 S3
LNWRS
22 57' elliptical roof Observation carriage No. 1544. DM50 S3
LNWRS
23 57' elliptical roof Observation carriage with roof boards 'L.&N.W.R. Observation Car between Llandudno Bettws-y-Coed
& Blaenau Festiniog'. DM50 S3
LNWRS
27 Motor Train - two 57' toplight carriages, driver third No.
243 (DM51) and trailer composite No. 3729 (DM19). DM51 S3
INFRA
62 Leamington Spa Avenue. A cove roof driving trailer on a
N
push-pull service, with the driving compartment leading and
facing the camera on the Down line. View towards Rugby,
along the wooden Up platform. GWR carriage across the
boundary on the right. M025 29-Mar-1911.
FWSLF
AK30 Delph. The ex-LNWR motor fitted carriage - No. M3427 - of
G
the Greenfield motor train. Built 1914 as No. 3726 as an
open composite with recessed doors (similar to electric
stock). Waiting in the platform - buffer stops to the right
- and viewed across the tracks. Bunker of Fowler 2-6-2T No.
40056 on right. M11 S3 4-Aug-1953.
ESR
106 Oxford. Cove roof composite driving trailer No. 17963,
F
coupled to elliptical roof carriages. M25 4-Jul-1953.
ESR
108 Cove roof driving trailer No. 17968, seen at the driver's
F
end. M27 6-Apr-1934.
FWSLF
AK28 Delph. The Greenfield motor train, waiting in the platform
G
and looking towards the buffer stops. Ex-LNW driving trailer
M3416M in foreground. Motor fitted ex-LNW M3427M next and
Fowler 2-6-2T No. 40056 at far end. Palethorpes and Virol
(Anaemic girls need it) enamel advertisements on wall. M49
L3F 4-Aug-1953.
FWSLF
AK29 Delph. The ex-LNWR centre door driving trailer - No. M3416 G
of the Greenfield motor train, built 1911/12. Waiting in the
platform and viewed across the tracks, looking towards the
buffer stops. Palethorpes and Virol (Anaemic girls need it)
enamel advertisements on wall. Tree on left, with tall
industrial buildings in background. M49 L3F 4-Aug-1953.
ESR
119 Elliptical roof (toplight) driving trailer third No. 5319,
VG
newly painted in LMS livery. Coupled to an arc roof
composite and pulled by a coal tank. At a platform with an
awning, viewed from across the tracks and showing the
driving end. M51
ESR
107 Wolverton. Elliptical roof two-vehicle motor train, newly
G
built for the Longridge service. Driving trailer No. 243 on
right, third No. 3728 (M19) on left. M51 6-Jun-1914. Crewe
Official WTN600.
ESR
131 50ft cove roof brake third driving trailer No. 24477 in LMS
G
livery, viewed at the non-driver end. 'Glastonbury' board on
side. Parked in a shed yard with building on right. M71
Source: L&G 23945
ESR
132 Polsham. 50ft cove roof brake third driving trailer No.
VG
24477 in LMS livery, viewed at the driver end. Drawing into
a platform, with station buildings on right. Train made up
of the carriage, a 'Coal Tank' and a goods van. M71
ESR
111 Aldridge Junction. Driving trailer, Cove roof brake third
VG
No. 24461 newly painted in BR lake. Threequarter view of
rear carriage of an SLS Special motor train of four
carriages with LMS tank engine in middle - other carriages
are elliptical roof. Looking from opposite platform with
station buildings in background. M71 26-May-1951.
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ESR
134 Aldridge Junction. Driving trailer, Cove roof brake third
VG
No. 24461 newly painted in BR lake. Threequarter view of
rear carriage of an SLS Special motor train. Looking from
opposite platform with station buildings in background. M71
26-May-1951.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
ESR
113 Arc roof driving trailer No. 24486 in LMS livery, standing
G
at a platform. M73
LNWRS
75 Interior of a TPO. NPCS
LNWRS
93 WCJS 50' TPO No. 35. See photo 98. NPCS
LNWRS
451 50' clerestory roof brake van, ex Royal Train. BR No.
M32413M. NPCS
LNWRS
803 Interior of bogie Dynamometer Car showing the machinery at
G
the far end. Official No. MC559. NPCS
LNWRS
860 Interior of bogie Dynamonmeter Car showing the machinery at
the near end. Official No. C935. NPCS
CRPRT
C30 Wolverton Works yard. 42ft cove roof WCJS TPO No. 187,
VG
mounted on a radial underframe. Posed in the yard with
catching net extended. NPCS S3 Oct 1883. LNWR Official C30.
Source: CROFF C30
CRPRT
C31 Wolverton Works yard. 42ft cove roof WCJS TPO No. 187,
VG
mounted on a radial underframe. Posed in the yard with
catching net extended. NPCS SB Oct 1883. LNWR Official C31.
Source: CROFF C31
CRPRT
C32 Wolverton Works yard. 42ft cove roof WCJS TPO No. 187,
VG
mounted on a radial underframe. Interior view showing
shelving, gas lamps and extensive padding. NPCS SB Oct 1883.
LNWR Official C32.
Source: CROFF C32
SOCA
323 Perth. LMS No. 3235, seen with the catching net on the
VG
right. Ex-WCJS No. 329. 42ft body, originally mounted on a
radial underframe. A good view of the offset gangway.
Station wall and advertisements in background. NPCS W87 S3
March 1934.
Source: RYP 2281
LNWRS
98 50' TPO WCJS No. 35, showing livery clearly. Part of the
vehicle shown in photo 93. Copied from a book. NPCS392
Source: SOC 1195
SOC
1195 50ft TPO No. 35, showing half of the side. Posed with a
G
mailbag suspended from an arm and with the catching
apparatus extended. A good view of the livery but underframe
detail is very dark. NPCS392 S3
LNWRS
1443 50' elliptical roof WCJS full brake. See also photo 450.
NPCSD078
LNWRS
344 WCJS 42' cove roof radial TPO No. 186. NPCSD087
LNWRS
343 Perth. 42' cove roof TPO LMS No. 3235. 1934 NPCSD087 S3
LNWRS
1866 WCJS 42' radial cove roof TPO No. 187. In works yard. Net
G
retracted. NPCSD088 SB
LNWRS
1867 WCJS 42' radial cove roof TPO No. 187. In works yard. Net
extended. NPCSD088 S3
LNWRS
1868 WCJS 42' radial cove roof TPO No. 187. Interior view from
net end with corridor connection on left. Empty of mail.
NPCSD088
LNWRS
450 TPO on Postal Train, along with Parcel Post van. See also
photo 1443. c1911 NPCSD095
LNWRS
92 American Special 50' brake van No.621. Picture copied from a
book - page also shows an ECJS Baggage car. NPCSD371
LNWRS
431 Willesden. 50' inset door full brake No. 8823, for American
service. 1924 NPCSD371 S3
LNWRS
74 Interior of 50' cove roof brake van No. 12. NPCSD376
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LNWRS
64 50' arc roof full brake LMS No. 32465. NPCSD378C S3
LNWRS
39 45' clerestory roof bicycle (Boff) van, LMS No. 32454,
converted to a brake van. NPCSD381B S3
LNWRS
72 45' arc roof brake van No. 8538 with roof board 'Swansea,
Leeds and York'. NPCSD381 SB
LNWRS
83 45' clerestory parcels van with added guard's compartment
GR
at end. LMS No. 32380. NPCSD381A SB
LNWRS
9569 45' clerestory bicycle van (Boff) LMS No. 32376, as
F
converted to a full brake. NPCSD381 S3. In a station with
underside of large roof in background.
LNWRS
9571 42' clerestory TPO No. 33, built 1904. 1908 No. 9533. 1923
No. 3236. 1933 No. 30371. NPCSD394 SB
LNWRS
9570 50' x 8' cove roof Postal Sorting Van No. 21. Photograph
P
wrongly exposed, with too much contrast. NPCSD408 SB
LNWRS
1374 45' bogie flat carriage truck No. 12189 with luggage
G
containers for Euston to Dublin via Holyhead traffic.
NPCSD461B
LNWRS
30 45' open scenery truck No. 1011. NPCSD462 S3
LNWRS
79 Carlisle Citadel central. 50' TPO cove roof LMS No. 30311.
F
Shows side with net. NPCSW086
LNWRS
80 Carlisle Citadel central. 50' TPO cove roof LMS No. 30311.
G
Shows side without net. Standing beneath station footbridge.
NPCSW086
LNWRS
1295 Barnum and Bailey circus train. Large van No. 105. PO
G
LNWRS
1296 Barnum and Bailey circus train. Open carriage truck No. 154
F
loaded with showman's (covered) wagons Nos 7, 8 and 9 etc.
Specially lettered 'Barnum & Bailey Greatest Show on Earth'.
PO S3
LNWRS
1297 Barnum and Bailey circus train. Carriage No. 1. PO
F
CRPRT
A83 The Prince of Wales's saloon. A view of the interior,
VG
looking along the central aisle with several of the doors
opened between the compartments. RYL C1888. Crewe Official
A83.
Source: CROFF A83
LNWRS
762 Interior of HRH Price of Wales's saloon. Official No. 83.
c1888 RYL
LS
156 A carriage for the royal suite. RYL SB 21-Nov-1904. Crewe
VG
Official D121.
SOC
469 Preston station central. Ex-LNWR saloon No. 45000 in dark
HT
claret livery. Mounted on BR bogies. Standing in the station
during the Queen's second Silver Jubilee Tour of NW England
and North Wales. Station wall and part of underside of roof
in background. A colour PC. RYL 20-Jun-1977.
LNWRS
1 57' semi-Royal saloon No.75, built 1903. RYLD1 SB
F
LNWRS
1538 42' radial carriage with end lavatories - the Prince of
G
Wales's saloon. RYLD4 SB c1888. Crewe Official A81.
LNWRS
1903 45' WCJS full brake No. 215. W080 S3
N
ESR
109 Clerestory roof family saloon No. 10566 in LMS livery. W13
F
ESR
121 45ft clerestory family saloon No. 357. Newly painted.
G
Ordinary panelling. W13 SB
ESR
122 45ft clerestory family saloon No. 45031, ordinary panelling.
F
In LMS livery, parked in a siding next to a buffer stop.
After converting to an engineer's saloon. See ESR 122 for
view of opposite side. W13
ESR
123 45ft clerestory family saloon No. 45031, ordinary panelling.
G
In LMS livery, parked in a siding next to a buffer stop.
After converting to an engineer's saloon. Wood clad
hydraulic tower in background. See ESR 122 for view of
opposite side. W13
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ESR
120 Stoke on Trent. 45ft former WCJS clerestory family saloon,
F
with ordinary body panelling. No. 45033 in LMS livery,
modified for use as an engineer's saloon and equipped with
kitchen in centre. Pictured above a brick retaining wall.
W13 18-Jun-1950.
ESR
130 Wolverton. 57ft toplight corridor brake composite No. 207,
VG
viewed at the corridor side. Roof board shows 'Liverpool
(Exchange) and Edinburgh'. Posed with the main line in the
background and a turntable partly in view in the right
foreground. W39 13-Jan-1914.
ESR
115 Corridor Brake Compo No. 09806 in LMS livery and marked
G
'Halifax & Crewe' (?) No.3. Originally built in 1893 for the
'2pm Corridor'. From R J Essery collection. W44
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CRPRT
A202 Interior of WCJS 50ft 6in 12-wheel Clerestory Diner. Shows
VG
end door marked No. 2. Seating arranged for two passengers
at one side, one at the other. Sumptuous furniture and
decoration. Large thermometer in corner, marked in both
Centigrade and Fahrenheit. SB 7-Feb-1892. Crewe Official
A202.
Source: CROFF A202
CRPRT
A369 Interior of a dining saloon with one seat each side of
VG
aisle. Light coloured ceiling. Electric lighting and fan at
end of saloon. Tables set. (Thought to be A369 or possibly
A370. Might be WTN92 although that could be a copy of A369.)
22-Mar-1898. Crewe Official A369.
Source: CROFF A369
CRPRT
C299 End view of WCJS 47ft 9in third class clerestory dining
G
saloon No. 527. E 6-Sep-1895. LNWR Official C299.
Source: CROFF C299
CRPRT
D129 Interior view of the first class section of a 65ft
VG
Clerestory Composite Dining Car, with one seat each side of
the gangway. Tables set for dinner. (A317 shows the
exterior). Photograph prepared for PC slides No. 84 and No.
339. 21-Dec-1904. Crewe Official D129.
Source: CROFF D129
LNWRS
86 50'6" clerestory roof WCJS Dining Saloon - centre of triplet
set of 1893. (See also photo 73.) SB
LNWRS
100 65'6" WCJS brake third for '2:00pm Corridor'. Copied from a
P
book. SB
LNWRS
441 65'6" Dining Saloon. Copied from a book - poor negative. SB
LNWRS
443 Views of Sleeping Car and its interior. Copied from an
official postcard.
LNWRS
445 Interior of American Special first class carriage. Copy of
an official postcard.
LNWRS
449 65'6" Sleeping Saloon. Copied from a book - poor negative.
SB
LNWRS
9557 Interior of first class compartment of 1906 American Special
carriage.
LNWRS
9558 '2:00pm Corridor' formed of 12 wheeled stock. A close up of
photo 9559, showing train only. S3
LNWRS
9559 '2:00pm Corridor' formed of 12 wheeled stock, pulled by LMS
Royal Scot No. 6111. (See also photo 9558.) S3
LS
158 Clerestory sleeping car No. 129. 21-Dec-1904. Crewe Official
VG
D131.
LS
180 Interior of an 'American Special' dining car showing the
Butler's Pantry. 1-Sep-1908. Crewe Official E119.
LS
181 Interior of an 'American Special' dining car showing the
kitchen. 1-Sep-1908. Crewe Official E119.
NFSRN
24 A 12-wheel elliptical roof carriage extensively modified by
VG
the LMS for use by their film unit. Seen here as BR No.
DM39507 in 'Blood and Custard' livery and lettered 'Cinema
Coach'. Standing in a bay platform beneath a bridge. End of
an ancient, non-LNW, arc roof carriage in view next to the
cinema coach. 1950s.
SOC
154 Interior of a first class saloon, looking along the centre
VG
gangway. Shows the huge seats with just one per side.
NHLRR
1 Quainton Road. The preserved 12-wheeled Clerestory Diner.
VG
Tea was served to members of the LNWR Society during the
'Dinner in the Diner' gathering when the carriage was run
along the sidings. 20-Sep-1992.
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NHLRR
3 Quainton Road. The inside of the 12-wheeled Clerestory
VG
Diner. Tea was served to members of the LNWR Society during
the 'Dinner in the Diner' gathering when the carriage was
run along the sidings. 20-Sep-1992.
CRPRT
A210 Wolverton. WCJS 50ft 6in 12-wheel Clerestory Twin Diners
G
Nos. 483 and 486. Gangway connections between saloons but
not at the outer ends. Posed in the yard, when new. SB
4-Aug-1892. Crewe Official A210.
Source: CROFF A210
LNWRS
9447 Britannia Bridge. Two 65'6" clerestory roof Dining Saloons
F
in a train entering the tubular bridge - bridge in
background.
LS
56 Crewe. 65ft clerestory dining saloon No. 561, posed in a
VG
siding. 31-Jul-1896. Crewe Official A317.
FWSLF
AM11 Glasson. Elliptical roof saloon No. M816 in BR red livery.
G
Part of the special train for the SLS North Lancashire
Railtour. Sandy grassed slope in foreground, with culvert.
S3 1-May-1954.
SITES
567 Liverpool Riverside. Clerestory saloon No. 198 (partial
VG
view) on a boat train, seen inside the station with
railwaymen posed beside. Looking towards the buffer stops.
Further along the train are a non-corridor bogie arc roof
carriage with brake end, a full brake and a tank engine.
C1900.
LNWRS
1585 Euston. Third class clerestory Dining Saloon, viewed looking
G
along wooden departure platform. Well-dressed passengers on
platform, beside puddles.
FWSLF
AO29 Lichfield TV High Level. Ex-LNW elliptical roof saloon No.
G
M45002M in LMS lined red. Coupled to Fowler 2-6-4T No.
42421. Viewed towards Brownhills. 19-Apr-1955.
FWSLF
AO30 Lichfield TV High Level. Ex-LNW elliptical roof saloon No.
F
M45002M in LMS lined red. Coupled to front of Fowler 2-6-4T
No. 42421. Setting off back towards Brownhills. SB
19-Apr-1955.
FWSLF
AO31 Lichfield TV High Level. Ex-LNW elliptical roof saloon No.
F
M45002M in LMS lined red. Coupled to front of Fowler 2-6-4T
No. 42421. Setting off back towards Brownhills. S3
19-Apr-1955.
FWSLF
AO80 Uttoxeter. An ex-LNWR 12-wheeled elliptical roof dining car
F
No. 199 in LMS livery. Standing in a line of condemned
vehicles. Part of ex-LNWR 12-wheeler No. 198 in view on
left. S3 14-Aug-1955.
FWSLF
AO81 Uttoxeter. An ex-LNWR 12-wheeled elliptical roof dining car
G
No. 198 in LMS livery. Standing in a line of condemned
vehicles. Part of ex-LNWR 12-wheeler No. 199 in view on
right. Ex-LNW elliptical roof corridor carriage No. M17056M
in LMS red partly in view on left. S3 14-Aug-1955.
NFSRN
117 Huddersfield station central. An elliptical roof 12-wheel
G
carriage, at the end of a Down train standing at a platform.
A good view of the end of the carriage but the side is in
the gloom of the station. Shows the underside of the station
roof. Part of wagon hoist in view on left.
LNWRS
14 66'6" x 8'6" Directors' Saloon No. 5318, built 1914. Side
with centre door slightly towards right hand end. D002 SB
(See also photo 15).
LNWRS
15 66'6" x 8'6" Directors' Saloon No. 5318, built 1914. Side
with centre door slightly towards left hand end. Blinds
down. (See also photo 14). D002 S3
LNWRS
11 65'6" WCJS Sleeping Saloon No. 151, built 1890. D004 SB
F
LNWRS
61 65'6" WCJS Sleeping Saloon No. 265. D005 SB
F
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LNWRS
9554 65'6" clerestory roof WCJS Dining Saloon, as converted to
G
emergency wartime messroom in 1942. No. 02024. D009 S3
LNWRS
7 65'6" WCJS Dining Saloon No. 565, built 1897. Ends missing
P
and poorly exposed. D010 SB
LNWRS
9555 65'6" clerestory roof WCJS Dining Saloon. D010 E
LNWRS
9556 65'6" clerestory roof WCJS Dining Saloon No. 561, as built.
D010 SB
LNWRS
436 Annan. Clerestory roof composite WCJS Dining Saloon No. 566.
c1923 D010 S3
SEMR
40129 Annan. Clerestory roof composite WCJS Dining Saloon No. 566
VG
in gleaming LNWR livery. Coupled between two carriages in
LMS livery. Station footbridge on right, above carriage,
with tops of buildings beyond. D010 S3 c1923
LNWRS
12 65'6" Sleeping Saloon No. 112, built 1907. D016 S3
LNWRS
13 65'6" clerestory roof Sleeping Saloon No. 129. Official No.
D131 dated 21-Dec-1904. D020 SB
LNWRS
8 65'6" Dining Saloon No. 302 built 1908. Roof boards show
'Birmingham New Street & London Broad Street'. D027 S3
LNWRS
9 65'6" clerestory roof first class Dining Saloon No. 196,
built 1895. D030 SB
LNWRS
1716 Interior view of one of the pioneer twin Dining Saloons,
47'9" No. 486. Official No. A199. Feb 1892. D031 Similar to
Jenkinson plate 62 but with tables set for dinner.
LNWRS
380 Euston. 65'6" clerestory roof second and third composite
VG
Dining Saloon No. 290. In the carriage shed beside the
departure platforms. D035A S3 1905
WTNPRT W1002 Interior of a 68ft third class dining saloon. D036A
VG
16-Sep-1920. LNWR Official W1002.
Source: CROFF WTN1002
LNWRS
6 65'6" Dining Saloon No. 5024, built 1914. Right hand end of
G
carriage, including the door, is clipped off the negative.
D037 S3
LNWRS
36 65'6" American Special Dining Saloon No. 312. D038
LNWRS
76 Interior of 65'6" elliptical roof Dining Saloon with loose
chairs, showing tables bare. See also photo 77. D038
LNWRS
77 Interior of 65'6" elliptical roof Dining Saloon with loose
F
chairs, showing tables laid. See also photo 76. D038
LNWRS
5 65'6" clerestory roof WCJS kitchen composite Dining Saloon
No. 22 built 1900. D040 S3
LNWRS
1871 WCJS 50'6" clerestory roof Dining Saloon No. 483. Viewed end
G
on, non-gangwayed end, showing ornate scrollwork. Safety
chains. Dirty mark on original picture. D041 E
LNWRS
2041 WCJS 50'6" Clerestory dining saloon No. 483. Newly built.
G
Official A199. Feb 1892. D041 SB
LNWRS
9553 50'6" clerestory roof WCJS Dining Saloon No. 483, built
1892. At a platform, with staff. A good view of scroll work
at end of vestibule. D041. S3.
LNWRS
73 47'9" third class Dining Saloon WCJS No. 527 - end of
triplet set of 1893. (See also photo 86.) D042 SB
LNWRS
1886 WCJS 47'9" clerestory roof third class dining saloon No.
527. D042 SB
LNWRS
1887 WCJS 47'9" clerestory roof third class dining saloon No.
527. End view showing gangway and ornate scrollwork. D042 E
LNWRS
58 Abergele. Ex-American Special first class converted into
F
Club Car. LMS No. 1162. On Manchester to Llandudno train
waiting at the Down platform. Another similar carriage
partly in picture on the right. Viewed from Up platform.
Main station building and platform awning in background.
Signalbox on left, between Up and Down tracks. D068 S3
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LNWRS
4 65'6" ex-American Special as converted to LMS D69 Club car
No. 10023 in 1935. D091 S3
LNWRS
1586 King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra Saloons. Official
photograph. D118
LNWRS
37 65'6" American Special second and third class composite No.
1920. D261
WTNPRT
W382 Wolverton. 12-wheeled elliptical roof dining saloon No. 302,
G
built for the new Broad Street to Birmingham dining service.
Seen in the yard and fitted with roofboard 'Birmingham New
St & London Broad St'. D27 25-Jan-1910. LNWR Official W382.
Source: CROFF W382
CRPRT
D118 The new Royal saloons, posed for the camera. RYL S3 1903,
VG
LNWR Official D118.
Source: CROFF D118
LNWRS
2 60' - Queen Victoria's Royal Saloon. Ends missing and
P
picture poorly exposed. RYL SB
LNWRS
1626 View inside one of the royal carriages during the visit of
VG
King George V and Queen Mary to Crewe Works. RYL
21-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
9562 Royal Saloon - Her Majesty's day compartment. Copy of
official postcard. RYL
LNWRS
9563 Interior (centre) and exterior views of car used for Royal
Suite. Taken from official postcard. RYL
LNWRS
9564 Interior of Royal Saloon. RYL
LNWRS
9716 Interior (side) and exterior view of car used for the Royal
Suite. Copy of official postcard. RYL
RVC
2 The interior of the Queen's saloon, showing the day
VG
compartment. As used by Queen Mary for the visit to Crewe
Works. The back of the photograph shows King's Saloon but
very similar Wolverton photographs show the furnishings as
being for the Queen. RYL 21-Apr-1913.
SOC
468 Interior view of Queen Victoria's saloon, as preserved. A
G
colour postcard. RYL
SOC
545 Queen Victoria's saloon, seen in a siding on LNWR track with
VG
a wooded slope in the background. RYL S3
WTNPRT
W13 The new royal train. The attendants' compartment of one of
G
the royal saloons. Shows a large chair in the centre, with
electrical dials and switches on the partition above.
Cupboard unit on left, with coffee pot on work surface.
Corridor on right, with door open to show royal saloon. RYL
1904. LNWR Official W1.
Source: CROFF WTN13
HRV
51 Holyhead Mail Pier. Queen Victoria's saloon standing in the
VG
Mail Pier station. The supporting pillars for the station
roof are decorated with greenery and flags are hanging from
the roof. P4 in 2001 book. RYL SB Apri1 1900.
HRV
6 Holyhead east. Queen Victoria's 12-wheeled saloon seen in
F
the Royal Train between the station and Admiralty Pier.
Terrace houses in background - one marked 'Oxford House Post
Office' (visible in enlargement). P6 in 2001 book. RYL S3
April 1900.
HRV
1 Holyhead station. The Royal Train, showing Queen Victoria's
VG
60ft saloon. Waiting in the station during the Queen's
visit. Front cover of 2001 book. RYL S3 April 1900.
HRV
2 Holyhead station. Interior view of Queen Victoria's 60ft
VG
saloon showing the night saloon. Door in centre recess with
bell-push on jamb. Quilts heaped on chaise longues. Opposite
end from HRV3. P6 of 2001 book. RYL April 1900.
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HRV
3 Holyhead station. Interior view of Queen Victoria's 60ft
VG
saloon showing the night saloon. Door in centre, flush with
end panelling. Quilts heaped on chaise longues. Opposite end
from HRV2. Not used in 2001 book. RYL April 1900.
HRV
4 Holyhead station. Interior view of Queen Victoria's 60ft
F
saloon showing the day saloon. Door in centre with light
switches each side. Not used in 2001 book. RYL April 1900.
LNWRS
1717 Holyhead station. Queen Victoria's saloon, in Royal train.
VG
Official No. C666. Parked beside the station with the
outside wall on the right. RYL Mar 1900.
WTNPRT
W1 Wolverton. King Edward VII's and Queen Alexandra's saloons
G
for the new royal train. Posed away from the Works, with
trees in the background. Photograph has a pronounced crease.
RYL 1904. LNWR Official W1.
Source: CROFF WTN1
WTNPRT
W4 Wolverton. The Queen's dressing room in the royal train.
VG
Sink in right foreground. View through door into a bedroom
and on into a sitting room. The print is endorsed "Queen's
Dressing Room (Old)". The Wolverton photograph register
shows "King's Day Compartment". RYL 1904. LNWR Official W4.
Source: CROFF WTN4
WTNPRT
W7 Wolverton. The Queen's day compartment, looking through the
VG
doorway to the bedroom. RYL 1904. LNWR Official W7.
Source: CROFF WTN7
WTNPRT
W8 Wolverton. The Queen's day compartment, looking away from
VG
the bedroom. The Wolverton photograph register shows "The
Queen's Dressing Room". RYL 1904. LNWR Official W8.
Source: CROFF WTN8
WTNPRT
W11 Wolverton. The King's day compartment, looking looking
VG
through a doorway into the attendants' compartment. The
Wolverton photograph register shows "The King's Night Room".
RYL 1904. LNWR Official W11.
Source: CROFF WTN11
SOCA
207 Bangor. The entrance to a clerestory carriage on the royal
P
train. King George V, in military uniform, and Queen Mary
are in the foreground being received by officials at the
start of the royal visit to Bangor College. A very tall
general stands on the left. RYL 14-Jul-1911.
SOC
546 Faverdale. Queen Victoria's saloon, standing in a siding
VG
with the NER carriage works in the background. In Darlington
for the Stockton & Darlington centenary. RYL S3 10-Jul-1925.
SEMR
40141 68ft elliptical roof WCJS sleeper No. 445, viewed at the
G
corridor side. Posed in a siding. Grassed slope in
background. W001 SB 1914.
WTNPRT
W569 Wolverton Works yard. New 68ft WCJS Sleeping Saloon No. 445.
VG
W001 S3 5-Jan-1914. LNWR Official W569.
Source: CROFF WTN569
CRPRT
C860 Interior of 65ft 6in WCJS clerestory composite kitchen
VG
dining car, showing the third class end. W009 Feb 1906.
SOC
548 Photograph of a drawing of a 65ft 6in WCJS composite kitchen
F
dining car. Copied from 'The Railway Engineer'. W009 Feb
1906.
SOC
549 Photograph of 65ft 6in WCJS composite kitchen dining car No.
F
484. Copied from 'The Railway Engineer'. W009 Feb 1906.
WTNPRT
W518 Interior of first class saloon of 12-wheeled clerestory roof
G
WCJS composite dining saloon built in 1905. Used with
elliptical roof stock in new train for the 10:00 ex-Euston
in 1913. W009 10-Jul-1913. LNWR Official W518.
Source: CROFF WTN518
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LNWRS
1715 Interior view of the third class end of WCJS 65'6"
composite Dining Saloon. Official No. A370. W010
SEMR
40131 65ft 6in elliptical roof WCJS composite No. 384, viewed at
VG
the corridor side. Posed in a siding. Bank with bushes in
background. W022 SB 1908.
Source: FM 3789
SEMR
40142 65ft 6in elliptical roof WCJS brake composite No. 386,
VG
viewed at the corridor side. Posed in a siding. Bank with
bushes in background. Part of turntable pit in right
foreground. W038 SB 1908.
CRPRT
A199 WCJS 50ft 6in clerestory dining saloon No. 483. Outside
VG
verandahs at end entrances - the first type with this
feature. Posed for the camera with the background painted
out. W041 SB 7-Feb-1892. LNWR Official A199.
Source: CROFF A199
SEMR
40138 65ft 6in elliptical roof WCJS brake third No. 390, viewed at
VG
the corridor side. Posed in a siding. Bank with bushes in
background. W062 SB 1908. Crewe Official WTN330.
ESR
117 65ft 6in elliptical roof corridor composite No. M4779 in BR
G
lake. W22 1949?
Source: L&G 18975
ESR
127 Elliptcal roof 65ft 6in composite originally used for the
VG
Glasgow portion of the '2pm Corridor'. Seen here as BR No.
M4781. W23 S3A
Source: RP L2102
CRPRT
C298 WCJS 47ft 9in third class clerestory dining saloon No. 527
VG
posed for the camera. Verandah end on left. Roof boards show
'London' and 'Glasgow'. W42 SB 6-Sep-1895. LNWR Official
C298.
Source: CROFF C298
ESR
118 Euston. 65ft 6in elliptical roof corridor third, viewed in
G
train with corridor side in departure platform and brake end
to south. Labelled 'Glasgow'. Well dressed passengers and
staff. Part of newspaper seller's trolley on right. A very
good photograph but side edges are faded. W62 C1909.
Source: RP E3100
ESR
125 Rugby steam shed. 65ft 6in x 9ft clerestory No. M02024,
G
standing in a siding with shed roofs in distance. After
conversion into a mess saloon. W9? 1952.
Source: L&G 26853
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CRPRT
D130 A composite picture showing photographs of royal carriages
VG
from 1842 to 1904. Included are: Queen Adelaide's 4-wheeled
saloon of 1842, Queen Victoria's two 6-wheeled saloons of
1869, His Majesty's 12-wheeled saloon of 1904, the Prince of
Wales's 8-wheeled saloon of 1904. Photograph prepared for PC
slides No. 85. 21-Dec-1904. Crewe Official D130.
Source: CROFF D130
CRPRT
D162 A composite picture showing five views of standard passenger
G
carriages from the early days up to contempory 12-wheeled
stock. 21-Dec-1904. LNWR Official D162.
Source: CROFF D162
CRPRT
E85 The coat of arms used on West Coast Joint Stock carriages.
VG
21-May-1903. Crewe Official E85.
Source: CROFF E85
ESR
104 The LNWR intertwined monogram, as used on carriages.
VG
Photograph of original held by the Railway Club, by Mr G H
Platt.
LNWRS
735 Picture of faded WCJS coat of arms. Official No. E85.
LNWRS
761 Interior of CME's coupe. Official No. 205. 1892
LNWRS
831 Train of ten 6 and 8 wheeled saloons lettered 'The American
G
Baseball Clubs'. Official No. MA178. See 876/9 for closeups.
LNWRS
1718 Composite picture entitled 'Standard Passenger Rolling
P
Stock'. Early 4-wh, 8-wh composite, 12-wh diner, sleeper.
Official No. D162.
LNWRS
1719 'L&NW Carriage Stock'. CCT 3, Horsebox 34, 6-wh fruit and
F
Milk, bogie open scenery truck, full brake, parcels van.
Multiple pictures. Official No. D163.
LNWRS
2141 Ornate LNWR monogram, as displayed on all carriages until
1910. A close-up photograph probably taken by Mr G H Platt.
LS
167 A composite picture showing LNWR standard passenger rolling
stock upto 1904. Crewe Official D162.
SOC
41 The interior of a first class compartment, copied from a
G
coloured postcard, showing the colours of the upholstery,
curtains, panelling, woodwork, ceiling and fittings.
SOC
356 A close-up of an LNWR crest, as used on carriages.
VG
SOC
435 A pair of Mansell wheels and an axle taken from an old LNWR
F
carriage which had been used on the Bishops Castle Railway.
On the axle is a short drum which was part of the system for
the Clarke and Webb chain brake. June 1933.
NHLRR
2 Quainton Road. The 12-wheeled Clerestory Diner and the
VG
6-wheeled Picnic Saloon, both lined out, in the platform at
Rewley Road station. Sept 2002.
ESR
139 Wolverton Works. An end view of an elliptical roof carriage,
VG
showing the couplings (screw and two safety chains) and an
unusual corridor connection. Posed in the entrance to a
workshop. No. 14C painted on LHS of end. The photograph is
numbered WTN X1006 on the back. It is not WTN 1006 and does
not quite appear to be LNWR.
JMD
267 PVT. Port Penrhyn. Penrhyn Quarry Railway - 4-wheeled open top
VG
passenger coach, with four guests seated. Coupled to a slate
wagon, on left. Wooden beams and 'gas pipe' point rodding in
foreground. Quarry building in background. 20-Apr-1953.
SOC
417 Euston. The Christmas rush. The inside of parcels van No.
VG
159 showing men at work stacking boxes, baskets, packages
and trunks - the latter are stored on their sides. Shows the
wood clad floor, ceiling and sides. Dec 1911.
Source: H121568
CPA
298 Rugby steam shed. The interior of the arc roof living van in
G
the Rugby breakdown train. Shows the Shed Foreman Mr J Beck
along with the Leading Fitter. 1920.
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CRPRT
D163 A composite picture showing six views of non-passenger
G
coaching stock - carriage trucks, horse box etc. NPCS
21-Dec-1904. LNWR Official D163.
Source: CROFF D163
LNWRS
3 The Royal Train. First: 32' full brake. Second: the fourgon
P
van. Third, fourth: bogie saloons. Fifth: the Royal Saloon.
RYL S3
LNWRS
715 Montage of pictures of Royal Saloons. Perhaps composed as a
proof for a postcard. Official No. D130. RYL
LNWRS
2347 A view inside Queen Victoria's train. Shows seats opened out
G
to become longitudinal beds. RYL
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CRPRT
A77 The royal train, posed on an embankment. Headed by
VG
'Dreadnought' No. 410 CITY OF LIVERPOOL. Queen Victoria's
close-coupled twin saloons are near the centre of the train.
29-Oct-1885. LNWR Official A77.
Source: CROFF A77
CRPRT
A382 A special train taking a party of Civil Engineers from
HT
Euston to Crewe to visit the Works. The train is made up of
the 6-wheeled dynamometer car followed by thirteen 8-wheeled
bogie clerestory carriages (equal to 20 1/2 according to the
LNWR loading rule). The train is pulled by 'Jubilee' No.
1903 IRON DUKE. 8-Jun-1899. Crewe Official A382.
Source: CROFF A382
CRPRT
A592 Armoured train No. 1, built by the LNWR. Leading vehicle, on
VG
the left at far end of the train, has a large gun pointing
out. Next is an armoured carriage, an armoured locomotive
(GNR 0-6-2 tank), an armoured carriage and a gun carriage at
the end. Rectangular holes for rifles are opened. Brass
Foundry beyond engine. 26-Dec-1914. LNWR Official A592.
Source: CROFF A592
CRPRT MA178 A posed view of a special train prepared for 'The American
VG
Baseball Clubs' and lettered accordingly. Made up from
6-wheeled 32ft Full Bk No. 210 (dog boxes each end), twin
6-wheeled 34ft clerestory diners (2-digit numbers), two 42ft
radial saloons (Nos. 123, 125?), four 6-wheeled saloons and
a 6-wheeled 32ft Full Bk No. 372. Crewe Official MA178.
Source: CROFF MA178
CRPRT MA180 A posed view of a special train prepared for 'The American
VG
Baseball Clubs' and lettered accordingly. Headed by
'Problem' No. 667 MARMION (drop down smokebox door and Webb
cab). Posed on an embankment, with officials standing beside
carriages. This is the train seen in MA178, made up mainly
of Bore 6-wheeled stock. Crewe Official MA180.
Source: CROFF MA180
DNR
282 An 'Improved Precedent' piloting a 'Teutonic' on a long
F
train of eight and twelve wheeled bogie stock, crossing a
low embankment in a rural area. C1899.
ECL
209 A 'Problem' piloting a 'Jubilee' on an express made up of
VG
Arc roof bogie carriages and clerestory 12-wheelers. On a
four track main line in a rural area. Permanent Way men
stand either side of the track. R3F
ECL
210 An 'Improved Precedent' piloting a 'Jubilee' on an express
VG
made up of a 6-wheeled van, arc roof bogie carriages and
clerestory 12-wheelers. On a four track main line in a rural
area. The tracks diverge in the foreground so the train
might be approaching a station. R3F
JMB
GS94 A train thought to be on the Shrewsbury to South Wales
F
route, pulled by a GWR 2-6-0. Leading carriage is an LNWR
arc roof bogie full brake, followed by two LNWR elliptical
roof carriages. Remaining stock might be GWR. In a shallow
cutting on a reverse curve with GWR signals in background,
in a rural area. R3F
JMD
63X Llandudno Junction. On main line, by the Cold Store.
Streamlined Pacific No. 6220 'CORONATION' pulling train of
modern stock towards Colwyn Bay. 11-Jun-1937.
LNWRS
1671 A Horse and Carriage train of very mixed stock, hauled by a
G
DX with drop-down smokebox door. A strange photograph where
foreshortening makes a signalbox in the foreground appear
not to be rectangular.
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SOC
410 A posed photograph of a WCJS train (9 arc roof bogie
VG
carriages and two 12-wheeled clerestories) headed by
Caledonian 4-6-0 No. 49, the pioneer CR express 4-6-0. On a
four track main line.
SOC
412 A train made up of Caledonian and ex-WCJS bogie carriages
VG
with mixed elliptical and arc roofs. Pulled by Caledonian
4-6-0 No. 907 - this was the 'Cardean' class engine involved
in the Quintinshill disaster. Racing through a country
station, with station buildings on the right and a
footbridge and a stone arch bridge in the background.
SOC
413 A WCJS train made up of 12-wheeled elliptical and
VG
clertestory roof stock followed by mixed arc and elliptical
roof 8-wheeled carriages and pulled by Caledonian 4-6-0 No.
903 CARDEAN. Racing through a country station, with a
footbridge and a stone arch bridge in the background.
SOC
414 A WCJS train made up mainly of arc roof bogie stock and
VG
pulled by Caledonian 'Dunalastair IV' class 4-4-0 No. 923.
Racing through a country station, with a footbridge and a
stone arch bridge in the background.
SOC
568 Train of 6-wheeled carriages pulled by an unidentified,
F
named, 'Prince'. Looking down from a bridge or tunnel
entrance on a double track line in a cutting - retaining
wall on left and grass bank on right. Trees at both sides,
with farm buildings on right.
SOC
783 A train of six 4-wheeled carriages pulled by a '5ft 6in
G
Tank'. The photograph was taken from an overbridge, looking
down on the carriage roofs. The train is on a single line
track, running off a low embankment and probably approaching
a station - there is a Home signal on the left. R3FA
SOC
887 A train made up of two cove roof bogies, three 12-wheeled
G
clerestories, three cove roof bogies, two 12-wheeled
clerestories and more cove roof bogies. Hauled by an
'Improved Precedent' piloting a 'Prince'. On an embankment
on a 4-track main line. Women in foreground, waving. Fast
and Slow line signals for other direction, both Off. L3F
SOC
1065 Probably the Sunny South Express, made up of LNWR arc roof
G
stock augmented by a clerestory 12-wheeled diner and headed
by LB&SCR 4-4-2 tank engine No. 23. On a double track main
line, perhaps in the south London area.
SOC
1066 Probably the Sunny South Express, made up of LNWR stock.
F
LNWR arc roof carriage leading, followed by elliptical roof
carriages and headed by LB&SCR 4-4-2 tank engine No. 19. On
a double track main line on a low embankment in a chalky
area. Fields in background with a corn field and stooks in
left distance.
SOC
1067 Probably the Sunny South Express, made up of LNWR arc roof
G
stock augmented by a clerestory 12-wheeled diner and headed
by LB&SCR 4-4-0 No. 61. On a double track main line cut into
a chalky hillside.
SW
33 A train of mixed 6 and 8 wheeled arc roof carriages, pulled
F
by a 'Jumbo'. On an embankment, crossing over a minor
bridge. Fields in foreground.
Source: SW 1203 Photographer: Sam Worthington.
SOCA
261 Anglesey.
HT
Holland Arms. The Red Wharf Bay motor train made up of a
driving trailer (nearest to the camera), a non-driving
carriage and the engine (probably a 2-4-0 tank). Standing in
'main line' platform with station buildings in background.
Red Wharf Bay platform and starter signal on right. Red
Wharf Bay branch runs off in right distance. May 1913.
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CRPRT
C666 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead station. The Royal Train, parked outside with the
'train arrival' part of the station in the background. Queen
Victoria's 12-wheel saloon in centre of picture. Footbridge
on left, with ringed bracket signal in front. Top storey of
hotel in right upper corner. 20-Mar-1900. LNWR Official
C666.
Source: CROFF C666
CRPRT
A244 Buckinghamshire.
E
Wolverton Works. The pioneer WCJS corridor train posed in
the yard with the end of workshops in the left background.
Headed by 'Teutonic' No 1304 JEANIE DEANS. Made up of five
42ft bogies, three 12-wheel diners and two more 42ft bogies.
Leading carriages are D71 Bk3 no. 495, D54 Compo no. 513,
D69 Bk3 no. 497. 29-Jun-1893. Crewe Official A244.
Source: CROFF A244
ESR
116 Buckinghamshire.
F
Wolverton Works. An ambulance train, made up of nine
carriages, posed in front of a long building. Leading
vehicle is 8-wheel cove roof saloon No. 5010 (12-wheel
panelling), next is D41 12-wheel clerestory kitchen car No.
5310. The other coaches have ordinary panelling. Print has
too much contrast. 1914. Crewe Official WTN635.
CRPRT
A589 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Wolverton. WCJS 7-coach train for the 10am Euston to Glasgow
service. Made up of 50ft W79 arc roof full brake No. 226,
57ft W14 toplight 6 1/2 cpt first No. 226, 12-wheeled
clerestory diner, and four more 8-wheeled toplights. Headed
by No. 2222 SIR GILBERT CLAUGHTON. Posed on the main line.
10-Jul-1913. Crewe Official A589.
Source: CROFF A589
WTNPRT
W162 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Wolverton. A train of eight non-corridor carriages built for
the Manchester South Junction & Altrincham Railway, posed in
the yard when new. The carriages have MSJ&A panelling and
livery - they seem dark red but may be varnished mahogany.
Carriages from left foreground are Brake 2nd No. 39, Second
No. 69, First No. 79(?). 16-Jul-1905. LNWR Official W162.
Source: CROFF WTN162
SOC
1102 Caernarvonshire.
N
Conway causeway. An Up Irish Mail, headed by a large
boilered 'Claughton', running out of the tubular bridge.
Leading two carriages are postal vehicles. Conway castle and
castellated bridge entrance in background. C1930.
SOCA
250 Caernarvonshire.
G
Hafotty. A distant view of a Webb '5ft 6in Tank' with six
6-wheeled carriages, running from Llanberis to Caernarvon.
The train has left Llanberis and is crossing the causeway
which led across a bay of the lake.
SOC
716 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Tal-y-Sarn. A train of four Bore 4-wheeled carriages headed
by 2-4-0 'Chopper Tank' No. 2241 (half-cab, drop-down
smokebox door, fully lined). Standing in the station, having
recently arrived from Pen-y-groes. A detail from SOC 715 .
C1890.
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SOCA
256 Caernarvonshire.
G
Tal-y-Sarn. A train of four 4-wheeled carriages headed by
2-4-0 'Chopper Tank' No. 2241 (half cab, fully lined,
drop-down smokebox door). Arrived from Caernarvon and viewed
from over the wall at the end of the station. Station staff
posed in front of engine. Lots of workmen posed in slate
wagons in centre. A close-up from SOCA 255. C1890.
CRPRT
D15 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe South Junction. The 4:45pm Express from Crewe to
Euston. Made up of very mixed 6-wheeled stock and pulled by
a 'Whitworth'. Viewed across the tracks from near Crewe
South steam shed. Station and lots of signals in distance.
27-Jul-1899. Crewe Official D15.
Source: CROFF D15
CRPRT
A595 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Steelworks yard. Armoured train No. 2, built by the
LNWR. Leading vehicle, on the left, has a large gun pointing
out. Next is an armoured carriage, an armoured locomotive
(GNR 0-6-2 tank), an armoured carriage and a gun carriage at
the end. Rectangular holes for rifles open. Brass Foundry
beyond engine. 15-Apr-1915. LNWR Official A595.
Source: CROFF A595
LNWRS
862 Cheshire.
Crewe Works. Armoured train, showing broadside view of tank
loco and first two vehicles. Crewe Official MC648.
LNWRS
1813 Cheshire.
Crewe Works. Armoured Train No. 1, with armour plated GNR
0-6-2T, posed with portholes closed and officials standing
alongside. (See Talbot, Crewe Works, Pl 144). Neg 2065 shows
the train at the same spot but with portholes open and
without the officials. 26-Dec-1914. Crewe Official A594.
LNWRS
2065 Cheshire.
Crewe Works. Armoured Train No. 1, with armour plated GNR
0-6-2T, posed with portholes open. Neg 1813 shows the train
at the same spot but with portholes closed and with a party
of officials posed beside. 26-Dec-1914 Crewe Official A592.
LNWRS
9592 Cheshire.
Crewe Works. Armoured train. 3/4 view of whole train - four
vehicles with loco and tender in centre.
JSY
826 Cheshire.
P
Crewe station north end. The royal train, passing under the
spider bridge and heading north. Pulled by No. 2663 GEORGE
THE FIFTH and No. 2664 QUEEN MARY. Station footbridge on
left, side of Crewe North steam shed in right background.
Leading engine might have been enhanced by the photographer.
R3F
LNWRS
1397 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe station south end. View along platform 5 looking
north. Train of 6-wheeled stock (mixed passenger carriages,
vans and brakes) parked in a through line. 'Jubilee' No.
1501 IRON DUKE (L3F) in platform 5 on an Up train. Station
roofs, and ends, in background.
NHL
620 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe station south end. View along platform 5 looking
north. Train of 6-wheeled stock (mixed passenger carriages,
vans and brakes) parked in a through line. 'Jubilee' No.
1501 IRON DUKE (L3F) in platform 5 on an Up train. Station
roofs, and ends, in background.
Source: LNWRS 1397
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ESR
9 Cumberland.
VG
Carlisle Citadel central. An Up train from Aberdeen and
Perth, made up of mixed arc and elliptical roof stock.
Leading carriage is a Dundee half-sleeper - an 8-wheel
elliptical roof carriage with one half in 'normal' styling,
the other half in '12-wheel' styling. Engines are 'Improved
Precedent' No. 1531 CROMWELL piloting 'Prince' No. 261.
Source: RP T6901
HGT
76 Denbighshire.
G
Colwyn Bay east. An Up Irish Mail, made up of arc roof stock
with a cove roof sorting van. Pulled by a 'Jumbo' and a
'Jubilee'. Mail pick-up stage in front of engines, with bags
in position. Pier in background. C1900.
Photographer: H Gordon Tidey.
SOCA
206 Denbighshire.
F
Colwyn Bay. The end of term at Colwyn Bay High School,
showing a train of arc and cove roof carriages and a
platform crowded with girls, teachers, helpers (and
mothers?), all in Edwardian dress with magnificent hats. Arc
roof bogie third class carriage No. 2454 on right, with most
of its doors open. C1908.
LNWRS
9998 Derbyshire.
Hartington. First train on Buxton-Ashbourne line, crossing
three arch bridge. Cauliflower No. 930 and Precedent No.
2004 'WITCH'. 1-Aug-1899
JMD
78 Flintshire. PVT.
F
Rhyl Marine Lake. The Marine Lake Railway. Shows a GCR-style
outside cylinder 4-6-0 with several open carriages, very
full, coming round a bend, with trees and bushes on the
right, water on left.
SOC
411 Glasgow.
G
Glasgow Central. A WCJS train made up of 12-wheeled stock mixed clerestory and elliptical roofs. Pulled by Caledonian
4-6-0 No. 903 CARDEAN, setting off across the bridge over
the Clyde - end of station roof in view through the murk on
the left. Passing a lattice signal gantry and an
advertisement for 'Peacemaker Scotch Whiskey' (sic).
SOCA
302 Hertfordshire.
G
Boxmoor and Hemel Hempstead. A Down express of mixed
6-wheeled stock entering the station, pulled by a 'Teutonic'
compound. Down platform on right, with 'Hemsted' nameboard.
Gas lamps on posts mounted on fence. Up starter at end of
platform on left. C1900.
Source: LPC LM1535
CRPRT
A332 Hertfordshire.
G
Boxmoor. The latest carriages for the '2pm Corridor', posed
with 'Teutonic' No. 1304 JEANIE DEANS. Seen broadside on,
from a distance. 28-Mar-1897. Crewe Official A332.
Source: CROFF A332
CRPRT
A333 Hertfordshire.
G
Boxmoor. The latest carriages for the '2pm Corridor', posed
with 'Teutonic' No. 1304 JEANIE DEANS. Seen from a distance.
28-Mar-1897. Crewe Official A333.
Source: CROFF A333
DNR
288 Hertfordshire.
P
Bushey troughs. An 'Improved Precedent' p iloting a 'Greater
Britain' on an Up Scotch express. Picking up water. Plate
girder bridge in background. A commercial postcard, with
caption at bottom. C1899.
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ESR
38 Hertfordshire.
VG
Bushey troughs. 10:00am Down Scotch Express made up of arc
and elliptical roof stock augmented by 12-wheel
clerestories. Pulled by 'Experiment' No. 2621 ETHELRED,
picking up water. Plate girder bridge and tall signals in
background.
Source: RP T6978
ESR
85 Hertfordshire.
G
Bushey troughs. A Down Blue Funnel Line express made up of
mixed LMS and LNWR carriages, pulled by 'Claughton' No. 499.
Source: RP T8183
LNWRS
5045 Hertfordshire.
F
Bushey troughs. Down express made up of 6-wheel stock pulled
by a Jumbo (perhaps 'Whitworth' No. 35 'TALISMAN' or No. 36
'THALABA'). R3F
NHL
634 Hertfordshire.
G
Bushey troughs. An Up mail train made up of mixed 6-wheeled
and arc roof bogie stock. Leading vehicle is a 6-wheeled van
with offset gangway. Second vehicle is a 6-wheeled TPO.
Pulled by a 'Jubilee', picking up water. Passing beneath
plate girder bridge.
Source: HMRS V3272
NHL
795 Hertfordshire.
F
Bushey troughs. View looking north with the brick arch
bridge in the background. A 'Jubilee' is on the Up Fast with
an express with 6-wheeled brakes leading. On the Up Slow, a
'Cauliflower' pulls a train made up of three horseboxes and
several 6-wheel carriages of various heights.
Source: FM 4972
SOC
256 Kent. SR.
G
Folkestone. Looking down on a passenger train climbing out
of the docks. At the front is a domeless tank engine making
lots of exhaust steam whilst another hard working engine
banks in the rear. Houses on left with lots of washing on
lines. Three storey building on right. 1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
SOC
535 Kent.
P
Folkestone. An LNWR train leaving the harbour station,
pulled by two SECR tank engines. Shows the engines followed
by an elliptical roof full brake and an arc roof bogie
carriage. Taken from a movie film. C1912?
NHL
1277 Kent. SECR.
G
Orpington. A Down local pulled by 0-4-4T No. A412, newly
painted in ST livery. Leading carriage is cove roof
6-wheeler with brake end (and low birdcage), followed by
bogie arc roof carriages. 19-Apr-1924.
LS
42 Lancashire.
VG
Two drawings of early passenger trains on the Liverpool &
Manchester, taken from prints. SB Crewe Official A89.
SOC
230 Lancashire.
F
Brock troughs. View south from the Badger Bridge. A local
train - three carriages - approaches, pulledby an ex-L&Y
2-4-2 tank. Lots of steam and water. Brock Up Distant in
distance. R3F 1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
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ESR
53 Lancashire.
G
Farington. Down Glasgow Express. First part is
ex-Birmingham, second part is the Glasgow portion of the
10:00am Scotch Express from Euston. Mainly elliptical roof
carriages, with 12-wheel clerestory diners and an arc roof
full brake. Pulled by 'George' No. 2271 J P BICKERSTETH.
Coote Lane overbridge in background with station beyond.
Source: RP T5987
CPA
239 Lancashire.
G
Ordsall Lane. The Royal Train, pulled by LMS 'Crab' No.
2716, running from Manchester Exchange and entering Ordsall
Lane station. Roof of Central station on left skyline and
'Lancashire Butchers' abattoir in right distance. Looking
south east from a high point across Middlewood Street. Water
tank and station roof in foreground. 17-Jul-1934.
BLM
894 Lancashire.
HT
Walkden. A train of 6-wheeled carriages headed by an
unidentified '5ft 6in' tank engine, waiting in the Bolton
platform. View across the station from the ramp from Park
Road down to the Down platform. Walkden Road overbridge in
right distance. Building on Up platform in centre. Ellesmere
Hotel and row of shops in background. C1920.
SOC
598 London.
G
Addison Road. The southbound Sunny South Express, made up of
LNWR elliptical roof stock headed by LBSC 0-4-2 No. 172.
Tall LNWR 3-doll bracket signal on left. Platform awnings
beyond train and tall terrace of houses in right distance.
SOC
640 London.
F
Addison Road. A train of six 4-wheeled close coupled
carriages in LNWR livery, headed by an LBSC 2-4-0 tank
engine running in reverse. Standing in a southbound
platform. Platform awning and tops of signals in background.
Station staff posed on tracks in front of train and on
platform.
Source: FM 5973
NHL
527 London.
HT
Chalk Farm. A tinted (and augmented) postcard photograph
showing an Up express running through the station, headed by
a 'Jumbo' piloting a 'Jubilee'. Station buildings and
covered footbridge on left, clerestory diner in platform on
right.
RVC
3 London.
G
Harrow. The royal train, taking the King and Queen to visit
Crewe Works. Made up mainly of clerestory stock - full
brake, saloon, semi-royal saloon, both 12-wheel royal
saloons, 12-wheel diner, semi-royal, old directors' saloon,
12-wheel elliptical roof directors' saloon, saloon, full
brake. Pulled by 'Georges' 2663 and 5000. 21-Apr-1913.
Photographer: F E Mackay.
LNWRS
5091 London. NLR.
G
Highgate station. An outside cylinder NLR bogie tank with a
Broad Street train of NLR carriages, waiting in the station.
View from the road overbridge down into the very rural GNR
station, which at that time was a terminus. 1882.
Source: NHL 9
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NHL
9 London. NLR.
G
Highgate station. An outside cylinder NLR bogie tank with a
Broad Street train of NLR carriages, waiting in the station.
View from the road overbridge down into the very rural GNR
station, which at that time was a terminus. 1882.
Source: LNWRS 5091
NHL
806 London.
G
Kenton station. Up motor train leaving Kenton - Willesden on
destination blind. Driving trailer leading, with '4ft6in
Tank' pushing (in reverse). On the newly-laid 'electrified'
lines, before the conductor rails were fitted (the latter
are seen lying in the six-foot). Station buildings in left
background. Ringed Homes off for both slow lines. S3
ESR
61 London.
G
Kenton. A fifteen carriage Up train at Kenton hauled by
'Prince' No. 263. Train described as 'semi-fast'.
Electrified lines in foreground.
Source: RP T6936
LGRP
7984 London.
G
Kenton. Up 'Sunny South Special' made up of an L&Y birdcage
end brake followed by an LNWR elliptical roof carriage, a
12-wheel clerestory diner and six more elliptical roof
carriages. Pulled by 'Improved Precedent' No. 514 PUCK
piloting 'Jubilee' No. 1924 LA FRANCE. New lines in
foreground, not yet electrified. 17-May-1913.
Source: L&G 7984
SOC
418 London.
VG
South London. The Sunny South express, made up of LNWR
carriages - an elliptical roof bogie brake end, a 12-wheel
clerestory diner, four elliptical roof carriages, an arc
roof carriage and three more with elliptical roof carriages.
Pulled by LBSC 4-4-0 No. 210. Though to be on the LBSC south
of Clapham Junction.
LS
132 London.
VG
Stanmore. A motor train standing in the station, viewed
looking along the platform from the buffer stop. The driving
compartment is nearest to the camera. A good view of the
platform awning. Lots of adverts. 15-Jun-1909. Crewe
Official C885.
WTNPRT
W998 London.
E
Willesden? A new 6-car train of joint L&NW and LER stock for
the Watford serrvice of the Bakerloo tube line. 28-Jun-1920.
LNWR Official W998.
Source: CROFF WTN998
CRPRT OS106 Nottinghamshire.
VG
Newark. Train of fifteen six wheeled carriages, fitted with
Clark and Webb chain brake. Pulled by Webb 'Precedent' No.
2187 PENRITH BEACON. Posed during the brake trials. 1875.
Crewe Official OS106.
Source: CROFF OS106
CRPRT OS107 Nottinghamshire.
VG
Newark. Train of five six wheeled carriages, fitted with
Clark and Webb chain brake. A full brake on the left,
preceded by four luggage composites and pulled by Webb
'Precedent' No. 2187 PENRITH BEACON. Posed during the brake
trials. The train is the first part of that shown in OS106.
1875. Crewe Official OS107.
Source: CROFF OS107
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SOC
803 Nottinghamshire.
F
Saxondale Junction. A long train of six and eight wheeled
arc roof carriages headed by a 'Jumbo' piloting a '5ft 6in
tank' on a train for Market Harborough. Large GNR signal
gantry in right distance. Sidings on right with pointwork in
foreground. Yard lamp on wooden post on right. L3F
LNWRS
5038 Shropshire.
F
Church Stretton (near). A train of 8 and 6 wheeled carriages
headed by a pair of 'Problem' single wheelers, viewed from
an overbridge, working hard running through a cutting. R3FA
ESR
110 Staffordshire.
VG
Bescot. Motor train leaving the station. Behind the train
are the signal box on left, gantry in middle, station roof
on right. Driving trailer M71 No. 24461 followed by M19B
third No. 17945, '5ft 6in tank' No. 6652 and two LMS
carriages. 1934.
FWSLF
AA16 Staffordshire.
G
Portobello Jn (W'ampton side). An autotrain made up of two
ex-LNWR cove roof carriages being propelled by '5ft 6in
Tank' No. 6704 running in reverse with a horsebox coupled to
its front end. Approaching Portobello Junction from Heath
Town with a Wolverhampton to Walsall train. Overbridge
carrying a track in background. R3F 30-Jul-1947.
LNWRS
9833 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford, Queensville curve. A posed view of the '2:00pm
Corridor' on the Down Fast, headed by 'Teutonic' No. 1304
JEANIE DEANS. Train is made up of two arc roof bogies, two
12-wheeled clerestory diners, two arc roof bogies, a 12
wheeled diner, three arc roof bogies, a 12-wheeled
clerestory diner and two arc roof bogies. 1893.
NHL
585 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford, Queensville curve. A posed view of the '2:00pm
Corridor' on the Down Fast, headed by 'Teutonic' No. 1304
JEANIE DEANS. Train is made up of two arc roof bogies, two
12-wheeled clerestory diners, two arc roof bogies, a 12
wheeled diner, three arc roof bogies, a 12-wheeled
clerestory diner and two arc roof bogies. 1893.
Source: LNWRS 9833
CRPRT
C681 Staffordshire.
G
Tamworth area. Down Irish Mail - the 8:30 ex-Euston, pulled
by a 'Jubilee'. View of the left hand side of the train as
it runs along an embankment and crosses a three arch bridge.
11-Aug-1900. Crewe Official C681.
CRPRT
C682 Staffordshire.
VG
Tamworth area. The 1:30pm ex-Euston - a Mail train, pulled
by a 'Teutonic'. View of the left hand side of the train as
it runs along an embankment and crosses a three arch bridge.
15-Aug-1900. Crewe Official C682.
CRPRT
E101 Staffordshire.
VG
Whitmore Cutting. The Irish Day Express - 11:00 from Euston.
Made up of six 6-wheeled vans, six 8-wheeled arc roof bogies
and a 12-wheeled clerestory diner - 'equal to 17' - pulled
by an 'Improved Precedent'. In the cutting on the Down Fast.
1-Oct-1900. LNWR Official E101.
Source: CROFF E101
LNWRS
9986 Staffordshire.
G
Whitmore Cutting. An Up express, the 10:25 ex-Euston,
running through the cutting. Made up of nine carriages seven 6-wheelers and two arc roof bogies. Pulled by a
'Jubilee'. 25-Sep-1900.
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NHL
631 Staffordshire.
G
Whitmore Cutting. An Up express, the 10:25 ex-Euston,
running through the cutting. Made up of nine carriages seven 6-wheelers and two arc roof bogies. Pulled by a
'Jubilee'. 25-Sep-1900.
Source: LNWRS 9986
ESR
8 Staffordshire.
G
Whitmore troughs. An Up Liverpool express made up of
elliptical, cove and arc roofed stock with 12-wheel
elliptical roof diner. Pulled by 'Improved Precedent' No.
1527 RALEIGH piloting 'Claughton' No. 1085. Water tank in
view on Down side and plate girder bridge in distance.
Source: RP T7785
SOC
1064 Surrey.
F
Surbiton. A train made up of two LNWR arc roof bogie
carriages followed by three LSWR low elliptical roof
carriages, pulled by an LSWR 'T11' Drummond 4-4-0. A
four-track main line with a loop in the foreground, in a
wooded cutting with overbridges in the background. Engine is
moving too quickly for the camera. C1905.
Source: RSC
CRPRT
A342 Warwickshire.
VG
Hillmorton sidings. The latest carriages for the '2pm
Corridor', posed with 'Greater Britain' No. 528 RICHARD
MOON. Seen broadside on, from a distance. 13-Jun-1897. Crewe
Official A342.
Source: CROFF A342
CRPRT
A343 Warwickshire.
VG
Hillmorton sidings. The latest carriages for the '2pm
Corridor', posed with 'Greater Britain' No. 528 RICHARD
MOON. Seen from a slightly elevated position. 13-Jun-1897.
Crewe Official A343.
Source: CROFF A343
CRPRT
A457 Warwickshire.
VG
Hillmorton sidings. A posed view of a train of twelve
corridor coaches - nine arc roof bogies and three 12-wheeled
clerestories - led by 'Precursor' No. 2064 JASON. The Crewe
Photograph Register notes that photograph A344 was modified
to form A457 by placing a picture of the 'Precursor' at the
head of the 1897 train. 12-May-1905. LNWR Official A457.
Source: CROFF W457
ECL
161 Westmorland.
VG
Dillicar troughs. View from the hillside of an Up train in
LNWR days - nine carriages (a mixture of elliptical and arc
roofed stock, plus two 12-wheelers) pulled by a 'Prince'.
Picking up water.
ESR
7 Westmorland.
G
Dillicar troughs. An Up Aberdeen express made up of mixed
elliptical and arc roof stock along with a clerestory
12-wheel diner. Pulled by two 'Improved Precedents' No. 1521
GLADSTONE and No. 1678 AIREY.
Source: RP T6918
ESR
75 Westmorland.
VG
Dillicar troughs. An Up Aberdeen express made up of mixed
elliptical and arc roof stock, with 12-wheel clerestory
diner. Pulled by 'Prince' No. 2249 THOMAS CAMPBELL. Wooden
hut and corrugated flat roofed shed on Down side.
Source: RP T6954
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SOC
326 Westmorland. BR.
VG
Dillicar troughs. A panoramic view of LMS Pacific No. 46226
DUCHESS OF NORFOLK with a Euston - Glasgow express. The
train appears to have slowed down whilst the driver talks to
someone beside the line. Lineside hut and a corrugated shed
on Down side. 17-Aug-1960.
ECL
171 Westmorland.
F
Tebay. A Down express, headed by a 'Prince' piloting a
'Claughton', beginning the climb up Shap. Train made up of
mixed arc, elliptical and clerestory roof carriages. Tebay
village and station in right background. NER buildings and
wagons in left background.
LGRP
13399 Yorkshire.
F
Ulleskelf area. A Leeds to York express made up mainly of
LNWR arc roof bogies, in LNWR livery, pulled by ex-NER 4-4-0
as LNER class 'D22' No. 779. A four track main line in a
very rural area. 1923.
Source: L&G 13399
ESR
124 Buckinghamshire.
F
Wolverton. Ambulance train No. 19 standing beside the main
line, with snow on the ground. Leftmost carriage is No. 5320
- 50ft cove roof MO and nurses' car with brake end. Ordinary
styling but with waist panel. Too much contrast in print.
D55 1915. Crewe Official WTN794.
ESR
135 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Wolverton Works. Ambulance train No. 18, parked in the yard.
Carriage at nearest end is 8-wheeled cove roof (12-wheel
style) family saloon No. 5007. D62 March 1915. Crewe
Official WTN725.
HRV
40 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead Custom House. The royal train, parked on the track
between the railway station and Admiralty Pier. Viewed from
near the railway station with the Custom House in the
distance. P4 in 2001 book. RYL S3 April 1900.
LS
58 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Wolverton. The royal train, headed by 'Greater Britain' No.
2053 'GREATER BRITAIN'. Posed in a siding. 25-May-1897.
Crewe Official A338.
LS
59 Warwickshire.
VG
Hillmorton sidings. The royal train, posed with 'Greater
Britain' No. 528 'RICHARD MOON' RYL L3F 13-Jun-1897. Crewe
Official A344.
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CRPRT
C169 Standard deepsided goods wagon No. 22472. Iron brake shoe on
E
one wheel only. Diamonds. Endorsed 'When empty return to
Doncaster via Market Harborough'. Posed for the camera, with
background painted out. From a cracked plate. SB August
1885. LNWR Official C169.
Source: CROFF C169
CRPRT MD375 A small, standard gauge, flat topped trolley with dumb
VG
buffers - cast plate 'Trolley No. 915'. Used for tasks
within a stem shed and seen posed in a shed yard, over an
inspection pit. Part of 'George' No. 1394 HARRIER in
background. End of single plank wagon No. 4706 on right.
Crewe Official MD375.
Source: CROFF MD375
LNWRS
341 Railed wooden coke hopper wagon No. 25190. Large LNWR and
G
diamonds. One wheel iron brake, oil axleboxes. Branded 'WEST
CUMBERLAND DIST'. SB
LNWRS
461 Wooden hopper wagon LMS No. 226082. Long brake handle acting
G
directly on brake shoe. S3
LNWRS
800 McConnell 6 wheeled tender frame adapted for works transport
use, possibly as a runner for a crane. Crewe Official MD369.
LNWRS
802 McConnell 6 wheeled tender frame adapted for carrying a
wagon turntable and given number 2. Official No. MA133.
LNWRS
2348 A view inside a wagon repair shop showing a 5-plank mineral
G
wagon.
NHL
157 BR. 4-wheel double bolster wagon No. DM306746, amongst other
VG
wagons and scrap metal - perhaps in a breaker's yard.
NHL
160 LBSC. 4-wheeled double bolster wagon No. 7726. SB
VG
NHL
1232 PO. Featherstone Main wagon - black with white lettering. In a
VG
coal train with a pit stack in background.
NHL
1293 CAM. Two-plank dropside wagon. CAM fleur-de-lys RYS occupying the
P
whole side. SB
NHL
1294 CARD. A linked pair of 4-wheeled timber wagons, Nos. 1800 and
G
1801. Posed, newly painted, at the Gloucester RC&W works. S3
Nov 1890.
NHL
1295 P&T. A short single bolster wagon. Dumb buffers, split-spoke
F
wheels. Two wooden brake blocks on nearside only. Newly
painted. Workshops or warehouses in background. No. 94. S3
NHL
1296 P&T. 5-plank side door open. Dumb buffers, split-spoke wheels.
VG
Two wooden brake blocks on nearside only. Newly painted pale grey with black ironwork (probably for the camera). No.
54. S3
NHL
1300 PO. BREDISHOLM No. 100 - a posed view when newly painted. 8T.
G
Dumb buffers. Cupboard doors at side, end door, bottom
doors. Single iron brake shoe, on side nearest to camera.
Source: JAP C6225
SOC
1203 PO. Chatham Bridge. Three dropsided dumb buffered contractor's
F
wagons, filled with earth - 'Thomas Wrigley'. The area looks
like north Wales and the project appears to be the addition
of a siding beside a double track line - an extra arch has
been provided for a limestone bridge in the background. The
photograph is endorsed 'Chatham Bridge'. C1906.
Source: JAP C4732
ETA
32 Penmaenmawr. View of track slipped onto beach with goods
VG
train skewed across. Two open fish trucks in foreground,
single plank open wagons beyond and, on their sides at the
head of the wreckage, a goods brake and a locomotive tender.
An engineer's train stands alongside whilst several 'locals'
have come from the beach to inspect. S3A 12-Jan-1899.
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SY
12 GWR. Birkenhead docks. Shunters truck No. DW41741. Marked
VG
'Morpeth Dock Runner'. 12T. Coupled to a diesel shunter,
seen on the right. Steel mineral wagon on left. Warehouse in
background. 1963/4.
CRPRT MC241 Crewe Works. Standard gauge drop-side wagon No. 36776
G
mounted on two specially adapted narrow gauge wagons (each
has a wooden rest which holds an axle). Crewe Official
MC241.
Source: CROFF MC241
CRPRT MC614A Crewe Works. A close-up from MC614 showing 2-plank dropside
VG
wagon No. 34911. Large LNWR on side. Ahead of the wagon are
a 3-plank dropside and a single plank open. April 1913.
Crewe Official MC614.
Source: CROFF MC614
SOC
1194 Crewe station south end. 3-plank dropside wagon No. 1500
N
with raised ends. Lettered PWD and in use by the Permanent
Way department. Number painted on side. Parked in a siding
next to a buffer stop. High wall in background and sheeted
wagon with tarpaulin bar on right. S3 C1924.
Source: RSC
LNWRS
9115 Ellesmere Port docks. Runner wagon and roof-door van
G
(diamonds and large LNWR, side doors open). Part of 0-4-2
Bissel tank No. 3531 in view. Warehouses, sailing ships and
part of a steamship in background. Copied from a commercial
photograph. D051
SOC
526 Ellesmere Port docks. LNWR 8 Ton coal wagon No. 58831 VG
large LNWR but no diamonds. Empty and fairly recently
painted. Standing on a wagon turntable beside another
similar turntable. Canal basin and boats in background. A
close-up from SOC525. S3A C1920.
LNWRS
1553 Sandbach. Train of wagons, mostly 10T low sided, loaded with
F
Foden steam road lorries from the nearby works. Pulled by a
'Super D'. Two tall 3-way bracket signals on right. Looking
south from the station?
FWS35M
20954 PO. Harrington Colliery. Wooden hopper wagons lettered USC
VG
Workington. Middle one is No. 2469, one on right is No.
2443. S3 24-May-1969.
NHL
1282 Ewloe. A train of wagons being loaded with bricks in Ewloe
HT
Bank stockyards sidings. Brickworks and stacks of bricks in
background. LNWR wagons in foreground, including 1-plank
open No. 9407. Two PO wagons with brick-boxes in train.
Composite photograph - Flintshire record office. 1890s.
SOC
509 Mostyn. Working on the sea wall. A train of LNWR wagons
F
(diamonds only) - four single plank and a medium side - from
which men are shovelling stones onto an embankment beside
the sea.
CRPRT MA279A Earlestown. A close-up from MA279, showing some low wagons
F
carrying new, dismantled, locomotives from Vulcan Foundry to
Liverpool docks. Crewe Official MA279.
Source: CROFF MA279
SOC
1073 Earlestown. 4-plank coal wagon No. 51099. Large LNWR, no
G
diamonds. Top plank lettered '8 Tons Coal Wagon'. Side and
bottom doors but no end doors. Curved brake handle working
iron brakes on both wheels at near side. Grease axleboxes.
In a train with LNWR wagons before and after. Part of
Earlestown No. 4 signal box on right. SB
Photographer: Jim Richards.
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SOC
1053 Fleetwood. A low sided wagon with large LNWR on the side,
F
loaded with some machinery. Being shunted by ex-LYR 0-4-0ST
'Pug' No. 11229 (seen RB) in sidings in Wyre Dock. Various
vans in background. SB August 1929.
Source: FD 11
SOC
1359 Camden Goods. A view across the yard of the goods station
HT
showing low sided open wagon No. 8417 (seen end on) being
turned on a wagon turntable. Two railwaymen posed nearby,
one working a capstan which is pulling the wagon round. In
the background is a goods train with a NSR brake van with
heavy outside framing nearest to camera. C1910.
NHL
805 Camden. Four plank 10T merchandise wagon No. 49856. Large
G
LNWR only. Number painted on side of wagon. Standing next to
an NE wagon. Viewed across the running lines from the shed
yard, with signal box in background. Roundhouse on right,
platforms at Chalk Farm in left distance. SB
LNWRS
2279 Kilburn. Saxby and Farmers works beside the LNWR main line.
F
View of yard with a huge signal gantry. Various trolleys and
wagons in foreground, including LNWR dumb buffered timber
wagons. Foremen in stovepipe hats. C1862. Negs 2280, 2281,
2282 give close-up views. Original plate is badly crazed.
LNWRS
2280 Kilburn. Saxby and Farmers works beside the LNWR main line.
G
Rake of 3 LNWR timber wagons laden with signal posts. Dumb
buffers. Diamonds only. C1862. Detail from neg No. 2279. Neg
No. 2281 is a close-up of the leading wagon.
LNWRS
2281 Kilburn. Saxby and Farmers works beside the LNWR main line.
G
The first of a rake of 3 LNWR timber wagons laden with
signal posts. Dumb buffers. No. 3309. Foreman in top hat and
various workmen posed on and around the wagon. Signal lamps
in view. Diamonds only. C1862. Close-up from neg No. 2279.
LNWRS
2282 Kilburn. Saxby and Farmers works beside the LNWR main line.
G
A single plank open wagon, loaded with planks. Number plate
looks like LNWR but isn't quite readable. Buffers have screw
holes in their faces. C1862. Close-up from neg 2279.
SOCA
241 Llechwedd. Preserved ex-LNWR 2ft gauge wagons on display,
VG
standing on slate rubble. On the left is a 6-plank 'box'
open and on the right is a slate wagon. Waste heap in
background. 22-Sep-1978.
NHL
158 BR. Tyneside. 4-wheel double bolster wagon No. 058922, marked
VG
'For docks engineers use only. Return to Middleton
Hartlepool'. Loaded with a few rails.
LNWRS
2182 Renfrew. 15T 7-plank loco coal hopper wagon. Square ended
VG
headstocks. LOCO attached in metal letters. Unpainted sides.
Late LMS lettering applied to painted patches. Large LMS.
16-Jun-1946.
SOC
437 PO. Clee Hill Quarries. Two dumb buffered wagons, a two plank
G
and a four plank. Lettered 'Clee Hill Granite Company Near
Ludlow Salop'. Narrow gauge line alongside, beyond wagons,
on higher level loading wharf. Flimsy narrow gauge bridge on
right, crossing standard gauge. Incline and quarry levels in
background. Lots of workmen posed around.
ESR
102 PO. Lichfield. A line of dumb buffered wagons, mostly Cannock
G
Chase, on the South Staffordshire spur. J & C H Evans &
Company Trent Valley Maltings in background. Taken from High
Level platform.
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SOC
1190 CAM. Stafford south. A pair of Cambrian Railways bolster wagons
VG
in the Up yard - No. 1383 on the left and No. 1206 on the
right. On the far left is part of an LNWR bolster wagon,
used as a match truck. Gas lamp on substantial post in left
foreground. The wagons are grossly overloaded with timber
which has shifted to become dangerous. SB C1910.
SOC
1191 CAM. Stafford south. Cambrian Railways bolster wagon No. 1206 in
VG
the Up yard. Row of gas lamps on substantial posts on left.
The wagon has been grossly overloaded with timber which has
shifted to become dangerous. See also SOC 1190. E C1910.
SOCLF
44 G&KER. BRCW Works, Birmingham. A single plank open wagon built by
VG
the Birmingham Railway Carriage & Wagon Co. for the opening
of the railway in July 1909. C1909.
FWSLF
AE32 EHLR. Burton Dassett. Close-up view of a water feed pipe. Beyond
G
are the overgrown remains of a quarry wagon damaged in an
eccident and abandoned. 25-May-1952.
FWSLF
AE33 EHLR. Burton Dassett. Middle distance view of a water feed pipe.
G
In front of it are the overgrown remains of a quarry wagon
damaged in an eccident and abandoned. 25-May-1952.
NHL
1231 PO. Featherstone (Ackton Hall Col) Ackton Hall wagon - red with
VG
white shaded black lettering. In colliery yard, with pit
pony and attendant. Brick-built shed in background.
FWSCN
1 MR. Leeds. MR LGT Gun Truck No. 9696, mounted on two pairs of
VG
4-wheel bogies. Carrying a huge steel block (said to weigh
80T) for the Schoen Wheel Works (factory in background) at
Newlay on MR Leeds to Bradford line. G&SW wagon on right.
Train of LNWR coal wagons in background. After the war,
Schoen was taken over by the Newlay Wheel Co. S3A 1915.
CRPRT
C166 Standard low sided (single plank) wagon No. 11821. Wooden
E
brake shoe on one wheel only. Diamonds. Posed for the
camera, with background painted out. D001 SB August 1885.
LNWR Official C166.
Source: CROFF C166
ETNPRT ETN47A Single plank, 9in sides. No. 24945. Diamonds and large LNWR.
VG
Brake on near side only, with long handle and wooden shoe.
Posed for the photograph with background painted out. D001
SB
LNWRS
1913 Single plank wagon No. 11821. Diamonds only. Wooden brake on
one wheel. D001 SB
LNWRS
2183 10T open wagon. 9in sides. Number not quite visible. In
F
train of similar wagons, loaded with white boxes or
containers. D001 Large LNWR only. The photograph is grainy
and the white load in not contrasted against the background.
LNWRS
9122 Shallcross. Loaded with a Manchester Pantechnicon container.
VG
Railway staff standing in foreground, along with a shunting
horse. D001
LNWRS
9576 2 plk 15'6" wagon No. 42024. Gang of wagon builders inside.
Unpainted wooden sides. Dark diamonds, ironwork, u/f. D002
SB
CRPRT OS138 Earlestown Works. 7 ton, 2-plank fixed side wagon No. 42024.
VG
Shown in the works with unpainted woodwork, grey metalwork
and grey diamonds. The wagon was built in 1hr. 41 min. The
foreman and joiners who built it are standing in the wagon,
holding saws, chisels etc. Manager standing before the
wagon, on the left. D002 SB 1878. LNWR Official OS138.
Source: CROFF OS138
LNWRS
760 Earlestown Works. 2 plank wagon No. 42024. Official No.
VG
OS137, taken to show wagon built at Earlestown in 1 hour 40
minutes. Corner of workshop in background, showing doorways
and window. D002
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LNWRS
9577 4 plank wagon No. 44772, loaded with barrels inside a goods
VG
shed. LNWR no diamonds. Clear view - end fittings, beading.
D009 S3
LNWRS
9578 4 plank 10T wagon, loaded with barrels. Side door lowered.
LNWR, no diamonds. D009 S3
LNWRS
2180 Renfrew. 10T open goods wagon, 36in sides. No. 226127. Well
G
worn. LNWR headstock at one end, LMS headstock at the other.
D009 Late LMS livery. 17-Feb-1946. Little contrast in
original photograph.
LNWRS
1849 20T open goods No. 71604. Branded 'TO BE RETURNED TO ST
HELENS'. Diamonds but no LNWR. D010 S3
ETNPRT ETN55A Earlestown Works. Single bolster wagon with dumb buffers.
VG
No. 22821. Diamonds and large LNWR (as large as can be
fitted). Standing in the yard with the side of a works
building in the background. D012 S3
ETNPRT
ETN7 Earlestown Works. Twin timber wagons, 12ft 9in outside. Nos
VG
40396 and 40386. Bolsters are numbered 2169 and 1723.
Diamonds only. Posed in the yard with boundary wall in
background and terrace houses beyond. D013 S3
LNWRS
1880 Coke wagon No. 5005. Diamonds only. Branded GAS COKE WAGON
between Carriage Dept WOLVERTON & COVENTRY CORPORATION
COUDON ROAD L&NWR COVENTRY D031
S3
SOC
1005 10T 4-plank (with three rails) gas coke wagon No. 41665.
B
Large LNWR, no diamonds. Standing in a yard. On right is
instruction 'When loaded to Wagon Dept Earlestown'. On left
'When empty to be returned to Alexandra Dock, Liverpool'.
D031A SB
Photographer: Jim Richards.
LNWRS
9582 Glass wagon No. 65909. Recently painted. Diamonds only. D042
S3
LNWRS
339 Wooden Hopper Wagon No. 42764. Diamonds only. Ends, top of
VG
side, brake handle and u/f look light coloured. Sides might
be unpainted. One wheel iron brake. Branded 'CLEATOR
DISTRICT'. Grease axleboxes. D044 S3
NHL
801 Wooden Hopper Wagon No. 42764. Diamonds only. Ends, top of
VG
side, brake handle and u/f look light coloured. Sides may be
unpainted. One wheel iron brake. Branded 'CLEATOR DISTRICT'.
Grease axleboxes. (Same as LNWRS 339.) D044 S3
Source: HMRS V2177
NHL
802 Four plank 10T merchandise wagon No. 8087. Diamonds only.
VG
Brakes on both wheels each side. D044 S3
Source: HMRS V2176
LNWRS
830 Twin rail wagons made from two 6 wheeled McConnell tender
frames. Official No. OS162. D049 SB
LNWRS
1954 8T traffic coal wagon No. 22472. Diamonds only. One wheel
iron brake. Grease axleboxes. D053 SB. Metal plate over
right hand axle lettered 'When empty return to DONCASTER
via Market Harboro'.
SOC
1004 10T 5-plank coal wagon No. 51149, with fixed ends. Large
G
LNWR, no diamonds. Standing in a train, with sheeted open on
right. D053 SB
Photographer: Jim Richards.
LNWRS
2178 15T traffic coal wagon. Private owners' standard
VG
specification, with square-ended head stocks. End number and
tare weight on daubed patches. Branded 15 TONS COAL WAGON on
side. D055 Diamonds only. S3. Posed in a coal yard.
LNWRS
9584 15T coal wagon No. 41625. Newly painted. LNWR and diamonds.
VG
'EMPTY TO COLWICK VIA MARKET HARBORO'. D055 S3
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LNWRS
9585 15T coal wagon No. 47814. Recently painted. Diamonds only.
'To be returned to NUNEATON' D058 S3
CRPRT
C172 Standard drop side ballast wagon No. 820. Wooden brake shoe
E
on one wheel only. Posed for the camera, with background
painted out. D062 SB August 1885. LNWR Official C172.
Source: CROFF C172
LNWRS
1955 10T 2-plank dropside ballast wagon No. 100. Diamonds and
VG
large SD. Brakes at each side on both wheels. D062 S3.
Grease axleboxes.
CRPRT
C165 Standard loco coal wagon No. 16534. 4-plank, raised ends,
E
self contained buffers. Iron brake shoes on both wheels on
camera side. LOCO and diamonds. Posed for the camera, with
background painted out. D064 SB August 1885. LNWR Official
C165.
Source: CROFF C165
LNWRS
1914 4-plank Loco coal wagon No. 16534. Self contained buffers
and unusual brake gear acting on two wheels at one side.
D064 SB. LOCO and diamonds only.
LNWRS
2337 A 10 Tons loco coal wagon, newly repainted with a paint date
VG
of 10/13 on the sole bar. Large LNWR but no diamonds. D064A?
S3 1913. Three men, probably from the repair gang, are posed
standing infront of the wagon (covering most of the number,
unfortunately).
Source: SOC 158
SOC
158 A 10 Tons loco coal wagon, newly repainted with a paint date
VG
of 10/13 on the sole bar. Large LNWR but no diamonds. D064A?
S3 1913. Three men, probably from the repair gang, are posed
standing infront of the wagon (covering most of the number,
unfortunately).
CRPRT
C653 A 20 ton iron loco coal wagon, described as 'wide frame'.
F
Posed for the camera, fully laden and with brakes on. LOCO
letters on side but number plate has not yet been attached.
In the background is a high wall on which a tarpaulin is
draped. A rather messy print. D065 SB 11-Oct-1899. LNWR
Official C653.
Source: CROFF C653
ETNPRT ETN80A 20 ton steel loco coal wagon with single door per side. No.
VG
71592. Diamonds and large LNWR. Posed for the camera with
background painted out. D065 S3 March 1910.
CRPRT A434C Basford Hall Junction. A 20T all steel Loco Coal wagon at
G
the front of an experimental train from Basford to Stafford.
Single door at side, in lower half of body. LOCO above side
door, diamonds. A close-up from Crewe Official A434. D065
24-Apr-1902.
Source: CROFF A434
SOC
1001 Earlestown. 20T steel Loco Coal wagon No. 271588, with door
VG
at side. In LMS grey livery - large LMS and LOCO in cut-out
metal letters. LNWR metal diamonds in place but painted
over. In a siding, next to a buffer stop on the right. Steel
hopper wagon on left. D065 S3
Photographer: Jim Richards.
LNWRS
104 Earlestown. 15T bogie tramcar trolley No. 72336. Diamonds
G
only. Not loaded. In a siding with terrace houses in
background. D072 S3
LNWRS
829 50T boiler trolley made from two McConnell tender frames.
No. 49998. Official No. OS173. D083 SB
LNWRS
105 18' 4 plank wagon No. 44597. LNWR only. Posed in a siding
G
with high retaining wall in background. D084 SB
LNWRS
106 18' 4 plank wagon No. 33550. LNWR and diamonds. Posed in a
G
siding with background removed. D084 S3
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LNWRS
107 18' 4 plank wagon No. 33550. LNWR and diamonds. D084 SB
G
LNWRS
2334 4-plank open No. 11562. Large LNWR, no diamonds. Partly
G
repainted. D084. SB. Standing in a goods yard with PO coal
wagons in background.
Source: SOC 159
SOC
159 4-plank open No. 11562. Large LNWR, no diamonds. Partly
G
repainted. D084. SB. Standing in a goods yard with PO coal
wagons in background.
SOC
1003 10T 4-plank goods wagon No. 34049. Large LNWR with diamonds.
G
Standing in a train, with bushes and hillsides in
background. D084 SB
Photographer: Jim Richards.
SOC
1000 Earlestown. 4-plank 10T goods wagon No. 37065. Diamonds and
G
large LNWR. Standing in a train in front of Earlestown No. 4
signalbox. Industrial buildings in left background. D084 SB
Photographer: Jim Richards.
SOC
1192 Stafford south. 18ft 10-ton merchandise wagon No. 17882 in
VG
the Up yard. Large LNWR, no diamonds. It has been loaded
with sacks, held in place by wagon sheets but stacked
precariously so that some have fallen off when a sheet was
lifted. D084 SB C1910.
LNWRS
2185 Dumfries. 15T traffic Coal Wagon No. 47777. Side door with
G
lifting top plank. Lettered 15 TONS COAL WAGON. D085
Diamonds only. SB
LNWRS
340 20T steel hopper wagon No. 42743. Diamonds only. Branded
G
WEST CUMBERLAND DISTRICT. Side ribs and angle around top
appear darker than rest of body. D091 S3
LNWRS
1930 20T steel hopper wagon No. 25378. LNWR and diamonds. Branded
WEST CUMBERLAND DIST. D091 SB
LNWRS
97 18' 10T single plank open wagon No. 6950. LNWR and diamonds.
VG
Poserd in a siding with background removed. D103 S3
LNWRS
9587 18' 10T single plank open wagon No. 22039. LNWR only. Load
VG
of trolley-mounted contractor's plant ('Sandberg in-situ
Process') has shifted and smashed through the end of the
wagon. Standing in a goods yard with a gasometer in the
background. D103 S3
SOC
1002 Empty 10T single plank open goods wagon No. 28223. Large
G
LNWR, no diamonds. Standing in a train, with signal post on
left and hil in right background. D103 SB
Photographer: Jim Richards.
SOC
1193 Low sided wagon No. 4706. Diamonds and large LNWR. On right
VG
is the end of a van, thought to be a loco tool van from a
breakdown train - the other end would slope to fit beneath
the jib of a crane. Plain black 'George' No. 1394 HARRIER in
background - some of the class entered service unlined owing
to an acute shortage of engines. D103 S3 C1911.
LNWRS
1893 25T 4-wheeled ingot trolley No. 22051. LNWR and diamonds.
D104 S3
LNWRS
1894 15T 4-wheeled chemical pan trolley No. 51829. LNWR but no
VG
diamonds. D106 SB
SOC
1284 30T bogie timber trolley No. 232334 in LMS livery. LMS
G
diagram D10. Unloaded, in a goods train. D107 1937.
SOC
24 LMS. No. 355561, large LMS on side. Standing in a siding. D1666
G
SB
LNWRS
9178 Close up of photo 9177 (see 'Shipping and Docks') showing
'Whitehaven colliery company Ltd.' hopper wagon No. A623.
POS3
LNWRS
9180 Close up of train of four hopper wagons behind LNWR tender.
'Ferens & Love, Durham', 'Barrow haematite steel Co. Ltd.'.
PO S3
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LNWRS
9589 PO. Two very early dumb buffered PO wagons. 'Norley coal &
cannel Co. No. 191' and 'Wigan coal & iron Co.' (No. 596?).
PO SB. A disk signal on post in background.
LNWRS
2205 PO. Garston. A view of a vast excavation - the construction of
VG
Stalbridge Dock. A detail from negative No. 2204 showing a
group of six contractor wagons - HOLME AND KING - some of
which have dumb buffers. PO. Crewe Official MC345. Negative
No. 2206 gives another detail.
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CRPRT MC374W A close-up from MC374 showing D46 refrigerated van No.
G
66222. There are no diamonds or other company markings.
Lettering shows 'REFRIGERATOR VAN' and 'To be returned to
liverpool'. White body, black curb rail, underframe, buffer
beam, running gear and step ladder on end. C1906. Crewe
Official MC374.
Source: CROFF MC374
ETNPRT ETN96A Loco Tools Van No. 54, newly painted. Large LNWR, no
VG
diamonds. Designation painted on side of body and cast into
the number plate. A large, bogie, vehicle with tare weight
of 16.16.3 and paint date of 5/14. Posed for official
photograph - background painted out. 1914.
FWS35M
20973 BR. Gunpowder van No. B887128 (built Swindon 1958) in red oxide
N
livery. Standing in a siding. JCB in background, apparently
used in taking up sidings in a yard. S3 24-May-1969.
NHL
1291 CAM. Large vacuum fitted van, with Mansell wheels and screw
G
couplings. Horizontal planking, fleur-de-lys on each half of
side, cupboard doors. 'Cambrian Railways'. No. 290. Load 3
ton (tare not recorded). W irons and springs similar to
those on LNWR 6-wheel carriages. Strong sunlight reflected
from top part of van. SB
NHL
1298 P&T. 8T van. Two wooden brake blocks on nearside only,
G
split-spoke wheels. Posed, newly painted, with other wagons
in background. No. 87. S3
SEMR
40154 Refrigerated Van No. 68467. Newly painted - white body with
G
dark framing. Cupboard doors at side. Vacuum fitted, with
screw couplings. Part of another refrigerated van on right,
much dirtier. Standing in a siding beside a high fence.
Source: FM 6421
SEMR
40155 Roof door van No. 64450. Cupboard doors. Long brake handle
VG
with iron brake shoe on one wheel only. In a train, coupled
between open wagons. Signal in view beyond roof of van tall finial (L&Y?).
SOCA
110 40' bogie tool van, LMS No. 284654, parked next to a mineral
VG
wagon. Far end of van out of frame. Labelled 'Loco Dept Moor
Row'. S3
LNWRS
59 Springs Branch steam shed. 40' bogie tool van, BR No.
F
DM284612. Standing in the yard between passenger vans. No
background in view. S3
FWSLF
AM3 WMHR. Whittingham. An ex-Midland goods van (LMS No. 74339) bought
VG
by the WMHR for use as a luggage van. Viewed looking north,
whilst it stands in the run-round loop south of the running
line at the Grimsargh side of the station. The van is
painted turquoise green, which Mr Shuttleworth thinks is
faded malachite green. 1-May-1954.
SOC
1357 Camden Goods. An inside view of the goods shed, showing a
HT
D88-style van with its cupboard doors open. Men posed inside
and nearby, loading it (or unloading?) with crates and
baskets of fruit. No. 40986 on inside of each door. Diamond
and diagonal white stripe on side of van. Sack truck in left
foreground labelled 'Camden'. Fixed crane on right. C1910.
CRPRT A476A Bushbury. A close-up of the first two D33 roof door vans in
VG
the train seen in A476. Three railwaymen are standing beside
them. The vans are labelled '500 Tons Galvanised Sheets ...
Jenkin Clapham & Morris Ltd Manchester'. Single post Home
signal in view above the first van. 7-May-1906. Crewe
Official A476.
Source: CROFF A476
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CRPRT
C168 Standard covered goods wagon No. 22161. Wooden brake shoe on
E
one wheel only. Diamonds. Viewed at the side with the door.
Posed for the camera, with background painted out. D032 S3
August 1885. LNWR Official C168.
Source: CROFF C168
LNWRS
428 15'6" roof door van, seen from door side. LNWR and diamonds.
G
Scruffy. Single wheel wooden brake, worn right down. In
yard, standing beneath an open girder structure. Photo 429
shows other side of same van. D032 SB
LNWRS
429 15'6" roof door van, seen from non-door side. LNWR (although
G
the L has faded into invisibility) and diamonds. Scruffy roof edge strip dropping off. In yard, standing beneath an
open, girder, structure. Same van as photo 428. D032 SB
LNWRS
1860 15'6" roof door van No. 22161, showing door side. Diamonds
only. Wooden brake shoe. D032 SB
LNWRS
1861 15'6" roof door van No. 22161 showing door side. Diamonds
only. Wooden brake shoe. D032 S3
LNWRS
1862 15'6" roof door van No. 13100 showing non-door side.
VG
Diamonds only. Wooden brake shoe. D032 SB
LNWRS
2176 No. 53165, newly painted and posed outside works, showing
E
the 'door' side. D032 Diamonds only. S3 Crewe Official MSP7.
ETNPRT ETN60A 16ft roof door van No. 64542. To carry 7 tons. Iron brake
VG
shoe on one wheel at each side. Diamonds and large LNWR.
Posed for the camera with background painted out. D033 S3
CRPRT A476B Bushbury. A close-up of the third and fouth D33 roof door
F
vans in the train seen in A476. Right hand van is seen at
the non-brake (non roof door) side whilst the other side is
shown on the left - long brake handle and iron shoe. D033
7-May-1906. Crewe Official A476.
Source: CROFF A476
LNWRS
103 27' 4 wheeled 15T covered van No. 14333 - the only one
G
built. Diamonds only but lettered 'L.N.W.Ry.' D037 S3
LNWRS
2179 Gunpowder van no. 240251. D043 LMS livery. In a siding.
G
ETNPRT ETN59 Earlestown Works. Gunpowder van No. 13591. An 'Iron Mink'
G
bought from the GWR. Iron brake shoes on all four wheels. To
carry 7 tons. Diamonds and large LNWR. Posed in the yard
with the side of a works building in the background. D043A
SB
LNWRS
458 Meat van No. 71231. LNWR and diamonds. Recently painted. A
F
good view of doors. 'RETURN TO LIVERPOOL'. Sharp but
negative not very well copied. D045 SB
LNWRS
2181 Sighthill. 6T insulated meat van No. 279865, as modified by
VG
the LMS. Square ended headstocks, hinged side doors, cross
diagonal bracing on sides and ends. End ventilator louvres
blanked off. D045B Late LMS livery. S3 22-Jul-1946.
LNWRS
470 Composite view. Refrigerator van (see 9583), Plate Glass
wagon (see 9582) and GWR, LSWR trolley wagons. D046 S3
LNWRS
9583 Refrigerator van No. 67281. Newly painted in light colour.
VG
'To be returned to LIVERPOOL'. No company markings. D046 S3
LNWRS
2184 Dumfries. Covered goods van No. 052338. Square-ended
N
headstocks, vertical planking on upper doors. The wagon
looks decrepid. No markings or number plate are visible.
D085 Sept 1970.
LNWRS
102 16' 7T covered van No. 12553. Vacuum pipe but basic hand
G
brake. Diamonds only. D087 S3
LNWRS
9586 18' vacuum fitted 10T van No. 74591. LNWR, diamonds and
diagonals at both sides of doors. D088 SB
LNWRS
9588 Mixed goods train. 10T van No. 41508? LNWR cattle wagon and
various MR wagons etc. ROD tender. Close up of photo 9366.
D088 S3
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SOC
82 Broxton. A train of ventilated vans, with diamonds only, in
G
the goods yard. Several horse-drawn carts, loaded with
cylindrical cheeses, are standing alongside. The roof of the
Broxton Cheese Warehouse is in view. A detail from a larger
photograph. D088A
LNWRS
1925 Fruit van No. 74559. Large LNWR and diamonds. White
G
diagonals at each end of side. D092 SB Plate above right
hand axle marked BANANA VAN TO BE RETURNED TO MANCHESTER.
LNWRS
1892 Rake of banana vans with No. 74364 at end. Diamonds only.
White diagonal across each end of sides. D095 S3
LNWRS
5007 Van No. 77018, recently painted. Large LNWR, no diamonds.
G
Standing alone in a siding. D88 SB
Source: SOC 478
SOC
478 Van No. 77018, recently painted. Large LNWR, no diamonds.
G
Standing alone in a siding. D88 SB
LNWRS
2177 Earlestown. 18ft fruit van. Side door open, end louvres
E
closed. Positioned partly on a wagon turntable, beside a
wood pile. D95A Unpainted. S3 Crewe Official MSP11.
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LNWRS
9657 Part view of cattle wagon. Diamonds only. Along with three
other cattle wagons, not LNWR. Tunnel mouth in background.
S3
NHL
1297 P&T. 8T cattle wagon. Two wooden brake blocks on nearside only,
VG
split-spoke wheels. Posed, newly painted, with stacks of
timber in background. No. 99. S3
LNWRS
460 Medium cattle wagon LMS No. 215223. Small LMS. Iron brackets
VG
on corners. Brake pipe, screw coupling, iron brake shoe on
one wheel only. Condemned, amongst other wagons. D021 S3
LNWRS
1927 Medium cattle wagon No. 16055. Diamonds only. Grease
axleboxes, screw couplings. Wooden brake on one wheel only.
D021 SB
SOC
1006 Medium cattle wagon No. 15323. Large LNWR, no diamonds. Well
F
limed. Standing in a goods train between 'Richardson & ...'
coal wagon on right and L&Y open on left. Tall houses in
background with hillside beyond. D021 SB
Photographer: Jim Richards.
LNWRS
459 Large cattle wagon LMS No. 131543 (L&Y number series). Small
LMS. Missing plank. Negative not quite in focus. D022 S3
LNWRS
1928 Large cattle wagon No. 15483. Large LNWR with diamonds.
Grey, with black ironwork. Screw couplings, oil axleboxes.
D022 SB Iron brakes on two wheels.
LNWRS
1926 Special cattle wagon No. 49610. No drover's compartment.
Lined lake livery. Large LNWR. D023 SB Mansell wheels,
grease axleboxes, screw couplings and side chains, wooden
brake on one wheel only.
ETNPRT ETN70A 22ft Cattle Box No. 72332 with compartment for cow man.
VG
Vacuum fitted. Appears to be in lined lake livery with large
LNWR but no diamonds. Paint date 3/09. Posed for the camera
with background painted out. D026 S3
LNWRS
457 22' Cattle box with drover's compartment. No. 72332. Lined
lake livery, large LNWR, no diamonds. D026 SB
LNWRS
9581 Cattle box with drover's compartment. No. 72331. Lake
VG
livery. D026 S3
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NHL
1292 CAM. Tanker with two cylinders (presumably for gas to light
G
carriages). Vacuum fitted. Wooden underframe. No brake on
visble side but brake lever on left. 'Cambrian Railways',
fleur-de-lys, No. 10. S3
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LNWRS
9527 NLR. 10T goods brake van. Bright sunshine - NLR lettering on side
not very clear. SB
NHL
159 LBSC. 4-wheeled brake with horizontal planking and double doors.
G
Lettered with large LB&SCR. Weight 7-10-0. No. 104. SB
NHL
1299 P&T. Brake van with centre cabin. Ends not covered but with
G
5-plank sheeting around them. Wooden brake blocks,
split-spoke wheels. Posed, newly painted, workshops in
background. No. 1. S3
SOCMDL
11 Four '0 gauge' goods brake vans built by Mr J P Richards.
G
From the left are 20T 6-wheel D17 diamonds only with door on
right (marked Crewe and Holyhead), similar with diamonds and
large LNWR with door on left, 10T 4-wheel D16 LNWR only PWD
with door on right, similar with LNWR only and door on
right. SB
FWS35M
20934 BR. Copperas Hill. 20T vacuum fitted goods brake van No. B953779
VG
in a special train made up of goods brake vans pulled by two
BSC diesel shunters and banked by NCB 0-6-0ST AMAZON. The
brake van was 16ft wheelbase, built Darlington 1958 in lot
3129, in brown livery. S3 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20941 PO. Copperas Hill. BSC goods brake van No. 875 in a special
VG
train made up of goods brake vans pulled by two BSC diesel
shunters and banked by NCB 0-6-0ST AMAZON. Coupled next to
the diesel engines, one of which is in the picture. Brake
van lettered USC Workington with its number in large
figures. Traces of older lettering showing. S3 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20942 PO. Copperas Hill. BSC goods brake van No. 875 in a special
VG
train made up of goods brake vans pulled by two BSC diesel
shunters and banked by NCB 0-6-0ST AMAZON. Coupled next to
the diesel engines, both of which are in view. Brake van
lettered USC Workington with its number in large figures.
Traces of older lettering showing. S3 24-May-1969.
BLM
957A Workington Main station. Outside frame brake van fitted with
P
extra set of buffers to couple to chaldron wagons. There
appears to be a (lopsided) diamond above the left hand rear
window. On a goods train passing through the old (pre 1884)
station towards Maryport. A detail from BLM 957.
SOC
1050 Stafford. Ballast brake van No. 702 coupled to the front of
G
a 'Cauliflower' with 'H'-spoke cast iron wheels. Only around
three quarters of the van is in view, including the end with
the door. Similarly, only the front of the engine is in view
- moreover, it is letting off steam from the cylinder cocks
and the front is obscured. S3 C1904.
Source: RSC
SOCLF
43 G&KER. BRCW Works, Birmingham. A 4-wheeled goods brake van built by
VG
the Birmingham Railway Carriage & Wagon Co. for the opening
of the railway in July 1909. C1909.
CRPRT
C171 Standard 10T 4-wheeled goods brake van No. 88B. Wooden brake
E
shoes on all wheels. Endorsed 'Shrewsbury'. Posed for the
camera, with background painted out. D016 SB August 1885.
LNWR Official C171.
Source: CROFF C171
ETNPRT ETN71A 10 ton outside frame goods brake van No. 234B. Diamonds and
VG
large LNWR. Lettered CAMDEN. Posed for the camera with
background painted out. D016 S3
LNWRS
456 4 wheeled 10T brake No. 234B. Lettered CAMDEN. LNWR and
VG
diamonds. Newly painted. D016 R3R
LNWRS
1882 10T 4-wheeled brake No. 88B. Diamonds only. Branded
G
SHREWSBURY. Less blotchy print of Talbot Misc I plate 166.
D016 SB
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ETA
31 Penmaenmawr. View of track slipped onto beach - high tide
VG
with waves splashing around wrecked wagons. On the Down line
in foreground is a 6-wheeled goods brake. Beyond it, several
open fish trucks stand precariously on track with ballast
washed away. Main wreckage lies beyond those. Several work
men are posed, looking at the camera. D016 S3 12-Jan-1899.
LNWRS
1855 6 wheeled goods brake No. 1663B. Branded 'CREWE & CARLISLE'.
VG
Diamonds only. D017 L3R
LNWRS
9579 20T six wheeled brake No. 280813. Large LMS. Scratched
GR
negative. D017 L3F
CRPRT A434B Basford Hall Junction. A 6-wheeled brake van, attached to
F
the front of an experimental train leaving Basford for
Stafford. Diamonds only, but markings not visible under the
grime. A close-up from Crewe Official A434. D017
24-Apr-1902.
Source: CROFF A434
LNWRS
1375 20T 4-wheel brake (No. 1781B?) Large LNWR, no diamonds.
G
SWANSEA. Dark metalwork. Rear of train including D103 18'
single plank open and D14 24' timber wagon. Main load is new
Wolverton-built horse drawn army road vehicles. D017A S3
LNWRS
1888 20T 4-wheeled brake No. 529B. Lettered LNWR only. D017A RB
G
FWSLF
AM36 Moor Row. 20T goods brake van No. 281214, nominally in BR
VG
livery but with large LNWR showing clearly through the
paintwork. Endorsed BARROW. LMS makers plate on solebar.
Coupled on right to high sided mineral wagon No. P62393.
Standing in the goods yard beside a manually powered fixed
crane. Sheeted van behind brake on left. D017A 1-May-1954.
NFSRN
115 Huddersfield station central. 20T 4-wheeled goods brake No.
VG
280082 in LMS livery with small lettering. 'Out' chalked
below handrail on side. Verandah on left, coupled to an open
wagon on right. Ex-LNWR warehouse in background, with part
of wagon hoist on right. D017A SB
ETNPRTETN108A 20 ton 'Crystal Palace' goods brake van No. 626B. Ducket
HT
with lamp above. Large LNWR. Tare 20-16-0. Posed for the
camera with background painted out. Note - the diagram book
shows prints ETN 107/107A as being the 'original version'
and 108/108A as being the 'modified version'. This is
thought to be 108A. D017B S3
LNWRS
9580 Butterley. Part of 20T Crystal Palace brake van No. 135554
G
(LMS number in L&Y series). Large LMS. With two ex-MR 3-plk
drop sides. During the rebuilding of the viaduct. D017B R3F
August 1927
NFSR
126 Tenterden. 'Crystal Palace' brake van, preserved in LNWR
VG
livery - LNWR with diamonds. Standing at a platform next to
some modern carriages. Station nameboard in right
background. D017B R3F
LNWRS
2194 Cinderhill Colliery. A 'Crystal Palace' brake van owned by
VG
the NCB and branded 'NCB BRAKE VAN No.1'. D017B RB
24-Apr-1955
Source: JAP
LNWRS
2195 Cinderhill Colliery. A 'Crystal Palace' brake van owned by
VG
the NCB and branded 'NCB BRAKE VAN No.1'. D017B L3F
24-Apr-1955
Source: JAP
LNWRS
2196 Cinderhill Colliery. A 'Crystal Palace' brake van owned by
VG
the NCB and branded 'NCB BRAKE VAN No.1'. D017B L3R
24-Apr-1955
Source: JAP
LNWRS
338 4 wheeled brake van No. 197B. Diamonds only, lettered 'CREWE
G
& CARLISLE'. (See NHL 804 also.) D018 S3
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LNWRS
1883 20T double-ended 4-wheeled brake No. 982B. LNWR and
G
diamonds. Branded CLOCK FACE & SPRINGS BRANCH. D018 S3
NHL
804 4 wheeled brake van No. 197B. Diamonds only, lettered 'CREWE
VG
& CARLISLE'. D018 S3
Source: HMRS V2175
ETNPRT ETN77A 15 ton inside frame goods brake van No. 53B. Diamonds and
VG
large LNWR. Lettered HOLYHEAD & CAMDEN. Posed for the camera
with background painted out. D093A S3 Nov 1909.
LNWRS
1870 15T 4-wheeled goods brake No. 259B. Vacuum braked. Diamonds
G
only. Branded LONDON & LIVERPOOL. D094 R3R
LNWRS
2324 A pair of 20T brake vans branded 'For use on Holywell Town
F
branch only'. Non-door ends coupled together. The right hand
van is M281217, left hand van is M281x04 where x is probably
5. D17A BR livery. SB. The left hand van is not sharp.
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LNWRS
730 Wagon stock - montage of ten vehicles. Perhaps proof for a
G
postcard. Official No. D164.
LNWRS
1720 Former McConnell locomotive tender converted to a 4-wheel
bolster. Official No. MD369.
LNWRS
2064 24-wheeled bolster wagon made up from four 6-wheeled
McConnell tender frames. Shown carrying a 64 ton naval gun.
S3
LNWRS
9590 Close up of early Earlestown grease axlebox cover (used on
travelling crane). SB
LNWRS
9591 LMS. Containers for steamer coal - wooden boxes loaded 4 per
G
wagon onto ex-MR flat wagons which have been modified to
take the boxes and lettered 'LMS Steamer Coal'. The
photograph shows a 6-wheeled steam crane being used to move
boxes to a motor lorry where the coal is released through
bottom doors.
JMD
174 Bangor. Two containers, the nearer one labelled GWR and the
P
other LMS, loaded onto container wagons from the respective
companies and holding J M Dunn's furniture. Standing in the
yard.
LNWRS
9655 Carnforth? Mobile LNWR hand crane. Modern view. Opposite
side from photo 9656. S3
LNWRS
9656 Carnforth? Mobile LNWR hand crane. Modern view. Opposite
side from photo 9655. S3
DNR
948A Shrewsbury Severn Valley Jct. Wagons in sidings beside the
F
yard at Coleham steam shed. Mixed railway and PO wagons.
Coppice Colliery and Hanwood in right foreground, with LNWR
roof door van beyond. MR opens in centre. An enlargement
from DNR 948.
Source: RP 24030
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CRPRT
A88 A photograph of two drawings of two goods trains on the
VG
Liverpool & Manchester Railway. SB C1830. LNWR Official A88.
Source: CROFF A88
CRPRT
A529 A special Nuneaton to Willesden test train made up of the
VG
dynamometer car, 53 eight-ton wagons and a brake van. Headed
by 'Piano G' No. 1274 on the first trip. Posed on a murky
day with sidings in the left distance. Three officials
standing beside the dynamometer car. Iron fence in right
background. 4-Jan-1910. Crewe Official A529.
Source: CROFF A529
CRPRT
A531 A special Nuneaton to Willesden test train made up of the
VG
dynamometer car, 23 twenty-ton wagons and a brake van.
Headed by 'Piano G' No. 1274 on the second trip. Posed in a
siding on a murky day. Five officials standing beside the
dynamometer car and tender. Wooden rail fence in right
background. 6-Jan-1910. Crewe Official A531.
Source: CROFF A531
CRPRT
A533 A special Nuneaton to Willesden test train made up of the
VG
dynamometer car, 52 ten-ton wagons and a brake van. Headed
by 'Piano G' No. 1274 on the third trip. Posed in a siding
on a clear day. Four officials and a guard standing beside
the engine. Iron rail fence in right background.
11-Jan-1910. Crewe Official A533.
Source: CROFF A533
CRPRT
A535 A special Nuneaton to Willesden test train made up of the
VG
dynamometer car, 34 fifteen-ton wagons and a brake van.
Headed by 'Piano G' No. 1274 on the fourth trip. Posed in a
siding on a clear day. Three officials standing beside the
engine. Iron rail fence in right background. 13-Jan-1910.
Crewe Official A535.
Source: CROFF A535
CRPRT MC374 A posed view, with background painted out, of twelve white
VG
(and off-white) refrigerated vans marked 'To be Returned to
Liverpool'. Most are D46 but one has a higher roof. The
train is led by 'Precursor' No. 2166 SHOOTING STAR (L3F) and
ended by a 6-wheeled flat sided passenger brake (with
overhanging sides to the roof). C1906. Crewe Official MC374.
Source: CROFF MC374
ECL
208 A long goods train heading north, pulled by a 'Super D' in
VG
LNWR livery. Passing twin signal posts with co-acting arms
for Down Fast and Down Slow lines - all arms have X pieces
attached to show that they are out of use. Electrified lines
on right, diverging in the foreground from the old lines as
they near a station. L3FA
LNWRS
2432 A train of cattle wagons pulled by a 'Coal Engine' in dirty
F
LMS livery. The train is running though a cutting in a rural
area, on a double track main line. North Wales?
LGRP
10805 Bedfordshire.
G
Sandy incline. An Up goods train consisting of an LNWR van,
six sheeted opens and several other wagons including one
with high semi-circular ends. Pulled by a 'Cauliflower' up
the incline from the station to cross the GNR main line
which is seen on the right.
Source: L&G 10805
CRPRT
A434 Cheshire.
VG
Basford Hall Junction. A train of sixty 20T steel coal
wagons, pulled by 'Class A' 4-cylinder compound No. 1888.
Leaving Basford Sidings on an experimental run to Stafford.
24-Apr-1902. Crewe Official A434.
Source: CROFF A434
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CRPRT
A456 Cheshire.
VG
Basford Hall North Junction. A very long goods train on the
Down Slow Independent line, headed by newly rebuilt 'Class
C' No. 2529. Roof door vans and sheeted opens at front of
train. Lines from Basford Sidings to Shrewsbury on right.
Sorting Sidings North signalbox in distance, beyond middle
part of train. 5-May-1905. Crewe Official A456.
Source: CROFF A456
NHL
745 Derbyshire.
VG
Gotham curve. Train made up of fourteen wagons (mainly LNWR
opens, with two MR opens) plus a brake van, pulled by
'Trevithick Goods' 2-4-0 No 3083. Heading towards Buxton and
posed on the curve. Smoke around engine. Railwayman and an
enthusiast standing beside the leading wagon.
Source: FM 5223
SOCIMG
37 Flintshire. BR.
F
Meliden. A train of mainly steel mineral wagons with a brake
van at each end being propelled towards Dyserth, probably by
'Black Five' No. 44776. Looking north across the tracks.
Roofs of houses in background. The site of Meliden station
is at the other side of the line, off to the left. Roadway
(The Brae?) in foreground with bench seat on left. S3
SOC
1074 Glamorgan.
P
Hengoed. A distant view of a 'Coal Tank' returning empty
coal wagons (leading ones are Tredegar) from the Taff Vale
Railway (Ystad South Junction) to the Sirhowy Valley.
Village in valley bottom in background.
NHL
417 Hertfordshire.
VG
Bushey troughs. A goods train on the Up Fast, with the brick
arch viaduct in the background. Pulled by a 'Special DX'.
Several roof door wagons, some in light grey with darker
framing.
Source: 22219
LNWRS
1734 Lancashire.
Photograph of Ackerman 'Long Print' of goods trains on
Liverpool and Manchester Railway. Crewe Official A88.
LS
41 Lancashire.
VG
Two drawings of early goods trains on the Liverpool &
Manchester, taken from prints. SB Crewe Official A88.
CRPRT MA279 Lancashire.
VG
Earlestown. A special goods train pulled by 'Coal Engine'
No. 944 (L3F), carrying new, dismantled, locomotives from
Vulcan Foundry to Liverpool docks. The leading wagons are
sheeted opens (first one is 4-plank No. 31527), then come
various opens and well wagons. The background has been
painted out. Crewe Official MA279.
Source: CROFF MA279
SGJ
72A Lancashire.
P
Edge Hill goods line. A close-up from SGJ 72 showing a goods
train to the Bootle line, for which there was no direct
connection - trains had to draw past Pighue Lane junction
and reverse. To save shunting, at Edge Hill the brake van
was placed next to the engine and a white disc was placed on
the last wagon to denote the end of the train. 5-Aug-1926.
ECL
5 Lancashire.
G
Euxton Junction. A train of mixed vans and sheeted opens,
pulled by '19in Goods' No. 995 in LNWR livery on the Up
Fast. 3-doll Home Fast signals on right with centre arm
'off' for the train. Similar Home Slow signals, with rings,
on left. Siding on left with engine in distance. R3F
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SOC
1293 Northamptonshire.
VG
Northampton Briar Hill fields. Looking north east at a very
long coal train - 60 wagons - bound for London and passing
over the Blisworth line beside Duston Junction West
signalbox. Pulled by 'G1' No. 1108. The town of Northampton
is spread out across the background. Yard and front of
Northampton steam shed in right distance. 9-Jul-1921.
Photographer: Leslie J Thompson.
FWSLF
AO95 Shropshire.
G
Madeley. A short goods train on its way to Coalport and
hauled by 'Super D' No. 49276 running in reverse.
Photographed looking down, at the rear. In a shallow,
wooded, cutting with a huge brick structure on the right
(abutment of overbridge?). 24-Sep-1955.
LNWRS
2437 Shropshire.
F
Shropshire & Montgomery Rly? Mixed goods train pulled by a
'Coal Engine' - too dirty to see livery. Leading vehicle is
4-wheel passenger brake, followed by two open wagons, a van
and several mineral wagons (limestone?). On a lightly-built
double track line on a low embankment in a rural area. Small
groundframe, not LNWR, in foreground.
CRPRT
A476 Staffordshire.
VG
Bushbury. A posed view of a 500 ton train of 40 D33 roof
door vans, headed by 'Cauliflower' No. 464. Each van is
labelled '500 Tons Galvanised Sheets ... Jenkin Clapham &
Morris Ltd Manchester'. On a low embankment. 7-May-1906.
Crewe Official A476.
Source: CROFF A476
SOC
327 Westmorland. BR.
VG
Dillicar troughs. A panoramic view of LMS 8F No. 48513 with
an Up freight, passing a lineside hut and a corrugated shed
on the Down side. 17-Aug-1960.
LS
122 Westmorland.
VG
Shap. A 3-cylinder compound coal engine and a long goods
train, posed part way up Shap. 18-Jul-1899. Crewe Official
C633.
SOC
857 Westmorland. BR.
VG
Shap. A fitted freight made up of mixed NPCS and goods vans,
pulled by a 'Duchess' pacific. Descending the incline
beneath a clear sky. RB
SOC
856 Westmorland. BR.
G
Tebay. A long train headed by six cattle wagons and pulled
by a 'Black Five'. Rounding the curve at the bottom of Shap
incline and approaching the station. Viewed from above the
North Eastern branch on which is a train of loaded steel
mineral wagons. Photographed at 6:00am with a clear sky. L3F
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LNWRS
9654 Platform hand trolley marked 'Crockery Dept. L&NWR' in a
delapidated condition.
SITES
592 Llanerchymedd. A large 2-wheeled sack truck, posed on the
G
platform. Looking south through the station along the single
platform. Shows the brick-built station building and the
stone goods shed. British Railways platform nameboard in
left foreground. C1960.
SOCB
179 Goostrey. A large, 2-wheeled, platform barrow. Restored and
G
painted.
SOCB
178 Glenfield. Two sack trucks. LNWR-pattern on right (with one
G
of the handles broken off) and MR type on left.
SOCB
180 Lichfield. A 4-wheeled platform trolley. Labelled Stafford.
G
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CRPRT
C553 A 'Large Omnibus', drawn by two horses. Posed for the camera
VG
and with its roof loaded with bicycles and trunks. Driver in
top hat and livery, with assistant in bowler. L&NWR
tarpaulin shelters their legs. Two outside passengers - man
with cap and woman with hat. City square in background with
cast iron railings. L3F 16-Jun-1898. LNWR Official C553.
Source: CROFF C553
CRPRT
C554 A 'Small Omnibus', drawn by a single horse. Posed for the
VG
camera and with its roof loaded with bicycles and trunks.
Driver in top hat and livery, flanked by two smart
assistants in bowlers. L&NWR tarpaulin shelters their legs.
City square in background with cast iron railings. L3F
16-Jun-1898. LNWR Official C554.
Source: CROFF C554
CRPRT
C806 A single horse Omnibus, fitted with solid rubber tyres.
VG
Posed outside an office building. Beautifully finished and
with a white horse. 14-Sep-1904. Crewe Official C806.
Source: CROFF C806
CRPRT
C807 A two horse Omnibus, fitted with solid rubber tyres. Posed
VG
outside an office building. Beautifully finished, with a
dappled grey and a dark horse. L3F 14-Sep-1904. LNWR
Official C807.
Source: CROFF C807
LNWRS
274 Montage view from official postcard. Three parcel collecting
vans: 4-wheel horse drawn, 2-wheel, pedal tricycle.
LNWRS
275 Horse dray loaded with hops. Copy of official postcard.
LNWRS
276 Horse dray loaded with Manchester goods. Copy of official
postcard.
LNWRS
277 Three-horse brake for Liverpool Lime Street to Landing Stage
transfers. Vehicle is endorsed 'Isle of Man steamers'. Posed
in a rural area. Copy of official postcard.
LNWRS
433 LNWR horse cartage of a large boiler. A composite picture
showing GNR shunting horses at work and an NER steam lorry.
Not a clear picture.
LNWRS
455 Single horse omnibus, fully loaded with goods and bicycles.
G
Top-hatted driver with bowler-hatted passengers either side
on front bench. Ladies inside. Copy of an official postcard.
L3F
LNWRS
9446 Four wheeled dray with horse and chain horse.
LNWRS
9594 Two wheel horse gig. BL
LNWRS
9595 Small open four wheeled horse bus. BL
LNWRS
9596 London inter-station two horse bus with rubber tyres.
14-Sep-1904 L3F
LNWRS
9597 Single horse two wheeled parcels van. RB
LNWRS
9598 Single horse parcels collecting van. RB
LNWRS
9599 Joint LNWR and NER one horse dray No. 399. L3F
LNWRS
9600 One horse dray with tarpaulin bar, allocated to Manchester.
LB
LNWRS
9695 'Pair horse omnibus'. Copy of official postcard.
LNWRS
9700 Horse drawn road lorries loaded with underground railway
power car. Copy of official postcard.
SOC
638 Four wheel horse drawn covered van No. 1 labelled 'Great
VG
Northern & London North Western Joint Railways. Goods &
parcels collected & sent to all stations in England Scotland
Ireland and the continent'. Posed on a block floor, against
a large, curved, white screen.
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SOC
1326 No. 92 - a 4-wheeled open cart pulled by two horses. Driver
G
on bench at front, assistant perched at rear. Well laden
with baskets and crates. Lettered with 'Broad Street
Station' and 'I T Williams'. Brick goods shed in background.
Source: RP R7873
WTNPRT
W432 Parcel van with advertisement for services to Ireland and
VG
the DN&G, posed with horse and driver in a rural area. Stone
wall, trees and garden gate in background. RB 30-May-1911.
LNWR Official W432.
Source: CROFF W432
HRV
59 NONE. Holyhead town. A horse drawn open carriage occupied by two
VG
elderly lasdies dressed in black. The vehicle has just
passed through a gateway in the Roman wall, seen on the
left, at the back of the Old Market Square. Not used in 2001
book. April 1900.
HRV
60 NONE. Holyhead town. A horse drawn closed carriage seen from the
VG
rear. In the foreground are members of the royal party - an
Indian servant and ladies in waiting - and railway
officials. Along the street are various houses and, at the
far end, an industrial building with two tall chimneys. Not
used in 2001 book. April 1900.
WTNPRT
W417 Wolverton Works yard. Tilt van No. 346, posed with shafts
VG
propped vertically. Notice on side reads 'Collecting van for
fast train traffic'. Cauliflower at top of driver's cover.
Large advertisement on side for new 'City to City' service
between the west midlands and Broad Street. Workshops either
side of picture. LB 29-Apr-1913. LNWR Official W417.
Source: CROFF W417
SOC
688A Chester town. LNWR horse drawn parcel collection van No.
GR
404, seen from rear. Looking west along Eastgate. Parked
outside what is (2009) Clarks shoe shop. A close-up from
photograph No. SOC 688.
CRPRT MC710 Crewe Works. Works fire pump. Drivers seat at front, along
VG
with chains for attaching a pair of trace horses. Pumping
appears to be manual. Builders plate shows 'William Rose N27
Clarence St Manchester'. Posed near Millwrights' Shop, with
a corner of weighbridge office on left. Ivy covered wall and
manager's house in background. Crewe Official MC710.
Source: CROFF MC710
SOCLF
23 Sandbach town centre. An LNWR horse carriage, used on the
HT
run between Sandbach and Elworth which was where the station
was situated. The foreman standing beside the carriage is Mr
Jack Hulme. In the background is Hungerfords Cafe. L3F
C1906.
SOC
1048 Stockport Edgeley exterior. Horse drawn cab standing outside
G
the station with driver on his seat. Cab is lettered 'L&NWR
Stockport Station' on upper rear panel. Lower panel of door
lettered 'Stockport Borough' and, probably, 'L&NWR Company
Ltd'.
SITESB
713 Croxley Green. View of the brick built station offices and
HT
entrance. The rear of the wooden platform buildings is in
view at a higher level. Large nameboard above entrance.
Horse drawn 4-wheeled covered collecting van on left with
L&NWR in large letters on body. Railwaymen posed in station
entrance and in roadway.
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SOC
628 Manchester Liverpool Road. A drayload of wild animals from a
G
special train bringing Bostock's Menagerie from London docks
to Manchester. Dray is lettered 'W J Chapman London & North
Western Ry Co. Manchester 5563. The man on the extreme right
is probably Peter Richardson, the Goods Agent at Liverpool
Road. C1912.
SOC
1354 Camden Goods. View across the forecourt showing dozens of
HT
carts, some piled high with empty fruit baskets. Mainly
LNWR-owned. Multistorey goods shed with covered loading
area, in background. C1910.
SOC
1355 Camden Goods. View along the covered loading area with main
HT
goods warehouse on left. Shows horse drawn collecting vans
backed up to loading banks - nearest one is No. 4554, owned
by the LNWR and registered to Haydon Square station. Heap of
empty fruit baskets in left foreground, along with a
drop-side railway wagon also loaded with baskets. C1910.
LNWRS
333 Haydon Square. Two horse cart No. 2869. Copy of official
postcard entitled 'A load of fish empties'. LB Retouched horse may have been painted in.
SOC
510 Netherton. Heavy duty 4-wheel flat cart with shafts for two
G
horses. LNWR on front and London & North Western Ry Co on
side. Loaded with the anchor for the TITANIC. Standing,
without horses, in the yard of Messrs Noah Hingley & Sons,
the makers. Works building and Superintendent's Office in
background. R3F 1-May-1911.
SOC
511 Netherton. Heavy duty 4-wheel flat cart with shafts for two
P
horses. Loaded with the anchor for the TITANIC. Standing,
without horses, in the yard of Messrs Noah Hingley & Sons,
the makers. Workmen posed on and around the cart, leaving
little of it in view. Works building and Superintendent's
Office in background. 1-May-1911.
SOC
512 Netherton. Heavy duty 4-wheel flat cart with shafts for two
F
horses but with at least six pairs of horses attached.
Loaded with the anchor for the TITANIC. Setting off from the
yard of Messrs Noah Hingley & Sons, the makers, on the road
to the LNWR yard at Dudley from where it was taken by rail
and ship to the Harland & Wolf yard in Belfast. R3R
LNWRS
1410 Stafford town. One-horse dray loaded with ice blocks from
G
Liverpool. Italian ice cream maker - Mr Musso - standing
beside it. In the background is the side of a school
building. Copied from a commercial print which had been bent
a little - photographer's mark shown at bottom. RB
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LS
131 A well loaded steam lurry, posed with driver and assistant.
VG
1907. Crewe Official C867.
CRPRT
C867 Flint. A steam lurry, with steering wheels beneath the
VG
smokebox and the rear wheels (powered) well back beneath the
load carrying section. Loaded with casks and crates. Front
end looks like a traction engine but the driver is seated
and has one leg outside the frame of the vehicle. Location
looks the same as in C866. LB 1907. LNWR Official C867.
Source: CROFF C867
LNWRS
794 Holywell. Foden steam lorry, posed, loaded and in use. The
VG
original negative appears to have been retouched a little.
LB LNWR Official C867.
LNWRS
9694 Holywell. 'Steam goods lorry at Holywell', registration
G
number M856. Copy of official postcard.
LNWRS
2277 Birmingham Curzon Street. 3Ton Foden steam lorry - fleet No.
E
8A, reg No. M9699 - built in July 1918. Photographed whilst
part of a parade of LNWR vehicles in Birmingham arranged to
recruit women to the railway service. Several girls are on
the lorry, beneath the caption 'We clean the engines'. Lined
black. R3F Sept 1918.
Source: RTE 40
LNWRS
2391 Birmingham Curzon Street. 3Ton Foden steam lorry built in
VG
June 1918. Fleet No. 7A, registration No. M9698. Side of
former Grand Junction Railway station in background. Part of
a 'Win the War' procession to recruit women into the railway
service. Several girls in lorry. L3F Sept 1918.
Source: RTE 33
RTE
33 Birmingham Curzon Street. 3Ton Foden steam lorry built in
VG
June 1918. Fleet No. 7A, registration No. M9698. Side of
former Grand Junction Railway station in background. Part of
a 'Win the War' procession to recruit women into the railway
service. Several girls in lorry. L3F Sept 1918.
RTE
40 Birmingham Curzon Street. 3Ton Foden steam lorry - fleet No.
E
8A, reg No. M9699 - built in July 1918. Photographed whilst
part of a parade of LNWR vehicles in Birmingham arranged to
recruit women to the railway service. Several girls are on
the lorry, beneath the caption 'We clean the engines'. Side
of L & B station in background. Lined black. R3F Sept 1918.
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LNWRS
2389 Birmingham Curzon Street. Edison 3Ton battery-electric goods
VG
lorry. Reg No. 6828, fleet No. 65BE. Station frontage in
background. Part of a 'Win the War' procession to recruit
women into the railway service. Several girls in lorry.
Front of horsedrawn lorry in view on right. R3F Sept 1918.
Source: RTE 31
LNWRS
2390 Birmingham Curzon Street. Edison 3Ton battery-electric goods
VG
lorry. Reg No. 6828, fleet No. 65BE. Part of a 'Win the War'
procession to recruit women into the railway service.
Several girls in lorry. Side of former Grand Junction
Railway station in background. Other road vehicles in right
background. L3F Sept 1918.
Source: RTE 32
RTE
31 Birmingham Curzon Street. Edison 3Ton battery-electric goods
VG
lorry. Reg No. 6828, fleet No. 65BE. Side of London &
Birmingham station in background. Part of a 'Win the War'
procession to recruit women into the railway service.
Several girls in lorry. Front of horsedrawn lorry in view on
right. R3F Sept 1918.
RTE
32 Birmingham Curzon Street. Edison 3Ton battery-electric goods
VG
lorry. Reg No. 6828, fleet No. 65BE. Part of a 'Win the War'
procession to recruit women into the railway service.
Several girls in lorry. Side of former Grand Junction
Railway station in background. Other road vehicles in right
background. L3F Sept 1918.
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LNWRS
580 Four wheeled car, registration number A1023, for the use of
the Cartage Inspector, London district. R3F
LNWRS
698 Motor bus No. 1 - Connah's Quay, Flint, Northop & Mold.
Official No. C866. LB
LNWRS
795 Motor bus No. 3 (Holywell and Holywell Station). Official
No. C865. LB
LNWRS
9602 Model 'T' Ford motor bus No. 1. Posed, with Works buildings
VG
in background. R3F
Source: WTNPRT WA91
LNWRS
9603 Motor omnibus No. 1? Copy of official postcard entitled
'Motor Omnibus running between Connahs Quay and Mold via
Flint and Northop'. LB
LNWRS
9604 Milnes-Daimler motor omnibus No. 9. Copy of official
postcard entitled 'Motor omnibus running between Watford
and Harrow and Wealdstone via Bushey Heath'
LNWRS
9607 Milnes-Daimler motor bus for Watford to Croxley route.
Single deck. 1907 R3F
LNWRS
9608 Two motor parcels vans. RB
LNWRS
9693 'Motor omnibus running between Holywell and the station'.
Copy of official postcard.
WTNPRT
W591 LNWR & Midland Express Parcels Service. Open fronted covered
VG
van, fleet No. 15-D. Appears to be in LNWR carriage livery
but without 'cauliflower'. Back of print says 'Special motor
van for cycles, Coventry'. LB 5-May-1914. LNWR Official
W591.
Source: CROFF W591
SOCRR
280 Milton Keynes. Leyland Torpedo Charabanc, restored by Mr M A
HT
Sutcliffe and seen at the Milton Keynes Museum on the
occasion of the LNWR Society's AGM. May 2000.
WTNPRT
WA91 Wolverton Works yard. Motor bus No. 1. A small single decker
VG
vehicle which is mounted on a Ford Model T motor car
chassis. LNWR carriage livery, with 'cauliflower'. Lettering
low down on side reads 'C J Bowen Cooke London & North
Western Railway Crewe'. R3F LNWR Official WA91.
Source: WTNPRT WA91
WTNPRT WA132 Wolverton Works yard. A newly-built delivery van for the
VG
express parcels delivery service. Fleet number 85-D,
registration number NK.2760. Side carries posters
advertising North Wales. Posed outside a works building. R3F
7-Mar-1922. LNWR Official WA132.
Source: WTNPRT WA132
WTNPRT WA222 LMS. Wolverton Works yard. LMS Express Parcels van. Fleet No.
VG
243-D. Open fronted van with pneumatic tyres. Canvas cover
over back. Posed, with background painted out. LMS crimson.
L3F LNWR Official WA222.
Source: WTNPRT WA222
WTNPRT
W242 Wolverton Works. Single deck motor bus with large luggage
VG
rack on top. LNWR carriage livery, with 'cauliflower'. Fleet
No. 7, registration No. LC-5405. Registered to 'R Turnbull
Superintendent Euston Station'. Watford and Croxley route.
Posed indoors on a wooden floor. R3F 15-Sep-1907. LNWR
Official W242.
Source: CROFF W242
WTNPRT
W503 Wolverton Works. Open top double deck omnibus. Fleet No. 44,
VG
reg No. BM2596. Carriage livery, with 'cauliflower'. Driver
posed in cab. Ladder reaching to luggage rack above driver.
Registered to R Turnbull, Superintendent of the Line,
Euston. Posed outside a Works building. LB 29-Apr-1913. LNWR
Official W503.
Source: CROFF W503
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WTNPRT
W560 Wolverton Works. Albion and Thornycroft motor chassis, both
VG
fitted with similar Express Parcel Service van bodies.
Registration and fleet numbers are respectively BM2967 and
19-D, and BM2953 and 5-D. Seen inside the works. L3F
11-Dec-1913. LNWR Official W560.
Source: CROFF W560
LNWRS
9605 Wolverton. Commer (?) motor omnibus No. 44, ex works. 1912
RB
LNWRS
9606 Wolverton. Commer (?) motor omnibus No. 44, ex works. 1912
LB
SOC
1283 PO. Birkenhead Woodside. A privately owned Daimler Charabanc,
VG
seen outside the station beside the entrance from the tram
terminus. Well loaded with members of the Downshire Lodge,
based in Liverpool, who have gathered at Woodside and are
about to depart on a picnic to Northop, in Flintshire, and
thence to Chester. July 1913.
FWSLF
AM76 PCC. Brereton Green. A lorry - D 6220 - belonging to Gandey's
G
Circus, thought to be converted from a Dennis bus. Standing
in a field and loaded with posts and poles. On the right is
what looks to have been a brick kiln. L3F 8-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM77 PCC. Brereton Green. A lorry - D 6220 - belonging to Gandey's
G
Circus, thought to be converted from a Dennis bus. Standing
in a field and loaded with posts and poles. In the
background is what looks to have been a brick kiln. R3F
8-May-1954.
CRPRT
C1059 Crewe Basford sidings. A Thorneycroft flat back motor lorry,
VG
LNWR No. 320B. Part of a series of photographs showing a
system for moving a load from a horse dray onto the lorry.
Here the load, mounted on a large pallet, is shown partly
winched from the dray onto the lorry. Pictured by a corner
of the Tranship Shed. 1-Apr-1921. Crewe Official C1059.
Source: CROFF C1059
CRPRT
C1062 Crewe Basford sidings. A Thorneycroft flat back motor lorry,
VG
LNWR No. 320B. Part of a series of photographs showing a
system for moving a load from a horse dray onto the lorry.
Here the load, mounted on its pallet, has been transferred
and the driver is ready to move away. Pictured by a corner
of the Tranship Shed. 1-Apr-1921. Crewe Official C1062.
Source: CROFF C1062
CRPRT
C866 Flint. A doble decker bus with open top. Solid tyres, with
VG
brake shoe acting directly on rear tyre. Open at back, with
stairs. Board on side marked 'Connah's Quay, Flint, Northop
and Mold'. Posed empty except for driver. LB 1907. LNWR
Official C866.
Source: CROFF C866
LS
130 Flint. A double deck motor bus, posed with its driver
VG
against a rural background. 1907. Crewe Official C866.
CRPRT
C865 Holywell. A single decker bus with luggage rack on top.
VG
Solid tyres, with brake shoe acting directly on rear tyre.
Side door near front, open at back. Board on side marked
'Holywell and Holywell Station'. Well loaded with passengers
inside, driver and two assistants at front, conductor
standing on back platform. LB 1907. LNWR Official C865.
Source: CROFF C865
NHL
705 NLR. Mold? A new double deck motor bus for the Connah's Quay to
G
Mold service. Posed with driver in cab and conductor on
stairs. Lots of passengers and officials, sitting upstairs
and standing around the vehicle. A station building in
background, mostly hidden by the bus. LB C1910.
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LNWRS
5014 Watford area. Petrol engined double deck open top omnibus.
VG
Fleet no. 8, reg no. LC-8051. Posed with well dressed
passengers on board, in a country road. Watford - Harrow
service. R3F
Source: NFSR 123
NFSR
99 LMS. Rochdale. A single decker Leyland bus, photographed on a
E
country road. Registration number CH 7800. Roof board shows
London Midland and Scottish Railway. LMS crest on side.
Boards in waist panel showing Rochdale via Blackstone Edge.
Destination board shows Special.
LNWRS
9609 Broad Street. Chain drive Commer (?) motor parcels delivery
van. 'Broad St. Station' written on side. All background
painted out. RB
LNWRS
581 Chase Town. Motor bus, registration number BM2597, almost
head on. L3F
LNWRS
9610 Euston. Shaft driven motor parcels delivery van. RB
SITES
466 Harrow & Wealdstone. Two LNWR double deck open top omnibuses
G
posed outside the station entrance and photographed looking
north from Marlborough Road. Headboards show Watford and
Bushey Heath on nearer vehicle and Harrow Town on other.
Part of station footbridge in view on left. R3F
NFSR
81 LMS. London. Flat back motor lorry, registration number JH 707,
F
LMS fleet number 1957-B, assigned to Euston Station.
Photographed in a coal yard with wood planking between the
running rails. Long building and coal pens in background.
Next to the pens are hundreds of spoked wheels, rather like
bogie or tender wheels. R3F
INFRA
51 BR. Stafford station north end. A parcels van, backed up to the
G
station parcels office on a snowy day with slush on the
road. Station Hotel on the right. Further along the road is
a Co-op van beside the Stafford Arms. 14-Jan-1960.
LNWRS
2392 Birmingham Curzon Street. Commer motor lorry. Fleet No. 43B,
VG
registration No. BM2622. Originally built as a bus in 1913
and registered in Luton by Commer. Side of former London &
Birmingham station in background. Part of a 'Win the War'
procession to recruit women into railway service. Several
girls in lorry - 'Railway Goods Porters'. R3F Sept 1918.
Source: RTE 35
LNWRS
2395 Birmingham Curzon Street. Leyland S.30.T (type ST 30hp)
VG
motor lorry. Fleet No. 33B, registration No. LF9199. Built
originally in 1912 as a double decker bus. Part of a 'Win
the War' procession to recruit women into the railway
service. Several girls on lorry, in best clothes. Side of
London & Birmingham station in background. R3F Sept 1918.
Source: RTE 38
LNWRS
2396 Birmingham Curzon Street. Leyland S.30.T motor lorry. Fleet
VG
No. 52B, registration No. LE9568. Built originally in 1911
as a double decker bus. Part of a 'Win the War' procession
to recruit women into the railway service. Several girls on
lorry, beneath caption about carriage cleaners. Side of
London & Birmingham station in background. R3F Sept 1918.
Source: RTE 39
RTE
35 Birmingham Curzon Street. Commer motor lorry. Fleet No. 43B,
VG
registration No. BM2622. Originally built as a bus in 1913
and registered in Luton by Commer. Side of former London &
Birmingham station in background. Part of a 'Win the War'
procession to recruit women into railway service. Several
girls in lorry - 'Railway Goods Porters'. R3F Sept 1918.
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RTE
38 Birmingham Curzon Street. Leyland S.30.T (type ST 30hp)
VG
motor lorry. Fleet No. 33B, registration No. LF9199. Built
originally in 1912 as a double decker bus. Part of a 'Win
the War' procession to recruit women into the railway
service. Several girls on lorry, in best clothes. Side of
London & Birmingham station in background. R3F Sept 1918.
RTE
39 Birmingham Curzon Street. Leyland S.30.T motor lorry. Fleet
VG
No. 52B, registration No. LE9568. Built originally in 1911
as a double decker bus. Part of a 'Win the War' procession
to recruit women into the railway service. Several girls on
lorry, beneath caption about carriage cleaners. Side of
London & Birmingham station in background. R3F Sept 1918.
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CRPRT
A373 SS Cambria at speed, making lots of smoke. Wooded hillside
VG
in background. 25-Apr-1898. Crewe Official A363.
Source: CROFF A373
CRPRT
C884 SLIEVE GALLION at sea, making smoke in a strong wind. Copied
G
from a photograph supplied by Vickers Engineering, Barrow.
RB 24-Apr-1908. LNWR Official C884.
Source: CROFF C884
CRPRT
D76 The old paddle steamer SS CAMBRIA on a lively sea. Taken
VG
from a crayon drawing. Lighthouse and sailing ship on right.
20-Jan-1904. Crewe Official D76.
Source: CROFF D68
CRPRT MD442 A ship's light, with an attached plate marked 'PORT'. The
VG
outer casing is shown on the left and the oil burner and
reflector on the right. Crewe Official MD442.
Source: CROFF MD442
LNWRS
689 'CAMBRIA' at full speed. Official No. C530. LB
LNWRS
711 'SCOTIA' at full speed. Official No. C769. L3F
LNWRS
716 'TSS PRINCESS MAUD' at speed on Stranraer - Larne service.
Official No. D124. RB
LNWRS
732 'PS CAMBRIA' in heavy sea. Engraving. Official No. D76. LB
LNWRS
733 Distant view of two funnel steamer at speed. Official No.
D236. L3F
LNWRS
740 'GALTEE' at full speed. Official No. D123. LB
LNWRS
742 'SS MAGIC' on the Liverpool & Belfast service. Official No.
D127. L3F
LNWRS
743 'DUKE OF CONNAUGHT' at speed. Official No. D125. LB
LNWRS
746 A two funnel steamer at speed. Official No. C530. LB
LNWRS
747 A two funnel steamer sailing into the distance. Official No.
C814. R3R
LNWRS
790 'SLIEVE GALLION' at speed. Official No. C884. R3F
LNWRS
793 'ANGLIA' (two funnel steamer). RB 3-Apr-1900. Crewe Official
C671. (Copied from another photograph 13-Jun-1906).
LNWRS
1721 'CAMBRIA', at speed with coast line in background.
25-Apr-1898. Crewe Official A373. Photograph from Denny Bros
(builders).
LNWRS
2285 The 'DUKE OF CLARENCE', at sea. This was the LNWR's first
N
steamship driven by screw alone. It was owned jointly with
the L&Y and used on the Belfast-Fleetwood run. Copied from a
magic lantern slide.
LNWRS
2288 The 'DUKE OF CLARENCE' leaving port. This was the first LNWR
N
steamship driven solely by screw. It was owned jointly with
the L&Y and used on the Belfast-Fleetwood run. Built by
Denny in 1892. LB. Copied from a magic lantern slide. Bows
clipped off the photograph.
LS
125 TSS SCOTIA at sea, with cliffs in the background.
VG
11-May-1904. Crewe Official C769.
LS
271 The DUKE OF CLARENCE leaving harbour. Bows clipped of the
VG
picture. The ship was jointly owned with the L&Y and was
used on the Fleetwood - Belfast run. L3F
LS
272 The DUKE OF CLARENCE leaving harbour. The ship was jointly
G
owned with the L&Y and was used on the Fleetwood - Belfast
run. L3F
LS
273 An unidentified ship at a quayside. A scratched slide. L3F
G
NFSR
127 Screw steamer SLIEVE DONARD at sea, making good speed.
VG
NFSR
130 Screw steamer RATHMORE at sea. Running alongside a distant,
VG
hilly, shore.
NFSR
131 Screw steamer GREENORE at sea, making lots of smoke.
VG
NFSR
132 Screw steamer CURRAGHMORE at sea, running alongside a wooded
VG
shore and making smoke.
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HRV
49 RN. Holyhead Mail Pier. The Royal Yacht VICTORIA AND ALBERT II
VG
berthed alongside the Mail Pier. The gangway is about to be
run out ready for the Queen to disembark. In the left
foreground are the ship's dummy gun ports, in the open
position. On the right is a guard of honour formed by
volunteers from the Welsh Regiment. P26 in 2001 book. R3R
HRV
17 Holyhead harbour. An LNWR steamer, moored at the departure
VG
side of the harbour during Queen Victoria's visit. A group
of officials is mounting the gangway to go to lunch with the
ship's master. P34 in 2001 book. 26-Apr-1900.
HRV
19 Holyhead harbour. A steam lauch loaded with uniformed
VG
officers and dignitaries, casting off from the steps at the
back of the Station Hotel. Photographed looking down from
the dockside during the royel visit. P18 in 2001 book. April
1900.
HRV
20 Holyhead harbour. Inside the saloon of an LNWR steamer VG
thought to be one of the 'Cambria' class of 1897 - where the
Master is entertaining guests at a large table. Bar on the
left. Shows the ornate ceiling and the panelling on the
bulkhead in the background. Britannia crest on chair backs.
P37 in 2001 book. April 1900.
HRV
23 Holyhead harbour. The view along the covered deck of an LNWR
VG
ship. A party of gentlemen has been welcomed by the captain
- one is peering out to the dockside whilst the others are
seated on a bench. P36 in 2001 book. April 1900.
HRV
30 Holyhead harbour. An LNWR paddle steamer moored beside the
VG
rail arrival platform of the passenger station - roof on
left. LNWR goods shed in right distance with two LNWR screw
steamers moored nearby. Hydraulic crane on left, beside
passenger platform. P32 in 2001 book. 26-Apr-1900.
HRV
32 RN. Holyhead harbour. A Royal Navy 'Protected Cruiser' of the
VG
'Colossus' class, in attendance to Queen Victoria on her
voyages to and from Ireland. Rowing boat at stern. P21 in
2001 book. R3F 26-Apr-1900.
HRV
33 RN. Holyhead harbour. A Royal Navy 'Protected Cruiser' of the
F
'Colossus' class, in attendance to Queen Victoria on her
voyages to and from Ireland. Not used in 2001 book. R3F
26-Apr-1900.
HRV
34 MDHB. Holyhead harbour. DAVID FERNIE - Liverpool pilot boat No. 4,
G
at anchor in the outer harbour. P24 in 2001 book. RB April
1900.
HRV
35 Holyhead harbour. The view across the deck of a paddle
G
steamer moored at Admiralty Pier. Shows the tops of the
gangways - on the right, an elderly seaman climbs to the top
whilst on the left a seaman descends with a large wicker
crate. P42 in 2001 book. April 1900.
HRV
36 CDSPC. Holyhead harbour. A steamer belonging to the City of Dublin
G
Steam Packet Company departing from Admiralty Pier. Dockside
workers standing on left, near end of mail pier. P5 in 2001
book. L3R April 1900.
HRV
37 RN. Holyhead harbour. VICTORIA AND ALBERT II, the royal yacht.
G
At sea with the shoreline in the distance. P3 in 2001 book.
RB April 1900.
HRV
38 RN. Holyhead harbour. VICTORIA AND ALBERT II, the royal yacht.
VG
Moored beside Admiralty Pier whilst officials decide how to
position the ship ready for the Queen to embark. In the
foreground are the ship's dummy gun ports, opened. Shoreline
in distance. P25 in 2001 book. R3F April 1900.
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HRV
41 RN. Holyhead harbour. VICTORIA AND ALBERT II, the royal yacht. A
G
distant view in the outer harbour, looking out to sea from a
rocky piece of shore. Two other boats in the picture to left
and right. Not used in 2001 book. RB April 1900.
HRV
42 CDSPC. Holyhead harbour. A steamer belonging to the City of Dublin
VG
Steam Packet Company heading out to sea. Shoreline just
visible in distance. Not used in 2001 book. L3R April 1900.
HRV
45 RN. Holyhead harbour. Ships in the outer harbour, with a Royal
VG
Navy 'Protected Cruiser' of the Colossus class on the right.
Photographed from a rocky piece of shore. Not used in 2001
book. April 1900.
HRV
46 RN. Holyhead harbour. Ships in the outer harbour, with the Royal
VG
Yacht VICTORIA AND ALBERT II in the centre. Photographed
from a rocky piece of shore. Not used in 2001 book. April
1900.
HRV
47 RN. Holyhead harbour. The Royal Yacht VICTORIA AND ALBERT II at
VG
rest in the outer harbour with small boats in attendance.
P18 in 2001 book. R3R April 1900.
HRV
48 RN. Holyhead harbour. A Royal Navy screw steamer in the outer
VG
harbour with a steam pinnace alongside. P24 in 2001 book. RB
April 1900.
LNWRS
688 Holyhead harbour. 'IRENE', registered at Liverpool. Stern
view in dry dock. B June 1886. LNWR Official C196.
LNWRS
690 Holyhead harbour. Screw and paddle steamers in harbour.
Official No. C366. L3F & R3R.
LNWRS
744 Holyhead harbour. 'SNOWDON' (?) single funnel screw driven
ship. Official No. D215. RB
LNWRS
745 Holyhead harbour. 'PS VIOLET', built 1880. Official No.
C320. R3F
LNWRS
786 Holyhead harbour. 'HIBERNIA' in centre of harbour, with
hotel in background. Official No. C815. L3F
LNWRS
787 Holyhead harbour. 'IRENE', in dry dock. A close-up view of
the propellor and rudder. B June 1886. LNWR Official C198.
LNWRS
788 Holyhead harbour. 'OLGA' - cargo boat. LB
LNWRS
808 Holyhead harbour. 'BANSHEE' paddle steamer. Official No.
C365. R3F Before 1907.
LNWRS
826 Holyhead harbour. 'SS HIBERNIA'. Official No. A466. L3F
20-Sep-1905
LNWRS
828 Holyhead harbour. 'SLIEVE BAWN' in harbour. Official No.
A469. RB
LNWRS
5008 Holyhead harbour. S.S. SCOTIA. A good view of the harbour,
VG
photographed from the V between the two parts of the station
with the clock in the foreground. The ship appears to have
just cast off, watched by several people. S.S. Scotia was
registered in Dublin in December 1921 and was sunk at
Dunkirk in 1940. F
Source: NFSR 120
LS
70 Holyhead harbour. SS HIBERNIA leaving the dockside. The
VG
hotel and the two arms of the station are in the background.
20-Sep-1905. LNWR Official A466.
LS
120 Holyhead harbour. Paddle steamer SS BANSHEE in the harbour,
VG
with the arrival part of the station in the background.
28-Aug-1894. LNWR Official C365.
NHL
1281 Holyhead harbour. CAMBRIA, with coal barge HERALD alongside,
G
facing inland. Viewed from the V of the harbour, with part
of the railings in the left foreground. Photograph by Mr W B
Stocks. 1933.
SOC
346 Holyhead harbour. SCOTIA entering the harbour on the North
VG
Wall run and passing Admiralty Pier on the right.
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HRV
16 Holyhead station exterior. A group of eight staff from the
F
Station Hotel, posed in the dining room with a nicely set
table in the foreground. Photographed during Queen
Victoria's visit. Not used in 2001 book. 26-Apr-1900.
HRV
21 Holyhead station. The gangway from a station platform to a
F
ship. Near the top, a man clasps his coat around his chest
whilst two ladies with large hats climb at the bottom. A
sailor walks along the platform. Not used in 2001 book.
April 1900.
HRV
22 Holyhead station. The deck of an LNWR ship, berthed next to
VG
the station arrivals platform. Shows the station roof and
the top of the gangway. A party of gentlemen is being
conducted by the captain for lunch in the ship's saloon. P35
in 2001 book. April 1900.
SOC
1297 CDSPC. Menai Straits. The ferry MUNSTER at rest with a coastline in
VG
the background. LB C1922.
Photographer: Leslie J Thompson.
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LNWRS
9177 Unidentified. Small harbour with sailing ships and hopper
wagons (not LNWR), including 'Whitehaven colliery company
Ltd.'.
HRV
28 Anglesey. RN.
VG
Holyhead Custom House. Admiralty Pier, looking along the
approach road towards the outer harbour. Shows the Harbour
Offices and Custom House by John Rennie and the George IV
Memorial Arch by T Harrison, with semaphore signal beyond.
Not used in 2001 book. April 1900.
HRV
29 Anglesey. RN.
VG
Holyhead Custom House. The George IV Memorial Arch of 1824,
designed by T Harrison. Looking through the arch from
Admiralty Pier towards the Mail Pier, from which a horse
drawn cart approaches. LNWR Distant signal on left, for
track from mail jetty. Not used in 2001 book. April 1900.
HRV
44 Anglesey. RN.
VG
Holyhead Custom House. Admiralty Pier, viewed at low tide
across the inner harbour from near the Railway Station.
Harbour Offices and Custom House in centre, George IV
memorial arch on right. P7 in 2001 book. April 1900.
SOC
1101 Anglesey. PCC.
G
Holyhead Custom House. The Admiralty Pier, looking through
the arch. On the left a train headed by a 'Special Tank' is
setting off for the station and, ultimately, Euston leading carriage is a cove roof postal vehicle. Rear of
Distant signal beside engine. Through the middle of the arch
is seen a City of Dublin Steam Packet Co. boat.
HRV
43 Anglesey. RN.
VG
Holyhead Mail Pier. The Mail Pier, viewed from near the
George IV Arch. Shows the foot passenger entrance in centre
with a sign saying 'Entrance for Ticket Holders Only' in
foreground. Rail tracks and covered platform in left
distance. Ship, decorated with pennants, moored besdide
pier. Not used in 2001 book. April 1900.
CRPRT
A218 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead harbour. View from the train arrivals platform
towards the V of the harbour and the station hotel. Stern of
a ship in view. June 1880. LNWR Official A218.
CRPRT
A219 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead harbour. View of the harbour from high level near
the station hotel. Roof of railway arrivals platform on
left. Two paddle steamers, stern to camera, in foreground.
Warehouse and several more ships in background. June 1880.
LNWR Official A219.
CRPRT
A220 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead harbour. View of the harbour from the station
hotel. Bows of paddle steamer LILY in foreground. Railway
departures platform on right. Potted flowers in foreground.
Several ships in distance. June 1880. LNWR Official A220.
CRPRT OS122 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead harbour. View towards the warehouse on the railway
departures side. Several ships moored alongside. In the
distance is the station hotel and the roof of the railway
arrivals platform. On the left are some large cranes and a
smaller mobile one. June 1880. LNWR Official OS122.
CRPRT OS123 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead harbour. View from the railway arrival platform
towards the V of the harbour and the station hotel. Two
paddle steamers in the foreground. June 1880. LNWR Official
OS123.
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HRV
31 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead harbour. View of inner harbour from back of Station
Hotel - clock tower is behind the camera. LNWR paddle
steamer berthed in left foreground beside rail arrival side
of station. LNWR goods shed and sheerlegs in left distance,
Admiralty Pier in centre. Coaling barge beside steamer on
right at Turkey Shore Quay. P39 in 2001 book. 26-Apr-1900.
HRV
55 Anglesey. NONE.
VG
Holyhead harbour. The view from outside the harbour perhaps Craig Ddu - at low tide with a rocky bay in the
foreground. The Custom House in left distance and the
Station Hotel on the far right. Ships in distance, decorated
for the royal visit. Not used in 2001 book. April 1900.
JMD
115 Anglesey.
G
Holyhead harbour. View of ship 'PRINCESS MARGARET' in
graving dock.
LNWRS
748 Anglesey.
Holyhead harbour. Early view of harbour, showing four paddle
steamers and the station under construction. Official No.
A185.
LNWRS
825 Anglesey.
Holyhead harbour. View of harbour with several ships in
picture. Official No. A473.
LNWRS
827 Anglesey.
Holyhead harbour. View of harbour taken from window of
hotel. Official No. A472 dated 21-Sep-1909.
LNWRS
2212 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead harbour. The New Harbour, probably on the opening
day of 1-Jul-1880, although the Crewe Register shows June.
Station roof on left. Ships in foreground are paddlesteamers
'EARL SPENCER' and 'LILY'. See LNWRS Portfolio No. 8 p4/5.
Neg No. 2214 shows a view from the opposite side of the
harbour. June 1880 LNWR Official A219.
LNWRS
2213 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead harbour. The New Harbour with several paddle
steamers and a tug. The station hotel is seen in the
distance. LNWR Official OS122.
Source: CRPRT OS122
LNWRS
2214 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead harbour. The New Harbour showing two paddle
steamers moored at the corner next to the station and the
hotel. Both ships are decorated with bunting and so the
picture was probably taken on the opening day. The view is
in the opposite direction from that in neg ref No. LNWRS
2212. 1-Jul-1880 LNWR Official OS123.
NFSR
120 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead harbour. View from the station hotel across the
clock tower towards the harbour. Roofs of the railway
arrival and departure platforms on the left and right of the
picture. In the centre, SS Scotia (with bow towards the
camera) is moored in the V of the harbour with a dredger
next to it.
LNWRS
415 Caernarvonshire.
G
Caernarvon slate wharf. The docks and slate yard south of
the castle - lots of wagons, with sailing ships beyond. Down
passenger train on right, on Llanberis line, with Special DX
approaching the site of the car park for the future WHR
narrow gauge station. Castle in background. Taken from an
elevated viewpoint. Pre-group.
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SOCMDL
14 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. View of the ferry terminal
showing the terminal buildings and covered walkway on the
left and the floating roadway, with a line of vehicles, on
the right. Rear of Woodside station in left background
showing roof arches and text proclaiming ownership. 1930s.
SOCMDL
15 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. View of the landing stage,
from the river. Covered walkway and terminal buildings in
background. 1930s.
SOCMDL
29 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. Looking down from the
river at the dry dock at the side of the station, empty.
Rose Brae, Church Street and Chester street in background.
Station on right. 1930s.
SOC
776 Cheshire.
HT
Birkenhead docks. A huge array of coal wagons waiting to be
unloaded. Several names from the North Staffordshire
coalfield are on view (eg Sneyd, Foxfield). Steamer MAIMAR
at quayside in background. May 1924.
SOC
525 Cheshire.
VG
Ellesmere Port docks. A very busy canal basin with a mixture
of canal boats, a 3-mast sailing boat and a steamship.
Warehouses in background. In foreground are railway lines
and wagon turntables, one of which carries LNWR 8 Ton coal
wagon No. 58831 - large LNWR but no diamonds. C1920.
JMD
266 Denbighshire.
VG
Rhyl Harbour Branch. View of harbour with ship tied up on
left. Old warehouse buildings in right background. Yard
crane in background, beyond a gate. Overgrown tracks in
foreground, with steel mineral wagons.
SOCA
224 Denbighshire.
VG
Rhyl Harbour Branch. View of harbour with ship tied up on
left. Old warehouse buildings in right background. Yard
crane in background, beyond a gate. Overgrown tracks in
foreground, with steel mineral wagons. (Printed in reverse).
Source: JMD 266
LNWRS
789 Ireland.
VG
Dublin North Wall. View from the river of the quays, showing
paddle steamers 'DUCHESS OF SUTHERLAND' and 'SHAMROCK'
berthed side by side. The North Western hotel is in the
right background, with part of the covered way to North Wall
station in sight although the station itself is behind the
dock building. R3F May 1886. Crewe Official C179.
Source: CROFF C179
LNWRS
792 Ireland. DN&G.
VG
Greenore. View taken from lawn of Greenore Hotel, showing
the hotel after an extra storey had been added. A lough
paddle steamer is passing by. 10-Aug-1899. Crewe Official
C646.
SOC
1315 Ireland. DN&G.
HT
Greenore. View of the yard, with the quays and goods shed on
the left and the station area on the right. Rear of LNWR
bracket signal in centre. DN&G saddle tank shunting in
centre background.
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FWSLF
AO88 Lancashire. PWR.
G
Fleetwood. View across the Wyre estuary from Fleetwood
towards Knott End. A small construction boat - Wyrecrete
Fowey - in foreground, moored next to a tender. 27-Aug-1955.
CRPRT MC438 Lancashire.
VG
Garston. Stalbridge Dock. View across the decks of sailing
ships towards the wagon tipplers at the far side of the
dock. C1909. Crewe Official MC438.
Source: CROFF MC438
CRPRT MC439 Lancashire.
VG
Garston. Stalbridge Dock. View across the dock to the wagon
tipplers at the far side. Steam ship partly in view on left,
several sailing ships in background. High level coal line on
trestles in distance. C1909. Crewe Official MC439.
Source: CROFF MC439
CRPRT MC440 Lancashire.
VG
Garston. Stalbridge Dock. View from a high level looking
along the dock towards the nearby wagon tipplers. Various
steam and sailing ships moored at the dockside awaiting
loading. In the foreground is a dredger with large L&NWR
lettering. C1909. Crewe Official MC440.
Source: CROFF MC440
JFW
127 Lancashire.
G
Garston. The coal drops at Garston Docks.
LNWRS
5005 Lancashire.
VG
Garston. A view of a busy dock, looking towards the shore.
Possibly Stalbridge dock, soon after the LNWR had opened it
in 1909. Sailing ships predominate. Lots of wagons alongside
the dock (several LNWR) and on high level lines. Several
wagon tipplers on high level coal stages. Crewe Official
MC439.
LS
118 Lancashire.
G
Liverpool docks. The loading of QUEEN EMPRESS at the start
of its journey to the Chicago Exhibition (World Fair). The
engine is hanging from a large crane and is being swung onto
the deck of a ship. 21-Feb-1893. Crewe Official C289.
LNWRS
791 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool landing stage. 'SS OCEANIC' with passengers
embarking for an Atlantic crossing. 10-Aug-1904. Crewe
Official C816.
CRPRT
C817 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool. The landing stage, with SS Oceanic preparaing to
embark. In the foreground, a gangway slopes up from the
crowded lower level of the landing stage. In the background,
a horizontal gangway runs across from the top level and
Riverside station. 10-Aug-1904. Crewe Official C817.
Source: CROFF C817
CRPRT
C822 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool. The landing stage, with SS TUNISIAN disembarking.
Viewed from behind with landing stage on left. Paddle
steamer LA MARGUERITE in right foreground. Lower landing
stage crowded with people and horse-drawn vans (one from
Cheshire Lines). In distance is a gangway to the top level
and Riverside station. 3-Sep-1904. Crewe Official C822.
Source: CROFF C822
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SOC
580 Wigtownshire.
P
Portpatrick. View from a hillside showing the recently
completed harbour and inner dock. Houses and vegetable
patches in foreground. New lighthouse in background.
Steamship moored in inner harbour. A commercial postcard
with a caption at the bottom. 1865.
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CRPRT
C629 Cheshire.
VG
Ellesmere Port SU canal. Group of guests gathered in front
of the Woodside Ferry boat for the opening of the Ellesmere
Port grain warehouse. Ferry is equipped with a pair of Mk I
Tardises over its stairways. 10-May-1899. LNWR Official
C629.
Source: CROFF C629
CRPRT MC132 Cheshire.
VG
Ellesmere Port SU canal. View of a three mast sailing boat
on the Shropshire Union Canal, with the main canal workshops
and warehouses in the background. LNWR Official MC132.
Source: CROFF MC132
LNWRS
2257 Cheshire.
G
Ellesmere Port SU canal. The Shropshire Union Canal. The
photograph shows a three-masted sailing ship in the canal
basin. In the background are the main canal workshops and
warehouses LNWR Official MC132.
NFSR
5 Lancashire.
G
Stalybridge Canal Crossing. Looking north west at the plate
girder bridge which carries the LNWR branch from Denton
Junction to Stalybridge across the Huddersfield Narrow Canal
and Whitelands Road. Texas Street is on the stone canal
bridge. On the railway bridge a Stanier 8F heads a parcels
train for Stalybridge. 15-Apr-1957.
CRPRT
D50 Montgomeryshire.
VG
Montgomery. Shropshire Union Canal Annual Inspection Group,
posed with trees and their canal boat in the background. Mr
Webb is standing on the extreme right. 25-Jun-1901. Crewe
Official D50.
Source: CROFF D50
CRPRT
C679 Shropshire.
VG
Colemere. The annual inspection group waiting beside the
Shropshire Union canal, watching two narrow boats arrive to
take them on their journey. The boat nearest the camera is
the Shropshire Union Canal Company's Committee and
Inspection boat. 22-Jun-1900. Crewe Official C679.
Source: CROFF C679
CRPRT MC119 Shropshire.
VG
Trench. The Trench Incline which moved tub boats between the
Shropshire Union canal, seen at the bottom, and the
Wombridge canal. C1895. Crewe Official MC119.
Source: CROFF MC119
CRPRT MC120 Shropshire.
VG
Trench. The Trench Incline which moved tub boats between the
Shropshire Union canal and the Wombridge canal. View at the
top, Wombridge, end showing the winding house and the
pulleys. One of the trolleys is at the top of the incline
and a lad appears ready to drag its tub into the water.
C1895. Crewe Official MC120.
Source: CROFF MC120
CRPRT MC122 Shropshire.
VG
Trench. The Trench Incline of the Shropshire Union Canal,
viewed from the bottom looking towards the winding house.
One of the incline trolleys is at the water's edge and is
carrying a tub which is used on the upper canal. In the
background are some industrial building and the trunk of a
dead tree - a desolate scene. C1895. Crewe Official MC122.
Source: CROFF MC122
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LNWRS
2254 Shropshire.
G
Trench. The Trench Incline, Shropsire Union Canal. View down
the incline showing the two trolleys near the middle. At the
bottom is a large pond and the canal branch to the
Shrewsbury Canal. Several tall chimneys are in sight and the
picture beyond the incline is very murky. A windy day in
winter. Crewe Official MC119.
Source: CRPRT MC119
LNWRS
2255 Shropshire.
VG
Trench. The Trench Incline of the Shropshire Union Canal.
The picture shows the winding house at the top of the
incline, with the cable pulleys and one of the trolleys,
although it is too dark to see how the tub on the trolley is
moved into water. One of the tubs is moored next to the
winding house. Crewe Official MC120.
Source: CRPRT MC120
LNWRS
2256 Shropshire.
VG
Trench. The Trench Incline of the Shropshire Union Canal,
viewed from the bottom looking towards the winding house.
One of the incline trolleys is at the water's edge and is
carrying a tub which is used on the upper canal. In the
background are some industrial building and the trunk of a
dead tree - a desolate scene. Crewe Official MC122.
Source: CRPRT MC122
CRPRT
C948 Staffordshire.
VG
Dudley. A group photograph of directors and ladies, taken at
the Riny during the annual inspection of the Birmingham
Canal Navigations. Sir Gilbert Claughton is seated in the
middle of the front row. 26-Jul-1912. Crewe Official C948.
Source: CROFF C948
CRPRT MC340 Staffordshire.
VG
Hednesford canal. The canal basin, showing railway lines in
foreground, with a loading and interchange platform. Covered
canal wharves in background. Three dumb buffered flat wagons
holding narrow gauge tubs, mounted transversely. Nearest
wagon has shunter's cabin at one end. Tubs on rails on
loading wharf. Early 1900s. LNWR Official MC340.
Source: CROFF MC340
CRPRT
C841 Staffordshire.
VG
Ocker Hill. Members of the Royal Commission on Canals,
photographed with warehouses and a narrow boat in the
background. Sir Gilbert Claughton on far left, standing next
to the canal. 29-Apr-1907. Crewe Official C841.
Source: CROFF C841
CRPRT
C946 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham. A group photograph of directors and senior staff
posed outside the offices of the Birmingham Canal Navigation
in Suffolk Street, not long before the building was
demolished. 25-Jul-1912. Crewe Official C946.
Source: CROFF C946
CRPRT OS147 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham. View from Paradise Street of Birmingham Canal
offices in Suffolk Street. Shows octagonal central building
with curved wings either side, with gated entrances. Huge
ornamental globes housing gas lamps in traffic island in
front of the building and in Paradise street. Coal cart near
right hand entrance. Crewe Official OS147.
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SOCRR
242 Yorkshire.
G
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). The restored canal warehouse
near the north eastern end of the tunnel. The Huddersfield
Narrow Canal is in the foreground - the tunnel entrance is
behind the camera. The boat on the canal is used to take
tourists on tunnel inspections. 18-Sep-2011.
SOCRR
243 Yorkshire.
G
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). Looking through the trees at the
restored canal warehouse near the north eastern end of the
tunnel. The Huddersfield Narrow Canal is in the foreground the tunnel entrance is to the left and behind the camera.
The boat on the canal is used to take tourists on tunnel
inspections. 18-Sep-2011.
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LIBALB
1007 An ex-LNW 2-doll bracket signal - home and distant arms on
G
both dolls. On an embankment next to some closely packed
semi detached houses on the left. 1950s.
LIBALB
1012 A single doll signal cantilevered over the track. The doll
G
carries a Home arm and a shunting arm mounted on a small
bracket - the latter arm appears to be lower quadrant but it
sloping upwards. 1950s.
LNWRS
1907 Rear view of 4-doll bracket signal. LMS chevrons on distant
arms.
Source: NHL 1033
LS
245 A close-up view of the balance weight and actuator of an
VG
electrically powered signal.
SITES
163 Buckinghamshire.
F
Cheddington. Looking north through the station fron the
Station Road overbridge. Tall posts with co-acting arms for
Down Home Fast and Slow lines in foreground. Up Fast Starter
on Down Slow post. Up Slow signal on short post on right.
Slow line arms are ringed. LNWR train in branch platform
left of centre. Railway cottages on left.
SOC
1258 Caernarvonshire.
G
Bangor east. Looking east at underslung bracket signals at
the Up end of the station with the entrance to Bangor Tunnel
in the background, partly obscured by smoke. Bangor No. 1
signalbox on right. A 'Coal Tank' and a '5ft 6in Tank',
coupled back to back, are on the Down Fast, alongside the
end of the main Down platform. June 1946.
LIBALB
1014 Caernarvonshire.
F
Bangor west. The view eastwards from near the entrance to
Belmont tunnel, showing the array of Up signals on a beam
cantilevered out from a brick-faced retaining wall. Bangor
No. 2 signal box seen through haze, perched on wall beyond
the signals. Start of high stone retaining wall on left.
Station platforms and footbridge in right distance. 1950s.
FWSLF
AO78 Caernarvonshire. PR.
VG
Llanberis. Looking along a minor road towards a dog-leg
crossing. Tall distant signal in front, with a crossing
keeper's hut. 18-Jun-1955.
ESRC
8 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Llandudno Junction east end. No. 1 signal box and the Down
slow line signals to the east of the station. The left hand
doll controls the Down avoiding line and the doll next to it
the Down slow line. The two right hand dolls, control access
to bay platforms. 16-Jun-1956.
CPA
163 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llandudno Junction north west. No. 2 signalbox Up Home
bracket signal on the Llandudno branch. Located 'wrong side'
to improve sighting. Stanier 'Mogul' No. 2975 approaching
with a train from Llandudno. Conwy estuary on left, houses
with kitchen gardens on right. In BR days, the signal was
replaced by steel posts on the 'correct' side. August 1936.
Photographer: L Hanson.
SITES
126 Cambridgeshire. GER.
G
Cambridge. Up main line bracket signal just north of Hills
Road bridge - prefabricated steel post with GER wooden dolls
and arms. Tubular post Up Home signal in right foreground.
Theatre displays with each signal. Shunters' notice on post
on left. Curved wall and entrance to cattle market in
background. 18-Jun-1957.
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LIBALB
1002 Cheshire.
G
Chester Hoole Road west. Chester No. 4 Up signal gantry,
looking east. Hoole Road bridge in right background, with
ex-LNWR landing stage in view beneath. Mineral wagons and
ex-GWR shed yard in left background. 1950s.
HDG
145 Cheshire.
G
Chester east. View from the footpath down to the steam shed
showing the Down bracket signal on the Crewe line to the
east of Hoole Lane bridge. LNWR wooden post with upper
quadrant arms. Houses in Watertower View in background.
C1968.
LIBALB
1017 Cheshire.
G
Chester station east end. The view westwards of the back of
a 3-doll Up bracket signal, looking towards the station and
goods yard, probably from Chester No. 1 signal box near
Westminster Road bridge. East end of station roof in left
background. Gable ends of goods shed just about visible
through haze in right distance. Allotments on right.
NHL
308 Cheshire.
G
Chester station west end. View from a platform end with No.
2 signalbox and a road bridge in the distance. Upper
quadrant calling-on arms in right foreground. LNWR offset
bracket starters in left foreground. 'Black Five' setting
off with Down train on left. 23-Jun-1966.
FWSLF
AU65 Cheshire.
VG
Chester triangle SW. Looking north along the LNWR from
Northgate CLC shed yard. Rear of ex LNW Down Fast bracket
signal in centre, tubular post Down Slow on right. Chester
No. 6 overhead signal box in background. Four-track junction
in foreground running off to Birkenhesd line on left. Ends
of terrace houses on right. 22-Sep-1957.
LS
244 Cheshire.
HT
Crewe Deviation Works. An electrically operated Home signal,
installed experimentally outside the General Office. A
ground signal, also electrically operated, has been set up
nearby. Some low sided wagons, loaded with timber baulks,
stand on an adjacent line.
CRPRT
A608 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe South Junction. View northwards under the South
Junction signal gantry towards the station - lots of signal
arms, many with rings, in sight. South Junction signal box
and Shrewsbury lines on the left. See A564 for post-grouping
view. 10-Jan-1916. Crewe Official A608.
Source: CROFF A608
CRPRT
A654 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe South Junction. Gantry, looking north, showing arms
after removal of rings but still with stripe on distants
(not chevron). Signal box on left. Line from Shrewsbury in
left foreground. Line to Shrewsbury behind camera, reached
via the crossing on the right (see A608). Basis of poster by
N Wilkinson (C961). 19-Dec-1926. Crewe Official A654.
Source: CROFF A654
CRPRT A654A Cheshire.
VG
Crewe South Junction. Gantry, looking north, showing arms
after removal of rings but still with stripe on distants
(not chevron). Signal box on left. Line from Shrewsbury in
left foreground. Line to Shrewsbury behind camera, reached
via the crossing on the right (see A608). Close-up of
gantry, from A654. 19-Dec-1926. LNWR Official A654.
Source: CROFF A654
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LNWRS
2094 Cheshire.
Crewe South Junction. Down lines signal gantry, looking
north towards the station. Signal box partly in view on
left. Electrically powered arms. Distant arms have chevron
stripes.
LNWRS
2095 Cheshire.
Crewe South Junction. Up lines signal gantry, looking south
towards Basford sidings where a Pickfords container can be
seen. Slow line rings have been removed from some of the
arms, leaving marks. 1923?
SITES
232 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe South Junction. The Down signal gantry, seen obliquely
from the signalbox. No rings on arms and Distants have
chevrons.
LNWRS
1612 Cheshire.
Crewe Works. Electrically controlled signals outside the
General Office - a single post home and a ground signal.
(See also photo 1613).
LNWRS
351 Cheshire.
Crewe station south end. South Junction signals seen from
platform 5. 1919
SITES
257 Cheshire.
VG
Denton. An ex-LNW signal post with arms for both directions.
Top arm - Up Slow Home. Middle arm - Down Slow Starter.
Bottom arm - Down Audenshaw Junction Distant. Denton Fast
line platforms on right (Slow platforms are off the picture
to the left). Manchester Road overbridge in background.
1970s.
SITES
258 Cheshire.
VG
Denton. Ex-LNW signal post with arms for both directions,
north of the station off the end of the Slow lines platform
(off the picture to the left). Top arm - Up Slow Home.
Middle arm - Down Slow Starter. Bottom arm - Down Audenshaw
Junction Distant. Fast lines and Down Slow run across the
picture. Accomodation bridge in right background. 1970s.
SITES
358 Cheshire. BR.
F
Ellesmere Port. Looking north west across the tracks to show
a large cantilevered bracket signal on a lattice post at the
Hooton end of the Up platform. Upper quadrant arms - Up
Starter and an Up calling-on arm. Westminster bridge in
background with steps coming down to Up platform. 1970s.
SOCIMG
12 Cheshire.
P
Green Lane Junction. Looking south towards Chester at the Up
gantry which controlled the crossovers between Fast and Slow
lines. Ringed arms for the Up slow line. On the Down Fast a
GWR tank engine heads for Woodside with a local passenger
train.
SITES
502 Cheshire. LMS.
G
Hazel Grove south east. Tall lattice post with co-acting
Down Home arms. Looking west across the tracks with Chester
Road bridge on the right. By this date, footbridges had been
built at each side of the road bridge. Ground signal at end
of siding, beyond the double track main line. 1971.
SITES
503 Cheshire. BR.
G
Hazel Grove south east. Up Home signal, cantilevered off a
steel girder post, viewed looking south. Bridge in
background carries the Midland main line. 1971.
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SITES
556 Cheshire. BJR.
VG
Little Sutton. An ex-LNW wooden signal post carrying upper
quadrant Home arms for each direction. In a shallow cutting
with houses in background. 4-Apr-1972.
SOC
482 Cumberland.
G
Blencow. CK&PR Up Home 2-doll bracket signal, looking east.
Signbalbox and station in background. See 'Rails in
Lakeland' p157 (H Bowtell).
JSY
1133 Cumberland. WCE.
G
Florence Pit Sidings. Looking south through the sidings.
Ex-LNW Up Home signal in right foreground with Down Starter
further back - WCE main line and passing loop on right.
Florence Pit Sidings signalbox on Down side in distance. LNW
tank engine with Down goods at far end of passing loop.
Colliery sidings on left.
FWS35M
20834 Cumberland. MCR.
G
Maryport. Looking south from the passenger lines, towards
Maryport sidings where long trains of steel hopper wagons
are standing. Photographed from a special train made up of
goods brake vans, seen on the right. Rear of upper quadrant
Home signal on wooden post in centre foreground.
24-May-1969.
FWSLF
AM62 Cumberland. CWJ.
G
Moresby Park. The CWJ Down Home signal to the Workington
side of the station. Terrace houses in background. Viewed
looking towards Moor Row from the brake van of an Up milk
train. 7-May-1954.
NFSR
91 Derbyshire.
G
Cromford Yard. A tall ex-LNW wooden signal post, without its
arm, positioned at the rear of the C&HPR workshops workshop building in right background. Large party of
visitors on left, along with a 'Jeep'. Trees and hills all
around. 21-Sep-1976.
SITES
424 Derbyshire. LMS.
G
Furness Vale north west. Looking west at an upper quadrant
Down Home signal on a lattice post - guy post on right.
Houses in Buxton road in left background, at a lower level.
??
SITES
435 Derbyshire. LMS.
G
Furness Vale north west. An upper quadrant Down Home signal
on a wooden post. Dry stone wall in foreground. The
ex-Midland line to Sheffield, Derby and Buxton runs across
the scene on the opposite hillside - the back of New Mills
South Junction signalbox can just be seen in the right
distance.
SITES
434 Derbyshire. LMS.
F
Furness Vale south east. Upper quadrant Home signals on
tubular posts south of the station, looking towards Buxton.
Up signal on left, Down on right, the latter mounted a few
feet down from the top of a tall post. Houses on right,
above the railway. 1972.
SITES
431 Derbyshire. BR.
G
Furness Vale. The Up Starting signal at the Buxton end of
the Up platform. The upper quadrant arm is mounted on a
bracket cantilevered from a tubular post and set so that the
middle of the arm is in line with the post. Stone-built
house in background. 1971.
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SITES
691 Derbyshire.
G
Middleton Top. An ex-LNWR Home signal, with glasses missing.
Left behind after removal of track. Part of a wooden
noticeboard on right, advising staff of the dangers of
walking up or down the incline.
NHL
165 Flintshire.
G
Queensferry. View north west showing ex-LNWR bracket Home
signals for the Down Slow and Down Fast lines. The arms for
the crossovers have been removed (as have the crossovers),
leaving only the through movements. Queensferry station in
background, cooling towers at Connah's Quay power station in
distance. Taken from an Up train. 1960s.
SOC
1070 Flintshire.
F
Rhyl east. The Down signal gantry, looking towards the
station. There are four dolls for the slow line, with ringed
Home and Distant arms, and four for the Fast lines. Rhyl No.
1 signal box can just be seen beyond the base of the third
doll from the left. Edge of carriage shed on left.
LIBALB
1004 Lancashire.
G
Ardwick Junction. View of the main signal gantry, looking
towards London Road. London Road No. 1 gantry and box in
distance. Taken from the cab of a Locomotive. 1950s.
LIBALB
1016 Lancashire.
G
Ardwick Junction. The view towards London Road of a 3-doll
Down bracket signal - the main post is of concrete and is
mounted on the wall at the side of the viaduct. Down below
the railway is the ex-LNW goods yard with lots of mineral
wagons. In the background is the Great Universal Stores Universal Building - in Devonshire street. 1950s.
FWSLF
AO73 Lancashire. LYR.
G
Bacup. Junction signal on Rochdale branch at the approach to
Ramsbottom branch, just outside Bacup station. 30-May-1955.
FWSLF
AM16 Lancashire.
G
Glasson. Ex-LNWR home signal which protected level crossing
at Down side of the station. Lenses missing from spectacle
plate. Looking towards Lancaster with the level crossing
gates on the right and the station beyond. Part of SLS North
Lancashire Railtour train has been shunted into siding on
left. Fowler tank engine in station. 1-May-1954.
SITES
522 Lancashire.
G
Heaton Norris Junction. The ex-LNW Down signals for the
junction, controlled by Heaton Norris No. 2 box, seen
looking north from the island platform at Heaton Norris.
Bowerhouse Fold Lane overbridge in background. A wet day.
Colour light signals in centre, yet to be commissioned.
Engineer's carriages on left - one LNW, one Midland. 1955.
BLM
387 Lancashire.
G
Heaton Norris. Looking south through the station from a high
viewpoint, showing Up lines on left, Down lines on right.
Ex-LNW signals in foreground. Two tall Up signal posts each
with Home and Distant arms. Down signals for Heaton Norris
junction (behind camera) - 3-doll bracket for Fast line,
5-doll gantry for Slow. No. 1 box on island platform. 1950s.
NHL
1324 Lancashire.
G
Liverpool Park Lane Goods. View west towards the station,
across the triangular area at the end of Wapping Tunnel,
showing the post with the three signals controlling access
to the three short tunnels leading to the station. The post
is between the centre and the northern tunnels. BR van in
the latter. Bridge plate No. 8 beside post. C June 1964.
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LIBALB
1001 Lancashire.
VG
Longsight. Looking towards London Road from between tracks
with ex-LNW Down signal gantry in foreground. On the right
is the end of the Up platform and canopy, with Longsight No.
1 signal box and the carriage shed beyond. On the left is
the end of the Down platform with carriage sidings beyond.
Up signal gantry and bracket signals in distance. 1950s.
LIBALB
1003 Lancashire.
N
Longsight. Looking north at the wooden Down signal gantry
north of the station and the sidings. Two overlapping
gantries in the distance. Longsight No. 3 flat roofed ARP
signal box on left, controlling the northern end of the Down
side sidings. Taken from a locomotive cab - the engine
obscures No. 4 box to the right. 1950s.
SITES
645 Lancashire. LMS.
G
Manchester Exchange. An LMS electric signal and route
display. Looking south west inside the station, beneath the
transverse part of the roof. Footbridge in middle distance
with notice showing destinations for which passengers should
cross. Carriages parked at far end of platform under arched
roof. 1-Jun-1946.
LIBALB
1005 Lancashire.
G
Manchester London Rd approach. London Road No. 1 gantry and
overhead signal box. The box is topped by a flat roof - a
relic from wartime. The roof of Mayfield is seen on the left
with the approach tracks leaving the main line just beyond
the signal box. Beyond Mayfield are the roof arches of
London Road. Taken from the cab of a Locomotive. 1950s.
LIBALB
1006 Lancashire.
G
Manchester London Rd approach. London Road No. 2 gantry and
overhead signal box. The box is topped by a flat roof - a
relic from wartime. In the background are the roof arches of
London Road. EMU in Altrincham platforms. LMS tank engine
No. 42399 on left, facing camera. Men at work on signals.
Taken from the cab of a Locomotive. 1950s.
SITESB
187 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester London Road. A back view of an ex-LNW single post
Up signal with Home and Distant electrically operated arms.
End screen of ex-GCR part of station on left, with GCR
office building at platform end in background. Corner of GCR
signalbox on right. 15-Apr-1949.
Source: L&G 19260
CPA
148 Lancashire.
G
Preston north. Looking north at the huge gantry between No.
4 and No. 5 signalboxes, north of the station - the latter
box is seen through left hand span of gantry. St Walburge's
Church in distance to left of gantry. Photographed from a
long Down train seen in right of picture. End of an Up train
on left, with ex-L&Y carriage at rear. 1930s.
Photographer: L Hanson.
LIBALB
1011 Lancashire. BR.
N
Preston south. Looking north towards the station with Ribble
Yard on the left and Ribble Sidings signal box on the right.
St Walburge's Church on left skyline. Upper quadrant signals
- 2-doll bracket signal and 3-doll gantry beyond. Taken from
the cab of a locomotive. 1950s.
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SEMR
28115 Lancashire.
GR
Preston station north end. View northwards at backs of three
sets of 2-doll bracket signals. Each doll has a Home and a
shunting arm. Front of former 3-doll bracket signal (with
left hand doll removed) in left background. Large warehouse
in left distance. Superheated 'Precursor' approaches with
excursion train of mainly L&Y carriages.
SEMR
40054 Lancashire.
VG
Preston station north end. View north from platform end,
showing a double post 4-doll signal structure. Each doll has
a Home and a fixed distant arm (with LMS chevrons).
Suspended shunting arms below dolls 2 and 4. Fishergate
bridge running across behind the signals. Preston No. 4
signalbox beyond bridge. Large warehouse in left distance.
HDB
310 Lancashire.
G
Preston station south end. Looking south at a large steel
signal gantry with dolls for both directions. Platform end
on left with a single passenger on a wet day. LMS 'Jubilee'
No. 5707 VALIANT approaches with a Down train. Preston No. 1
signal box and a water tank in view on right along with
several other signals. 1948.
Source: L&G 15329
JFW
401 Lancashire. GCR.
G
Stalybridge west. Looking east at the 3-doll (lower quadrant
arms) Down bracket signal (perforated concrete main post)
located in the V between the L&Y line on the left and the
GCR line on the right. Several other bracket signals in
background. Stalybridge No. 2 signalbox in centre of
picture. Station in left far distance. 1950s.
LIBALB
1010 Lancashire.
VG
Wavertree. Looking north towards Edge Hill. The distinctive
Down wooden gantry with supporting posts close together. The
lines on the left climb up to the right to become the
'Circular Goods' whilst those on the right swing down to the
left to join the Liverpool & Manchester into Lime Street.
The Up bracket signals control the crossovers. 1950s.
LNWRS
2191 Lancashire.
VG
Wavertree. A view looking towards Lime Street of the
Wavertree gantry in its later years. All the arms are LNWR.
May 1954. Donated by Jim Peden.
LNWRS
284 Lancashire.
F
Weaste. Signal box with slotted post signal. Officials at
top of signal ladder. View into slot. Short arm.
SITES
339 Leicestershire.
F
East Norton. Looking north with the Uppingham Road
overbridge in the background. Tall ex-LNW post on Up side
with arms for both directions - co-acting Down Homes and,
near the bottom of the post, the Up starter. Up platform
just in view through the arch of the bridge.
NHL
307 Merionethshire.
G
Blaenau Ffestiniog. Close-up of a slotted post signal, seen
from the back. LNWR low and medium wagons in siding beyond
signal. Beyond and parallel to the sidings is a small bridge
which appears to carry a narrow gauge line. In background is
a narrow gauge quarry incline up a slate tip. 1890.
Source: L&G 6048
JMD
42 Monmouthshire.
G
Govilon. View of lower quadrant Down Home signal, taken from
cab of a passing Beames 0-8-4 Tank. Looking towards Merthyr
from just to the west of the station overbridge.
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ESRC
7 Northamptonshire.
VG
Pitsford Ironstone Siding. A miniature semaphore ground
signal at Pitsford Ironstone siding. Viewed northwards with
the main line on the left. 28-Sep-1963.
SITES
297 Radnorshire.
G
Dolau. The LNWR Up Starter, cantilevered out from the
signalbox and seen from the Up platform. Level crossing
gates on right.
NHL
1286 Shropshire. CAM.
G
Llynclys. Backs of single post junction signals, showing
black spot on arms. Some arms with rings. Signal box and
water tank in V of junction. Main line to Welshpool on left
(from Oswestry behind camera). Branch to Blodwell Junction
and Llangynog (Tanat Valley) on right. Early 1904.
SOCA
1034 Staffordshire.
G
Cannock Wood. An old slotted post signal, seen next to a
level crossing near to the colliery. The post has arms for
each direction working in the same slot. The spectacle plate
is some way down the post. Tubular steel fence and gate in
foreground, seen at an oblique angle. June 1972.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1038 Staffordshire.
P
Darlaston, Ex-LNWR bracket Home signal at Darlaston
Junction, on the GJR line. Large industrial building on
raised ground in background.
SOCA
1036 Staffordshire. MR.
G
Heath Town. A wooden post with two ex-MR Home arms. Seen on
the MR branch from Walsall, looking towards Wolverhampton.
In the foreground is a plate girder underbridge. The line to
Wolverhampton High Level continues to the left whilst the
line to the Midland goods station runs across the middle of
the picture, past an upper quadrant signal. C1956.
Source: DIBB
LIBALB
1013 Staffordshire.
G
Hednesford. Looking towards Rugeley at an ex-LNW single doll
Down signal, cantilevered over the track, with home and
distant arms. Hednesford No. 1 signal box in left
foreground. 1950s.
SOC
429 Staffordshire.
VG
Rugeley TV. View looking north west with the station in the
far distance, showing the magnificent wooden Down gantry.
Line from Walsall converging from left. Tall posts with
co-acting Home and Distant arms for main line and dolls with
short arms for other movements. 'Scot' with parallel boiler
passing with express on Up Fast. 1950s.
SOCA
1039 Staffordshire.
P
Soho East Junction. Ex-LNWR bracket signal with Home and
Distant arms on both dolls, on the line from Perry Barr to
Soho. Trailing crossover in right foreground. Short
underbridge beyond. A murky day.
LIBALB
1009 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford south. View west across the main line from the Up
sidings. Wooden post in foreground, holding three short
arms, one above the other, controlling exit from sidings.
Stafford No. 4 signalbox in right background. Train of
wagons loaded with rails in left background with LMS 3F tank
beyond. Platelayers on tracks near signalbox. 1950s.
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PLATE
3 Staffordshire.
F
Walsall (Ryecroft Junction). View of signals near Ryecroft
Junction signal box. Cobbled footway and railway hutments in
foreground. Gasworks in background. Part of evidence in case
of Brooke vs LMS. 10-Oct-1922.
LIBALB
1015 Staffordshire.
G
Walsall. The view along the Cannock platform, looking
towards Lichfield through the tunnel beneath the circular
building housing the station offices. Two doll bracket
signal on right at end of platform. On the left, very close
to a high retaining wall, is a single post carrying two very
short Home arms. 1950s.
CRPRT A108A Staffordshire.
P
Whitmore. Home signals with separate posts for Up Fast and
Up Slow lines. Both are slotted posts. The left hand, Up
Fast, post has the standard 1878 LNWR cap on top whereas the
right hand, Up Slow, post has the earlier ball and spike
finial. Viewed looking along Whitmore troughs - a greatly
enlarged detail from A108. July 1875. LNWR Official A108.
Source: CROFF A108
NHL
665 Staffordshire.
VG
Wimblebury. An LNWR concrete signal post with home and
distant arms, the latter of which is very badly corroded.
Pictured after the rails had been lifted from the colliery
line but sleepers are still in place. 29-Dec-1966.
Photographer: F W Shuttleworth.
SOC
655 Warwickshire.
G
Bulkington. The Down Starter - an ex-LNWR wooden post with
an upper quadrant arm. View looking south with the derelict
platforms in the background and the front of the station
building just in view on the right. 1960s.
Source: L&G 23725A
WKRYS
8 Warwickshire.
LDS
New Street Viaduct. The view south west, looking from the
bridge over New Canal Street. Ex-LNW Up gantry with lower
quadrant arms (and some fixed Distants) in foreground.
Fazeley Street underbridge just beyond the gantry.
Photographed from a passing train on the MR line, on left,
to New Street. LNW lines on right. 7-Mar-1951.
SITES
834 Warwickshire.
G
Nuneaton north. Looking north at a set of four ex-LNW ground
signals (with miniature semaphore arms) stacked on top of
each other. Nuneaton No. 3 signalbox (steps end) in
background. Wagons in Up sidings in distance on right.
2-Jun-1959.
CPA
149 Warwickshire.
G
Rugby south. Looking north at the huge gantry south of the
station, with the station buildings in the distant haze. GCR
bridge behind gantry. Colour light signals have been erected
infront of the lower part of the gantry but are covered over
and not yet in use. The LNER train on the bridge is headed
by 4-6-0 No. 2866 NOTTINGHAM FOREST. 10-Jun-1939.
Photographer: L Hanson.
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CRPRT
A315 Warwickshire.
VG
Rugby south. View north towards signal gantry in front of
GCR bridge. Down goods on extreme left (raised), Down London
in cutting, Down Northampton in left foreground, line from
Peterborough in centre. Station and No. 1 signal box in
background. Carriage shed to right and steam shed in far
right distance. 30-Jul-1896. Crewe Official A315.
Source: CROFF A315
CRPRT
C427 Warwickshire.
VG
Rugby south. Looking north at the newly built Down signal
gantry which stood infront of the GCR bridge. The bridge is
not yet in place but temporary wooden supports have been
erected ready to move it into position. Rugby station is in
the background, as is No. 1 signalbox. 10-Feb-1896. LNWR
Official C427.
Source: CROFF C427
LNWRS
1376 Warwickshire.
G
Rugby south. View northwards of the huge, double tier,
signal gantry at the south end - newly built with men poised
all over it. Partially constructed piers for the GCR viaduct
are seen beyond the gantry. Station and signal box in
background.
WKRYS
5 Warwickshire.
LDS
Vauxhall Viaduct. The view north east from just north of
Lawley Street underbridge, looking down onto the goods lines
from a train on the passenger lines on the right. Ex-LNW
wooden gantry with lower quadrant signals for both Up (to
New Street) and Down (to Bescot) goods lines. Factory for
electric vehicles in left background. Aug 1951.
WKRYS
6 Warwickshire. BR.
LDS
Vauxhall Viaduct. The view north east from just north of
Lawley Street underbridge, looking down onto the goods lines
from the passenger lines on the right. BR steel gantry with
upper quadrant signals for both Up (to New Street) and Down
(to Bescot) goods lines. Factory for electric vehicles in
left background. 2-Jun-1954.
SOC
1143 Westmorland.
P
Eamont Bridge Junction. A distant view looking south at the
ex-LNW gantry at the southern end of the stone built
viaduct. The signals controlled the junction with the short
section of NER track which gave entry to the CK&P from the
south. A short Down train - four LMS carriages headed by a
'Claughton' - is running onto the viaduct.
ESRC
2 Westmorland.
VG
Scout Green. View looking down Shap bank with signal box on
right and the Up home signal in the centre - a tall post
with co-acting arms. 29-Jul-1961.
NFSRN
169 Yorkshire.
G
Bradley Wood. View towards Brighouse along the Bradley Wood
branch, taken from an overbridge. Back of ex-LNWR Up Home
signal, with co-acting arms, for Bradley Junction on right.
A four coach train headed by LMS 'Crab' No. 2876 is running
towards the camera, bound for Huddersfield. Masonry arch
overbridge in background.
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NFSRN
195 Yorkshire.
G
Dewsbury north. An 'Austerity' 2-8-0 heads north out of
Dewsbury with a Down goods train, climbing past Dewsbury No.
2 advance starter which still has its LNWR arm. On the left
is an Up tubular post bracket signal carrying Dewsbury No. 2
Outer Homes and Dewsbury No. 1 Distants. Parapets of bridge
over Greaves Road in distance. C1960.
NFSRN
153 Yorkshire.
VP
Hillhouse. Ex-LNWR Home and Distant signals mounted on a
doll offset from the main post. Silhouetted against a night
sky. 1960s.
INFRA
9 Yorkshire.
VG
Huddersfield station central. The view south through the
main part of the station, looking along BR platform 4 to
show the steel gantry which spanned the tracks. On left are
the ex-LNW Up signals, which are on a cantilevered bracket,
controlling the central crossovers. The Down crossover
signals are attached to the gantry, on right. 17-Mar-1958.
INFRA
10 Yorkshire.
VG
Huddersfield station central. View north through main part
of the station, looking along BR platform 4 to show the
steel gantry which spanned the tracks. On the left are upper
quadrant home and calling-on Down signals on dolls attached
to the gantry, controlling the central crossovers. The Up
crossover signals are beyond gantry, on right. 17-Mar-1958.
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CRPRT
C685 An electric point motor and actuator, displayed mounted on a
VG
wooden block. 17-Dec-1900. LNWR Official C685.
Source: CROFF C685
CRPRT MD315 A standard signal lamp, set out to show the main components
VG
- the outer casing (on the shelf normally attached to the
signal post), the internal casing to protect the flame and
the 5/8in Barton burner. Crewe Official MD315.
Source: CROFF MD315
CRPRT OS119 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Old Works. A small ground frame with seven levers
arranged in a semicircle, installed in front of the Old
Works. Levers provided with catch pedals. Man with wide
brimmed bowler posed pulling a lever. Crewe Official OS119.
Source: CROFF OS119
CRPRT
A49 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Works. An enormous lever frame, showing levers and
locking bars, assembled in the Works. The frame was destined
for Birmingham. Feb 1885. Crewe Official A49.
Source: CROFF A49
SOC
456 Cheshire.
G
Crewe Works. A signal frame, displayed in the Old Works. The
photograph shows, mainly, the levers (which are wrapped in
paper). The locking frame, beneath the levers, does not yet
have its mechanism. There are over 100 levers and not all
the frame is in the picture. Perhaps part of a series of
official photographs taken in 1885. C1885?
SOC
192 Cumberland. CK&P.
HT
Bassenthwaite Lake. A CK&P home signal at the eastern end of
the station, looking west through a rock cutting with the
station in the distance.
LNWRS
2091 London. NLR.
VG
Broad Street. Tall wooden post with arms for both
directions. Starting, calling-on and 'X' arm facing camera.
Viewed looking north from platform end. Signalbox in right
distance, Tall chimney and coal stage in left distance.
1925.
Source: NHL 696
NHL
696 London. NLR.
VG
Broad Street. Tall wooden post with arms for both
directions. Starting, calling-on and 'X' arm facing camera.
Viewed looking north from platform end. Signalbox in right
distance, Tall chimney and coal stage in left distance.
1925.
Source: L&G 1445
LNWRS
2090 London. NLR.
VG
Dalston West Jn. LNWR-style short wooden post with arms for
both directions. Homes, pre-group distants, calling-on. Tall
brackets in distance. NLR signalbox in left foreground, with
lawn and flower beds set out in front. Looking west along
the curve from Broad Street. High retaining wall on left.
The Camden-Poplar line runs right of the signal box.
Source: NHL 695
NHL
695 London. NLR.
G
Dalston West Jn. LNWR-style short wooden post with arms for
both directions. Homes, pre-group distants, calling-on. Tall
brackets in distance. NLR signalbox in left foreground, with
lawn and flower beds set out in front. Looking west along
the curve from Broad Street. High retaining wall on left.
The Camden-Poplar line runs right of the signal box.
Source: L&G 3010
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LNWRS
2089 London. NLR.
VG
Shoreditch. Tall wooden and lattice posts with co-acting
arms. Single doll bracket with home and distant arms.
Distant posts have vertical white stripes, not chevrons.
Looking south towards Broad Street, from the Up end of the
Down platform.
Source: NHL 697
NHL
697 London. NLR.
VG
Shoreditch. Tall wooden and lattice posts with co-acting
arms. Single doll bracket with home and distant arms.
Distant posts have vertical white stripes, not chevrons.
Looking south towards Broad Street, from the Up end of the
Down platform.
Source: L&G 8002
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ECL
100 A junction signalbox on the right, beside a double track
F
main line. Tracks diverge in foreground for junction (or
station). Tall bracket signal with Home and Distant arms on
both dolls in background. Stone faced ramp on left, with
fence on top. A 'Prince' approaches in distance beside the
parapet of a small bridge, with a passenger train.
SOC
1407 A signalbox at an unknown location. Signalman standing in
G
the doorway at the top of the steps. Name of box is on the
front - it is two words, perhaps D***** ***.
SOC
959 Bedfordshire.
GR
Blunham. View from the tracks of Blunham signalbox - Sandy
is on the left. The box used to stand on the platform but
the platform edge has been removed. The box itself needs
painting.
SITESB
73 Bedfordshire.
G
Bow Brickhill. Lookiong north east along the Up (to
Bletchley) track with the signalbox right of centre. Level
crossing gates on left beyond the box. Station house on Up
side beyond crossing. Aug 1967.
SITES
546 Bedfordshire.
VG
Lidlington. The porters' hut and ground frame at the
Bletcley end of the Down (to Bedford) platform. 1960s.
BWL
436 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury Park Street. Park Street Crossing signal box, with
crossing gates in foreground and steps of footbridge on
right. 4-Apr-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
437 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury Park Street. Park Street Crossing signal box,
viewed across the lines from the Cheddington side. The gates
of the level crossing are in the centre of the picture,
framed by the footbridge, and the signal box is on the
right. 4-Apr-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
SITES
162 Buckinghamshire. LMS.
G
Cheddington. Looking north west from the Up Fast platform
towards the replacement signal box, in the vee between the
Aylesbury branch and the main line, beyond the end of the
Down Fast platform. Flat bottom track on main line in
foreground. Upper quadrant Down Fast Starting signal on
right, cantilevered out from steel post. C1960.
SOC
698 Buckinghamshire.
G
Cheddington. View of the end of the box, looking towards
Euston. LCGB enthusiasts train waits at the branch platform
with a 2P 4-4-0 at its head, facing the camera. Main line
platforms on left, with open footbridge and flat roofed
platform building.
SITES
206 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Claydon. Looking across the tracks to the station signal
room, built on to the station house next to the level
crossing on the Up (Bletchley) side. 3-Apr-1965.
SOC
772 Buckinghamshire.
F
Woburn Sands. View across the tracks to the signalbox on the
Down side. In the foreground are level crossing gates,
closed to the railway, located at a skew angle to the
tracks. Whit 1970.
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HRV
58 Caernarvonshire.
G
Bangor east. Bangor No. 1 signal box, viewed looking east
from train in main Up platform. Entrance to Bangor tunnel in
distance with Down signal gantry in view. Up bracket signal
in right centre of photograph. Station nameboard on island
platform on right - 'Bangor Change for Bethesda Caernarvon
and Llanberis'. P23 in 2001 book. April 1900.
JMD
198 Caernarvonshire.
Bangor east. Looking west across the tracks towards Bangor
No. 1 signal box, in the left foreground, at the east end of
the station. Station canopy on right. Steam shed in centre
background. 'Tank over' coal stage in view behind signalbox,
JMD
92 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llanfairfechan. The old signal box.
JMD
94 Caernarvonshire.
F
Penrhyn Siding. View of signal box, looking towards Bethesda
Junction. 20-Apr-1953.
JMD
96 Caernarvonshire.
G
Penrhyn Siding. Indicator plate from Saxby Locking Frame
from cabin, set up outside, after closure of Bethesda
Junction box. Similar to photograph No. 97 but doesn't show
the whole plate. 20-Apr-1953.
JMD
97 Caernarvonshire.
F
Penrhyn Siding. Indicator plate from Saxby Locking Frame
from cabin, set up outside, after closure of Bethesda
Junction box. Similar to photograph No. 96 but it shows the
whole plate although not so clearly. 20-Apr-1953.
FWSLF
AO79 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Port Dinorwic east. Port Siding signalbox, looking towards
Caernarvon. Railwayman's house in left foreground.
Photographed from what is now the B4547 overbridge.
18-Jun-1955.
JMD
147 Caernarvonshire.
G
Port Dinorwic east. View of Port Siding signal box looking
towards Treborth. The box is on a tall brick base to enable
the signalman to see over what is now the B4547 road bridge
(just in view on the far left, with the Down Home signal
beyond).
SITES
119 Cambridgeshire. GER.
G
Cambridge. Cambridge South signalbox, seen looking east
across sidings. Goods sheds across main line in background.
Cab of 0-6-0 diesel shunter on left. Steel mineral wagon on
right. Various road trailer in foreground. 18-Jun-1957.
SITES
836 Cambridgeshire.
G
Old North Road. The signal box, set on the Down (to
Cambridge) platform. V iewed looking west from the Up (to
Bedford) platform. Station house and offices beyond signal
box on Up platform. Road overbridge at far end of platforms
on left with upper quadrant Down Home signal beyond.
28-May-1937.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SOC
1396 Cheshire.
VG
Alderley Edge. Looking north west across the tracks to
Alderley signalbox, a low hipped roof building. Signalman
standing in doorway, at top of steps. Stone-built wing wall
of London Road overbridge on right, with station nameboard
next to it (off the end of the Down platform, which was
beyond the bridge to the right).
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SOC
1162 Cheshire.
VG
Birkenhead Duke Street. Duke Street signalbox, viewed across
the tracks, with the level crossing gate on the right.
Modern housing in left background, older house on right.
4-Aug-1985.
Source: JAP
SOC
536 Cheshire.
G
Calveley. View of the end of the signalbox looking at the
entrance doorway - taken from floor level. Up train, pulled
by a diesel engine, approaching on left and passing beneath
a brick arch bridge. A colour photograph. 7-Feb-1978.
Source: 2246
FWSLF
AU66 Cheshire.
VG
Chester triangle SW. Looking north along the LNWR from
Northgate CLC shed yard. Chester No. 6 overhead signal box,
flanked by ex LNW Down Fast bracket signal on left and
tubular post Down Slow on right. Four-track junction in
foreground running off to Birkenhead line on left. Ends of
terrace houses on right. 22-Sep-1957.
CRPRT
C625 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Gresty Lane. The interior of an electric signal box the Crewe Register gives 'Gresty Bridge'. Shows two banks of
miniature levers. Signalman using block instrument on shelf
above. 21-Feb-1899. LNWR Official C625.
Source: CROFF C625
SOC
457 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Gresty Lane. Gresty Lane No. 2 signalbox, viewed
directly from the front. Protective cage, in mesh, around
the upper storey. Overhead electric wires in upper
foreground. Oct 1969.
CRPRT
A35 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North Junction. The manual signal box, viewed looking
west with the spider bridge in the background. April 1883.
Crewe Official A35.
Source: CROFF A35
CRPRT
A36 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North Junction. The interior of North Junction
signalbox, looking along the frame with signalmen posed
holding the 'stirrup' levers. April 1883. Crewe Official
A36.
Source: CROFF A36
CRPRT
A488 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North Junction. The new, electric, signal box
straddling the narrow gauge line at the north end of the
spider bridge. Looking north west from ground level to give
a 3/4 view of the front (station side) of the box. Shows the
Works end of the approach ramp - the only part remaining by
2000. 14-Jul-1906. Crewe Official A488.
Source: CROFF A488
CRPRT
A489 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North Junction. The new, electric, signal box
straddling the narrow gauge line at the north end of the
spider bridge. Looking north east from ground level to give
a 3/4 view of the front (station side) of the box. Works
fence on left, several engines in yard and footbridge over
Warrington line beyond. 14-Jul-1906. Crewe Official A489.
Source: CROFF A489
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CRPRT
A490 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North Junction. The new, electric, signal box
straddling the narrow gauge line at the north end of the
spider bridge, viewed from the bridge. 14-Jul-1906. Crewe
Official A490.
Source: CROFF A490
CRPRT
C189 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North Junction. Inside the 'tapered corner' signal box
showing the levers and instruments, with signal men in
action and others watching. June 1886. Crewe Official C189.
Source: CROFF C189
CRPRT
C838 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North Junction. Inside the new electrified signal box
showing the miniature levers and the instruments, with
signal men posed at work. 12-May-1906. Crewe Official C838.
Source: CROFF C189
LNWRS
349 Cheshire.
Crewe North Junction. Exterior of Crewe North signalbox and
interiors of large manual and electric boxes. Copy of
official postcard - 'L&NWR signalboxes, old and new
methods'.
LNWRS
837 Cheshire.
Crewe North Junction. Signalbox with Spider Bridge in
background. Official No. A35 dated 1883.
LNWRS
838 Cheshire.
Crewe North Junction. Interior of signalbox. Official No.
A36 dated 1883.
LNWRS
1729 Cheshire.
Crewe North Junction. View along Spider bridge towards
signal box straddling the narrow gauge line. Signals and
track visible below. 14-Jul-1907.
LNWRS
9685 Cheshire.
Crewe North Junction. View of signalbox from rail level
showing Works narrow gauge railway passing through arch in
centre of structure. 14-Jul-1906.
LS
39 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North Junction. The signal cabin with tapered corners.
Pictured with the Spider Bridge in the background. April
1883. Crewe Official A35.
LS
71 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North Junction. The new (electric) signal cabin,
viewed looking north along the narrow gauge track from the
Spider Bridge to show the tunnel in which the track passed
through the cabin to the Old Works. 14-Jul-1906. Crewe
Official A490.
LS
129 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North Junction. View inside the electric signal cabin
showing the frame with miniature levers. Signalmen are posed
with hands on levers. One man is using a block instrument.
3-Dec-1906. Crewe Official C838.
SOC
371 Cheshire.
G
Crewe North Junction. View along the inside of the
electrically powered signalbox, with Crewe station to the
left. In the foreground is Signalman Regulator Mr John
Tudor, with Signalman Mr Walter Clegg further back. 1906.
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SITES
233 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe South Junction. The interior of the signal box showing
the miniature levers and frames for the electrically powered
system. Features the frames at the north end of the box.
Signalman has moved during the exposure. Lots of instruments
on shelf.
SITES
234 Cheshire.
G
Crewe South Junction. The interior of the signal box showing
the miniature levers and frames for the electrically powered
system. Features the frames at the south end of the box.
Lots of instruments on shelf.
SOC
1096 Cheshire.
G
Crewe Steelworks Box. View of the box, looking towards
Chester from a moving train. Electrification gantries on
right, lineside bushes in left foreground. Point rodding
passing beside the box. 8-Jun-1995.
LNWRS
1852 Cheshire.
Crewe Sydney Bridge. Hipped roof signal box with diamond
and oval S&T plates displayed.
LS
124 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe south sidings. The inside of Middle Sorting Sidings
'electric' signal box showing the miniature lever frame. A
signalman is posed, holding a lever and working a block
instrument. 4-Dec-1903. Crewe Official C764.
SOCA
892 Cheshire.
F
Crewe station central. 'A' box, located inside the station.
Viewed from a platform, looking towards the screen at the
west side of the station. Supports for overhead electrics post G 158 07 next to steps of box. Diamond crossing in
foreground.
LNWRS
9706 Cheshire.
Crewe. Interior and exterior views of electric signalbox.
Copy of official postcard.
NFSR
26 Cheshire.
F
Denton Junction. Looking southeast across the tracks to
Denton Junction signal box, with the Planet Foundry in the
background. On the Down Fast line, on the right, Fowler
2-6-4 tank No. 42312 is about to cross the tracks to the
Hooley Hill line with a Stockport to Bradford train.
15-Aug-1959.
SITES
256 Cheshire.
F
Denton. 'Denton Station' signalbox, seen looking beneath a
span of Manchester Road overbridge. A 'Mk I' DMU is
approaching on the Down Fast, towards Denton Station which
is behind the camera.
SITES
278 Cheshire.
G
Disley west. Looking south west at Disley signalbox, showing
the end with the steps. Water tank in foreground, on brick
base, with water bag attached to pipe from bottom of tank.
Fire devil beside tank. Siding running in front of box.
Leafless trees in background. 13-Jan-1967.
SITES
281 Cheshire.
N
Disley west. Disley signalbox, looking towards Stockport,
showing the steps end. Overgrown siding passing to the
right. Ground signal next to box, controlling exit from
siding.
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SOC
970 Cheshire.
VG
Disley west. View across the tracks of Disley signalbox.
Ground signal infront of box. Trees in background, on a
slope down to the railway. Buxton direction on left,
Stockport on right.
NFSR
20 Cheshire. BR.
F
Droylsden Station. View east through the junction, with the
new BR flat roofed Droylsden Station Junction signal box in
foreground. Ex-L&Y station in background with Stalybridge
platforms on left and Stockport platforms on right. Old L&Y
box still in place in V of junction. 'Crab' No. 42865 heads
excursion W640 towards Denton Junction. 15-Aug-1959.
NFSR
32 Cheshire. GCR.
F
Dukinfield Junction. The signal box on the GCR Stalybridge
branch where lines from the east and west facing junctions
with ex-MS&L main line meet. Looking south at marshalling
yards electrified in BR's 1500V DC scheme. Ex-MR 3F No.
43789 shunting. Ex-LNW Stalybridge branch on embankment on
left. Bridge over River Tame in foreground. 18-Jun-1960.
SITES
324 Cheshire.
G
Dunham Massey. Looking south east across the tracks at the
hipped roof signalbox. Station house and level crossing gate
on left. April 1974.
SITES
325 Cheshire.
G
Dunham Massey. Looking south across the tracks at the
sleeper-built pen for the coal for the signalbox. A few
tools strewn around. Corner of box on left. April 1974.
SITES
326 Cheshire.
G
Dunham Massey. Looking south east across the tracks at the
signalbox. Steps and level crossing gate on left. April
1974.
SITES
327 Cheshire.
G
Dunham Massey. Looking north west through the boundary hedge
at the rear of the signalbox. Shows the single small window
in the back face. April 1974.
SITES
367 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Ellesmere Port Princes Road. Looking south east at Ellesmere
Port No. 1 signalbox, located in the side of a cutting at
the Up (south) side of the track. Houses in right
background. 1970s.
SITES
371 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Ellesmere Port west. Looking north west across the tracks to
Ellesmere Port No. 2 signalbox. Tubular signal post to left
of centre with Down Home and Distant arms. 4-Apr-1972.
SITES
372 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Ellesmere Port west. Looking north west across the tracks to
Ellesmere Port No. 2 signalbox. Single storey modern
buildings in background. 4-Apr-1972.
SOC
968 Cheshire.
G
Ellesmere Port west. View across sidings to Ellesmere Port
No. 2 signalbox, which controlled the station end of the
sidings at the Hooton side of the station. 'Modern' housing
in background.
SITES
368 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Ellesmere Port. Looking east through the station with
Ellesmere Port Station signalbox (No. 3) on the left. Level
crossing on Station Road in foreground. Lots of LNWR signals
in distance - Distant arm at far end of Down platform has
stripe, not chevron.
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SOCIMG
11 Cheshire.
P
Green Lane Junction. Looking south, towards Chester, at the
Junction signalbox which controlled the crossovers between
the Fast and Slow lines - the start of the crossover from Up
Fast to Up Slow is just visible in the distance. The box is
on an embankment and has a wooden base. Signalman posed at
top of steps. In left foreground is the exit from sidings.
SITES
496 Cheshire.
G
Hazel Grove. The back of the signalbox, looking west from
the station car park. Large British Rail station nameboard
on box with car park poster beneath. 1971.
SITES
499 Cheshire.
F
Hazel Grove. Looking east across the tracks from the Down
platform to show the signalbox. Signalman's mo-ped propped
against steps on left. Cars in station car park beyond
platform fence. 1971.
SITES
560 Cheshire. BJR.
VG
Little Sutton. The signalbox at the Helsby end of the Up
platform. British Railways platform nameboard on right.
Houses in background. 4-Apr-1972.
INFRA
24 Cheshire. NSR.
VG
Macclesfield Sutton Crossing. View of the level crossing
gates and the signalbox on the Up side of the main line Macclesfield Central is to the left. Houses and Mill on top
of slope in background. C1960.
SITES
700 Cheshire.
VG
Middlewich. Looking north across the tracks to show the
signalbox at the Northwich end of the Up (to Sandbach)
platform. Door open, at top of short flight of steps up from
platform. 8-Jan-1972.
SITES
701 Cheshire.
G
Middlewich. Looking north across the tracks to show the
signalbox at the Northwich end of the Up (to Sandbach)
platform. Signalman standing at top of short flight of steps
up from platform. Heavy shadow on part of box cast by
'parachute' water tank on opposite platform (out of view).
27-Sep-1963.
SITESB
190 Cheshire.
VG
Middlewich. View across the tracks to the signal box located
at the Northwich end of the Up platform. Shows a wooden hut
further along the platform. 8-Jan-1972.
SOC
967 Cheshire.
VG
Middlewich. View across the lines to Middlewich signalbox,
standing on the Northwich end of the Up platform. Grassy
bank in background. The Sandbach direction is on the right.
SITES
753 Cheshire.
VG
Nantwich. Looking north east across the tracks to Nantwich
Station signalbox. Metal staircase up to door. Pillory
Street level crossing just in view on right. Trees in
background.
SOC
1099 Cheshire. MSJ&A.
F
Navigation Road. The view looking north east towards
Manchester with the hipped roof signalbox on the right. In
the background is the station opened by the MSJ&A in 1931.
Level crossing between signalbox and platforms. Main line
electrification gantries and wires in place. 21-Aug-1980.
SOC
1058 Cheshire.
N
Styal. The station signalbox, built into the side of a
cutting. Looking towards Wilmslow. Signalmen looking out at
camera. BR enamelled name board on end of box.
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LIBALB
1008 Cheshire.
F
Wilmslow. The overhead signalbox, which stands on a gantry
above some sidings. Viewed looking towards Stockport with
the main line on the left - electrification gantries in
place. Wooden wagons in siding. 1960s.
SOC
969 Cheshire.
G
Woodsmoor Crossing. View across the tracks of Woodsmoor
signalbox. Part of crossing gate on right. Houses in
background. Buxton direction on left, Stockport on right.
1-Apr-1972.
JSY
1093 Cumberland. WCE.
G
Birksbridge Junction. Looking west towards the junction,
with the box on the left. The double track line swings right
(and then left) to reach Cleator Junction and then Moor Row.
The single track line veers left between the pit stacks and
reaches Moor Row via Cleator Moor goods station. Three tall
ex-LNW Home signals in view.
LNWRS
291 Cumberland.
G
Carlisle Upperby Bridge Jn. View of signalbox from track
level, looking south, with the signalbox on the right. Low
stone retaining wall on left. 11:15 express from Birmingham
approaching. Pre-group.
SOC
1230 Cumberland. FR.
G
Corkicle. A view along the tracks with No. 2 signalbox on
the left. Corkicle station in right distance, with hillside
beyond. Several tubular post signals in sight.
FWS35M
20862 Cumberland. BR.
G
Derwent Junction. Derwent Junction signalbox - a modern box
with a flat roof. Photographed looking south west from a
special train made up of goods brake vans running from
Maryport towards Workington. Scrubland on right with
industrial buildings in the distance. 24-May-1969.
FWSLF
AM63 Cumberland. CWJ.
G
Distington. Looking along the CWJ main line towards the CWJ
& WCE joint station from brake van of a milk train from Moor
Row. Distington signalbox on right. CWJ platforms curving to
right. Platforms for WCE Gilgarran branch to Ullock curving
left. In foreground are the points for the WCE Parton branch
which diverged westwards behind the camera. 7-May-1954.
JSY
1135 Cumberland. WCE.
F
Frizington. Looking north towards the station. Frizington
signalbox in centre, on Up (Marron Junction) side. Up
starter in front of box. Station in distance with corrugated
iron goods shed on Down (Moor Row) side. Iron ore sidings on
right.
SOC
973 Cumberland. CK&P.
G
Keswick. View of Keswick No. 1 signalbox, located at the
Penrith end of the main Down platform, looking eastwards
across the tracks. Bench seat and electric light on column,
on platform beside the box. Appears to be an LMS replacement
box. 15-Jul-1961.
Source: 2008
SOC
974 Cumberland. CK&P.
VG
Keswick. View of Keswick No. 1 signalbox, located at the
Penrith end of the main Down platform, looking eastwards
across the tracks. Appears to be an LMS replacement box. Mk
1 DMU drawing into the station from Penrith. Goods van in
bay platform on left. Down Home upper quadrant bracket
signal beyond end of DMU. C1961.
Source: BRLMR D2823
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SOC
1177 Cumberland.
G
Lamplugh. The wooden signalbox, in use as what appears to be
a garage, still on the remains of the platform. Plastic
sheets over some of the windows. Lamplugh name board on end,
above some makeshift doors. Stationmaster's house on left,
on what used to be the station approach. Whitehaven, Cleator
& Egremont joint line. 15-Jan-1966.
Photographer: F W Shuttleworth.
SOC
1178 Cumberland.
G
Lamplugh. The wooden signalbox still on the remains of
platform. Plastic sheets over some of the windows. Lamplugh
name board on end, above open fronted sheep shelter built
onto end of signal box. Marks in grass in foreground show
where tracks used to run. Barn on left, houses on right.
Whitehaven, Cleator & Egremont joint line. 15-Jan-1966.
Photographer: F W Shuttleworth.
FWS35M
20841 Cumberland. MCR.
VG
Maryport. Looking south west from the passenger lines,
towards Maryport Station signal box. Shows the steps end.
Photographed from a special train made up of goods brake
vans, seen on the right. Lots of steel mineral wagons,
mostly hoppers, in sidings on left. A596 overbridge in
distance on right. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20842 Cumberland. MCR.
VG
Maryport. Looking north east from the passenger lines,
towards Maryport Station signal box (non-steps end). Lots of
steel mineral wagons, mostly hoppers, in sidings on right.
Tubular post cantilevered bracket signal in foreground
showing rear of home and distant arms for southbound
traffic. Houses in Victory Crescent in background.
FWSLF
AM41 Cumberland. WCE.
G
Moor Row. Looking east along the westbound platform with
Moor Row No. 2 signalbox on the right. On the left a train
of hopper wagons pulled by ex-L&Y 0-6-0 is running east out
of the station - leading wagon is 21T wooden hopper No.
E162817. Lots of wagons in yard across the tracks. No. 1
signalbox in distance. 7-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM61 Cumberland. CWJ.
G
Moresby Junction. The view south from the brake van of a
northbound (Up) milk train, showing the CWJ main line coming
in from the right and the branch to Walkmill Pit running to
the left. Moresby Junction signalbox is in the Vee between
the two lines. 7-May-1954.
FWS35M
20882 Cumberland.
VG
Moss Bay Iron Works. The north end of Moss Bay Iron Works
box. Bowstring girder bridge carrying the C&WJR branch from
Harrington over the LNWR line on left, beyond the signalbox.
Gate, open to the railway, guarding the entrance to the iron
works sidings. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20883 Cumberland.
G
Moss Bay Iron Works. The south (steps) end of Moss Bay Iron
Works box, viewed looking north from a special train made up
of goods brake vans, seen on the right. To the left of the
box runs the line between the ex-LNW line and the Moss Bay
Iron Works sidings. Ex-LNW line on right where it widens out
to 4-tracks (plus a goods loop). 24-May-1969.
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FWS35M
20902 Cumberland.
VG
Moss Bay Iron Works. View north towards Workington from
special train on bridge carrying C&WJR Moss Bay branch over
the 4-track LNWR main line to the right of picture. Moss Bay
Iron Works signalbox in right foreground. Steel hopper
wagons on Down goods. Iron Works sidings in left foreground
with the iron works itself in the distance. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20971 Cumberland.
F
Parton. Looking south towards the station and Whitehaven to
show the steps end of the signalbox. Viewed from a special
train of goods brake vans which was running from the
Distington Branch of the WC&ER (seen on the left) onto the
main line. Backs of houses in Foundry Road in left
background. 24-May-1969.
SITES
903 Cumberland.
F
Penrith south. Looking north across the tracks to show
Penrith No. 1 signal box. 'Black Five' No. 44953 heads south
on the main line in the right foreground.
SOC
860 Cumberland.
F
Penrith south. Penrith No. 2 signalbox, viewed from the
track with steps on the left. Signalman looking through open
window. 4-May-1955.
INFRA
86 Cumberland.
VG
Penrith station north end. No. 3 signalbox, viewed looking
north across the tracks to the north of the station. Bridge
No. 173 in background, carrying the A594 (later, the B5288)
- the nearer half of the bridge is a plate girder but the
further half is a masonry arch. 7-Jan-1964.
INFRA
87 Cumberland.
VG
Penrith station north end. No. 3 signalbox, viewed looking
north across the tracks to the north of the station. Shows
the base of the box and the staircase running from the
trackside. Pointed wooden boards fixed to the box show
'Penrith No. 3' and 'North'. Bridge No. 173 on left.
7-Jan-1964.
JSY
1204 Cumberland. WCE.
F
Rowrah. Looking north through the station with the main
buildings on Up platform on left with nameboard in
foreground. Brick arch overbridge in background. Signalbox
on Down side, just in view through arch.
SITESB
948 Cumberland. WCE.
G
Rowrah. Looking north from the road bridge to show the
signalbox on the right and an underslung bracket signal on
the left. Lots of wagons in sidings. Two (ex-FR?) bogie
carriages in siding near the signalbox. 5-Sep-1954.
JSY
1228 Cumberland. WCE.
F
Winder. Looking south with the signalbox on the right. Up
platform and main station buildings beyond. Down platform
with small shelter in left centre. Start of Eskett Quarry
branch on left - goods train in siding (mainly vans) in
distance. Brick arch overbridge in background.
LNWRS
337 Cumberland.
F
Workington Bridge. View across the Cockermouth line towards
the tall signalbox. Slotted post signal on right. River
Derwent on left, with bridge running across centre of
photograph. Rake of NER and PO coke hoppers in foreground,
apparently on spur to Cleator & Workington Junction Railway.
Workington Bridge station is off the picture to the right.
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NFSRN
15 Cumberland.
F
Workington south. Workington Main No. 2 signalbox, viewed
across the tracks from the yard of the steam shed. Terrace
houses in background. A 'Cauliflower, too dirty to identify,
is shunting with a goods van on main line on right. Ground
disc signals in foreground. 1950s?
SOC
1157 Cumberland.
F
Workington south. Workington Main No. 1 signalbox, seen from
across the tracks. Plate girder road overbridge on right.
Gas holder in background. Tall yard lamp on left.
9-Aug-1972.
JMD
256 Denbighshire.
VG
Denbigh north. Denbigh No. 1 signal cabin. 31-Jan-1953.
SITES
405 Denbighshire.
F
Foryd Junction. View eastwards along the Down lines showing
Foryd Junction signalbox in the V of the junction. Junction
Up gantry on left. Down gantry just about visible in centre
distance. Underbridge in foreground over branch where Vale
of Clwyd line from Denbigh continues to Rhyl Harbour.
SOC
965 Denbighshire.
VG
Llanrwst. View of the signalbox, looking across the tracks,
after removal of goods sidings. Bettws-y-Coed direction to
the left.
NHL
236 Denbighshire.
G
Ruthin. Ground level signal cabin at the southern end of the
Up platform, view from a train in the Down platform. In the
former goods loop behind the cabin are two carriages and a
goods brake - workmen are in action to remove more of the
track. 27-Apr-1962.
SOC
979 Derbyshire. LMS.
G
Ambergate. Ambergate South Junction signalbox, erected by
the LMS in 1928 as part of the widening scheme for the line
from Belper. This was the first of the new LMS standard
boxes. Viewed across the tracks with a rock face in the
background. 1969.
SOC
966 Derbyshire.
VG
Ashbourne. View from the back of the Up platform showing
Ashbourne No. 2 signalbox. Station hotel on the left. Beyond
the derelict fence on the right was the carriage landing
dock. The Buxton direction is to the left. 11-May-1963.
Source: 2344
SOC
980 Derbyshire. LMS.
G
Buxton. Buxton No. 2 signalbox, installed by the LMS in 1933
to replace an LNWR box - a corner of the old box is seen on
the left before removal. Fowler 2-6-4T No. 2396 approaches
with a train whose leading carriages are ex-LNWR - a cove
roof brake end and an elliptical roof coach. 1933.
SITES
305 Derbyshire. LMS.
F
Dove Holes. Looking south west towards Buxton from the Up
platform, across the tracks to Doveholes signalbox at the
end of the Down platform on the right. Tubular post
cantilevered Up bracket signals on left. 5-Sep-1965.
SITES
422 Derbyshire.
G
Furness Vale. Looking north from Station Road at Furness
Vale signalbox. Level crossing gate in foreground.
13-Jan-1967.
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SITES
423 Derbyshire.
F
Furness Vale. Looking west from Station Road towards Furness
Vale signalbox to show the rear of the box. Lock-up garage
in right foreground. British Railways 'Beware of Trains'
notice on left. 1972.
SITES
427 Derbyshire.
G
Furness Vale. Looking towards Buxton, down from the
footbridge to give a three quarter view of the signalbox.
Tracks and level crossing gate in left foreground. 1971.
SITES
428 Derbyshire.
G
Furness Vale. Looking towards Buxton, down from the
footbridge to give an almost end on view of the signalbox.
Top of level crossing gate in left foreground with tracks
beyond, running towards Buxton with a reverse curve. 1971.
SITES
479 Derbyshire.
G
Hartington. The view north from a northbound excursion train
to show the signal box and other buildings on the Up
platform. 16-Apr-1961.
JMD
297 Flintshire. GCR.
G
Connah's Quay & Shotton. Hawarden Bridge Junction signalbox,
viewed looking north from the platform ends. Tubular post
bracket signals beyond box. Docks branch runs off to left train of mineral wagons standing on it. Hawarden Bridge in
distance, with operating tower on far side of river. LNWR
underbridge between crossover and junction.
SOC
1231 Flintshire. GCR.
G
Connah's Quay & Shotton. Hawarden Bridge Junction signalbox,
viewed looking north across the tracks from the platform
ends. Tubular post bracket signals beyond box.
SOCIMG
35 Flintshire.
G
Dyserth Junction. Looking north at Prestatyn signalbox,
south west of the station, in the vee between the main line
and the Dyserth branch. The junction is off to the left. In
the foreground, on the Dyserth branch, is 'Derby 4' 0-6-0
No. 44389 facing west with a brake van. Beyond the box is
'Black Five' No. 45327 on the main line. 22-Jun-1963.
SOCRR
211 Flintshire.
VG
Holywell Junction. View along derelict Down platform towards
the signal box situated between the tracks. Wagons on
sidings on right. Brickwork of station buildings on left.
Bracket signals (semaphore and colour light) and gantry in
background. C1971.
SOC
1010 Flintshire.
G
Mold Junction steam shed. No. 2 signal box - view of the
steps end, looking west from the yard of the steam shed.
Engines being turned and watered on the left. C1960.
SOC
964 Flintshire.
VG
Mold Junction. View across the tracks of Mold Junction No. 1
signalbox. Council houses in background.
SITES
1493 Hertfordshire.
G
Berkhamsted. The view north through the station, looking
from the south east end of the Down Fast platform.
Berkhansted signalbox on right, between the Fast and Slow
lines. Platforms and canopies in left and centre background.
Up Fast starter in centre - tubular post and upper quadrant
arm.
LNWRS
2008 Hertfordshire.
VG
Bricket Wood. Wide overhang on roof. F
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DMH
1405 Hertfordshire.
F
Croxley Green Junction. View towards Rickmansworth with
Junction signalbox in V of junction. Croxley Green branch
curving sharply to right. Seen from steam excursion bound
for Rickmansworth. Conductor rails removed from that branch
following end of passenger service but spur left on Down
line for access to depot (behind camera). 12-Mar-1961.
BWL
585 Hertfordshire.
VG
Marston Gate. The ground frame, mounted in the open,
opposite the station buildings. The base of a signal post is
in view to the left of the frame. In the background is the
brick-built weighouse and a wooden hut. A fine gas lamp
stands beside the weighouse. 31-Aug-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
LNWRS
841 Hertfordshire.
Watford Tunnel north end. Distant view of early signalbox,
showing balcony around box. Watford tunnel accident.
Official No. OS101. 1866
SOC
975 Ireland. IRISH.
F
Belfast. York Road signalbox - an ARP model with overhanging
flat roof. Wagons on right. Industrial buildings in
background. 10-Jun-1961.
Source: 1990
SOC
257 Kent. SR.
G
Folkestone. Ground level box marked 'Folkestone Junction
Cabin' on right. Express passing in centre, hauled by an
MR-styled SR 4-4-0. Chalk side slope to cutting on left.
Concrete post signal between train and box. 1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
NHL
1318 Lancashire.
VG
Alexandra Dock. View westwards into the goods yard, with the
signalbox on the left with windows boarded up and nameboard
removed. North Langton Branch Dock warehouse in centre
background, Alexandra Brank Dock No. 1 warehouse in
background to right. Diesel shunter at work on right.
13-Aug-1971.
JFW
1131 Lancashire.
G
Anfield Siding. View south east across the running lines of
Anfield Siding signal box, on the Up side. Taken a year or
so before closure. Points in left foreground lead to the
siding. 21-Jun-1964.
NFSR
1 Lancashire. OA&GB.
G
Ashton (OA&GB Junctions). View eastwards at tall box built
beside L&Y line to control OA&GB junctions - southern part
runs off in foreground. Junction for Oldham part beyond
stone accommodation bridge. Train is 10:20 Leeds to
Manchester, pulled by 'Black Five' No. 44769. The box was
demolished soon after photo was taken. 16-Apr-1960.
NFSR
2 Lancashire. LYR.
G
Ashton Moss North Junction. View eastwards of the box which
controlled the northern exit from the former GCR sidings
beside the OA&GB line from Guide Bridge. The sidings were
electrified as part of the 1954 scheme and the cantilever
gantries on the right carry current for a line at the
northern extemity. 20-Sep-1969.
LNWRS
2169 Lancashire.
G
Atherton. Bag Lane signal box with station in background,
viewed towards Bolton. LMS. Coal tank heading towards
camera, running in reverse with a two-carriage train.
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SOC
374 Lancashire.
VG
Atlantic Dock Junction. View past signalbox, looking towards
Edge Hill. West portal of Kirkdale tunnel in right distance,
looking through under L&Y Liverpool to Manchester line. LNWR
underslung signal gantry outside portal. Canada Dock behind
camera. Line to Alexandra Dock diverges at tunnel mouth and
runs behind signalbox. 1930's.
Source: DIBB 1004
SOCA
1058 Lancashire.
P
Atlantic Dock Junction. View of the signalbox from the cab
of a diesel locomotive, approaching from Edge Hill. The
entrance to Canada Dock tunnel is to the left of the box.
The engine is heading to the right of the box, towards
Alexandra Dock. C1970.
Source: DIBB
SOC
1409 Lancashire.
G
Barton and Broughton. Looking south, towards Preston, at
Barton & Broughton signalbox. Signalman at top of stairs
with a little lad. Running lines on right. 1960s.
HDB
302 Lancashire.
G
Bay Horse. Looking north east across the tracks to the
hipped roof signalbox. High wooden fence, with gate, on
right. 30-Aug-1971.
SOC
1151 Lancashire.
F
Boars Head. View north west across cutting to show Boars
Head Junction signal box, cantilevered out over Up Main.
Lancashire Union (joint LNWR and L&Y) running off to right
in foreground, along with upper quadrant Down Home signals
for each line. Engineer's train on left with platelayers
working on Up Main. Station has been removed. 1950s.
SOC
1152 Lancashire.
F
Boars Head. A distant view looking north east at Boars Head
Junction signal box. Electrified main line in foreground. Up
Home and Distant signal to right of box. Track bed of
Lancashire Union line (joint LNWR and L&Y) still visible
although the station was removed several years before
(C1950). A sylvan scene. 1-May-1972.
SOC
1153 Lancashire.
F
Boars Head. View looking north from the edge of the track
bed of the Lancashire Union line. Shows Boars Head Junction
signal box on its gantry, with a long flight of steps up to
it. Electrification catenaries on main line on left. Up Home
and Distant signals in left foreground. 1-May-1972.
BLM
148 Lancashire.
F
Brock. Looking north west across the tracks towards the
pre-1907 box - 'Brock' on small lozenge with pointed ends
attached to front. Small wooden Down general waiting room on
left. Down starter beside another small wooden hut on right.
Level crossing on far right. Passengers posed around the
picture. C1905.
SOC
1167 Lancashire. LYR.
P
Cherry Tree. Cherry Tree Junction signalbox on the line from
Preston to Blackburn. Ground frame in right foreground. The
box controlled the northern end of the Lancashire Union line
(joint L&Y and LNWR) which ran south to Chorley and then to
Boars Head on the LNWR main line. 2-Jun-1972.
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NFSR
37 Lancashire. LYR.
F
Clayton Bridge. Looking towards Manchester with the hipped
roof signalbox in the foreground - steps end in view. Berry
Brow level crossing beyond signalbox, on left, and
Stalybridge platform of station beyond that. Railway Hotel
in right background.
INFRA
197 Lancashire.
VG
Farington Curve Junction. The signal box, viewed from the
top of the cutting, looking west across the Fast lines. The
box is between the Fast and Slow lines, adjacent to Bee Lane
bridge which is seen on the left. The L&Y line to Liverpool
and Manchester runs off at the other side of the bridge (out
of the picture). 17-Oct-1963.
SITES
386 Lancashire.
G
Farnworth & Bold. Looking east across the tracks towards
Farnworth & Bold signalbox. Corrugated asbestos sheets, from
Everite factory, stacked in foreground. April 1974.
FWSLF
AO87 Lancashire. PWR.
G
Fleetwood. The station signal box. Ex-L&Y three-doll bracket
signal alongside, with arms for both directions. Road
overbridge in background. 3-plank wagons and a goods brake
in siding on right. 27-Aug-1955.
SITES
520 Lancashire. BR.
F
Heaton Norris Junction. The interior of Heaton Norris No.2
replacement signalbox, showing the BR lever frame and
instrumentation. Signalmen, one with telephone, posed beside
levers. 1955.
SITES
523 Lancashire.
F
Heaton Norris Junction. Looking north east across sidings
and the Down lines to show Heaton Norris No. 2 signalbox,
situated between the Up and Down Manchester lines. Reddish
line diverging to the north east, just in view on right.
Express from Manchester on left, approaching on Up Fast.
1950s.
SOC
971 Lancashire.
VG
Heaton Norris Junction. View from the Denton lines, across
the tracks to Heaton Norris Junction No. 2 signalbox,
looking towards Manchester - the main line is beyond the
box. To the right is the newly-built Heaton Norris Junction
flat roofed box. Workmen are on the roof of the ex-LNWR box
and it looks as though the old box is being demolished.
Source: BRLMR D2525
SITES
517 Lancashire.
F
Heaton Norris north. Looking north towards Manchester along
the Down lines, through the arch of Sparthfield Road
overbridge, to show Heaton Norris No. 3 signalbox at the
west side of the cutting, between the running lines and a
headshunt for sidings. Heaton Road overbridge in right
background. 1950s.
SITES
519 Lancashire.
G
Heaton Norris. The interior of Heaton Norris No.1 signalbox,
showing the instrument shelf and the Webb lever frame.
1950s.
SITES
521 Lancashire.
F
Heaton Norris. Looking north through the station from
between the Down Fast and Slow lines. No. 1 signalbox on
island platform on right. Warehouse in right background.
Down Slow signal gantry on left, Down Fast bracket signal in
centre. Fold Lane overbridge in background - No. 2 box just
in view through left hand arch. 1950s.
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SOC
1147 Lancashire.
G
Lancaster Glasson Dock Jn. Lancaster No. 4 signalbox,
photographed looking north from a passing train. Safety
railings around the top storey. Mills in background.
4-Mar-1972.
HDB
303 Lancashire.
G
Lancaster south. Lancaster No. 1 signal box, seen looking
north across the tracks. Colour light signal on right, on Up
side. The track to the old station - the terminus of the
Preston & Lancaster Railway - used to run across the flat
area to the right. 30-Aug-1971.
HDB
304 Lancashire.
G
Lancaster south. Lancaster No. 1 signal box, seen looking
south across the tracks from near the alignment of the route
to the old station - the terminus of the Preston & Lancaster
Railway. Colour light signal on left, on Up side. Tall post
in distance with Down Home and Distant arms. Crossover just
about visible beyond box. 30-Aug-1971.
SITES
566 Lancashire.
F
Liverpool Lime Street. The interior of Lime Street signalbox
showing the frame with miniature levers. Above it are
various indicator lights and telephones, surmounted by a
diagram of the station trackwork. 1950s.
BLM
540 Lancashire.
HT
Lowton Junction. View from Liverpool curve, looking north
through station towards Golborne. Arch of Newton Road
overbridge in background. Tubular post Up bracket signals
beyond - Liverpool Home Off. Signalbox on left. Wooden
station building on low platform on right on Manchester
curve. Higher platforms beneath and beyond bridge.
NFSR
87 Lancashire.
G
Lowton Junction. View from Liverpool curve, looking north
through station towards Golborne. Arch of Newton Road
overbridge in background. Tubular post Up bracket signals
beyond. Signalbox on left. Wooden station building on low
platform on right on Manchester curve. Higher platforms
beneath bridge. Down goods in distance. 31-May-1964.
SITES
629 Lancashire.
F
Lowton Junction. View from Liverpool curve, looking north
through station towards Golborne. Arch of Newton Road
overbridge in background. LNWR Up bracket signals beyond Liverpool Home Off. Signalbox on left. Wooden station
building on low platform on right on Manchester curve.
Higher platforms beneath and beyond bridge.
Source: LOS
HDB
305 Lancashire. PWR.
G
Lytham. Lytham Station signalbox, viewed across the tracks
looking north east. Station on right, with L&Y signals. In
the centre a 2-4-2 Tank in L&Y livery heads towards
Blackpool with a train of L&Y arc roof bogie carriages.
NFSR
24 Lancashire.
F
Micklehurst. Micklehurst signal box, located on the Down
side and viewed across the tracks from the goods yard
looking towards Stalybridge. Ex-LNW Down Home signal - Off outside box. Gas lamp on cast column in right foreground.
C1960.
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NFSR
38 Lancashire. LYR.
F
Miles Platting. Looking through the station, towards
Stalybridge. Photographed from diesel-hauled train on left,
entering the passenger platforms - goods lines on right. BR
signalbox off near end of Manchester platform in centre.
Tubular post Home signal on right, colour light signal near
to signalbox on left. 26-Sep-1969.
SITES
744 Lancashire.
F
Morecambe South Junction. Looking north towards the signal
box, from the bottom of the low embankment at the Down side
of the main line. Splitting bracket signal in foreground tubular posts with upper quadrant arms. 10mph speed limit
sign for Morecambe turn off.
NFSRN
98 Lancashire.
F
Mossley. Mossley No. 1 signalbox, seen from the end of the
Down platform. Perched above the tracks and nestled against
the side of the cutting. Down Starter in foreground. Long
DMU passing beneath the signalbox, bound for Huddersfield.
Remains of Mossley goods yard on right, with retaining wall
beyond.
LNWRS
267 Lancashire.
G
Ordsall Lane. Interior of No.2 signalbox with signalman in
attendance, not wearing a jacket. Shows lever frame, with
instrument shelf suspended above. 6-Mar-1910.
LNWRS
268 Lancashire.
G
Ordsall Lane. Interior of No.2 signalbox with signalman in
attendance, wearing a jacket. Shows lever frame, with
instrument shelf suspended above. 6-Mar-1910.
HDB
306 Lancashire.
G
Oubeck Loops. Oubeck signal box, located on the Up side and
viewed across the tracks. Preston to the right, Lancaster to
the left. Not quite identical to HDB 309. 30-Aug-1971.
HDB
307 Lancashire.
G
Oubeck Loops. Oubeck signal box on the left, located on the
Up side and viewed across the tracks. Preston to the right,
Lancaster to the left. an Up express, in BR blue and grey
livery, disappears towards Preston on the right.
30-Aug-1971.
HDB
309 Lancashire.
G
Oubeck Loops. Oubeck signal box, located on the Up side and
viewed across the tracks. Preston to the right, Lancaster to
the left. Not quite identical to HDB 306. 30-Aug-1971.
SITES
880 Lancashire.
G
Oxheys. Looking south west across the tracks towards Oxheys
signal box. Blackpool Road overbridge on left. August 1969.
SITES
897 Lancashire.
G
Patricroft Sidings. The north face of Patricroft Sidings
signal box - the ex Liverpool & Manchester main line ran
beyond the box. Footbridge across tracks on left.
10-Jul-1964.
SITES
898 Lancashire.
G
Patricroft station. The station signal box, looking north
east with the goods shed and the platform ends to the left.
The branch to Clifton Tunnel and Molyneux Junction runs off
to the right, behind the box. 10-Jul-1964.
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SITES
937 Lancashire. S&W.
F
Plodder Lane. Looking south through the Plodder Lane
overbridge with Plodder Lane No. 1 signal box in left
foreground on Up (to Eccles) side. Station beyond the bridge
with wooden buildings on Up platform in view. Down (to
Bolton) platform on right with edge of canopy just in sight
and very tall Home signal at platform end. 17-Apr-1954.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SOC
1014 Lancashire.
F
Prescot. View of the steps end of Prescot signalbox. Station
platform and part of footbridge in right background. Tubular
signalpost in foreground. 22-Sep-1984.
JFW
1129 Lancashire.
G
Stanley. Looking westwards across the running lines at
Stanley Stn signalbox, situated on the Down side to the
north of the station. Signalman posed on steps. Trees in
background. 1968.
JFW
1130 Lancashire.
G
Tue Brook north end. View southwards towards the station
showing the new MR-style signalbox which replaced the old
LNWR box in 1954. C1960.
JFW
1134 Lancashire.
G
Tue Brook north end. The old LNWR Tue Brook signalbox,
shortly before demolition. Looking north at the steps end.
Photographed looking up the embankment to show how the box
was perched on a timber framework built up from the slope.
1954.
JFW
1135 Lancashire.
G
Tue Brook north end. The old LNWR Tue Brook signalbox, a
year or so before demolition. Looking south at the end away
from the steps. Photographed looking up the embankment to
show how the box was perched on a timber framework built up
from the slope. July 1953.
SOC
1097 Lancashire.
G
Warrington Arpley. Arpley Junction signalbox, looking
towards Broadheath. 10-Mar-1984.
NHL
1340 Lancashire.
VG
Warrington Crosfields Crossing View in the Up direction,
away from Ditton, with the signalbox on the left. Level
crossing in foreground, with lifting barrier. Industrial
buildings in background. 4-Sep-1987.
Source: JAP OC80136
SOC
1098 Lancashire.
F
Warrington Crosfields Crossing View in the Up direction,
away from Ditton, with the signalbox on the left. Level
crossing in foreground, with lifting barrier. Railwayman
standing beside barrier. 10-Mar-1984.
NHL
1339 Lancashire.
VG
Warrington Littons Mill, View in the Up direction, away from
Ditton, with the signalbox on the left. Level crossing in
foreground, with gates closed to road traffic. Industrial
buildings in background. 17-Aug-1972.
NHL
1338 Lancashire.
VG
Warrington Monks Siding. View in the Down direction, towards
Ditton, with the hipped roof signalbox on the left. Level
crossing gates in foreground, industrial buildings in
background. 17-Aug-1972.
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JMD
283 Lancashire.
VG
Whiston. Top of Whiston signalbox, looking east towards
Rainhill. Signalman looking out towards camera. Part of
plate girder bridge carrying Stoney Lane in view beyond box,
with footbridge carrying public path in distance.
19-Jul-1954.
NHL
1336 Lancashire.
G
Widnes Carterhouse Junction. View across the canal towards
the back of the recently painted signalbox. The Ditton to
Warrington line runs across the middle of the photograph.
12-Jun-1992.
Source: JAP OC12414
JFW
139 Lancashire.
G
Widnes old line. The view along the 'old' line towards
Warrington with Widnes No. 6 signalbox in the foreground
(looking worse for wear but the local atmosphere would not
have been kind to the paintwork). Ditton Junction behind
camera. 1960.
SOC
1154 Lancashire.
F
Winwick Junction. Looking north at the junction with Winwick
Junction signalbox on the right. The main line veers off to
the right to Golborne and Preston whilst the old line runs
on and then swings right towards Earlestown on the former
Liverpool and Manchester line. Vulcan Foundry just visible
on skyline. 17-Aug-1971.
SITES
347 Leicestershire.
F
Elmesthorpe. Looking west across the tracks to show
Elmesthorpe signalbox at the west end of the Down platform.
Up platform on left with cylindrical water tank on brick
base at platform end and upper quadrant Stater beyond. BR
platform nameboard on Down platform on right - Elmesthorpe
for Barwell & Earl Shilton.
Source: LOS
SITES
652 Leicestershire. LNW/GN.
G
Marefield Junction North. Looking north west through the
junction towards Nottingham along the main line. GNR branch
from Leicester runs in from the left. Marefield Junction
signalbox on left, in vee of junction. Junction Up Home
bracket signals (upper quadrant) in right distance.
2-Jul-1960.
SITES
775 Leicestershire.
G
Narborough. Looking north east at the signalbox from Station
Road level crossing (gates open to railway). Footbridge and
main station buildings on Down (to Leicester) platform in
background. Terrace houses in right distance. British
Railways signs - platform nameboard in centre.
SITES
776 Leicestershire.
G
Narborough. Looking north at the signalbox from Station Road
level crossing (gates closed to railway). Footbridge in
right background. Nameboard on signalbox appears to have
been painted out.
SITES
777 Leicestershire.
F
Narborough. Looking south east at the rear of the signalbox
from Station Road - pillar of level crossing gate on extreme
right. Steps to footbridge from road in left foreground,
with flight to Down platform beyond.
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SOC
962 Leicestershire.
VG
Narborough. View from the level crossing of Narborough No. 2
signalbox, with Leicester direction to the right. Crossing
gate on left, closed to road traffic. Station footbridge in
right background. Lots of BR notices on board at end of
signalbox.
SOC
949 London.
VG
Brent sidings. View of the signalbox, looking across the
goods lines. Main line beyond the box with upper quadrant
Down signals for Fast and Slow lines on the left. Power
station cooling towers in left distance. L3F 24-Jun-1954.
Source: BRLMR DG617
SOC
957 London. NLR.
VG
Broad Street. View looking out of the station showing Broad
Street No. 2 signal box, located at the end of a platform.
Part of station wall on left. Tubular steel signal post on
right with arms for both directions. 22-Feb-1964.
Source: 2502
SITES
133 London.
F
Camden Goods. The overhead signal box at the south corner of
the yard, perched on a gantry above one of the lines which
ran along the south west side of the goods shed. Looking
north west with a main line bracket signal in the far left
distance. Vans, open wagons and a goods brake in background.
1930s.
SITES
134 London.
F
Camden Goods. The overhead signal box at the south corner of
the yard, perched on a gantry above one of the lines which
ran along the south west side of the goods shed. Looking
west on a wet day, with engines in the yard at Camden steam
shed just visible in background through the murk. Area in
foreground paved between rails. LMS wagon on right. 1930s.
SITES
127 London. NLR.
F
Camden Road Junction. The NLR signal box. Looking west from
Camden Town station. A train hauled by a NLR tank engine,
running in reverse, approaches from Chalk Farm. The
Hampstead Junction line curves off to the right beyond the
box.
LNWRS
9710 London.
Euston. Exterior of No. 1 signalbox. Copy of official
postcard.
SITES
383 London.
F
Euston. Euston No. 2 signalbox, looking towards the station.
The unique large box with two pitches to its roof, located
between the tracks on the Up side at the approach to the
station. Shows the north east corner, with the staircases
running up to the door. Running lines in left foreground.
Heap of bricks in right foreground. 16-Sep-1952.
SOC
1423 London.
F
Gospel Oak. View through the rebuilt station, looking
towards Willesden, with Gospel Oak No. 1 signalbox beyond
the end of the Broad Street platform. Hampstead Junction
Railway platforms on left. DMU in Tottenham & Hampstead
Joint platform on right - Barking on destination blind.
Clock on a pole in foreground. 4-May-1984.
Source: BLEN
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SITES
468 London.
F
Harrow & Wealdstone. Harrow No. 2 signalbox, looking south
across the tracks (the electrified lines), in its later
days. The box appears shabby and some of the windows look to
have been whitewashed. The station is out of the picture, to
the left.
SITES
469 London.
N
Harrow & Wealdstone. Harrow No. 1 signalbox looking north
from the station, across the tracks. In its later days.
Carriage shed in right background. Post of bracket signal in
left foreground.
SITES
470 London.
N
Harrow & Wealdstone. Harrow No. 1 signalbox looking west
from the station, across the tracks. In its later days.
Train on electric lines in background.
LNWRS
9709 London.
HT
Harrow. 'Accepting a train at Harrow.' Interior of signalbox
showing signalman operating block instrument. Copy of an
official postcard.
SOC
295 London.
VG
Harrow. The interior of a signal box showing a signalman
posed pulling a lever. Block instruments on shelf. 1908.
SITES
490 London.
G
Hatch End. The view north west towards Hatch End signalbox,
looking along the Up Fast platform. The box is located at
the platform end, between the Fast and the Slow lines.
'Black Five' No. 5191 approaches on the Up Slow line with a
train running off the Up Fast. Electrified lines on left.
Public footbridge in distance to left of box.
Source: LOS
ESRC
200 London.
VG
North Pole junction. View of the signal box on the WLR,
taken from a moving train. Fields and shrubs in right
background - Wormwood Scrubbs? 29-Aug-1969.
SITES
797 London.
F
North Wembley (main line). Looking north along the newly
electrified main line to show North Wembley signalbox.
Siding on Up (to Euston) side beyond box - several vans and
open wagons. Chewing gum factory in right background.
Photographed from a passing train.
DMH
805 London.
P
Stonebridge Park. View looking towards Watford of
Stonebridge Park Power House signalbox. Running lines on
left, power station in right background. To the right of the
box, several ex-LNW EMUs are being shunted coupled to a BR
goods brake (in foreground). Scanned from a very dark print.
BLM
102 Monmouthshire.
G
Blackwood. Looking north through the station along the Up
(to Nantybwch) track with Blackwood No. 2 signalbox in the
left foreground. Main station building on Up (to Nantybwch)
platform on left. Wooden shelters on Down (to Newport)
platform on right.
SITES
346 Monmouthshire.
F
Ebbw Vale Junction. Looking north east, towards Beaufort,
along the branch with Ebbw Vale Junction signalbox on the
right, beside the branch. Abergavenny to Merthyr main line
runs across the scene in a shallow cutting. Junction bracket
home signals just visible on right. 16-Jul-1959.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
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SITES
763 Monmouthshire.
F
Nantybwch. Looking south at Nantybwch Junction signalbox on
the island platform with the Merthyr line on the right.
Footbridge in background. Train in Sirhowy platform on left.
Buildings on island platform beyond footbridge. 13-Sep-1951.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
1532 Northamptonshire.
G
Billing. Looking north east across the level crossing to
show Billing signal box, on the Down (to Peterborough) side.
Level crossing gates in foreground.
SOC
958 Northamptonshire.
VG
Duston. View across the tracks of Duston Junction North
signalbox where the routes to Blisworth and Peterborough
diverge. Northampton Castle station is off to the right.
SOC
1293A Northamptonshire.
VG
Duston Junction West. Looking north east at Duston Junction
West signalbox which contolled both Duston Junction West at
ground level on the Blisworth line and, at a higher level,
the line to London. Plate girder bridge over canal, to left
of box (and over Blisworth line but behind box). Long
southbound coal train on London line. 9-Jul-1921.
Photographer: Leslie J Thompson.
SITES
803 Northamptonshire.
G
Northampton Bedford Road. Looking south across the level
crossing gate to show Bedford Road Crossing box at the south
side of the Peterborogh line to the east of Northampton. The
box is tiny and is orientated with its end next to the
tracks.
SITES
804 Northamptonshire.
G
Northampton Bedford Road. Looking north west to show Bedford
Road Crossing box at the south side of the Peterborough line
to the east of Northampton. The box is tiny and is
orientated with its end next to the tracks (which run across
the picture beyond the box).
SITES
801 Northamptonshire.
G
Northampton Bridge Street Jn. Looking north west across the
tracks to show Bridge Street Junction signalbox, in the V
between the Blisworth to Peterborough line and the chord
from Castle station - the latter line is on the far left,
near a building at the back of the steam shed. Railwaymen's
footbridge on left.
SITES
802 Northamptonshire.
G
Northampton Bridge Street. Looking south east across the
level crossing (in Cotton End) at the east end of the
station to show Northampton Bridge Street Level Crossing box
(BR nameboard on end). Co-op Abattoir and Pork Factory in
left background.
SITES
807 Northamptonshire.
F
Northampton Castle south end. Looking north at Northampton
No. 1 signalbox. Situated on a bridge over a branch of the
Nene. Carriage on right on line from Peterborough bay
platform. Electrification gantry in foreground. St Peter's
school in right background.
SITES
292 Radnorshire.
G
Dolau. Looking north across the tracks to show the box at
the north east end of the Up platform. LNWR Up Starter
signal cantilevered from end of box. Level crossing gate on
right, wooden station building on left.
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SOC
963 Shropshire.
VG
Bucknell. View from the end of the former Down platform
showing the signalbox, with level crossing and gate (closed
to road traffic) in foreground. BR STOP sign on tubular
steel post on right. Seen after the lifting of the Down
track.
JMD
129 Shropshire.
G
Church Stretton. View looking towards Shrewsbury on LNWR/GWR
Joint Line signal box. Building and derelict platform of old
station on left.
SITES
1125 Shropshire.
G
Wem. The signalbox, on the Up side at the Crewe end of the
station, viewed across the tracks from the level crossing gates closed to the railway. End of Up (Shrewsbury) platform
on right, beyond the crossing gates. Street lamp on concrete
post beyond platform on right.
HDB
311 Shropshire. S&W.
G
Westbury. Looking east towards Shrewsbury through the cab
window of an Up Mk I DMU. Level crossing in foreground with
iron gates open to railway. Hipped roof signal box on Up
side beyond crossing. A Down Mk I DMU stands in the site of
the former station, waiting to cross the Up train. Top of
station house in view above signal box. 29-Aug-1985.
Source: L&G 15329
SOC
1059 Staffordshire.
G
Burton. Burton Goods Yard signal box, looking towards the
LNWR steam shed. Coaling plant, with water tank on top, in
left background.
SOC
977 Staffordshire. NSR.
VG
Cresswell. Looking across the tracks to Creswell signalbox,
located just off the Stoke end of the Stoke platform (off to
the left). Part of level crossing gate on right. Poplar
trees in background. Part of tubular steel signal post in
foreground. Uttoxeter direction is to the left.
Source: B52730
SOC
952 Staffordshire.
F
Elmhurst Crossing. Looking across the tracks towards the
signalbox, with the level crossing in the foreground and
part of a gate on the right. A parallel boiler 'Scot'
approaches on the left with a Down express.
SOC
1397 Staffordshire.
VG
Elmhurst Crossing. Looking east across the tracks to
Elmhurst Crossing signalbox, located on the Up side just
north of the level crossing. Both brickwork and paint look
new. Signalman standing in doorway, at top of steps, and
assistant leaning out of window.
SOC
656 Staffordshire.
VG
Handsworth Junction. The signal box viewed full face,
eastwards, from across the tracks to Bescot. Signalman
looking out of window.
Source: L&G 6155
SITES
532 Staffordshire.
VG
Hednesford north. Looking west across the tracks to
Hednesford No. 2 signalbox. Houses in Station Road in
background. 1960s.
SITES
535 Staffordshire.
VG
Hednesford north. Looking east across the cutting to show
Hednesford No. 3 signalbox. Rear of ex-LNW signal on left
with Home and Distant arms. 1960s.
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SOC
657 Staffordshire.
VG
Hednesford north. No. 3 box, looking south east across the
tracks to show the side and the steps end. Engineering works
in right background, across Station Road. C1970.
SOC
658 Staffordshire.
VG
Hednesford north. No. 3 box, looking south east across the
tracks to show the side and the steps end (just). Modern
houses in far background. C1970.
SOC
659 Staffordshire.
VG
Hednesford north. No. 3 box, looking east across the tracks
to show the side and the non-steps end. Rear of Hednesford
No. 2 Up Distant (tubular post) on left. C1970.
SITES
531 Staffordshire.
F
Hednesford. The north end of Hednesford No. 1 signalbox. In
front of it is the ex-LNW Down Home and Distant signal post,
cantilevered out across the tracks. In the Down platform is
a train headed by a diesel locomotive. Market Street
overbridge in background with station offices at road level
on left. Large water tank beyond roof of box. 1960s.
SOC
978 Staffordshire. LMS.
VG
Madeley. Looking through the wires for the overhead
electrics to Madeley signalbox - an LMS replacement. Euston
direction is to the right.
SOC
961 Staffordshire.
G
Norton Crossing. The front and step end of Norton Crossing
signalbox. Hednesford is to the right and Norton Junction to
the left.
NHL
663 Staffordshire.
VG
Norton Junction. No. 3 signalbox, viewed from the sidings,
with the running lines at the far side of the box. Pelsall
on left, East Cannock on right. Road overbridge in
background.
Photographer: F W Shuttleworth.
FWSLF
AK31 Staffordshire.
VG
Ryders Hayes Crossing. Looking north east alongside the line
from Pelsall to Brownhills to show Ryders Hayes signal box.
The dirt track right of centre is the track bed of a former
mineral line. Steps on the left carry a footpath across the
line. 8-Aug-1953.
INFRA
52 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford south. Stafford No. 4 signalbox on a snowy day.
Viewed looking north with the Newport Road overbridge in the
background. bottom of bracket signal on left with 3F tank
engine shunting wagons, beyond. 14-Jan-1960.
FWSLF
AK32 Staffordshire.
VG
Standon Bridge. Looking south west at Standon Bridge signal
box, showing the long flight of steps up to it. 9-Aug-1953.
SOC
976 Staffordshire. NSR.
G
Stone. View of Stone Junction signalbox, located just off
the Stoke end of the Down platform of the Norton Bridge
line, looking across the Norton Bridge tracks. After
electrification. Water column on left, next to signalbox
steps. 'Porcelain Insulators' factory on right. 28-Mar-1966.
Source: 2873
LNWRS
1427 Staffordshire.
Walsall (Ryecroft Junction). Signalbox showing the end with
steps, after accident on 10-Oct-1922. Looking towards
Lichfield, with the MR line to Wolverhampton branching left
just after the signalbox. Oct 1922.
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LNWRS
1428 Staffordshire.
Walsall (Ryecroft Junction). 3/4 view of signalbox from far
side of track, after accident on 10-Oct-1922. Walsall
direction on left (Up), Lichfield (Down) to right. MR line
to Wolverhampton curving round, to right of signalbox. Oct
1922.
LNWRS
1429 Staffordshire.
Walsall (Ryecroft Junction). View of general surroundings at
rear of signalbox, after accident on 10-Oct-1922. Oct 1922.
NHL
330 Staffordshire.
Walsall (Ryecroft Junction). Signalbox showing the end with
steps, after accident on 10-Oct-1922. Looking towards
Lichfield, with the MR line to Wolverhampton branching left
just after the signalbox. Oct 1922.
Source: LNWRS 1427
NHL
331 Staffordshire.
Walsall (Ryecroft Junction). 3/4 view of signalbox from far
side of track, after accident on 10-Oct-1922. Walsall
direction on left (Up), Lichfield (Down) to right. MR line
to Wolverhampton curving round, to right of signalbox. Step
ladder for Down junction home in view on left. Oct 1922.
Source: LNWRS 1428
PLATE
2 Staffordshire.
VG
Walsall (Ryecroft Junction). View of Ryecroft Junction
signal box. Part of evidence in case of Brooke vs LMS.
10-Oct-1922.
SOC
960 Staffordshire.
VG
Wolverhampton. Wolverhampton No. 2 signalbox, recently
fitted with a large enamel board proclaiming that High Level
station is 50 yards off to the right. Industrial buildings
immediately behind the box. 5-May-1953.
Source: BRLMR D209
SOC
654 Warwickshire.
G
Birmingham. An ex-LNWR signal box. Nameboard unreadable but
site thought to be somewhere in the West Midlands. Viewed
across the tracks at a junction. Row of shops in background.
Approach to an overbridge on left. 1960s.
SOCNEG
6 Warwickshire.
VG
Bulkington. Looking west along the station crossing to show
the hipped roof signal box across the tracks on the Down
side. Part of station building on left. Down Starter in
centre. Station master and his wife posed in front of
station buildings. Signalman posed on steps to box. 1906.
SITES
341 Warwickshire.
F
Erdington. View south west towards the signal box, located
at the Down side at the top of an embankment. Shows the
steps end. Upper quadrant Down Home signal just beyond box.
Photographed from a Birmingham train.
SITES
342 Warwickshire.
F
Erdington. View north east towards the signal box, located
at the Down side at the top of an embankment. Shows the
non-steps end. Upper quadrant Down Home signal before box.
Photographed from a Birmingham train.
SOC
1100 Warwickshire.
P
Four Oaks. Looking south at the signalbox from the rear cab
of a DMU stopped in the Down platform - a few reflections in
the glass. End of Down platform on right with car park
beyond. 14-Nov-1983.
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WKRYS
9 Warwickshire.
LDS
Landor St Exchange Sidings. Exchange sidings box, at the
eastern end of the sidings. Looking south west across the
LNW line from New Street to Rugby. The Midland's entry to
the sidings from the Camp Hill line rose from left to right
behind the box. 23-Dec-1965.
WKRYS
15 Warwickshire.
LDS
Marton Junction. Looking north across the tracks to show
Marton Junction signalbox.
SITES
833 Warwickshire.
F
Nuneaton north. Looking east across the tracks to show
Nuneaton No. 3 signal box. Wagons in Up sidings in
background. Several ground signals dotted around,
2-Jun-1959.
SOC
951 Warwickshire.
VG
Nuneaton south. The view north from the junction with the
Leicester line. Nuneaton No. 1 signalbox is on the right.
Road overbridge and tubular post signal gantry in background
- No. 2 box just in view under bridge, near end of station
platform. A 'Super D', with handle instead of wheel on
smokebox door, approaches with a goods special on Down Slow.
Source: BRLMR 9715
SOC
699 Warwickshire.
F
Polesworth. View towards Rugby from the Down platform, with
signalbox on left. Tops of Up bracket signals beyond far end
of box. Express headed by 'Coronation' Pacific No. 46221
QUEEN ELIZABETH running towards the camera with an express
on the Down Fast line. Down platform and BR awning on right.
1961.
SOC
950 Warwickshire. LMS.
VG
Rugby north junction. Rugby No. 7 signalbox, viewed across
the main lines - notice on box shows that the station is 1/2
miles to the left. Point rodding in foreground. Fogman's hut
on right. English Electric works in right background. The
signalbox was built in 1936/7.
Source: BRLMR D1828
CRPRT
C591 Warwickshire.
VG
Rugby south. The interior of Rugby No. 1 signal box, view
from one end to show the long line of levers, the instrument
shelf and the notices on the back wall. 8-Sep-1898. Crewe
Official C591.
Source: CROFF C591
LNWRS
9707 Warwickshire.
Rugby south. Interior of signalbox. Copy of official
postcard.
FWS35M
10093 Westmorland.
VG
Hincaster Junction. View looking north west across the main
line to show the front and steps of the signal box.
14-Mar-1965.
FWS35M
10094 Westmorland.
VG
Hincaster Junction. View looking south east across rough
ground and a drystone wall to show the rear of the signal
box. 14-Mar-1965.
ECL
125 Westmorland.
G
Mosedale Hall crossing. A hipped roof signalbox. Tall home
signals at eack side of tracks. Nearer one, at opposite side
of tracks from the box, has co-acting arms - only the lower
one is in view. A Down Scotch Express, headed by two
'Jumbos', is rushing towards the camera.
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SITES
862 Westmorland.
G
Oxenholme south. The rear of Oxenholme No. 1 signal box,
seen looking south east over the post and mesh fence beside
Burton Road (A65). Terrace of brick houses across tracks in
left background. 25-Aug-1967.
SOC
954 Westmorland.
VG
Scout Green. View across the tracks, with flat bottom rail,
showing the signalbox and the steps leading up to the porch.
Source: BRLMR D16100
SOC
193 Westmorland.
HT
Shap Summit. Signal box built into top of retaining wall on
Down side of track.
SOC
956 Westmorland.
VG
Shap Summit. View looking towards Carlisle of Shap Summit
signalbox. Retaing wall on left. Carriages in siding behind
signalbox. Tall tubular post Up Home signal in middle
distance. Bullhead track. 17-Aug-1954.
Source: BRLMR D2124
NFSRN
248 Yorkshire.
G
Batley. The gable roof signalbox, labelled Batley West, at
the north end of the station, Viewed from near the north end
of the Up platform. Down platform on left, with goods shed
and large warehouse beyond. Road overbridge in background.
Ex-GNR lines on right. 'Jubilee' No. 45681 ABOUKIR
approaches the camera with an express from Leeds. C1960.
SOC
948 Yorkshire.
G
Bradley Junction. View of the signalbox and junction,
looking towards Huddersfield. A Poole to Bradford train is
taking the Bradley Wood curve towards Brighouse - the
Bradley Wood branch has been singled by this date. Twin arch
masonry overbridge in background. No signs of station
remaining. L3F 27-Jun-1970.
SITES
243 Yorkshire.
G
Delph Junction. Looking north from a moving carriage
approaching the junction on the main line. Shows the steps
end of Delph Junction signalbox. Start of Delph branch to
right of box. Pedestrian crossing in foreground. LNWR Beware
of Trains notice - black lettering on white background.
15-Apr-1954.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
NFSRN
237 Yorkshire.
G
Dewsbury Wellington Road. View Up towards Huddersfield, with
Dewsbury No. 2 signalbox on the left and the station in the
centre background, with main buildings on Up side. Stone
retaining wall on right. Tubular post Down Starter
cantilevered out beyond box. 1960s.
SOC
697 Yorkshire.
G
Diggle. Diggle Junction signal box, with signalman looking
out of window as diesel engine No. 45015 passes with an Up
train of empty vans - Newcastle to Red Bank. 12-May-1982.
INFRA
124 Yorkshire. LYR.
VG
Heaton Lodge. Heaton Lodge Junction signalbox on the north
side of the L&Y Calder Valley line. Fairburn 2-6-4 tank is
running westwards from Mirfield with a 6-wheeled parcel van.
Heaton Lodge junction, where the LNWR line ran off
southwards to Huddersfield, is behind the camera.
6-Jun-1959.
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NFSRN
147 Yorkshire.
G
Hillhouse. View looking north east with Hillhouse No. 2
signalbox on the right. In the centre foreground, an LMS
2-6-2 tank runs bunker first towards Huddersfield with a
local train on the Up North line. Goods wagons in siding on
left. Gantry with upper quadrant signals in background.
NFSRN
152 Yorkshire.
F
Hillhouse. No. 2 signal box, viewed looking south across the
tracks, with Hillhouse steam shed in the distance. A 'Black
5' approaches with an excursion on the Down South line.
1960s.
NFSRN
124 Yorkshire.
F
Huddersfield north. Huddersfield No. 2 signal box, viewed
from the setts of Viaduct Street, looking north. The box is
perched above the tracks on Huddersfield viaduct and is seen
from below. The viaduct is undergoing repairs and there is
lots of scaffolding beneath the box. Ex-LNW signal gantry on
the viaduct in the right distance.
INFRA
7 Yorkshire.
G
Huddersfield station south. No. 1 overhead box, perched over
the tracks at the southern end of the station. Smoke coming
from chimney. The box was closed shortly after the picture
was taken. Ex-LNW starting signals at end of platform on
left with entrance to Huddersfield tunnel in smoke beyond.
GCR warehouse in background on right. 6-Nov-1958.
INFRA
8 Yorkshire.
VG
Huddersfield station south. No. 1 overhead box, interior
view. Shows the lever frame at the south side of the box,
with the GCR warehouse in view through the windows.
Signalman posed near the far end of the box, working block
instruments. The box was closed around three months later.
14-Aug-1958.
NFSRN
289 Yorkshire.
G
Marsden. View of the signalbox, looking east from the
Huddersfield end of the middle platform. 'Black 5' No. 45218
approaches with an express on the Up North line. Glimpse of
South lines beyond signalbox. Arm of upper quadrant Starter
on right, with sighting board, with part of platelayers hut
in view nearby.
SITES
660 Yorkshire.
G
Marsden. Looking east across the North lines to show Marsden
signalbox, located between the North and South lines to the
east of the station. Goods shed in left distance. 1960s.
SOC
972 Yorkshire.
VG
Marsden. View from the station, looking along the North
lines towards Huddersfield, of Marsden signalbox. South
lines beyond the box with crossovers sweeping round to meet
the North lines on the left. Goods yard in background with
Marsden Equitable Industrial Society coal depot on right and
large goods shed with two hipped roofs on left.
NFSRN
53 Yorkshire.
G
Morley. The ex-LNW hipped roof signalbox viewed from the end
of the Up platform. An express bound for Huddersfield
approaches, double headed with 'Black Five' 45031 leading,
passing the Up Home signal, still with its LNWR lower
quadrant arm. Gasworks buildings and chimneys in right
background.
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NFSRN
54 Yorkshire.
G
Morley. The LNWR hipped roof signalbox, seen across the
tracks from the corner of the goods yard near the Leeds end
of the Up platform. Rear of LNWR Down starter in right
foreground. LMS 'Jubilee' No. 45559 BRITISH COLUMBIA running
through station with Leeds-bound express. Tops of station
buildings in background and houses above tunnel in distance.
NFSRN
149 Yorkshire.
F
Red Doles Junction. View northeast towards Leeds with signal
box on left and main line on right. The line from the ex-MR
Newtown yard in Huddersfield runs in from behind the camera
on the left - it continued as a long headshunt and the main
line was accessed by a reversal. 'Black 5' on express on Up
South line. Red Doles Road overbridge in background. 1960s.
NFSRN
150 Yorkshire.
G
Red Doles Junction. View northeast towards Leeds with signal
box on left and main line on right. The line from the ex-MR
Newtown yard in Huddersfield runs in from behind the camera
in foreground and continues as a long headshunt. The main
line was accessed by a reversal. Ex-GCR 2-8-0 on goods on Up
North line. Red Doles Road overbridge in background. 1960s.
NFSRN
151 Yorkshire.
G
Red Doles Junction. View south, towards Huddersfield, with
the signalbox on the right. Crossover in left foreground
from the main line to the line to the ex-MR yard in
Huddersfield. Express pulled by a 'Black 5' approaching on
Down South line, with Hillhouse signal gantry in distance.
Chimneys in left background. 1960s.
NFSRN
86 Yorkshire.
G
Springwood Junction. View of the signalbox from beside the
L&Y line, looking towards Huddersfield tunnel. Ex-LNWR Down
signal post in foreground with upper quadrant starter and
calling on arms. Express pulled by 'Jubilee' No. 45678 DE
ROEBECK on Up South line.
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SOC
1235 UNK. A level crossing on a single track line, thought to be the
F
Cromford & High Peak. Unpainted gate in foreground, with oil
lamp on top, closed to railway. Hut at far side of crossing.
Other gate is closed to road. Warning notice on post but not
clear enough to read company name.
SITES
544 Bedfordshire.
VG
Lidlington. Looking north from Church Street to show the
gates (closed to the railway) at the north east side of the
crossing. Keeper's hut in background. Down platform on right
with British Railways nameboard and wooden waiting shelter.
1960s.
SITESB
192 Bedfordshire.
G
Millbrook. View through the station frtom the Down platform
looking towards Bletchley. Level crossing at far end, with
gates closed to the railway. Main station buildings on Up
platform on left, with Up starting signal beside the gates.
BR enamelled signs. Small signalbox beyond the crossing on
Up side. Electricity pylon beyond the station. A wet day.
BWL
435 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury. View from Park Street footbridge looking towards
Aylesbury High Street station. Park Street level crossing
and gates are in the foreground, along with tubular post
signal. Sidings, engine shed, gasworks and part of station
in distance. 4-Apr-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
481 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury Park Street. Park Street level crossing, viewed
from the footbridge, looking towards the goods yard, engine
shed and the station. Gas holder in distance. LCGB 'Special'
in the scene, with 2P No. 40421 in the distance near a gas
holder. 28-Jun-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
482 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury Park Street. Park Street level crossing with gates
open to the railway, viewed from the footbridge looking
towards the goods yard. LCGB 'Special' is in the station
area and 2P No. 40421 approaches the level crossing, chimney
first, as it runs round its train. 28-Jun-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
483 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury Park Street. Park Street level crossing with gates
closed to the railway, viewed from the footbridge looking
towards the goods yard. LCGB 'Special' is in the station
area and 2P No. 40421 reverses onto its train. 28-Jun-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
SOC
1408 Buckinghamshire.
F
Aylesbury Park Street. The level crossing, with the houses
in Park Street in the background. Several children and a few
parents posed on crossing. Steps to footbridge on right with
signalbox beyond, across the tracks.
BWL
558 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Broughton Crossing. Looking along the road, with the
crossing gates closed to the railway. The crossing keeper's
cabin is on the right and the 'Prince of Wales' inn and
various houses are beyond the crossing. Aylesbury to the
left, Cheddington to the right. 2-Aug-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
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BWL
559 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Broughton Crossing. Looking towards Cheddington from the
edge of the crossing, with the crossing gates closed to the
railway. The crossing keeper's cabin is in the centre,
beyond the gate, and the 'Prince of Wales' is on the left.
There is a good view of the oil lamp mounted on the left
hand gate. 2-Aug-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
538 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Mentmore Crossing. View from railway of manually operated
crossing gates, closed to the railway. Crossing keeper's
cabin in view beyond gates. Looking towards Cheddington.
27-Jul-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
539 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Mentmore Crossing. View from road of manually operated
crossing gates, closed to the railway. Crossing keeper's
cabin in view beyond gates at the Cheddington side of the
crossing. 27-Jul-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
540 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Mentmore Crossing. View along road, looking towards
Cheddington village. Manually operated crossing gates,
closed to the railway, on the left. Crossing keeper's cabin
in view beyond gates. 27-Jul-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
SOCA
243 Caernarvonshire.
G
Deganwy. View towards Llandudno, at the Llandudno Junction
end of the station, of Deganwy level crossing with the gates
open for road traffic. Deganwy No. 2 signal box on right.
Footbridge in centre. 1975.
SITESB
916 Cheshire.
F
Birkenhead docks. View north west along the tracks showing a
wide level crossing, open to the railway, with a footbridge
and sidings beyond. Canning Street North signal box on
right. Wagons and carriages in sidings with several people
wandering about - perhaps an enthusiasts visit.
SEMR
40047 Cheshire.
VG
Middlewood. Norbury crossing. View along the railway as a
train of six neat 6-wheeled carriages approaches, pulled by
a 'Precursor Tank'. A manually operated crossing, with
keeper standing beside gates on right. Timbers and cobbles
between rails. Back of tall home signal on right. LNWR
notices on post on left.
NHL
305 Cheshire.
VG
Willaston. View of crossing gates, from the trackside. Flat
roofed signalbox on right. Station house and footbridge
beyond gates. Tubular post home signal on left. 1960s.
JMD
263 Denbighshire.
VG
Rhyl Harbour Branch. Level crossing near the old pier
station at the harbour, viewed from roadside looking towards
harbour. Old station building in background. Back of LNWR
home signal on right - concrete post with slots.
SITES
426 Derbyshire.
G
Furness Vale. Station Road level crossing at the south east
end of the station. Shows the gates at the Buxton side (away
from the platforms), closed to the railway. Signalbox in
background. 1971.
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INFRA
69 Lancashire.
VG
Bolton-le-Sands. Looking east along a lane towards the level
crossing - closed to road traffic - at the south end of the
station. Footbridge on left. 20-Apr-1971.
FWSLF
AM17 Lancashire.
G
Glasson. A view looking towards Lancaster of the station
area. Taken from up a signal post. Level crossing gates on
the right and the station beyond. Part of SLS North
Lancashire Railtour train has been shunted into siding on
left. Fowler tank engine in station with the other part of
the train. Enthusiasts all around. 1-May-1954.
SITES
774 Leicestershire.
G
Narborough. Looking north east at the Station Road level
crossing gates, closed to the railway, at the south west end
of the station. Corner of signalbox on left. Footbridge
running across the picture. Main station building on Down
(to Leicester) side, left of centre. Wooden shelter on Up
side on right.
BLM
694 Monmouthshire.
F
Pontllanfraith. View north east across the tracks to show
the level crossing, closed to the railway, at south end of
station. Front of signalbox just in view on the right. Up
(to Nantybwch) platform beyond gates - wooden buildings with
a small canopy over booking office door. Before footbridge
was built. Houses in Blackwood Road in background.
BLM
963 Monmouthshire.
GR
Ynysddu. Looking north through the station, across the
tracks from near the signalbox. Up (to Nantybwch) platform
in centre with wooden buildings. Up Starter at 'off' at far
end of platform. Railwaymen's hut in left foreground.
Signalbox just in view in right foreground with signal post
in front.
SITES
800A Northamptonshire.
G
Northampton Bridge Street. Looking east along the Down (to
Peterborough) platform to show the level crossing and
footbridge (bridge No. 7A) at the east end of the station.
Bridge Street Crossing box on Up (to Blisworth) side, beyond
crossing. British Railways platform nameboard on Up
platform, on right.
SITES
293 Radnorshire.
F
Dolau. Looking along the Up platform, towards the level
crossing at the north east end of the station. Wooden
station building and signalbox on left, railway houses
beyond crossing on right. LNW Up Starter cantilevered from
signalbox. The line has been singled and only the former
Down platform is in use.
SITESB
7 Shropshire.
G
Bucknell. Looking south east over the level crossing, with
gates closed to the railway. Setts between rails. Station on
the right, with LNWR name board and end of a building on Up
side. Large house beyond crossing on right.
Source: JAP C2020
SITES
936 Shropshire. S&W.
F
Plealey Road. Looking south west towards Minsterley with the
level crossing in the foreground. Railwayman opening (or
closing) the gates. Station house on right. Single platform
on Up (to Hanwood and to Shrewsbury) side, beyond the
crossing. 22-Sep-1958.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
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SOCA
1031 Staffordshire.
VG
Rawnsley. Level crossing on the Cannock Wood colliery
branch. Shows a crossing gate, closed to railway. Front of
signal box beyond gate. June 1972.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1032 Staffordshire.
G
Rawnsley. Level crossing on the Cannock Wood colliery
branch. View along the road through the crossing, with gates
closed to the railway. Rear of signalbox on left, in front
of railway. Give Way sign for main road just beyond the
crossing. Dark-looking house beside railway on left perhaps the crossing keeper's cottage. June 1972.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1033 Staffordshire.
G
Rawnsley. Level crossing on the Cannock Wood colliery
branch. Shows a crossing gate, closed to railway. Front of
signal box beyond gate. In the right foreground is a
dark-looking house - perhaps the crossing keeper's cottage.
Wooded hillside in background. June 1972.
Source: DIBB
SOC
109 Warwickshire.
G
Clifton Mill station. View away from the station at the Down
end, showing the level crossing (with a large house beside),
with a siding and loading gauge in the distance.
SITES
216 Warwickshire.
G
Coundon Road. Looking south east along Coundon Road with the
station and crossing gates on the left. Stone-built station
house and offices across tracks on left. Upper quadrant Down
Starter at platform end on left.
Source: DIBB 1065
SOC
955 Westmorland.
VG
Scout Green. View towards Shap summit showing the signalbox,
crossing and Scout Green Home signals. Flat bottomed rails.
Down Home is a tubular post with upper quadrant arm. Up
Home, on right, is a tall ex-LNWR wooden post with co-acting
lower quadrant arms. Platelayers' hut in distance on Down
side. 17-Aug-1954.
Source: BRLMR D2134
NFSRN
167 Yorkshire.
G
Bradley Wood. View towards Brighouse along the Bradley Wood
branch showing the ungated crossing for the footpath from
Bradley village to the Calder & Hebble canal and Kirklees. A
3-coach train pulled by an LMS 2-6-4 tank, in reverse, in BR
livery is running towards camera, bound for Huddersfield.
Wagons on ex-L&Y main line in right distance.
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LNWRS
772 Steel sleeper and chairs, F W Webb's system of 1885.
Official No. C180 dated May 1885.
LNWRS
774 Webb's steel sleepers laid with Crewe steel rails. Official
No. A9 dated August 1879.
LNWRS
818 Steel rails and sleepers. Official No. A9 dated August 1879.
LNWRS
1810 Drawing of double chair for point and crossing work.
VG
LNWRS
9704 Scene showing platelayers at work. Copy of official
postcard.
LS
233 A length of early rail, held in chairs mounted on stone
VG
blocks. Set up for exhibition. A vignette.
LS
234 Three lengths of early types of rail, set up for exhibition.
VG
Includes continuous flanged plateway, fishbelly plateway in
short lengths and an unusual flangeway mounted on high
chairs. A vignette.
SOCB
181 A chair, with LNWR and 1899 cast into it. Mounted on a
G
sleeper but rail removed. 2-May-1965.
CRPRT
D169 Wolverton south. A gang of platelayers at work replacing
G
track on main line. The men are posed but some have moved.
Old rails and sleepers spread beside line on right. Works
buildings in left distance, with rakes of mainly 6-wheeled
carriages in front, including some short full brakes with
centre lookouts. 21-Dec-1904. LNWR Official D169.
Source: CROFF D169
JMD
117 Conway goods yard. Early chair and rail section on display
G
at the 1948 Centenary Exhibition for the Chester and
Holyhead Railway. Goods shed in background. 20-Jul-1948.
JMD
117A Conway goods yard. Early track components on display at the
G
1948 Centenary Exhibition for the Chester and Holyhead
Railway. Sections of early water trough in foreground with
chair and rail sections set out beyond. Small sheds next to
castle walls in background. Two railwaymen appear to be
discussing the arrangements. Car on right. 20-Jul-1948.
JMD
95 Penrhyn Siding. View along track, looking towards Bethesda
G
Junction. Branch to Port Penrhyn on right, running from
siding beside main line. 20-Apr-1953.
CRPRT
A9 Crewe Steelworks yard. A length of steel track with steel
VG
sleepers, placed on the ground at the side of the Paintshop
for the photograph. Aug 1879. LNWR Official A9.
Source: CROFF A9
RVC
35 Crewe Steelworks. An exhibit in the Points & Crossings Shop
VG
showing trackwork from early plateways through to modern
times. Two 10 Ton wagons in background - one painted with
LNWR diamonds, the other ananymous. Workshop crane on left.
21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2988
CRPRT
C180 Crewe Works. A steel sleeper, set up for the camera inside a
VG
Works building. The sleeper is labelled 'Steel sleeper and
Chairs. F W Webb's System 1885'. Pulley wheels in right
background. Stack of short pipes or chimneypots in left
distance. May 1886. Crewe Official C180.
Source: CROFF C180
LNWRS
1613 Crewe Works. Electrically controlled points outside the
General Office. The backs of the electrically controlled
signals (a home and a ground signal) shown in photograph No.
1612 are in the background. Alongside is a train of timber
wagons loaded with signal posts.
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CRPRT
C727 Crewe station central. Hydraulic buffer stops and sand
VG
drags, in a bay. Lots of enamel advertisements, posters and
timetables around, including ones for Greenore and the L&Y
joint service to Belfast. In the background is are platform
trolleys, one of which has been moved and is laden with
unplucked geese 15-Jan-1902. Crewe Official C727.
Source: CROFF C727
CRPRT
D173 Winsford. Ancient permanent way, with rails held in chairs
VG
fixed to stone blocks. Set out for the camera at the side of
a goods shed. Photograph prepared for PC slide No. 168.
21-Dec-1904. Crewe Official D173.
Source: CROFF D173
LNWRS
1811 Winsford. Old permanent way on stone blocks, uncovered in
siding. 21-Dec-1904. LNWR Official D173.
JMD
288 GCR. Buckley Junction. A section of track on the Wrexham, Mold &
G
Connah's Quay Railway's connection from the Buckley Railway
showing rails, sleepers, chairs and fishplates. Not much
ballast. Track looks uneven in places. Looking south with
Buckley Junction BR tubular post Distant signal in
background.
JMD
290 GCR. Connah's Quay (Buckley Rly). Pointwork on the Buckley
F
Railway. JMD's notes say that it is at the junction between
the passenger line and the harbour branch. Perhaps looking
north from near the A548 road overbridge with the dock
branch running in from the left in the foreground and the
main line to Buckley veering right in the background.
SOC
454 BR. Langloan junction. View along a train of flat wagons loaded
VG
with 420ft lengths of rail en-route from Motherwell. Train
is being taken off the main line by a diesel shunter.
Langloan Junct signalbox on left. Several ex-CR lattice
signal posts with upper quadrant arms in background. May
1964.
SOC
254 Manchester Exchange. Looking north east over Blackfriars
G
Road bridge. Electrification of points and signals. In the
foreground, three railwaymen are posed around a point motor.
Shows the connection to the nearby switch blade. Several
workmen in distance, near to electric light signals - all
the semaphores have gone. Station roof in background. 1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
SOCB
182 Preston south. Two rail-built buffer stops at the ends of
G
sidings. Upright of an electrification gantry in background.
Houses and trees beyond.
SOCB
183 Preston south. A rail-built buffer stop at the end of a
G
siding. Houses and trees in background.
SOCRR
60 Brackley. Removal of wagon turntable. The cast rim for the
VG
pit is on the ground with the 'spider' lying across it,
viewed edge-on. 1991.
SOCRR
61 Brackley. Removal of wagon turntable. The turntable itself
VG
is on the ground and the cast rim to the pit is partly in
view nearby. 1991.
SOCRR
62 Brackley. Removal of wagon turntable. The cast rim for the
VG
pit is on the ground with the 'spider' lying across the
edge. The turntable itself is on the ground beyond the rim.
1991.
NHL
1285 CAM. Llanfyllinbach. Sleepered turnout at Nantmawr Junction,
G
looking towards Llanfyllin on the left and the line to
Blodwell Junction and Nantmawr on the right. Signalbox in V
of junction. Junction home signals in view. Sleeper-built
hut on left. Track from Llanymynech behind camera. C1896.
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NHL
1287 CAM. Llynclys. Double junction and sidings, showing sleepering
G
and crossings. Round 'gas pipe' point rodding in foreground.
Backs of single post junction signals in view. Some arms
with rings. Signal box and water tank in V of junction. Main
line to Welshpool on left. Branch to Blodwell Junction and
Llangynog (Tanat Valley) on right. Early 1904.
FWSLF
AE31 EHLR. Burton Dassett. An overgrown section of rail, showing an
G
ex-H&BR chair. 25-May-1952.
ESRC
41 Dunchurch. Close up view of a rail chair showing 'LNWR' in
G
the casting. 2-May-1959.
JMD
400 Nuneaton east. A straight section of track running in a
GR
cutting and disappearing over a summit in the distance.
Appears to be LNW-pattern chairs with wooden keys on left
hand track and spring steel keys on right. Short telegraph
posts on right, embedded in embankment side. Thought to be
on Hinkley line.
JMD
401 MR. Water Orton. An overgrown siding with track made up from old
GR
bullhead rails laid on their sides and clipped directly to
the sleepers without using chairs. Wagons at top of
photograph on this and adjacent sidings. 1950s.
JMD
402 MR. Water Orton. A view looking down on the sidings showing a
GR
huge variety of goods stock. Main line on right with what
appear to be a Stanier 8F and a 4F double heading a goods
train. Next to them, a Hughes 'Crab' is shunting in the
sidings. Signal gantry in far distance. 1950s.
JMD
403 MR. Water Orton. A view looking down on the sidings showing a
G
good mixture of goods stock. Main line on right with
passenger station in distance. 1950s.
NHL
1284 NER. Whitby. Sleepered turnout at Prospect Hill. Crossing only
F
partly in view but shows timbering around the crossing nose.
'1001 Class' 0-6-0 No. 1283 in view, LB. P84, MRJ No. 102,
1998, C1900.
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CRDWG
2 Outline drawing of the numerals used on engine number
VG
plates. The same shapes, with shading to the right, were
used for painted numbers. Copy of Fig 146, p 325, of 'An
Illustrated History of LNWR Engines' by E Talbot.
CRDWG
3 Cast iron, H-section spoke wheel, 4ft 3in diameter.
VG
Perspective and sectional drawings. Copied from 'The LNWR
Portrayed' by Jack Nelson.
CRPRT
A225 Experimental locomotive boiler with figure-8 firebox. Group
VG
of six views showing the inner and outer fireboxes and the
completed boiler. 23-Jan-1893. Crewe Official A225.
Source: LS 51
LNWRS
752 Set of locomen's lamps, tool box and oil cans. Crewe
Official MA361.
LNWRS
753 Set of oil cans, oil kettle and hand lamp. Crewe Official
MA362.
LNWRS
773 Balance weights in wheel boss of Paris Exhibition engine.
Official No. C662 dated 5-May-1900.
LNWRS
1355 Preserved shed plates Nos. 6,8C,16L,18,20,30,33,16.
LNWRS
1356 Preserved shed plates Nos. 1, 30, 4, 8C, 10, 14, 15, 16,
16L, 23, 25, 30, 31, 33, 34, 38.
LNWRS
1357 Preserved dial of LNWR pressure gauge. Scale only goes up to
120 psi.
LNWRS
1418 Preserved shed plates Nos. 1, 3C, 4, 8C, 10.
LNWRS
1419 Preserved shed plates Nos. 10, 14, 15, 16, 16L.
LNWRS
1420 Preserved shed plates Nos. 23, 25, 30, 31.
LNWRS
1421 Preserved shed plates Nos. 33, 34, 38. Tab showing on rear
of one.
LNWRS
1424 Preserved shed plates Nos. 30, 33, 34, 34P, 35, 40.
LNWRS
2199 A view into the cab of a Belpaire superheated engine showing
VG
the fire door, controls, two gauge glasses, lubricators etc.
LMS/BR.
LNWRS
9658 Loco inspector and driver leaning out of cab of post-Webb
loco.
LNWRS
9659 Driver leaning out of right hand side of cab of
unidentified post Webb loco. Shows cab roof reflector, part
of shed plate and part of number plate (5xx).
LS
51 Experimental locomotive boiler with figure-8 firebox. Group
VG
of six views showing the inner and outer fireboxes and the
completed boiler. 23-Jan-1893. Crewe Official A225.
Source: CROFF A225
LS
153 Hexagonal boiler flue for water tubes, used in Mr F W Webb's
VG
narraw gauge engines at Crewe Works. The flue came into use
in 1875 and was removed in 1899. 4-Mar-1901. Crewe Official
D49.
LS
162 A composite picture showing LNWR passenger engines from 1829
to 1904. 21-Dec-1904. Crewe Official D147.
LS
163 A composite picture showing LNWR goods engines from 1829 to
1904. 21-Dec-1904. Crewe Official D147.
LS
224 Diagrams of valve gear. Stephenson gear of 1840 (link and
gabs). Stephenson-Howe link motion of 1843.
LS
225 Diagrams of valve gear. Gooch valve gear of 1848. Allan
straight link motion of 1855.
LS
226 Diagrams of valve gear. Joy's valve gear. Seven coloured
pictures of model valve gear showing the relative position
of the valve and motion during one revolution of the driving
wheel.
LS
260 Drawing of McConnell's superheater of 1852. Front view.
LS
261 Drawing of McConnell's superheater of 1859. Elevation.
LS
262 Drawing of a Swindon superheater. Front view.
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NHL
1384 Driving wheels with large bosses. Seen on LMS 'Patriot' No.
G
5902 SIR FRANK REE which was nominally rebuilt from a
'Claughton' and retained the 'Claughton' wheels.
Source: GC
PLATE
1 GA drawing of 'George the Fifth' class engine. Crewe
VG
Official A566.
SOC
649 View into the cab of a locomotive with a large round top
G
firebox and Whale or Cooke cab roof. Driver and fireman
posed at controls. Shed plate 15 (Crewe) on back of cab
roof.
SOC
669 A close-up of a 'Super D' looking at the right hand side to
VG
show the space between the engine and tender. Various
couplings in view. C1930.
Source: RCC
SOC
1378 Dimensioned section and perspective drawing of a Webb 4ft
VG
3in cast iron driving wheel.
SOCMDL
30 The front cover of 'An Illustrated History of LNWR Engines'
G
by Edward Talbot. Copied to illustrate the form of lining in
the LNWR's 'Blackberry Black' locomotive livery.
SOCRR
281 The new 'George'. Unveiling the left hand splasher and
G
nameplate - PRINCE GEORGE. 22-Jul-2014.
SOCRR
282 The new 'George'. The smokebox door - painted and fitted
G
with handle and wheel. 17-Apr-2014.
SOCRR
283 The new 'George'. The left hand splasher and cab side plate.
G
Painted, lined and fitted with nameplate and numberplate 2013.
SOCRR
284 The new 'George'. The smokebox, resting on its tubeplate
G
end, looking at its left hand side. 30-Sep-2015.
SOCRR
285 The new 'George'. The smokebox, resting on its right hand
G
side and viewed from the front. 30-Sep-2015.
CRPRT
A135 Crewe Deviation Works. Building a 'Coal Engine' in 25.5
VG
hours. Shows completed engine, painted in works grey,
standing outside the General Office. Staff who built it
posed infront. Tall lad 4th from the left is the C J B
Cooke. Numberplate is '2153' which was its Works number - it
ran in service as No. 1140. 2-Feb-1878. LNWR Official A135.
Source: CROFF A135
RCC
67 Crewe North steam shed. The outside cylinder and valve gear
VG
of a 'Black Five' locomotive, seen inside the shed building.
Another Stanier engine on the right. 1943.
CRPRT
A129 Crewe Old Works. Building a 'Coal Engine' in 25.5 hours.
VG
Shows the frame plates set out on trestles. 2-Feb-1878. LNWR
Official A129.
Source: CROFF A129
CRPRT
A130 Crewe Old Works. Building a 'Coal Engine' in 25.5 hours.
VG
Shows the frames erected on stands and joined by spacers and
by the cylinder block. 2-Feb-1878. LNWR Official A130.
Source: CROFF A130
CRPRT
A131 Crewe Old Works. Building a 'Coal Engine' in 25.5 hours.
VG
Shows the boiler on the frames and the cab sidesheets
attached. 2-Feb-1878. LNWR Official A131.
Source: CROFF A131
CRPRT
A132 Crewe Old Works. Building a 'Coal Engine' in 25.5 hours.
VG
Shows the completed engine, unpainted but with numberplate
'2153' which was its Works number - it ran in service as No.
1140. 2-Feb-1878. LNWR Official A132.
Source: CROFF A132
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CRPRT A395A Crewe Old Works. Inside the fitting shop - a detail from
VG
A395. Shows some connecting rods with holes drilled for Joy
valve gear - they were probably for 'Watford Tanks', which
were being built at the time. 9-Dec-1899. LNWR Official
A395.
Source: CROFF A395
JSY
1066 Crewe Old Works. The valve gear for a Caprotti 'Claughton',
G
set out in the Works. Viewed along the line of the engine
with, in the foreground, wheels and an axle on which is
mounted encased gears to drive the rotary shaft to the
cylinders. In the background are the cylinders and a rocking
shaft to work the valves. 1928.
JSY
1067 Crewe Old Works. The valve gear for a Caprotti 'Claughton',
G
set out in the Works. A threequarter view with the cylinders
on the right and, on the left, the wheels and axle which
drive the rotary shaft. 1928.
RTE
21 Crewe Old Works. Preparing a foundation ring, probably for a
VG
large boilered 'Claughton'. The scene in the Old Works
smithy as men prepare to hit the ring with a large, two
handled, hammer.
LNWRS
9220 Crewe Steelworks yard. Unsuperheated boilers with Belpaire
G
fireboxes (perhaps for 'Cauliflowers'). Loaded on two
McConnell tender frames, with centre axles removed, which
were adapted for use within the works for carrying boilers.
Larger, superheated, boiler on left loaded on a trolley
wagon. Boiler shop on right. R3F
CRPRT
A397 Crewe Steelworks. The interior of the Steelworks boiler shop
VG
where several boilers (probably for 8-coupled 4-cylinder
compound 4ft 3in engines) are under construction. A Tweddles
hydraulic rivetter is suspended from a wooden bodied
overhead crane. 4-Jan-1900. LNWR Official A397.
Source: LS 66
CRPRT
A400 Crewe Steelworks. No. 8 erecting shop, looking east along
VG
two lines of 4-cylinder compound coal engines under
construction. 6-May-1903. LNWR Official A400.
Source: CROFF A400
CRPRT
C1130 Crewe Steelworks. View along the central bay of the
VG
Steelworks boiler shop showing the wooden roof trusses of
the older part of the shop. Below is a long row of upturned
boilers. On the right is a machine for drilling (or
punching) holes into boiler plate. 7-Jun-1924. LNWR Official
C1130.
Source: CROFF C1130
LS
196 Crewe Steelworks. The Steelworks boiler shop, showing the
VG
building of a Claughton boiler. The boiler and firebox are
shown suspended between the rivetting tower and pit. 1913.
LNWR Official MC576.
LS
197 Crewe Steelworks. The Steelworks boiler shop, showing the
VG
building of a Claughton boiler. 1913. LNWR Official MC577.
LS
198 Crewe Steelworks. The Steelworks boiler shop, showing the
VG
building of a Claughton boiler. 1913. LNWR Official MC578.
LS
199 Crewe Steelworks. The Steelworks boiler shop, showing the
VG
building of a Claughton boiler. 1913. LNWR Official MC579.
LS
200 Crewe Steelworks. The Steelworks boiler shop, showing the
VG
building of a Claughton boiler. Fixing the inner firebox the boiler is on its back with the inner firebox resting on
long rods pushed through the holes for the main cross-stays
of the outer firebox. The foundation ring is held in place
by rods through rivet holes. 1913. LNWR Official MC580.
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LS
201 Crewe Steelworks. The Steelworks boiler shop, showing the
VG
building of a Claughton boiler. The completed boiler is seen
on trolleys, outside the boiler shop. 1913. LNWR Official
MC582.
Source: CROFF MC582
LS
202 Crewe Steelworks. The Steelworks boiler shop, showing the
VG
building of a Claughton boiler. The completed boiler is seen
on trolleys, outside the boiler shop. 1913. LNWR Official
MC583.
RVC
18 Crewe Steelworks. No. 9 erecting shop, showing several
VG
'Georges' under construction - the boilers have been mounted
on the frames and wooden formers have been attached ready
for the cladding. Men posed around the workshop, with a
foreman watching in the left foreground. 21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2944
CRPRT
A356 Crewe Works. The raw materials used in the construction of a
VG
compound coal engine. Coke, coal, scrap iron, limestone, red
ore, copper ingots, manganese etc etc are shown in stacks
with boards indicating the weight of each material.
Background painted out. 4-Oct-1897. Crewe Official A356.
Source: CROFF A356
CRPRT
A360 Crewe Works. The raw materials used in the construction of a
VG
compound coal engine. Coke, coal, scrap iron, limestone, red
ore, copper ingots, manganese etc etc are shown in stacks
with boards indicating the weight of each material. The
completed engine, 'Class A' No. 50, stands behind.
Background painted out. 28-Oct-1897. LNWR Official A360.
Source: CROFF A360
CRPRT
C662 Crewe Works. A pair of 7ft driving wheels (straight axle)
VG
from a 'Jubilee' - the Paris exhibition engine LA FRANCE.
The wheels have large bosses and are symmetrical all round
to ease problems of casting - balance weights are in pockets
at the back of the boss (not in view). Seen on a traverser.
5-Mar-1900. Crewe Official C662.
Source: CROFF C662
CRPRT MA342 Crewe Works. A group of twelve sets of locomotive and tender
VG
wheels and axles, set out on a length of track. The
diameters are marked on the wheels and range from 2ft 6in on
the solid drivers of an 0-4-0 'Well Tank' shunter, through
the 6ft 6in wheels of a 'George' (with large boss) up to the
8ft 6in wheels of CORNWALL. C1918. Crewe Official MA342.
Source: CROFF MA342
LNWRS
2059 Crewe Works. Detached LH side sheet of ROD engine (probably
HT
a '17in Coal) - No. 340* with last digit of number plate
shot off. Returned to Crewe with message 'From the boys in
France to the people at home ...' 1918.
LS
46 Crewe Works. A newly-built boiler, complete with firebox.
VG
The barrel has been rolled from a single plate. Painted in
works grey and mounted on a pair of narrow gauge trucks.
Posed on a traverser (perhaps in No. 7 erecting shop on the
Steelworks site but the background has been painted out).
May 1879. Crewe Official A152.
LS
115 Crewe Works. A newly constructed boiler designed for the
VG
8-wheeled 3-cylinder passenger compound engines, with a
combustion chamber between the dome and the firebox. The
boiler is standing on a traverser - probably in No. 6
erecting shop on the steelworks site but the background has
been removed. 3-Aug-1896. Crewe Official C269.
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LS
139 Crewe Works. Schmidt's superheater. A boiler with most of
VG
its superheater tubes fitted. Photographed from the smokebox
end, in No. 8 shop (but with the background painted out).
19-Feb-1912. Crewe Official C923.
LS
140 Crewe Works. Schmidt's superheater. A boiler with most of
VG
its superheater tubes fitted. A threequarter view from the
smokebox end, in No. 8 shop (but with the background painted
out). 19-Feb-1912. Crewe Official C924.
NFSR
205 Crewe Works. Detached LH side sheet of ROD engine (probably
F
a '17in Coal) - No. 340* with last digit of number plate
shot off. Returned to Crewe with message 'From the boys in
France to the people at home ...' 1918.
NFSR
92 Middleton Incline, C&HPR. An old and rusted saddle tank,
F
placed on its back at the bottom of the incline and once
used as a tank for fresh water. 21-Sep-1976.
NHL
1275 LYR. Horwich Works. A boiler with a circular inner firebox built
VG
of corrugated steel. The camera looks end-on into the
firebox where a boilersmith is posed, standing up. C1902.
JMD
18A Blaenavon. A detail from JMD 18 showing the combined lever
GR
and screw reversing gear on a Beames Tank. 1-Jul-1933.
SOCRR
244 Haworth. A close-up of a Webb buffer at the rear of
G
preserved 'Coal Tank' No. 1054. Shows rear lamp sockets,
brake pipe etc. 28-Jun-1986.
SOCRR
247 Ingrow. Restoring the 'Coal Tank'. The roof and front of the
G
inner firebox, in position and stayed within the outer
firebox but before the boiler tubes have been fitted. Dec
2010.
SOCRR
248 Ingrow. Restoring the 'Coal Tank'. The repaired throatplate,
G
in position on the boiler and stayed to the inner firebox.
Dec 2010.
SOCRR
249 Ingrow. Restoring the 'Coal Tank'. The repaired firebox
G
backplate, fixed in position but not yet stayed to the inner
firebox. Dec 2010.
SOCRR
250 Ingrow. Restoring the 'Coal Tank'. A view from beneath the
G
firebox showing the rebuilt foundation ring uniting the
inner and outer fireboxes. The upper part of the old
smokebox tube plate in in the background. Dec 2010.
SOCRR
251 Ingrow. Restoring the 'Coal Tank'. The smokebox tube plate,
G
newly-riveted to the boiler barrel. Dec 2010.
SOCRR
252 Ingrow. Restoring the 'Coal Tank'. A box holding some
G
newly-threaded copper stays. A large tap for threading the
stayholes in the firebox is shown too. Dec 2010.
SOCRR
253 Ingrow. Restoring the 'Coal Tank'. A piece of metal taken
G
from the old throatplate. Dec 2010.
SOCRR
254 Ingrow. Restoring the 'Coal Tank'. The new cylinder block,
G
in position between the frames and viewed from the front
left. Shows the cylinders and the space for the slide valves
between them. Dec 2010.
SOCRR
255 Ingrow. Restoring the 'Coal Tank'. A view of the wheeled
G
frames looking forward from where the footplate would be.
Shows the weigh shaft and the back of the cylinder block.
The rear of the bunker is in the background. Dec 2010.
SOCRR
256 Ingrow. Restoring the 'Coal Tank'. The rear water tank
G
sieve. Dec 2010.
SOCRR
257 Ingrow. Restoring the 'Coal Tank'. A replica LNWR locomotive
G
lamp, one of five commissioned by the LNWR Society for the
Coal Tank. Standing on its spigot on a table. Dec 2010.
SOCRR
258 Ingrow. Restoring the 'Coal Tank'. One of the replica LNWR
G
locomotive lamps, standing on a table with its burner and
relectors removed and displayed nearby. Dec 2010.
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CRPRT
A28 'Experiment' compound - a photograph of a Works drawing
VG
giving the plan and a front elevation. Plan shows the radial
truck for the front axle. 10-Jan-1883. Crewe Official A28.
Source: CROFF A28
CRPRT
A50 Standard 42ft radial carriage. Works drawing showing Luggage
F
Tri-compo and 'Guarding Luggage' compo. Gives side and end
elevations, longitudinal section and compartment layouts.
Includes drawing of underframe and of the scheme for
carrying the end axles - termed 'bogie' on the drawing.
Damaged by sticky tape. Feb 1885. LNWR Official A50.
Source: CROFF A50
CRPRT
A51 Standard 42ft radial carriage. Works drawing showing Luggage
G
Tri-compo and 'Guarding Luggage' compo. Gives side and end
elevations, longitudinal section and compartment layouts.
Includes drawing of underframe and of the scheme for carring
the end axles - termed 'bogie' on the drawing. Feb 1885.
Crewe Official A51.
Source: CROFF A51
CRPRT
A115 A line drawing - left elevation - of 'Teutonic' No. 3105
VG
JEANIE DEANS. Extended front end. 23-Jan-1890. Crewe
Official A115.
Source: CROFF A115
CRPRT
A252 2-cylinder 8-coupled simple expansion engine No. 2524.
VG
Drawing of the engine, without dimensions. Shows the stamp
of the Mechanical Engineer's Office, with Mr Webb's
signature. 23-Oct-1892. LNWR Official A252.
Source: CROFF A252
CRPRT A253A 2-cylinder simple expansion engine No. 2524. Works drawing
VG
giving side elevation and plan. The original Crewe plate is
cracked and the image is taken from a photocopy of an early
print, made before the damage was caused. The picture is too
large to fit the available scanner - A253A gives elevation
and A253B gives plan. 25-Oct-1892. Crewe Official A253.
Source: CROFF A253
CRPRT A253B 2-cylinder simple expansion engine No. 2524. Works drawing
VG
giving side elevation and plan. The original Crewe plate is
cracked and the image is taken from a photocopy of an early
print, made before the damage was caused. The picture is too
large to fit the available scanner - A253A gives elevation
and A253B gives plan. 25-Oct-1892. Crewe Official A253.
Source: CROFF A253
CRPRT
A254 2-cylinder simple expansion engine No. 2524. Works drawing
VG
giving front and rear elevations, along with a cross
section. 25-Oct-1892. Crewe Official A254.
Source: CROFF A254
CRPRT
A266 QUEEN EMPRESS 7ft 8-wheeled passenger compound. Works
VG
drawing showing three cross sections. 4-Aug-1893. LNWR
Official A266.
Source: CROFF A266
CRPRT A287A 'Class A' 3-cylinder compound expansion 0-8-0. Works drawing
VG
giving side elevation, front and rear elevations and a
transverse cross section. The picture is too large to fit
the available scanner - A287A gives the side elevation and
A287B gives the front and rear elevations and the cross
section. 15-Aug-1893. Crewe Official A287.
Source: CROFF A287
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CRPRT A287B 'Class A' 3-cylinder compound expansion 0-8-0. Works drawing
VG
giving side elevation, front and rear elevations and a
transverse cross section. The picture is too large to fit
the available scanner - A287A gives the side elevation and
A287B gives the front and rear elevations and the cross
section. 15-Aug-1893. Crewe Official A287.
Source: CROFF A287
CRPRT A288A 'Class A' 3-cylinder compound expansion 0-8-0. Works drawing
VG
giving longitudinal section and plan. The picture is too
large to fit the available scanner - A288A gives the
longitudinal section and A288B gives the plan. 15-Aug-1893.
Crewe Official A288.
Source: CROFF A288
CRPRT A288B 'Class A' 3-cylinder compound expansion 0-8-0. Works drawing
VG
giving longitudinal section and plan. The picture is too
large to fit the available scanner - A288A gives the
longitudinal section and A288B gives the plan. 15-Aug-1893.
Crewe Official A288.
Source: CROFF A288
CRPRT
A423 Photograph of a works drawing - General Arrangement drawing
VG
of a 'Jubilee' locomotive. Plan, side and front elevation,
cross section. 27-Aug-1900. Crewe Official A423.
Source: CROFF A423
CRPRT
A566 Photograph of a works drawing - General Arrangement drawing
VG
of a 'George the Fifth' locomotive. 12-Jun-1912. Crewe
Official A566.
Source: CROFF A566
LS
52 Works drawing of boiler with combustion chamber, used on 7ft
VG
0in 8-wheeled compound locomotive. 4-Aug-1893. Crewe
Official A263.
LS
62 BLACK PRINCE. Photograph of a works drawing giving elevation
and cross sections. The drawing shows the engine as a
4-cylinder compound and gives a double chimney. 26-Oct-1897.
LNWR Official A358.
LS
63 Photograph of a works drawing for a 4-cylinder 7ft 0in
compound - a 'Jubilee' - showing the arrangement of valves,
frames and rocking arms. 20-Jan-1898. LNWR Official A363.
LS
64 Photograph of a general arrangement drawing of the radial
truck for a 4-cylinder 7ft 0in Compound - a 'Jubilee'.
20-Jan-1898. LNWR Official A364.
LS
141 Schmidt's superheater. Part of a works drawing showing the
VG
superheater fitted in a 'Prince of Wales' boiler.
19-Feb-1912. Crewe Official C926.
LS
222 GWR. A line drawing of an articulated engine, built by Hawthorns
G
for I K Brunel and tried experimentally on the GWR. The
leading part is an 0-6-0 with 10ft drivers, the centre part
is a 6-wheel underframe which carries the boiler and tyhe
trailing part is a 4-wheel tender.
LS
227 Diagrams of valve gear. Joy's valve gear. Scale drawing
VG
showing arrangement of valve gear, frames, cylinders and
rocking arms for 7ft 0in 4-cylinder compounds. LNWR Official
MD29.
Source: CROFF MD29
LS
228 Diagram showing the general arrangement of automatic brake
VG
on 7ft 0in 4-cylinder compounds.
LS
229 Diagram of a Crewe-pattern injector.
G
LS
263 Drawing of a Schmidt's superheater. Front view.
E
LS
264 Drawing of a Cole superheater. Elevation.
G
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LS
265 Dendy Marshall valve system, as used on rebuilt 'Experiment'
VG
No. 1361 PROPERO. Works drawing showing details of
cylinders.
LS
266 Dendy Marshall valve system as used on rebuilt 'Experiment'
VG
No. 1362 PROSPERO. Works drawing showing plan and side
elevation of front end of engine.
LS
267 Dendy Marshall valve system as used on rebuilt 'Experiment'
VG
No. 1361 PROSPERO. Works drawing showing side and front
elevations of smokebox details.
NHL
1450 Diagram showing the general layout, not to scale, of the
G
brake cylinder of the preserved Picnic Saloon.
SOC
684 'G1' superheated 2-cylinder large boiler simple expansion
VG
0-8-0. Photograph of Works drawing showing front and rear
elevations and a cross section. 1912.
SOC
1009 An undimensioned line drawing of Trevithick 6ft 'Crewe Type'
VG
2-2-2 No. 335. This was built in 1848 as No. 192 HERO and
was transferred to the LNWR Southern Division in 1860 where
it was renumbered as 335. By then it had been fitted with a
Ramsbottom chimney. LB
SOC
1024 A drawing showing the arrangement of Inverted Joy's Valve
VG
Gear, as used on 'Teutonic' class locomotives.
SOC
1233 Photograph of a sheet containing side elevation, plan, back
G
and front drawings of a 'Crewe Goods' - 'Samson' class.
Endorsed 'Benj Hick and Son. Engineers. Bolton-le-Moors'.
26-Mar-1849.
SOC
1234 UNK. Photograph of a sheet containing side elevation, plan and
G
cross sections of a 2-4-0 tank engine with inside cylinders.
Endorsed '... Ironworks Bolton'. March 1849.
SOC
1282 A drawing of a Ramsbottom chimney. Copied from a drawing in
P
the Society's archive - unfortunately the drawing itself is
a copy. Some of the lines are faint and some of the text at
the bottom of the sheet is blotchy. 28-Oct-1862.
SOCLF
45A 'Class D' 2-cylinder large boiler simple expansion engine
VG
rebuilt from 'Class A' compound. Works drawing of front and
rear elevations and a cross section. The picture is too
large to fit the available scanner - SOCLF 45A gives front
elevation, SOCLF 45B gives cross section and SOCLF 45C gives
rear elevation. 1906.
SOCLF
45B 'Class D' 2-cylinder large boiler simple expansion engine
VG
rebuilt from 'Class A' compound. Works drawing of front and
rear elevations and a cross section. The picture is too
large to fit the available scanner - SOCLF 45A gives front
elevation, SOCLF 45B gives cross section and SOCLF 45C gives
rear elevation. 1906.
SOCLF
45C 'Class D' 2-cylinder large boiler simple expansion engine
VG
rebuilt from 'Class A' compound. Works drawing of front and
rear elevations and a cross section. The picture is too
large to fit the available scanner - SOCLF 45A gives front
elevation, SOCLF 45B gives cross section and SOCLF 45C gives
rear elevation. 1906.
SOCLF
46 CJB Cooke's 'D Tank' 2-cylinder large boiler simple
F
expansion 0-8-2 shunting tank. Photograph of a works drawing
of left elevation and plan. 1911.
SOCLF
46B CJB Cooke's 'D Tank' 2-cylinder large boiler simple
F
expansion 0-8-2 shunting tank. Works drawing of left
elevation and plan. The picture is too large to fit the
available scanner - SOCLF 46A gives side elevation and SOCLF
45B gives plan. 1911.
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SOCLF
47 'G1' superheated 2-cylinder large boiler simple expansion
F
0-8-0. Photograph of works drawing of left elevation and
plan. 1912.
SOCLF
47B 'G1' superheated 2-cylinder large boiler simple expansion
F
0-8-0. Works drawing of left elevation and plan. The picture
is too large to fit the available scanner - SOC 683A gives
side elevation and SOC 683B gives plan. 1912.
SOCLF
48 'G1' superheated 2-cylinder large boiler simple expansion
G
0-8-0. Photograph of Works General Arrangement drawing
showing front and side elevations of smokebox and cylinders.
1912.
SOCLF
48B 'G1' superheated 2-cylinder large boiler simple expansion
G
0-8-0. Photograph of Works General Arrangement drawing
showing front and side elevations of smokebox and cylinders.
The drawing is too large for ther available scanner - SOC
685A gives the top part and SOC 685B the bottom. 1912.
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CRPRT
A57 A diagram showing the lengths and weights of LNWR passenger
VG
trains from 1864 onwards. The table was catalogued in
February 1885, was dated April 1885 and shows statistics
upto December 1885 - the latter relate to a train made up of
three bogie carriages and sixteen 6-wheeled carriages Feb
1885. Crewe Official A57.
Source: CROFF A57
CRPRT
A330 A diagram giving the speed, horsepower and drawbar pull
VG
shown on a gradient chart. The data were taken on a test
train running between Crewe and Carlisle, made up of the
dynamometer car and 25 six-wheeled carriages pulled by
'Class A' 3-cylinder compound coal engine No. 2525.
29-Nov-1896. Crewe Official A330.
Source: CROFF A330
CRPRT
A331 A diagram giving the speed, horsepower and drawbar pull
G
shown on a gradient chart. The data were taken on a test
train running between Edgeley and Heaton Lodge, made up of
the dynamometer car, 45 loaded wagons and a 10T brake van
and pulled by 'Class A' 3-cylinder compound coal engine No.
2525. 1-Dec-1896. Crewe Official A331.
Source: CROFF A331
CRPRT
A528 A diagram giving the speed, horsepower and drawbar pull
VG
shown on a gradient chart. The data were taken on the
10:00am from Euston and Crewe, made up of the dynamometer
car, 11 eight-wheeled and 2 twelve-wheeled carriages pulled
by 'Precursor' No. 510 ALBATROSS - 'equal to 22'.
1-Nov-1909. Crewe Official A528.
Source: CROFF A528
CRPRT
C295 A diagram giving the speed and drawbar pull shown on a
VG
gradient chart. The data were taken on a test train running
between Rugby and Willesden, made up of the dynamometer car,
57 loaded coal wagons and 3 brake vans, pulled by the simple
expansion 8-coupled engine No. 2524. 2-Aug-1893. Crewe
Official C295.
Source: CROFF C295
CRPRT MA360 Diagram showing performance of 'Tishy' No. 964 BRET HARTE
G
from Crewe to Carlisle and back. Gives gradient diagram and
shows drawbar pull, speed, boiler pressure, regulator and
reversing gear positions, indicator diagrams. Driver: J
Frost. Fireman: W E Murrell. 22-Apr-1923. LNWR Official
MA360.
Source: CROFF MA360
CRPRT OS234 Diagram showing the working of trains between Euston and
VG
Rugby throughout a 24hr period, beginning midnight. Undated.
LNWR Official OS234.
Source: CROFF OS234
LS
223 Table showing performance of classes of Webb Compounds from
VG
date built until 31-Dec-1900. Lists total miles run, total
coal consumption and coal per engine mile. 1901.
LTECHD
11501 Diagrams showing the wheelbases, axle loadings etc of Webb
VG
compounds. Sheet signed by Mr G Whale. 23-May-1903.
LTECHD
11901 A series of HP and LP indicator diagrams made with No. 1501
VG
DIAMOND JUBILEE, as a 4-Cylider compound, at various stages
of journeys between Crewe and Liverpool. 5-Sep-1898.
LTECHD
12001 A single HP and LP indicator diagram made with No. 1502
VG
BLACK PRINCE, as a 4-Cylinder compound, at Crewe.
26-Jan-1898.
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LTECHD
12101 A series of HP and LP indicator diagrams made with No. 1952
VG
BENBOW after being fitted with independent valve gear for HP
and LP cylinders. The original drawings were shaded red when
the LP cylinders were set in full forward gear and black
when LP cylinders were notched up with HP ones. Notes on the
monochrome negs show which is which. 27-Sep-1903.
LTECHD
12201 A series of HP and LP indicator diagrams made with No. 1952
VG
BENBOW after being fitted with independent valve gear for HP
and LP cylinders The original drawings were shaded red when
the LP cylinders were set in full forward gear and black
when LP cylinders were notched up with HP ones. Notes on the
monochrome negs show which is which. 27-Sep-1903.
LTECHD
12301 A series of HP and LP indicator diagrams were made with No.
VG
1952 BENBOW after being fitted with independent valve gear
for HP and LP cylinders. These are seen in LTechD 12101 &
12201. The current drawing shows the gradients over the runs
(between Crewe and Stafford) and summarises other statistics
such as speeds and drawbar pull. 27-Sep-1903.
LTECHD
12401 A series of indicator diagrams made with No. 513 PRECURSOR,
VG
the first of Mr Whale's simple expansion engines, soon after
it was built. The diagrams were taken with an experimental
train between Crewe and Rugby and back. Many are showm here.
27-Mar-1904.
LTECHD
12501 A series of HP and LP indicator diagrams made with No. 1974
VG
HOWE, the superheated 'Alfred the Great' compound, at
various stages of a journey between Crewe and Shrewsbury.
20-Aug-1921.
LTECHD
12601 A series of HP and LP indicator diagrams made with No. 1974
VG
HOWE, the superheated 'Alfred the Great' compound, at
various stages of a journey between Crewe and Shrewsbury.
10-Aug-1921.
LTECHD
12701 A single HP and LP indicator diagram made with No. 1502
VG
BLACK PRINCE, as a 4-Cylinder compound, at Crewe.
26-Jan-1898.
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LNWRS
1358 Preserved tender numberplate No. 115
LNWRS
1359 Preserved tender numberplate No. 1448
LNWRS
1360 Preserved tender numberplate No. 1847
LNWRS
9611 A McConnell tender, with centre axle removed, fitted with a
G
rectangular tank surmounted by two cylinders, for use in a
weedkilling train. Coupled to another vehicle made from a
Trevithick tender, fitted with a cabin for use by staff.
6-wheeled brakes used further along the train.
NHL
150 A Bowen Cooke tender, modified and perhaps used in a
G
weedkilling train or as a sludge carrier for a water
treatment plant. Vertically lifting doors in side. Heavily
encrusted with chemicals - lime or salt? L3R 1950s.
NHL
1180A A small Ramsbottom tender. Detail from NHL 1180. Coupled to
VG
a 6-wheeled van. Harrison cord connected. R3F
NHL
1182A A small Ramsbottom tender. A detail from NHL 1181. Plain
VG
black. LB
SEMR 39049A Small Ramsbottom tender. A close-up from SEMR 39049. LB
VG
Source: FM 9289
SEMR 40123A The underside of a derailed Webb tender. The tender is on
VG
its side with its bottom towards the camera. A good view of
the brake gear and the water scoop showing the two-way
pick-up and the cowling. A detail from SEMR 40123.
Source: FM 9918 Photographer: P W Pilcher.
SOC
1055 A Bowen Cooke tender with semicircular ends to frame slots.
VG
Large painted numerals for 'Prince' No. 5728. LMS lined red.
RB
Photographer: P F Cooke.
SOCNEG
4 A well-coaled Webb tender in a shed yard. Part of roof of
VG
cab of attached engine on right. RB
JMD
171 Bangor steam shed. The Crewe weedkilling train, including
F
two Bowen Cooke converted tenders, standing in the yard.
Train includes an LNWR 6-wheeled carriage.
CRPRT
C1083 Crewe Steelworks yard. View of front of the tender from
E
Claughton 2222 'SIR GILBERT CLAUGHTON', with engine removed.
Fitted with a large cylindrical tank for Scarab oil burning
system. Shows the front of the tank with its oil-level dial.
Piping under the footplate, drawbar and parts of the brake
gear are in view. 23-Nov-1921. LNWR Official C1083.
Source: CROFF C1083
CRPRT MD369 Crewe Steelworks yard. McConnell 6-wheel tender frames used
VG
to make 4-wheel bolster wagon for moving boilers within the
works. Two cast plates on side - 'L&NWR No. 2' and 'Loco
Dept. When empty return to Crewe Works'. Overhead
transporter in background with Chester line fence and signal
beyond. LNWR Official MD369.
Source: CROFF MD369
SOC
1054 Crewe Steelworks yard. A Webb 2,500 gallon tender fitted
F
with a shackle and a 3-link coupling at the front. Two Whale
tenders in rear. Another Webb tender on left. Works building
in left background. L3F 13-Apr-1946.
Source: FD 11
LNWRS
1890 Crewe Works. McConnell tender frame converted to 4-wheeled
bolster wagon for carrying engine boilers. See Talbot Crewe
Works plate 111. SB
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LNWRS
2203 Crewe works yard. View of front of the tender from Claughton
E
2222 'SIR GILBERT CLAUGHTON', with engine removed. Fitted
with a large cylindrical tank for Scarab oil burning system.
Shows the front of the tank with its oil-level dial. Piping
under footplate, drawbar and parts of brake gear in view.
23-Nov-1921. Crewe Official C1083. Neg 2202 shows engine.
Source: CRPRT C1083
LNWRS
9221 Crewe Works. McConnell tender underframe with centre axle
G
removed, converted for use as a match truck with the
adjacent hand operated mobile crane. Works building in
background. 19-Aug-1950.
VF
2022A Crewe station south end. Final type of Bowen Cooke tender.
VG
Frame slots have parallel sides with semicircular ends.
Coupled to 'Claughton' No. 2059 C J BOWEN COOKE. Bracket
signals and high wall in background. A close-up from VF2022.
Lined black. RB August 1921.
Source: RP W4236
VF
2091A Crewe station south end. Final type of Bowen Cooke tender.
G
Frame slots have parallel sides with semicircular ends.
Bracket signals and LNWR carriages in background. High wall
in distance. Coupled to 'Claughton' No. 6010. A close-up
from VF2091. R3R C1930.
Source: RP R4945
LNWRS
9228 Buxton steam shed. View of Webb tender following boiler
G
explosion on 11-Nov-1921. Part of engine cab floor still
attached to coupling on tender. Very little of engine left.
Moore & Brock 5 plk open wagon in background. R3F Nov-1921.
LNWRS
342 C&HPR. Two water tanks converted from McConnell tenders.
F
Photo shows view looking up incline with the tenders
standing at the bottom.
SOC
700 Cromford. Old LNWR tenders used as water carriers on the
F
C&HP. Nearest one is a Webb variety with the centre axle
removed. 30-Jun-1949.
SOC
701 Cromford. Old LNWR Southern Division tender used as water
G
carrier on the C&HP. A new tank has been mounted on a
McConnell frame, with centre axle removed. 30-Jun-1949.
SOCRR
286 Shildon. The rear end of the water scoop under the tender
VG
attached to CORNWALL. Balance weight on operating arm on
right. 21-Sep-2013.
SOCRR
287 Shildon. The front end of the water scoop under the tender
VG
attached to HARDWICKE. Strapped so that it will not fall and
cause damage. 21-Sep-2013.
SOCRR
288 Shildon. The rear end of the water scoop under the tender
VG
attached to HARDWICKE. When the front of the scoop is
lowered, the rear end will rise and the hole will come into
line with the upright tube into the tank. 21-Sep-2013.
SOCRR
289 Shildon. The front end of the water scoop under the tender
VG
attached to CORNWALL. The rod in the foreground (and the
other one to its left) are part of the suspension system for
the scoop. The operating arm is seen in the centre of the
picture where it is attached to the spindle on which the
scoop pivots. 21-Sep-2013.
SOCRR
290 Shildon. The vertical pipe through which water rushes into
VG
the tank. Seen under the tender attached to CORNWALL.
21-Sep-2013.
LNWRS
241 Longsight. Four Webb 1800 gallon tenders converted to
G
4-wheeled water tanks (Nos 64,63,97,68). Standing in the
yard with the front of the Ramsbottom shed in the
background. Part of footbridge in right distance. 1926.
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NHL
1179A Ordsall Lane steam shed. A small Ramsbottom tender. Detail
VG
from NHL 1179. L3F
SEMR 39046A Ordsall Lane steam shed. A small Ramsbottom tender. A
VG
close-up from SEMR 39046. TDR L3F
Source: FM A1584
VF
1856A Northampton Castle north end. Final type of Bowen Cooke
G
tender. Frame slots have parallel sides with semicircular
ends. LMS on side. Coupled to 'Claughton' No. 5939 CLIO. A
close-up from VF1856. L3R 10-Mar-1934.
Photographer: Harry Hall.
VF
4094A Wellingborough. Dirty, with BR insignia just visible on
F
side. Final type of Bowen Cooke tender. Frame slots have
parallel sides with semicircular ends. Coupled to 'G2' No.
49447. R3RA 3-Jul-1960.
VF
1901A Stoke. Final type of Bowen Cooke tender. Frame slots have
G
parallel sides with semicircular ends. LMS on side. Coupled
to 'Claughton' No. 5953 BUCKINGHAM. A close-up from VF1901.
Lined red. R3R 24-Apr-1930.
NFSRN
135 Huddersfield station central. A steel framed tender, used as
G
a sludge carrier and carrying No. 941632 in small numbers
stencilled on the side. Standing on a goods line, with steel
open wagons coupled to its front. End view of goods
warehouse and wagon hoist on right, with ex-GCR warehouse
beyond. Platform and awning on left. R3R
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LNWRS
667 View of Benbow, Precedent, 2-4-2 Tank and 'F' 2-8-0 in a
line, outside an unidentified steam shed. R3F
NFSRN
14 A water tank on a brick base, with rails round part of the
F
tank top, on the right. Round tank on column on left, with
two outlets, only one of which has a water bag. Between the
two is a 'Cauliflower' coupled to a long train of empty coal
wagons. Taken from a moving train (just in view on left).
1950s?
NHL
161 UNK. A medium sized stone-built shed with clerestory roof - the
VG
clerestory covers mosty of the roof area. Windows along side
of building and a small clock tower at the back end. Wooden
extension at back, with pitched roof. Viewed from the back.
Nearby track has LNWR-style chairs.
Source: RP W8294
NHL
1272 NER. View across a shed yard towards a four-road engine shed
F
building which is in two parts, each with pitch roof, set at
an angle to each other. Masonry viaduct in right background.
Several engines in view - in foreground is an 0-6-0 (R3F)
(J21?) fitted with Westinghouse pump at front of cab.
JMD
113 Anglesey.
G
Holyhead Steam Shed. View of east end of shed, taken from
throat looking towards the station. Stanier engines on shed.
Signal box between shed and running lines. 1950s.
JMD
114 Anglesey.
G
Holyhead Steam Shed. View, looking away from station, of
west end of shed showing stonework and doors (open). Brick
built shed office to left. Wooden coal wagons to left and
right. 1950s.
BWL
442 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury steam shed. View across the running tracks towards
the shed building, with the town in the background.
6-Apr-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
CRPRT
D253 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Bletchley steam shed. The view along the shed yard with the
shed front in the background. Parked outside, facing away
from the camera, are 'George' No. 1799 WOODCOCK and
'Improved Precedent' No. 506 SIR ALEXANDER COCKBURN. Facing
the camera, almost head on, is a 'Cauliflower'. Stone wall
and trees on right. 4-Sep-1917. Crewe Official D253.
Source: CROFF D253
CRPRT
D255 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Bletchley steam shed. The view along the shed yard, looking
away from the shed building. Coal stage (with water tank on
top) on right. Ash heap between tracks in centre foreground.
A 'Cauliflower', facing away from camera, is being coaled. A
tank engine stands beyond it. 'George' No. 1799 WOODCOCK on
turntable on left. 4-Sep-1917. Crewe Official D255.
Source: CROFF D255
LNWRS
721 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Bletchley steam shed. View towards turntable where a George
the Fifth is being turned. Water tank on right. 4-Sep-1917.
Crewe Official D255.
LNWRS
2413 Buckinghamshire.
G
Bletchley steam shed. View of the side and roof of the shed,
looking north from the station. Beside the building is a
line of engines - 'Renown' No. 1257 INVINCIBLE, 'Special
Tank' EARLESTOWN, a 'Cauliflower' with Belpaire firebox and
a 'Precedent'. The coal stage is visible in the distance.
C1924.
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LNWRS
9996 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Bletchley steam shed. View of shed yard showing a George the
Fifth, a Precedent and a Cauliflower. Shed front in
background. Stone wall and trees on right.
NHL
502 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Bletchley steam shed. View of shed yard showing a George the
Fifth, a Precedent and a Cauliflower. Shed front in
background. Stone wall and trees on right.
Source: LNWRS 9996
SOC
723 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Bletchley steam shed. The view south along the yard with the
shed building in the distance. Side of coal stage with tank
on left. Part of turntable pit on right, showing rail on
which the table turns. Yard lamp and wooden office in right
centre. Men and engines around the scene. 3:30pm.
13-Jun-1923.
SOC
723A Buckinghamshire.
VG
Bletchley steam shed. The side of the coaling stage. The
flap along which tubs are pushed is partly lowered and a
workman is shovelling ashes from the pit between the
adjacent rails. Coal wagons on ramp beyond the stage. Corner
of steam shed in right background. Turnout in foreground. A
close up from SOC 723. 13-Jun-1923.
JMD
194 Caernarvonshire.
Bangor steam shed. View into steam shed from footbridge.
Mainly LNWR engines in shed. LNWR water column in yard,
filling LMS tank engine. LNWR carriages at platforms on the
left. 1952.
JMD
195 Caernarvonshire.
Bangor steam shed. View into shed from Down Passenger loop
platform. LMS engines in yard.
JMD
196 Caernarvonshire.
Bangor steam shed. View during the 1955 railway strike.
JMD
197 Caernarvonshire.
Bangor steam shed. View from Down passenger loop platform.
JMD
199 Caernarvonshire.
Bangor steam shed. Interior scene, looking out towards
entrance. Back of a LNWR tender in view, along with two LMS
engines. 1952. Taken from No. 1 road.
JMD
200 Caernarvonshire.
Bangor steam shed. Interior view, looking out near to
entrance. 2-6-4T No.42617 half way out and a 5MT parked
outside. Taken from No. 6 road
JMD
229 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Bangor steam shed. View of the shed yard from the top of
water tank over the coal stage at the south side of the
shed, looking west towards Belmont tunnel. Lots of vans and
coal wagons on left, ash wagon on right. Engines taking
water or shunting in centre. 1952.
LNWRS
2305 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Llanberis steam shed. A view of the stone-built single road
shed. Water tank on tall stone base next to shed. Water
column and fire devil near the shed door. Part of turntable
pit in view.
LNWRS
9661 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Llanberis steam shed. View of the building, showing the
entrance and the water tank. Water column in left
foreground. Track overgrown with weeds.
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JMD
83 Caernarvonshire. BR.
GR
Llandudno Junction steam shed. 'The Bungalow' - the new MPD
offices and mess room, viewed from the station platform.
SOC
1036 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llandudno Junction steam shed. View along the yard with the
shed building in the background. Rear of a Webb tank engine
in doorway. 'Prince' parked beside shed - lampirons and LMS
cab roof. 'Super D' beyond with Belpaire firebox.
Source: L&G 2268
NHL
1261 Cardiganshire. CAM.
VG
Aberystwyth shed. The pump house - a small brick building,
with double doors lettered 'Cambrian Railways Loco Dept No
Admittance'. Appears new. Note on back of original
photograph says 'Smithy?'.
SOC
1032 Cheshire. NSR.
VG
Alsager steam shed. The 4-road shed in a run down condition
with planks missing from the roof and above the doors. Gas
lamps in foreground with bases painted white. 'Cauliflower
No. 8505 parked in doorway, with Fowler engines in other
roads. Shops in left distance. 8-Jul-1937.
SGJ
111 Cheshire.
VG
Birkenhead steam shed. View of the shed roof and entrance.
23-Apr-1927. Engines standing infront of the doors include
G2 No. 2372 (R3F), highly polished and still in LNWR
condition and LNWR lined black livery.
SOCLF
20 Cheshire. GWR.
G
Birkenhead steam shed. Having jointly taken over the
Birkenhead Railway, the GWR and the LNWR built a new shed
jointly. The design was a standard LNWR northlight shed but
co-operation only went so far and a high and substantial
fence, seen on the left, separated the engines. The GWR
side, with ancient 0-6-0s, is viewed across the turntable.
SOCLF
21 Cheshire. GWR.
VG
Birkenhead steam shed. The coal stage (with overhead water
tank) looking west, away from the shed building. A 2-4-0,
with outside frames and tender springs outside the tank,
stands under the awning. On the raised outer landing,
several loaded tubs stand beside a coal wagon. Foreman, coal
men and enginemen posed nearby.
HAW
38 Cheshire.
VG
Chester steam shed. View of shed front and roof from across
the running line. In yard are: 19in Goods No. 1399, a
Precursor, Benbow No. 1964 'CAESAR', 4-6-2T No. 915 and
Claughton No. 159. 19:05. 21-Jul-1923.
Photographer: H A White.
HAW
39 Cheshire.
VG
Chester steam shed. View of shed front and roof from across
the running line. In the shed yard are: Cauliflower No. 744,
George No. 2197 'PLANET', a 4-6-2T and several other
unidentified types. 19:10. 21-Jul-1923.
Photographer: H A White.
HAW
40 Cheshire.
VG
Chester steam shed. View of part of shed from and roof from
across the running line. In the shed yard are: Cauliflower
No. 744, George No. 2197 'PLANET' and several other
unidentified types. 19:20. 21-Jul-1923.
Photographer: H A White.
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HDG
38 Cheshire.
G
Chester steam shed. The shed interior, showing a pedestrian
entrance down a few steps into the building - a young lad in
shorts is standing at the top. Shows the painted brickwork,
in a darker colour up to the bottom of the window. After
closure of the shed. C1969.
HDG
60 Cheshire.
G
Chester steam shed. The shed interior, looking along the
tracks towards the entrance. Shows the underside of the
roof, with smoke troughs and electric lighting. Side wall
and windows in view. Steel mineral wagon on left. Side of a
tender and an engine on extreme right. C1968.
HDG
71 Cheshire.
G
Chester steam shed. The shed interior, showing a pedestrian
tunnel through the wall at the back of the shed. After
closure of the shed. Shows the 2-tone painting of the wall
(darker colour at bottom). C1969.
HDG
85 Cheshire.
G
Chester steam shed. The buffer stop at the end of the ramp
for the LNWR coal stage. Looking south west from near the
stage. Hoole Lane bridge on right. Houses in background Tollemache Terrace on left, Water Tower View (both sides),
Railway Terrace (south east side of Hoole Lane), Hoole Lane
(north west side). Footpath down to shed on right. 1969.
HDG
93 Cheshire.
G
Chester steam shed. The shed interior, showing the back
wall. Taken after the shed was closed but before demolition
had begun. Shows the darker colour of the lowest three or
foot of the walls. Inspection pit in foreground. 4-wheeled
portable bench in background. C1969.
HDG
134 Cheshire.
G
Chester steam shed. View of overgrown yard, with inspection
pits in centre and 'tank over' coal stage on right. Houses
in Tollemache Terrace and Watertower View in background,
with water tower on the extreme left. Canal runs in front of
the water tower and curves away beside Tollemache Terrace.
Leadworks shot tower and chimney in centre distance. C1969.
HDG
144 Cheshire.
G
Chester steam shed. View of the shed after closure, looking
east from Hoole Lane bridge. BR awning and coal conveyor on
left, next to LNWR 'tank over' coal stage. Shed building in
distance, Crewe line on right, with shed junction removed.
Shed Lane bridge and DIY supermarket in far distance. Canal
lock and end house in Tollemache Terrace on right. C1968.
HDG
183 Cheshire.
G
Chester steam shed. The LNWR 'tank over' coal stage. Water
crane in foreground. Conveyor belt and awning installed by
BR for coaling in right background. Edge of Chester Water
Works tower in left distance. 24-Aug-1967.
LNWRS
719 Cheshire.
Chester steam shed. 1914-18 war memorial.
SGJ
13 Cheshire.
G
Chester steam shed. 6:50 pm. View across main line to shed
front. 19in Goods No. 1399 in foreground. In shed doorway
are Claughton No. 159, 4-6-2T No. 915, Benbow No. 1964
'CAESAR'. 21-Jul-1923.
SGJ
14 Cheshire.
G
Chester steam shed. 6:55 pm. View across main line to shed
front. In shed doorway are Claughton No. 159, 4-6-2T No.
915, Benbow No. 1964 'CAESAR'. 21-Jul-1923.
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SGJ
15 Cheshire.
G
Chester steam shed. 7:00 pm. View across main line to shed
front. In shed doorway are George No. 2197 'PLANET',
Claughton No. 159, 4-6-2T No. 915, Benbow No. 1964 'CAESAR'.
21-Jul-1923.
SGJ
16 Cheshire.
G
Chester steam shed. 7:05 pm. View across main line to shed
front. In foreground is Cauliflower No. 744. In shed doorway
are George No. 2197 'PLANET', Claughton No. 159, 4-6-2T No.
915, Benbow No. 1964 'CAESAR'. 21-Jul-1923.
CRPRT
C902 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North steam shed. The new mechanical coaling plant.
Wagon tippler on right. Elevator, bunker and coal chutes on
left. Cylindrical water tank in centre. 'Special Tank' on
left, with cab roof, coupled to dropside wagon with CD
letters attached to end along with plate labelled 'LNWR Co
Ballast 384(?) C D' 20-Apr-1910. Crewe Official C902.
Source: CROFF C902
LNWRS
664 Cheshire.
Crewe North steam shed. View from Spider bridge showing
Jubilee and Precedents etc.
LNWRS
822 Cheshire.
Crewe North steam shed. Mechanical coaling plant - the first
one built.
LNWRS
1663 Cheshire.
N
Crewe North steam shed. A composite picture showing shed
scenes in LNWR days - 'Enginemen's Notices', 'Pay Day' (a
large group of men standing inside the shed), 'The Breakdown
Train and Men'.
LNWRS
1730 Cheshire.
Crewe North steam shed. View of mechanical coaling plant.
(See PN63, PN64). 20-Apr-1910. Crewe Official C902.
LNWRS
1731 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North steam shed. View of yard and front of shed with
several engines. Teutonic No. 1311 'CELTIC' in foreground.
L3R. Negative No. 1859 give close up view of CELTIC.
LNWRS
2401 Cheshire.
G
Crewe North steam shed. View across the yard and buildings,
with the Spider Bridge in the background. Several Princes
and Claughtons in sight. Copied from an O S Nock magic
lantern slide.
LNWRS
9997 Cheshire.
G
Crewe North steam shed. View taken from Spider Bridge
showing shed buildings with Precursor, Experiments,
Precedents and Coal Engines in yard. Train of loaded loco
coal wagons in foreground with another, mainly empty, train
beyond it. One wagon carries what appears to be a wooden
signalpost. 1910.
LS
28 Cheshire.
Crewe North steam shed. View of yard and buildings with
Spider Bridge in background. Prince of Wales and Claughtons
in yard.
LS
117 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North steam shed. View from the Spider Bridge towards
the hipped roof shed buildings. Several Webb engines are
standing in the yard - the nearest is a Teutonic compound.
26-Sep-1892. Crewe Official C277.
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LS
134 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North steam shed. A general view of the new mechanical
coaling plant, wagon tippler, water tank etc. A 'Special
Tank' is shunting a wagon bearing C and D plates.
20-Apr-1911. Crewe Official C902.
LS
135 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North steam shed. The new mechanical coaling plant,
showing a wagon being tippled and coal moving up the
conveyor to the bunker. 20-Apr-1911. Crewe Official C904.
NHL
1168 Cheshire.
G
Crewe North steam shed. View taken from Spider Bridge
showing shed buildings with Precursor, Experiments,
Precedents and Coal Engines in yard. Train of loaded loco
coal wagons in foreground with another, mainly empty, train
beyond it. One wagon carries what appears to be a wooden
signalpost. 1910.
RCC
1 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North steam shed. A scene inside the shed, looking
into the cab of a 'Cauliflower' with tender removed. Fitter
standing on boiler, working on safety valves, whilst two
more fitters are in the cab (one seated). 1949.
RCC
60 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North steam shed. Stanier engines in the shed yard Ramsbottom shed in background. Spring 1942.
RCC
61 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North steam shed. A fitter removing the cover from the
outside cylinder of a Stanier locomotive. C1942.
RCC
62 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North steam shed. Inside a Ramsbottom shed, with a
streamlined Pacific on the right and a Derby 4-4-0 on the
left. C1942.
RCC
63 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North steam shed. A 'Super D' in the shed yard. Coal
plant on left, shed roofs in background. C1942.
RCC
68 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North steam shed. Inside the shed building, with the
rear of a tender on the left and round drip trays in the
foreground. Ramp to a doorway on right. C1943.
RCC
69 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North steam shed. Inside the shed building, with the
front end of a paralled boilered Scot on the right. 1943.
RCC
70 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North steam shed. The shed yard, with a US 2-8-0 with
8-wheeled bogie tender on the right and an ex-MR engine on
the left. 1943.
RCC
71 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North steam shed. The shed yard, with a parallel
boilered 'Scot' in the foreground and the coal plant in the
background. 1943.
RCC
72 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North steam shed. The shed yard, with a 'Super D' seen
from behind on the left. A yard lamp and the coal plant in
the background. 1943.
SOC
616 Cheshire.
F
Crewe North steam shed. The three concrete coaling plants,
with the BR double plant on the left. Lots of wooden and
steel coal wagons all around. C1950.
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CPA
144 Cheshire.
G
Crewe South steam shed. View across the south yard with the
shed front on the left and the carriage shed in the right
background. Mixture of ex-LNW, Hughes, Fowler and Stanier
engines on show - Beames 0-8-4 tank (No. 7953?) on left.
3-Mar-1935.
CRPRT
A324 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe South steam shed. View of the shed from outside the
south east corner, looking across the front and through to
the other end. Before opening - building completed but
trackwork not all in position. Coal stage and water tank on
left, with trees beyond. 29-Dec-1896. Crewe Official A324.
Source: CROFF A324
CRPRT
A325 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe South steam shed. View of the shed from outside the
south west corner, looking across the front and through to
the other end. Before opening - building completed but
trackwork not all in position. Coal stage and water tank on
left, in foreground, showing ramp for wagons. 29-Dec-1896.
Crewe Official A325.
Source: CROFF A325
CRPRT
A326 Cheshire.
E
Crewe South steam shed. View inside the shed, before
opening. Looking towards the north west corner from near the
south east corner. Shows brickwork in engine pits and
between tracks. Support columns and underside of roof in
view. Gas pipe in foreground, suspended fron roof, with
nozzle for flare. 29-Dec-1896. Crewe Official A326.
Source: CROFF A326
CRPRT
C747 Cheshire.
F
Crewe South steam shed. An attempted 'vignette' print with
the edges faded away. View across the south yard with coal
stage on the left and the shed front in background. Compound
coal engines - 'A' No. 2554, 'B' No. 352 and 'A' No.1817 on show. Smaller engines on left, including a 'Special Tank'
and a 'Cauliflower'. 3-Mar-1903. LNWR Official C747.
Source: CROFF C747
LNWRS
622 Cheshire.
P
Crewe South steam shed. The shed yard, showing a Prince of
Wales without its driving wheels. 0-8-0 and ROD 2-8-0 in
view. Carriage shed in right distance.
LNWRS
723 Cheshire.
Crewe South steam shed. Mechanical coaling plant with a
Cauliflower and a 19" goods.
LNWRS
2220 Cheshire.
G
Crewe South steam shed. The concrete and girder mechanical
coaling plant showing a wagon being hoisted. 19-Oct-1921.
Crewe Official C1075. Several Super D's are in view along
with three ROD 2-8-0s (the latter appear to have ROD numbers
1867, 1882, 1941 in the original photograph but they will
not be readable in prints). A faded and blotchy original.
LNWRS
2221 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe South steam shed. The concrete and girder mechanical
coaling plant showing the coal bunker with coal falling into
the tender of a G1 (No. 2038). Other engines await their
turn. 19-Oct-1921. Crewe Official C1077.
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LNWRS
2222 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe South steam shed. The concrete and girder mechanical
coaling plant showing a wagon at the top of the hoist and
its load being tippled into the bunker. 19-Oct-1921. Crewe
Official C1079. A newly coaled 19in goods (No. 1512?) stands
under the bunker and Cauliflower, No. 109, awaits its turn.
LS
150 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe South steam shed. The mechanical coaling plant. A
wagon has been hoisted up to the reinforced concrete coal
bunker and is being tippled. A '19in Goods' engine stands
under the bunker and a 'Cauliflower' has just been coaled.
19-Oct-1921. Crewe Official C1079.
RCC
59 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe South steam shed. LMS engines in the shed yard - shed
buildings on left, coal plant on right. C1942.
RCC
64 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe South steam shed. The coal plant, with a Stanier
engine being coaled. Corner of shed building on left. C1942.
SEMR
27067 Cheshire.
G
Crewe South steam shed. View of the crowded yard with the
shed building in the background. From left to right, engines
are: 'Benbow', 'Bill Bailey', Unknown, '19in Goods', a 'D',
'G1', '19in Goods', 'Precedent'. The first 'G1' appeared in
1912 whilst the last 'Bill Bailey' was not withdrawn until
1921.
Source: LPC 1923
SITES
359 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Ellesmere Port east. The station water tank, mounted on a
brick base, located to the east of the Up platform - at the
opposite end of the site from the steam shed. Looking east
across the tracks from the end of the Down platform.
Ellesmere Port No. 4 signalbox just in view in distance on
far left, on Up side. 1970s.
LNWRS
2315 Cheshire.
G
Ellesmere Port steam shed. View of the wooden shed building,
looking east, with doors open. The shed was sold to the
Manchester Ship Canal Co. in 1921. 7-Mar-1937. In the
background is the station building (Birkenhead Joint). The
MSC docks lines are in the foreground.
SITES
369 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Ellesmere Port steam shed. Looking east along the main line
with the shed front on the left. The building - a two-road
northlight shed, built of wood - is beginning to look
derelict. A pipeline, painted white, runs above the railway
in the foreground. Westminster bridge in background station in view beyond. 4-Apr-1972.
SITES
370 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Ellesmere Port steam shed. Looking south east at the side of
the shed with the shed front on the right. The building - a
two-road northlight shed, built of wood - is beginning to
look derelict. A pipeline, painted white, runs above the
railway in the right foreground. Westminster bridge in left
and right background. 1970s.
LNWRS
977 Cheshire.
P
Over and Wharton steam shed. View of shed, showing water
tank.
Source: SOC 1031
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SOC
1031 Cheshire.
G
Over and Wharton steam shed. The single road pitched roof
shed with the water tank on a tall brick column on the left.
Signal box in right distance. Loading gauge over track next
to shed.
CRPRT MC179 Cheshire.
G
Stockport Edgeley steam shed. View across the running lines
with the shed (northlight) and yard in background. Several
'DX' and other engines in lines in front of shed doors leftmost engine is 'DX' No. 1570. Loco coal wagons in siding
on right. Bracket signal seen sideways-on in right centre,
single post signal on left. 1890s. LNWR Official MC179.
Source: CROFF MC179
NHL
156 Cheshire.
VG
Stockport Edgeley steam shed. View from near the corner of
the shed, across the turntable towards the 'tank over' coal
stage. Edgeley Junction No. 2 signalbox in distance on
right. 'Crabs' and 'Stanier Mogul' No. 42975 in shed yard on
left. Overhead power gantries on right. Several enthusiasts
walking in shed yard.
Source: RP R5475
SOC
1197 Cheshire.
G
Stockport Edgeley steam shed. Looking south into the shed
yard, with the coaling stage in the right centre and the
northlight shed in the right distance. Double slip pointwork
in foreground with two 'Black DX' (drop down smokebox door
and no vacuum pipe) beyond. Main line to Crewe on left with
high ballasted track. 1880s.
Source: AGE 20611
SOC
1198 Cheshire.
G
Stockport Edgeley steam shed. Looking north across the Crewe
line towards the back and side of the northlight shed. Down
Home signal on post in right foreground. Shed yard in right
distance. Lineside shed across tracks on left. 1880s.
Source: AGE 20612
CRPRT
C989 Cumberland.
VG
Carlisle Upperby steam shed. Mechanical coaling plant,
showing corrugated iron cover over the coal conveyor to the
bunker. A wagon has been upended to tip its load into
receiver between rails. '19in Goods' beside the coal hopper.
Part of enginemen's barracks on right, with ground floor
corner cut away. 1-May-1917. Crewe Official C989.
Source: LS 145
CRPRT
C992 Cumberland.
VG
Carlisle Upperby steam shed. The mechanical coaling plant,
giving a good view of the tubs in the elevator between the
below-ground and the high level bunkers. A Special Tank
stands beside the plant. The barracks and the mess room are
in the background. 1-May-1917. Crewe Official C992.
Source: CROFF C992
LNWRS
2224 Cumberland.
VG
Carlisle Upperby steam shed. The mechanical coaling plant,
giving a good view of the tubs in the elevator between the
below-ground and the high level bunkers. A Special Tank
stands beside the plant. The barracks and the mess room are
in the background. 1-May-1917. Crewe Official C992.
Source: CRPRT C992
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LS
145 Cumberland.
VG
Carlisle Upperby steam shed. Mechanical coaling plant,
showing corrugated iron cover over the coal conveyor to the
bunker. A wagon has been upended to tip its load into
receiver between rails. '19in Goods' beside the coal hopper.
Part of enginemen's barracks on right, with ground floor
corner cut away. 1-May-1917. Crewe Official C989.
Source: CROFF C989
FWS35M
20844 Cumberland. MCR.
F
Maryport south west. Looking west from a train heading for
Workington. Shows the site of the Maryport & Carlisle engine
shed. The turntable pit remains, as do the office buildings.
Tracks to the site have been lifted but sleepers remain on
the docks branch. Houses in Ellenborough Place in left
distance. 24-May-1969.
LNWRS
2456 Cumberland.
VG
Penrith steam shed. The view looking north directly towards
the doors of the stone-built shed. Two 'Cauliflower' 0-6-0s
(Belpaire fireboxes) stand in the entrance, simmering, in
bright sunshine. LMS shed plates on smokebox doors - right
hand one is 12B (Carlisle Upperby, for which Penrith was a
subshed in the 1935 scheme).
SITESB
951 Cumberland. CWJ.
F
Siddick steam shed. Looking south east towards the engine
shed, on the right. Some of the roof is missing. 'Tank over'
coal stage on left. Grounded body of 6-wheeled saloon in
centre. Tall CWJ signal post on far left with finial and
lower quadrant Home and Distant arms.
Source: AGE 5874
FWSLF
AM49 Cumberland.
VG
Workington steam shed. View from shed yard towards the shed
building during reconstruction. Rear part of northlight roof
is intact but front section has been removed, as have the
saw-tooth parts of the stone-built side walls. Shows cast
iron roof support columns. Wagons in foreground for removing
rubbish - nearest is 5-plank 13T No. M419648. 7-May-1954.
LNWRS
2303 Denbighshire.
VG
Denbigh steam shed. View of shed building and yard.
25-May-1937. Two very dirty 5ft 6in 2-4-2 tanks stand
infront of the shed doors (one facing in, the other out).
Alongside is LMS 2P No. 695 with LMS block lettering.
SOC
424 Derbyshire.
G
Sheep Pasture steam shed. View into the single road wooden
building, which holds a 2-4-0 'Chopper' tank engine (No.
6422 or 6425). Enginemen standing beside front buffers. At
the right, an old goods brake has been set into the banking
for use as a mess hut. Coal heap in right foreground, wagons
on left. 1930s.
JMD
294 Flintshire. GCR.
G
Connah's Quay (Buckley Rly). The site of the former Buckley
Railway engine shed. All that remains is the inspection pit,
on the left, and a water column. The main line of the
Buckley Railway is on the right, climbing southwards towards
Northop Hall and Buckley Junction.
BLM
770 Flintshire.
F
Mold Junction steam shed. The view from the coaling plant,
looking across the yard towards the front of the shed still with LNWR roof. LMS 3F 0-6-0T No. 7656 in foreground.
Empty coal wagons on right. Saltney Ferry station and road
overbridge in left background.
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HDB
233 Flintshire.
G
Mold Junction steam shed. View looking north east into the
shed yard with the shed in the background. In sight are
several 'Super Ds', a '19in Goods' and LMS 5MT No. 5120.
7-Mar-1937.
Photographer: W A Camwell.
LNWRS
2314 Flintshire.
G
Mold Junction steam shed. View of the shed front and side.
7-Mar-1937. In the yard and beside the shed are several
Super Ds, a 19in Goods and a Black Five No. 5120. In the
background, on the main line, are some LNW bracket signals
(with LMS arms).
SOCRR
227 Flintshire.
VG
Mold Junction steam shed. The side of the shed, viewed from
the nearby road. Sand drier building and chimney in right
foreground. Shed side in centre with original 'northlight'
brickwork showing amongst LMS re-roofing changes. Modern
scrapyard equipment on left. 27-Apr-2010.
Source: P3355
JMD
79 Flintshire.
G
Rhyl steam shed. Inside the roofless shed, with some ex-LNW
tank engines. John Robinson (Ben Robinson's grandson)
standing nearby, talking with a driver.
LNWRS
243 Hertfordshire.
VG
Watford steam shed. The view along the yard with the shed
front in the background - a 6-road Ramsbottom shed weith two
roof pitches. In the entrance, from left to right, are the
rear of a Webb tender, a 'Jumbo', the rear of a Webb tank
engine and Fowler 2-6-4T No. 2307. 'Tank over' coal stage on
right. Pre 1933.
SOC
501 Hertfordshire.
VG
Watford steam shed. View of side and roof of the shed
building from across the main line. Office building on back
of shed, on the left. Siding with timber-built buffer stop
infront of building. May 1947.
SOC
1029 Hertfordshire.
VG
Watford steam shed. The view looking down at the shed from
the station. Several ex-LNW engines in the yasrd, in LMS
livery. Working from left are 'Watford Tank' No. 6872, a
'Cauliflower', 'Class C1' No. 8976. End of main line Up
platform in centre foreground. Part of wooden signal gantry
on left. 1931.
Photographer: W A Camwell.
NHL
155 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Agecroft shed. View across the yard, with the northlight
shed on the left. Breakdown train in foreground. Lots of
goods engines - an 0-8-2 tank and a 'Pug' are prominent.
Goods yard beyond shed lines with wagons from several
pre-group companies.
Source: RP W8403
SOC
1038 Lancashire.
F
Carnforth steam shed. View across the yard with the shed
entrance on the right. Two Fowler engines with LMS on
tenders in background. Ex-LNW '17in Coal Engine' in
foreground. LMS wagon and a rail-mounted hand crane on left.
Hillside with a windswept tree in left background. July
1933.
Source: L&G 2120
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CRPRT
C1091 Lancashire.
VG
Edge Hill steam shed. End view of the mechanical coaling
plant and elevated runway, with what is probably a 'George
the Fifth' being coaled. 'Class F' large boilered 2-8-0
compound on left. 'Circular Lines' run across the background
and the steep incline from there to the shed yard is seen at
the far left. 23-Nov-1921. Crewe Official C1091.
Source: CROFF C1091
CRPRT
C1092 Lancashire.
VG
Edge Hill steam shed. Threequarter end view of mechanical
coaling plant and elevated runway. Unsuperheated 'Precursor'
No. 685 COSSACK (L3R) stands by the coal chute, with a 5ft
6in 2-4-2 tank nearby. In the background is the viaduct line
across the shed yard, with the start of the incline leading
up to it from the shed. 23-Nov-1921. Crewe Official C1092.
Source: CROFF C1092
SGJ
31 Lancashire.
G
Edge Hill steam shed. 3:05pm. View of coaling plant with
wagons on the approach viaduct. 14-Sep-1924. Engines in
foreground (L3F) include G2 No. 1154 and Coal Tank No. 3285.
SGJ
33 Lancashire.
G
Edge Hill steam shed. 3:30pm. View of front and roof of
hipped-roof shed. 14-Sep-1924. Several engines in view.
Prominent (R3R) are Precursor No. 802 'GAELIC' (superheated
but retaining short smokebox and large bogie wheels) and
Prince No. 497.
FWSLF
AK24 Lancashire.
G
Lees steam shed. Looking west across the fields towards the
entrance to the northlight shed. Terrace houses in St John
Street in left background and beyond shed. Tank over coal
stage, left of centre. L&Y 6-wheeled carriage M168826M on
right. Engines in yard are (L to R) 49618, 40014, 49668,
52569. Row of small trees within railway fence. 4-Aug-1953.
FWSLF
AK25 Lancashire.
G
Lees steam shed. Looking north across the yard with the shed
entrance in the background. LMS roof vents. 'Tank over' coal
stage on left. Engines on view are (L to R) Nos. 52358
(largely obscured by coal wagon), 49536 and 49668 (tender
only). Houses and hills in right background. 4-Aug-1953.
JFW
340 Lancashire.
P
Manchester London Rd eng yard. View from high within the
station, looking out towards engine yard where LNWR engines
are being serviced. A 'George' reverses into a platform line
on left (LMS on tender). LNWR electric power box in centre.
CGR pneumatic box on left. Travis St warehouse on extreme
left. LNWR bracket starters in foreground. C1928.
NHL
154 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Newton Heath shed. View from a high level of the yard and
the front of the Ramsbottom shed. Engines on nearly every
road. Mostly goods types. 1914.
Source: RP W8402
SOC
1199 Lancashire.
G
Patricroft steam shed. The 'new' shed, looking along the
yard towards the entrance to the northlight building. Lots
of goods engines in view, including a 'Class B' 0-8-0
compound in the centre and a '19in Goods' on the right.
Rotating ground signal in left foreground. C1910.
Source: AGE 17752
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FWSLF
AO28 Lancashire.
G
Plodder Lane steam shed. View along the yard into the
northlight shed, after closure of the depot. Doors and front
of shed removed. Carriages in siding on left, near to goods
shed. 13-Apr-1955.
SGJ
11 Lancashire.
F
Speke Junction steam shed. View across the yard with the
shed front in the background. Coal stage and water tank on
left. Several engines in view with G1 No. 2114 (L3R) nearby.
23-Jun-1923.
SOC
1033 Lancashire.
VG
Speke Junction steam shed. View along the yard with the shed
front in the background. Coal stage on left. Several 'Super
D' engines standing in yard, facing away from camera. Two
0-6-0 'Coal Box Tanks' on left - one is No. 7491. 1931.
Source: L&G 1134
LNWRS
240 Lancashire.
G
Springs Branch steam shed. View across the yard towards the
shed building - two Ramsbottom 4-road buildings on left,
Webb northlight on right. Lots of LNWR goods engines on
show. Coal wagons on end of ramp to coal stage on right
(although stage not in picture).
SOC
1020 Lancashire.
G
Springs Branch steam shed. View across the yard with the
shed front at the back. Two Ramsbottom sheds on left, Webb
Northlight shed on right. Lots of goods engines - Class 'B'
4-cyl compound coal engine on right.
Source: AGE
SOC
644 Lancashire.
G
Sutton Oak steam shed. The 'tank over' coal stage, seen from
the end. Just in view are the ends of the planks used to
cover the top of the water tank.A coal wagon is standing on
the raised line, next to the coal platform. Ex-L&Y saddle
tank No. 51441, seen almost head on, is standing under the
water tank, next to the wagon.
LNWRS
2313 Lancashire.
F
Warrington Arpley steam shed. A view of the shed building
and the yard. 6-Dec-1936. Top of Arpley station building and
a high dividing wall in background. Two 'Staveley' wagons
(Nos. 596 and 1937) in yard. Train of mixed goods wagons
parked beside shed - three new LMS 12T dropside wagons (incl
No. 472950) leading.
SGJ
92 Lancashire.
G
Warrington Dallam steam shed. 4:50pm. The shed front and the
yard, with lots of engines in LNWR livery. Taken from a
distance, with light track and scrap timber in the
foreground. 28-Aug-1926. Amongst the engines are noted: G1
No. 1224, Coal Tank No. 1204, Cauliflower No. 541.
SOC
1019 Lancashire.
G
Warrington Dallam steam shed. The view south across yard
with shed building at back - lots of goods engines. CLC
plate girder viaduct in left background, carrying Manchester
(left) to Liverpool (right) line. LNWR main line on left
with Up signals on tall posts (co-acting arms) with rings on
Slow arms. Wagons, one with large LNWR, beside main line.
Source: AGE
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SOC
1039 Lancashire.
G
Warrington Dallam steam shed. View across the yard with the
shed entrance in the background. Various LNW engines in
view, including a 'Renown', a 'Super D' and a '5ft 6in
Tank'. A couple of L&Y 0-8-0s too. CLC plate girder viaduct
in left background. Tall LNW signals, some with rings, for
main line on left. Spoil heap in foreground. C1925.
LNWRS
2287 Lancashire.
G
Widnes steam shed. View of the shed across the running
lines, after closure. Modern roof. 5-Aug-1967. Embankment in
background is the (closed) GCR/MR loop line with the LNWR
east - west link line in front of it. In the foreground are
sidings and the link to the St Helens line.
LNWRS
2304 Leicestershire.
VG
Loughborough steam shed. A view of the Derby Road shed
building. The shed is no longer in railway service and is
being used by a timber firm for making wooden huts, examples
of which can be seen in the yard. Some of the track is still
in place beneath the huts. 23-Jun-1938. The running line is
to the right with a brick-built platelayers hut in view.
LNWRS
2311 Leicestershire.
G
Overseal steam shed. A view of the shed building, with ex-MR
3F No. 3618 in the doorway. Several coal wagons around,
including one marked 'New Lount Coleorton Collieries'.
Overseal was on the Ashby and Nuneaton Joint Railway. The
shed was built by the Midland but run by the LNWR.
6-Aug-1936.
CRPRT
C1096 London.
VG
Camden steam shed. The mechanical coaling plant, with a coal
wagon in the right foreground being tipped into an
under-rail receiver. Coal bunker and covered ramp from
receiver in background. Un-named 'Prince' beside bunker. Old
carriage with ogee headstock on left. 1-May-1922. Crewe
Official C1096.
Source: CROFF C1096
ECL
111 London.
G
Camden steam shed. View of the front of the shed, taken from
the side of the Down main line platform of Chalk Farm
station. Gas lamps and water cranes on right. Two 'Improved
Precedents' rush towards the camera on a Down express on the
through line between the station and the shed. A good view
of the gas lamps mounted on the station fence.
LNWRS
242 London.
VG
Camden steam shed. Two Problems and several Special Tanks on
view. Pre-group.
LNWRS
2223 London.
VG
Camden steam shed. The mechanical coaling plant with a
private owner coal wagon being upended ready to tip its load
into a below-line bunker. The corrugated sheeting, over the
bottom of the elevator to the high level bunker, looks quite
battered. 1-May-1922. Crewe Official C1096. An un-named
Prince stands under the coal hopper, beside an old carriage.
LS
161 London.
Camden steam shed. The entrance to the locomotive engine
house in L&B days, showing engines and a workman operating a
set of stub points. Copied from an early lithograph. Crewe
Official D141.
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CRPRT
C1071 London.
VG
Willesden steam shed. The mechanical coaling plant, with an
8-coupled coal engine being coaled. Operator posed,
adjusting the chute. Loco Coal wagon on rotary tippler on
left. Shows tub being winched from underground hopper up to
the coal bunker. Cylinder of NLR 4-4-0T seen from behind on
right. 11-Oct-1921. Crewe Official C1071.
Source: CROFF C1071
LNWRS
2219 London.
VG
Willesden steam shed. The mechanical coaling plant showing a
wagon on the rotary tippler and a coal engine being coaled.
11-Oct-1921. Crewe Official C1071.
Source: CRPRT C1071
LS
149 London.
VG
Willesden steam shed. The mechanical coaling plant. A wagon
is shown being tippled whilst a tub is being lifted from the
under-rail receiver to the coal bunker. A class C 0-8-0
stands by the plant, being coaled. 11-Oct-1921. Crewe
Official C1071.
NHL
148 London.
VG
Willesden steam shed. View of yard with the front of the
northlight shed in the background. Roof of long corrugated
iron hut on left, with carriage shed beyond it. Most later
types of LNWR passenger engines, plus a few Webb tanks, are
seen in steam - nearly all the shed roads are occupied.
Source: RP T6909
RB
74 London.
VG
Willesden steam shed. Inside the repair shop with several
engines packed in. Back half of 'Cauliflower' No. 400 on
left, without wheels. Two 'Crewe Special' saddle tanks in
centre, again without wheels. Front of a 'Precursor' on
right.
LNWRS
2306 Merionethshire.
G
Blaenau Ffestiniog steam shed. A view of the shed building,
with slates missing from roof and a 'To Let' sign on its
wall. 16-Aug-1936. The adjacent carriage shed is still in
use, with a rake of carriages in the doorway and yard. A
parachute water tank is in view beyond the carriages. Slate
tips in background.
JMD
39 Monmouthshire.
Abergavenny steam shed. Hazy with smoke.
SOC
1034 Monmouthshire.
G
Abergavenny steam shed. View down into the yard from the
Union Road bridge, with the shed in the background. Ex-LMS
2-6-2 tank in a cloud of steam on left. 'Super D' parked
beside shed right of centre. Ash wagon and a line of ex-LNW
tank engines standing beside shed on left. Edge of turntable
pit in right foreground. 1953.
Source: PHOT 705
LNWRS
462 Monmouthshire.
Abergavenny? Stone-built coal stage with overhead water
tank. Four-wheeled 28' carriages standing alongside, viewed
almost end on. Another train of 4-wheeled carriages in left
background. LMS period.
JMD
37 Monmouthshire.
F
Tredegar south end. View from top of steam shed water tank
showing planking and weighted arm for water valve. Looking
south with colliery platforms in background and colliery
beyond. Beames 0-8-4T shunting nearby.
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JMD
38 Monmouthshire.
N
Tredegar south end. View from edge of water tank showing
steam shed headshunt and several loaded coal wagons. A train
passes colliery on main line, approaching colliery
platforms. Beames 0-8-4T in yard on left. A hazy negative.
Tredegar No. 2 signalbox at far end of colliery platform.
CPA
146 Northamptonshire.
F
Northampton steam shed. View along the yard with the shed
building in the background and the coal stage on the right.
Canal on left. Lots of Fowler and ex-LNW engines in sight.
The photograph is taken from the cab of an LNWR engine - its
boiler is seen in the right foreground. 25-Mar-1932.
Photographer: L Hanson.
LNWRS
239 Northamptonshire.
G
Northampton steam shed. View along the yard with the shed
front in the background and the coal stage on the right.
Mainly ex-LNW engines on show - several 0-8-0s, including
'G1' No. 9343 with round topped firebox. LMS tank engine in
coal stage. Enthusiasts standing around. 1933.
SITES
811 Northamptonshire.
F
Northampton steam shed. Looking along the shed yard with the
entrance in the background - LMS shed roof. Stanier engines
in view. Several groups of enthusiasts standing around the
yard.
SITES
812 Northamptonshire.
F
Northampton steam shed. Looking east across canal and the
shed yard from the curve between Duston Junction west and
north. Shed frontage in left background, ash and coaling
plants on right.
SOC
1037 Northamptonshire.
F
Northampton steam shed. View along the yard with the shed
building in the background and the coal stage on the right.
Canal on left. Lots of Fowler and ex-LNW engines in sight.
The photograph is taken from the cab of an LNWR engine - its
boiler is seen in the right foreground. 25-Mar-1932.
Photographer: L Hanson.
LNWRS
2316 Nottinghamshire.
F
Netherfield steam shed. The shed closed in 1932 and in the
photograph the shed and yard are used for storing old
wagons. GNR/LNER concrete post shunting signals in adjacent
marshalling yard. 21-Jul-1947.
SOC
1028 Nottinghamshire.
F
Netherfield steam shed. A view across the shed yard, with
the northlight building in the centre background and the
coal stage on the right. Several 'Class D' coal engines are
parked, facing away from the camera. LNWR goods brake in
foreground. GNR line on left with various signals.
18-Apr-1908.
LNWRS
5199 Oxfordshire.
G
Oxford steam shed. A distant view across the GWR lines to
the LNWR shed yard. A '5ft 6in' 2-4-2 tank stands on the
shed turntable line, near to a water column. Wagons beside
the coal line in distance. In the right foreground is a GWR
signal and part of the GWR signal box, with steps leading up
to it. LNWR brick hut in centre. 30-May-1925.
Source: RGH D70 Photographer: R Griffenhagen.
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LNWRS
5202 Oxfordshire.
G
Oxford steam shed. Looking across the GWR lines towards the
LNWR shed. Shed building on left, water tank in centre. On
the LNWR running line (at lower level than GWR lines), a
'George' (No. 896 GEORGE WHALE?) L3R waits at a signal with
a Bletchley train (GWR horsebox leading). 'Renown' 4-4-0 on
shed line. June 1925.
Source: RGH D85 Photographer: R Griffenhagen.
RGH
D70 Oxfordshire.
G
Oxford steam shed. A distant view across the GWR lines to
the LNWR shed yard. A '5ft 6in' 2-4-2 tank stands on the
shed turntable line, near to a water column. Wagons beside
the coal line in distance. In the right foreground is a GWR
signal and part of the GWR signal box, with steps leading up
to it. LNWR brick hut in centre. 30-May-1925.
Photographer: R Griffenhagen.
RGH
D85 Oxfordshire.
G
Oxford steam shed. Looking across the GWR lines towards the
LNWR shed. Shed building on left, water tank in centre. On
the LNWR running line (at lower level than GWR lines), a
'George' (No. 896 GEORGE WHALE?) L3R waits at a signal with
a Bletchley train (GWR horsebox leading). 'Renown' 4-4-0 on
shed line. June 1925.
Photographer: R Griffenhagen.
HDB
193 Radnorshire.
F
Builth Road. Looking south west across the tracks towards
the goods facilities to the north of the station. Goods
loading gauge and signal box on left. Fowler 2-6-4 tank
approaching, in distance, to right of box. Single road
engine shed in centre. Goods shed on right, with weighbridge
hut. 30-May-1936.
SITES
637 Shropshire. S&H.
G
Ludlow. The south end of the disused steam shed, located
amongst sidings on the Down side. Feb 1967.
LNWRS
5040 Shropshire.
G
Shrewsbury steam shed. View along the yard, from above, with
the front of the shed in the background. Several LNWR
engines (including 0-6-0s and a Jumbo) are parked facing the
shed. 1901.
LNWRS
5052 Shropshire.
G
Shrewsbury steam shed. View of yard with northlight shed
doors and roof in background. Several engines in LNWR livery
in picture, facing the shed. GWR buildings in left
background.
SOCA
422 Shropshire.
VG
Whitchurch steam shed. View across the yard with the shed
front in the centre. Fields in background. Turntable in left
foreground, with corner of water tank in view. April 1955.
Source: RP K2508
SOCA
1025 Shropshire.
VG
Whitchurch steam shed. The water tank, supported on a
brick-built base. Unlike at most LNWR steam sheds, the base
is used as a store room, not a coal stage. 1960s.
CPA
145 Staffordshire.
G
Bescot steam shed. View across the yard with the shed front
on the left, signalbox in centre distance and the station in
the right background. All engines on show are ex-LNW types 'D' and 'Coal Tank' in foreground. 26-May-1931.
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LNWRS
956 Staffordshire.
Bescot. Rows of LNWR engines in store or possibly awaiting
repair. Late LNWR. R3F
LNWRS
1016 Staffordshire.
Bescot. Rows of LNWR engines in store or possibly awaiting
repair. Signalbox and gantry in left foreground. Late LNWR.
FWSLF
AA15 Staffordshire. LMS.
F
Bushbury steam shed. LMS concrete coaling plant showing a
coal wagon (in deep shadow) half way up the hoist. Viewed
from outside the boundary fence. R3F 30-Jul-1947.
SOC
173 Staffordshire.
F
Bushbury steam shed. View along the yard towards the front
of the northlight shed. A 'Super D' and several ex-LMS
engines are parked there. 1950s.
SOC
505 Staffordshire.
VG
Bushbury steam shed. View across the yard towards the shed
building, taken from the water tank. Buildings and industry
of Wolverhampton in distance. Shows front and roof of
northlight shed, with Busbury Lane overbridge beyond. LNWR,
Fowler and Stanier engines in yard, facing away from camera.
'19in Goods' with Up goods on main line on right.
LNWRS
2286 Warwickshire.
G
Coventry steam shed. View from the yard towards the shed,
with two Super Ds standing outside (one is No. 49446). A
wooden coal wagon is standing to the left, on the raised
line to the coal stage.
SEMR
40078 Warwickshire.
G
Monument Lane steam shed. View from the yard towards the
shed front, showing the two gables with three roads each.
Coaling stage with water tank above, on right. LNWR tank
engine, viewed from rear, near shed doorway. Start of
Vincent Street bridge, across Stour Valley line, on extreme
right (looking towards Wolverhampton). 1936.
SOC
1218 Warwickshire. LMS.
VG
Rugby steam shed. A fireman's view of the new LMS coaling
plant, showing coal being dropped into the tender of an LNWR
engine. Photographed from the back of the tender. Coal
hopper door is fitted with a water spray to dampen the
slack. Driver in cab looking at the coal. 1934.
SOC
1185 Westmorland.
F
Oxenholme steam shed. The view into the northlight shed,
with staff posed in the open doorways. A '17in Coal' ebgine
is standing in the entrance on the right and other engines
are in view within. Large slotted post bracket signal beside
main line on right - some arms have rings. Part of plate
girder overbridge in right background.
NFSR
143 Yorkshire.
F
Doncaster steam shed. A view of the entrance and side of the
8-road shed whose construction was authorised in 1880. Once
the LNWR gained access to Sheffield, Doncaster became less
important to the Company and the shed was closed at the
grouping. Eventually it was used by the contractor Bell &
Son for storing wagons. 1958.
NFSR
196 Yorkshire.
G
Doncaster steam shed. A view towards the doors of the 6-road
shed, taken well after closure when the yard was used for
storing wagons. There is a long heap of very mixed scrap
iron in the right of the photograph so perhaps it was taken
during the wartime campaign for scrap metal.
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SOC
868 Yorkshire.
VG
Farnley Junction steam shed. Corner of 'tank over' coal
stage, looking at the end. Door to coaling platform in view.
Steel coal wagons on elevated track into stage. Several
small barrels (vacuum cylinders?) on ground in right
foreground. 1-May-1966.
Source: 3238L
SOC
869 Yorkshire.
VG
Farnley Junction steam shed. A detail of the coal stage. The
wooden channeling to hold the lagging for the water feed to
the tank on top of the structure. 1-May-1966.
Source: 3239L
SOC
870 Yorkshire.
VG
Farnley Junction steam shed. A detail of the coal stage. The
underside of the outer edge of the water tank. Shows the
wooden channeling to hold the lagging for the water feed to
the tank where it passes round where the tank overhangs the
walls. 1-May-1966.
Source: 3240L
SOC
871 Yorkshire.
VG
Farnley Junction steam shed. Corner of 'tank over' coal
stage, looking at the end. Thick wall for the coaling
platform on right. Wooden wagons on raised line into the
stage. 1-May-1966.
Source: 3243L
NFSRN
26A Yorkshire.
GR
Hillhouse steam shed. The interior of the shed, showing
ex-LNWR cast columns (with bottom section painted white)
supporting the concrete beams of the BR roof. A 'Super D'
(No. 49146?) is in the centre, seen R3L. A snow plough and
lots of clutter is in the foreground. 1950s.
RB
418 Yorkshire.
VG
Hillhouse steam shed. View looking north east along the yard
with the shed front in the left background. Spiked fence at
edge of yard on right, with grassed slope (with wooden fence
on top). Ex-LNW engines in yard. From right, 'Watford Tank,
'Prince' No. 5808, 'Watford Tank' No. 583, 'Special Tank'
No. 7415 (small LMS on tank, number on cab side). C1927.
Source: BLEN 29864
FWSLF
AL16 Yorkshire. MR.
G
Ingleton (MR). Looking north from a Clapham train at the
wooden steam shed. The single-road building has sagged on
its foundations in places and was closed just a few days
later on 30-Jan-1954. Water tank on brick base near rear of
shed. Houses in background. 16-Jan-1954.
NFSR
187 Yorkshire.
G
Sheffield Nunnery steam shed. View of derelict 4-road shed,
with the LNWR Nunnery branch in the foreground and vans
standing on tracks in shed yard. 26-Sep-1959.
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SOC
753 Water troughs on a double track line. Planks used to fill
VG
spaces around track. Substantial stone shoulder between cess
and track. Sloping metal support to side of trough. An
unknown 'Jubilee' is racing towards camera with an express arc roof bogie stock leading. Sept 1909.
SOC
1291 A manuscript list, produced by Mr Footner, showing details VG
such as locations and lengths - of the LNWR's water troughs.
Copied from the LNWR's track relaying book. 19-Jan-1899.
JMD
93 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Aber troughs. View of start of water troughs, looking in
'up' direction towards Llanfairfechan. Distant signal on
tall tubular post on left.
SOCA
1020 Cheshire.
F
Christleton. View of the Crewe end of the water troughs,
looking towards Christleton tunnel - the troughs run almost
up to the tunnel entrance. 1952.
Source: DIBB 515
SOC
140 Cheshire.
VG
Moore troughs. View north during track renewal - new ballast
on Down side. Space beside track on Up side is cobbled.
Water softening tower and site of Moore station (closed
1917) in distance. Unrebuilt 'Scot' No. 6110 GRENADIER
GUARDSMAN (R3FA) (shed 12B - Upperby) passes with Up 'Horse
and Carriage' Carlisle to Crewe. 15-May-1948.
SOC
141 Cheshire.
G
Moore troughs. View south, showing planked area between
tracks and cobbled areas beside tracks. 'Britannia' No.
70049 SIR CHRISTOPHER WREN (L3FA) picks up water with Down
train - 13:05 Euston to Glasgow. 22-Jul-1967.
JMD
82 Denbighshire.
F
Mochdre. Mr Ramsbottom's first set of water troughs was
installed at Mochdre but was soon moved to Aber. The
photograph shows the site of the reservoir for the troughs,
in a field to the south east of the line.
SOC
1008 Flintshire.
F
Prestatyn troughs. View of the troughs looking west with an
excursion headed by a 'Black Five' on the Up Fast line. Down
Home signals for Rhyl Sands block post in left distance.
Water bunker for troughs in left foreground. 1965.
LS
121 Hertfordshire.
VG
Bushey troughs. A Teutonic, on an express, picking up water
at speed. This was an early attempt by the LNWR to
photograph a moving train - the camera is thought to have
been mounted on the back of a vehicle on a neaby line.
16-Feb-1898. Crewe Official C541.
ECL
167 Lancashire.
G
Brock troughs. View of troughs, looking south from
overbridge at north end. Coarse stones on top of ballast.
Water bunker in right foreground. Unidentified 'Prince'
(L3FA) in LNW condition approaches with Down express elliptical roof stock with clerestory diners interspersed.
LNWRS
5138 Lancashire.
G
Brock troughs. View south from the Down side, near the north
end of the troughs. Part of cylindrical water reservoir in
foreground. The royal train (LNWR livery) approaches, pulled
by two LMS 'Jubilees' (leading one is No. 5587 BARODA).
Brock Up distant signal in distance.
Source: SOC 226
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LNWRS
5139 Lancashire.
G
Brock troughs. View south from the overbridge near the north
end of the troughs. Part of cylindrical water reservoir in
right foreground. Up 'Scot' is passing under the bridge
whilst the Down 'Scot' approaches, pulled by an LMS
'Princess Royal'.
LNWRS
5141 Lancashire.
G
Brock troughs. The view southwards from the eastern end of
the overbridge at the north end of Brock troughs. A 3-coach
train hauled by an ex-L&Y 2-4-2T approaches, picking up
water - lots of spray and exhaust steam. Brock Up distant in
view, in Off position.
LNWRS
5142 Lancashire.
G
Brock troughs. The view southwards from the western end of
the overbridge at the north end of Brock troughs. A 3-coach
train hauled by an ex-L&Y 2-4-2T approaches, picking up
water - spray and exhaust steam almost covers the train.
Brock Up distant in view, in On position.
LNWRS
5143 Lancashire.
G
Brock troughs. View northwards from the Down side near the
south end of Brock troughs. A long goods train, hauled by a
'Super D' with Belpaire firebox, approaches on the Up line.
Source: SOC 232
LNWRS
5144 Lancashire.
G
Brock troughs. The view southwards from the eastern end of
the overbridge at the north end of Brock troughs. A 3-coach
train hauled by an ex-L&Y 2-4-2T approaches, picking up
water. Spray covers much of the engine and the leading
carriage. Lots of exhaust steam.
SOC
226 Lancashire.
G
Brock troughs. View south from the Down side, near the north
end of the troughs. Part of cylindrical water reservoir in
foreground. The royal train (LNWR livery) approaches, pulled
by two LMS 'Jubilees' (leading one is No. 5587 BARODA).
Brock Up distant signal in distance.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
SOC
227 Lancashire.
F
Brock troughs. View south from the Badger Bridge, along the
roofs of an Up express rushing towards the Brock Distant
signal. On the Down line, a Hughes 'Dreadnought' heads
towards the camera with another express. Cylindrical water
bunker in right foreground. 1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
SOC
231 Lancashire.
F
Brock troughs. Looking south from the banking at the western
side of the track as an L&Y 2-4-2T heads a Down local train.
The train and most of the engine are covered in spray and
exhaust steam. above which the Brock Up Distant signal is
just visible. 1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
SOC
232 Lancashire.
G
Brock troughs. View northwards from the Down side near the
south end of Brock troughs. A long goods train, hauled by a
'Super D' with Belpaire firebox, approaches on the Up line.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
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SOC
234 Lancashire.
F
Brock troughs. An L&Y 2-4-2T on a 3-coach Up local train,
picking up water. Water overflowing from tanks, spray and
lots of exhaust steam. Viewed from across the tracks, with
sheep in fields on right. 1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
SOC
244 Lancashire.
F
Brock troughs. A double headed Down express picking up
water. Both engines are 'Jubilees' - the latter has a Fowler
tender and is throwing up spray. Seen from the Badger
Bridge. Top of filler for water reservoir in foreground.
1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
SOC
246 Lancashire.
F
Brock troughs. A double headed Down express, not picking up
water. Both engines are 'Jubilees' with Stanier tenders.
Seen from the Badger Bridge. Top of filler for water
reservoir in foreground. 1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
SOC
248 Lancashire.
F
Brock troughs. An L&Y 2-4-2T on a 3-coach Down local train,
picking up water. Water overflowing from tanks, spray and
lots of exhaust steam. Viewed from the Badger Bridge. Brock
Up Distant in distance. 1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
SOC
325 Lancashire.
VG
Brock troughs. The view south from the overbridge at the
north end of the troughs as Stanier 'Class 5' No. 44670
heads a Down freight. LNWR water tank and hut in right
foreground. 22-Jun-1963.
SOC
318 Lancashire.
VG
Hest Bank troughs. LMS 'Jubilee' No. 45718 DREADNOUGHT with
an Up express just past the end of the troughs. Corner of
small brick-built lineside hut on left. 16-Aug-1958.
SOC
319 Lancashire.
VG
Hest Bank troughs. LMS 8F No. 48263 with an Up van train. A
good view of the structure of the trough in its later years
and of the cesses and cobbled track surround. 16-Aug-1958.
SOC
240 Lancashire.
G
Lea Road troughs. West of Preston on the FORMER LNWR/LYR
joint line. Fowler 4F 0-6-0 No. 3984, with MR crest on cab
side, heads a long train of ex-L&Y bogie carriages on a
Blackpool excursion. 1920s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
SOC
328 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Lostock troughs. Looking south along the 4-track line, with
the troughs on the rightmost (fast) lines. BR Standard
'Class 4' 4-6-0 No. 75049 heads a Rochdale - Wigan
(Wallgate) train. Shows the trough construction and the
ballasted track. Stream on right. 21-Mar-1964.
SOC
329 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Lostock troughs. Looking northeast along the 4-track line,
with LMS Fowler 'Class 4' 2-6-4T No. 42349 on a Wigan
(Wallgate) - Rochdale train on the fast line at the far
side. Troughs not quite in view. Stream and sleeper fence in
foreground. 20-Feb-1965.
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CRPRT
A108 Staffordshire.
G
Whitmore troughs. "Ramsbottom's Pick Up Troughs". Looking
south along the Up Slow line, showing the northern end of
the troughs and the plate girder farm access bridge across
the 4-track main line. Wooden hut lettered 'Up trough house'
on right. Whitmore Up Home signals around bend in distance.
July 1875. LNWR Official A108.
Source: CROFF A108
CRPRT
E9 Staffordshire.
VG
Whitmore troughs. Ramsbottom's pick-up troughs. Looking
towards Stafford, showing the Crewe end of the troughs.
Plate girder overbridge in foreground. July 1875. Crewe
Official E9.
Source: CROFF E9
ESR
8B Staffordshire.
P
Whitmore troughs. An end on view of the water bunker for
Whitmore troughs, looking north. On the Down side near the
north end of the troughs.
LNWRS
839 Staffordshire.
Whitmore troughs. View of Ramsbottom water troughs viewed
from 6' way at end of troughs. July 1875. LNWR Official
A108.
LNWRS
5019 Staffordshire.
G
Whitmore troughs. View looking north as two passenger
trains, mainly of six wheel stock, approach the troughs side
by side. On the Up slow line is 'Problem' No. 134 OWL and on
the Up fast line is 'Whitworth' No. 735 ZAMIEL. August 1901.
LNWRS
5020 Staffordshire.
F
Whitmore troughs. View looking south at a Down express
pulled by 'Experiment' compound No. 1113 HECATE piloting
'Teutonic' compound No. 1304 JEANIE DEANS. August 1901.
LNWRS
5021 Staffordshire.
F
Whitmore troughs. View looking south at a Down express
pulled by a 5ft 6in 2-4-2 Tank piloting 'Experiment'
compound No. 303 Hydra. Most of the train is covered by
spray. August 1901.
LNWRS
5022 Staffordshire.
F
Whitmore troughs. View looking south at a Down express
pulled by 'Jubilee' 4-cylinder compound No. 1910 CAVALIER.
Two 6-wheeled vans at the front of the train. August 1901.
LNWRS
5023 Staffordshire.
F
Whitmore troughs. View looking south at the Down day Irish
Mail pulled by 'Jubilee' 4-cylinder compound No. 1938
SULTAN. August 1901.
LNWRS
5024 Staffordshire.
F
Whitmore troughs. View looking south at a Down express
pulled by 'Problem' No. 618 PRINCESS ALEXANDRA piloting
'Experiment' compound No. 303 HYDRA. Lots of spray. August
1901.
LNWRS
5025 Staffordshire.
F
Whitmore troughs. View looking south at a Down express
pulled by 'Problem' No. 1 SARACEN piloting another 'Problem'
No. 127 PEEL. Unfortunately, PEEL and the train are
completely obscured by spray. August 1901.
LNWRS
5026 Staffordshire.
F
Whitmore troughs. View looking south at a Down express
pulled by 'Experiment' compound No. 1115 SNAKE piloting
'Teutonic' compound No. 1302 OCEANIC. August 1901.
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LNWRS
5027 Staffordshire.
F
Whitmore troughs. View looking south at a local train on the
Down slow line, pulled by 'Whitworth' No. 852 KESTREL. Most
of the train is covered in spray. August 1901.
LNWRS
5028 Staffordshire.
F
Whitmore troughs. View looking south at a local train on the
Down slow line, pulled by 'Alfred the Great' 4-cylinder
compound No. 1941 KING EDWARD VII. August 1901.
LS
44 Staffordshire.
VG
Whitmore troughs. View looking south, showing the start of
the 4-track troughs and the girder overbridge. July 1872.
Crewe Official A108.
SOC
320 Staffordshire.
VG
Whitmore troughs. LMS 8P Pacific No. 46240 CITY OF COVENTRY
with a Liverpool - Euston express. Overhead power cables in
place. Shows the trough construction and the planks and
cobbles around the sleepers. LNWR water tank and hut in
distance on left. 16-Jun-1962.
SOC
321 Staffordshire.
VG
Whitmore troughs. View looking south. LMS 'Rebuilt Scot' No.
46126 ROYAL ARMY SERVICE CORPS (R3R) with an Up express,
nearing the southern end of the troughs. Overhead power
cables in place. Shows the trough construction and the
planking around the sleepers. 16-Jun-1962.
SOC
322 Staffordshire.
VG
Whitmore troughs. LMS Pacific No. 46249 CITY OF SHEFFIELD
heading the Up 'Royal Scot'. Shows the trough construction
and the planking around the sleepers. LNWR water tank and
hut on left. 4-Sep-1959.
SOC
323 Staffordshire.
VG
Whitmore troughs. The Up 'Manxman' double headed by 'Rebuilt
Scots' No. 46142 THE YORK AND LANCASTER REGIMENT and No.
46164 THE ARTISTS RIFLEMAN. Shows the trough construction
and the planking around the sleepers. Plate girder
overbridge in distance. 4-Sep-1959.
SW
39 Staffordshire.
VG
Whitmore troughs. View to the south, taken from overbridge.
On the Down fast line, 'Experiment' compound No. 1113 pilots
'Teutonic' No. 1304 'Jeanie Deans' on an express made up of
6-wheeled stock. PW men standing between tracks.
Source: SW 1402 Photographer: P W Pilcher.
SW
43 Staffordshire.
VG
Whitmore troughs. View north as two Up expresses approach
the troughs. On Up Fast is 'Whitworth' No. 635 ZAMIEL,
overtaking 'Problem' No. 134 OWL on the Up Slow. All
vehicles are 6-wheel stock apart from a high roof CCT next
to OWL.
Source: SW 1702 Photographer: P W Pilcher.
SW
44 Staffordshire.
G
Whitmore troughs. View south from the overbridge as 'Alfred
the Great' compound No. 1942 KING EDWARD VII approaches with
a train of 6-wheel carriages on the Down Slow.
Source: SW 1703 Photographer: P W Pilcher.
SW
45 Staffordshire.
G
Whitmore troughs. View south from the overbridge as a
'Problem' approaches on the Down Slow, as pilot on a
passenger train. The second engine and the train are almost
totally obscured by spray.
Source: SW 1704 Photographer: P W Pilcher.
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SW
46 Staffordshire.
F
Whitmore troughs. View south from the overbridge as
'Whitworth' No. 852 KESTREL approaches on the Down Slow with
a train of 6-wheeled carriages. Lots of spray.
Source: SW 1705 Photographer: P W Pilcher.
SW
47 Staffordshire.
G
Whitmore troughs. View south from the overbridge as a '5ft
6in Tank' and 'Experiment' compound No. 303 HYDRA approach
on the Down Fast with a train of 6-wheeled carriages. Lots
of spray. PW gang at side of tracks.
Source: SW 1803 Photographer: P W Pilcher.
SW
48 Staffordshire.
G
Whitmore troughs. View south from the overbridge as
'Jubilee' No. 1937 SUPERB approaches on the Down Fast with a
train of 6-wheeled carriages. Little spray.
Source: SW 1804 Photographer: P W Pilcher.
SW
57 Staffordshire.
G
Whitmore troughs. View south from the overbridge as
'Jubilee' No. 1910 CAVALIER approaches on the Down Fast with
a train of mainly 6-wheeled carriages. Two full brakes
leading. Little spray.
Source: SW 2504 Photographer: P W Pilcher.
SW
31 Warwickshire.
F
Newbold troughs. Down Main in foreground and Up Loop at far
side. An express on the Up Main, headed by an 'Experiment'
compound piloting a 'Jumbo'. 6-wheeled stock.
Source: SW 1201 Photographer: Sam Worthington.
SW
59 Warwickshire.
G
Newbold troughs. Troughs on Up and Down Main but not on Up
Loop. A 'Jubilee' approaches the end of the troughs, pulling
a train made up mainly of 6-wheeled stock.
Source: SW 3501 Photographer: P W Pilcher.
LNWRS
2446 Westmorland.
G
Dillicar troughs. 'Patriot' No. 5537 PRIVATE E SYKES VC
picking up water, with a fast Down goods train - nearly all
vans but a sheeted open near front. Cylindrical water
reservoir in view on Up side. A damp day.
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CRPRT
A407 Model of 'Jubilee' compound No. 1901 JUBILEE displayed in a
VG
glass case. 2-Apr-1900. Crewe Official A407.
Source: CROFF A407
CRPRT
A411 Model of 'Dreadnought' compound No. 503 DREADNOUGHT
VG
displayed in a glass case. 3-Apr-1900. Crewe Official A411.
Source: CROFF A411
CRPRT
C691 A framed oil painting of the 4-cylinder compound No. 1902
VG
BLACK PRINCE. LB 4-Mar-1901. LNWR Official C691.
Source: CROFF C691
CRPRT
D4 Model of 'Greater Britain' No. 2054 QUEEN EMPRESS of 1893,
VG
displayed in a glass case. 24-Jun-1896. Crewe Official D4.
Source: CROFF D4
CRPRT
D48 Photograph of a framed oil painting of 'Jubilee' No. 1902
VG
BLACK PRINCE (LB). 4-Mar-1901. Crewe Official D48.
Source: CROFF D48
CRPRT
D67 Photograph of a design for a domestic fire screen, drawn by
VG
Frank Webb when he was in the Crewe Drawing Office. Richard
Trevithick's 1804 geared locomotive runs under a bridge
which carries a line on which runs CORNWALL, as it was to
appear in the following year and with 'F T 1857' on tender.
SOC303 for Cuneo painting. 11-Jul-1857. Crewe Official D67.
CRPRT
D135 A composite picture showing the LNWR's exhibits at the St
HT
Louis Exhibition of 1904. Included are: the stand for
displaying photographs, a section of permanent way, models
of a ship, a locomotive and some carriages. Photograph
prepared for PC slide No. 94. 21-Dec-1904. Crewe Official
D135.
Source: CROFF D135
CRPRT MA361 A composite picture showing examples of LNWR tinplate work.
VG
Includes various lamp cases (including an engine lamp),
oilcans (including long and medium oilers used by footplate
crew) and a tool box. Crewe Official MA361.
Source: CROFF MA361
CRPRT MA362 A composite picture showing examples of LNWR tinplate work.
VG
Includes various oil containers and jugs, along with a
kettle and an oil hand lamp. Crewe Official MA362.
Source: CROFF MA362
CRPRT MD452 An annotated drawing of an LNWR bedstead, made up of brass
VG
and iron components. According to a note on the back of the
photograph, such beds were used in hotels (and perhaps in
the LNWR 'Huts' at Crewe). Crewe Official MD452.
Source: CROFF MD452
CRPRT OS248 A display board set out with LNWR Official Photographs of
VG
current locomotive types up to the 4-cylinder 4ft 3in
Compound Goods Engine of 1901. C1901. LNWR Official OS248.
Source: CROFF OS248
CRPRT OS249A A reproduction of 'The Daily Mail Map of the Boer
VG
Republics'. Top half of sheet. C1901. LNWR Official OS249.
Source: CROFF OS249
CRPRT OS249B A reproduction of 'The Daily Mail Map of the Boer
VG
Republics'. Bottom half of sheet. C1901. LNWR Official
OS249.
Source: CROFF OS249
LNWRS
720 F W Webb's design for a fire screen.
LNWRS
731 Print of 'BLACK PRINCE' No. 1902 in ornate frame. Official
No. D48.
LNWRS
734 Model locomotive in glass case - No. 2054 'QUEEN EMPRESS'.
Official No. D4.
LNWRS
749 LNWR exhibit at the St Louis Exhibition. Official No. D135
dated 21-Dec-1904.
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LNWRS
750 Model locomotive in glass case. No. 503 'DREADNOUGHT'.
Official No. A411 dated 4-Apr-1900.
LNWRS
751 Model locomotive in glass case. No. 1901 'JUBILEE'. Official
No. A407 dated 2-Apr-1900.
LNWRS
754 LNWR display stand - locomotive photograph. Official No.
OS248.
LNWRS
806 LNWR breakdown train. Ransomes and Rapier 10 wh crane, bogie
G
match truck, bogie tool van, two 42' saloons. Crewe Official
MC673.
LNWRS
1474 Model locomotive in glass case. No. 1901 'JUBILEE' showing
the underside of the model.
LNWRS
1664 Photograph of a document showing performance statistics for
G
the LNWR Locomotive Department. 13-Nov-1901.
LNWRS
2172 'Experimental Gyroscopic Monorail - WD No. 1'. Photograph of
VG
an experimental 1/8 th scale model crossing a wire rope
bridge. The inventor, Mr Brennan, stands nearby. The War
Department sponsored the project but the LNWR appears to
have been interested. See neg No. 2173 for a closer view.
1906 Crewe Official MC372.
LNWRS
2173 'Experimental Gyroscopic Monorail - WD No. 1'. Photograph of
VG
an experimental 1/8 th scale model crossing a wire rope
bridge. A close-up view of the vehicle, taken from the same
original as neg No, 2172. 1906 Crewe Official MC372.
LNWRS
2174 The LNWR's transportable office, erected at a showground. A
E
group of men with a lovely selection of hats is posed in
front. 'Visit North Wales for your Holidays'. Edwardian.
Crewe Official MC405.
LNWRS
9416 Breakfast menu dated 14-Aug-1915 taken from third class
dining car of down day Irish Mail after the Weedon accident.
LS
159 A composite view of the LNWR's exhibits at the St Louis
exposition in 1904. 21-Dec-1904. Crewe Official D135.
LS
168 A composite picture showing front and cab views of a
'Precursor' and the end of a 12-wheeled clerestory carriage
(with ornate ironwork). 21-Dec-1904. Crewe Official D168.
LS
230 Two sketches of an incident with the Birmingham mail coach,
stuck in a snow drift on the road near St Albans. Dec 1836.
RTE
1 The LNWR crest, as used on locomotives - the 'Cauliflower'.
VG
SOC
913 An early LNWR carriage key with 'L.& N.W.R. Co' stamped on
G
it. Found in a locker on Chester station in the early 1950s
by ex-LMS shunter Arthur Morris. Rumoured to be the missing
key from the Abegele Disaster of 1868. Passed to Mold Jn
driver Bill Price and then to Tony Robinson who gave it to
the LNWR Society. Reverse stamped 'Thewlis & Co Warrington'.
SOC
1137 MSJ&A. The MSJ&A crest. Taken from a multiple image display - image
G
is a little ragged around the edges.
JMD
180 Bangor. Wall mounted post box with brass semicircle engraved
G
'V.R. Letter Box' and believed to be at Bangor Station.
JMD
116 Conway goods yard. Poster for 1948 Chester & Holyhead
G
Railway centenary exhibition. Parts of tenders from CORNWALL
and ROCKET in background. The poster is not quite correct,
according to J M Dunn - the Stockton & Darlington did not
hold the trials at Rainhill! 20-Jul-1948.
LNWRS
798 Crewe Works. Ransomes and Rapier 10 wh crane loading
locomotive boilers onto bogie match truck. Crewe Official
MC937.
LS
178 Crewe Works. A composite picture showing head on views of
VG
the replica ROCKET and 'Scot' No. 6149 LADY OF THE LAKE.
1928. Crewe Official D522.
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CRPRT MC534 Crewe. Building a huge bonfire, made up from sleepers and
VG
decorated with flags on poles planted in barrels. The
photograph number puts the event in or soon after 1910 and
so the occasion is probably the coronation of King George V
on 22 June 1911. Near the ash tip, south of Victoria Avenue,
seen looking south. C1911. Crewe Official MC534.
Source: CROFF MC534
CRPRT MC534A Crewe. Building a huge bonfire, made up from sleepers and
VG
decorated with flags on poles planted in barrels. The
occasion is probably the coronation of King George V on 22
June 1911. Near the ash tip, south of Victoria Avenue, seen
looking north towards the Works. C1911. Crewe Official
MC534A.
Source: CROFF MC534A
LS
241 Crewe. A medal issued by the LNWR to commemorate the
dedication of Queen's Park in 1887 and the 50th anniversary
of the railway through Crewe. It features the '5ft 6in
Compound' tank engine No. 3000, the three thousandth engine
built at Crewe Works. Side 1 - 'F W Webb CE Mayor'.
22-Apr-1887.
LS
242 Crewe. A medal issued by the LNWR to commemorate the
dedication of Queen's Park in 1887 and the 50th anniversary
of the railway through Crewe. It features the '5ft 6in
Compound' tank engine No. 3000, the three thousandth engine
built at Crewe Works. Side 2 - 'Richard Moon Chairman'.
22-Apr-1887.
SOCRR
217 DN&G. Greenore. Two pictures of a soup plate from the hotel at
F
Greenore. The plate is white with a pink pattern around the
rim. The rim bears an oval stamp, in pink, showing LONDON &
N W Ry Co Railway Hotel round the edge, with Greenore on the
middle.
LNWRS
1814 Five medallions showing scenes on the Liverpool and
Manchester and the Grand Junction Railways.
NFSRN
166 Manchester London Rd exterior. The Coat of Arms of the
F
Manchester & Birmingham Railway, set out on a white
background and attached to a wall in the station area - part
of the 1960s rebuilding which produced Piccadilly Station.
Late 1960s.
SOC
770 Euston exterior. The coat of arms of the London & Birmingham
G
Railway. A nicely painted cast plate covering the lock on a
cast iron gate at the station. 6-Nov-1955.
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CRPRT MC625 A portable display system - a wooden stand holding a post
VG
about which a set of timetable boards is pivoted. Shows
timetables for July 12th to September 30th 1913. Standing in
a station, next to a wall with lots of advertisements.
Summer 1913. Crewe Official MC625.
Source: CROFF MC625
CRPRT MD155 A station oil lamp, viewed from the side. Shows the burner
VG
inside the square housing. Large ring on top for carrying. A
different design from MD156. Crewe Official MD155.
Source: CROFF MD155
CRPRT MD156 A station oil lamp, viewed from the side. Shows the burner
VG
inside the square housing. Large ring on top for carrying. A
different design from MD155. Crewe Official MD156.
Source: CROFF MD156
CRPRT MD222 A close-up view of a platform oil lamp. The lamp and its
VG
housing are seen from the side, showing the clip by which
the housing is attached to the front of a wooden post. Crewe
Official MD222.
Source: CROFF MD222
NHL
151 A cast iron trespassing notice.
VG
SOC
1087 A 'Gate' notice, mounted on a wall amongst other notices.
G
July 1967.
SOCB
149 LNWR-style milepost 10, cast in concrete.
VG
SOCB
150 LNWR-style 1/4 milepost, cast in concrete.
VG
SOCB
151 LNWR-style flat topped 3/4 milepost, cast in concrete. Dual
VG
carriageway road under construction in background.
SOCB
152 LNWR-style flat topped 3/4 milepost, cast in concrete. Dual
G
carriageway road under construction in background.
SOCB
153 LNWR wooden 1/2 mile post, looking rather unkempt.
VG
SOCB
154 LNWR wooden gradient post. Point rodding and engineers' huts
VG
in background. Houses in distance.
SOCB
156 LMS. LMS concrete milepost 10.
VG
SOCB
160 LMS. Later design of LMS concrete gradient post which had
VG
separate, demountable, arms which could be bolted to the
post at appropriate angles.
SOCB
177 MSJ&A. A 1/4 milepost - a cast metal disc bearing OR and 1/4.
G
Mounted on a metal rod.
NFSR
17 Anglesey.
F
Holyhead harbour. The clock tower located in the V of the
station, at the end of the harbour. Edge of platform canopy
on right. Wooden hut, ship and a dockside crane in
background. A wet day. 28-May-1975.
SITES
200 Brecknockshire.
G
Cilmery Halt. The LMS platform nameboard, looking north
towards the village where Prince Llewellyn was slain in
1282. 1950s.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
201 Brecknockshire.
G
Cilmery Halt. Looking towards Swansea along the single line
track which appears to be newly ballasted. Overgrown
platform on right with a small wooden shelter next to a
wicket gate. Station nameboard in centre of picture. 1950s.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
BWL
438 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury Park Street. 'Caution' notice at Park Street level
crossing. The notice is cracked and appears not to have been
painted for many years! 4-Apr-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
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BWL
560 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Broughton Crossing. A 'Beware of the Trains' notice, near
the crossing, with the railway and trees in the background.
2-Aug-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
SITES
207 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Claydon. A small brick built, flat roofed, gentlemen's
public lavatory. Off the east end of the Up platform and
reached by walking down the platform slope and along a
fenced area beside the track for a couple of yards. Railway
cottages in left beckground, with 'H' television aerials.
Barrow crossing in right foreground. 3-Apr-1965.
LNWRS
2463 Caernarvonshire.
G
Britannia Bridge. An LNWR 'Caution' sign, with an English
version mounted on the top of its post and a Welsh version
beneath it. Located at the Down side of the track on the
approach to the bridge - one of the lions is in sight in the
background.
LNWRS
2430 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llandudno Junction east end. Looking west towards station.
Beside Up Fast line, mail apparatus loaded with bags ready
for collection in foreground, with attendent's hut beyond.
On Up Slow line an Experiment moves off with an excursion railwayman near hut holds his arm out to it. No. 1 signalbox
and 4-doll double post bracket signal on left.
LNWRS
2431 Caernarvonshire.
F
Llandudno Junction east end. Looking east away from station,
down towards stone overbridge (Queens Road) from top of
retaining wall. Mail exchange apparatus in foreground with
loaded mail bags. Railwayman leans against attendants but.
Part of bracket signal in view on left, beside bottom of
wooden staircase from bridge.
LNWRS
2442 Caernarvonshire.
F
Llandudno Junction east end. Looking east away from station,
down towards stone overbridge (Queens Road) from top of
retaining wall. Mail exchange apparatus in foreground with
loaded mail bags. Similar to LNWRS 2431 but at a different
angle.
SITES
125 Cambridgeshire. GER.
G
Cambridge. A lineside notice beside the main line north of
Hills Road bridge. 18-Jun-1957.
SITES
842 Cambridgeshire.
G
Old North Road. Looking north east at the weighbridge
office. The station was closed to goods a couple of years
earlier and the area is filled with tall grasses.
18-Jun-1967.
SITES
1254A Carmarthenshire.
G
Cynghordy. LMS platform nameboard, looking well weathered.
Nissen hut in background, used as a shed.
SITES
583 Carmarthenshire.
G
Llandovery. A standard LNWR water column, with bag removed,
with a fire devil alongside. Looking north across the tracks
at the north east end of the Up platform. Wooden hut in yard
beyond the station fence. 1960s.
CRPRT C727B Cheshire.
P
Crewe station central. A close-up from C727 showing a joint
L&Y and L&NWR notice board with a poster advertising the
daily service between England and Ireland via Fleetwood and
Belfast. 15-Jan-1902. Crewe Official C727.
Source: CROFF C727
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SOC
1091 Cheshire.
G
Crewe station north end. A 'Water Ticket' notice attached to
a water column. Signal gantry in background with 'theatre'
signal and semaphores.
Source: PHOT 968
SOCB
173 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Frodsham. A cast iron notice forbidding trespassing. Shows
the names of the owning companies set out in full. Notice
dated February 1895.
SOCB
174 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Helsby Junction station. A cast iron notice warning people
not to walk across the rails. Shows the names of the owning
companies set out as initials.
SITES
557 Cheshire. BJR.
VG
Little Sutton. An ex-LNW wooden signal post carrying upper
quadrant Home arms for each direction. In a shallow cutting
with houses in background. 4-Apr-1972.
SITES
562 Cheshire. BJR.
VG
Little Sutton. LNWR-style bridge plate No. 3A attached to
the station footbridge. Lettered L&NW. & G.W. Joint Lines.
Well weathered with paint flaking away. 4-Apr-1972.
FWS35M
20831 Cumberland. MCR.
F
Maryport north east. A brick-built platelayers' hut at the
north west side of the track, photographed from a train
approaching Maryport from Carlisle. Shows the north east end
of the hut (with door). Stone boundary wall and trees in
background. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20832 Cumberland. MCR.
G
Maryport north east. A brick-built platelayers' hut at the
north west side of the track, photographed from a train
approaching Maryport from Carlisle. Shows the south west end
of the hut. Stone boundary wall and trees in background.
24-May-1969.
SOC
516 Cumberland.
VG
Siddick Junction. Platform nameboard - 'change for Maryport
& Carlisle'. Porter in LMS uniform posed in foreground, near
platform end. Track in background with stone wall beyond.
LNWR and Cleator & Workington Junction Railway joint
station.
SOCB
159 Derbyshire. LMS.
G
Buxton. LMS concrete gradient post attached to the stone
parapet of Spring Garden Viaduct. Cracks in concrete. Tape
measure placed up the post to show scale.
SOC
1086 Derbyshire.
G
Cromford. A 'Beware of the Trains' notice. May 1956.
Source: PHOT 967
SITES
310 Derbyshire. LMS.
G
Dowlow Halt. Platform nameboard, built out of old NSR
materials by Stoke Engineers Dept in 1924. A colour
photograph. 2-Oct-1969.
SITES
394 Derbyshire.
F
Fenny Bentley. The weighbridge hut at the north end of the
station site. Beginning to get overgrown. 1960s.
SOCB
148 Derbyshire.
VG
Whaley Bridge. 1/4 Mile post and a gradient post. LNWR-style
but cast in concrete. C1970.
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SOCA
277 Dorset.
F
Blandford. View along the Somerset & Dorset station from a
bridge showing platforms, station buildings and signal box.
L&NWR notice board on wall of 'Gents' on right, advertising
services between Lancashire and Bournemouth. S&D 4-4-0 and
train waiting in platform, goods train moving off at
opposite end.
SOCRR
175 Durham.
VG
Shildon. Former Euston Gates, mounted in a street (a
donation from NRM to Shildon). 4-Jun-2005.
LNWRS
374 Flintshire.
F
Holywell Junction. Notice showing Chester & Holyhead Railway
bye laws. Set into the wall at the back of a platform.
SOC
1150 Flintshire.
F
Holywell Junction. Several of the original Thompson stations
on the Chester & Holyhead Railway had carved and painted
notice boards built into the walls of the main station
building. This one shows the table of tolls. 28-Nov-1959.
CRPRT
C810 Flintshire.
G
Rhyl east. Picking up mail at speed, with the Down 'Irish
Mail'. Shows a mail bag suspended from its column and about
to be grabbed. Group of men standing beside nearby GPO hut.
A smokey picture. 23-Oct-1903. LNWR Official C810.
Source: CROFF C810
SITES
1494 Hertfordshire.
VG
Berkhamsted. A close-up view of some LNWR wood panelled
fencing, installed at the top of a subway wall.
DMH
1409 Hertfordshire.
G
Rickmansworth Church St. A warning notice to keep off
electrified lines. Rather overgrown and several years after
removal of conductor rails. 12-Mar-1961.
FWSLF
AM5 Lancashire. PLR.
VG
Grimsargh. LNWR and L&Y Joint cast iron notice about penalty
for not closing gates properly at a level crossing. Dated
1896. 1-May-1954.
NFSR
39 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool Lime Street. Clock by Joyce of Whitchurch,
attached to screen at Lime Street end of station.
14-Aug-1989.
INFRA
20 Lancashire. LMS.
VG
Oldham Clegg Street. A station nameboard on one of the
platforms. Seen looking across the station with a high,
stone built, retaining wall in the background. A cart with a
large sheeted load in view beyond the top of the wall.
SOCB
176 Lancashire. PWR.
G
Poulton-le-Fylde. A newly painted gradient post (L&Y style?)
with a single arm. Brickwork, point rodding and signal wires
in background. Ballast in foreground looking as though track
has been taken up.
SOCB
155 Lancashire.
VG
Preston south. LNWR wooden gradient post, mounted on a
viaduct. Brick parapet in background.
SOCB
157 Lancashire. LMS.
VG
Preston south. LMS concrete milepost 21 at Ribble Sidings.
Crack across bottom of post. Electrification gantries and
wires in background.
JMD
277 Lancashire.
VG
Rainhill. LMS 'Hawkeye' platform nameboard. Stone wall
behind board and Georgian buildings beyond railway fence.
19-Jul-1954.
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SITES
942 Lancashire. LMS.
G
Rainhill. Part of an old LMS portable sign board with a
chalked message about the times of trains back to Rainhill
from Liverpool. April 1974.
SOCB
175 Lancashire.
G
Warrington Crosfields Crossing A gradient post showing the
very precise gradients of 1 in 193 and 1 in 1390. Brickwork
in background.
NHL
810 London.
G
Broad Street. A BR notice, affixed to a wall, proclaiming
that the station is not Liverpool Street and informing
passengers that they should change stations for Europe and
the Eastern Counties. In English, Dutch, German and Polish.
SOC
1323 Monmouthshire.
F
Abergavenny Junction. An almost completed lineside wooden
hut (or signalbox). In the yard on the right are a 'Crewe
Goods' (perhaps No. 5) and a 'Special Tank'. To the right is
a roof door van. Beside the hut is what may be a brake van.
Building materials in foreground. C1875.
SITES
291 Radnorshire. LMS.
G
Dolau. A dismounted LMS platform nameboard. The dimensions
of the details are shown on the back of the print - that
side is catalogued as SITES 291A.
SITES
291A Radnorshire. LMS.
G
Dolau. The back of print SITES 291, giving the detail
dimensions of the standard LMS station nameboard.
SITES
601 Radnorshire.
F
Llangunllo Tunnel south. Looking north towards an engineers'
brick-built hut on the Up side. Entrance to single track
tunnel partly in view on right. Large notice on tunnel shows
All Up Goods and Mineral Trains Stop DEAD Here. 1960s.
SOC
1089 Shropshire.
G
Prees. A 'Caution' notice. 28-May-1977.
SOCB
158 Shropshire. LMS.
VG
Shrewsbury, Crewe junction. LMS concrete gradient post
attached to a bridge parapet on Crewe Bank. Engineer's hut
in background and goods vans in yard beyond.
SOC
1088 Shropshire.
G
Trench. A 'Beware of the Trains' notice, mounted on a post
next to a paling fence. 27-May-1977.
SOC
505A Staffordshire.
G
Bushbury steam shed. A yard lamp, gas lit and mounted on a
column. Bottom few feet painted white. A close-up from SOC
505.
INFRA
47 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford station. The view along a platform, showing a
wall-mounted drinking fountain (dated 1864) and a platform
bench. Advertisement for Butlers Bitter on wall on right.
7-Jan-1960.
SOC
1051 Staffordshire.
G
Walsall. A fogman's hut, standing beside a slotted post Home
signal. Whale tender in background. 1905.
Source: RSC 235DA
ESRC
43 Warwickshire.
VG
Birdingbury. View along a platform showing an oil burning
lamp mounted on a wooden post. Platform barrow alongside.
2-May-1959.
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CRPRT C142A Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham New Street. View along platform 2 looking towards
the footbridge. Shows a line of gas lamps mounted in pairs
suspended from ornate columns along the platform. A close-up
from C142. Sept 1885. Crewe Official C142.
Source: CROFF C142
SOCA
111 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham New Street. A wooden box, padlocked, with a
tarpaulin on top. Lettered L&NWRy. Pictured beside a brick
wall, alongside other but dissimilar boxes. June 1948.
SOC
1090 Warwickshire.
G
Monument Lane steam shed. A 'Locomotive Engine Shed' notice
atteached to a wooden fence or building. 14-Dec-1952.
SITES
828 Warwickshire.
G
Nuneaton. A platform bench marked "Nuneaton Trent Valley" on
the Up Fast platform at the station. Part of Up side
shunting hump across the tracks in background. Feb 1974.
SITES
832 Warwickshire.
F
Nuneaton. A fixed iron ladder, installed to access a doorway
a few feet above ground level. Somewhere in the passenger
station or the goods warehouse. Another high level door on
left with partly unreadable markings which end in "Be wise
after the event".
WKRYS
12 Warwickshire.
LDS
Proof House Junction. A gradient post showing a 1 in 330
rising gradient on the left and three arms for different
gradients for lines to the right.
SITESB
196 Westmorland.
VG
Milnthorpe. Large enamelled station nameboard, probably at
the north end of the Up platform. Flatbottom rail on
concrete sleepers in foreground. Bushes and grassed slope in
background. 21-Aug-1967.
NFSRN
118 Yorkshire.
G
Huddersfield station central. Cast iron notices attached to
a roof column and showing the locations of the valves for
water supply to various tanks at the station and at
Hillhouse.
SITESB
189 Yorkshire.
VG
Marsden. An often painted wooden sign board with attached
lettering - a large finger points the way to No. 1 Platform.
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ECL
211 Re-railing a 'Super D'. The engine has run into the buffer
F
stops and the tender appears to have jack-knifed up into the
air. A steam breakdown crane is taking the weight of the
back of the tender, watched by a group of railwaymen. At a
double junction on a double track line in a suburban area.
SOC
994 A simulated accident showing men being carried on stretchers
F
to a 6-wheeled brake third carriage. Lots of railwaymen in
foreground, some in shirtsleeves, uniforms or bowlers. Near
end of carriage marked 'Willesden'. More 6-wheeled carriages
an a platform awning in background.
SOC
995 A simulated accident showing men being carried on stretchers
G
up into a 6-wheeled brake third carriage. Lots of railwaymen
in foreground, some in shirtsleeves, uniforms or bowlers.
Near end of carriage marked 'Willesden'. More 6-wheeled
carriages an a platform awning in left background.
SOC
1262 Removing the wreckage after an accident at a country station
VG
on a double track line. Platforms in foreground and hipped
roof signal box on left. Smashed wagons are on both sides of
track. A steam breakdown crane, coupled to a 'Cauliflower'
is about to lift a tank wagon. Another 0-6-0 is in the
background.
SOC
513 Caernarvonshire.
F
Britannia Bridge. A night-time photograph of the Britannia
Bridge on fire, seen from the strait. Bridge itself cannot
be seen but the two towers are on fire, particularly the one
on the right which is covered in flame. Fire is cascading
down from the tube on the right of the picture. Some falls
from the centre span and a little from the left. 1972.
LNWRS
1580 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Penmaenmawr. View of track slipped onto beach - high tide
with waves splashing around wrecked wagons. On the Down line
in foreground is a D16 goods brake and, beyond it, several
open fish trucks stand precariously on track with ballast
washed away. The main wreckage lies beyond those. Several
workmen are posed, looking at the camera. 12-Jan-1899.
LNWRS
1583 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Penmaenmawr. View of track slipped onto beach with goods
train skewed across. Two open fish trucks in foreground,
single plank open wagons beyond and and, on their sides at
the head of the wreckage, a goods brake and a locomotive
tender. An engineer's train stands alongside whilst several
'locals' have come from the beach to inspect. 12-Jan-1899.
LNWRS
5069 Caernarvonshire.
G
Penmaenmawr. View of track slipped onto beach - medium tide
with sea coming through breech in sea wall. The Up line has
collapsed. On the Down line in foreground is a D16 goods
brake with railwaymen looking at it. Beyond it, several open
fish trucks stand precariously on track whilst other have
fallen. DX on Up line in distance. 12-Jan-1899.
LNWRS
5070 Caernarvonshire.
G
Penmaenmawr. Close-up view of open fish trucks still
standing on tilted track. 12-Jan-1899.
LNWRS
5071 Caernarvonshire.
G
Penmaenmawr. Close-up view of open fish trucks and single
plank wagons scattered across Up line, with sea lapping
around them. Wagon sheet No. 49040 is prominent.
12-Jan-1899.
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LNWRS
5072 Caernarvonshire.
G
Penmaenmawr. Close-up view of open wagons embedded in
shingle. Single plank wagons Nos 17804 and 6832 in
foreground. Engine and tender on side in background.
12-Jan-1899.
LNWRS
5073 Caernarvonshire.
G
Penmaenmawr. DX resting on its side, along with its
jack-knifed tender. Twisted rails in foreground. A roof door
van, the top of which is in view, is pushed against the
tender. Railwaymen are standing on the track in the
distance, surveying the wreckage. 12-Jan-1899.
SITES
155 Cheshire.
G
Cheadle Hulme. View from beyond the end of the Down Crewe
platform looking towards the Macclesfield line where cranes
are lifting the wreckage of the derailed schools excursion
from Stafford to York. Austerity 2-8-0 in attendance on
left. Station buildings on right. Electrification gantry in
foreground. Two railwaymen watching on right. 28-May-1964.
SOC
1071 Cheshire.
P
Chelford. Clearing up after the accident. Smashed wagons in
foreground. Cattle wagon No. 15806 and a horsebox (both
undamaged) beside cattle dock on left. Breakdown crane and a
'DX' on right. Station in background with 'Whitworth No 418
ZYGIA, the damaged engine. Lots of railwaymen and
bystanders. Goods yard with wagons on left. 22-Dec-1894.
SOC
1263 Cheshire.
VG
Chelford. A wrecked 6-wheeled carriage, with railwaymen and
officials standing near. Sides and roof are at an angle
across track whilst floor is further along and bent in two.
Next comes the underframe, bent and broken. Shows Manchester
end of station with the water tank and goods shed in the
background. Corner of signalbox on right. 22-Dec-1894.
Source: LPC 2503
JFW
443 Cheshire.
F
Christleton. Looking towards Waverton from what is now the
A41 road bridge. Shows the wreckage of a goods train which
was heading for Chester when the axle of a 'Private Owner'
coal wagon failed. The breakdown train has arrived, led by
'DX' No. 3154, and the crane is helping to clear the
wreckage. Caption at bottom. 11-May-1911.
Source: JAP C4547
SOC
3 Cheshire.
F
Crewe Deviation Works. The demise of the General Office. The
building was disused for several years and the caught fire.
View of the frontage from the railway side showing the
burning building. Firemen are playing their hoses onto the
roof and windows in an attempt to damp down the flames.
23-Jul-1983.
CRPRT MC310 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Old Works. No. 4 Erecting Shop in the Old Works
showing a wooden bodied overhead crane which has collapsed
whilst attempting, with another similar crane, to lift an
'18in Tank' ('Watford') along the workshop. The load has
fallen onto other engines beneath. 'Improved Precedent' No.
382 BUCKINGHAM on the left has escaped. LNWR Official MC310.
Source: CROFF MC310
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CRPRT MC568 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Steelworks. The wheels and frames of 'Improved
Precedent' No. 1529 COOK, seen in No. 9 erecting shop where
they were brought following the accident at Ditton Junction
on 17-Sep-2009. Shows how the cylinder block has been pushed
back by the impact with the bridge. Sept 1912. LNWR Official
MC568.
Source: CROFF MC568
LNWRS
1127 Cheshire.
G
Crewe, Cumberland Bridge. Coal Engine No. 1333 has been
derailed and is shown from its right, balanced on part of
the bridge abutment, during recovery operations. R3F
18-Mar-1905.
SOC
43 Cheshire.
G
Crewe, Cumberland Bridge. Coal Engine No. 1333, seen from
its left after derailment. The engine has crashed into the
bridge abutment and recovery has started - huge timber
baulks are propping-up the engine and chains have been
attached to stop it falling further. Copied from a Selwyn
Higgins postcard. 18-Mar-1905.
LGRP
24953 Cumberland.
VG
Penrith station central. Rear part of the 8:15am Liverpool
to Carlisle goods became uncoupled and the two sections met
again in Penrith station, scattering debris onto the Up line
in front of the 1:00pm Carlisle to Euston express which was
derailed. Leading vehicle - perhaps a 4-wheeled OCT - was
smashed and following TPO was badly damaged. 5-Dec-1903.
SITESB
801 Cumberland.
F
Penrith station north end. Looking south under the road
overbridge, at the wreckage of the 1:00pm Carlisle to Euston
express which was derailed by the debris from the collision
of the two parts of a divided goods train in the station.
Shows the end of a cove roof carriage, with a breakdown
crane beyond. Base of No. 3 signalbox on left. 5-Dec-1903.
Source: L&G 24956
SOC
1307 Denbighshire. LMS.
F
Talycafn. A derailed train of 6-wheeled carriages, the
nearest of which is on its side and resting in the cess.
Others are tilted at various angles. Photographed looking
back from a passing train, also of 6-wheeled stock as seen
on the left of the picture. The derailment took place on
5-Jul-1904. July 1904.
SOC
1308 Denbighshire. LMS.
P
Talycafn. A derailed train of 6-wheeled carriages the
nearest of which is at 45 degrees, roof down, and resting in
the cess. Others are tilted at various angles. Photographed
looking forward from a passing train as seen on the right of
the picture. The derailment took place on 5-July-1904. July
1904.
LNWRS
804 Derbyshire.
G
Whaley Bridge. Lifting a 'Coal Engine' onto the tracks after
it fell from the railway as it passed over a bridge. Four
rail mounted cranes at work. Lots of workmen and police
posed on the tracks and near to the engine. Piles of timbers
beneath the engine.
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LS
239 Derbyshire.
VG
Whaley Bridge. A derailment where the railway runs on an
embankment and crosses a minor lane on a masonry arch
bridge. The lane is partly flooded and the track formation
appears to have been washed out. A 17in Coal Engine has
fallen into the lane. Three cranes are lifting its tender.
Dozens of railwaymen and locals look on.
SOC
29 Durham.
F
Felling cutting. Postcard with two views of the derailed
LNWR Newcastle Express (8:35 ex-Liverpool), made up of arc
roof carriages pulled by NER Class R 4-4-0 No. 725.
26-Mar-1907.
SOC
29A Durham.
F
Felling cutting. Derailed LNWR Newcastle Express (8:35
ex-Liverpool), made up of arc roof carriages pulled by NER
Class R 4-4-0 No. 725. Shows the engine leaning against the
side of the cutting. LNWR carriages alongside, followed by
an NER clerestory. 26-Mar-1907.
SOC
29B Durham.
F
Felling cutting. Derailed LNWR Newcastle Express (8:35
ex-Liverpool). Shows an LNWR 6-wheeled brake van being
lifted by a breakdown crane, with crowds of bystanders
wayching the men at work. 26-Mar-1907.
JMD
127 Herefordshire. GWR.
GR
Tram Inn. A derailed goods train on the GW part of the LNW
route to South Wales. A van, a low sided open and a GWR
container (B-86) are scattered across the lines. Breakdown
gang alongside, with crane in background. Signal post on
left, intact but ladder pushed aside.
LNWRS
225 Lancashire.
Ditton Junction Accident. Re-railed loco. Improved
Precedent No. 1529 'COOK'. R3F
LNWRS
226 Lancashire.
Ditton Junction Accident. Loco boiler being lifted.
LNWRS
227 Lancashire.
Ditton Junction Accident. Tender tank being lifted onto
trolley wagon.
DNR
228 Lancashire.
GR
Ditton Junction. The broken boiler and twisted frames of
'Improved Precedent' No. 1529 'COOK' after the fatal
accident. The engine has been lifted upright and back onto
the rails. The brick viaduct of the collision is on the left
and several railwaymen are at work on the right.
17-Sep-1912.
LNWRS
228 Lancashire.
G
Ditton Junction. Accident on 17-Sep-1912. Exterior of one of
the burned out carriages. Copied from a commercial postcard
- handwriting on front which gives details of accident.
LNWRS
1850 Lancashire.
VG
Ditton Junction. View of track, after the fatal accident,
with chalk marks showing where the engine is thought to have
struck a check rail. The photograph was taken by a local
photographer and an explanatory note is written on it.
17-Sep-1912.
LNWRS
9173 Lancashire.
G
Ditton Junction. Remains of tender underframe being craned
away onto an overbridge, watched by several railwaymen.
Photographed as part of a series by local photographer P T
Ford, whose name is written on the picture. 17-Sep-1912.
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LNWRS
9174 Lancashire.
F
Ditton Junction. View of the upturned locomotive with
railwaymen standing on and around it. Cab sidesheet and
numberplate No. 1529 (COOK) in foreground, the overbridge in
the background. 17-Sep-1912.
LNWRS
9175 Lancashire.
G
Ditton Junction. Interior of one of the burned out
carriages. 17-Sep-1912.
LNWRS
9176 Lancashire.
VG
Ditton Junction. Wreckage mostly removed, showing where loco
struck bridge. Clearing gang standing beside track. Part of
a series taken by local photographer P T Ford, whose name
and notes are written on the photograph. 17-Sep-1912.
LNWRS
9726 Lancashire.
Ditton Junction. The re-railed loco (COOK). LB 17-Sep-1912.
LNWRS
9727 Lancashire.
G
Ditton Junction. Frame and wheels of the derailed engine
(COOK) being lifted by a large breakdown crane. Several
railwaymen posed in foreground. Special Tank No. 1747 partly
in view in background. Part of a series taken by local
photographer P T Ford, whose name appears on the photograph.
L3R 17-Sep-1912.
LNWRS
9728 Lancashire.
VG
Ditton Junction. Breakdown crane with crew and several
railwaymen posed on and in front of it. In the background is
the overbridge into which the engine smashed. 17-Sep-1912.
LNWRS
9729 Lancashire.
Ditton Junction. Wreckage of tender piled against bridge.
17-Sep-1912.
JFW
400 Lancashire. BR.
G
Lancaster Glasson Dock Jn. Looking east, down from gas
holder in Long Marsh Lane, across the junction and main
line. Branch from Green Ayre at bottom of hill in
background. Fowler tank No. 42589 on its side beside the
branch. Two steam cranes in attendance, one hauled by 4F No.
44276. C1961.
LNWRS
9547 Lancashire.
G
Preston north. Clearing up after a derailment. View east
across the lines north of the station looking towards the
coal yard. At the front are 50' arc roof corridor carriages
- third D268 No. 3279 and brake third D316 No 7753. A
breakdown crane is lifting the front end of an L&Y 0-6-0.
Lots of schoolboys are watching from a wall.
NFSR
86 Lancashire.
VP
Preston north. The aftermath of the high speed derailment of
a Scotch Express. Pilot engine is 'Whitworth' No. 2189 SHARK
with tender on its side. Train engine is an 'Improved
Precedent', again with tender on its side. Other wreckage is
strewn around. Several railwaymen are gathered in
foreground. 15-Aug-1896.
SOC
197 Lancashire.
VG
Preston north. Derailment of Down Scotch Express, viewed
across the tracks. Train engine 'Improved Precedent' No.
2159 SHARK is upright (Pilot No. 275 VULCAN off the frame).
Smashed tender and carriages on left. Lots of slotted post
gantry and bracket signals. PO wagons 'Preston Ind Coop Soc'
x 2, W&J Turner, Compton & Shawcross. 13-Jul-1896.
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SOC
1040 Lancashire.
VP
Preston north. The aftermath of the high speed derailment of
a Scotch Express. Pilot engine, marked A, is 'Whitworth' No.
2189 SHARK with tender B on its side. Train engine C is
'Improved Precedent' C with tender D on its side. Other
wreckage is strewn around. Several railwaymen are gathered
in foreground. 15-Aug-1896.
LNWRS
9538 Lancashire.
VG
Reddish. A Superheater 4-6-2 Tank on a passenger train
appears to have run into a 21ft horsebox and a cove roof
brake third, No. 7308, lifting the horsebox onto the brake
end and derailing some of the carriages although all have
stayed in-line. Policemen and lots of bystanders are posed
infront of the wreckage.
SOC
1265 London.
VG
Willesden Junction station. The 10-coach 8:27 Watford to
Euston was struck by the following 7-coach 8:30 train. The
last two carriages were telescoped and the one before
damaged. 'Watford Tank' No. 182 of the second train, on
left. Front part of first train has been removed and engines
are waiting to drag wreckage away. 5-Dec-1910.
SOC
1266 London.
VG
Willesden Junction station. The 8:30 ex-Watford struck the
8:27, telescoping the two rear carriages. The breakdown gang
is demolishing the last coach and is placing its woodwork
between the tracks on the right. Policeman with railwaymen
on left. Twisted underframe and column of guard's handbrake
in centre. Body of second carriage on top. 5-Dec-1910.
SOC
1267 London.
VG
Willesden Junction station. The 8:30 ex-Watford struck the
8:27, telescoping the two rear carriages. The underframe of
the last carriage showing how the uprights of the side have
been broken off near the bottom. The leading bogie is still
on the rails. The penultimate carriage is resting on top.
Looking towards the engine of the second train. 5-Dec-1910.
SOC
1268 London.
VG
Willesden Junction station. The 8:30 ex-Watford struck the
8:27, telescoping the two rear carriages. Shows the bogies
of the penultimate carriage, No. 1795. The underframe of the
last carriage has pushed the trailing bogie along until it
has gone under the leading bogie. Railwaymen are looking at
the wreckage and deciding what to do next. Dec 1910.
JMD
30 Monmouthshire.
G
Blaenavon - Tyre Mill Siding. View of smashed goods wagons mineral, bolster, open goods etc - strewn across track after
accident.
JMD
31 Monmouthshire.
P
Blaenavon - Tyre Mill Siding. Looking north west at the pit
props and wagons pushed aside to clear one line, after
accident. Lookout man, with armband, standing beside
wreckage. Tyre Mill Siding signalbox on left.
JMD
32 Monmouthshire.
G
Blaenavon - Tyre Mill Siding. Wagons tipped on side - shows
underframes - and wheels placed in 4ft after accident.
Blaenavon Iron Works in background.
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SEMR
40094 Northamptonshire.
G
Weedon south. Derailment of the Down Irish Mail. View along
the track showing the engine, a 'Precursor', upright and in
line but straddling the rails with steam gushing from its
chimney. Beyond it are the smashed carriages and crowds of
people - perhaps passengers but lots of sightseers appear to
be standing beside hedges nearby. 14-Aug-1915.
SOC
1264 Northamptonshire.
VG
Weedon south. A wrecked 8-wheeled bogie corridor carriage,
on its side and apparently without bogies, underframe or
floor - the latter is in the right foreground. End of
carriage is endorsed 'Crewe & Carlisle'. A lifting chain
from a crane is slung around some of the wreckage.
Spectators and trees in background. 14-Aug-1915.
LNWRS
9730 Shropshire.
Shrewsbury, Crewe junction. Floor of bogie full brake, along
with TPO and GWR clerestory with side torn off. Viewed from
rail level. 15-Oct-1907.
LNWRS
9731 Shropshire.
Shrewsbury, Crewe junction. Wreck of bogie carriage, on its
side after accident, along with TPO with net. From rail
level. 15-Oct-1907.
LNWRS
1372 Staffordshire.
F
Armitage (near). Wrecked goods train on embankment - vans
and goods scattered along the slope. Breakdown train with
manual crane, led by an Experiment. Van buffered up to front
of engine. Second breakdown train on right, with steam
crane. April 1912.
SOC
1021 Staffordshire.
F
Colwich. An elliptical roof carriage, in LNW livery, with
brake end. Whale 'Experiment' No. 2637 BABYLON (nameplate in
view on right) appears to have run into it head on and the
smokebox is embedded inside the brake compartment.
Railwaymen in foreground with backs to camera.
SOC
1045 Staffordshire.
F
Colwich. An accident showing 'Experiment' No. 2637 BABYLON
embedded in the brake compartment of a carriage at the end
of a train. Spectators in background. Photograph endorsed
'Vandyke Stafford'.
SOC
1046 Staffordshire.
P
Colwich. An accident showing 'Experiment' No. 2637 BABYLON
embedded in the brake compartment of a carriage at the end
of a train. That carriage, in turn, is embedded in the
previous carriage. Spectators looking down from footbridge
on right. Part of low sided wagon in foreground, loaded with
folded tarpaulins.
MISHAP
101 Warwickshire.
VG
Marton Junction. Accident in which a driver and a shunter
were killed when their engine, SDX No. 1609, rolled down an
embankment after being derailed at trap points when they set
back, wrong line, to retrieve wagons which had broken loose.
BoT report. Page 1 of 7. 26-Nov-1895.
MISHAP
102 Warwickshire.
G
Marton Junction. Accident in which a driver and a shunter
were killed when their engine, SDX No. 1609, rolled down an
embankment after being derailed at trap points when they set
back, wrong line, to retrieve wagons which had broken loose.
BoT report. Page 2 of 7. 26-Nov-1895.
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MISHAP
103 Warwickshire.
VG
Marton Junction. Accident in which a driver and a shunter
were killed when their engine, SDX No. 1609, rolled down an
embankment after being derailed at trap points when they set
back, wrong line, to retrieve wagons which had broken loose.
BoT report. Page 3 of 7. 26-Nov-1895.
MISHAP
104 Warwickshire.
G
Marton Junction. Accident in which a driver and a shunter
were killed when their engine, SDX No. 1609, rolled down an
embankment after being derailed at trap points when they set
back, wrong line, to retrieve wagons which had broken loose.
BoT report. Page 4 of 7. 26-Nov-1895.
MISHAP
105 Warwickshire.
VG
Marton Junction. Accident in which a driver and a shunter
were killed when their engine, SDX No. 1609, rolled down an
embankment after being derailed at trap points when they set
back, wrong line, to retrieve wagons which had broken loose.
BoT report. Page 5 of 7. 26-Nov-1895.
MISHAP
106 Warwickshire.
F
Marton Junction. Accident in which a driver and a shunter
were killed when their engine, SDX No. 1609, rolled down an
embankment after being derailed at trap points when they set
back, wrong line, to retrieve wagons which had broken loose.
BoT report. Page 6 of 7. 26-Nov-1895.
MISHAP
107 Warwickshire.
VG
Marton Junction. Accident in which a driver and a shunter
were killed when their engine, SDX No. 1609, rolled down an
embankment after being derailed at trap points when they set
back, wrong line, to retrieve wagons which had broken loose.
BoT report. Page 7 of 7. 26-Nov-1895.
LS
238 Warwickshire.
VG
Wootton Bridge. The bridge failure, south of Kenilworth,
where the line crosses the present B4115 and a minor road.
Cast iron cross girders collapsed allowing Fairbairn 0-6-0
No. 282 and several wagons to fall through. The driver and
fireman were killed. Top-hatted policemen guard the wreckage
whilst officials and others look on. 11-Jun-1861.
SOC
433 Yorkshire.
G
Diggle south. View across the tracks showing scores of
bystanders watching whilst railwaymen begin to clear the
site after the accident. 'Experiment' No. 1406 GEORGE
FINDLAY is seen lying at an angle against a buffer stop. A
wrecked carriage is pushed against the tender, with part of
another vehicle alongside the carriage. July 1923.
SOC
1041 Yorkshire.
F
Diggle south. The Diggle accident looking north from a
footbridge, towards the station with Ward Lane bridge in the
background. L&Y 0-6-0 in right foreground, with tender on
its side. Two 3-doll Down Home bracket signals in foreground
- left hand ringed signals for old line, right hand for
Micklehurst Loop. Breakdown crane in centre. July 1923.
SOC
1042 Yorkshire.
F
Diggle south. The Diggle accident looking north towards the
station with Ward Lane bridge in the background. Steam
breakdown crane in left centre with L&Y van and two LNW
0-6-0s. Derailed 'Experiment' No. 1406 GEORGE FINDLAY in
centre with smashed brake end of carriage. Three rotating
ground signals in foreground. Lots of spectators. July 1923.
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SOC
1043 Yorkshire.
F
Diggle south. The Diggle accident looking across the tracks
to derailed 'Experiment' No. 1406 GEORGE FINDLAY, tilted on
its side. Breakdown train in foreground with wagon holding a
carriage bogie adapted for use in moving wreckage.
Spectators at top of embankment in background. July 1923.
SOC
1044 Yorkshire.
G
Diggle south. The Diggle accident looking across the tracks
to damaged leading carriage of train, with rear end of
tender on right on its side. Bogie on breakdown train in
foreground. Beyond that is a 'Cauliflower', on its side,
showing the bottom of the ashpan. Jib of crane on left.
Spectators on embankment in background. July 1923.
SOC
1269 Yorkshire.
VG
Diggle south. The view south from near the Ward Lane
overbridge, with the footbridge in the background. Wrecked
carriages on left. Overturned 'Cauliflower' No. 1027 in
centre, with its tender on side (top side in view).
'Experiment No. 1406 GEORGE FINDLAY beyond. '17in Coal'
engine, seen R3R, on breakdown train on right. 5-Jul-1923.
SOC
1270 Yorkshire.
VG
Diggle south. Looking down at 'Experiment' No. 1406 GEORGE
FINDLAY from the side slope at the eastern side of the line,
showing the top of the tender, cab roof (with shed plate 17
- Leeds) and boiler. Smashed wagon in foreground. Breakdown
crane and L&Y iron-clad goods brake van beyond the engine.
5-Jul-1923.
SOC
1271 Yorkshire.
VG
Diggle south. Looking down at the roofs of the first two
carriages of the express from the side slope at the eastern
side of the line, showing where the second carriage has
pushed onto the end of the leading one. Beyond is the cab
and tender of the '17in Coal' engine on the breakdown train.
Railwaymen in background. 5-Jul-1923.
SOC
1272 Yorkshire.
VG
Diggle south. View across tracks of 'Experiment' No. 1406
GEORGE FINDLAY, on the right, and the leading carriage of
its train - an elliptical roofed brake ended vehicle. A huge
crowd of bystanders has gathered on the side of cutting in
background. Abutment of Ward Lane bridge on left. Cab end of
smashed 'Cauliflower' in front of carriage. 5-Jul-1923.
NFSRN
126 Yorkshire.
F
Huddersfield north. The wreckage of an L&Y local passenger
train on Huddersfield viaduct. L&Y 2-4-2 tank on left,
smashed L&Y carriages piled on viaduct in centre. Masonry
walls of viaduct in lower foreground. Mill and chimneys in
left background.
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CRPRT MA242 A 6-wheeled 7 ton steam powered brakedown crane, encased in
VG
corrugated iron sheeting. Seen in a shed yard next to a long
line of tank engines - lattice footbridge in background.
LNWR Official MA242.
Source: CROFF MA187
RCC
75 Crewe North steam shed. The Crewe breakdown crane, seen from
VG
the rear. Northlight shed roof in background. Rear of tender
and locomotive on the left. 1943.
NHL
799 Crewe Old Works yard. A Ransome & Rapier breakdown crane,
VG
with bogie match truck at the front and a 4-wheel open flat
wagon at the rear. Jib raised. Large LNWR, with diamonds, on
match truck. View from the Old Works, looking across the
yard, with Tollitt street gas holder in centre background
and stores building on right distance. L3F
Source: HMRS V2930
LNWRS
1554 Crewe Steelworks yard. The Webb steam crane, built at Crewe
G
- see PN 56 (May 1985). Underframe obscured by workmen and
stacks of firebars in foreground. A 1800 gallon tender,
lined out and with coal rails, in the right background.
Several dumb-buffered 3-plank dropside wagons (no obvious
ownership markings) in left background.
NHL
800 Crewe Steelworks yard. A Ransome & Rapier breakdown crane,
VG
with bogie match truck at the front. Jib lowered. Large
LNWR, with diamonds, on match truck. View in the Steelworks
yard with the crane posed infront of a line of old boilers.
Buildings in West Street in background. L3F
Source: HMRS V2929
SOC
1047 LMS. Carlisle Citadel south end. Steam breakdown crane No. 245,
G
part of a breakdown train being pulled into the station by a
Midland 0-6-0 tank running in reverse. 6-wheeled carriage
coupled to rear of crane. Station roof in background.
SOC
574 Biggar. Locomotive crane No. 10 - a hand operated crane
VG
mounted on a 6-wheeled wooden underframe. Formerly at
Huddersfield but shown standing on a section of track just
long enough for the vehicle and in use as a static yard
crane. Seen ready to lift a louvred container.
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SOC
1314 Banners for display boards. Colour. Shows crest and London &
VG
North Western Railway Society. Set out as two banners on a
page. 2013.
SOC
1383 The two sides of an LNWR Society web card.
VG
SOC
1418 Extract from LNWRS membership application describing member
VG
facilities and events. 2016.
SOC
1431 Kenilworth Study Centre. Proposed layout when SRS have moved
VG
in. 26-Feb-2017.
SOC
1432 Mr G D Whitworth, the first Treasurer and Membership
Secretary of the LNWR Society and subsequently a Vice
President. LNWRS member No. 2. Seated at a table, with
teacup.
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ECL
32 View north west along the cutting from an overbridge,
G
showing exposed rock strata - perhaps somewhere on the L&M.
A 'Claughton' is running towards the camera with an express,
everything in LNWR livery. Lots of steam from chimney,
safety valves (and between two of the carriages). R3F
NFSRN
105 A narrow underbridge carrying the north lines over a minor
F
road, seen from the highway. The bridge is a stone arch with
stone retaining walls each side. In the foreground are the
stone abutments for where the bridge for the south lines
used to lie. Stone walls seen through the arch. Thought to
be on the Huddersfield & Manchester. See also NFSRN 106.
NFSRN
106 An underbridge for a minor road, seen from the highway. In
F
the foreground, plate girders carry the south lines whilst
beyond that the road narrows for a masonry arch bridge
carrying the north lines. Stone walls seen through the arch.
Thought to be on the Huddersfield & Manchester. See NFSRN
105 for a view after removal of south lines.
SOCB
162 The LNWR's standard metal footbridge. Carrying a footpath
F
across the railway. Shows the stairs descending alongside
the railway - opposite end from SOCB 163.
SOCB
163 The LNWR's standard metal footbridge. Carrying a footpath
F
across the railway. Shows the stairs descending alongside
the railway - opposite end from SOCB 162.
SOCB
164 The LNWR's standard metal footbridge. Carrying a footpath
F
across the railway. Shows the stairs descending at right
angles to the railway.
SOCB
165 The LNWR's standard metal footbridge. At a station, with
F
stone building in background. Shows the end of the bridge
and the steps descending to the platform. Plate attached to
side rails, near bottom - shows 23A in a white rectangle
with rounded corners.
JMD
167 Anglesey.
Ceint. Bridge No. 21 over disused track. 22-Apr-1953.
JMD
111 Anglesey.
G
Malltraeth viaduct. A distant view looking up the river from
the sands, showing the viaduct crossing the marshes. 1950s.
CRPRT
A179 Anglesey. HWAY.
VG
Menai Straits. Telford's suspension bridge and approach
viaducts carrying the highway across the Menai Straits.
12-Sep-1879. LNWR Official A179.
Source: CROFF A179
SOC
1299 Anglesey. HWAY.
VG
Menai Straits. The Telford Suspension Bridge, looking along
one of the carriageways towards towards a suspension towers.
C1922.
Photographer: Leslie J Thompson.
JMD
166 Anglesey.
Rhyd y Saint. Bridge over abandoned trackwork on Red Wharf
Bay line.
JMD
112 Anglesey.
F
Stanley Embankment. View towards Holyhead of main line
tracks across Stanley Embankment onto Holy island. Rear of
ex-LNWR distant signal on right. Negative fogged at bottom.
JMD
45 Brecknockshire.
Black Rock. View of track underneath Black Rock.
JMD
46 Brecknockshire.
Black Rock. View of track under rock face, on bridge.
JMD
50 Brecknockshire. BM/LNW.
VG
Pontsarn viaduct. View of masonary arch viaduct, with train
pulled by GWR pannier tank running in reverse eastwards.
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LNWRS
9117 Brecknockshire. BM/LNW.
F
Pontsarn viaduct. Distant view of Pontsarn viaduct (B&M and
LNWR), looking north, with goods train crossing. The engine
is out of sight but the brake van shows LNWR in large
letters.
LS
309 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Denbigh Hall. A sketch of Denbigh Hall bridge with a troop
of cavalry passing under. A train of closed carriages led by
a Bury engine running across. C1837.
SOCA
280 Buckinghamshire.
GR
Linslade. View southwards towards Linslade tunnels, showing
the 3-arch brick bridge, on the right, taking the Bletchley
to Leighton Buzzard road across the main line. Grand Union
canal on left. Hillside (through which the tunnels run) in
right distance. Three tall Down signal posts with co-acting
distant arms - leftmost two have ringed arms. C1908.
SITES
884 Buckinghamshire.
G
Padbury. Looking north east, towards Padbury village,
beneath a plate girder bridge which carries the railway
across Main Street, a little to the south of the station.
Sign on left of road, showing the start of Padbury village.
7-Nov-1964.
JMD
133 Caernarvonshire.
Bettws-y-Coed. View of main arch of Gethin's Bridge
CRPRT
C74 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Britannia Bridge. View from the shore, looking across a
rocky beach. Maintenance cradles around the two central
spans. June 1884. LNWR Official C74.
Source: CROFF C74
JMD
103 Caernarvonshire.
N
Britannia Bridge. View from cab of engine of Down train
approaching bridge on the curved track. Lions in view at
entrance to bridge. 1950s.
JMD
104 Caernarvonshire.
F
Britannia Bridge. View of the entrance to the Britannia
Bridge from beside the track at the Caernarfon end.
Caution/Rhybudd signs on post on left. Inscription over
tracks shows 'Erected Anno Domini MDCCCL, Robert Stephenson
Engineer'. Lions on plinths beside tracks before entrance.
1950s.
JMD
105 Caernarvonshire.
G
Britannia Bridge. A three quarters view of the Caernarfon
side of the Britannia Bridge taken from Caernarfon bank. A
scaffolding cradle has been erected around part of the
nearest tube. Similar to photograph No. 106. 1950s.
JMD
106 Caernarvonshire.
G
Britannia Bridge. A three quarters view of the Caernarfon
side of the Britannia Bridge taken from Caernarfon bank. A
scaffolding cradle has been erected around part of the
nearest tube. Similar to photograph No. 107. 1950s.
JMD
107 Caernarvonshire.
G
Britannia Bridge. A three quarters view of the Caernarfon
side of the Britannia Bridge taken from the Anglesey bank.
Scaffolding cradles have been erected around some of the
tubes. The base of a large electricity pylon is in the left
foreground. 1950s.
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JMD
108 Caernarvonshire.
G
Britannia Bridge. A distant view of Britannia Bridge from
the Caernarvon bank, looking across the fields from near
Treborth station at the Caernarfon side of the bridge.
1950s.
JMD
109 Caernarvonshire.
G
Britannia Bridge. A stone plinth, seen in the bushes beside
the Britannia Bridge, which holds a broken cylinder head
which was part of a jack which failed whilst lifting the
tubes of the bridge into place. 1950s.
LNWRS
696 Caernarvonshire.
G
Britannia Bridge. Overall view from sea shore. June 1884.
LNWR Official C74.
LNWRS
699 Caernarvonshire.
G
Britannia Bridge. Mainland entrance to bridge, viewed from
track level. Engineers' large stone building on right,
wooden stores shed between tubes, with a man standing beside
it. Heap of rubble beside track on left. LNWR Official C379.
LNWRS
700 Caernarvonshire.
Britannia Bridge. General view of mainland end from a nearby
field.
LNWRS
1725 Caernarvonshire.
Britannia Bridge. 21-Sep-1904. LNWR Official D100.
LNWRS
2440 Caernarvonshire.
F
Britannia Bridge. The eastern end of the bridge, showing an
LMS 'Black Five' running out on an Up passenger train. Stone
hut on Up side of track for maintenance men.
LNWRS
2461 Caernarvonshire.
F
Britannia Bridge. The eastern end of the bridge, showing the
Up track and a stone lion. Stone hut on Up side of track for
maintenance men. Taken from a Down train.
LNWRS
2464 Caernarvonshire.
G
Britannia Bridge. View towards the eastern end of the
bridge, showing the portals and the lions. The camera is
aligned to show right through the Down tube. An unidentified
'Super D', with Belpaire firebox and LMS on tender, is
running off the bridge with an Up goods.
LNWRS
2465 Caernarvonshire.
G
Britannia Bridge. View towards the eastern end of the
bridge, showing the portals and the lions. The camera is
aligned to show right through the Down tube. Caution notice,
in English and Welsh, in left foreground beside the Down
line.
LNWRS
9723 Caernarvonshire.
HT
Britannia Bridge. Montage of pictures of the Britannia
Tubular Bridge. Copy of official postcard. The main picture
gives a panoramic view of the Menai Straits, looking south
from the Anglesey side with the Britannia Bridge on the
right and the Telford suspension bridge in the left
distance.
LNWRS
9749 Caernarvonshire.
G
Britannia Bridge. A view, from between the tracks, of the
mainland entrance to the tubes, flanked by the lions.
Daylight in sight at the far end of the Up tube. Engineers'
wooden storage hut between the tubes. 18-Jul-1921.
LNWRS
9750 Caernarvonshire.
G
Britannia Bridge. View of central (Britannia) tower from top
of tubes. Two people - they look tiny - standing on beam at
top of inspection cradle. 18-Jul-1921.
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SOC
1232 Caernarvonshire.
GR
Britannia Bridge. A view of the end of the bridge and of the
lions, looking along the tracks from a high point. A train
of arc roof carriages, pulled by an 'Improved Precedent' is
running out of the Up tube. Gentlemen are standing by the
gates for the footpath at either side of the line.
SOC
1298 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Britannia Bridge. Looking along the top of one of the tubes
towards one of the towers. C1922.
Photographer: Leslie J Thompson.
JMD
149 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Caernarvon Morfa. The site of Morfa station, the original
northern terminus of the Caernarvonshire Railway, looking
south. In the foreground is the bridge over St Helens Road.
Left of centre, the single track line to Llanberis diverges
downwards. The single track line to Avonwen (the
Caernarvonshire Railway) continues.
JMD
153 Caernarvonshire.
G
Caernarvon Pant Road Bridge. View from top of gradient
looking towards Llanberis, with the bridge in the middle
distance. Pont Seiont and Avon Seiont visible through the
trees on the right.
JMD
268 Caernarvonshire. PVT.
VG
Cegin viaduct. Penrhyn Quarry Railway. Looking forward from
carriage attached to narrow gauge train of empty slate
wagons en-route to Bethesda. Brakesman sitting on leading
wagon. Lots of smoke from engine. Trees and bushes at sides
of track. LNWR viaduct in background. 20-Apr-1953.
JMD
445 Caernarvonshire.
G
Cegin viaduct. The Cegin viaduct, viewed from the seaward
side. Tubular post signals at each end. The Penrhyn Railway
narrow gauge line runs under the viaduct to the left of the
Cegin stream and leaves the frame in the right foreground.
JMD
446 Caernarvonshire.
G
Cegin viaduct. The Cegin viaduct, looking west from the Port
Penrhyn branch at the seaward side of the main line.
Bethesda Junction signal box and the eastern portal of
Bangor Tunnel in distance. Various tubular post signals in
view. Formation of narrow gauge Penrhyn Railway running off
to bottom right.
LNWRS
5149 Caernarvonshire.
G
Conway bridge. The castellated west portal of the tubular
bridge, viewed from near the station. The Down home signal
is in the right foreground. A tall Up signal (Home and
Distant arms) stands to the right of the bridge entrance.
The castle is on the left, with a loading gauge over a
siding next to the walls.
LNWRS
9725 Caernarvonshire.
HT
Conway bridge. View from riverbank showing the Conway
bridges - the Telford suspension bridge is in the foreground
and the Stephenson tubular bridge is beyond. Copy of an LNWR
official postcard.
SOC
242 Caernarvonshire.
F
Conway bridge. The castellated entrance portals to the tubes
of the tubular bridge, viewed from the end of the Down
platform. Home signal in right foreground, castle walls on
left with loading gauge nearby. 1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
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SOC
363 Caernarvonshire.
G
Conway bridge. View of the Tubular Bridge on the right, with
the castle on the left. Shows the addition support columns
placed under the far end of the bridge so that it could
carry heavier trains. An Up train, made up of 6 and
8-wheeled arc roof stock pulled by a 'Jumbo', runs towards
the bridge. See J V2 No. 6 p 190. C1909.
Source: AGE 21652
SOC
364 Caernarvonshire.
G
Conway bridge. View of the Tubular Bridge, looking east
towards the western entrance. Castle on left. Shows the high
retaining wall below the line between the bridge and the
station. Taken from the edge of a creek which runs below the
castle, looking across some small boats. 13-Apr-1914.
Source: 8221
SITES
300 Caernarvonshire.
G
Dolwyddelen. The road bridge which passes over the line at
the west end of the station, seen looking towards Blaenau
from the station. Stone abutments and plate girder span. A
few yards further on is an underbridge which crosses the
Afon Cwm Penamnen. The picture is in British Railways days
and the track has been singled.
SITES
302 Caernarvonshire.
F
Dolwyddelen. Looking south west at Church Street bridge from
beside the track leading to the station. End of platform on
left. Buildings in left background.
SITES
922 Caernarvonshire.
G
Pen-y-Groes. Looking north along Down (to Afonwen) platform
to show road overbridge - plate girder with stone abutments
and brick parapets. North ends of platforms beyond. Lower
quadrant Up Starter on Up side, upper quadrant Starter at
far end of Down platform. Platform nameboard in right
foreground. Shows single track in distance.
SGJ
85 Caernarvonshire.
F
Penmaenbach embankment. View towards the tunnel of the stone
embankment with the newly built stone wall on the seeward
side and sheer drop to landward. Passing along is a Down
slow passenger train of ten 6-wheeled carriages pulled by
Coal Tank No. 3420, moving a little too quickly for the
camera. Smoke covering tunnel mouth. 23-Aug-1926.
LNWRS
9720 Caernarvonshire.
G
Penmaenmawr viaduct. View of viaduct, from the sea. Shows
the viaduct at beach level with the road perched on the
cliff face above. Copy of official postcard.
SITES
846 Cambridgeshire.
G
Bourn. Looking south east along the B1046 at the plate
girder bridge - No. 39 - carrying the Bedford to Cambridge
line over the road. Cambridge to the left, Old North Road to
the right. 18-Jun-1967.
SITES
847 Cambridgeshire.
G
Caldecote. Looking north east at the plate girder bridge No. 40 - carrying the lane from the B1046 north to Caldecote
over the Bedford to Cambridge line. Hog back plate girder
with corrugated iron parapet. Cambridge to the right, Old
North Road to the left. 18-Jun-1967.
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SITES
848 Cambridgeshire.
G
Caldecote. Looking north east at the northern abutment of
plate girder overbridge - No. 40 - carrying the lane from
the B1046 north to Caldecote across the Bedford to Cambridge
line. Hog back plate girder with corrugated iron parapet
seen on right. Bridge plate in view in lower centre.
Cambridge to the right, Old North Road to left. 18-Jun-1967.
SOCA
281 Carmarthenshire.
HT
Cynghordy viaduct. View towards Craven Arms from a hillside,
looking towards the viaduct along the single line track.
Northbound train in LNWR colours on viaduct, in middle
distance. Hills and fields in background.
NFSR
19 Cheshire.
F
Ashton Moss Junction. View north of parapets of underbridges
just north of the junction. Left fork is to Droylsden on L&Y
route from Stalybridge to Victoria. Right fork is to
Crowthorn Junction on the OA&GB and thence to Oldham. Ex-LNW
signal post in foreground - carries Home for Junction and
Distant for Denton Junction (arms not in view). 1-May-1959.
SOCIMG
18 Cheshire. MDHB.
G
Birkenhead docks. Looking south east at the testing of the
new Duke Street bascule bridge. The structure has been
loaded with locomotives - GWR o-6-2 tank No. 6625 on left
and an ex-LNW 'Super D' on right. Crowd of officials (mainly
in bowlers) and wives watches. Rea Ltd cranes on wharf on
left. Chain testing works in centre background. 1930s.
JMD
73 Cheshire.
G
Chester Dee bridge. The Dee Bridge, looking upwards to the
bridge from the Roodee towards Saltney Junction.
JMD
74 Cheshire.
VG
Chester Dee bridge. The Dee Bridge, viewed from above. Taken
from the west bank of the river looking towards Chester.
JMD
75 Cheshire.
VG
Chester Dee bridge. The Dee Bridge viewed from the footpath,
looking towards Chester.
SOC
1016 Cheshire.
G
Chester Dee bridge. The Dee bridge, looking down from Curzon
Park Golf Club bridge. Shows the 1871 bridge, before the
line was quadrupled - the tracks became the Fast lines and a
new bridge was built to the right to carry the Slow lines.
Train of LNWR 6-wheeled carriages heading for Chester.
Gasworks on left, cathedral and town hall on skyline. 1890s.
ECL
72 Cheshire.
G
Chester Northgate tunnel SW. View, looking towards the
station, of the south western entrance to Northgate tunnels.
Cutting with stone faced walls in foreground. On the Down
Fast line, an express (two elliptical roof ex-LNWR carriages
leading) runs away from the camera headed by a re-boilered
Caprotti 'Claughton' (with smoke deflectors). R3F
SOCRR
167 Cheshire.
G
Chester Roodee viaduct. The Roodee viaduct. View SW from the
end of Kitchen Street looking into the yard of the former
gasworks along the side of the viaduct. Shrubs and weeds are
growing on the viaduct at this side. 11-Apr-2004.
Photographer: N H Lee.
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CRPRT
D99 Cheshire.
VG
Chester canal crossing. View north east from city walls
towards Canal St. overbridge, soon after quadrupling. Shows
bridge over canal (SUR&CCo boat) and portals of Northgate
tunnels. Raymond St. canal bridge on left. Train pulled by
Jumbo on Down fast, GWR clerestories on Up slow. Northgate
Brewery in right distance. 19-Sep-1904. LNWR Official D99.
Source: CROFF D99
LNWRS
2109 Cheshire.
G
Chester canal crossing. The western approach to Chester,
viewed from the city walls looking north east. Shows the
bridge over the canal and the eastern portals of Northgate
tunnels (soon after opening the new bore). An LNW train
pulled by a Jumbo is on the Down fast whilst a GWR train is
on the Up slow. 19-Sep-1904. LNWR Official D99.
LS
155 Cheshire.
VG
Chester canal crossing. The western approach to Chester,
viewed from the city walls looking north east. Shows the
bridge over the canal and the eastern portals of Northgate
tunnels. An LNW train pulled by a Jumbo is on the Down fast
whilst a GWR train is on the Up slow. 19-Sep-1904. LNWR
Official D99.
SOCA
1023 Cheshire.
G
Chester city walls. Thought to be Chester, showing the
footbridge carrying the ancient walls across the railway.
However, the girder supporting the bridge is not the same as
the current one (2010).
HDG
66 Cheshire.
G
Chester east. Hoole Lane bridge - the span over the Crewe
Line. The east face, looking south west from the footpath
down to the shed. Tops of houses at north west side of Hoole
Lane. Boxes in foreground, holding signalling equipment.
C1968.
HDG
162 Cheshire.
G
Chester east. Hoole Lane bridge, looking south west along
where the track from the steam shed used to meet the Crewe
line. Through the arch of the bridge is seen part of Station
View bridge. Between the bridges are the terrace ends of
Edge Grove, Cross Street and Station View. Handrail for
footpath from shed up to Hoole Lane on right. C1969.
CRPRT
A217 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Carriage Works. Testing the viaduct from the
Steelworks yard - the Eagle Bridge and the Steelworks site
are off to the right. The viaduct is made up of four plate
girder spans supported by brick columns. They were tested by
loading the viaduct with five 'Coal Tanks' - the rightmost
one is No. 158. 11-Sep-1892. LNWR Official A217.
CRPRT A573A Cheshire.
P
Crewe Carriage Works. The Eagle bridge across the Chester
line. Shows the Eagle Bridge nameboard and the two eagles
which were at the eastern side of the bridge. The bridge was
part of the viaduct which carried the line between the
Carriage Works and the Steelworks site. A close-up from
A573. 17-Mar-1912.
Source: CROFF A573
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LS
50 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Carriage Works. Looking west at the newly-constructed
viaduct carrying tracks from the Steelworks (on the right)
across the Carriage Works yard to join the Carriage Works
tracks. The Eagle bridge is off to the right. The viaduct is
being tested with a load of six 'Coal Tanks'. 14-Sep-1892.
LNWR Official A217.
INFRA
25 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Coppenhall Junction. Bridge No. 7B, a footbridge
pictured looking north along the 4-track main line.
Coppenhall Junction signalbox beyong the bridge on the
right. Junction home bracket signals for Up Fast and Slow
crossings in distance. 12-May-1958.
LNWRS
840 Cheshire.
G
Crewe North Junction. The main span of the Spider Bridge
under construction, looking through the scaffolding towards
the Old Works. Small signal boxes still in place at each end
of the picture. Water tank on left, beyond the bridge. 1878.
CRPRT
A173 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Steelworks yard. A steel girder viaduct, built in
Crewe to replace the bridge at Llandulas, near Abergele,
which was destroyed in a flood on 17-Aug-1879. The new
structure is seen assembled on waste land beside the
paintshop, looking west along the site. By 17-Sep-1879 the
bridge was in traffic. 5-Sep-1879. LNWR Official A173.
Source: CROFF A173
CRPRT MA141 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Steelworks yard. A prefabrication iron footbridge,
erected for the photograph, on waste ground at the
Steelworks with the side of the paintshop in the background.
LNWR Official MA141.
Source: CROFF MA141
LNWRS
2349 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Works. Girders and decking for the new Llandulas
viaduct, assembled in the works yard prior to journey to
site following the washout of the original viaduct.
5-Sep-1879. Crewe Official A173.
Source: CRPRT A173
SOC
148 Cheshire.
G
Crewe station north end. View from the ground of the
collapsed approach viaduct to the Spider Bridge, following a
strike by the ogee of a GWR guards van. The station roofs,
footbridge and a train of 6-wheeled carriages are in the
background. In the foreground, a section of bridge rests on
LNWR open fish truck No. 414. 8-Jan-1899.
SOC
149 Cheshire.
G
Crewe station north end. View from bridge level of the
collapsed approach viaduct to the Spider Bridge, following a
strike by the ogee of a GWR guards van. The station roofs,
footbridge and a train of 6-wheeled carriages are in the
background. In the foreground, a section of bridge rests on
LNWR open fish truck No. 414. 8-Jan-1899.
SITES
277 Cheshire.
G
Disley. The south west side of Buxton Road bridge (No. 21)
looking east from the Up platform of the station on a snowy
day. Station nameboard on Down platform on right. Leafless
trees across the background.
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NFSR
29 Cheshire.
F
Dukinfield Goods Yard Jct. View along viaduct, towards
Stalybridge, with the Wharf Street underbridge in the
foreground. Fowler 2-6-4 tank No. 42318 approaches with a
single carriage Stalybridge to Stockport parcels. Goods
lines in view between engine and bridge parapet. End of
signal box just visble beyond end of carriage. 21-Aug-1959.
NFSR
31 Cheshire.
F
Dukinfield Viaduct north. The Stalybridge end of the
viaduct, looking from the north west side of the railway
embankment abutting onto the River Tame. Brick arches of
viaduct on left. Houses in Riverside on right. with roof of
soap works beyond. River bank in right foreground but water
not quite in view. 18-Jun-1960.
SITESB
943 Cheshire.
G
Gatley. The Mersey Viaduct, showing an inspection during a
Sunday line closure. Engineers carriage on left. Inspection
vehicle on right with platform extended beneath an arch of
the structure. 22-Jul-1973.
Photographer: H D Bowtell.
SY
25 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Hooton. Looking south east at the station footbridge, down
from near the Hooton Road overbridge. Top of station
buildings in view above foot bridge. Mk I DMU in Down
Chester to Birkenhead platform. Down (to West Kirby)
platform in foreground, Ellesmere Port platforms at far side
of station. 1963/4.
NHL
1222 Cheshire.
G
Malpas. View looking north of bridge No. 20, south of the
station, during an RCTS 'Cheshire Rambler' railtour. Shows
the underside of the bridge, with girders and jack arches.
Excursionists are looking over parapet and walking beside
their train, which waits in the Up platform headed by an
LNWR B1, running in reverse. 27-Apr-1963.
NHL
1227 Cheshire.
G
Malpas. The road overbridge south of the station, looking
towards Whitchurch. Shows the barrow crossing. The lower arm
of the Up (southbound) starter is 'off' - the upper arm is
out of sight behind the bridge.
SITES
760 Cheshire.
VG
Nantwich. Looking north east at the public footbridge at the
east side of Pillory Street level crossing. Crossing gate on
left. Station is out of frame to the right. 28-Sep-1975.
SITES
761 Cheshire.
VG
Nantwich. Iron castings beside the lower steps on the public
footbridge beside Pillory Street level crossing. Upper
quadrant Up starter in background. 28-Sep-1975.
CRPRT
C663 Cheshire.
VG
Runcorn. Runcorn bridge, seen from the Cheshire side looking
north west with the ship canal in the foreground. Heavy
cloud. Shows arches of viaducts at each end. Sailing barge
on Mersey. Jetty nearby on canal. 16-Mar-1900. LNWR Official
C663.
Source: CROFF C663
LNWRS
701 Cheshire.
Runcorn. View of bridge looking south west from riverbank.
Official No. C664 dated 16-Mar-1900.
LNWRS
702 Cheshire.
G
Runcorn. View of bridge looking north west from riverbank.
Official No. C663 dated 16-Mar-1900.
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LNWRS
2093 Cheshire.
VG
Runcorn. Telford's large scale model of his proposed
suspension bridge between Runcorn and Widnes. Photographed
when stored in the workshop of the Shropshire Union Canal at
Ellesmere, Shropshire.
LNWRS
9724 Cheshire.
Runcorn. View of bridge, erected 1868. Copy of official
postcard.
LS
240 Cheshire.
VG
Runcorn. A large model of a suspension bridge, kept in the
Shropshire Union canal workshop at Ellesmere. The model was
built for Thomas Telford and shows his design for a road
bridge over the Mersey at Runcorn Gap.
NHL
1264 Cheshire. HWAY.
VG
Runcorn. The transporter bridge viewed from the south bank
of the ship canal, near to the LNWR bridge. C1905.
NFSR
41 Cheshire.
G
Stalybridge east. The view west along the north side of
Stalybridge Viaduct, from from grassy hillside. Station on
right. Chimney in Spring Street in left background. Numerous
mills and chimneys in distance. 30-Jun-1967.
NFSR
171 Cheshire.
G
Stalybridge east. The view west along the south side of
Stalybridge Viaduct, from Stamford Street overbridge.
Station in distance. Stalybridge No. 4 signalbox on right,
beside divergence of Micklehurst Loop from Mossley line.
Mills on left. Terrace houses and demolished buildings in
centre. 6-Jun-1960.
NHL
1439 Cheshire.
HT
Stockport Viaduct. View of the viaduct at night, viewed
westward along the M60 towards Junction 1. Floodlit. A
colour photograph from Stockport MBC. C2005.
SITESB
942 Cheshire.
G
Stockport Viaduct. Looking north east across Stockport with
the viaduct spread across the scene, in the background.
Train in LNWR livery heading for Edgeley station on right.
Recreation ground in foreground bounded by Wood Street, on
left, and Hardman Street (centre to right). 1920s.
SOC
1196 Cheshire.
G
Stockport Viaduct. The view downstream along the river
Mersey, looking through the arches - Edgeley station is out
of the frame to the left. An LNWR train is crossing, pulled
by a tender engine and made up of arc roof bogie suburban
stock. Factories line the river banks - one on the right is
labelled '... Brass Forge'. C1905.
CRPRT MD137 Cheshire.
G
Wilmslow. The view along the viaducts at rail level, looking
between the new viaduct on the left for the Styal line and
the old one on the right. C1909. LNWR Official MD137.
Source: CROFF MD137
CRPRT MD138 Cheshire.
G
Wilmslow. The view eastwards from the Bollin valley showing
the new viaduct for the Styal line. The piers of the old
viaduct carrying the Stockport line can be seen through the
arches of the new one. C1909. LNWR Official MD138.
Source: CROFF MD138
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JMD
418 Cornwall. GWR.
VG
Saltash. The Royal Albert Bridge, looking forward from a
train on the approach viaduct. In the foreground is the top
of a plate girder on which is a Home signal, seen from the
back. Vehicle ferry partly visible on right. 1950s.
SITESB
946 Cumberland. CR.
F
Carlisle Victoria Viaduct. Looking south with the newly
built Victoria Viaduct spread across the background. In the
left and centre foreground, the main line has been
re-aligned and runs on some newly extended arches. Carlisle
No. 4 signalbox in front of left hand side of viaduct. Huge
bulk of Carlisle gaol in left distance. C1877.
INFRA
91 Cumberland.
VG
Carlisle goods loop. Bridge No. 1 over southern (LNWR) part
of loop. Looking north west under St Nicholas Street. In the
background are bridges carrying the LNWR line (to the goods
depot near Citadel) over the goods loop itself and, to the
right, over the NER Canal Branch. Left is the end of the
LNWR's siding at the back of its cattle pens. 11-Jun-1963.
INFRA
92 Cumberland.
VG
Carlisle goods loop. Looking south west along the side of
Nelson bridge, carrying 'Victoria Viaduct' Road across the
Caldew. Beyond is a tubular post signal and the loop line,
passing under bridge No. 8 with its ornate cast parapets.
Next is the buffer stop at the end of a shunting line from
Dentonholme goods station (Jnt GSWR, MR, NBR). 23-Jul-1963.
INFRA
93 Cumberland.
G
Carlisle goods loop. Looking south west from the Nelson
bridge and across bridge No. 8, with its ornate cast
parapets, over the goods loop. The road is 'Victoria
Viaduct', which according to old OS maps continued left to
Denton Street and right to Charlotte Street. 13-Jun-1963.
INFRA
94 Cumberland.
VG
Carlisle goods loop. The view north west along the goods
loop with bridge No. 8 in the foreground. Beyond the bridge
GSWR, MR and NBR lines curve sharply left beside Dentonholme
goods station - ex-MR Distant signal beside a corner of the
building. In the far left is the start of the girder bridge
taking the goods loop back across the Caldew. 13-Jun-1963.
INFRA
95 Cumberland.
VG
Carlisle goods loop. The view north west along the goods
loop with bridge No. 8 in the foreground. When the WCML was
electrified, the bridge decks had to be raised. The deck and
the ornate cast parapets of bridge No. 8 were removed and
replaced by concrete beams and stone walls. Here, the work
is in progress. Dentonholme goods on left. 18-Sep-1968.
INFRA
96 Cumberland.
G
Carlisle goods loop. The view north west along the goods
loop with bridge No. 8 in the foreground. When the WCML was
electrified, the bridge decks had to be raised. The deck and
the ornate cast parapets of bridge No. 8 were removed and
replaced by concrete beams and stone walls. Here, the bridge
work is complete and ready for overhead wires. 23-Oct-1968.
INFRA
97 Cumberland.
G
Carlisle goods loop. The view north west along the
electrified goods loop with maintenance work taking place on
bridges Nos. 6 and 7 which carry the loop across to the left
bank of the Caldew. Carlisle cathedral on the skyline to the
right of the carenary gantries. Workmen and engineers on
track with engineers' train in background. 30-Oct-1980.
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FWS35M
20863 Cumberland. HWAY.
F
Derwent Junction. The view east from Derwent Junction,
looking along the river Derwent to the masonry arch 'New'
Bridge, which carries the B5298 (New Bridge Road) across the
river. Plate girder bridge to left of centre, under which
the Cockermouth line passes. 24-May-1969.
FWSLF
AM54 Cumberland. WCE.
VG
Egremont. Looking north at a public footbridge at the north
of the station area. The lattice bridge is at two levels as
the line on the left is higher than the rest. On the right,
ex-L&Y 0-6-0 52510 is shunting milk tanks. 7-May-1954.
FWS35M
20833 Cumberland. MCR.
G
Maryport north east. Looking south west at a stone arch
bridge carrying Ellenborough road across the railway.
Photographed from a special train made up of goods brake
vans, seen on the left, running into Maryport frtom
Carlisle. Maryport station in view in distance through arch.
24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20891 Cumberland. CWJ.
F
Moss Bay Iron Works. The end of the Cleator & Workington
Junction branch from Harrington Junction to Moss Bay. Line
runs across middle of picture and crosses LNWR on bowstring
girder bridge on right. Ex-LNWR box on right with engine for
special excursion beside. Down Home bracket signal beside
ex-LNWR line next to main line diesel engines. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20913 Cumberland. CWJ.
F
Moss Bay Moorclose Road. Special train made up of goods
brake vans, pulled by two BSC diesel shunters. Heading out
of Moss Bay towards Harrington Junction on the C&WJR branch.
About to pass under a stone arch bridge carrying Moorclose
Road which, here, is just a track. The Moss Bay branch runs
beside the Derwent branch, also single track. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20911 Cumberland. CWJ.
VG
Moss Bay Road. Special train made up of goods brake vans,
pulled by two BSC diesel shunters. Heading out of Moss Bay
towards Harrington Junction on the C&WJR branch. On a right
hand bend and about to cross the bridge over Moss Bay Road
(plate girder with stone abutments). Houses on right and in
distance. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20912 Cumberland. CWJ.
G
Moss Bay allotments. Special train made up of goods brake
vans, pulled by two BSC diesel shunters. Heading out of Moss
Bay towards Harrington Junction on the C&WJR branch. About
to pass under a stone arch bridge leading to some allotments
(on the site of a gravel pit and a tip). Houses on right
and, seen through arch, in distance. 24-May-1969.
FWSLF
AM65 Cumberland. R&ER.
VG
Muncaster Mill. View of overbridge, looking away from
Ravenglass. Stone abutments and parapets, brick arch.
8-May-1954.
INFRA
85 Cumberland.
G
Penrith station north end. Looking south at bridge No. 173,
carrying the A594 (later, the B5288). The nearer half of the
bridge is a masonry arch but the further half is a plate
girder structure. Up siding on left. Station platforms in
view through the arch. The top of Penrith No. 3 signalbox
can just be seen on the Up side above bridge. 7-Jan-1964.
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INFRA
88 Cumberland.
G
Penrith town. Looking north east from Norfolk Road across
the former A594 bridge - Lancaster & Carlisle bridge No.
173. Mill Street on left. Old-style road signs on left direction sign on wall and Slow sign on post. Finger post at
far side of bridge. 7-Jan-1964.
INFRA
89 Cumberland.
G
Penrith town. Looking south east from Mill Street across the
former A594 bridge - Lancaster & Carlisle bridge No. 173.
Norfolk Road (A594 to Keswick) on right. Top of Penrith No.
3 signalbox in view above the bridge parapet on right.
7-Jan-1964.
INFRA
90 Cumberland.
G
Penrith town. Looking west across the former A594 bridge Lancaster & Carlisle bridge No. 173. Finger post on right a stubby post mounted on the end of the bridge parapet.
7-Jan-1964.
FWSLF
AM68 Cumberland. FR.
G
Ravenglass. The Mite viaduct, to the north of the station,
seen looking out to sea from the R&ER line. A 4-carriage
train pulled by Ivatt 2-6-0 No. 46456 is crossing on the way
to Whitehaven. Various garden sheds in foreground.
8-May-1954.
SITES
248 Denbighshire.
F
Denbigh Station. Looking north towards the main station
building, along the girders of Vale Street bridge after
removal of tracks. Track still in place beside northern part
of platform. Water column at near end of platform, after
buffer stops at end of track. Goods yard appears to remain
in use. 9-Oct-1966.
SITES
247 Denbighshire.
G
Denbigh south. Looking east under Park Street bridge - plate
girders with stone abutments.
SOC
637 Denbighshire.
F
Eirias viaduct. Looking east at about rail level, along the
side of the limestone underbridge east of Colwyn Bay
station. A Down train of NSR carriages pulled by 'Precursor'
No. 1509 AMERICA is crossing, bound for Llandudno. The
bridge is in sharp focus but the engine and train are moving
too quickly for the camera.
JMD
262 Denbighshire.
VG
Foryd Junction. LNWR main line passing over Foryd Pier
branch. Train on Denbigh branch seen through the spans of
the bridge in distance. Engineer's train of 4-wheel flat
wagons on Pier branch in foreground.
CRPRT
A169 Denbighshire.
G
Llandulas Viaduct. The bridge, west of Abergele, was
destroyed in a flood on 17-Aug-1879. Picture shows the
debris of the old bridge being cleared. View appears to be
from the seaward side. Sept 1879. LNWR Official A169.
Source: CROFF A169
CRPRT
A171 Denbighshire.
G
Llandulas Viaduct. The bridge was destroyed in a flood on
17-Aug-1879. Picture shows site after remedial work was
underway including inclines on which trains were worked to a
temporary bridge. Piers for new bridge being built. Trains
of carriages each side of gap. New bridge was in traffic
17-Sep-1879. Sept 1879. LNWR Official A171.
Source: CROFF A171
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CRPRT A171A Denbighshire.
G
Llandulas Viaduct. The bridge, west of Abergele, was
destroyed in a flood on 17-Aug-1879. Picture shows site
after remedial work was underway including inclines on which
trains were worked to a temporary bridge. Piers for new
bridge being built. Trains of carriages each side of the
gap. As 171, with caption. Sept 1879. LNWR Official A171.
Source: CROFF A171
LNWRS
2350 Denbighshire.
VG
Llandulas Viaduct. A side view showing the construction of
the replacement viaduct following the washout. Piers
surrounded by scaffolding. Deck partly in place and a
travelling crane is on the new part of the viaduct. Sept
1879.
Source: SOC 719
LNWRS
2351 Denbighshire.
VG
Llandulas Viaduct. A side view showing the construction of
the replacement viaduct following the washout. The new
decking is in place but the site has not yet been cleared.
Sept 1879.
Source: SOC 720
LNWRS
2417 Denbighshire.
G
Llandulas Viaduct. Photograph of engineering drawings
showing the original bridge and the temporary works erected
after the washout to keep the railway running. Sept 1879.
LS
47 Denbighshire.
VG
Llandulas Viaduct. Looking out to sea at the newly completed
viaduct, showing the site cleared on the bridge in use.
21-Apr-1880. LNWR Official A168.
NFSR
90 Denbighshire.
G
Llandulas Viaduct. The replacement viaduct, newly completed
and viewed from the left bank of the river, looking out to
sea. 16-Sep-1879. LNWR Official A177.
Source: L&G 2445
NHL
309 Denbighshire.
F
Llandulas Viaduct. Llandulas viaduct, silhouetted against
the sea. 1880s.
Source: L&G 2445
JMD
81 Denbighshire.
G
Llandulas. View of Llandulas viaduct from the beach.
Llandulas station is on the right, at the top of the
embankment. The Up platform was reached by the zig-zag
staircase.
ECL
164 Denbighshire.
G
Old Colwyn viaduct. 5-arch stone viaduct viewed from the
side of a small valley, with sea in background. House with
large conservatory and back garden (with sheds) in valley
bottom. Up train in LMS livery crossing viaduct. Leading
carriages are ex-LNW cove roof and elliptical roof. Pulled
by named 'Prince' with LMS on tender and crest on cab side.
SOCA
278 Denbighshire.
HT
Old Colwyn viaduct. View towards the sea of a 6-arch
limestone viaduct carrying the railway over a road and a
stream. Stone house in foreground. Train of 4-wheeled
carriage pulled by a Ramsbottom 2-4-0 crossing viaduct. A
commercial postcard, heavily retouched and much of train
drawn by artist.
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SITES
436 Derbyshire.
F
Bridgemont. The bridge over the A6 - plate girders with cast
spandrels and stone abutments. Looking north west towards
Furness Vale as the A6 zigzags under the railway and the
B6062 continues to the right. 13-Jan-1967.
SITES
429 Derbyshire.
G
Furness Vale. The footbridge, looking across Station Road
from near the signalbox. Booking office and waiting room on
Up plaqtform in centre, with school beyond. End of Station
Hotel on right, with name attached high up. Level crossing
gates and upper quadrant Up Starter on right. 13-Jan-1967.
SITES
432 Derbyshire.
G
Furness Vale. The footbridge at the Buxton end of the
station, viewed looking north from Station Road. Rear of
Down waiting room on left. Station Hotel on right. Parked
car in right foreground - is this the photographer's? 1972.
SITES
485 Derbyshire.
G
Hand Dale viaduct. Looking south west along the road, under
the viaduct and on towards Hartington village. Track to
Hartington station runs off left, between high banks. 1980s.
CRPRT
C637 Derbyshire.
VG
Hartington. The western face of the 3-arch bridge over Hand
Dale, seen from the southern side of the valley up from
Hartington village. Crossing it is the inaugural train from
Buxton to Ashbourne headed by 'Cauliflower' No. 930 piloting
'Improved Precedent' No. 2004 WITCH and made up of 6 and 8
wheeled carriages. 1-Aug-1899. LNWR Official C637.
Source: CROFF C637
SITES
784 Derbyshire.
G
New Mills. The station footbridge, looking south over the
stone boundary wall at the north side of the station. Shows
the bridge itself and the steps from both platforms. Newtown
County Primary School at top of banking in background.
SOC
1173 Flintshire.
G
Coed Talon. The overgrown branch from Padeswood to Coed
Talon, long after the removal of the track. Features a
masonry arch overbridge. 16-Jun-1984.
Source: JAP
NHL
1269 Flintshire. GCR.
VG
Connah's Quay & Shotton. Hawarden Bridge, viewed looking
west from the old road bridge at Queensferry. The new road
bridge near Flint can be seen behind the railway bridge.
1-Jan-2006.
JMD
291 Flintshire. GCR.
G
Connah's Quay (Buckley Rly). The view north at brick arch
bridges taking the A548 over the Buckley Railway. The line
forks in the foreground with the spur to the LNWR on the
left and the line to the docks on the right. On the far
right is a trap siding which was intended to catch runaway
wagons.
JMD
292 Flintshire.
G
Connah's Quay (Buckley Rly). Girder bridge with stone
abutments carrying Chester & Holyhead line over the Buckley
Railway. The lamp post to right of bridge is at the Chester
end of the LNWR station. The line in the foreground is the
Buckley Railway, falling at 1 in 28 down to the docks. In
the distance, across the river, are John Summers steelworks.
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JMD
293 Flintshire.
G
Connah's Quay (Buckley Rly). Girder bridge with stone
abutments carrying Chester & Holyhead line over the Buckley
Railway. Lamp post to left of the bridge is at Chester end
of LNWR station. The line in the foreground is the Buckley
Railway, climbing at 1 in 28 up from the docks. Just in view
under the bridge is the bridge carrying the A548.
SOC
1163 Flintshire.
G
Ffrith. View from the Ffrith end of Ffrith viaduct, looking
towards Brymbo. Lots of trees around, not quite in leaf. A
large party of ramblers is on the viaduct - tracks were
removed in 1952. In the distance is what appears to be a
patch of smoke or steam. Perhaps this is an engine at Brymbo
and the ramblers are enthusiasts. 18-Apr-1959.
Source: JAP A936
SOC
1164 Flintshire.
G
Ffrith. A distant view of Ffrith viaduct, looking through
the trees. Ffrith is to the left. The tracks were removed
many years before - in 1952. 21-Feb-1986.
Source: JAP
SOC
1172 Flintshire.
G
Ffrith. The north end of Ffrith viaduct, showing the
stonework on the south face. House side in left foreground.
A very leafy scene. 16-Jun-1984.
Source: JAP
JMD
76 Flintshire.
F
Foryd Bridge. The Clwyd Viaduct, viewed from the estuary
looking towards the sea at low tide. Rhyl signal gantry on
right. Similar to photograph No. 77.
JMD
77 Flintshire.
Foryd Bridge. The Clwyd Bridge viewed from the estuary,
looking towards the sea. Similar to photograph No. 76
SITES
404 Flintshire.
F
Foryd Bridge. View westwards along the Up lines with the
parapets and underbridge over the Clwyd in the foreground.
Foryd Junction signalbox in centre distance. Down gantry on
left, Up gantry in right distance.
JMD
298 Flintshire. GCR.
VG
Hawarden Bridge station. Taken from a southbound train,
standing in the station, looking on to the swing bridge. The
nearest span is the one which opens and the operating tower
is to the right of centre. Workmen are crossing the line to
reach John Summers steelworks.
SOCRR
212 Flintshire.
VG
Holywell Junction. The south west arch of the road
overbridge (the rightmost arch, looking in the Up direction
towards Chester), showing the bricked-up arch with window
and raised entrance doors. C1971.
SITES
730 Flintshire.
G
Mold. Looking east from the station forecourt to show the
north west face of the covered footbridge. Covered staircase
down to the Down (from Chester) platform on right. Staircase
to the Up platform beneath canopy on left. Iron railings in
foreground.
SITES
731 Flintshire.
G
Mold. Looking north at Chester Road overbridge (No. 1) at
the Denbigh end of Mold station - end of Down (to Denbigh)
platform just in view in right foreground. Parachute water
tank in foreground. 1960s.
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SITES
732 Flintshire.
F
Mold. The view south east into the station from the footway
at the side of the station forecourt. Up (to Chester)
platform and awning on left. Covered footbridge in centre
background. Down (to Denbigh) side buildings on right, with
canopy over the entrance. Gas lamp post in right foreground.
1960s.
SITES
734 Flintshire.
F
Mold. Looking east across the tracks to the Denbigh end of
the Up (to Chester) platform buildings and awning. Gas lamp
(with lamp door hanging open) in right foreground. Railway
Inn in left background - "Threlfalls Blue Label". Probably
after closure to passengers as weeds are beginning to grow
on the platform. 1960s.
NHL
1267 Flintshire. HWAY.
VG
Queensferry road bridge. The lifting road bridge, viewed
looking west from near the modern road bridge. 1-Jan-2006.
NHL
1268 Flintshire. HWAY.
VG
Queensferry road bridge. The old road bridge, showing a
rolling quadrant on the southern lifting segment.
1-Jan-2006.
NHL
1270 Flintshire. HWAY.
VG
Queensferry road bridge. The old road bridge, showing large
gear wheels for the northern lifting segment. 1-Jan-2006.
NHL
1278 Flintshire. HWAY.
F
Queensferry road bridge. The 'Jubilee' road bridge across
the Dee, when new. The centre span was in two halves, which
were retracted into the fixed spans to open the bridge. The
operating tower on the right looks similar to the one on the
nearby railway bridge. By 1921 the bridge was becoming
unsafe and a more sturdy bridge replaced it in 1926. 1897.
NHL
1279 Flintshire. HWAY.
F
Queensferry road bridge. The original 'Jubilee' road bridge
across the Dee was opened in 1897 but by 1921 was becoming
unsafe. To replace it, a much more sturdy bridge was
designed and the new bridge was opened in October 1926 - it
is seen here nearing completion. 1926.
NHL
1280 Flintshire. HWAY.
P
Queensferry road bridge. The 1897 'Jubilee' road bridge
across the Dee, showing the bridge opened to shipping. The
halves of the central span are each retracted into the fixed
side spans.
SOCRR
266 Flintshire.
VG
Queensferry. The girder bridge carrying the Chester &
Holyhead Railway over Station Road, looking north east along
the carriageway with the forner lifting bridge in the
background. Shows the stone-faced abutments and a blind arch
of the stone retaing wall on the right. Busy traffic on the
road. Shops in left foreground. 28-Jan-2009.
SOCIMG
36 Flintshire.
G
Rhuddlan Road. Looking north across the site of Rhuddlan
Road Halt towards Meliden Road overbridge - a stone
structure over the single track Dyserth branch. Meliden Road
(A547) on left and The Avenue (with limestone boundary wall)
on right. On the railway, 'Derby 4' No. 43981 propels some
steel mineral wagons towards Dyserth. 3-Mar-1962.
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SITESB
790 Glamorgan.
F
Mumbles Road. Looking north under the plate girder bridge,
west of the station, which carries the LNWR across Mumbles
Road (on the left) and the single track Swansea & Mumbles
Railway (on the right) - station to left. LNWR lettering on
bridge shows Shortest and Quickest Route to Liverpool
Manchester and the North.
SOCA
282 Glamorgan.
F
Pontsarn viaduct. View from hillside with a 'Coal Tank' and
a train made up of six 4 and 6-wheeled coaches crossing the
viaduct on the joint LNWR and Brecon & Merthyr line. Road
overbridge at far end of viaduct. C1900.
SOC
504 Hertfordshire.
VG
Tring cutting. View northwards along the Fast lines, with
the tracks curving round to the right in the distance. Two
tall signal posts on the left, tied together, both with
co-acting LNWR distant arms painted yellow and with
chevrons. Appears to be after track renewals.
SOCA
283 Hertfordshire.
G
Tring cutting. View along the cutting from the top of the
western side. Shows the steep sideslopes and sparse
vegetation. Four track main line with a short Up train of
6-wheel carriages in the distance, pulled by a 'Jubilee'
compound.
Source: LPC LM1541
SOCA
279 Hertfordshire.
G
Watford Junction south. 5-arch brick viaduct across the
river Colne, photographed from wall beside the river. Family
fishing for tiddlers on left. Train crossing viaduct pulled
by a 'Cauliflower'(?) piloting a 'Superheater Tank', moving
too quickly for camera. 'COBRA' factory in background, with
fields in distance. A commercial PC, with caption.
SOC
251 Lancashire. MR.
G
Arkholme. A distant view, from a hillside, of Arkholme
Viaduct which takes the Midland Railway's Carnforth branch
across the River Lune. 1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
INFRA
200 Lancashire.
VG
Barton and Broughton. Looking north at the stone arch
Station Lane overbridge - Preston & Lancaster bridge No. 35.
Down Slow line converging on left. Station platforms in view
through the arch of the bridge, with station building on
Down side, on left. Up Home bracket signal beyond bridge.
29-Oct-1963.
INFRA
70 Lancashire.
G
Bolton-le-Sands. Looking north along the Up line, through
the station with the footbridge in the foreground Lancaster & Carlisle bridge No. 12A. Level crossing gates
open to the railway. Colour light signals. Main station
buildings on Down platform on right but platforms bare
otherwise. 20-Apr-1971.
INFRA
71 Lancashire.
VG
Bolton-le-Sands. Looking west at the footbridge - Lancaster
& Carlisle bridge No. 12A - at the south end of the station.
Each end has separate staircases for platform users and for
pedestrians on the lane to the left. Paling fence in
foreground. Part of level crossing gate in view on left.
20-Apr-1971.
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LNWRS
5140 Lancashire.
G
Brock troughs. The stone overbridge at the north end of
Brock troughs, viewed looking north west from the banking on
the Up side of the line. LMS Stanier 2-6-0 No. 2915 is
passing under the bridge, with an Up passenger train.
SOC
324 Lancashire.
VG
Brock troughs. The south face of stone overbridge at the
north end of the troughs. Building work in progress and the
formerly ornate parapet has been replaced by a plain stone
wall. On the troughs, LMS 'Jubilee' No. 45716 SWIFTSURE
heads south as a light engine, returning to Agecroft after
working a Failsworth - Morecambe special. 22-Jun-1963.
INFRA
72 Lancashire. F&MJ.
VG
Carnforth station loop. Crossing bridge No. 3a which carried
the joint line over Warton Road. Looking south west. Over
the wall is Carnforth Joint goods yard, owned by the LNWR,
Furness and the Furness & Midland Joint. 10-Apr-1958.
INFRA
73 Lancashire. F&MJ.
VG
Carnforth station loop. Crossing bridge No. 3a which carried
the joint line over Warton Road. Showing south parapet.
Looking east towards the junction with the F&MJ's line from
the Furness across the LNWR and on to the Midland's line to
Leeds. The MR signal box for the junction is on the left.
10-Apr-1958.
INFRA
73A Lancashire. F&MJ.
VG
Carnforth station loop. Crossing bridge No. 3a which carried
the joint line over Warton Road. Showing north parapet.
Looking west. Over the wall is Carnforth Joint goods yard,
owned by the LNWR, the Furness and the F&MJ - a yard crane
and some vans are in view. 10-Apr-1958.
INFRA
74 Lancashire. F&MJ.
VG
Carnforth station loop. Looking north along Warton Road at
bridge No. 3a which carried the joint 'station loop' line.
Shows the cast parapet and edge girder. In the distance can
be seen the bridge which carried the joint line which ran
from the Furness on to the Midland's line to Leeds.
10-Apr-1958.
INFRA
75 Lancashire. F&MJ.
VG
Carnforth station loop. Looking south along Warton Road at
bridge No. 3a which carried the joint 'station loop' line.
Shows the cast parapet and edge girder. Beyond the bridge is
a huge stone retaining wall. On the right is an
advertisement for a spastics' society. 10-Apr-1958.
INFRA
76 Lancashire. F&MJ.
G
Carnforth station loop. Looking south along Warton Road at
bridge No. 3a which carried the joint 'station loop' line.
Shows the right hand wing wall, the cast parapet and the
edge girder. Beyond the bridge is a huge stone retaining
wall. On the right are advertisements for a spastics'
society and for Hovis and Butter. 10-Apr-1958.
INFRA
77 Lancashire. F&MJ.
G
Carnforth station loop. Bridge No. 3a which carried the
joint 'station loop' line over Warton Road. Shows one of the
stone abutments and features the riveted steel beams which
hold the railway. 10-Apr-1958.
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SOC
633 Lancashire.
F
Carnforth steam shed. The installation of the prefabricated
lattice girder footbridge to the shed - part of a series.
Shows yard end of bridge resting on timbers. Shed front on
right, with 'Cauliflowers'. In foreground are 2-plank wagon
No. 30232 and a bolster wagon on Wolverton tender frames.
Tall lifting frame in position next to end pier and stairs.
SOC
634 Lancashire.
G
Carnforth steam shed. The installation of the prefabricated
lattice girder footbridge to the shed - part of a series.
View south in shed yard showing end pier and stairs, ready
to take the bridge. Tall lifting frame in place, with men
pulling on ropes to take weight of end of bridge, which is
being skewed across the tracks.
SOC
635 Lancashire.
G
Carnforth steam shed. The installation of the prefabricated
lattice girder footbridge to the shed - part of a series.
Shows the system of rollers by which the end of the bridge
is moved across the running lines. Men tugging on rope wound
over pulleys. Goods wagons in background.
SOC
636 Lancashire.
F
Carnforth steam shed. The installation of the prefabricated
lattice girder footbridge to the shed - part of a series.
View looking south. The bridge has been skewed across the
tracks and men are positioned in the shed yard, preparing to
lift the end of the bridge onto its supporting pier.
Equipment being unloaded from nearby wagon.
LNWRS
2073 Lancashire.
G
Carr Mill. View, looking south, of Carr Mill viaduct.
Junction signalbox and Down bracket signals for Slow lines
(left, ringed) and Fast lines (right) beyond far end of
viaduct. LNWR train of mixed six and eight wheeled carriages
on Up Fast approaching from direction of Carr Mill station
(off frame to the right).
SITESB
938 Lancashire. LYR.
G
Clifton Viaduct. View northwards towards Bury, looking along
the tracks. L&Y bridge plate mounted upright on top of
parapet on left. The LNWR route from Patricroft joined the
former ELR line from Manchester Victoria to Bury some way
behind the camera. 1967.
Source: JAP A1531
LNWRS
1740 Lancashire.
Earlestown. Photograph of drawing by T T Bury showing Sankey
viaduct, L&M Railway.
SITES
337 Lancashire.
F
East Didsbury. Looking south west under Wilmslow Road bridge
- Bridge No. 32. East Didsbury & Parrs Wood station on left,
on embankment, with a track leading up to it - fence posts
alongside, ready for erection. A wintry scene with a large
leafless tree on the right. C1909.
LS
166 Lancashire.
VG
Edge Hill Olive Mount. Olive mount cutting looking east,
through the stone overbridge. Two passenger trains head for
the camera, one pulled by a 'Problem' (with drop down
smokebox door), the other pulled by a Webb tank engine. LNWR
Official D161.
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NHL
1265 Lancashire.
G
Edge Hill cutting. View eastwards of newly-opened viaduct
taking Circular goods line across the Manchester lines.
Left, Circular line continues under the Gridiron sidings, on
which are various wagons. North of Manchester lines, a goods
train heads west to cross to the Wapping line. 0-4-0 saddle
tank heads south with train on Circular line. C1883.
LS
113 Lancashire.
VG
Edge Hill. The original Liverpool & Manchester Moorish Arch,
viewed from the tunnel. Copied from an Akerman print of
1832. Crewe Official C150.
INFRA
65 Lancashire.
G
Garstang (main line). Two arch stone bridge No. 55 Baintons Bridge - looking south towards Garstang & Catterall
station. On the left is the arch over the double track
Preston & Lancaster main line. On the right is the arch over
the single track Garston & Knott End Railway. BR cable run
on short posts between the two railways. 30-Oct-1963.
INFRA
65A Lancashire.
G
Garstang (main line). Two arch stone bridge No. 55 Baintons Bridge - looking south towards Garstang & Catterall
station. Arch over double track Preston & Lancaster main
line on left, arch over the newly ballasted single track
Garston & Knott End Railway on right. BR cable run on short
posts between the two railways. 12-Jan-1967.
INFRA
66 Lancashire.
VG
Garstang (main line). Two arch stone bridge No. 55 Baintons Bridge - looking north through the right hand arch
over the Preston & Lancaster main line. Bridge No. 56 Turners Bridge - in distance. Arch over the Garstang & Knott
End Railway partly in view on left. 12-Jan-1967.
INFRA
67 Lancashire.
VG
Garstang (main line). Two arch stone bridge No. 55 Baintons Bridge - looking north through left hand arch over
the Garstang & Knott End Railway. Bridge No. 56 - Turners
Bridge - in distance. Arch over the Preston & Lancaster main
line partly in view on right. In the far distance is bridge
No. 57 where the G&KER leaves the main line. 12-Jan-1967.
INFRA
205 Lancashire.
VG
Garstang and Catterall. The lattice footbridge - Preston &
Lancaster bridge No. 53 - at the southern end of the
station. Looking south along the Garstang & Knott End
platform with the main line Down and Up platforms beneath
the footbridge. Ex-LNW oil lamp on wooden post in right
foreground. 30-Oct-1963.
SITES
513 Lancashire.
G
Heaton Chapel. Looking north at Heaton Moor Road overbridge
- No. 8. Down lines on left, Up lines on right. Platforms in
view through bridge. Covered footbridge at near end.
Signalbox beyond station. Ex-LNW Down Home signals on left
with co-acting arms on tall posts. Steel beam on right
carrying ex-LNW Up Home and Distant arms. 1950s.
SITES
515 Lancashire.
F
Heaton Chapel. Looking south from the Down platform to show
the station footbridge with Heaton Moor Road overbridge just
beyond. Electrification wires in place. 4-coach EMU heading
towards Stockport on Up Slow, in distance. 1960s.
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INFRA
249 Lancashire.
VG
Lancaster Castle stn south. Preston & Lancaster Bridge No.
93, viewed looking south along the main line. A stone arch
bridge with a steel girder and jack arch span on the left,
over the end of the Up platform. No. 3 signal box and the
goods shed partly in view through the bridge arches.
13-Nov-1963.
SITES
565 Lancashire.
F
Liverpool Lime Street cutting. Looking towards Lime Street,
along Down Slow line. Train on right on the shunting neck.
Gantry in foreground for electric light signals. Nearest
bridge is Back Gill Street followed by Gill Street and St
Andrew Street. Tunnel under Russell Street and Bronte Street
next - the cutting then opens out into the station. 1950s.
LNWRS
1732 Lancashire.
F
Liverpool. Olive Mount cutting, looking east through the
arched bridge. Two passenger trains are in view, heading
towards Edge Hill, hauled by a 'Problem' and a 4ft 6in Tank.
(See PN65)
LNWRS
2252 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool. Olive Mount Junction, showing four tracks running
through the cutting towards Broad Green. The lines for
Wapping and Bootle are behind the camera and converge from
the left. An arched bridge runs above the cutting. The post
of the junction signal is painted darker than the backs of
the arms but lighter than its base. Crewe Official MC41.
CRPRT
D176 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester. View looking south along Water Street showing
the old bridge carrying the L&M out of Liverpool Road
station. The bridge was replaced by the LNWR with a single
span. Further along, at the other side of Liverpool Road on
the left, is a bridge carrying the MSJ&A. Column for
overhead tram wire on right. Dec 1906. Crewe Official D176.
Source: CROFF D176
LNWRS
722 Lancashire.
Manchester. Water Street bridge from the road. Crewe
Official D176.
NFSRN
157 Lancashire. GNR.
VG
Manchester. The bridge into the ex-GNR goods station, viewed
looking north along Deansgate, taken from under the CLC
bridge into Central station. Williams Motor Co. showroom in
right foreground. Late 1960s.
NFSRN
158 Lancashire. CLC.
VG
Manchester. The bridge into Central station, looking south
along Deansgate from under the GNR bridge to Deansgate goods
station. Williams Motor Co. showroom in left foreground.
Through the arch is seen the MSJ&A bridge over the end of
Bridgewater Viaduct, with Atlas Auto Electric Service
premises to its left. Late 1960s.
NFSRN
159 Lancashire. MSJ&A.
VG
Manchester. The bridge over the north end of Bridgewater
Viaduct, looking south west from Deansgate. Shows
electrification gantry on MSJ&A. Atlas Auto Electric Service
premises on left. Late 1960s.
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NFSRN
161 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester. LNWR bridge taking former L&M out of Liverpool
Road and over Water Street (see Crewe Official D176 for the
earlier bridge). View south along Water street from beneath
the bridge to Liverpool Road goods yard. MSJ&A bridge in
distance, beyond the end of Liverpool Road on left. Double
deck bus approaching. Ford Anglia in foreground. Late 1960s.
NFSRN
162 Lancashire. MSJ&A.
VG
Manchester. The bridge carrying the MSJ&A over Water Street,
viewed looking south west from the end of Liverpool road.
Buildings and chimney in Corporation Yard seen through the
arch of the bridge. Late 1960s.
SOC
470 Lancashire.
HT
Newton-le-Willows. The Sankey Viaduct, carrying the
Liverpool & Manchester Railway across the St Helens Canal
and the Sankey brook. From a painting by Mr J Petrie showing
the viaduct in the 1830s. A colour PC depicting an early
passenger train crossing the viaduct and a narrow boat on
the canal.
INFRA
409 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Oldham Mumps north. Bridge No. 24, seen from the Rochdale
end of the station platform. The bridge was being replaced
as part of a new road scheme. Contractors' equipment on
left. Buildings and signal gantry in background, beyond a
reverse curve in tracks. 18-Dec-1968.
INFRA
410 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Oldham Mumps north. Bridge No. 24, looking towards Rochdale
from outside the station at the town centre side at a fairly
high level. The bridge was being replaced as part of a new
road scheme. Crane on left, mounted on lorry. Shows lots of
temporary supports and new stonework. 18-Dec-1968.
INFRA
411 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Oldham Mumps north. Bridge No. 26, looking towards Rochdale.
The bridgewas to the north east of the station and was over
a pedestrian underpass through the stone embankment of the
railway - the wooden parapet can just be seen before the
signal post on the left. Stone boundary walls and tall
buildings each side of the tracks. 10-Mar-1959.
INFRA
412 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Oldham Mumps north. Bridge No. 26, looking towards the
station. The bridge was to the north east of the station and
was over a pedestrian underpass through the stone embankment
of the railway - the wooden parapet can be seen on the
right. Stone boundary walls each side of the tracks with
tall buildings on the right. Bracket signal in distance.
INFRA
413 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Oldham Mumps north. Bridge No. 26, to the north east of the
station, taking a pedestrian subway through the stone
embankment of the railway. Photographed from the street,
looking through the skew underpass. Shows the arch built
into the stonework of the embankment. 10-Mar-1959.
INFRA
400 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Oldham Werneth. The view south west across Featherstall Road
towards the western parapet of overbridge No. 10 at the top
of Werneth incline. Beyond the bridge is Booth House, the
headquarters of Platt Brothers, makers of textile machinery.
28-May-1968.
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INFRA
402 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Oldham Werneth. The view looking north west from beneath the
footbridge at the western end of the station (bridge No.
12), showing the goods yard at the north side of the line.
Lots of mineral wagons, mainly steel bodied. Shows the stone
abutment along with the footbridge from Featherstall Lane.
Gradient post 27/Level. 20-Nov-1956.
HDB
315 Lancashire.
G
Preston south. The Ribble viaduct, seen from near the
riverbank at the Downstream side looking north. Arches and
piers of sandstone viaduct on right. On left is the double
track steel girder bridge of 1900/03, resting on sandstone
abutments and cast iron centre columns on a sandstone base.
22-Feb-1964.
HDB
316 Lancashire.
G
Preston south. The Ribble viaduct, seen looking south from
Preston No. 1 signal box. Steel girder bridge of 1900/04 on
right. Empty carriage stock on Up Fast on left. 22-Feb-1964.
CRPRT
C28 Lancashire.
VG
Rainhill. Stephenson's stone skew bridge, looking through
the arch towards Manchester. Telegraph post in foreground,
one strapped to bridge parapet. Tall slotted post Home
signal peeping above the bridge. Station platforms and
footbridge in view through arch. July 1883. Crewe Official
C28.
Source: CROFF C28
JMD
280 Lancashire.
VG
Rainhill. View eastwards from the east end of the Down
platform with footbridge for public footpath in foreground.
Goods shed on Up side, seen beneath footbridge, and corner
of signalbox in view beyond the shed. Siding on right, from
which runs the line to Haydock colliery. 19-Jul-1954.
JMD
281 Lancashire.
VG
Rainhill. The skew bridge, looking east, with the station
platforms and footbridges in view through the arch.
19-Jul-1954.
JMD
282 Lancashire.
VG
Rainhill. View west from the skew bridge, looking along a
shallow cutting to show Old Lane bridge. Beyond that is a
footbridge carrying a public path, with plate girder bridge
carrying Stoney Lane in far distance. 19-Jul-1954.
LNWRS
1738 Lancashire.
Rainhill. Photograph of drawing by T T Bury of skew bridge
on L&M Railway.
LS
151 Lancashire.
Rainhill. The skew bridge in L&M days. Copied from an early
lithograph. Crewe Official D26.
NHL
1341 Lancashire.
G
Warrington Transporter Bridge. A distant view of Crosfields
railway transporter bridge from the western end of the
former Bank Quay Low Level station. In the foreground,
'Class 25' diesel engine No. 25032 approaches with a train
loaded with cars from Halewood. Industrial buildings in
background. 21-Jul-1983.
CRPRT
C664 Lancashire.
VG
Widnes. Runcorn bridge, seen from the Widnes side looking
south west. Heavy cloud. Shows arches of viaducts at each
end. Sailing barges moored near piers. Slipway on riverbank
in foreground. 16-Mar-1900. Crewe Official C664.
Source: CROFF C664
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SITESB
40 Lancashire.
F
Willis Branch. The view along the track to the bridge where
the branch to Cronton Colliery crosses over the M62 motorway
- the beams look almost like the platforms at a station.
21-Dec-1983.
Source: JAP
SITESB
41 Lancashire.
F
Willis Branch. The view along the track to the bridge where
the branch to Cronton Colliery crosses over the M62 motorway
- the beams look almost like the platforms at a station.
Diesel engine No. 47315 is crossing. 4-Jan-1984.
Source: JAP
SGJ
96 Lancashire.
G
Winwick Junction. Looking north east at the footbridge and
the gates for the crossing which takes a track across the
line. Roof of Winwick Junction signal box just in view below
bridge. An Up express is passing, hauled by Experiment No.
2638 'BYZANTIUM'. 11-Sep-1926.
SITES
773 Leicestershire.
G
Narborough. Looking east at the footbridge at the south west
end of the station. Shows the steps at the Down side - two
flights, one leading from the Up platform and the other from
Station Road. Wooden shelter on Up platform. Level crossing
gates, closed to railway, in foreground.
LNWRS
2144 London.
VG
Camden bank. Steel trough girder bridge viewed from Euston
No. 4 signal box. C1906. Electrically powered signals. Rake
of mainly 6-wheel carriages in shunting neck. Euston-Watford
set 2 on down fast. 4'6" tank on up slow with OCTs, CCT etc.
LNWRS
5158 London. NLR.
VG
Dalston south. Richmond Road overbridge, looking south
through the spans towards Broad Street with Glebe Road
running to the right of the tracks. PW hut, fog hut and home
signal (with sighting board) next to brick column.
Haggerston station just visible in distance.
Source: SOC 84
SOC
84 London. NLR.
VG
Dalston south. Richmond Road overbridge, looking south
through the spans towards Broad Street with Glebe Road
running to the right of the tracks. PW hut, fog hut and home
signal (with sighting board) next to brick column.
Haggerston station just visible in distance.
Source: LNWRS 5158
SEMR
40069 London.
VG
Willesden. View northwards along the North and South Western
Junction line towards the bridge carrying Old Oak Common
Lane. Electrified lines on right run on to the Willesden
Junction high level platforms and then to the Hampstead
Junction line. The lines under the left and centre spans run
to Old Oak sidings and the main line to Euston.
Source: LPC 138
JMD
285 Merionethshire. CAM.
VG
Barmouth. Barmouth bridge, looking south across the estuary,
with the swing bridge in the foreground seen at the seaward
side.
JMD
286 Merionethshire. CAM.
G
Barmouth. Barmouth bridge, looking north across the estuary
and seen at the landward side. Houses of town on the
hillside at the far end of the bridge.
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SOCA
232 Merionethshire.
F
Corwen. The Dee bridge on the Denbigh to Corwen branch.
Shows the whole bridge, with timber baulks around the bases
of the three centre piers and the concrete blocks used to
protect the two outer ones. An LNWR train is crossing, made
up of 6-wheeled carriages (six and a bit in view) pulled by
a small tank engine (a 2-4-0 'Chopper' tank?).
JMD
40 Monmouthshire.
G
Abergavenny south. Looking east from the north bank of the
Usk to show the MT&A viaduct and, beyond that, Usk Bridge
which carries the Merthyr Road. Abergavenny steam shed is
some way to the left, out of view.
JMD
419 Monmouthshire. GWR.
F
Severn Tunnel West. The western approach to the tunnel, seen
from a moving train. The view shows the partially lined rock
wall of the cutting but the portal is completely obscured by
exhaust steam and smoke. 1950s.
CRPRT
D160 Northamptonshire.
G
Blisworth area. View of Blisworth cutting shortly after
coming into use. Copied by Bull, Austen & Co. from a
lithograph. Shows rocky sides, with timber baulks supporting
overhangs. Overbridge in background. Bobby, with flag, has
just waved a train through, which is passing into the
distance. 1839 Crewe Official D160.
Source: CROFF D160
LNWRS
727 Northamptonshire.
Blisworth. View of Blisworth Cutting, from a Bourne
engraving of 1838. Official No. D160.
LNWRS
9121 Northamptonshire.
Blisworth. View of overbridge from the road.
VF
4477 Northamptonshire.
G
Courteenhall Bridge. Looking south at the north end of Roade
cutting. Main line on the right. Northampton line runs in on
left at a lower level and requires a deeper cutting - its
retaining walls are held apart by girders, in view beyond
the bridge. The two lines do not meet until Roade junction,
a mile further south. Train pulled by 42106. 10-Aug-1962.
Photographer: L Hanson.
LNWRS
9402 Northamptonshire.
F
Northampton Castle south end. Looking north under the St
James Road bridge ('West Bridge'). Beyond bridge are main
station buildings and Up platform on right. Down platforms
beyond bridge pier in centre. 'Cauliflower' on Up goods on
through line, waiting at tall bracket signal beyond bridge
on right. Front of Northampton No. 1 signalbox on far right.
SITES
879 Oxfordshire.
F
Oxford Rewley Road approach. The swing bridge over the link
from the Isis to the Oxford Canal, looking south towards
Rewley Road station. Seen set for the railway. Fixed girder
on right which carried point rodding and signal wires.
Oxford signal box to right of centre. Webb 'Coal Tank' with
smokebox numberplate in centre distance, beside the box.
JFW
385 Radnorshire.
G
Knucklas viaduct. View from the valley bottom, showing the
whole viaduct, including the castellated towers at the ends.
1952.
Source: DIBB 1297
LNWRS
9118 Radnorshire.
Knucklas viaduct. View of Knucklas viaduct.
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NHL
251 Radnorshire.
F
Knucklas viaduct. The 13-arch stone viaduct across the
Heyope valley, showing the castellated towers at each end. A
Down train crosses - four carriages in early BR livery,
pulled by a Fowler 2-6-4 tank engine. A commercial
photograph with caption at the bottom.
SITES
917 Radnorshire.
F
Penybont. Looking east (towards Craven Arms) along the Down
(to Swansea) platform to show the flimsy looking plate
girder bridge carring a track over the line. Abutments at
end of platforms. Part of platform nameboard in view in
right foreground. After removal of track on Down side.
FWSLF
AO93 Shropshire. HWAY.
VG
Coalport. Looking along the Severn towards Shrewsbury at the
iron road bridge built in 1818. 24-Sep-1955.
FWSLF
AO94 Shropshire. HWAY.
VG
Ironbridge. Looking along the Severn towards Shrewsbury at
the original iron road bridge opened in 1781. 24-Sep-1955.
SOCA
1030 Staffordshire.
VG
Cannock. Hawkes Green Lane bridge. A plate girder bridge
with with iron post and rail safety fence. Brick abutments
and curved wing walls. Said to be unsafe at the time of
photographing. June 1972.
Source: DIBB
LNWRS
1724 Staffordshire.
G
Colwich. Decorative underbridge. LNWR Official E103.
LNWRS
9722 Staffordshire.
Colwich. 'Old Railway Bridge near Colwich' - copy of
official postcard.
SITES
315 Staffordshire.
F
Dudley East. The north east end of the station, looking
towards Walsall from the north end of the LNWR platform.
Girder bridge carrying Tipton Road over the Walsall line on
right. Mouth of tunnel taking a goods line under Tipton Road
to goods sheds, in centre distance. Dudley East signalbox on
left.
Source: DIBB 1217
LNWRS
9157 Staffordshire.
F
Gnosall. View westward from overbridge near Coton showing
cutting and embankment. An eastbound goods train is
approaching in the distance. Taken from a postcard, with
caption at the bottom.
LNWRS
9156 Staffordshire.
GR
Penkridge. Seven arch viaduct with passenger train crossing
(horse box and open carriage truck leading). Pre-group.
SOCA
1040 Warwickshire.
F
Birmingham New Street. The view through Worcester Street
bridge, looking westward into the LNWR part of the station.
The picture was taken shortly before demolition. C1965.
Source: DIBB
CRPRT
D174 Warwickshire.
VG
Hampton in Arden. The viaduct, south east of the station,
which carried the L&B across the river Bourne. Viewed at
ground level, at the Down side, looking towards Coventry
with the arches on the left. Ancient bridge on right. From a
lithograph by J C Bourne. Photograph prepared for PC slide
No. 169. 21-Dec-1904. Crewe Official D174.
Source: CROFF D174
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LNWRS
729 Warwickshire.
G
Hampton in Arden. West side of viaduct over river Blythe.
Taken from a Bourne engraving of 1838. Crewe Official D174.
SOC
1113 Warwickshire.
G
Hampton in Arden. The centre two spans of the brick viaduct
carrying the London & Birmingham line across the river
Blythe, which appears to be in flood. Viewed from the south.
Iron trusses have been fixed around each span to hold the
brickwork together. 5-Jan-1994.
WKRYS
10 Warwickshire.
LDS
Landor Street Embankment. Looking west along Landore Street
with the embankment on the left. In the foreground a bridge
carries the Midland line from Derby - the line then runs
under the LNW line from Rugby. Beside Landore Street, to the
right of centre, is part of an abutment of the bridge which
once brought the MR line to a junction on the embankment.
RB
85 Warwickshire.
G
Leamington Spa Princes Drive. The Leam viaduct, looking
towards Avenue station. Two 'Cauliflowers', No. 8450 with
round-topped firebox and No. 8513 with Belpaire firebox,
head a local train to Nuneaton. 1937
Source: GC
WKRYS
13 Warwickshire.
LDS
Marton Junction. Honingham Hill Bridge (bridge No. 29),
looking north east along the cutting with the junction and
its signalbox in view beyond the bridge. The bridge carries
a farm access road and is a wrought iron lattice structure,
erected in 1850 when the cutting was being excavated for the
Rugby to Leamington line.
SITESB
953 Warwickshire.
G
Napton & Stockton. Looking east at the skew brick-built road
overbridge at the north west end of the station, long after
closure of the line. 11-Jun-1984.
SOCRR
233 Warwickshire.
VG
Wootton Bridge. The bridge, to the south of Kenilworth, with
Kenilworth and Coventry to the left and Leamington to the
right. The bridge is the modern replacement of Robert
Stephenson's 1844 bridge which collapsed in 1861. It spans
the crossroads between the B4115 Coventry to Warwick road
and a road from Hill Wootton to Leek Wootton. 29-Jan-2011.
Source: IMG3887A
INFRA
79 Westmorland.
VG
Grayrigg. Bridge No. 89 looking west (Up) from near the site
of the former station. End of passing loop in left
foreground. Stationmaster's house beyond the bridge.
3-Mar-1964.
INFRA
80 Westmorland.
VG
Grayrigg. Bridge No. 89, to the west (Up) end of station.
Overbridge with stone abutments and apparently bricked
jack-arches. View looking east (Down) beneath the bridge.
LNW Home and Distant signal for Up goods loop, tubular post
for Up main. Disused platforms in distance with signalbox
and Down Home (with subsidiary for loop) beyond. 3-Mar-1964.
LNWRS
9159 Westmorland.
F
Hugh's Crag Viaduct. View along the river with the viaduct
spread across the picture. Group of children sitting on
grass in left foreground.
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NFSR
176 Westmorland.
G
Low Gill viaduct. The view from an Up train on the Ingleton
branch, looking towards Low Gill. Eastern side of the
viaduct in middle distance, with embankment carrying the L&C
main line beyond. Davey Bank farm in right foreground.
SOCA
1047 Westmorland.
G
Milnthorpe. View northward of the stone overbridge at the
north end of the station, looking along the Down platform.
Gas lamp with BR 'totem' station name on left.
Source: DIBB
INFRA
78 Westmorland.
VG
Oxenholme south. Bridge No. 64. The view south east along
the A65, crossing the railway. Stone parapets. Across the
bridge on the right is a stone building with a notice board
'W Barnes Haulage Contractor Phone Kendal xxxx'. On the left
is the top of Oxenholme No. 1 signalbox - the station is
around half a mile to the left. 18-Feb-1964.
INFRA
83 Westmorland.
VG
Shap station. The stairs on the Up side of the station
footbridge - bridge No. 126A - viewed from across the
tracks. Loading bay in foreground with whitewashed stone
buffer stop. 12-Nov-1963.
INFRA
84 Westmorland.
G
Shap station. The stairs on the Down side of the station
footbridge - bridge No. 126A - viewed looking north along
the Down platform. Oil lamp at top of stairs. Another on
wooden post against station building in left foreground.
Yard crane in sidings in distance on Up side. Parachute tank
at far end of Down platform. 12-Nov-1963.
SOC
579 Wigtownshire.
G
Portpatrick. The view down into a deep rock cutting, after
removal of track. Houses in background, beyond cutting.
SOCA
425 Wigtownshire.
VG
Portpatrick. Stone abutment of demolished bridge on the
former Harbour branch, viewed from roadside. LMS
noticeboards, with posters, affixed to face of abutments.
June 1938.
LNWRS
2290 Yorkshire.
G
Battyeford. The lattice girder bridge which carried the
Leeds New Line over the river Calder, between Heaton Lodge
and Battyeford. New track has been placed on the formation
but not yet ballasted. The Leeds New Line was opened for
goods traffic in August 1900 and for passenger traffic in
the following October. C1900.
Source: LS 269
LS
269 Yorkshire.
VG
Battyeford. The girder bridge on the Leeds New line. The
track is in position but has not yet been ballasted. C1900.
NFSRN
69 Yorkshire.
G
Churwell. A 6-arch stone viaduct, in the Leeds area thought to be where the ex-LNWR line crosses the A643 at
Churwell, north of Morley. Land in foreground has been
cleared and filled with assorted earth and rubble. Main road
passes through rightmost arch at much lower level that the
foreground area - house roofs in view on left. C1970?
SOC
576 Yorkshire.
GR
Cleckheaton. Looking south at the viaduct which carries the
station access road across the Spen. The river is quite
small but forms a pool above the bridge. The station is on
the left and the town is off the picture to the right.
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SOC
1372 Yorkshire. LYR.
VG
Cooper Bridge. Bridges over the Calder, west of the station
and just to the east of Bradley Wood junction where the LNWR
branch from Huddersfield joined the L&Y. The stone arches in
the foreground were for the original railway. The girder
bridge was added when the line was quadrupled. The road
gives access to the nearby sewage works, 28-Feb-1930.
NFSRN
202 Yorkshire.
F
Dewsbury Wellington Rd north. The stone viaduct north of the
station, looking towards Halifax Road and the station along
the narrow and gloomy passageway between the viaduct and
Springwell Mills. C1960.
SOCA
999 Yorkshire.
VG
Farnley Junction (New Line). Looking north east through a
bridge carrying a farm track over the Leeds New lines. The
site is the start of the flying junction - the Down line on
the left runs towards Leeds whilst the Up line on the right
comes down from the bridge over the old line (just visible
in the distance, to the left of the central column). C1951.
Source: DIBB
NFSRN
42 Yorkshire.
G
Golcar. Part of a 4-arch stone viaduct carrying the line
over the valley of a small stream. Seen through the branches
of a tree in winter.
NFSRN
43 Yorkshire.
G
Golcar. A 4-arch stone viaduct and a bridge. Seen through
the branches of a tree in winter, looking towards Standedge.
A minor road runs in from the right and turns to pass under
the bridge.
NFSRN
48 Yorkshire.
G
Golcar. West of the station, the line crosses a small
valley. The original 1840s line used a stone viaduct and
when the line was quadrupled in the 1880s a similar viaduct
was built for the new tracks (known as the South lines). The
photograph looks westwards down into the gap between the
viaducts. Scarwood 2-arch bridge in background.
NFSRN
146 Yorkshire.
VG
Hillhouse. An underbridge beneath the main line, thought to
be at the south west end of the yard and taking Hillhouse
Lane beneath the main line. 1960s.
NFSRN
148 Yorkshire.
G
Hillhouse. The footbridge from the steam shed towards
Fartown, looking north east along the goods lines. A 'Super
D', coupled in reverse and seen from behind, is shunting
some wagons. BR bracket signals in background.
NFSRN
113 Yorkshire.
G
Huddersfield north. Huddersfield Viaduct, viewed from
Viaduct Street looking north. Shows major repairs in
progress with much of the facing masonry removed from some
of the arches. Ex-LNW signal gantry at top, with a mixture
of upper and lower quadrant arms. 1950s.
NFSRN
125 Yorkshire.
G
Huddersfield north. Huddersfield Viaduct, viewed from
Viaduct Street looking north. Shows major repairs in
progress with facing masonry removed from between two of the
arches. Ex-LNW signal gantry in right background. Ex-L&Y
2-4-2 tank engine running with a local train towards the
station. 1950s.
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NFSRN
129 Yorkshire.
VG
Huddersfield north. Huddersfield viaduct, looking south east
from St Johns Road, with Oxford Street passing beneath in
centre. Northbound LNW train of 6-wheelers pulled by '18in
Tank' running in reverse. LNWR cart in foreground. Mill on
left being demolished to make way for the MR's Newtown goods
station. Hirsts Yorkshire Toffee in background. 3-Aug-1907.
NFSRN
129A Yorkshire.
VG
Huddersfield north. Huddersfield viaduct. The same picture
as NFSRN 129 but with annotation around the edges naming the
various streets. 3-Aug-1907.
SOC
1160 Yorkshire.
G
Ingleton. Looking north east at Ingleton Viaduct, with the
town on the far side. Signal post near Midland station on
right. The structure was built by the Lancaster & Carlisle
Railway as part of its branch from Low Gill - opened in
1861.
Source: JAP C4602
SITESB
549 Yorkshire.
G
Kirkburton Junction. View east across the main line showing
the bridges carrying Whitacre Street across the railway.
Plate girder, topped by a stone wall, above main line on
left. Stone arch o right over the Kirkburton branch.
Platelayers' small hut in V of junction. 28-Feb-1970.
SITESB
856 Yorkshire.
F
Leeds Viaduct. The view along the viaduct looking towards
Leeds New (ie City) station, taken from a train. Passing
over Midland main line, which runs across centre of picture.
Plate girders and brick arches of viaduct in view as Viaduct
Line bends. Globe Foundry in left foreground, Midland
Junction Foundry across MR line on left. 19-Jun-1971.
Source: JAP
NFSRN
32 Yorkshire.
G
Linthwaite Goods. The entrance to the yard at the south side
of the line, from the Golcar road. The track climbs up and
the pedestrian route zig-zags behind the stone retaining
wall in the left background to end up by the white handrails
in the top left hand corner.
NFSRN
33 Yorkshire.
G
Linthwaite Goods. The demolition of Linthwaite goods. The
line to Standedge was quadrupled in the 1880s and required
significant earthworks, retaining walls and viaducts. Parts
of Linthwaite goods yard were on arches and much of the site
was demolished by BR as shown here. The white handrails in
the centre are those seen in NFSRN 32.
NFSRN
173 Yorkshire.
G
Ravensthorpe Broad Dam. The 2-span Calder bridge viewed
looking south east from the left bank, towards Thornhill
Lees. A Down goods, pulled by a Stanier 8F 2-8-0, is running
onto the right hand span. A rural scene with elder blossom
on bushes in foreground, despite the chimneys in the
distance. C1960?
NFSRN
179 Yorkshire.
G
Ravensthorpe Broad Dam. The Calder bridge, looking south
east towards Thornhill Lees. A Stanier 8F is running onto
the bridge with a Down train with vans at the front. C1960?
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NFSRN
180 Yorkshire.
G
Ravensthorpe Broad Dam. The Calder bridge, looking south
east towards Thornhill Lees. Fairburn 2-6-4 Tank No. 42152
is running across, light engine, towards Huddersfield.
C1960?
NFSRN
143 Yorkshire.
VG
Red Doles Junction. Looking north east at the plate girder
overbridge which carries Red Doles Road. Wooden planking on
top. Stone abutments and wing wall. A 'Derby 4' is passing
beneath with an excursion on the Up South lines. 1950s.
NFSRN
145 Yorkshire.
VG
Red Doles Junction. An underpass taking a pathway beneath
the main line. Thought to be north east of the junction and
taking a track from the Huddersfield Broad Canal towards the
Riddings. View looking north west. 1960s.
LNWRS
292 Yorkshire.
G
Saddleworth viaduct. View looking north, down onto the main
line running along the curved viaduct, with single track
Delph branch on hillside in foreground. Saddleworth station
in distance at far end of viaduct. Photograph has caption
'Brownhill & Saddleworth Station'. Pre-group.
LNWRS
293 Yorkshire.
G
Saddleworth viaduct. View looking north, down onto the main
line running along the curved viaduct. A train of five cove
roof carriages pulled by an 'Improved Precedent' is running
southwards along the viaduct. Saddleworth station in view at
far end of viaduct. Photograph bears the caption 'Dobcross
viaduct No. 1'
LNWRS
9142 Yorkshire.
F
Saddleworth viaduct. View looking north, down onto the main
line running along the curved viaduct, with single track
Delph branch on hillside in foreground. Saddleworth station
in distance at far end of viaduct. Southbound train on
viaduct - arc roof bogie carriage pulled by a 'Benbow'
4-cylinder compound. Captioned 'The Viaduct Saddleworth.
LNWRS
9679 Yorkshire.
F
Saddleworth viaduct. The view south east from above what is
now the A6052 with the viaduct spread across the centre of
the photograph. Saddleworth station signalbox on left. Train
of five bogie carriages heading towards Stalybridge on
viaduct. River Tame in left foreground. Earthworks of Delph
branch in right distance. 'Dobcross Viaduct No. 3' caption.
SOC
768 Yorkshire.
G
Saddleworth. Saddleworth viaduct, looking west along the
river Tame.
Source: 425
SOC
1394 Yorkshire.
G
Saddleworth viaduct. View of the viaduct taken from on or
near the Delph branch looking north east. 'Jubilee' pulling
LNWR train bound for Stalybridge on the viaduct with rear
end leaving Saddleworth station. Huddersfield Canal running
across bottom of picture with Lime Kiln lock on right and
bridge over river Tame in centre.
NFSR
137 Yorkshire.
VG
Sedbergh Lune Viaduct. The Lune viaduct on the branch from
Low Gill to Ingleton.
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SOCA
1008 Yorkshire.
VG
Sheffield City Goods. To reach its City Goods station, the
LNWR passed beneath the Nunnery Colliery Railway at an
oblique angle. The picture looks eastwards along the NCR.
The LNWR branch runs in a cutting, with girders supporting
the cutting sides and the track of the NCR. The LNWR's
Nunnery Goods station on left. Tracks lifted. 8-Dec-1968.
SOCA
1006 Yorkshire.
G
Sheffield Nunnery Junction. The view north along the Midland
looking through Broad Street tunnel. In the centre is the
LNWR's two-level plate girder set of bridges - the lower one
carries the branch to City Goods and the upper one is a road
bridge carrying Navigation Hill. The masonry bridge in the
background carries the Nunnery Colliery Railway. C1952.
Source: DIBB
NFSRN
36 Yorkshire.
G
Slaithwaite. The view towards Huddersfield along the road
beside the station. In the left foreground is a massive
stone retaining wall (holding an embankment at the eastern
end of the station) whilst across the rest of the picture,
disappearing into the distance, is the high stone viaduct
carrying the railway across the village. 1960s.
NFSRN
37 Yorkshire.
G
Slaithwaite. The view towards Huddersfield along the road
beside the station. Retaining wall (which supports the
station) in foreground, with entrance door (closed) leading
to steps up to the platforms - windows for them are cut into
the stonework at successively higher levels. In the right
distance are more retaining walls and a long viaduct. 1960s.
NFSRN
39 Yorkshire.
VG
Slaithwaite. The south face of a 4-arch stone viaduct,
looking north from the bottom of the Colne valley.
SOCRR
240 Yorkshire.
G
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). View down onto the bridge
carrying the railway over the Huddersfield Narrow Canal.
Engineer's siding at far side of canal bridge, engineering
stores dumped on trackbed of former South lines. Shows
cascade of water in channel across and beside north east
tunnel entrance, in background. 18-Sep-2011.
SOCRR
241 Yorkshire.
G
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). The plate girder bridge carrying
water from the reservoir on the moor above the tunnel. The
water is seen cascading down the chute between the double
track (north) lines and the track bed of the former South
lines. The entrances to the single track tunnels are well
covered by trees. 18-Sep-2011.
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LNWRS
9719 'Tunnels on the LNWR'. Montage of six pictures. Copy of
official postcard.
SEMR
40036 The stone-faced entrance to an unknown tunnel, carrying a
VG
double track line. Neat grass and shrubs on top.
Source: FM 9437
SOC
1057 The entrance to a tunnel. Brick faced with stone coping
VG
stones and stone around the arch. PW hut on right - a
substantial brick building with a tiled roof and a tall
brick chimney. Rough stone retaining wall on left.
JMD
43 Brecknockshire.
Clydach. View along platform to tunnel entrances. A more
distant scene than in negative No. 44.
JMD
44 Brecknockshire.
Clydach. View of tunnel entrances from platform end, showing
castellated stonework between mouths. Water column and fire
devil in foreground. Barrow-crossing. Single post signals
beside each tunnel mouth.
JMD
47 Brecknockshire.
Gellavelin. View of tunnel mouths.
JMD
48 Brecknockshire.
Gellavelin. View down into tunnels from hillside, showing
staggered exits. Train of 6-wheeled stock emerging from
right hand tunnel, pulled by Coal Tank, running in reverse.
Distant signal 'off' for train.
JMD
49 Brecknockshire.
Gellavelin. View down into tunnels from hillside, showing
staggered exits.
SOCA
1067 Brecknockshire.
G
Gellavelin. The western portals of Gellafelin tunnels, taken
from a window of a train bound for Brynmawr. Exhaust steam
covering the mouth of the westbound tunnel. Pipe descending
the hillside to the left of the tunnels. 13-May-1951.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SOC
1183 Brecknockshire.
F
Sugar Loaf summit. The view looking down along the line to
the northern entrance to the tunnel. Tubular post Home and
shunt signal on right, lattice post offset bracket Home on
left. Shows the junction where the loop and the main line
converge to a single track through the tunnel. July 1958.
Source: PHOT 2525
JFW
394 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Linslade. The castellated northern faces of the tunnels,
seen from the top of the embankment at the Down side. 1957.
Source: DIBB 543
SEMR
40037 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Linslade. Stone faced south entrance to the double track
tunnel. Engineer's hut - wooden, with brick chimney - beside
tracks. This does not look like other pictures of the
tunnel.
Source: FM 9418
SEMR
40042 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Linslade. View towards the brick faced castellated entrances
at the north end of the tunnel. Double track tunnel in
centre with single bore tunnels either side.
Source: FM 9408
JMD
98 Caernarvonshire.
G
Bangor east. View of entrance to Bangor Tunnel, looking
towards Conway. Shows the signals suspended below a gantry
above the tunnel mouth. Photographed from between up and
down fast lines.
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JMD
99 Caernarvonshire.
G
Bangor west. View of entrance to Belmont Tunnel looking
towards Menai Bridge. High stone retaining wall on right.
Tubular post Down Home signal to left of tunnel mouth. Back
of ex-LNW Up Home 'theatre' signal on left. Elliptical roof
carriage in siding on extreme left. Photographed from
between up and down fast lines.
SOCRR
293 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Caernarvon tunnel south portal. The southern portal of the
LNWR's tunnel beneath Caernarvon. After the railway was
closed, the tunnel was converted for use by road traffic and
is seen here from near the roundabout next to the car park
of the preserved WHLR. Castle on left and huge retaining
wall on right. 26-Oct-2006.
SOCRR
294 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Caernarvon tunnel south portal The southern portal of the
LNWR's tunnel beneath Caernarvon. After the railway was
closed, the tunnel was converted for use by road traffic and
is seen here from near roundabout next to the car park of
the preserved WHLR. Castle on left and huge retaining wall
on right. A more distant view than SOCRR 293. 26-Oct-2006.
JMD
87 Caernarvonshire.
G
Conway tunnel north west. View of the north west portal of
Conway Tunnel looking along the cutting from above. Station
platform just visible through the tunnel.
ESR
133 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Llandegai tunnel west. The west portal. On the left, Up,
side is a concrete post Home signal with a deeply corrugated
upper quadrant arm. A Down motor train emerges from the
tunnel headed by a cove roof driving trailer bound for
Bangor.
Source: DIBB 546
JMD
91 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Penmaenbach Tunnel west end. View of tunnel entrance,
looking towards Conway. Shows stone walls at each side of
approach tracks, with brick walls in foreground and rock
face on right. Ex-LNWR distant signal (Conway Morfa) in left
foreground, on short post mounted on top of wall.
SEMR
40029 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Penmaenbach Tunnel west end. View looking east along the sea
wall towards the western portal of Penmaenbach tunnel. Shows
the stonework of the new wall in the lower foreground. Road
in view above railway, showing road around headland and
entrance to new road tunnel (with scaffolding). Rock face
above road. Factories and gas works across bay on left.
Source: FM 9409
SGJ
83 Caernarvonshire.
G
Penmaenbach Tunnel west end. Shows retaining wall upto
tunnel entrance. Newly built stone wall on seaward side of
track. A Down goods train with brake van at the front
emerges from tunnel, double headed (L3F) by Coal Engine No.
3547 and D No. 1824. 22-Aug-1926.
SGJ
84 Caernarvonshire.
F
Penmaenbach Tunnel west end. View of the tunnel entrance
from inside the tunnel. Shows the walls of the entrance and
the newly built stone wall at the seeward side of the track.
An Up express is entering the tunnel, pulled by Prince No.
307 'R B SHERIDAN' (R3F - adapted for oil burning and tender
fitted with cylindrical tanks). 22-Aug-1926.
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JMD
130 Caernarvonshire.
Roman Bridge. View into northern mouth of Festiniog tunnel.
J M Dunn standing at entrance.
JMD
132 Caernarvonshire.
Roman Bridge. View of short tunnel looking towards Blaenau
Ffestiniog.
SOC
1144 Caernarvonshire.
G
Roman Bridge. Looking down at the south west portal (ie the
Blaenau end) of the short single track Roman Bridge tunnel.
The track curves sharply inside the tunnel and is fitted
with a check rail. Rails within the tunnel are gleaming with
light from the other end. Opening date of 1891 on a stone
above the keystone. 1952.
Source: DIBB 568
JMD
139 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Vaynol. The castellated northern portals of the two single
bore Vaynol tunnels, in a cutting, looking towards Port
Dinorwic.
SOCA
1069 Carmarthenshire.
F
Sugar Loaf tunnel south. The south western entrance to Sugar
Loaf tunnel, looking along the approach cutting from a north
bound train. Wooden post of Home signal in view in front of
portal but arm is obscured by exhaust steam.
SOCA
1070 Carmarthenshire.
F
Sugar Loaf tunnel south. A Stanier 8F with a goods train on
a straight piece of single line track, in a cutting
approaching a tunnel. Rear of ex-LNWR signal in foreground.
SOCA
1050 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Town. The view north from the site of 'Town'
station, after removal of tracks. Shows the entrance to
Woodside tunnel on left and to Monks Ferry tunnel on right.
Behind the wall on the right runs Tunnel Road. 1975.
Source: DIBB
SOC
1148 Cheshire.
VG
Chester Northgate tunnel NE. The north east entrance to
Northgate Tunnels, showing the rockface and some of the
stonework supporting the ground round about. A 'George' with
Belpaire firebox is emerging on the Up Fast on a train with
an arc roof bogie break end leading. Trees by roadside above
entrance. 1930s.
Source: DIBB 1029
SOCA
1022 Cheshire.
G
Chester Northgate tunnel SW. The South west entrance to
Northgate Tunnels, looking down from the elevated inner ring
road (built in the 1960s). Part of this elevated road is
seen in the background, passing over the tunnel. Building
with the unusual roof, over the tunnel mouth, fronts onto
Garden Lane and (in 2010) is a car showroom. C1970.
SOCA
1021 Cheshire.
P
Chester Windmill Lane tunnel. Looking towards the station
from a train on the Down Slow. The road over the tunnel has
been 'Victoria Road' since the 19th century but many
railwaymen still use the old name. Single arch spans all
four tracks whereas Northgate Tunnel (behind camera) has two
bores. Banner repeater signal on left. C1950s.
Source: DIBB
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SOCA
1017 Cheshire.
G
Christleton. A distant view of the south east portal of
Christleton Tunnel, showing the two bores. Looking along the
cutting from the A41 overbridge. Seen after the removal of
the signalbox. Trees and shrubs are beginning to grow on the
side slopes. 1970.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1018 Cheshire.
G
Christleton. A distant view of the south east portal of
Christleton Tunnel, showing the two bores. Looking along the
cutting from along the Up side slope. Shows the signalbox
and trailing crossover. Upper quadrant Up Home signal on
very tall post, visible from other side of tunnel.
Source: DIBB 514
SOCA
1019 Cheshire.
F
Christleton. The north west portal of Christleton Tunnel,
showing the two bores. Water troughs in foreground, running
right to the tunnel mouths. 1952.
Source: DIBB 515
JFW
393 Cheshire.
G
Crewe North Junction. View down to the southern entrances to
the tunnels taking the goods 'avoiding lines' beneath Crewe
North Junction. Bridge plates 82A and 82B shown on the
central columns. Stairs up from goods lines on right. Row of
wagons, the shed offices and the side of the shed at top of
picture. 1951.
Source: DIBB 519
SITES
284 Cheshire. MR.
G
Disley MR tunnel west end. Looking north east, down across
the slightly concave brick faced portal. Inscription over
the middle of the stone parapet shows 'MR Disley Tunnel
1901'.
SITES
285 Cheshire. MR.
G
Disley MR tunnel west end. Looking south east, down across
the slightly concave brick faced portal. Inscription over
the middle of the stone parapet shows 'MR Disley Tunnel
1901'.
SITES
286 Cheshire. MR.
G
Disley MR tunnel west end. Looking south along the stone
parapet at the top of the portal. The view shows the concave
shape of the portal - according to maps, the plan view of
eastern portal of the tunnel is straight.
SOCA
1016 Cheshire.
VG
Halton. The south portal of Halton tunnel, with castellated
stone facing, north of the station.
Source: LPC
NFSR
185 Cheshire.
VG
Hooley Hill. The north east face of Hooley Hill tunnel,
looking towards Denton Junction. Remains of Hooley Hill
station in foreground. Allotments beside track. Terrace
houses in background. 28-Mar-1959.
SITESB
933 Cheshire.
G
Middlewood Tunnel east portal. Looking towards Stockport,
through the tunnel which carries the Macclesfield Canal. BR
notice to left of line showing 'No. 16 Middlewood Tunnel 52
Yards'.
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NFSRN
107 Cheshire.
VG
Stalybridge east. The stone faced entrance to a tunnel on a
double track line. Raked, stone faced retaining wall on
right, low embankment on left. Thought to be the north
eastern face of the tunnel carrying the old main line out of
Stalybridge towards Mossley, with the A635 behind the fence
above the tunnel.
SOCA
1049 Cumberland. CK&P.
G
Keswick (near). The view through 'Little' tunnel in the
Greta gorge to the east of Keswick. Beyond the tunnel is the
arch of a bowstring girder bridge.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1060A Cumberland.
G
Oatlands. View through Oatlands tunnel on the Cleator &
Workington Junction Railway (joint FR and LNWR). Shows
opening date of 1880 above keystone.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1048 Cumberland.
G
Thrimby tunnel. The stone-built south portal of the tunnel
carrying the A6 over the LNWR main line. 1953.
Source: DIBB 576
SOCA
1060 Cumberland. FR.
G
Whitehaven Bransty. The northern entrance to Whitehaven
Tunnel, seen during repairs. FR signalbox on left, platform
of FR part of station on right (LNWR part of station out of
view on right behind camera). August 1953.
Source: DIBB
CRPRT MC250 Derbyshire.
VG
Ashbourne. The northern entrance to Ashbourne tunnel, during
contruction. The brickwork for the tunnel face and wing
walls is complete but contractor's track (Naylor Bros) is
still in place. C1897. Crewe Official MC250.
Source: CROFF MC250
SITESB
934 Derbyshire.
F
Barmoor Clough Tunnel south. Looking towards Stockport, down
to the tunnel from which a Fowler 2-6-4 tank is emerging
with a Buxton train. LMS carriage leading followed by an
ex-LNW arc roof bogie carriage.
Source: DIBB
SITESB
935 Derbyshire.
G
Barmoor Clough Tunnel south. Looking through the tunnel,
towards Stockport.
Source: DIBB 502
SITESB
937 Derbyshire.
G
Eaves Tunnel east portal. Looking towards Stockport. Three
engineers' huts and various PW materials near the entrance.
1930s.
Source: DIBB 1045
SITESB
936 Derbyshire.
G
Eaves Tunnel west portal. Looking towards Buxton. Train for
Stockport emerging, headed by Fowler 2-6-4 Tank No. 2368.
1930s.
Source: DIBB 1039
LNWRS
9721 Derbyshire.
G
Newhaven. View of the north west portal of Newhaven Tunnel,
built in 1825, which carries the A515 across the C&HPR.
Copied from official postcard. Shows 'Jos. JESSOP ENGINEER'
and Cromford and High Peak insignia on bridge.
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SOC
308 Flintshire.
VG
Penmaenrhos tunnel east end. Looking westwards along the
track towards the eastern entrance of the tunnel and right
through to daylight at the other end. The eastern entrance
is bare rock.
SOC
309 Flintshire.
HT
Penmaenrhos tunnel west end. Looking eastwards along the
track towards the western entrance of the tunnel and right
through to daylight at the other end. The western entrance
is built of stone with castellated towers either side.
JSY
1183 Glamorgan.
G
Morlais tunnel NW portal. Looking towards the tunnel as a
'Coal Tank' emerges with a passenger train bound for
Merthyr. Catch point on Up track on left.
SOCA
1068 Glamorgan.
F
Morlais tunnel NW portal. The north western portal of
Morlais tunnel, looking back along the LNWR line towards the
tunnel from a train which is running in from (or going to)
Brecon - from the junction onwards, the line was jointly
owned by the LNWR and the Brecon & Merthyr. C1922.
SOCA
1065 Herefordshire.
G
Dinmore (S&H Joint line). The south portals of the two
single line tunnels beneath Dinmore hill. LNWR starter
signal for Dinmore station on left, located between Up and
Down lines. Schoolboy standing between tunnels, looking at
camera.
Source: LPC
SOCA
1066 Herefordshire.
F
Dinmore (S&H Joint line). The south portals of the two
single line tunnels beneath Dinmore hill, looking down from
road bridge. GWR starter signal for Dinmore station on left,
located between Up and Down lines. 1970s.
Source: L&G 5455
SITES
814 Hertfordshire.
F
Northchurch tunnel south. Looking from the south west side
of the cutting towards the entrances to the tunnels. An
unidentified 'Scot' is on a Down express (with cream and
carmine carriages) heading for the double bore tunnel to the
left of centre. The single bore Slow line tunnels are on the
right.
SOCA
1043 Hertfordshire.
F
Northchurch tunnel south. The south east entrance to
Northchurch Tunnels, taken from a Down train. Double line
tunnel on left, single line tunnels on right.
SEMR
40032 Hertfordshire.
VG
Watford New Tunnel. The south portal. Seen during track
replacement - rails in 'six foot' and sleepers at foot of
side slope.
Source: FM 9420
SEMR
40040 Hertfordshire.
VG
Watford Old Tunnel. The north portal. Stone entrance and
portico, brick wing walls.
Source: FM 9421
NHL
1301 Lancashire.
VG
Alexandra Dock. Alexandra Dock No. 1 tunnel. West portal,
showing stub end of dock sidings and LNWR signal gantry over
portal. 1930's.
Source: DIBB 1001
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CRPRT
E108 Lancashire.
VG
Bootle Branch. 'Bootle Tunnel' under construction. View from
inside a brick lined tunnel towards the entrance to another
tunnel - gap is being bricked-in. In the foreground, sloping
down steeply towards the camera, a temporary earth incline
carries contractor's track down to the workings. Two
engineers standing near top of incline. Crewe Official E108.
Source: CROFF E108
LNWRS
737 Lancashire.
G
Bootle Branch. Construction of tunnels in Bootle. Taken from
an old print. The photograph looks from one tunnel, across a
gap and into another. On the left is a contractor's track on
a very steep incline, with a turnout along it. Two
engineers, one in a tall hat, are standing on the slope.
C1865. Crewe Official E108.
Source: CRPRT E108
NHL
1317 Lancashire.
VG
Bootle Canal Street Tunnel. Stone faced west portal, looking
away from Alexandra Dock. Viewed from north bank of cutting
with grassed slope in foreground and high retaining wall
across the tracks. Brick wall on top of tunnel mouth, with
Leeds & Liverpool canal beyond. Footbridge over canal in
centre. Scrap cars in Everton View, on right. 5-Sep-1976.
NHL
1315 Lancashire.
VG
Bootle Oriel Road Tunnel East. Eastern portal, looking from
Atlantic Dock Junction towards Alexandra (formerly Atlantic)
Dock. Sandstone facing to vast retaining wall around tunnel
entrance. Raw sandstone cutting on left. A dirty 'Super D'
pulls a brake van past a tubular post home signal. Foot of
staircase on right, for access to signalbox. August 1958.
Source: JAP
NHL
1312 Lancashire.
VG
Canada Dock Tunnel East. The portal, looking from Atlantic
Dock Junction through to Canada Dock. Shows sandstone facing
to vast retaining wall around tunnel entrance. Brick
retaining wall on left. 1930s.
Source: DIBB 1023
NHL
1302 Lancashire.
VG
Canada Dock Tunnel West. Canada Dock tunnel. West portal,
taken from dock sidings and looking through towards Atlantic
Dock Junction. Loading platform on left. Shows primitive
water column and fine LNWR gantry mounted against portal.
1930's.
Source: DIBB 1003
SOCIMG
30 Lancashire.
VG
Edge Hill Olive Mount. Eastern portal of Olive Mount tunnel
which led to the Bootle Branch. Lines running from bottom
right to centre go on to Crown Street and Wapping Tunnel. On
the left are the tracks to Edge Hill and on to Lime Street.
Rathbone Road overbridge runs across the centre background
with the bridge carrying the circular lines beyond. C1890.
NHL
1322 Lancashire.
F
Edge Hill. The eastern portal of Wapping Tunnel, flanked by
tunnels to Crown Street. The leftmost tunnel leads to the
main part of the Crown Street site whilst the right hand,
single track, tunnel leads to the north west end and to a
small yard at the west side of the street. Upper quadrant
Home to left of Wapping Tunnel. 13-Jun-1964.
Source: JAP
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SOCA
1057 Lancashire.
G
Kirkdale Tunnel West. View from Atlantic Dock junction
towards Edge Hill of the brick-faced western portal of
Kirkdale tunnel which passes beneath the L&Y Liverpool to
Manchester line. Signals for the junction are suspended
across the tunnel mouth whilst the junction itself is in the
bottom foreground. 1930s.
Source: DIBB
NHL
1349 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool Crown Street. Crown Street Tunnel west portal.
Single track. Looking through from goods yard towards Edge
Hill. Stonework around the portal has been cut back to allow
larger vehicles to pass. The area in front of tunnel looks
derelict, with loose slates on the roof of a shed on right
and debris on the ground, spreading to the rails. 1930's.
Source: DIBB 1036
SOCA
1053 Lancashire.
G
Liverpool Lime Street cutting. View westwards along the
cutting from below Chatham Street bridge, showing several
bridges and short tunnels. Overhead electrical apparatus in
place. Sunshine and dark shadow. 1970s.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1052 Lancashire.
G
Liverpool Lime Street. View eastwards from the platform ends
showing entrance to the single track tunnel taking the Up
Slow line under Copperas Hill. 1952.
Source: DIBB
NHL
1323 Lancashire.
G
Liverpool Park Lane Goods. View out from the end of Wapping
Tunnel, looking across the triangular area to the entrances
of the three short tunnels leading into the parts of the
goods station itself. High brick retaining walls above the
tunnel mouths. Complex pointwork, with planking between the
rails. Two large brake vans on right. C June 1964.
SOC
376 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool Park Lane Goods. West portal of Wapping Tunnel,
viewed from Park Lane goods yard - the small triangular area
at the east end. Lights in tunnel. Shows signal cabin on
left - just half a box, built against the retaining wall.
Junctions to left and right. Tracks filled-in with planking.
Men in bowlers on left, capstan on right. 1930's.
Source: DIBB 1131
SOCA
1051 Lancashire.
F
Liverpool Park Lane Goods. View out from the end of Wapping
Tunnel, looking across the triangular area to the entrances
of the three short tunnels leading into the parts of the
goods station itself. High brick retaining walls above the
tunnel mouths. Tracks lifted and ground covered in weeds.
1970s.
LNWRS
1736 Lancashire.
Liverpool. Photograph of drawing by T T Bury of Edge Hill
tunnel entrance, showing both chimneys complete. L&M
Railway.
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NHL
1303 Lancashire.
VG
Pighue Lane Junction. Olive Mount tunnel, north west portal,
with the junction in the foreground. Lines for Bootle Branch
on left, Edge Hill goods on right. Date (1882) and name
carved over portal. LNWR gantry over mouth, with suspended
dolls with backs of Home and Distant arms in view. Home and
shunting signal in view at the far end of tunnel. 1930's.
Source: DIBB 1091
SOCA
1054 Lancashire.
F
Pighue Lane Junction. Olive Mount tunnel, north west portal,
with the junction in the foreground. Lines for Bootle Branch
on left, Edge Hill goods on right. Date (1882) and name
carved over portal. LNWR gantry over mouth, with suspended
dolls with backs of Home and Distant arms in view. Home and
shunting signal in view at the far end of tunnel. 1930s.
Source: DIBB 1091
NFSRN
94 Lancashire.
G
Scout tunnel. The north portal of the tunnel, looking
through towards Black Rock and Stalybridge.
NFSRN
95 Lancashire.
G
Scout tunnel. A distant view of the south end of the tunnel,
with an Up express emerging headed by a 'Black 5'. On the
left is the Down Distant for Mossley No. 1, mounted on a
tubular post painted black and white like a street sign.
A635 and the Tame in foreground.
NHL
1309 Lancashire.
VG
Spellow No. 1 Tunnel West. View towards Edge Hill along a
deep sandstone cutting, showing the stone faced west portal
of the tunnel. Beyond the bushes above the tunnel is
Delamere Street. On the left, beside the track, are several
heaps of rubbish, presumably collected by the railwayman
standing in the left foreground. 1930s.
Source: DIBB 1111
NHL
1310 Lancashire.
VG
Spellow No. 2 Tunnel West. View towards Edge Hill along a
brick lined cutting, showing stone faced west portal of the
tunnel under Westminster Road. Structure is a brick lined
arch which carries a stone skew arch and a huge stone face
on top of which is the road. Left is a girder bridge taking
CLC line which then runs into its own tunnel. 31-May-1975.
Source: DIBB 798
SOCA
1055 Lancashire.
G
Spellow No. 2 Tunnel West. View towards Edge Hill along a
brick lined cutting, showing stone faced west portal of the
tunnel under Westminster Road. Structure is a brick lined
arch which carries a stone skew arch and a huge stone face
on top of which is the road. Top left is a girder bridge
taking CLC line which then runs into its own tunnel. 1930s.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1056 Lancashire.
G
Spellow No. 2 Tunnel West. View towards Edge Hill along a
brick lined cutting, showing stone faced west portal of the
tunnel under Westminster Road. Structure is a brick lined
arch which carries a stone skew arch and a huge stone face
on top of which is the road. 1930s.
Source: DIBB
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SGJ
46 Lancashire.
F
Waterloo Tunnel, Edge Hill. View from Edge Hill station,
showing bracket signals, Waterloo Tunnel Mouth signal box
and the tunnel mouth itself. 12-Sep-1925. G1 No. 1055
emerges from tunnel on a van train. A siding on the right
holds two L&Y vans and a GN open wagon.
LS
308 London.
VG
Primrose Hill tunnel. A sketch of the south portal of the
tunnel showing the curved wing walls and the ornate stone
facing at each side. C1836.
SEMR
40034 London.
VG
Primrose Hill tunnel. Stone faced south portal of the new
tunnel, with ornate curved wing wall on right and brick
retaining wall on left.
Source: FM 9419
SOCA
1062 Northamptonshire.
G
Clipstone & Oxendon. The entrance to the single track
Oxendon Down tunnel. Several lengths of rail spread at each
side of the track. Gradient post on embankment on left.
Source: DIBB
SEMR
40030 Northamptonshire.
VG
Crick. The brick-faced north portal of Crick tunnel, looking
towards Northampton.
Source: FM 9414
LNWRS
9736 Northamptonshire.
VG
Hunsbury Hill tunnel south. Looking north east at the brick
faced south portal showing cracked wing wall on left and
temporary supports. Wood and metal centring supporting upper
part of tunnel. Two men standing in Down track, during
repairs. July 1920.
CRPRT
E104 Northamptonshire.
VG
Kilsby tunnel. The view across the bottom of the Great Shaft
of the tunnel, looking along the tracks. At the far side of
the shaft is a Distant signal mounted on a short post. The
signal is a working one, with balance weight, but has no
glass in its spectacle frame. 21-Dec-1904. Crewe Official
E104.
Source: CROFF E104
LNWRS
334 Northamptonshire.
VG
Kilsby tunnel. View showing ventilation shaft from inside
tunnel. Copy of official postcard.
SEMR
40035 Northamptonshire.
VG
Kilsby tunnel. Stone faced south portal of the tunnel.
Source: FM 9412
SEMR
40039 Northamptonshire.
VG
Kilsby tunnel. The great north shaft, showing the huge
castellated tower built around the hole.
Source: FM 9410
SEMR
40043 Northamptonshire.
VG
Kilsby tunnel. The north portal, looking as solid as a
mediaeval castle. Engineers' brick-built cabin on left.
Source: FM 9411
SOCA
1044 Northamptonshire.
VG
Kilsby tunnel. The south portal of the tunnel.
SEMR
40033 Northamptonshire.
VG
Wansford Tunnel. The west portal, looking through towards
Peterborough.
Source: FM 9413
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SOCA
1061 Northamptonshire.
G
Watford Gap. View through Watford tunnel, looking south east
towards Northampton. Watford Lodge signal cabin (opened
1930) and signals in sight through the tunnel. House on
north side of tunnel on left.
Source: DIBB 584
SEMR
40031 Northamptonshire.
VG
Weedon. Stowe Hill tunnel. The north portal, viewed during
minor repair works. Shows the entrance and the buttressed
wing wall.
Source: FM 9409
SOCA
1045 Northamptonshire.
F
Weedon. Stowe Hill tunnel. The south portal of the tunnel,
looking from a point above the Down line. Shows name boards
at each side of the tracks. 1958.
Source: DIBB 575
SOCA
1064 Rutland.
G
Morcott. The south west portal of Morcott tunnel, looking
along the approach cutting from a high point. Seen after the
removal of the track when the cutting sides were overgrown
with shrubs. 3-May-1975.
Source: DIBB 550
SOCA
1072 Staffordshire. GWR.
G
Dudley Tunnel. The south west entrance to Dudley tunnel,
with GWR signals each side of tracks. The LNWR line from
Walsall ran into the GWR line at Dudley station at the far
end of the tunnel. Industrial building on top of tunnel,
huge pipe above railway in foreground, massive retaining
wall on left.
Source: DIBB
JFW
396 Staffordshire.
G
Shugborough Tunnel NW portal. View towards the tunnel mouth,
looking from between the tracks, to show the castellated
portal. Double pole telegraph posts either side of mouth.
Birch trees in background, above tunnel. 1930s.
Source: DIBB 1108
LNWRS
5150 Staffordshire.
B
Shugborough Tunnel NW portal. A view from the Up side of the
track, showing the castellated west portal of Shrugborough
tunnel. A '19in Goods' engine emerges with a Down train.
Water damage to the top right corner of the picture but this
does not affect view of the portal.
Source: SOC 234
SOC
243 Staffordshire.
F
Shugborough Tunnel NW portal. The castellated western portal
of Shugborough Tunnel, from which emerges a '19in Goods'
with a Down passenger train. Double telegraph poles at each
side of track. 1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
SOCA
1037 Staffordshire.
VG
Wednesfield Heath. The northern face of Wednesfield Heath
tunnel, on the Grand Junction line south of Bushbury.
Source: RP 49072
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SOCA
1035 Staffordshire. GWR.
F
Wolverhampton. The view looking south east from near the GWR
station, showing the entrance to the GWR's Wolverhampton
Tunnel. GWR Home and Distant arms on tubular post on left.
Across the scene is a bridge carrying the MR branch from the
LNWR High Level station (off to the right of the picture) to
Walsall - it also took LNWR traffic to the GJR line. 1960s.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1042 Warwickshire. MR.
F
Birmingham. The view south west from the Midland's Central
Goods station, looking through the tunnel under the
Birmingham Canal Navigation's wharves. Pointwork and back of
tubular post Home signal in foreground.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1003 Yorkshire.
VG
Bradley Wood. The south portal of Bradley Wood tunnel,
looking through towards Brighouse. Above the tunnel is the
road junction between the A62 (nearest the camera) and the
A6107. 1951.
Source: DIBB 513
SOC
252 Yorkshire. NER.
G
Bramhope. The castellated entrance to Bramhope Tunnel.
Maintenance hut beside track on right. Passenger train
pulled by a Gresley 0-6-0 is about to enter. 1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
SOCA
1071 Yorkshire.
G
Butterhouse. Looking north at the southern entrance to
Butterhouse tunnel on the Micklehurst Loop. On the left is
the back of the Upper Mill Up Distant signal (painted with
black chevron), placed at the 'wrong' side of the line to
improve sighting.
NFSRN
1 Yorkshire.
F
Diggle troughs. View inside Standedge tunnel, looking
towards Manchester. The Diggle entrance is in the distance
and the troughs are in view between there and the camera,
lit by the reflection of daylight on the water and by the
flash of the camera. 9-Dec-1967.
SITES
260 Yorkshire.
G
Diggle. The entrances to Standedge tunnel, looking from the
station, with the double bore tunnel on the left and the two
single bore tunnels on the right with smoke oozing out of
both. Water tank, in left centre, for supplying the troughs.
Drainage channel in left foreground. Engineers huts on
right.
Source: RP 49081
SOC
769 Yorkshire.
P
Diggle. The south west portals of the single line tunnels
viewed from the station footbridge. Newly painted signal
gantry over the Up exit, carrying the Diggle Home signal.
'Prince' No. 5805 emerging from tunnel on an Up passenger
train. Water tank and Down South platform on left. Copy of
Ibbotson print 1121.
Source: DIBB 1121
SOCRR
234 Yorkshire.
G
Diggle. The entrance to Standedge Tunnel, looking out of the
centre bore (which carried the former Down South line).
Eddie Knorn (Transpennine) is facing the camera.
15-Jun-2010.
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SOCRR
235 Yorkshire.
G
Diggle. The entrances to the single bore Standedge Tunnels,
looking towards them. Notices above the entrances show
Centre (the former Down South) and South (the former Up
South). A gantry stands before the Centre tunnel to ensure
that vehicles are within the height and width limits.
Engineers are opening the tunnel gates. 15-Jun-2010.
SOCRR
236 Yorkshire.
G
Diggle. The entrance to the double bore Standedge Tunnel,
looking towards it, over the 'unclimbable' steel boundary
fence. The tunnel is still in use and carries what used to
be known as the North lines. 15-Jun-2010.
SOCA
1000 Yorkshire.
VG
Gildersome. The south west entrance to the tunnel. A good
view of the stonework. Corner of platelayers' hut on right.
1952.
Source: DIBB 528
SOCA
1004 Yorkshire.
G
Gledholt Junction. The western entrance to Gledholt tunnels,
viewed looking down from a nearby hillside. Allotments to
north of tracks, in foreground. C1949.
Source: DIBB 529
NFSR
233 Yorkshire.
F
Gomersal Tunnel. The western (Cleckheaton) end of the
tunnel, showing a train of dumb buffered wagons on temporary
track during the construction of the Leeds New line. C1899.
SOCA
1001 Yorkshire.
VG
Gomersal Tunnel. The western entrance to the tunnel. A good
view of the stonework and the characteristic fence on the
sky line above the tunnel. 1952.
Source: DIBB 531
NFSR
182 Yorkshire.
VG
Gomersal. View of the southern (Cleckheaton end) portal of
Gomersal tunnel, taken from a Down train. Date over the
tunnel entrance shows 1899 but is not readable from the
photograph. 18-Jul-1957.
LNWRS
2289 Yorkshire.
G
Heaton Lodge tunnel. View through the tunnel, under the L&Y
main line. C1900. New track has been placed on the formation
but not yet ballasted. The tunnel was at the southern end of
the Leeds New Line, which was opened for goods traffic in
August 1900 and passenger traffic the following October.
Source: LS 270
LS
270 Yorkshire.
VG
Heaton Lodge tunnel. The tunnel taking the Leeds New line
under the L&Y main line. The track is in position but has
not yet been ballasted. C1900.
SOCA
1002 Yorkshire.
VG
Heaton Lodge tunnel. The north eastern end of the tunnel
taking the Leeds New line under the L&Y. Shows the stone
faced support between the Up and Down parts of the tunnel.
Bracket signals on L&Y embankment on right. 1952.
Source: DIBB 588
NFSRN
84 Yorkshire.
F
Huddersfield Tunnel. The vents for Huddersfield tunnel,
looking north west. The tall tower on the right is above the
ventilation shaft for the South Lines tunnel whilst the
shorter one is for the North lines. In the foreground, road
constuction is in progress, perhaps in conjunction with the
inner ring road.
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NFSRN
120 Yorkshire.
G
Huddersfield Tunnel. The vents for Huddersfield tunnel,
looking north east. The tall tower at the back is above the
ventilation shaft for the South Lines tunnel whilst the
shorter one in the foreground is for the North lines.
SOCA
1073 Yorkshire. GNR.
F
Morley GNR tunnel. Tunnel entrance, looking through to light
at other end. Notice on left shows 'Morley 238 Yards'.
Thought to be GNR tunnel since the LNWR tunnel is much
longer.
NFSRN
55 Yorkshire.
VG
Morley Tunnel north. The tunnel entrance seen from the Down
platform - a rare view with bright sunshine on the stone
retaining wall to left. Up starter on left - upper quadrant
arm on LNWR post. Rear of upper quadrant Home on tubular
post on right. Brick-built platelayers' hut beyond end of Up
platform on right. Steps up to Albert Road above tunnel.
NFSRN
65 Yorkshire.
F
Morley Tunnel north. The view south west along the platforms
of Morley station into the tunnel. 'Britannia' No. 70021
MORNING STAR (shed 9A - Longsight) emerges from the gloom
with a train bound for Leeds. Colour light Up signal beside
tunnel entrance. C1960.
NFSRN
66 Yorkshire.
VG
Morley Tunnel north. View of the north east entrance to the
tunnel, seen from the end of the Up platform of Morley Low
station. Colour light signal and stone buttress for
retaining wall on left. Staircase from Albert Road runs down
from left to right across hillside above the tunnel.
NFSRN
67 Yorkshire.
F
Morley Tunnel north. View of the north east entrance to the
tunnel, seen from the middle of the unkempt Up platform of
Morley Low station. A DMU emerges from the tunnel, bound for
Leeds. Works chimney on top of hill above tunnel. Platform
seat, lamp columns and colour light signal on left.
JFW
397 Yorkshire.
G
Morley Tunnel south. View towards the tunnel mouth, looking
down from the south east side of the approach cutting. A
'19in Goods' is about to enter the tunnel with a goods train
- first few wagons and vans in view. Engineer's brick hut
beside track on Down side. 1930s.
Source: DIBB 1088
SOCA
998 Yorkshire.
G
Morley Tunnel south. The south west portal of Morley Tunnel,
looking down from the hillside. Ventilation tower visible on
sky line, above tunnel mouth. C1951.
Source: DIBB 551
SOCA
1004A Yorkshire.
F
Paddock. The eastern end of Paddock tunnel, showing the
entrance to the single line tunnel for the North Down line.
Main tunnel just in view on left.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1009 Yorkshire.
VG
Sheffield City Goods. To reach its City Goods station, the
LNWR passed beneath the Nunnery Colliery Railway at an
oblique angle. At the western end of the crossing both lines
ran into tunnels, as seen in the picture. The NCR is on the
right. At the lower level, left, is the LNWR line topped by
girders to support the sides of its cutting. 8-Dec-1968.
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SOCA
1010 Yorkshire.
VG
Sheffield City Goods. To reach its City Goods station, the
LNWR passed beneath the Nunnery Colliery Railway at an
oblique angle. At the western end of the crossing both lines
ran into tunnels and the entrance to the LNWR tunnel is seen
here. The track approached the tunnel in a cutting and
girders were placed on top to support the walls. 1952.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1011 Yorkshire. PO.
VG
Sheffield Nunnery Colliery Ry. To reach its City Goods
station, the LNWR passed beneath the Nunnery Colliery
Railway at an oblique angle. At the western end of the
crossing both lines ran into tunnels and the entrance to the
NCR tunnel is seen here. The LNWR line was behind the wall
on the left, at a lower level. 1952.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1012 Yorkshire. PO.
G
Sheffield Nunnery Colliery Ry. The Nunnery Colliery Railway
was interrupted when the LNWR decided to build its branch to
City Goods. The photograph looks west from the mouth of the
NCR tunnel beside Ashton Street. The NCR crosses a highly
skewed bridge over the LNWR and then enters a new tunnel
entrance, seen in the centre distance. 1952.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1013 Yorkshire. PO.
VG
Sheffield Nunnery Colliery Ry. The north eastern entrance to
Woodburn Road tunnel, where the tracks begin to spread into
the colliery yard (behind the camera). Rough stone wall
above portal of tunnel, beside the road. Two locomotives
once collided in this tunnel. 1948.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1014 Yorkshire. PO.
VG
Sheffield Nunnery Colliery Ry. The western (Cricket Inn)
entrance to Woodburn Road tunnel. Lots of debris around and
between the rails. Rough stone wall above portal of tunnel,
beside the road. 1948.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1015 Yorkshire. PO.
VG
Sheffield Nunnery Colliery Ry. The western (Cricket Inn)
entrance to Woodburn Road tunnel. Lots of debris around and
between the rails. Rough stone wall above portal of tunnel,
beside the road. Concrete post and wire mesh fence on right.
1952.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1007 Yorkshire. MR.
F
Sheffield Nunnery Junction. Looking north through Broad
Street tunnels. The Midland main line is on the left and the
Nunnery Colliery branch diverges to the right. In the centre
distance is the plate girder bridge carrying the LNWR line
to City Goods - on top of it is the support for the bridge
carrying Navigation Hill (obscured by tunnel arch). C1952.
Source: DIBB
SOC
253 Yorkshire. LYR.
G
Sowerby Bridge. LMS 'Compound' No. 1103 emerges from the
stone built portal of Sowerby Bridge tunnel. Twin telegraph
posts on right, with conduits to take the wires down to a
duct which runs into the tunnel. 1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
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NFSRN
121 Yorkshire.
G
Springwood Junction. View from footbridge looking towards
ex-LNW North lines and the entrance to Huddersfield tunnel.
'Black 5' No. 45223 passes the signal gantry with an express
on the Up North line.
SOCA
1003A Yorkshire.
VG
Springwood Junction. View looking north east down onto the
junction to show the western entrances to Huddersfield
Tunnel. Ex-LNWR gantries across tunnel mouths. Roof of
signalbox on left. Engineers' hut against tunnel wall in
centre. 1952.
Source: DIBB 535
NFSRN
3 Yorkshire.
VG
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). The north eastern end, showing
the entrances to the two single bore tunnels. Engineers' hut
between Up and Down South lines. Buffer stop at end of
siding on left. Concrete buttress in view on right, erected
in 1946 by the LMS to support the reservoir spill-way
between ther North and the South lines.
NFSRN
4 Yorkshire.
VG
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). The north eastern end, showing
the entrances to the two single bore tunnels. Engineers' hut
between Up and Down South lines. Shows the check rail on the
sharply curved Down line.
NFSRN
5 Yorkshire.
VG
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). The north eastern end, showing
the entrances to the two single bore tunnels. Engineers' hut
between Up and Down South lines. Track recently
re-ballasted. Concrete buttresses on right, added by the LMS
in 1946 to support the reservoir spill-way between the North
and South lines. Rear of 35mph speed limit in foreground.
NFSRN
7 Yorkshire.
F
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). The north eastern end, looking
out of the double track tunnel, with the canal warehouse in
the distance. Just outside the tunnel, a temporary wooden
arch has been erected to help with engineering works. Plate
girder bridge for reservoir spill-way in background with
Marsden Down Distant (upper quadrant) beyond.
NFSRN
8 Yorkshire.
F
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). The north eastern end, looking
along the sharply curved Up South line towards the tunnel
entrances. Some sections of rail have been removed so
perhaps a demolition gang is at work. Reservoir spill-way in
distance, with water running down to culvert. Colour light
signal on right, with short platform for engineers beyond.
NFSRN
9 Yorkshire.
F
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). The north eastern end, looking
along the sharply curved Down South line towards the tunnel
entrances. Taken from a train on the North Up line. Ground
frame signalbox in centre, between the South lines, with
engineers' hut beyond. Reservoir spill-way on right, with
water running down to culvert. A murky view.
NFSRN
49 Yorkshire.
G
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). View from the hillside looking
down at the north east entrances to Standedge tunnels, with
an engineer's waiting train during track relaying. The pool
on the right is the Huddersfield Canal - the entrance to the
canal tunnel is at the far side, below and to the right of
the signal (the Marsden Down North Distant). 30-Oct-1966.
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NFSRN
50 Yorkshire.
G
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). The north east entrances to the
Standedge railway tunnels. The 1849 single line tunnel is
the centre one. To the left is the 1871 single line tunnel.
The 1894 double track tunnel is on right. Between them is
the overflow from Tunnel End reservoir which cascades down
to canal after crossing bridge infront of 1894 tunnel.
SITES
665 Yorkshire.
G
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). Looking over the stone wall
beside the water chute to show the entrance to the 1894
double track tunnel. Date over top of entrance but not
readable. 1960s.
SOC
1056 Yorkshire.
VG
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). The view towards the stone-faced
north eastern portal of the double track tunnel. Opening
date of '1894' carved in stone over the top of the tunnel.
Fogman's hut on right. The earlier, single bore, tunnels
were to the left.
Source: RP 49050
SOCA
1005 Yorkshire.
G
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). The north eastern entrance to
the tunnels - three railway ones and the canal tunnel.
Between the single bore and the double track railway tunnels
is the chute for the overflow stream from the nearby
reservoir. Viewed from a hillside, looking across house
roofs. C1952.
Source: DIBB
SOCRR
239 Yorkshire.
G
Standedge tunnel (Marsden). View from hillside looking down
on the line where it curves round and runs into the north
eastern entrance to the double track tunnel. Picnic area and
canal underbridge in foreground. Shows cascade of water in
channel beside tunnel entrance. Siding and engineers'
equipment on track bed of former South lines. 18-Sep-2011.
SOCRR
237 Yorkshire.
F
Standedge tunnel (interior). View of the steps leading to an
adit between the Centre and North bores. Such adits were
used in the construction of each successive railway tunnel
to access the workings and remove spoil - the first railway
tunnel was reached by adits from the canal. 15-Jun-2010.
SOCRR
238 Yorkshire.
F
Standedge tunnel (interior). At somewhere near the middle of
the two single bore tunnels, the bores opened out into a
large space with a vaulted roof rather like the ceiling of a
cathedral. The picture shows the ironwork and brickwork in
the middle of the roof. 15-Jun-2010.
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ECL
134 A stretch of double track line passing under a newish
G
looking masonry arch bridge in a rural area. A 'Jumbo' is
approaching the camera with a train of arc roof 6-wheeled
and bogie carriages led by a 4-wheeled milk van and horse
boxes. North Wales?
HDB
312 Westbury. Looking east towards Shrewsbury through the cab
F
window of an Up Mk I DMU. Level crossing in foreground with
iron gates open to railway. Hipped roof signal box on Up
side beyond crossing. A Down Mk I DMU stands in the site of
the former station, waiting to cross the Up train. Top of
station house in view above signal box. 29-Aug-1985.
JMD
416 GWR. The view from a train at an unknown site. Shows a double
GR
track line with a siding beside it. In the distance is a
signalbox and a bracket signal. A rural scene, with hills in
the background.
SOC
1114 BR. Neatly ballasted single-line straight track with concrete
G
sleepers. Upper quadrant Distant signal on left, on tall
wooden post. Note on back of photograph shows 'E of
---bridge'. 26-Feb-1985.
JMD
164 Anglesey.
Holland Arms. View of track showing junction and the lines
to Amlwch and Red Wharf Bay. 22-Apr-1953.
JMD
165 Anglesey.
Holland Arms. Line to Amlwch after removal of track along
Red Wharf Bay branch.
NHL
206 Anglesey.
G
Holyhead south. View towards the station from near where the
double track main line widens into the various goods lines
and sidings. Up and Down main in centre. Goods yard on left.
No. 1 signal box to left of main line. Steam shed on right,
with parallel boiler 'Scot' standing near the coaling stage.
Station hotel in distance.
Source: L&G 5142
JMD
169 Anglesey.
Llanbedrgoch. View back towards Holland Arms. Shows
rail-less sleepers in foreground with track lifting train
beyond, beneath bridge.
JMD
170 Anglesey.
Llanbedrgoch. View towards Red Wharf Bay showing contractors
unscrewing chairs from sleepers.
JMD
168 Anglesey.
Pentraeth. View of track, platform and buildings looking
towards Red Wharf Bay. 22-Apr-1953.
BWL
434 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury Stocklake. View from footbridge at Park Street
level crossing, looking towards Cheddington, with Stocklake
on the right. A long line of medium-side wagons is parked in
the siding on the left. 4-Apr-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
443 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury Stocklake. View along the line towards the
station, with Stocklake on the left. Park Street level
crossing footbridge in background. A long line of
medium-side steel wagons is parked in the siding on the
right. 6-Apr-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
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BWL
444 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury Stocklake. View along the single track line
towards Marston Gate, taken from near the end of the siding
shown in neg BWL 443. Stocklake on the right. 6-Apr-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
SOCA
284 Buckinghamshire.
G
Aylesbury Stocklake. A '5ft 6in Tank' on a Down train of
four 6-wheeled carriages running on double track section
alongside the road in Stocklake and nearing Park Street
crossing. Facing crossover in foreground. Two Home signals
on adjacent posts in rear of crossover. Tall post with
co-acting arms in background. C1904.
LNWRS
725 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Bletchley station south. View from No. 1 signal box looking
north, showing the complex track and junctions with the
station in the background. LNWR Official D254.
JMD
172 Caernarvonshire.
G
Bethesda Junction. View south east from above eastern portal
of Bangor tunnel, looking towards Conway. Bethesda branch
curves off to the right. Bethesda Junction signalbox in
centre of picture, beside main line. The west portal of
Llandegai tunnel is just visible in the distance.
JMD
446A Caernarvonshire.
GR
Bethesda Junction. Looking west from the Port Penrhyn branch
at the seaward side of the main line. Shows Bethesda
Junction signal box and the eastern portal of Bangor Tunnel.
Various tubular post signals in view. Cegin viaduct in
foreground. A detail from photograph JMD 446.
JMD
134 Caernarvonshire.
Bettws-y-Coed. View along track towards Blaenau Ffestiniog
above Gethin's bridge.
LNWRS
2462 Caernarvonshire.
F
Britannia Bridge. Looking back along the track from the
eastern end of the bridge as a Down LMS Scot takes an
express out of a shallow cutting and round the curve towards
the bridge. Back of 'Caution' sign for crossing, in right
foreground.
JMD
148 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Caernarvon Morfa. The site of Morfa station, the original
northern terminus of the Caernarvonshire Railway, looking
south. The line in the foreground looks to be double track
but was worked as two single track lines, that for Llanberis
falling to the left and that for Afonwen veering to the
right.
JMD
152 Caernarvonshire.
G
Caernarvon Morfa. Looking towards the site of Morfa station,
the original northern terminus of the Caernarvonshire
Railway, along the Llanberis line. The gradient slopes
steeply upwards until the line reaches the Avonwen route to
swing to the right, near the centre of the picture.
SOCB
259 Caernarvonshire.
F
Caernarvon north end. View looking towards station from the
north. Tracks to goods yard running off in right foreground.
Turntable pit in right distance, with No. 1 signalbox across
main lines from it. Three way Down bracket signal on left.
On up line on left, 'Coal Tank' No. 272, coupled in reverse,
is shunting a train of five very mixed bogie carriages.
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SOCA
247 Caernarvonshire.
G
Caernarvon slate wharf. View of the slate quay to the south
of the castle, showing slate piles, a steamer at the
quayside, a wagon on the siding and a cart parked nearby.
Wagon turntables on line along yard. Afonwen line on extreme
right, with turnout to shunt and gated exit to the quay
line. Castle in background. C1910.
NFSR
89 Caernarvonshire.
G
Conway Morfa. Looking down onto Conway Morfa sidings in the
left foreground. The north Wales coastline stretches away in
the background. Road overbridge on left, giving access to Up
side of sidings. Two jetties, nearby and in middle distance.
Source: L&G 2449
NHL
367 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Conway causeway. View from Llandudno Junction towards the
tubular bridge, with the castle on the right. Castellated
entrance to tubes in left centre. Road and end of Telford's
suspension bridge in right centre. DX on Up stone train on
left. Long siding from Llandudno Junction to tubular bridge
in centre.
Source: L&G 21198
SOC
365 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Conway causeway. View of tracks looking from Llandudno
Junction towards tubular bridge, with castle in background.
Refuge siding in foreground, leading up to bridge. Down Home
and Distant on left. Up Day Mail, pulled by a 'Precursor',
in view leaving the bridge. Sea wall on right, next to road,
with high stone wall separating road from railway. 1909.
Source: L1931
LNWRS
327 Caernarvonshire.
GR
Conway goods yard. View from the tubular bridge looking
towards the station. Sidings in centre foreground, with
wagons. Main line on left. Station platforms in view through
arch in walls. Castle on right with group of children in
foreground. Copied from a postcard, with caption. C1900.
SOC
366 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Conway goods yard. View of tracks between the Conway bridge
and the station, with the castle in the background. Goods
yard sidings on left, with a yard crane and a cart. Back of
station Home signal on right. Down 'Day Mail' leaving the
tubular bridge on the right, pulled by a 'Precursor' with a
square white plate in the top lampsocket. 1909.
Source: L1932
LNWRS
2245 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Conway. A westward view of the track beside the town walls,
looking through the arch into the station. Crewe Official
MC164.
JMD
154 Caernarvonshire.
Cwm y Glo. View of Llanberis line from commencement of
reverse curves north of station.
JMD
156 Caernarvonshire. SMR.
Llanberis. Snowdon Mountain Railway. View from station
platform looking towards sheds and main line.
LNWRS
9152 Caernarvonshire.
F
Llanberis. View of lake with railway track alongside. Copied
from a commercial postcard, with caption on top. Very
contrasty.
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NHL
184 Caernarvonshire.
F
Llandudno Junction east end. View westwards from road
overbridge to the east of the station. Shows crossovers,
with the station in the distance. Mail catching apparatus
and postman's hut to right. LNWR signal gantry (not clear)
and No. 1 signalbox to left of tracks. The Conway Valley
branch ran in to the Down Slow behind the camera.
Source: L&G 5406
SGJ
80 Caernarvonshire.
F
Llandudno Junction east end. A view looking west towards the
station area showing complex tracks and the housing north of
the line. A very long Up express goods - mainly cattle
wagons but with vans at the front and mixed amongst - passes
through, double headed by Experiment No. 222 'IVANHOE' and
Prince No. 272. 22-Aug-1926.
CPA
147 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llandudno Junction west end. View alongside line from
Llandudno towards the junction with main line. Llandudno
Junction No. 2 signalbox in left distance. On the main line,
'Precursor' No. 25282 CHAMPION sets off with Down excursion.
Station in distance near the end of the train, where 'Scot'
No. 6129 SCOTTISH HORSE waits at signals. 29-Aug-1937.
Photographer: L Hanson.
NHL
185 Caernarvonshire.
F
Llandudno Junction west end. View eastwards from footbridge
over the Llandudno line, with the level crossing gate in the
foreground and the station in the distance. Holyhead line
runs off to the right. Shows trackwork at junction and along
various sidings. No. 2 signalbox on left, partly hidden by
telegraph post. LMS wagons in sidings on right.
Source: L&G 5411
NHL
186 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llandudno Junction west end. View from the Down lines south
of the station, showing 'Black Five' No. 45327 pulling the
2:58 train to Crewe as it draws in. Fyffes banana warehouse
at far side of tracks, beyond the train.
NHL
189 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llandudno Junction west end. 'Britannia' No. 70045
approaches the station with an Up train for Manchester.
Parachute water tank on left. Tall lattice post with
calling-on signal on left, tubular post signals on right.
No. 2 signalbox and banana warehouse in view above the
train.
SOC
1223 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llandudno Junction west end. The view towards Conway from
the end of the platforms, with the Conway estuary and the
castle on the left and No. 2 signalbox on the right. A
'Class B' 4-cylinder 0-8-0 is shunting wagons beside the
river and two light engines are amongst the signals near the
junction for Llandudno.
SOC
1224 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llandudno Junction west end. The view towards Conway from
near to No. 2 signalbox as a 'Jubilee' 4-cylinder compound
approaches with an Up express - elliptical roof carriage at
each end and six arc roof vehicles between. Site of the old
station on the right, with hotel beyond. Conway estuary on
left and castle in distance.
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JMD
188 Caernarvonshire. PVT.
G
Penmaenmawr quarry railways. View inside the lower quarry
level showing the bottom of the incline, with complex
trackwork and several trains of wagons. Standard gauge track
in foreground.
JMD
190 Caernarvonshire. PVT.
G
Penmaenmawr quarry railways. View from passenger 'car'
looking down the quarry incline from near the top. Shows
town, quarry loading pier and main line running off towards
Conway.
CRPRT
A197 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Penmaenmawr. A panoramic view eastwards from a hillside at
low tide, showing the railway at the east end of the
station. On the right, the quarry incline sweeps across the
railway and on to the jetty. Headland in distance.
16-Aug-1898. Crewe Official A197.
Source: CROFF A197
JMD
187 Caernarvonshire.
G
Penmaenmawr. View from Down platform ramp away from station
towards Bangor. Shows stone retaining wall and goods shed.
In background shows quarry plant and bridge carrying quarry
line over main line.
LNWRS
2436 Caernarvonshire.
F
Roman Bridge area. A passenger train, pulled by two LMS tank
engines running forwards, nears the entrance to the
Ffestiniog tunnel. Taken from a carriage, looking along the
left hand side of the train. Stone wall and slopes of Moel
Siabod on the left.
LNWRS
2435 Caernarvonshire.
F
Roman Bridge. A passenger train, pulled by two LMS tank
engines running forwards, heads towards Festiniog. Taken
from a carriage, looking along the right hand side of the
train. Lots of smoke and exhaust steam. Platforms and
buildings off view to left. River Lledr on right, with Pont
Sarn Ddu bridge in distance carrying road to Pen Rhu farm.
SITES
124 Cambridgeshire.
G
Cambridge LNWR Junction. Looking south from Hills Road
bridge. GER main line swings in from the left in the centre
of the picture. The LNWR line from Bedford runs in to its
right and meets the GER in the left foreground. On the right
are various ex-LNW sidings and the site of the LNWR steam
shed yard is in the right foreground. 18-Jun-1957.
SITESB
910 Cheshire.
F
Acton Grange Junction. The view north with part of the 50mph
crossovers for the Chester line in the foreground and the
Ship Canal bridge in the left background. Overhead wires in
place. Warrington industries in centre distance. Taken from
a Down train. 2-Mar-1974.
SOC
1433 Cheshire.
P
Acton Grange Junction. A distant view of the main line and
the bridge over the ship canal, looking from beneath a
masonry footbridge - Bellhouse Lane - on the track bed of
the old (pre ship canal) main line. Shows a 'Super D'
heading towards Crewe with a very mixed goods train. C1955.
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NHL
811 Cheshire.
VG
Altrincham. Deansgate junction, looking north along the
MSJ&A joint line. Overbridge in distance carries the CLC
line from Glazebrook to Stockport. Nearer bridge takes the
spur from the LNWR Lymm line on to the CLC and the junction
in the foreground links to the CLC too. Level crossing in
foreground and signalbox on left. 9-Aug-1947.
Source: L&G 12404
CRPRT
C749 Cheshire.
VG
Basford Hall sidings. View northwards from Crewe Sorting
Sidings South signalbox. From left, tracks are - (running
left) Down fast and slow independent, three Down receptions,
shunting neck, Up receptions, Up slow goods, (running right)
engine road, Down and Up N. Staffs goods, Up fast indep, (on
embankment) main line. 29-Mar-1903. Crewe Official C749.
Source: CROFF C749
SOC
619 Cheshire.
G
Basford Hall sidings. The view north from around the middle
of the sorting sidings. The gable roofs of the tranship shed
are just about visible on the horizon to the right of
centre. A vast array of track and pointwork, with wagons in
the background. Several sets of LNWR bracket signals in
view. The ex-LNWR main line is off the frame to the right.
SOC
629 Cheshire.
G
Chester Curzon Park bridge. View north east along cutting
towards the Dee bridge, which is seen between the arches of
Curzon Park overbridge. Chester Town Hall (pointed tower)
and Cathedral (square tower) are seen on skyline. In the
foreground, 'Hall' No. 3955 HABERFIELD HALL runs towards
camera with a 6-carriage train on the Down Slow. C1960.
HAW
158 Cheshire.
VG
Chester station west end. Looking eastwards under the Hoole
Road bridge towards the station, showing No. 4 signal box
and two large gantries. North Wales lines run to the right,
Birkenhead lines to the left. A Super D on a mixed goods
points at the camera, waiting at a signal. Several LNWR
carriages and GWR engines in the distance. 11-Apr-1925.
Photographer: H A White.
NHL
755 Cheshire.
VG
Chester triangle SW. View of triangle from No. 6 signal box
looking along the Holyhead lines with Chester General on the
right and Birkenhead line on left. A train for north wales
approaches on the Down Fast - LMS and ex-LNWR bogies (incl a
clerestory diner) pulled by a 'Prince'. Sidings on right
with coal and tank wagons. Horse boxes in siding on left.
Source: HGTCOM
CRPRT MC557 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Coppenhall Junction. An Up Special goods passing under
a signal gantry, headed by a '19in Goods' whose driver is
shouting to the crew of a 'Class G' alongside. Behind the
wall on the left is the Coalyard and on the right are the
North Stafford sidings. Houses in George Street in right
background. C1912. Crewe Official MC557.
Source: CROFF MC557
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CRPRT
A17 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North Junction. The view from Crewe North signal box,
looking towards the Manchester line. A horse box and lots of
6-wheeled carriages in the Manchester sidings. Small water
tank on right. Grease works and various Works buildings in V
between North and Manchester lines. Slotted post signals for
approach from Manchester. April 1881. Crewe Official A17.
Source: CROFF A17
CRPRT
C980 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North Junction. Looking north from the station
footbridge, with the Spider bridge and the electric
signalbox in the left centre. 6-wheeled clerestory saloon
and two horseboxes in siding on right. 6-wheeled CLC
passenger brake No. 401 in platform on left. 3-May-1915.
Crewe Official C980.
Source: CROFF C980
DNR
1023 Cheshire.
G
Crewe North Junction. View along the Manchester line from
North Junction signal box. Lots of 6 and 4-wheeled carriages
in sidings on right. Wagons in sidings on Down side of
Manchester line. Works buildings in V between Warrington and
Manchester lines. C1885.
Source: LNWRS 769
LNWRS
231 Cheshire.
GR
Crewe North Junction. View of north junction showing the
Spider Bridge and the old signal box with tapered corner.
Experiment Compound No. 1111 'MESSENGER approaches from the
Manchester line with a train of arc-roof bogie stock.
WITHDRAWN - try 1543 instead.
LNWRS
232 Cheshire.
Crewe North Junction. Looking north from the station
footbridge. Shows Spider bridge and signal box straddling
the end. 1919
LNWRS
413 Cheshire.
Crewe North Junction. View from Spider Bridge showing a
Dreadnought entering on a train (Irish Mail?) from North
Wales. c1892
LNWRS
1542 Cheshire.
Crewe North Junction. View looking north, with Exp compound
No. 1111 'MESSENGER' shunting empty carriages in Manchester
sidings. Slotted post signals, water crane, taper corner
signal box, part of Spider bridge in view. Poor copy neg.
LNWRS
1543 Cheshire.
Crewe North Junction. View looking north. Experiment
compound No. 1111 'MESSENGER' shunting empty carriages in
Manchester sidings. Taper corner signal box, good view of
Spider bridge. Slotted post signals.
LNWRS
1544 Cheshire.
Crewe North Junction. View looking north. Special Tank
shunting empty carriages in Manchester sidings. Good view
of taper corner signal box and spider bridge. Slotted post
bracket and single post signals.
LNWRS
1545 Cheshire.
Crewe North Junction. View looking north. Taper corner
signal box and Spider bridge, slotted post bracket and
single post signals.
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LNWRS
1546 Cheshire.
Crewe North Junction. View looking south towards station.
Special Tank (cab) in Manchester sidings. End of Spider
bridge in view. Slotted post bracket and single post
signals.
LS
57 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe North Junction. The view looking north from the signal
cabin, showing the Chester, Warrington and Manchester lines.
The Old Works is in the background and the picture is
flanked by the Spider Bridge on the left and rakes of
6-wheeled carriages on the right. The picture is made up
from A15, A16 and A17. April 1881. Crewe Official A322.
CRPRT
D68 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe South Junction. The view south showing the Down
'2:00pm Corridor', pulled by an 'Edward VII'. Up 3-cylinder
compound coal engine leading Basford sidings on right. New
bracket signals on main line. Slotted post signals on NSR
junction. NSR distant on left. 3-Apr-1903. Crewe Official
D68.
Source: CROFF D68
SITES
227 Cheshire.
G
Crewe station central. Looking north along platform 2 with
pointwork on the right and the 'B' signalbox in the
distance. Colour light signal in foreground mounted on
bracket from a steel girder post. LNWR platform signs.
CPA
248 Cheshire.
F
Crewe station north end. The view from the footbridge
looking towards North Shed. Gantry of small signals on left,
theatre signal on right with calling-on arm below. Side of
steam shed in centre distance. Chain of engines moving from
shed to station in centre - leading engine is 'Claughton'
5964 PATRIOT (number on tender), followed by a 'Scot'.
LNWRS
233 Cheshire.
F
Crewe station north end. View north from end of platform,
framed by footbridge. Two 'Claughtons' in left distance.
Shows Spider bridge and signal box across end. Huge signal
gantry across Warrington line in right distance.
NFSR
27 Cheshire.
F
Denton Junction. Looking north through the junction as
'Black Five' No. 44864 runs from the Hooley Hill line to the
Up Fast to Denton with excursion C448 from Leeds to
Llandudno, passing Upper quadrant Up bracket signal. Oldham
line on left with ex-LNW Up bracket signal. Platelayers'
brick hut on left. Planet Foundry on right. 20-Aug-1960.
NFSR
28 Cheshire.
F
Denton Junction. Looking north through the junction a Fowler
2-6-4 tank runs from the Hooley Hill line to the Up Fast to
Denton with a local train. Oldham line on left with ex-LNW
Up bracket signal. Platelayers' brick hut and grounded body
of carriage on left, in V of junction with Oldham line.
C1960.
NFSR
186 Cheshire.
G
Dukinfield Goods Yard Jct. View from south west of the
station, along viaduct, towards Hooley Hill showing bridges
over St Mark Street and Railway Street. Buildings in Wharf
Street on left and Alma Street on right. Dukinfield goods
yard branch, with large goods shed, on left. Ex-MR 3F 0-6-0
No. 43410 coming off branch with goods train. 18-Jun-1960.
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NFSR
35 Cheshire. BR.
F
Dukinfield Viaduct south. Looking north towards the start of
Dukinfield Viaduct, a mixture of brick arches and girder
bridges. In distance it crosses the Peak Forest Canal and
the River Tame. Down Distant for Dukinfield & Ashton in
centre. GCR Stalybridge branch on left, with Dukinfield
Junction signal box to left of signal post. 15-Aug-1959.
SITES
486 Cheshire. NSR.
G
Hassall Green. Looking north west towards Wheelock from the
site of the station. Shows the change from single track
(from Lawton Junction) to double track (to Wheelock and
Sandbach). Rear of ex-NSR Home signal in view near overgrown
loading dock for former goods siding. 20-Jun-1953.
Source: FWSLF AH94
SY
26 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Hooton. Looking north west across the tracks at Hooton South
Junction with Hooton signalbox in the distance on the right
and the station beyond. Ellesmere Port lines in foreground.
4-car Mk I DMU heading for Chester in centre. Lattice post
Down bracket signal with tubular post dolls on left. 1963/4.
SITES
708 Cheshire.
F
Middlewood Low Level Junction. Looking west towards signal
box and Middlewood station. Flying junction with the GCR/NSR
joint line to Macclesfield had been removed by this date but
track bed of the spur from joint line towards Buxton is seen
on right. Sidings beside spur towards joint line still in
use, controlled by tubular post bracket signal. Nov 1960.
INFRA
263 Cheshire. CLC.
VG
Northwich. The view west from the station, looking beneath
footbridge and the Station Road overbridge (Bridge No. 65).
Station entrance on left, onto footbridge. Main line to
Chester continues ahead whilst ex-LNWR line to Middlewich
and to Sandbach swings off to the left. CLC signalbox just
in view on right, through the bridge. 22-Jun-1964.
SOC
1092 Cheshire.
P
Saltney Junction. The view looking south west towards the
junction. Express from north Wales on Up Fast, headed by a
'Renown' piloting an oil burning 'Prince'. LNWR goods on Up
Slow, headed by a 'Super D' running in reverse. Junction
bracket signals in left distance with GWR siding beyond.
Junction Homes and Crane Street Distants on right. C1924.
LNWRS
9143 Cheshire.
Stalybridge. View of track in woodland. Copied from a
postcard with caption 'Crows i' th' Wood'.
HAW
235 Cheshire.
GR
Stockport Edgeley north. View looking north from platform
ends, showing track towards Stockport viaduct. Single post
starter at end of platform, 4-doll bracket and large gantry
in distance, No. 2 signal box on right. Precursor No. 1545
'CYCLOPS' running in on passenger train. 5-Apr-1926.
Photographer: H A White.
HAW
236 Cheshire.
GR
Stockport Edgeley north. View looking north from platform
ends, showing track towards Stockport viaduct. Single post
starter at end of platform, 4-doll bracket and large gantry
in distance, No. 2 signal box on right. G1 No. 1545 running
in on express goods train. 5-Apr-1926.
Photographer: H A White.
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FWS35M
20962 Cumberland. PVT.
VG
Bain's siding. View along sidings, looking towards
Distington. F 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20963 Cumberland.
VG
Bain's siding. View south west along sidings, looking
towards Parton. Main line on left, with overbridge in
distance. Viewed from the Border Railway Society special
train made up of goods brake vans, on the right.
24-May-1969.
SITESB
947 Cumberland. CR.
F
Carlisle West Walls. Looking north with the newly re-aligned
main line and the Walls on the right. North end of Viaduct
Yard on left with CR signals. Goods avoiding lines on the
extreme left. Irishgate Brow overbridge to right of centre
and Caldew Bridge to left. C1877.
JSY
1120 Cumberland. WCE.
F
Cleator Moor Junction. Looking south as an LNWR mixed train
- cattle wagon followed by five carriages - pulled by a '4ft
6in 2-4-2 Tank' approaches the junction, from Moor Row. LNW
Up bracket signal on left with Home and Distant arms off for
the line to Marron Junction. Plate girder overbridge in
background. FR 0-6-0 No. 119 on right, shunting in sidings.
JSY
1123 Cumberland.
F
Cockermouth Junction. Looking east from the junction
signalbox. Old line, double track, on left running to goods
yard. Single track line on right running to Cockermouth
station.
FWS35M
20854 Cumberland.
F
Derwent Junction (north). Looking south from a special train
(seen on right) made up of goods brake vans running towards
Workington. Lattice post bracket signal on left with upper
quadrant arms on wooden dolls for junction - short shunting
arm for branch to Prince of Wales Docks. Approaching stone
bridge, with farm bridge on left. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20861 Cumberland.
F
Derwent Junction (north). Looking south west from a special
train (seen on right) made up of goods brake vans running
from Maryport towards Workington. Shows the line to the
docks, curving sharply from the main line. Oil storage tanks
in right background. 24-May-1969.
JSY
1131 Cumberland. WCE.
F
Egremont. Looking south through the station. Main station
buildings on Down (Moor Row) side in centre. Goods shed
behind Up (Sellafield) platform on left. Terrace house on
right.
FWS35M
20923 Cumberland. H&LLR.
F
Harrington Rosehill Junction. A special train made up of
goods brake vans, ready to climb southwards up Copperas
Hill. Loop line on left. A dull, murky, day. Coastal cliffs
in distance. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20924 Cumberland. H&LLR.
G
Harrington Rosehill Junction. A special train made up of
goods brake vans pulled by two BSC diesel shunters. Leaving
the junction, passing an ungated level crossing and starting
the climb southwards up Copperas Hill. Derelict barn on left
with Harrington Parks Cottages beyond. 24-May-1969.
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FWS35M
20931 Cumberland. H&LLR.
G
Harrington Rosehill Junction. A special train made up of
goods brake vans pulled by two BSC diesel shunters and
banked by NCB 0-6-0ST AMAZON. Looking back along the train
as it clears the points for the loop at the Junction and
begins its climb to Copperas Hill. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20932 Cumberland. H&LLR.
G
Harrington Rosehill Junction. The rear part of a special
train made up of goods brake vans pulled by two BSC diesel
shunters and banked by NCB 0-6-0ST AMAZON. Looking back
along the train as it climbs to Copperas Hill. Taken from
unsurfaced road at western side of line. Junction in left
distance where a side road crosses the railway. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20933 Cumberland. H&LLR.
G
Harrington Rosehill Junction. A special train made up of
goods brake vans pulled by two BSC diesel shunters and
banked by NCB 0-6-0ST AMAZON. Looking north at the train as
it climbs to Copperas Hill from the junction. Taken from
unsurfaced road at western side of line. Derelict barn on
right. 24-May-1969.
JSY
1175 Cumberland.
G
Marron Junction. Looking east along the double track
Workington to Cockermouth line. The WCE line to Rowrah and
Moor Row runs off to the right. Marron Junction signalbox in
Vee of junction. Tall LNWR home signals.
LNWRS
335 Cumberland.
F
Marron Junction. Looking towards Bridgefoot. LNWR and WC&ER
Joint.
FWS35M
20851 Cumberland. MCR.
F
Maryport south west. Looking west from a train heading for
Workington. Shows the remaining lines on the dock branch
after removal of most of the sidings. Remains of the M&C
steam shed buildings on the right. Houses in Ellenborough
Place in left background. Tubular post shunting signal to
left of centre. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20843 Cumberland. MCR.
F
Maryport. Looking north east through the station area from
near the A596 overbridge. Maryport Station signalbox in left
distance with station platform just in view to its left.
Tubular post signal in foreground with Distant arm (Home arm
out of frame) and cantilevered Calling-on arm, for
southbound traffic. Allotments on right. 24-May-1969.
JSY
1177 Cumberland. WCE.
G
Mirehouse Junction. Looking south along the Furness Railway
single track main line to Barrow. The double track WCE Joint
line to Moor Row diverges on the left. The building in the
right distance, near to the bridge over the FR line, is the
Mire House which gives its name to the junction.
FWSLF
AM60 Cumberland. CWJ.
G
Moresby Junction. The view south from the brake van of a
milk train, showing the double track line on an embankment
about a quarter of a mile to the south of Moresby Junction.
7-May-1954.
FWS35M
20901 Cumberland.
F
Moss Bay Iron Works. View north towards Workington from
special train on bridge carrying C&WJR Moss Bay branch over
the 4-track LNWR main line to the right of picture. Moss Bay
Iron Works signalbox in right foreground. Train of hopper
wagons on goods line. Iron Works sidings in foreground with
the iron works itself in the distance. 24-May-1969.
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FWS35M
20903 Cumberland.
VG
Moss Bay Iron Works. View south towards Whitehaven from
special train made up of goods brake vans on bridge carrying
C&WJR Moss Bay branch over the LNWR main line. Points in
foreground give access to Moss Bay Iron Works sidings. Up
bracket signal controls access to south end of section of
4-track main line behind the camera. 24-May-1969.
SOC
532 Cumberland.
G
Parton area. View from a hillside looking along the Cumbrian
Coast line from north of Whitehaven. The LNWR line curves
round Tanyard Bay and two trains are about to cross in the
middle distance. On the hill in the distance is the Lowca
engineering works. Parton station is around the headland in
the centre distance. C1930.
FWS35M
20974 Cumberland. CWJ.
G
Rowrah west. C&WJ sidings, looking west, along the line to
Distington. The edge of the W&EJR line to Moor Row is just
in view on the right. Greenhouse in right distance.
24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20981 Cumberland. CWJ.
G
Rowrah west. Looking west along the C&WJR branch from
Distington, with sidings on the left. On the right is a
special train of goods brake vans running off the WC&ER line
from Moor Row. In the distance is a road bridge over the
C&WJR. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20982 Cumberland. WCE.
G
Rowrah west. Looking west towards Moor Row along the WC&ER
from a special train on the bridge where the remaining spur
of the C&WJR crosses the line - the train was heading for
Arlecdon where the line ended just short of the station. On
the WC&ER, the line has been singled but a trace of the
second line remains on a small underpass. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20983 Cumberland. WCE.
G
Rowrah west. Looking east under a road bridge into the C&WJR
yard from the stub of the branch from Distington. Viewed
from a special train made up of goods brake vans, seen on
the right. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20852 Cumberland.
F
Siddick Junction. Looking north east, back towards Maryport,
from a special train made up of goods brake vans (seen on
left) heading for Workington. Down bracket signal on left
for junction - the C&WJ line only warrants a shunting arm at
this date - with remains of station beyond. Sidings left of
centre. Terrace houses in right background. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20853 Cumberland. CWJ.
F
Siddick Junction. Looking south along the C&WJ line, from a
train on LNWR line bound for Workington. Three steel coal
wagons in colliery sidings on right - C&WJ veers left (to
Cleator Moor) just to the left of these wagons. Up signal on
right for C&WJ (by now only a short shunting arm). Vast pool
in distance - a legacy of coal mining. 24-May-1969.
LNWRS
5147 Cumberland.
G
Thrimby Grange. View from the banking on the eastern side of
the track, looking across the line to the Grange, with its
mill and twin water wheels. An LMS 'Princess Royal' Pacific
is roaring into view with an Up express.
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FWS35M
20864 Cumberland.
G
Workington Main station. The view into station from north,
taken from a special train of goods brake vans seen on the
left. Passing under a footbridge leading to the harbour.
Overbridge in background with platforms in view through the
spans. Pointwork for station approach in middle distance.
No. 3 signalbox partly in view in centre. 24-May-1969.
LNWRS
9112 Denbighshire.
GR
Abergele. Looking south west from Sea Road overbridge, just
to the west of the station, with the four track main line in
the foreground. Castle in view on lower hillside, left of
centre.
LNWRS
9298 Denbighshire.
Colwyn Bay Conway Road. Distant view, looking west towards
Llandudno Junction, of a Special DX 0-6-0 with a train of
five 6-wheeled carriages on the Up Slow heading for Colwyn
Bay. Road on left became the A55. Slope of Bryneiryn on
right. R3F
LNWRS
9119 Denbighshire.
Colwyn Bay east. Distant view of the Irish Mail catching
mail bags. A good view of pier in right background.
BLM
313 Denbighshire.
F
Foryd Junction. The view from the V of the junction looking
along the four track main line towards Rhyl. Foyd Junction
Down signal gantry in distance. Clwyd estuary spread across
background. 1908.
JMD
264 Denbighshire.
G
Rhyl Harbour Branch. View of overgrown track approaching
level crossing, looking towards harbour Station building
beyond. LNWR home signals either side of level crossing both have concrete posts with slots.
JMD
265 Denbighshire.
VG
Rhyl Harbour Branch. View looking from harbour towards level
crossing, old station building and Foryd Junction. LNWR home
signals at each side of crossing - right hand one has
concrete post.
LNWRS
858 Derbyshire.
VG
Cromford Incline, C&HPR. View looking downwards towards
catchpit. Official No. 406.
SITES
308 Derbyshire.
F
Dove Holes. Looking north towards Stockport, from under the
Station Road overbridge at the north end of the station.
Shows the loop and headshunt at the start of the Peak Dale
mineral branch - the branch itself can just be seen sweeping
in from the right. LNW Down Home signal on short post on
left. Bridge in distance.
SOC
281 Derbyshire.
F
Higher Buxton. Taken from a field, showing the
newly-ballasted track on a low embankment. Looking towards a
south-bound excursion pulled by ex-LNER B1 (61024 ADDAX?).
Town of Buxton in sight in distance across tracks on right.
LNWRS
308 Derbyshire.
Middleton Incline, C&HPR. View looking down incline.
Pre-group.
SITES
696 Derbyshire. C&HPR.
VG
Middleton Incline, C&HPR. The view looking up the incline
from the road bridge over the rock cutting near the bottom.
Wagons ascending and descending. A summer scene. 1930.
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SITESB
956 Derbyshire.
G
Middleton Incline, C&HPR. The view west, up the incline,
from the bottom. Ex-PO wagons and water carrier tenders on
left - shunters dispatching leading tender up the incline.
Siding on right with rail-built buffer stop. 2-Aug-1951.
SOC
704 Derbyshire.
F
Middleton Incline, C&HPR. View up the incline. Wagons and
tenders used as water carriers waiting at bottom. Railwaymen
nearby. Small stone office building on right. 3-Aug-1951.
NFSR
93 Derbyshire.
F
Sheep Pasture Incline. The catch pit at the bottom of the
incline, showing the remains of a runaway wagon still in
place nearly ten years after closure of the line.
21-Sep-1976.
SOC
703 Derbyshire.
F
Sheep Pasture Incline. View up the incline, looking under
the plate girder overbridge. Water tank mounted on timber
frame on left of track in centre foreground. Two sets of
wooden wagons in right foreground. 30-Jun-1949.
JMD
417 Devonshire. GWR.
GR
Moretonhampstead. The view along the platform and through
the train shed to the buffer stops at the end of the branch.
Station building with roses climbing up wall in right
foreground. Cattle dock beyond station with passenger or
NPCS vehicle nearby.
JMD
287 Flintshire. GCR.
G
Buckley Junction. View south along a section of single line
track of the Wrexham, Mold & Connah's Quay Railway's
connection from the Buckley Railway. Buckley Junction BR
tubular post Distant signal in distance, after which track
curves to right. Brickworks in right background with smoke
coming out of square chimney.
SOCRR
207 Flintshire.
VG
Holywell Junction. View in Down direction across sidings and
four track main line, with station buildings and signal box
in distance. LMS/BR bracket Up starter in foreground. C1971.
SOCRR
209 Flintshire.
VG
Holywell Junction. View in Up direction from road bridge,
showing the four track main line with chemical works on left
and power station on right. C1971.
LNWRS
9149 Flintshire.
P
Holywell Town. Webb '4ft 6in Tank' and train near station,
on curve, with railings in right foreground. Copied from a
Scotchers postcard. R3R
SOCA
213 Flintshire.
G
Newmarket. The track bed for the proposed extension of the
Dyserth branch, looking east towards Pandy Mill. In a
shallow cutting. 10-Dec-1977.
LNWRS
9169 Flintshire.
F
Penmaenrhos tunnel west end. A panoramic view with the
tunnel entrance in the centre and an Up LNWR express
(running too quickly for the camera) about to enter. Fields,
cottages and farm buiildings in foreground, rocky hillside
in background.
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LNWRS
287 Flintshire.
GR
St. Winifrede's Halt. Aerial view looking down on a 'Coal
Tank' propelling a motor train made up of two converted
picnic saloon bogie carriages. Holywell Town to left,
Holywell Junction to right. Terrace of houses near centre of
picture is Battery Row, so named because of the noise from
nearby steamhammers. C1912.
LNWRS
309 Flintshire.
HT
Strand Woods (Holywell Branch) View along railway from
Strand Wood, looking towards Holywell Junction, showing
footbridge. Features the driver's end of a motor fitted cove
roof corridor carriage.
NHL
221 Flintshire.
G
Tryddyn Junction. Looking away from Mold with the main line
to Chester running to the left and the single track line
towards Coed Talon and Wrexham curving off to the right.
Level crossing gates in foreground. Signal box on right.
Down junction Homes (with distants) in view for both lines.
Jan 1948.
Source: L&G 18001
SOCA
223 Flintshire.
G
Tryddyn Junction. Lifting the track on the branch to Coed
Talon. Shows engineer's train pulled by '4F' No. 44389, with
open wagon infront and long bogie well wagon behind.
Contractor's crane in field nearby, placing track sections
in a heap. Nov 1964.
LNWRS
261 Glamorgan.
G
Dowlais Top Junction. View east in a cutting along LNWR
line, looking towards Rhymney Bridge. Spur from Brecon &
Merthyr line runs in from left. Home signal and aqueduct in
foreground - beyond is the junction signal box and the
disused LNWR station. B&M line from Merthyr to Newport runs
across the scene on an embankment in background.
CPA
240 Herefordshire.
F
Berrington & Eye. A very distant shot of a 4-coach train
near the station on the Shrewsbury & Hereford line. R3F June
1957.
DMH
1507 Hertfordshire.
F
Croxley Green Junction. View towards Watford with EMU depot
on the right. Seen from a steam excursion train. Watford
line continues straight on whilst direct arc to London
curves right, behind the sheds. The bracket signals in the
left distance are for the junction (behind the camera) for
the Croxley Green and Rickmansworth lines. 12-Mar-1961.
SGJ
20 Lancashire.
P
Allerton. 6:50pm. View of track over lineside fencing (spear
and post). A Down express (2:35 ex-Euston), headed by a
Claughton, approaches. Station in view beyond the train.
18-Aug-1923.
NHL
1311 Lancashire.
VG
Atlantic Dock Junction. View looking westwards, down onto
the junction, with sandstone lined cutting in foreground.
Canada Dock tunnel in left background, Oriel Road tunnel in
right, with vast retaining wall of sandstone between them.
Signal box in V of diverging lines. 17-Aug-1971.
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NFSRN
100 Lancashire.
G
Black Rock. Looking south from beside the tracks, towards
Black Rock signalbox which is just discernable in the
distance against the massive cooling towers of Hartshead
power station. Up Home signal cantilevered over track
infront of box. Down DMU passing Down Starter on right. A635
on left.
SGJ
114 Lancashire.
G
Broad Green. View from platform end. Four track main line.
Sandstone retaining wall on right, beyond which is a large
factory with a ...RITO margarine advert painted on its wall.
A Super D (R3F) in LNWR livery approaches on a van train,
with lots of exhaust steam. Parts of wall and smokebox
retouched on the original negative. C1925.
LNWRS
1739 Lancashire.
Chat Moss. Photograph of drawing by T T Bury. View across
Chat Moss, L&M Railway.
SGJ
52 Lancashire.
F
Edge Hill Carriage Sidings. 4.05pm. View of sidings
containing carriage stock in LNWR livery. Locomotive coaling
p[lant on right. Prince No. 985 'SIR W S GILBERT' (on front
portion of 3.55pm (Sundays) ex-Lime Street) passes in front
of the shed yard - one of the carriages has been retouched
in the original negative. 21-Mar-1926.
CRPRT
C27 Lancashire.
VG
Edge Hill Olive Mount. View along the cutting towards
Manchester, with the newly completed Olive Mount Junction in
the forground. Goods lines from Edge Hill, Wapping and
Bootle on left. Goods lines and North main lines have high
ballast (every 4th sleeper exposed). Signals appear grey
with black rings. July 1883. LNWR Official C27.
Source: CROFF C27
SGJ
1 Lancashire.
G
Edge Hill Picton Road. View east from Picton Road bridge.
Waterloo goods lines to left. Precedent No. 749 'MERCURY'
heads an Up train of Cove Roof stock on the South main line.
In right distance a Special Tank with a train of 12-wheeled
carriages descends from the elevated goods lines towards the
camera. No. 3 box and tall signals in view. August 1911.
SOC
176 Lancashire.
F
Edge Hill Picton Road. The view eastwards from Picton Road
bridge. LNW bracket signal in foreground is set for Crewe
train on Fast line. Water column in foreground. In the
background a 'Super D' comes from Spekeland Road and heads
towards the incline to No. 4 signal box where it can reach
the gridiron, Manchester line or Waterloo line. 1950s.
SOC
179 Lancashire.
F
Edge Hill Picton Road. The view eastwards from Picton Road
bridge showing tall signal posts with a mixture of LNWR and
LMS bracket signals. Water column in foreground. In the
background an LMS 3F 0-6-0 tank runs towards Downhill
carriage sidings. Ex-LNWR buildings in distance. 1950s.
SOC
180 Lancashire.
F
Edge Hill Picton Road. The view eastwards from Picton Road
bridge showing tall signal posts with a mixture of LNWR and
LMS bracket signals. Water column in foreground. In the
background an LMS 'Black Five' reverses out of Downhill
Sidings. Ex-LNWR buildings in distance. 1950s.
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SOC
181 Lancashire.
F
Edge Hill Picton Road. The view south east across goods
lines near Picton Road bridge showing water column and tall
LNWR signal posts. Ex-LNW buildings in background. A rebuilt
Scot pulls an express on the Crewe line, towards Lime
Street. 1950s.
SOC
182 Lancashire.
F
Edge Hill Picton Road. The view south east from goods lines
near Picton Road bridge showing water column and tall LNWR
and LMS signal posts. Arches of bridge on right. Ex-LNW
buildings in background. CLC goods depot in left distance. A
Fowler 2-6-4 tank, running in reverse, takes carriages out
of Downhill Sidings towards Lime Street. 1950s.
SOC
183 Lancashire.
F
Edge Hill Picton Road. The view eastwards from Picton Road
bridge showing tall signal posts with a mixture of upper and
lower quadrant arms. Water column in foreground. In the
background an LMS 'Jubilee' heads for Lime Street with a
5-coach train. 1950s.
SOC
1077 Lancashire.
G
Edge Hill Picton Road. Looking east from Picton Road bridge.
Start of Tuebrook Sidings on left with Waterloo goods lines
in centre foreground. 'Jumbo' with three 6-wheeled carriages
in LNW livery on Up North line on right. Incline on far
right taking Wapping line to gridiron sidings. No. 3
signalbox in left distance. PW depot in right distance.
SGJ
64 Lancashire.
VG
Edge Hill station east. View west from Wavertree Road
bridge. Station in distance. Spekeland Road sidings on left,
Edge Hill Goods on right. Lots of wagons. Signals and Edge
Hill No. 2 box in centre. Carriage shed and tall chimney in
the distance. Prince No. 621 'TELFORD' storms towards the
camera on the 11:35am. (Sundays) Leeds express. 25-Apr-1926.
NHL
1329 Lancashire.
G
Edge Hill steam shed. Coaling Plant Junction, on the
'Circular Lines'. Shows the curve running leftwards along
the elevated reinforced concrete structure leading to the
mechanical coaling plant. A rake of steel hoppers stands on
the runway, obscured by smoke. Turnout, rodding and signal
wires in foreground. March 1959.
MAPS
1 Lancashire.
VG
Edge Hill. One inch OS map of area around Edge Hill. 1965.
SITESB
15 Lancashire.
F
Heaton Norris Junction. A view through the junction, taken
from a high point looking north east. The main line to
Manchester runs across the bottom of ther picture whilst the
Denton line curves off to the right and disappears under
Wellington Road overbridge. Heaton Norris No. 2 signal box
in V between the two lines. 19-Sep-1951.
SITESB
45 Lancashire.
F
Huyton Quarry. Hall Lane crossing where the Cronton Colliery
branch joins the main line. An ungated level crossing.
4-wheeled coal hoppers are partly across the road. Another
hopper parked beside the main line on the right.
22-Dec-1983.
Source: JAP
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HAW
283 Lancashire.
F
Huyton. View westwards from station showing stone wall and
fencing. In the distance, the 16:00 train from Lime Street
to Hull approaches, pulled by Prince No. 28. 16:10.
20-Apr-1927.
Photographer: H A White.
JFW
402 Lancashire.
G
Lancaster Glasson Dock Jn. Looking east, down from gas
holder in Long Marsh Lane, across the junction and main
line. Electrified branch from Green Ayre at bottom of hill
in background. Unidentified 'Britannia' passing on Down
express. Castle and St Mary's Church on hill opposite.
Corner of Lancaster No. 4 signalbox on left. C1961.
LNWRS
318 Lancashire.
Lancaster. General view of town and railway from Ripley
Heights. Pre-group.
SITESB
913 Lancashire.
G
Littons Mill Crossing. Looking towards Widnes from a
footpath beside the railway next to Crossfields factory (on
left). Signalbox in centre of picture, with name board on
end face. Tubular post on right with Down Home and Distant
arms. 1-Jun-1996.
Photographer: H D Bowtell.
SITES
633 Lancashire.
G
Lowton Junction. View south east from the Down (to Wigan)
platform, looking through the arch of Newton Road overbridge
to show the junction where the Manchester (on left) and
Liverpool (on right) curves diverge. Buildings on low part
of Manchester platform visible through arch. Base which used
to hold water tank in distance on right. May 1968.
SGJ
23 Lancashire.
F
Mossley Hill. 5:20pm. View of four-track main line, looking
north. Siding on left. Tall signal box and the station in
background. Running past at speed is the 5:20pm ex-Lime
Street pulled by Precursor No. 1111 'CERBERUS' and Claughton
No. 1335. 16-Aug-1924
NFSRN
104 Lancashire.
F
Mossley. Looking south from above the tracks, thought to be
north of Mossley. Stanier 8F No. 48679 is climbing hard with
a Down goods train. Newly laid track on Up side, with
concrete sleepers. Allotments and trees on left. Houses on
right and on hillside in background. Street lamp at lower
level in foreground.
NFSRN
108 Lancashire.
G
Mossley. View south from the station, showing houses whose
backs are very close to the running lines. Up DMU leaving
for Stalybridge. End of Down platform on right. Sloped
overbridge in distance.
NFSRN
110 Lancashire.
F
Mossley. The view looking south west as as a Down express
headed by 'Black 5' No. 45324 climbs through Hobholes
cutting on the approach to Greenfield. Sloping stone
overbridge in background.
NFSRN
111 Lancashire.
G
Mossley. The view looking north from the Down platform, with
a drooping 'Gentlemen' sign and a gas lamp on the left. Up
platform on right, with stone retaining wall at side of
former goods yard beyond. Barrow crossing, catch points,
Down starter and overhead signalbox in left background. An
Up DMU approaches from Huddersfield.
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HDB
308 Lancashire.
G
Oubeck Loops. The northern end of the loops, looking towards
Preston. Tubular post in centre for Up signals - high arm
for main line and small arm mounted on bracket for Up loop.
Single arm Down starter on right. Oubeck signal box in
distance on Up side. 30-Aug-1971.
NHL
1304 Lancashire.
VG
Pighue Lane Junction. View from above the north west portal
of Olive Mount tunnel, showing Pighue Lane junction, with
Edge Hill Goods line on left and Bootle Branch on right. A
3F 0-6-0 tank has drawn its wagons from Edge Hill Goods into
Olive Mount tunnel, run around and is taking them across the
slip point onto the Down Bootle line. 12-Oct-1957.
Source: JAP
SOC
332 Lancashire.
VG
Pighue Lane Junction. Looking north west from above the
tunnel under the top of the gridiron. The coal train in the
foreground has come from Edge Hill goods along the line to
the left of the signal box, drawn past the junction and is
now being hauled by an LMS 3F tank across a slip crossing
onto the Bootle line to the right of the box. 12-Oct-1957.
SOC
239 Lancashire.
F
Salwick. A stretch of four track main line on which a 'Derby
4' heads a Blackpool excursion. L&Y home signal on tall post
in foreground, on 'wrong' side. Small yard on left with a
few vans and open wagons. Water damage to top of print.
1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
SOC
241 Lancashire.
P
Salwick. Looking across a stretch of four track main line on
which a 'Derby 4' heads a Blackpool excursion. 1930s.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
HAW
6 Lancashire.
G
Speke Junction. Looking west towards the junction, with
signal box in centre and Speke sidings to left - lots of
open wagons from various pre-group companies, with LNWR open
next to buffers. Platelayers' hut and parts for points and
crossings in foreground. 0-6-0 Coal Engine No. 3195 leaving
Garston line with mixed 'Up' goods. 12:29. 1-Jan-1923.
Photographer: H A White.
NFSR
34 Lancashire. BR.
F
Stalybridge Sunnyside. Looking west along the ex-LNWR
Stalybridge branch as it leaves Stalybridge. Ex-GCR
Stalybridge branch on right. In the distance is a masonry
bridge carrying Granville Street over the GCR, along with a
footbridge carrying an extension of the street over the
LNWR. 15-Aug-1959.
NFSR
6 Lancashire. GCR.
G
Stalybridge west. Looking west from Stalybridge No. 2 signal
box towards the junctions to the west of station. No. 1 box
just visible above rear of train running off LNWR branch on
left. Stanier 2-6-4T No. 42563 on right, coming off L&Y line
with local from Victoria. GCR line curving in, in centre.
Lots of upper quadrant bracket signals. 18-Jun-1960.
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SOC
1175 Lancashire.
G
Standish. The view southwards along the Down track rising
from the flying junction where the Whelley line passes under
the main line. On the main line an unidentified 'Super D'
heads for the Down Slow with a long goods train. Down
bracket signals for main and Whelley lines in right
background. 11-May-1957.
Source: JAP 2880
JFW
1121A Lancashire. LMS.
G
Stanley Junction. 'G2a' No. 49224, fitted with a tender cab,
shunting in ther sidings. Lister Drive power station in
right background. 'Stanley Stn' signalbox on left.
2-May-1959.
NHL
1307 Lancashire.
VG
Stanley Junction. View east from coal yard sidings across
the main line, with Lister Drive Power Station spreading
across the background. In the centre, G2a No. 49224 (with
tender cab), light engine, faces Edgehill and waits at an Up
signal (obscured by smoke). Down Home in front of tender.
Water tank on brick base beyond tender. 1959.
Source: JAP
SGJ
105 Lancashire.
VG
Warrington Bank Quay HL north. View from the north ends of
the platforms showing the approach junctions and the goods
yard on a wet day. Unsuperheated Precursor No. 519
'MESSENGER' draws in with a very mixed goods. Further away
is a Super D with a similar train. Gas lamps and bracket
signals in view, with road bridge in the distance.
HAW
282 Lancashire.
N
Whiston. View of track and footbridge nearby. Shows the
13:07 train from Leeds New to Lime Street, head by a Prince.
15:35. 20-Apr-1927.
Photographer: H A White.
FWSLF
AL98 Lancashire. WMHR.
VG
Whittingham. The view westwards of the railway extension
through the hospital grounds towards the boiler house lawns, trees and, on the right, the edge of the fish pond.
Enthusiasts from SLS/MLS railtour on left where a footpath
crosses the rather uneven railway track. 1-May-1954.
SITESB
42 Lancashire.
F
Willis Branch. The view along the track to Windy Arbour
cutting - thick hedges either side - on the branch to
Cronton Colliery. Farm on left, houses on right. Plate
girder overbridge in distance. 21-Dec-1983.
Source: JAP
SITESB
43 Lancashire.
F
Willis Branch. The view of diesel engine No. 47315 emerging
from Windy Arbour cutting - thick hedges either side - on
the branch to Cronton Colliery. Houses on left. 21-Dec-1983.
Source: JAP
SITESB
44 Lancashire.
F
Willis Branch. The view of diesel engine No. 47315 entering
Windy Arbour cutting - thick hedges either side - on the
Cronton Colliery branch. With a train of loaded 4-wheeled
coal hoppers. Houses on right of track. 4-Jan-1984.
Source: JAP
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SITESB
46 Lancashire.
F
Willis Branch. Hall Lane crossing where the Cronton Colliery
branch joins the main line. An ungated level crossing.
4-wheeled coal hoppers are right across the road and a car
is waiting. More hoppers parked beside the main line on the
right. 2:10pm. 22-Dec-1983.
Source: JAP
SITESB
47 Lancashire.
F
Willis Branch. View along the single track branch to Cronton
Colliery as it threads its way between buildings. Stone wall
to left of line - photographer's bike propped against it.
1966.
Source: JAP C5693
SITESB
48 Lancashire.
F
Willis Branch. Diesel No. 47315 with a train of loaded
4-wheeled coal hoppers on the Cronton Colliery branch. In
the right background is an overbridge carrying a major road.
6-Jan-1984.
Source: JAP
SITESB
49 Lancashire.
F
Willis Branch. Running in a built up area. Industrial
building on the left, protected by a wire mesh fence topped
by barbed wire. On the right are houses and back gardens
with wooden fencing. 1966.
Source: JAP C5691
SITES
128 London. NLR.
F
Camden Road Junction. The view west from Camden Road
station. Replacement LMS/BR signal box on right - timbered
walkway from platform end to box in foreground. Overhead
power gantries on track from Chalk Farm coming in from the
left. Hampstead Junction line curving in from beyond the box
on right. DC electric lines entering station on left.
LNWRS
9705 London.
F
Camden bank. View showing widening of track between Euston
and Camden, taken from No. 4 signalbox. Copy of official
postcard, captioned 'View of Euston to Camden widening from
No. 4 signal box'. This is the same photograph as neg No.
2144 but the latter is a much better copy.
SITES
1158 London.
HT
Camden bank. The new exit from Euston, looking up the bank
towards the new tunnels under Park Street. Up-side carriage
shed on right with suburban train on Up slow beside it.
Empty stock and engine lines emerging from underpass in
foreground. Engine line and carriage sidings on left.
SITES
1160 London.
G
Camden bank. Looking across the tracks from the west, with
the Up side carriage shed in the background. On the Down
Fast, streamlined Pacific No. 6221 QUEEN ELIZABETH heads the
'Coronation Scot'. 'Jubilee' No. 5563 AUSTRALIA reverses out
on Down ECS line. Euston No. 2 box on right. Several ex-LNW
bracket signals in view. C1938.
BLM
257 London. NLR.
P
Dalston south. Looking north east towards the station as a
train pulled by a NLR 4-4-0 departs for Broad Street from
the eastern platforms. South Junction signal box at platform
end on left. 1896.
LNWRS
1572 London.
F
Euston. Station approaches, looking towards the terminus
showing trackwork, overbridges and platform ends.
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LNWRS
2433 Merionethshire.
G
Blaenau Ffestiniog. A passenger train, pulled by two LMS
tank engines running in reverse, leaves the station area.
The back of the tall ex-LNW bracket home signal for trains
towards Blaenau is in the distance, partly obscured by
exhaust from the engines. Long narrow-gauge siding on right.
Slate tips on left. Taken from one of the carriages.
LNWRS
2434 Merionethshire.
G
Blaenau Ffestiniog. A passenger train, pulled by two LMS
tank engines running in reverse, runs away from Blaenau and
passes a level crossing. In the distance is the high level
bridge taking a narrow-gauge quarry line over the ex-LNWR.
Stream, stone walls and a quarry incline on right. Taken
from one of the carriages.
SOCA
242 Merionethshire.
VG
Blaenau Ffestiniog. Pant Mawr at Pont-y-Rhiw, looking from a
tip towards Bettws-y-Coed. Shows the scheme for raising the
standard gauge track by around 8ft, with the track being
placed on wooden trestles and the space beneath infilled.
2ft gauge tracks alongside standard gauge. Narrow gauge
viaduct in left centre. Tips and inclines all around.
JMD
26 Monmouthshire.
VG
Blaenavon. Looking north west from the station area towards
Tyre Mill Siding and the iron works with its array of
chimneys. Houses in Barnfield Terrace on right and in
Allgood avenue on left. Colliery in distance to right of
centre.
JMD
27 Monmouthshire.
VG
Blaenavon. Looking north west from the station area towards
Tyre Mill Siding and the iron works with its array of
chimneys. Houses in Barnfield Terrace on right and in
Allgood avenue on left. Colliery in distance to right of
centre.
JMD
28 Monmouthshire.
Blaenavon. View from village, showing houses and mountain,
with train on hillside in distance.
LNWRS
271 Monmouthshire.
Blaenavon. View towards Tyre Mill from top of water tank.
Footpath, fenced off by two patterns of post and rail fence,
runs beside the line. c1928-35.
NHL
294 Monmouthshire.
F
Nine Mile Point, Pen Llywn Jn. View north east towards the
junction with the main line to Nantybwch veering left and
the Pen Llwyn colliery branch to Ynysddu going right. Nine
Mile Point No. 1 signalbox in V of junction. Nine Mile Point
colliery in right background. Backs of LNWR signals, with
Home and Distant arms, visible on both lines. 1939.
Source: L&G 11540
SOC
1049 Northamptonshire.
G
Cockley Brake Junction. Looking east along the double track
Banbury branch. On the right, the branch continues as single
track to Verney Junction whilst to the left the SMJR's
single track line runs off to Towcester. Down Home signals
in background for both branches. C1951.
Source: L&G 11145
MAPS
13 Northamptonshire.
VG
King's Cliffe. A diagram of the track layout showing the
platforms, signal cabin, goods shed and sidings. Taken from
'Track Diagrams of the LNWR - Section 5 Northamptonshire' by
R D Forster and M R L Instone. 1900.
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SOC
125 Northamptonshire.
F
Roade Junction. View north from SMJ overbridge looking
towards Roade station (obscured by a gantry carrying upper
quadrant signals). The junction is between Fast lines on
left (which become the Rugby lines) and the slow lines
(which become the Northampton lines). Industrial buildings
and sidings on right. 29-Apr-1956.
NHL
147 Oxfordshire.
VG
Oxford. View of tracks looking in Up (Bletchley) direction
from the canal bridge. LNWR single post signal with home and
distant arms in left foreground. Water tank and northlight
engine shed on right - after closure, with tracks dismantled
and glass broken in shed roof. GWR signals and trains on
left. 1950s.
JMD
1 Ross and Cromarty. HR.
Loch Carron. View from train bound for Kyle of Lochalsh 1919
SOC
431 Shropshire.
G
Bishops Castle Junction. View looking away from Craven Arms
with the Shrewsbury line continuing to the right and the
Bishops Castle line curving to the left. Junction signalbox
on Up side on left, with nameboard at front. Backs of LNWR
signals in view for both lines, with Home and Distant arms
for each - chevrons on Distant arms.
SITES
1228 Shropshire. S&H.
G
Central Wales Junction. Looking north along the main line the Central Wales line diverges in the left foreground as a
single track line. By the time of the photograph, the
junction had been simplified. There was no longer a junction
here with the main line - the actual junction was just south
of Craven Arms station which can be seen in the distance.
SITES
1229 Shropshire. S&H.
G
Craven Arms. Looking south from near the middle of the Down
platform. Shows the water tank at the end of the Down
platform. Central Wales Junction signalbox just visible
through the haze in the centre distance.
Source: L&G 11801
SOC
436 Shropshire. SDR.
VG
Pontesbury. The wharf of the narrow gauge Snailbeach
District Railway, where stone from quarry wagons (some in
view) was tipped into standard gauge wagons on the joint
GWR/LNWR Minsterley branch, seen in the centre right
background. A narrow gauge spur descends to the right beside
and below the standard gauge line, for loading onto the SDR.
Source: LPC 6355
NHL
509 Shropshire.
F
Shrewsbury Severn Valley Jct. View towards Coleham engine
shed from a road bridge over the Hereford line, along which
runs a Jumbo with a train of 6-wheeled carriages. The GWR
line to Bridgenorth branches off to the right. In the right
background is the side of the LNWR northlight shed, with the
GWR shed beyond. Goods shed in left distance. 1890s.
SOC
1030 Shropshire.
F
Shrewsbury Severn Valley Jct. The view looking north along
the Hereford line with the junction points in the left
foreground. Abbey in left distance. Back of LNWR 3-doll
bracket signal for junction in left centre, GWR signal on
left. Huts and PW materials in left foreground. Side of
Coleham LNWR northlight shed on right, with GWR shed beyond.
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SW
36 Shropshire.
G
Shrewsbury Severn Valley Jct. View towards Shrewsbury along
Hereford line, with GWR line to Bridgenorth branching
towards camera on right. On southbound Hereford line is a
GWR express pulled by a 4-4-0 and a 4-2-2. On a siding to
the left, a 'Crewe Special' saddle tank, cabless, is pulling
several wagons. Side and roof of Coleham shed in background.
Source: SW 1207 Photographer: P W Pilcher.
LNWRS
5037 Shropshire.
G
Shrewsbury Sutton Bridge Jct. View south showing gauntleted
track for facing junction to Welshpool and Hereford.
'Problem' No. 565 NAPOLEON approaches from Welshpool with a
train of mixed LNW and GWR carriages. 'Special Tank' heads
towards Hereford with sheeted lowside wagons. GW opens in
siding on left. S&MR overbridge in far distance.
Source: NHL 791
NHL
791 Shropshire.
G
Shrewsbury Sutton Bridge Jct. View south showing gauntleted
track for facing junction to Welshpool and Hereford.
'Problem' No. 565 NAPOLEON approaches from Welshpool with a
train of mixed LNW and GWR carriages. 'Special Tank' heads
towards Hereford with sheeted lowside wagons. GW opens in
siding on left. S&MR overbridge in far distance.
Source: FM 9850
SOC
336 Shropshire.
VG
Shrewsbury east. Aerial photograph looking from Shrewsbury
along the joint line towards Wellington. Shows sidings on
lower left, lines from station in centre and the loop line
from the Hereford line coming in on the right. GWR 4-4-0
shunting mixed LNW and GWR carriages and vans in centre,
LNWR engine shunting in sidings to its left. C1917.
NHL
1247 Shropshire.
G
Shrewsbury south junction. View from near the station
looking eastwards across the juction between the Hereford
and Wellington lines. Signalbox on right. An LNWR train
heads across the junction towards Hereford, pulled by an
'Improved Precedent' and 'Teutonic' No. 1302 OCEANIC (R3R) leading vehicle is an arc roof bogie brake.
Source: FM
NHL
328 Shropshire.
G
Whitchurch. View from the Down end of the Up platform, with
BR station nameboard in right foreground. Parapets of road
underbridge in foreground. Features Cambrian Junction
signalbox and shows the trackwork at the jubction. Shows
various LMS/BR junction signals and a three arm shunting
signal on the left for running wrong way on the Down line.
Source: RSC
SOCA
1026 Shropshire.
F
Whitchurch. The view north from the island platform, with
the signalbox on the left and the suspension footbridge in
the distance. At the platform end is a gas lamp and a post
for a guy rope for a signal. DMU and diesel locomotive in
distance. 1960s.
SITES
536 Staffordshire.
G
Hednesford north. Looking north east at mineral line, with
colliery sidings, leaving the main line - lots of coal
wagons in centre of scene. Double slip od colliery line in
right foreground. Hednesford No. 3 signalbox out of the
picture to the right. Pit head gears on sky line. 1960s.
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LNWRS
2320 Staffordshire.
G
Norton Bridge. View south towards the station from the
Eccleshall to Stone road bridge. The NSR route runs in from
the left behind some farm buildings.
CRPRT
D157 Staffordshire.
G
Smethwick. View looking north west along the Stour Valley
line and the nearby canal. Train pulled by an 'Improved
Precedent' passes a tall signal post and heads for Smethwick
and New Street. Telford's 'Galton' bridge in middle with
bridge for GWR line from Handsworth to Stourbridge beyond.
21-Dec-1904. Crewe Official D157.
Source: CROFF D157
LNWRS
2074 Staffordshire.
HT
Stafford - Trent Valley Jnct. View from overbridge looking
south, showing signal box and various signals. Train
departing along Trent Valley line - Jumbo with 6-wheeled
brake leading. Train approaching on GJR line.
SOC
953 Staffordshire. LMS.
VG
Stafford - Trent Valley Jnct. Looking south, with Stafford
No. 1 signalbox in the V of the junction between the Trent
Valley line on the left and the Grand Junction line on the
right. Several ex-LNWR bracket signals around the box. Point
rodding, cranks and turnout in right foreground. Photograph
taken to show the remodelling of the junction. 2-Feb-1938.
Source: BRLMR DY23445
LNWRS
9672 Staffordshire.
Stafford Queensville Crossing. View of crossing, with
Stafford to left and Rugby to right. The crossing was
replaced by a bridge c1898 on quadrupling. c1890.
LNWRS
1291 Staffordshire.
Trent Valley line. View of double track under snow at
unknown location. c1900?
NHL
329 Staffordshire.
Walsall (Ryecroft Junction). View of general surroundings at
rear of signalbox, after accident on 10-Oct-1922. Shows back
of box, with handrail steps, on left. 3-doll bracket signal
for junction is near centre. Former crossing keeper's house
in foreground. Girder road overbridge to Walsall gas works
in background. Walsall to right, Lichfield left. Oct 1922.
Source: LNWRS 1429
GG
B18 Warwickshire.
F
Berkswell. The view of Berkswell junction, looking south
east from the station. The main line to Coventry runs off to
the left whilst the line to Kenilworth curves off to the
right in the left distance. Station Road level crossing in
foreground. Berkswell signalbox in centre. Sidings to right
of running lines. A good but wrinkled print.
FWSLF
AE34 Warwickshire. EHLR.
G
Burton Dassett. The derelict reception sidings at the bottom
of the incline, looking towards Burton Dassett. Sleepers
scattered in foreground but some track is still intact in
background. 25-May-1952.
FWSLF
AE35 Warwickshire. EHLR.
G
Burton Dassett. The derelict reception sidings at the bottom
of the incline, looking towards the incline. Intact but
overgrown track in left foreground. 25-May-1952.
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SOC
1429 Warwickshire.
G
Coventry (Leamington line). View northwards along the
Leamington line. Steam shed on right, with BR roof. Down
tubular post bracket signal on left. Coventry No. 1
signalbox in left distance. Main line is behind, with road
transport depot (corrugated iron roofs) and print works
beyond. 22-Apr-1958.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
WKRYS
3 Warwickshire.
LDS
Grand Junction. The view west, looking along the tracks from
Grand Junction signalbox. Midland lines from Derby on the
left and LNW lines from Rugby on the right. Viaduct carrying
LNW line from New Street to Bescot and Stafford runs across
picture - Proof House Junction is to the left, obscured by
buildings. Curzon Street roofs beyond viaduct.
WKRYS
4 Warwickshire.
LDS
Grand Junction. The view east, looking down from the viaduct
carrying the line from New Street to Bescot and Stafford.
Grand Junction signalbox in centre with Midland lines to
Derby to the right and LNW lines to Rugby to the left.
Wrights Ropes factory beyond box. Lots of LMS/BR upper
quadrant signals. 10-May-1960.
SOCA
921 Warwickshire.
G
Kenilworth. View from overbridge, looking south with the
station in the distance. Loops to west of main line, with
trap points and ground frame in right foreground. In the
centre, a stopping train for Coventry heads towards the
camera, double-headed by 'Cauliflowers' Nos. 8519 and 8430,
both with Belpaire firebox. Brickworks on left. 1938.
Source: GC
WKRYS
14 Warwickshire.
LDS
Marton Junction. Looking north east, down from Honingham
Hill Bridge, to show the junction. Marton Junction signalbox
on left, line to Rugby straight on and branch to Daventry
and Weedon curving off to the right. Stanier 8F, light
engine, on branch waiting for points to be set for it to
join the line to Leamington.
WKRYS
1 Warwickshire.
LDS
New Street Viaduct. The view north east, looking down from a
signal gantry, to show the crossovers between the MR and the
LNWR lines. Underbridges over New Canal Street in foreground
and Andover Street further along. Proof House Junction
ex-LNW signal gantry in background. Proof House Junction
signalbox in view through murk to right of centre.
WKRYS
7 Warwickshire.
LDS
New Street Viaduct. The view north east, looking down from
Park Street overbridge. Ex-LNW signal gantries in
background, with lower quadrant arms. Proof House Junction
signalbox in view to right of viaduct, between the gantries
and a thick chimney.
WKRYS
2 Warwickshire.
LDS
Proof House Junction. The view north east, looking across
the tracks from near Proof House Junction signalbox. Midland
line to Derby on right. LNWR lines across from lower left
corner - Rugby line alongside Midland, line to Bescot and
Stafford veering left and climbing up to bridge over goods
lines. Curzon Street No. 1 signalbox on left.
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ECL
51 Warwickshire.
G
Rugby north junction. View from a signal post, towards the
station. No. 5 signal box on left. Station in right
background. Lots of bracket signals and pointwork. Long
train pulled by two 'Claughtons' in LMS livery on Down
Birmingham. BTH works on extreme left. Horseboxes on left,
roofs of goods vans in right foreground.
SOC
116 Warwickshire.
VG
Rugby north junction. View from a signal post, towards the
station. No. 5 signal box on left, hiding most of a 'Super
D'. Station in right background. Lots of bracket signals and
pointwork. Long train pulled by 'Claughton' No. 6012 on Down
Main . BTH works on extreme left. Ancient industrial
building with lots of enamel signs in centre background.
SOC
854 Warwickshire. BR.
G
Rugby north junction. The yards and track at the start of
electrification showing the support columns for the gantries
in place. The Down 'Welshman', fourteen coaches hauled by a
'Coronation' pacific, rushes through. AEI Rugby works
dominates the background. Long footbridge crosses the
tracks.
SW
19 Warwickshire.
P
Rugby north junction. View looking back towards the station,
showing the trackwork through which passes a long Down
express pulled by a Jumbo piloting a Jubilee. Signal boxes
on left and right. Lots of wagons in sidings on right. Large
girders loaded along several low-sided wagons being shunted
on left. Bracket Down starters in background. Late 1890s.
Source: SW 1208
SW
37 Warwickshire.
P
Rugby north junction. View of tracks looking back towards
the station - roofs in background. No. 5 signal box on left,
No. 6 on right. Backs of several bracket signals in view. On
main line is a long Down express pulled by a 'Jumbo'
piloting a 'Jubilee'. Up goods train on left, lots of wagons
in sidings on right.
Source: SW 1208
FWS35M
10095 Westmorland.
VG
Hincaster Junction. View looking south along the main line
with the track bed of the former Furness branch to Arnside
running alongside and the curving away to the south west.
Telegraph poles on left carrying traditional single wires
and a modern thick multicore cable. 14-Mar-1965.
SOC
1182 Westmorland.
G
Hincaster Junction. Looking south across the main line at
the site of the junction, after removal of the track on the
Furness Railway branch. The former track bed has been
covered with chippings to act as a track. 14-Mar-1965.
Photographer: F W Shuttleworth.
SITES
865 Westmorland.
F
Oxenholme Kendal Junction. The junction, looking north from
the main Up platform. Island platform on left with British
Railways nameboard. Lots of upper quadrant signals.
25-Apr-1960.
Source: AGE 23427
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NFSRN
199 Yorkshire.
F
Batley Carr. A 'Black Five' heading north from Dewsbury on a
murky day with an express, along a line cut into the side of
a hill. Houses and mills in right background. Looking south
from a bridge carrying a footpath over the LNWR line. On the
right, before the houses, is a plate girder bridge taking
the footpath over the ex-GNR station at Batley Carr. C1960.
NFSR
162 Yorkshire.
G
Batley. The view north from the road bridge north of Batley
station, along the ex-LNWR main line towards Morley. The
Birstal branch curves off in the distance on the left and
the lines on the right are ex-Great Northern. The goods
train in the centre, heading for Copley Hill, is pulled by
'G2' No. 49407. On the right is an ex-LNER J29. 31-Oct-1959.
NFSRN
168 Yorkshire.
G
Bradley Wood. View towards Brighouse along the Bradley Wood
branch, taken from an overbridge. Trees and bushes each side
of line. A 4-coach train pulled by an LMS 2-6-4 tank, in
reverse, in BR livery is running towards camera, bound for
Huddersfield.
SITESB
786 Yorkshire.
G
Delph Junction. Looking north at the junction as a single
coach push-pull train runs with driving trailer first,
across from the Delph branch onto the main line. BR Standard
tank No. 84010 pushing. Passing ex-LNW branch Up Home
signal. Warning bell on post on right for pedestrians.
Moorgate Halt was behind the camera. 30-Apr-1955.
NFSRN
170 Yorkshire.
N
Dewsbury Junction. View from Ravensthorpe Road overbridge,
looking north east towards Ravensthorpe station. Ex-L&Y
4-track main line on right, with ex-LNW double track line
diverging on left and passing through the platforms. Light
engine running towards camera on L&Y. C1960?
NFSRN
175 Yorkshire.
G
Dewsbury Junction. View of Dewsbury Junction, looking north
east from Ravensthorpe Road overbridge. 4-track ex-L&Y main
line on right, ex-LNWR line and station in centre. 'Super D'
on long Up goods passing under station footbridge and
heading for the junction. Thornhill power station on left,
with coal wagons in sidings. C1960?
NFSRN
184 Yorkshire.
VG
Dewsbury Junction. The view from Ravensthorpe Road bridge,
looking down at the junction with the former L&Y. An Up
engineer's train, led by a Stanier 8F, is crossing onto the
L&Y. Ravensthorpe station and footbridge in background.
Stable block and goods yard on left. C1960?
NFSRN
188 Yorkshire. LYR.
G
Dewsbury. Headfield Junction on the Dewsbury branch, looking
south from beside Bretton Street bridge. The straight track
runs towards Wakefield whilst the curve runs towards
Mirfield. The buildings on the right are a wagon works. The
missing arms from the bracket signals were for the former
branch to the GNR, behind the camera. 1-May-1949.
NFSRN
189 Yorkshire. LYR.
G
Dewsbury. Looking south east towards Headfield Junction on
the Dewsbury branch, with Bretton Street bridge and the
junction signalbox in the background. Savile Town glass
works on left. 1-May-1949.
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NFSRN
190 Yorkshire. LYR.
G
Dewsbury. The Dewsbury branch, looking west along the west
fork from Headfield Junction. The main line is just beyond
the signalbox. Headfield Road is behind the slope on the
right and the south abutment of the bridge taking it over
the main line peeps round the slope. The high level bridge
carries the Midland's line to Dewsbury. 1-May-1949.
NFSRN
198 Yorkshire. MR.
F
Dewsbury. A wide cutting where a single line track splits.
On the left, the line climbs over a catch point whilst the
brach to the right appears to fall and curve to the left as
though it passes under the other line. Thought to be
somewhere on the Midland's line to Dewsbury. 1950s.
NFSRN
70 Yorkshire.
G
Farnley Junction. View of main line towards Leeds, with A62
(Gelderd Road) bridge. Down 'Leeds New' line runs behind
earthwork on left and through left span of A62 bridge. Up
line leaves beyond bridge and climbs to girder bridge on
right, crossing main line behind camera. Ivatt 2-6-2T 41256
on local. Abutments of abandoned road bridge in foreground.
NFSRN
71 Yorkshire.
F
Farnley Junction. View towards Leeds from near Gelderd Road
overbridge, with unidentified LMS 'Jubilee' on an express
for Huddersfield on the old line. Down track of the Leeds
New line sweeps in (25mph speed sign) on left of old line Up track behind mound on right. Farnley Junction steam shed
in left background. Cadbury Fry chocolate factory on right.
NFSRN
72 Yorkshire.
P
Farnley Junction. View north towards Leeds from near the
steam shed. Tracks to Farnley Iron Works on left, along with
sidings. Up 'New' line on right, Down 'New' line converging
in centre foreground. Manchester express, headed by an LMS
'Jubilee', makes for the Up 'Old' line through Morley.
Carriages on right are in a siding off the Up New.
NFSRN
89 Yorkshire.
G
Gledholt Junction. View westwards from hillside, looking
down towards the first set of crossovers between the North
and South lines. A 'Patriot' with an express on the Up South
line is crossing the bridge over Gledholt Bank in the right
foreground. Gledholt Junction sidings and coal yard on left
- vans and lots of wagons.
NFSRN
44 Yorkshire.
G
Golcar. View north east along the tracks towards the site of
the station, after removal of the South lines. A 4-car DMU
from Huddersfield runs towards the camera on the Up line. In
middle distance is a gap between the North and South lines,
separating the two viaducts carrying the respective lines.
Road overbridge in distance.
LNWRS
283 Yorkshire.
G
Greenfield. View southwards from hillside above Grasscroft
village. Lees branch and main line to Huddersfield in
foreground. Lots of wagons and some 6-wheeled carriages.
Micklehurst Loop and Friezland in distance. Mill pond in
centre and chimneys all along the valley into the distance.
Copied from a postcard, with caption at the bottom.
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NFSRN
123 Yorkshire.
P
Huddersfield north. The view towards Leeds from the north
east end of the station. Shows the overhead signal box and
part of the gantry beyond. In the right foreground an
express approaches, pulled by LMS 'Jubilee' No. 5705
SEAHORSE (large LMS on Fowler tender). Down goods train
leaving on left. Arched girders of underbridge in
SITESB
550 Yorkshire.
G
Kirkburton Junction. View northwards from the junction
looking along the cutting (snow at base) towards Bradley.
Four track main line. High retaining wall on left.
Overbridge carrying Leeds Road in distance. Upper quadrant
Up signals in centre of picture. Factories and chimneys in
right distance.
NFSRN
255 Yorkshire.
F
Lady Anne's Crossing. View towards Leeds, with the Down
Through loop from Batley on the left and the crossing signal
box at the end of it. Train from Leeds approaching on main
line, hauled by a 'Crab'. Above the ex-LNWR lines is the
girder bridge (with stone abutments) carrying the ex-GNR
line from Batley to Bradford. C1960.
SOC
330 Yorkshire.
VG
Lady Anne's Crossing. North of Batley, the Great Northern
line from Wakefield to Bradford via Ossett crossed the
LNWR's Leeds line at a skew angle on a girder bridge whose
supports are seen here, along with a signal box and a level
crossing. The view looks eastwards from the crossing, with
an advert on the gable end of a house on the right.
NFSR
159 Yorkshire.
G
Leeds Central goods. View north from the approach viaduct,
with Central station in the left distance. In the left
foreground is the junction for the former LNWR/L&Y goods
shed - the building is in the centre distance but has been
re-roofed by BR. The junction in the right foreground is for
LNWR and L&Y goods facilities. 12-Sep-1959.
NFSRN
31 Yorkshire.
VG
Linthwaite Goods. View north east along the sidings as a
3-unit DMU (with whiskers) heads for Huddersfield on the
Down North line. BR signalbox in right distance (replacing
LNWR overhead box). Road from Golcar runs down from the left
to cross under the line and head for Linthwaite. End of van
seen in siding infront of camera. C1960.
SITES
663 Yorkshire.
F
Marsden. Looking west towards Stalybridge from Station Road
bridge. Shows where a section of the Down South line has
been removed. Huge stone retaining wall on right. Upper
quadrant Up and Down North Home signals in view. 1960s.
NFSRN
73 Yorkshire.
F
Morley. View north east from the station. On the Down main
line an 'Austerity' 2-8-0 heads, light engine, towards Leeds
whilst a 'Super D' approaches a tall ex-LNWR Home signal on
the Up line. Down sidings on left, with lots of wooden
mineral wagons. Gas works on right. Carriages in Up sidings,
in view between engines on main line.
NFSRN
154 Yorkshire.
F
Red Doles Junction. View south from across the fields, with
the chimneys and mills of Huddersfield in the distance.
Signals and signalbox in centre. In foreground is the track
bed of former MR route to Newtown Goods in Huddersfield. A
diesel hauled express passes on the Down North line. 1960s.
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NFSRN
38 Yorkshire.
F
Slaithwaite. View towards Huddersfield soon after the route
was reduced to double track. Drystone wall next to road on
left. New brick wall at bottom of picture, across the site
of the Down North platform. Still two Down Home signals in
distance. A diesel hauled express, bound for Manchester,
climbs past.
NFSRN
74 Yorkshire.
G
Springwood Junction. View towards Huddersfield, looking down
at tracks from footbridge over L&Y line. Twin bores of
Huddersfield tunnel in top right, with signal gantries.
Signalbox on left. L&Y line in foreground. 'Black Five' on
express on Up South line, emerging from tunnel. 'Crab' with
Engineer's train on Down North line. C1960.
NFSRN
75 Yorkshire.
G
Springwood Junction. View towards Huddersfield from the
ex-L&Y line, with the footbridge in the foreground. A DMU
emerges from Huddersfield Tunnel and takes the Standedge
line. After removal of mechanical signalling.
NFSRN
76 Yorkshire.
F
Springwood Junction. View towards Gledholt tunnel with a
Down express emerging on the North lines, headed by a diesel
locomotive. After removal of the signalbox and the
simplification of the layout - the L&Y line no longer
connects with the North lines of the Standedge route.
NFSRN
77 Yorkshire.
G
Springwood Junction. View towards Huddersfield tunnel as a
DMU emerges on the Up North line. After removal of the
signalbox and the simplification of the layout - the L&Y
line no longer connects with the North lines of the
Standedge route.
NFSRN
78 Yorkshire.
G
Springwood Junction. View towards Gledholt tunnel with a
Down express emerging on the North lines, headed by a diesel
locomotive. After removal of the signalbox and the
simplification of the layout - the L&Y line no longer
connects with the North lines of the Standedge route.
NFSRN
79 Yorkshire.
P
Springwood Junction. View towards Gledholt tunnel with a
Down express emerging on the North lines, headed by a 'Black
5'. After removal of the signalbox and the simplification of
the layout - the L&Y line no longer connects with the North
lines of the Standedge route.
NFSRN
80 Yorkshire.
G
Springwood Junction. View towards Huddersfield tunnel with
an Up express emerging on the South lines, headed by a
'Black 5' (smokebox numberplate removed). Points are set for
the Standedge route. After removal of the signalbox and the
installation of electrical signalling - post displaying 'F'
on right.
NFSRN
81 Yorkshire.
F
Springwood Junction. View from beside the Down South line,
looking towards Gledholt Tunnel. A DMU is approaching on the
L&Y line, about to pass beneath the footbridge. After
removal of the signalbox. Simplified junction - the L&Y line
meets the South lines from Standedge but not the North
lines.
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NFSRN
82 Yorkshire.
F
Springwood Junction. View from beside the Down South line,
looking towards Gledholt Tunnel. A DMU is approaching on the
Down South line from Standedge. L&Y line on left, with
footbridge above. After removal of the signalbox. Simplified
junction - the L&Y line meets the South lines from Standedge
but not the North lines.
NFSRN
83 Yorkshire.
P
Springwood Junction. View down into the junction from the
hillside above Gledholt tunnels. An express pulled by an LMS
'Jubilee' emerges from Huddersfield tunnel on the Up South
line. Signal gantries and top of signalbox in view. Houses
and Spring Grove school on hillside in background.
NFSRN
85 Yorkshire.
G
Springwood Junction. The view from the signalbox towards
Huddersfield tunnel, showing the ex-LNWR gantries with a
mixture of lower and upper quadrant arms. 'Jubilee' No.
45655 KEITH emerges with an express on the Up South line.
NFSRN
87 Yorkshire.
F
Springwood Junction. View from between the two bores of
Huddersfield tunnel looking towards signalbox - entrances to
Gledholt tunnel obscured by smoke. Shows crossing (and catch
point) where L&Y line crosses LNWR South line. Backs of Home
and Starter signals for Down LNWR lines in view. Stanier 8F
with mineral wagons on Down North.
NFSRN
88 Yorkshire.
G
Springwood Junction. View from footbridge looking towards
ex-LNW North lines and the entrance to Huddersfield tunnel.
'Patriot' No. 45544 waits at the signal gantry, with safety
valves blowing, with an express on the Down North line.
NFSRN
90 Yorkshire.
F
Springwood Junction. View westwards, looking from near to
Huddersfield tunnels. Tracks from L&Y Penistone line to LNWR
North lines in foreground. Signalbox between the North and
South lines with the entrances to the twin bores of Gledholt
tunnel either side - express, headed by 'Black Five' 45224
piloting a 'Jubilee', emerging on Down North line. C1960.
NFSRN
91 Yorkshire.
F
Springwood Junction. View down into the junction from the
hillside above Gledholt tunnels. An express pulled by a
'Black 5' emerges from Huddersfield tunnel on the Up South
line. Signal gantries in view. Houses and Spring Grove
school on hillside in background. Lots of mill chimneys in
right distance.
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CRPRT
D139 Building a retaining wall at the side of a wide, deep,
G
excavation near Park Street, Camden Town, C1835. Copy of a
lithograph by J C Bourne. Photograph prepared for PC slide
No. 99. 21-Dec-1904. Crewe Official D139.
Source: CROFF D139
CRPRT MD103 A ceremonial wheelbarrow used in connection with the Trent
VG
Valley Railway. Copied from a drawing which appeared in ILN
22-Nov-1845. Crewe Official MD103.
Source: CROFF MD103
CRPRT MD104 A ceremonial spade used in connection with the Trent Valley
VG
Railway. Copied from a drawing which appeared in ILN
20-Dec-1845. Crewe Official MD104.
Source: CROFF MD104
LNWRS
1741 Buckinghamshire.
G
Wolverton north. View of Wolverton viaduct under
construction, showing scaffolding under arches. Centering
has been removed and some sections of it are propped against
the columns of the viaduct. From a drawing by J C Bourne London and Birmingham Railway.
CRPRT
E105 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Conway bridge. Building the tubular bridge, from a painting.
View from the landward side, looking towards Llandudno
Junction, with the castle on the left. The first tube is in
place and the second is being floated into position, guided
by workmen using a huge capstan. Photograph prepared for PC
slide No. 181. 21-Dec-1904. LNWR Official E105.
Source: CROFF E105
LNWRS
739 Caernarvonshire.
Conway. View of bridge during construction, showing tube
being floated into position. Crewe Official E105.
HGT
74 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llandudno Junction east end. Quadrupling the Holyhead line.
An overbridge is being widened by building a new arch on the
right (seaward) side. A temporary wooden span is in place
and beneath it is an LNWR '2ft 6in' 4-coupled shunter on
temporary track. An Up express passes, pulled by an
'Improved Precedent' piloting a 'John Hick' compound. C1900.
Photographer: H Gordon Tidey.
LNWRS
2241 Cheshire.
F
Crewe North Junction. Preparation for the Deviation Line.
View from the roof of the Old Works No.1 shop showing the
land infront of the steam shed being cleared. Trevithick and
Ramsbottom engines are parked in foreground. Signal box and
3-post bracket signals (arms for both directions) in middle
distance. Journal Vol 1 No.12. C1867. Crewe Official MSP28.
CRPRT MC262 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. Building the Crewe Avoiding Lines. Excavating the
cutting south of the station. View northwards with station
roofs in the distance. In the foreground a gang of navvies
is throwing earth into a long rake of dropside wagons. The
nearest has letters 'H F Crewe' attached to the end. C1900.
Crewe Official MC262.
Source: CROFF MC262
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CRPRT MC263 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. Building the lines to Basford Sidings. Looking west
along the Shrewsbury line, from beside the old Gresty Lane
bridge which carries the line on to the station. Shows the
construction of the abutments for the new Gresty Lane bridge
carrying the curve from the Shrewsbury line southwards into
Basford sidings. C1900. Crewe Official MC263.
Source: CROFF MC263
CRPRT MC264 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. Building the Avoiding Lines. A gang of navvies is
shown spreading earth behind the wing walls of a newly built
skew overbridge - perhaps where the new line from Basford to
the NSR passes under the Main Line. In the centre is a rake
of LNWR PWD dropside wagons along which men are pushing
wheelbarrows on planks. C1900. Crewe Official MC264.
Source: CROFF MC264
CRPRT MC266 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. Building the Avoiding Lines. Looking north towards
the entrance to the new tunnels. In view are the back of
North shed, the Spider Bridge, the old signal box and the
end of the station foot bridge. In the foreground are PWD
wagons and men digging earth. Beyond, men are unloading
materials for retaining walls. C1900. Crewe Official MC266.
Source: CROFF MC266
CRPRT MC109 Cheshire.
VG
Stockport Viaduct. Widening the viaduct - completed 1889.
Shows the new arches being built, with wooden centring in
place on the new columns and a steam crane running on a vast
wooden structure which dwarfs the terraces beneath it.
Householders, mostly in their best pinnies, have posed for
the photograph. A misty day. C1888. LNWR Official MC109.
Source: CROFF MC109
LNWRS
2248 Cheshire.
G
Stockport Viaduct. Widening the viaduct - completed 1889.
Shows the new arches being built, with wooden centring in
place on the new columns and a steam crane running on a vast
wooden structure which dwarfs the terraces beneath it.
Householders, mostly in their best aprons, have posed for
the photograph. A misty day. C1888. Crewe Official MC109.
Source: CRPRT MC109
SOC
1052 Cheshire.
G
Styal area. Excavating a cutting on the Styal line. Shows a
steam shovel at work, loading earth into some short
wheelbase side tipping wagons on a contractor's line running
along the works. C1908.
LNWRS
2418 Denbighshire.
G
Llandulas Viaduct. Photograph of perspective drawings
showing the new bridge under construction following the
washout. Sept 1879.
SOC
719 Denbighshire.
HT
Llandulas Viaduct. The bridge was destroyed in a flood on
17-Aug-1879. The picture shows work progressing on the new
bridge, using girders prefabricated at Crewe, whilst in the
foreground is the temporary bridge used to keep the trains
running. From a drawing published in The Engineer but
thought to be a copy of LNWR Official A174. Sep 1879.
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SOC
720 Denbighshire.
HT
Llandulas Viaduct. The bridge, west of Abergele, was
destroyed in a flood on 17-Aug-1879. The picture shows the
replacement bridge, completed apart from the site being
cleared. The new bridge was in traffic on 17-Sep-1879. From
a drawing published in The Engineer but thought to be a copy
of LNWR Official A176. Sep 1879.
LNWRS
2416 Derbyshire.
VG
Ashbourne (near). An excavation through convoluted rock
strata on the Buxton to Ashbourne line showing showing the
ground on which a temporary overbridge is resting. C1898.
Crewe Official MC255.
CRPRT MC252 Derbyshire.
VG
Ashbourne. The entrance to Ashbourne tunnel, looking towards
Buxton from beneath Church Street bridge. In the foreground,
the approach cutting is being excavated and abutments for
the bridge lined with stone blocks. Part of a temporary
wooden crane is seen, mounted on the side of the cutting.
C1898. Crewe Official MC252.
Source: CROFF MC252
CRPRT MC260 Derbyshire.
VG
Hartington. Excavation of a wide cutting through fractured
rock, south of the station. Three steam shovels are at work
in the background and a contractor's saddle tank pulls
several wagons, laden with spoil, towards the camera. C1898.
Crewe Official MC260.
Source: CROFF MC260
LNWRS
2414 Derbyshire.
VG
Hartington. Excavation of Cold Eaton cutting on the Buxton
to Ashbourne line, showing steam cranes in the distance and
a contractor's train with heavily loaded wagons. C1898.
Crewe Official MC260.
LNWRS
2415 Derbyshire.
VG
Hartington. Excavation of Cold Eaton cutting on the Buxton
to Ashbourne line. A detail taken from Neg No. 2414 showing
a contractor's engine with a train of heavily loaded wagons.
C1898. Crewe Official MC260.
CRPRT MC254 Derbyshire.
VG
Tissington. The newly-excavated cutting showing the heavily
folded rock strata in the side. C1898. Crewe Official MC254.
Source: CROFF MC254
CRPRT MC255 Derbyshire.
VG
Tissington? Excavation in convoluted rock strata, perhaps at
the Buxton end of the site of Tissington Station. On the
left is a temporary wooden overbridge, perched precariously
on the top edge of the workings. C1898. Crewe Official
MC255.
Source: CROFF MC255
CRPRT
D159 Hertfordshire.
G
Tring cutting. View of the cutting during construction,
copied from a Bourne lithograph. Shows the method of
excavation, with horses turning geared windlasses pulling
ropes to haul barrows (guided by navvies) up planked runways
on the sides of the cutting. 1837. Crewe Official D159.
Source: CROFF D159
LNWRS
728 Hertfordshire.
G
Tring cutting. Excavations for Tring cutting, from a Bourne
engraving of 1837. Official No. D159.
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CRPRT MC345 Lancashire.
VG
Garston. Excavation of a vast site - Stalbridge Dock.
Contractors' track covers the site and several steam shovels
and cranes are at work. Saddle tank PHYLLIS stands in the
right foreground. Several rakes of wagons, some with dumb
buffers. Ones in centre are lettered 'Holme & King'. C1905.
Crewe Official MC345.
Source: CROFF MC345
LNWRS
2204 Lancashire.
VG
Garston. A view of a vast excavation - the construction of
Stalbridge Dock. Several steam cranes, steam shovels,
contractors' wagons and a small saddle tank are seen.
Terrace houses and a gas holder in background. Crewe
Official MC345. Negatives 2205, 2206 give close-up views.
LNWRS
2206 Lancashire.
VG
Garston. A view of a vast excavation - the construction of
Stalbridge Dock. A detail from negative No. 2204 showing a
steam shovel at work and the contractor's saddle tank
'PHYLLIS'. Crewe Official MC345. Negative 2205 shows further
detail - several contractor's wagons.
CRPRT
MC29 Lancashire.
G
Liverpool Lime Street cutting. Opening out and widening the
cutting between Edge Hill and Lime Street. Shows excavation
in progress helped by gantry crane running on rails mounted
either side of the cutting walls. At the bottom is a cabless
'DX' pulling low sided wagons which are to be loaded with
rubble and cut blocks of stone. C1884. LNWR Official MC29.
Source: CROFF MC29
LNWRS
1737 Lancashire.
Liverpool. Photograph of drawing by T T Bury of Olive Mount
cutting with excavation still underway but with trains on
both lines.
LNWRS
2249 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool. Lime Street to Edgehill widening (completed June
1885). Excavation in cutting showing gang at work. An open
cab DX pulls a train of wagons full of rubble between a
coup[le of steam cranes. The scene is topped by a steam
hoist mounted on a gantry which runs along the sides of the
cutting. C1883. Crewe Official MC29.
LNWRS
2250 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool. Lime Street to Edgehill widening (completed June
1885). Excavation in sandstone. Work appears to be mainly by
hand with picks, shovels and wheelbarrows in view although a
derrick is being used to lift large blocks of stone. Masons
are extending the walls of the cutting. Partly demolished
buildings can be seen. C1883. Crewe Official MC37.
LNWRS
2251 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool. Lime Street to Edgehill widening (completed June
1885). Parts of the original tunnel were opened out into a
cutting and the excavation has reached the brick lining
where workmen are posed ready to demolish another section.
In view is a vast masonry wall where the lines will enter a
remaining tunnel section. C1883. Crewe Official MC38.
CRPRT
E106 London.
VG
Camden bank. Building the L&B line from Euston to Camden,
from a painting. Shows the construction of a cut and cover
tunnel and how existing buildings have been supported.
Photograph prepared for PC slide No. 182. 21-Dec-1904. Crewe
Official E106.
Source: CROFF E106
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LNWRS
726 London.
G
Camden bank. View of Camden cutting under construction, from
a Bourne engraving of 1836. LNWR Official D139.
LNWRS
738 London.
G
Camden bank. The construction of the covered way between
Euston and Camden, from an old engraving. LNWR Official
E106.
SITES
1159 London.
VG
Camden bank. Widening the cut and cover tunnel under Park
Street, showing new roof beams being craned into position.
Several cranes in view. A '17in Coal Engine' is in the
foreground, tender towards camera, attached to one of the
hand cranes. Several railwaymen posed around the site.
Temporary rail incline on left. Early 1900s.
LS
164 London.
Primrose Hill tunnel. Construction of the tunnel portal.
Copied from an early lithograph. LNWR Official D149.
CRPRT
A159 Merionethshire.
VG
Blaenau Ffestiniog. Building the line from the tunnel. Shows
the south entrance to the tunnel, with the line emerging
from a slate tip and running immediately to a small station.
A contractor's engine is seen at the platform. Narrow gauge
track on timber viaduct on right, with slate wagons beside a
huge retaining wall. July 1879. Crewe Official A159.
Source: CROFF A159
LNWRS
9737 Northamptonshire.
VG
Hunsbury Hill tunnel south. View looking north east from the
east side of the top of the cutting to show the removal of
clay from above the tunnel mouth, following cracking in the
brick portal of the tunnel. Narrow gauge wagons on
contractor's track above the tunnel. 'Super D' energing from
tunnel on right on Up line. July 1920.
LNWRS
9738 Northamptonshire.
VG
Hunsbury Hill tunnel south. The reinforcement of the portal
after cracks had appeared in the brickwork. Looking north
east from the west side of the approach cutting. Clay has
been removed from above the tunnel and a new buttress built
at the west side of the entrance. Down Distant signal on
right - red with vertical white stripe. July 1920.
LNWRS
9739 Northamptonshire.
G
Hunsbury Hill tunnel south. Reinforcement of tunnel entrance
after cracking found in brickwork. Looking north east from
top of west side of approach cutting. Narrow gauge track on
left for removal of clay above tunnel. Temporary centring in
tunnel and scaffolding beside new buttress. 'Prince'
emerging from tunnel. Down Distant on right. July 1920.
CRPRT
MD5 Yorkshire.
G
Gomersal. The construction of the Leeds New Line showing the
excavation for the cutting leading to the north west end of
Gomersal Tunnel. A Steam Shovel stands beside the entrance
to the tunnel itself. On the right is a train of
contractor's dumb buffered tipper wagons. Houses of Gomersal
in background. C1897. LNWR Official MD5.
Source: CROFF MD5
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CRPRT MA116 Drawing of a model of the suspension bridge proposed by
VG
Telford for crossing the Mersey at Runcorn. The model was
built by Telford in 1814 and kept for many years by the
Shropshire Union Canal Co. in their workshop at Ellesmere.
LNWR Official MA116.
Source: CROFF MA116
CRPRT MA294 Plan, elevation and cross sections of the mechanical coaling
VG
plant erected at Crewe North steam shed. LNWR Official
MA294.
Source: CROFF MA294
CRPRT MA300 A section through the old manual coaling plant at Crewe
VG
North steam shed. There is no water tank on top - the
building has a pitched roof. Engines stand inside the
building to be coaled. Coal tubs are filled from wagons and
hoisted above tenders using small cranes. LNWR Official
MA300.
Source: CROFF MA300
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CRPRT
E110 The waiting room of a wooden platform building (with gable
VG
ended slate roof), seen from the platform side. In the
foreground, a station master is posed giving the 'right
away' signal - the reason for the photograph. One of a
series of photographs taken for a set of LNWR lantern
slides. 19-May-1905. Crewe Official E110.
Source: CROFF E110
LNWRS
5171 The approach to an unknown station. Platform in background
VG
beyond a wall - 'Fruit and Milk' van No. 95x in loading
dock. In the foreground are an open carriage and several
mounted soldiers, watched by as crowd in late Victorian
dress. The back of the photograph is endorsed 'Opening',
although the station does not look new.
Source: SOC 42
LNWRS
9663 A wooden station building, viewed from the roadside
G
following a fall of snow. Staff are posed in the road
outside. The building is very similar to that at Wolverton,
with bridges either side for the railway, and has a similar
canopy over the entrance. However, the windows are different
and have hipped roofs above instead of gables.
NHL
1273 NER. View along the platform at an unknown station. A bracket
P
which supports the platform roof has letters NCR (Newcastle
& Carlisle?) intertwined. Coal wagon on left (N E), in front
of a large industrial plant which has a large crane (like a
dockland crane). Signal box in distance.
NHL
X272 Llanmorlais. View from the end of the branch looking towards
G
the wooden station buildings. LMS 3F 0-6-0 tank no. 47480
faces the camera with an excursion train - lots of
enthusiasts on the dirt platform walking back to carriages.
2-Jul-1955.
Source: STNUK
SITESB
51 Looking out from near the end of a platform at a fairly
F
large station. On right is a wooden signal post holding an
offset doll with a short upper quadrant starter and a
calling on arm. Signalbox in centre of picture. Major bridge
construction nearing completion in background. Builders'
rubble on platform on left.
SOC
42 The approach to an unknown station. Platform in background
VG
beyond a wall - 'Fruit and Milk' van No. 95x in loading
dock. In the foreground are an open carriage and several
mounted soldiers, watched by as crowd in late Victorian
dress. The back of the photograph is endorsed 'Opening',
although the station does not look new.
Source: LNWRS 5171
SOC
151 View of a loading dock with a shed on the right and part of
G
the end of a CCT on the left. Thought to be in North Wales
in BR days.
BLM
26 Anglesey.
F
Amlwch. A view down into the station area with the platform
and goods shed in the right background. Houses beyond. LMS
2-6-2T setting off with a two carriage motor train on left,
passing upper quadrant Up Home signal. Goods yard in right
foreground. 10-Aug-1963.
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NHL
202 Anglesey.
VG
Bodorgan. View through station from Down platform, looking
south east towards Bangor. Side of goods shed in left
foreground, on Up side, at back of platform with main
station buildings further along. Water tank on brick base on
right with fire devil in foreground at platform end. Hipped
roof signal box on Down platform. 5-Oct-1966.
Source: STNUK
JMD
110 Anglesey.
G
Gaerwen. View of platforms and station buildings looking
towards Holyhead from footbridge. Goods train waiting at
signals on Down main, passengers waiting on Up platform,
beside main station buildings. Ex-LMS 2-6-2 tank No. 41233
has arrived with Amlwch train in Anglesey Central bay
platform on right. 18-May-1953.
NHL
199 Anglesey.
F
Gaerwen. View from the footbridge along the platforms,
looking towards Holyhead. Shows main buildings on Up side
and brick built platform shelter on Down side. Line to
Amlwch runs off to right, past far end of Up platform junction Homes (LNWR) on Down platform. No. 2 signal box on
Up side beyond junction.
Source: STNUK
NHL
200 Anglesey.
G
Gaerwen. View from the Holyhead end of the Up platform,
looking towards Bangor. Shows the buildings on both
platforms, with the footbridge in the distance. Mk I DMU in
Amlwch bay on left. C1960.
NHL
201 Anglesey.
G
Gaerwen. The Amlwch bay, looking in the Down direction with
the station buildings on the left. Amlwch push-pull train in
bay, operated by BR Standard tank No. 84001 which is facing
the camera. Goods yard on right, with a yard crane and some
vans. Signal box and parachute tank in distance.
12-Aug-1963.
BLM
412 Anglesey. NLR.
F
Holland Arms. View through the station with the main station
buildings on the Amlwch line on the left. Red Wharf Bay
branch curves in from the right with a train in the
distance. LNW bracket Down Starter in vee between Amlwch
line and the branch. Short branch platform on right.
Passengers and railwaymen on Amlwch platform. C1930.
HRV
52 Anglesey. RN.
VG
Holyhead Mail Pier. The Mail Pier with its covered railway
platform on the left. On the right, the Royal Yacht is
moored alongside the jetty. On the landing stage in the
centre are an elderly lady and, perhaps, her granddaughter.
The photograph appears to have been taken after the Queen
had disembarked. P41 in 2001 book. 26-Apr-1900.
HRV
18 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead harbour. The harbour side of the Station Hotel with
the clock tower on the right and a lattice flagpost left of
centre. Dockside railings in foreground. Large train
indicator in background with finger post showing 'Ordinary
train for Chester' - clockface set to 2:50. Not used in 2001
book. April 1900.
LNWRS
783 Anglesey.
Holyhead harbour. View of station hotel taken from harbour.
22-Sep-1903. LNWR Official A475.
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SOCA
276 Anglesey.
HT
Holyhead harbour. View west from a hillside across the
station and harbour. Train sheds in left middle distance.
Goods sheds on right on each side of harbour with Turkey
Wharf Quay on near side. Town in background. Carriages
beside harbour at both sides. Goods yard in foreground, with
curved line holding wagons for landfill tipping. C1906.
CRPRT
A10 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead station exterior. A large group of well-dressed
ladies and gentlemen assembled outside the new hotel, with
the station waiting rooms in the background and a flowerbed
in the foreground. June 1880. LNWR Official A10.
Source: CROFF A10
HRV
10 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead station exterior. Station approach, viewed from the
Station Hotel. A Welsh Regiment volunteer battalion marches
towards the station during visit of Queen Victoria, with a
band and spectators. London Road bridge in background with
carriage shed beyond in centre. Hydraulic tower and
carriages on left on Up side. P16 in 2001 book. 26-Apr-1900.
HRV
12 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead station exterior. The view across the very wet
courtyard at the harbour side of the Station Hotel. A
top-hatted gentleman walks away from the camera towards the
railway departure platform - an 'Ordinary train for Chester'
is shown on a finger post. Clock tower on right, base of
lattice post on left. P31 in 2001 book. April 1900.
HRV
26 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead station exterior. The station entrance and hotel,
photographed from London Road bridge looking through the
open gates and along Station Approach. A few pedestrians in
view, including a sailor in the right foreground. Signal
arms in left foreground. P10 in 2001 book. April 1900.
LNWRS
697 Anglesey.
Holyhead station exterior. The clock tower. Sept 1883. LNWR
Official C29.
LNWRS
2211 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead station exterior. The station hotel with the
waiting rooms in the background. In the foreground is a
large group of well-dressed ladies and gentlemen standing
behind an array of potted plants. June 1880. LNWR Official
A10.
SOC
534 Anglesey.
HT
Holyhead station exterior. A frontal view of the hotel, with
the sides of the railway arrival and departure stations in
sight at the extreme left and right. Hotel and station staff
standing in forecourt amongst horse drawn vehicles. A colour
postcard.
CRPRT
C665 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead station. The Royal Train, headed by 'Jubilee' No.
1915 IMPLACABLE, standing at rail departure platform and
awaiting Queen Victoria's return from Ireland. Hotel and
roofs of both sides of station in view. Staff lined up on
platform to watch the train. Tall slotted post signal on
goods line in foreground. 20-Mar-1900. LNWR Official C665.
Source: CROFF C665
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HRV
13 Anglesey.
F
Holyhead station. The view along a very crowded platform,
taken from train on left. Gas lamps are hanging at the boat
side of the platform but in the centre of the picture is a
newly installed electric light. The bowler hatted gentleman
leaning out of the train is thought to be Mr J Robinson,
Assistant Electrical Engineer. P40 in 2001 book. April 1900.
HRV
24 Anglesey.
F
Holyhead station. The view across the rail arrival (ie boat
departure) platform with the station wall and roof in the
background. A group of gentlemen (probably LNWR officials)
was invited onto an LNWR steamer and is seen here walking
towards the boat and passing the mobile barriers used for
crowd control. P33 in 2001 book. April 1900.
HRV
27 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead station. The rail arrival platform, viewed across
the tracks from the west end of London Road bridge. Station
hotel in background flanked by the south ends of the roofs
of the rail arrival and departure platforms. Station name
board on wall at side of Station Approach, on right, with
other signs piled nearby. P1 in 2001 book. April 1900.
LNWRS
2460 Anglesey.
F
Holyhead station. View along the arrival platform away from
the station as an excursion hauled by an LMS 5MT arrives.
Overbridge with stone parapets runs across background.
Vehicle approach ramp, supported on masonry arches, comes
down from the bridge. Carriages parked on right.
LNWRS
9689 Anglesey.
G
Holyhead station. View along the train departure platform
showing passengers in Edwardian dress transferring from a
ship to a Boat Express. Station hotel in view in the right
background. Copy of official postcard, slightly retouched,
with caption at bottom.
LNWRS
9690 Anglesey.
Holyhead station. Passengers embarking for Dublin North
Wall. Copy of official postcard.
NHL
207 Anglesey.
G
Holyhead station. View along the down platform towards the
covered part of the station. Road access ramp on right,
Station hotel in background. End of station roof in centre
distance. Goods lines to left of station.
Source: STNUK
NHL
208 Anglesey.
G
Holyhead station. View along the Up platform towards the
covered part of the station. Road access ramp on left.
Station hotel in background. End of station roof in centre
background, with station curving to right. Trains in
platform next to hotel and in the platform outside the
roofed part. Goods lines to right of station.
Source: STNUK
NHL
209 Anglesey.
G
Holyhead station. View along the Up platform towards the
covered part of the station. Road access ramp on left.
Station hotel in background. End of station roof in centre
background, with station curving to right. Train in the
platform outside the roofed part. Backs of tubular post
starter signals in foreground. 6-May-1964.
Source: STNUK
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NHL
210 Anglesey.
G
Holyhead station. View along the main Up platform in the
Down direction inside the covered part of the station, with
part of hotel in view on left. Train in platform on right.
Platform trolleys on left, along with a motor scooter.
6-May-1964.
Source: STNUK
NHL
211 Anglesey.
G
Holyhead station. View along the main Up platform in the Up
direction inside the covered part of the station, looking
out of the station along the empty train departure tracks.
Both departure tracks in view. Single and double storey
brick buildings (BR?) on right. 6-May-1964.
Source: STNUK
NHL
212 Anglesey.
G
Holyhead station. View along the Down platform in the Up
direction inside the covered part of the station, looking
out of the station along the empty train arrival tracks.
Arrival platform on left, other track next to station wall.
Ship moored alongside on left. Two wooden huts (BR) on left
of platform. 6-May-1964.
Source: STNUK
NHL
213 Anglesey.
G
Holyhead station. View along the Down platform in the Up
direction inside the covered part of the station, looking
out of the station from the middle of the platform. Train at
the platform. BR long hut on left. Small wooden hut in gap
in wall on right. 6-May-1964.
Source: STNUK
SOC
1353 Anglesey.
G
Holyhead station. View west from high ground looking down
onto the station and harbour - roofs of rail arrival and
departure sides on left. Long line of empty coal wagons
(mainly private owner) in foreground, with cattle wagons in
adjacent siding beyond. Turkey Wharf Quay at near side of
harbour on right. Holyhead town in background. C1905.
SITES
591 Anglesey.
F
Llanerchymedd. Looking north through the single track
station, with Bridge Street bridge in left background.
Platform and brich-built station building in centre. British
Railways signage. Platform nameboard in right foreground
near to rear of wooden goods shed. 4-wheeled platform
trolley parked next to BR 'Gents'. C1960.
NHL
196 Anglesey.
G
Llanfair PG. View along the flowery Down platform, looking
towards Holyhead. BR nameboard on left. Footbridge in
foreground. Main buildings on Up platform, with goods shed
and sidings beyond. C1952.
NHL
197 Anglesey.
G
Llanfair PG. View from beneath the footbridge, along the
Down platform towards Holyhead. Shows Downside shelter.
Frontage of main station building on Up side. Goods shed
beyond Up platform. 5-Oct-1966.
Source: STNUK
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NHL
198 Anglesey.
G
Llanfair PG. View along the Down platform looking towards
Bangor. Shows Downside shelter on right and footbridge in
background. Frontage of main station building on Up side,
with longer canopy than in BR days. LMS noticeboard in right
foreground. C1939.
Source: STNUK
SOCA
114 Anglesey.
G
Llanfair PG. View north east across the tracks from the Down
platform, to show flowerbeds and a fence on Up side. On the
fence is the station name in full, formed from cut-out
letters suspended on wires. Houses and outbuildings in
background. 24-Jul-1956.
SITES
595 Anglesey.
F
Llangefni. Looking south through the station towards
Gaerwen. Push-pull train in platform with driving trailer
facing camera. British Railways platform nameboard in left
foreground. High Street overbridge in right background with
pedestrian footbridge attached to side. Goods yard and
loading bays in left background. C1960.
SOCA
258 Anglesey.
VG
Llangefni. View along track and platform, looking towards
Amlwch from the road overbridge. Station buildings and top
of awning on right. Several passengers waiting on platform.
An engine ('17in Coal'?) is shunting vans and a cattle wagon
in the sidings beyond the platform. Wooded hill in
background, with trees in winter sunshine. 1937.
SITES
602 Anglesey.
F
Llangwyllog. Looking south east through the station from the
Down platform. Main station building on on right. Small
wooden waiting shelter on Up (to Gaerwen) platform on left.
British Railways platform nameboard on Up platform in left
foreground. Ex-LNW Starter at far end of Up platform. 1960s.
SITES
910 Anglesey.
G
Pentraeth. Looking north east towards Red Wharf Bay to show
the wooden station buildings on the partially dismantled
wooden platform, after removal of track. Large 4-wheeled
motor van parked alongside, lettered 'B Thomas & Sons,
General Merchants, Pentraeth and Gaerwen' (L3R). July 1956.
SITES
911 Anglesey.
F
Pentraeth. Looking south through the station, across the
tracks, to show the wooden buildings and platform, with
nameboard on left. Lots of people posed on platform, as a
train pulled by a Webb 2-4-0 tank engine heading for Red
Wharf Bay runs into the station. Probably on the first day
of service. 1-Jul-1906.
SITES
952 Anglesey.
F
Red Wharf Bay & Benllech. View across the track, looking
towards Holland Arms, showing the wooden station building. A
train has arrived - a Webb 2-4-0 tank and a cove roofed
auto-carriage. On the platform are posed several railwaymen
and passengers, including ladies in Edwardian dress. Vans
parked in siding in background.
SITES
955 Anglesey.
G
Red Wharf Bay & Benllech. View of the station from the
buffer stops, showing the platform and the wooden buildings.
Several wagons in goods yard with a steel mineral wagon next
to the buffers on the left. Weighbridge office on left with
kiln on hillside beyond. A wet day.
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SOCA
262 Anglesey.
F
Red Wharf Bay & Benllech. View across the track towards the
platform and station buildings, looking towards Holland
Arms. Station staff and several ladies wearing Edwardian
hats and clothes posed on platform. Motor train with 2-4-0
tank facing the buffers, coupled to the Red Wharf Bay
driving trailer, at far end of platform.
NHL
204 Anglesey.
G
Rhosneigr. View through the station along Up platform
looking towards Holyhead. BR brick-built shelters on both
platforms. Stationmaster's house on left with an unusual
Mansard-type roof, set back from Down platform. Running in
board in left foreground. 6-May-1964.
Source: STNUK
SITESB
939 Anglesey.
F
Rhosneigr. The view through the station from the Down
platform, looking northwards across the tracks to the Up
side. Wooden buildings on both sides, without canopies. A
'Claughton' with large boiler and Walschaerts valve gear
rushes through with a long Up express. C1930.
Source: JAP A1531
NHL
203 Anglesey.
G
Ty Croes. View along Down platform looking towards Bangor.
Down platform shelter in right foreground, with crossing
keeper's cottage beyond. Level crossing in background, with
corner of signal box in view beyond it on Down side. Up
platform and buildings visible beyond level crossing.
Tubular post Up home signal in left foreground. 5-Oct-1966.
Source: STNUK
LNWRS
286 Anglesey.
Valley. View through the station from the Down platform,
looking towards Bangor. Stone goods shed on left, beside Up
platform, with main station building beyond. Signalbox at
far end of Up platform. Level crossing at far end of
station. Hipped roof shelter on Down platform. Railwaymen
and passengers posed on Up platform. Pre-group.
NHL
205 Anglesey.
G
Valley. View along Down platform looking through station
towards Bangor. Down platform shelter on right. Side of
goods shed on left with narrow Up platform alongside it.
Main station buildings and signalbox on Up platform.
Platform nameboard attached to wall of goods shed on left.
Level crossing at far end of platforms. 6-May-1964.
Source: STNUK
SOC
645 Argyllshire. CR.
VG
Oban. An interior view of the station, looking from near the
open end of the train shed, along the central platform
towards the buffers and the station offices. Several three
and four wheeled platform trolleys placed around the
station. No people or rail vehicles in sight. Found amongst
a set of LNWR official prints.
Source: 232
DNR
1020 Bedfordshire.
VG
Bedford St Johns. View along the platform, looking towards
Cambridge. A long line of LNWR wagons stands on the right,
showing several liveries, with and without diamonds and
letters. Wagons partly beneath goods shed canopy. In centre
is a 6-wheel full brake and an open carriage truck. April
1914.
Source: L&G 8197
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LNWRS
414 Bedfordshire.
G
Bedford St Johns. View of station platform. Pre-group
SOC
1017 Bedfordshire.
G
Bedford goods station. Looking north west from Ampthill Road
overbridge down on the goods yard, where a 'Coal Engine' is
shunting. Malthouse on left, goods shed in centre, cattle
pens on right. A good mixture of open wagons and vans, many
of which have large LNWR on side. LNW main line and triangle
behind camera. Spur to MR beyond malthouse. 4-Apr-1914.
Source: L&G 8198
DNR
1019 Bedfordshire.
VG
Bedford triangle. View south east from Ampthill Road
overbridge towards triangle and LNWR through line. Saw mill
on left. Two LNWR 0-6-0 engines shunting wagons on Bletchley
side of the triangle on right. LNWR 6-wheeled carriages on
through line. LNWR station off frame to left. Stean shed to
right of centre. Spur to MR behind camera. 1914.
Source: L&G 8199
BWL
338 Bedfordshire.
VG
Dunstable North station. View along track and platform
towards Dunstable Town. Vans and a brake van are being
shunted in a bay on the right. 25-Jul-1957.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
339 Bedfordshire.
VG
Dunstable North station. View along track and platform
towards Standbridgeford, with sidings and large mill in
background. Shows wooden station buildings with several
barrows and trolleys parked on platform. G2a No. 49094 is
seen in distance on left. 25-Jul-1957.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
SITES
328 Bedfordshire.
G
Dunstable North station. Looking west from near the west end
of the platform as a push-pull set leaves the station,
pulled by an LMS tank engine. British Railways nameboard on
lamp post on left. Flour mill on left, beyond a siding with
steel mineral wagons. ARP signalbox on right. Upper quadrant
bracket Starters on lattice post in left foreground.
SOC
582 Bedfordshire.
G
Dunstable North station. View along the platform looking
towards Sawbridgeworth. BR enamel name board on wooden hut
on left. Various barrows along platform. Side of passenger
train with LMS tank engine in view on right. Large flour
mill in distance. 1960s?
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITESB
740 Bedfordshire. LMS.
F
Girtford Halt. Looking south east across the single track to
show the sole platform, opened in LMS days (1938). Cambridge
to the left. New road overbridge in left background - it
carried the re-routed A1. Local historian Mr G Webb on
platform, well wrapped up. After closure. At one time there
was a passing loop in the foreground. 1970s.
SITES
542 Bedfordshire.
VG
Lidlington. Looking south east over the level crossing with
Church Street on the right. Level crossing gate in
foreground and station offices and house beyond, on Up side.
British Railways 'totem' sign attached to building. Levers
of ground frame on left. 1960s.
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SITES
543 Bedfordshire.
VG
Lidlington. Looking north to show the Down platform, viewed
across the tracks from the level crossing end of the Up
platform. Small wooden waiting shelter on Down side, along
with benches, British Railways platform nameboard and
electric lamps converted from gas lighting. 1960s.
SITES
545 Bedfordshire.
VG
Lidlington. Looking eastwards across the tracks to show the
Up (to Bletchley) platform with its difference in levels
between the newer part on the left and the earlier section.
Utilitarian lavatory block on left, with flat roof. Waiting
room on right, in ground floor of main station building.
Poster on right - cheap fairs after electrification. 1960s.
SITES
547 Bedfordshire.
G
Lidlington. The view through the station from the level
crossing, looking towards Bedford. Shows the Down platform
with a wooden waiting shelter. British Railways nameboard. A
wet, wintery, day with leafless trees in background. 1960s.
SITES
548 Bedfordshire.
VG
Lidlington. The south west end of the station house seen,
through the fencing, from Church Street. Shows the ornate
brickwork. Down platform just in view on left. 1960s.
SITES
712 Bedfordshire.
G
Millbrook. View north across the tracks to show the plain
wooden waiting shelter on the Down (to Bedford) platform.
British Railways nameboard on front of shelter. Aug 1967.
SITES
713 Bedfordshire.
G
Millbrook. Looking east across the tracks to show the ornate
two-storey main station building on the Up (to Bletchley)
platform. Large British Railways nameboard on side of
building proclaiming ticket office and station name. Lower
part of ex-LNW Up signal post on right. Aug 1967.
SITES
714 Bedfordshire.
VG
Millbrook. Looking west at a small brick building
(weighbridge hut?) in the goods yard - derelict, with much
of roof missing. Unusual upwards extension ob rickwork at
one end - perhaps this used to hold notices or an
advertisement. Platform nameboard in right distance. Aug
1967.
SITES
715 Bedfordshire.
VG
Millbrook. Looking south across the tracks to the Up
platform and the main, two storey, station building. Side
and rear of wooden waiting shelter on Down platform on
right. Morteyne Arms inn on right, beyond the station. Aug
1967.
SITES
717 Bedfordshire. LMS.
G
Millbrook. Looking south across the tracks to show the main
station building on the Up platform. 1950s.
SITES
718 Bedfordshire.
G
Millbrook. Looking east across the tracks to show the ornate
two-storey main station building on the Up (to Bletchley)
platform. Large British Railways nameboard on side of
building proclaiming ticket office and station name. Lower
part of ex-LNW Up signal post on right. 1950s.
SITESB
191 Bedfordshire.
G
Millbrook. View across the tracks to the main station
building on the Up side. Shows the steep roofs and the
elaborate timbering on the walls. BR enamelled station
signs. Signal post on right. A wet day.
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SOC
709 Bedfordshire.
F
Ridgmont. Looking east through the station, towards Bedford,
with the Up platform and stationmaster's house on the right.
Level crossing, with gates closed to railway, at platform
ends on left. Small goods shed, painted white, behind Up
platform on right. 1950s.
JSY
1206 Bedfordshire.
G
Sandy. Looking south, down through station from High Street
bridge, with the LNWR half of the station on the left and
the GNR half on the right. Shows buildings on island
platform. GNR buildings on platform on right - LNW buildings
in deep shadow on left. Footbridge in background. LMS Up
local at island platform, headed by ex-LNW '4ft 6in Tank'.
Source: L&G 20611
LNWRS
9662 Bedfordshire.
G
Stanbridgeford. View from the roadway, showing the
stationmaster's house over the line in the centre. Platform
shelter and awning on nearside, on left. Level crossing,
with gates closed to roadway, on right. A 'Coal Tank' waits
with its train in the station.
SOC
708 Bedfordshire.
F
Stanbridgeford. Looking east through the station, towards
Dunstable, with the Down platform and stationmaster's house
on the left. Station nameboard faded and small signed fitted
instead. Level crossing, with gates closed to railway, at
far end of station. Down Starter and Distant, with offset
doll, at platform end. Vans in Down siding. 5-Aug-1953.
SOCB
161 Bedfordshire.
G
Willington. View towards Cambridge, looking across the
tracks to show the main station building on right - a long
wooden structure. Wooden Down platform on left, with front
of signalbox just in sight. Oct 1966.
SITESB
1444 Bedfordshire.
G
Wootton Broadmead. Looking north east along the line with
the site of the station in the distance. Station house on
Down (to Bedford) side with level crossing at near side.
Concrete signalbox on Up (to Bletchley) side. Siding on Down
side in foreground. Brickworks in distance on Up side. BR
upper quadrant signals. 1960s.
SITES
202 Brecknockshire.
F
Cilmery Halt. Looking towards Swansea along the single line
track. Overgrown platform on right, with wooden waiting
shelter next to wicket gate. Platform nameboard in centre of
picture. 1950s.
NHL
258 Brecknockshire.
F
Garth. View from Up track, looking towards Craven Arms. On
the Up side are an LMS nameboard and the main station
buildings. On the down platform is a small wooden shelter.
NHL
259 Brecknockshire.
VG
Llangammarch Wells. View along the single platform looking
towards Craven Arms. Nameboard and oil lamp in foreground.
Brick platform building in centre.
NHL
260 Brecknockshire.
G
Llanwrtyd Wells. View along the Up platform looking towards
Craven Arms. Main station buildings on left, footbridge in
distance. In Down platform is the 5:14pm Swansea train
pulled by BR Stanard 4-6-0 No. 73095.
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NHL
261 Brecknockshire.
G
Llanwrtyd Wells. View from the Up side towards Swansea,
looking through the footbridge at the Down platform shelter.
Slip crossing for goods yard in foreground.
NHL
822 Brecknockshire.
G
Llanwrtyd Wells. View along the Up platform, looking towards
Craven Arms, with station buildings on left. Footbridge in
background, with goods shed beyond. Down platform on right,
with shelter and awning. Platform seat in left foreground.
Staff and friends posed around the station. Copied from
commercial postcard with caption at bottom.
SITES
613 Brecknockshire.
F
Llanwrtyd Wells. Looking north east through the station
along the Up platform, towards Shrewsbury. Stationmaster,
staff and families posed in foreground. Brick buildings on
Up side; wooden, with canopy, on Down. Signalbox and goods
shed in distance, on Up side. Before erection of footbridge.
C1900.
Source: LOS
SITES
614 Brecknockshire.
F
Llanwrtyd Wells. Looking north east through the station
along the Up platform, towards Shrewsbury. Canopy on Down
side buildings. Signalbox and goods shed in distance, on Up
side. Before erection of footbridge. C1900.
Source: LOS
SITES
615 Brecknockshire.
F
Llanwrtyd Wells. Looking south west through the station
along the Up platform, towards Swansea. Shows the brick Up
side (towards Shrewsbury) building. 1960s.
SITES
616 Brecknockshire.
F
Llanwrtyd Wells. Looking east at the goods shed. After
lifting of the goods loops. Shows, on the right, the
convergence to a single track of the Up and Down lines
through the station. 1960s.
SITES
617 Brecknockshire.
P
Llanwrtyd Wells. Looking north east across the tracks at the
brick buildings on the Up (to Shrewsbury) side. Signalbox on
right, set back beyond where goods sidings used to be.
1960s.
BLM
696 Brecknockshire. BM/LNW.
F
Pontsarn. Looking south west across the track to the single
platform where passengers and staff have posed for the
camera. Station nameboard on wooden office building. Wooden
waiting shelter further along platform on right. Roof of
'Pavillion' beyond bushes in background.
BLM
697 Brecknockshire. BM/LNW.
F
Pontsarn. Looking east, down into the station from the top
of the station cutting. The single platform is crowded with
groups of girls dressed in light coloured frocks and
bonnets. Road overbridge on left - Pontsarn viaduct begins
on the other side.
BLM
44 Buckinghamshire.
F
Aylesbury High Street station. Looking from the Cheddington
end of the platform towards the covered part of the station.
Shows the platform lines and, to the left, the two loading
bays. Carriages on all three lines. Station nameboard and
long wooden fence along platform on right. Backs of houses
in High Street in left distance. C1922.
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BLM
45 Buckinghamshire.
HT
Aylesbury High Street station. Looking along the platform
towards the buffers in the covered part of the station.
Shows the underside of the roof. Station buildings on right,
screen on left. LNW carriages and NPCS in loading bays
beyond the screen on left, including a 6-wheeled milk van.
Passenger in plus-fours and boots on platform.
BWL
439 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury High Street station. View from outside of the
station frontage and side. Gas holder in background.
4-Apr-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
440 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury High Street station. View over buffer stop along
tracks in goods yard at side of station. A good view of the
station screen on left. Overgrown loading bays on right.
4-Apr-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
441 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury High Street station. View from the railway showing
the goods yard, station screen, roof and much of the station
building. A few panes of glass missing from end of station
roof. 6-Apr-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
445 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury High Street station. View along the goods yard
looking towards High Street. Shows cattle dock on right,
side of goods shed on left and various wagons (mainly
tanks). Mobile crane in left background with truck in left
foreground for supporting jib. Furniture works on right.
6-Apr-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
484 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury High Street station. View towards High Street
station. 2P No. 40421 is in the centre, on the running line,
with an LCGB 'Special'. The goods shed and several vans are
on the right (with enthusiasts). In the foreground is an
upturned platelayers' trolley. 28-Jun-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
678 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Aylesbury High Street station. View along the platform,
looking towards Cheddington, showing a water crane at the
end and, on the left, the engine shed in the distance
beyond. On the loading bay side of the station area is an
LNWR signal post with lower quadrant arms - a 'starter' and
a 'calling on' arm. 21-Mar-1959.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
NHL
826 Buckinghamshire.
F
Aylesbury High Street station. View across the High Street
from the corner of Exchange Street showing the station
forecourt and part of the frontage. 'In' and 'Out' gates.
Large LNWR name boards, arranged in a V. In the foreground a
squadron of lancers rides towards the camera. Bicycle shop
on right. Several horse drawn vehicles around. 1912.
Source: LOS
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CRPRT
C796 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Bletchley station exterior. View along the station forecourt
with the station entrance on the left and the station hotel
in the right centre. Several horse drawn vehicles in roadway
- horse and driver on left have moved during the exposure.
20-Aug-1904. LNWR Official C796.
Source: CROFF C796
DNR
1014 Buckinghamshire.
G
Bletchley station exterior. The station entrance, with
several horse-drawn carriages and passengers in voluminous
dresses. C1900.
Source: LNWRS 9120
LNWRS
9120 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Bletchley station exterior. Exterior view of station with
several horse drawn traps outside.
CRPRT
D254 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Bletchley station south. The view into the station from the
south, taken from Bletchley No. 1 signalbox. Several trains
at platforms. Two horseboxes at dock on left. High ballast
on Oxford lines on left. Lots of signals and point rodding.
4-Sep-1917. Crewe Official D254.
CRPRT D254A Buckinghamshire.
VG
Bletchley station south. The view into the station from the
south, taken from Bletchley No. 1 signalbox. Several trains
at platforms. Shows signal posts and gantries for Up
starters. A close-up from D254. 4-Sep-1917. Crewe Official
D254.
LGRP
22762 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Bletchley station south. Looking north into station from
west side of tracks. Trains in platforms are: Oxford, cove
roof stock pulled by 'Precedents' No. 866 COURIER piloting
No. 477 CARACTACUS, express on Up Fast pulled by 'Precursor'
No. 365 ALCHYMIST, express on Up Slow pulled by 'Precedent'
No. 1675 VIMIERA piloting 'Claughton' No, 183. 12-Aug-1923.
Source: L&G 22762
LGRP
22763 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Bletchley station south. Looking north into station from
west side. Oxford train leaving - cove roof stock pulled by
'Precedents' No. 866 COURIER piloting No. 477 CARACTACUS. In
Up Slow platform, 'Precedent' No. 1675 VIMIERA piloting
'Claughton' No, 183 stand away from their train. Loading
gauge on left, Up Homes and Starters on right. 12-Aug-1923.
Source: L&G 22763
DNR
1016 Buckinghamshire.
F
Bletchley station. The view looking north along the tracks
to the station, showing slotted post signals, some on tall
posts, some on brackets. On the left is an Up express pulled
by a Jumbo piloting a Teutonic.
Source: L&G 19728
SOCA
294 Buckinghamshire.
GR
Bletchley. View northwards through overall roof of the main
line Slow platforms. 'Improved Precedent' No. 2194 CAMBRIAN
waits in the adjacent Up Fast platform on the left with a
train of 6-wheeled stock. Porter in left foreground wheeling
a sack truck loaded with trunks and baskets onto a barrow
crossing. Trackwork retouched in distance. C1900.
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NHL
812 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Buckingham. View along the Down platform, towards Banbury.
Shows waiting room and awning. Gas lamp, milk churns and
nameboard on left. Main station buildings on Up platform on
right. Down Starter and tall Up Home in view. 'Coventry'
coal wagons in Up siding beyond platform. 3-Jun-1933.
Source: L&G 11757
JFW
287 Buckinghamshire.
G
Castlethorpe. View towards Rugby, looking along platforms
from an overbridge. A local train is in the Down Slow
platform - good view of roofs of 6-wheeled carriages. Goods
yard on right with a mixture of vans and sheeted opens.
Platform buildings and footbridge in background, with a road
bridge beyond. Station house and booking office on left.
Source: L&G 13835
BWL
536 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Cheddington. View along the Aylesbury branch platform,
looking towards Bletchley. Signal box in distance.
27-Jul-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
537 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Cheddington. View along the Aylesbury branch platform,
looking towards Aylesbury. Back of stairs for station
footbridge seen on left. 27-Jul-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
JSY
1118 Buckinghamshire.
F
Cheddington. Looking south as a train headed by a 'Jubilee'
leaves the station on the Down Fast, passing the
cantilevered Starter signal. Aylesbury branch platform on
right. Signalbox in vee between main line and branch. Main
line platforms and awnings on left, with station nameboard
in view on island platform.
SITES
156A Buckinghamshire.
G
Cheddington. Looking north through the station from the Down
Fast platform. Main station buildings in left background, in
vee between main line and Aylesbury branch. Footbridge in
centre background. LNWR train in Up Fast platform, headed by
an 'Improved Precedent'. R3F
Source: LPC 49019
SITES
157 Buckinghamshire.
P
Cheddington. Before quadrupling. Short Down platform next to
station buildings on left. Short Up platform with an
extension to it facing a loop line on right. Aylesbury
platform on left with mixed train headed by an early engine
type. Signalbox on Down side beyond junction. Tall slotted
post Down signal - arm hanging down almost vertically. 1860.
SITES
158 Buckinghamshire.
F
Cheddington. View looking north through the station from the
Down Fast platform. Main buildings on left. Footbridge
spread across the photograph. Signalbox at far end of Down
Fast platform. Electric lights on concrete posts.
30-May-1962.
SITES
164 Buckinghamshire.
G
Cheddington. Looking south through station from headshunt at
the north end of the Aylesbury branch. A 'Jubilee' compound
is on the main line with a Down express. Aylesbury platform
on right with the old signalbox at its near end. Down Fast
Starter in right foreground, cantilevered out to clear the
box. Slow line platforms on left.
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SITES
165 Buckinghamshire.
F
Cheddington. The station entrance viewed looking north
across the forecourt. Horse and cart to left of entrance,
motor lorry to right. Top of carriage in sight in Aylesbury
platform on left. C1920.
SITES
166 Buckinghamshire.
F
Cheddington. The view south east across the main line part
of the station from the north end of the Down Fast platform.
LMS nameboard on island platform.
Source: LOS
SITES
203 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Claydon. The view west across the tracks to show the Up
(Bletchley) platform with the main station buildings and a
wooden waiting room on which is a British Railways
nameboard. Level crossing on left, on Queen Catherine Road.
3-Apr-1965.
SITES
205 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Claydon. The station house, looking east across Queen
Catherine Road. A large building with upper storey in half
timbered style. 3-Apr-1965.
SITES
208 Buckinghamshire.
F
Claydon. The back of the station house seen looking west
from the goods yard. Waitimg room and Up platform on left.
3-Apr-1965.
SITES
209 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Claydon. An end view of the small wooden waiting shelter on
the Down (Oxford) platform, seen looking towards Bletchley
along the wooden platform. Oil lamp on post in foreground.
Fire buckets on the building. Railway cottages across tracks
on left. Small brick gent's lavatory off the end of the Up
platform. 3-Apr-1965.
SITES
210 Buckinghamshire.
G
Claydon. Looking south across the tracks to see the front of
the small wooden waiting shelter on the Down (Oxford)
platform. Fire buckets on the right-hand end of building.
3-Apr-1965.
DNR
1018 Buckinghamshire.
G
Fenny Stratford. View down from a road overbridge onto the
station area, looking away from Bletchley. Station buildings
on right, signal box and level crossing in distance. Wagons
in Down siding, with loading gauge in foreground. Copied
from a postcard, with caption at bottom. C1932.
SITES
396 Buckinghamshire.
F
Fenny Stratford. Looking eastwards, down into the station
from Stag bridge. Bletchley train - first two carriages are
6-wheeled - waiting in Up platform on right, headed by a
'Cauliflower' with round top firebox. Down platform set
further back. Wagons in siding in centre. Level crossing at
far end of station. Ramp up to High Street on right. 1920s.
SITES
416 Buckinghamshire.
G
Fulwell & Westbury. Looking west, towards Banbury, across
the track to the platform with its wooden building. LMS
nameboard on left. Level crossing at far end of platform.
Corner of station house in view on right, beyond crossing.
Concrete sleepers.
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SITES
417 Buckinghamshire.
G
Fulwell & Westbury. The goods yard, looking west along the
track towards Banbury. The single siding is on the right
with a buffer stop in the foreground. Cattle dock to right
of centre of photograph. Top of level crossing gate at
bottom of picture. Hut on left with, beyond it, a ground
frame and signalbox. Beginning to look overgrown.
SITES
418 Buckinghamshire.
G
Fulwell & Westbury. Looking west at the wooden station
building, standing on a platform which is becoming overgrown
with weeds.
JCM
1017 Buckinghamshire.
G
Great Linford. View from a carriage showing the platform and
station buildings, looking towards Wolverton. Station staff
standing outside the brick built booking office and waiting
room. Brick overbridge in background. Taken on the last day
of service. 5-Sep-1964.
Photographer: L Hanson.
SITES
667 Buckinghamshire.
F
Marsh Gibbon & Poundon. The small wooden waiting shelter om
the Up (to Bletchley) side, viewed looking north from a
train heading towards Oxford. Upper quadrant Starter at far
end of Up platform. LMS platform nameboard in left
foreground. Frozen fields in background. 8-Jan-1953.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
668 Buckinghamshire.
F
Marsh Gibbon & Poundon. The view through the station,
looking north east towards Bletchley from on the Up (to
Bletchley) line. Wooden buildings at both sides - main
buildings on Down (to Oxford) side and small shelter on Up.
Barrow crossing in foreground, taken up on Up side. Platform
nameboard structure on left with nameboard removed. 1960s.
Source: PHOT 1409
SITES
669 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Marsh Gibbon & Poundon. The wooden station buildings on the
Down (to Oxford) side with very substantial brick chimneys
and a bay window on the left, next to the 'Gentlemen'.
Viewed across the tracks.
Source: PHOT 1410
SITES
882 Buckinghamshire.
F
Padbury. Looking north, towards Banbury, across the single
track to show the platform and the brick built station
building. LMS platform nameboard on right. Steps set out on
platform, ready for boarding train.
SITES
883 Buckinghamshire.
F
Padbury. Looking south west, towards Verney Junction, across
the single track to show the platform and the brick built
station building. A leafy scene.
SITES
886 Buckinghamshire.
G
Padbury. Looking north west at the station exterior from the
station approach road. Rear of buffer stop at end of goods
siding on right. 7-Nov-1964.
SITES
887 Buckinghamshire.
F
Padbury. Looking north, towards Banbury, across the single
track to show the platform and the brick built station
building.
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BWL
472 Buckinghamshire.
VG
Verney Junction. Ornamental figures - the three wise monkeys
- on the platform with fencing, fields and trees in the
background. 1950s.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
SOC
771 Buckinghamshire.
F
Woburn Sands. View across the tracks to the Up platform and
the station buildings. Level crossing gates on left. Whit
1970.
JMD
142 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Afonwen. Up passenger loop looking to Criccieth. DMU in
platform. Shows footbridge and rear of Down bracket starter
signals.
JMD
143 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Afonwen. View taken from bridge over Afon Wen, looking
towards station and Criccieth. A good picture for detail.
Footbridge on left, Down starting signals for loop and main
platforms. Signalbox in centre, water tank on tall columns
in left centre.
JMD
144 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Afonwen. A good view of station buildings and platform,
taken from footbridge at Criccieth end looking towards
Pwllheli. Shows array of starting signals (GWR). Train
disappearing into distance.
SOC
1210 Caernarvonshire. CAM.
F
Afonwen. Looking along Cambrian line platforms, towards
Pwllheli, with the coastline on the left and Butlins in left
distance. BR nameboard on Pwllheli platform on left. LNWR
Caernarfon line ran sharply right from a platform behind
main station building. Part of footbridge over LNWR and the
Starter for LNW trains can be seen right of centre. 1950s.
JMD
176 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Bangor east. View of station from Bangor Tunnel mouth,
looking west. Shows signal box and LNW signals - underslung
bracket etc.
JMD
179 Caernarvonshire.
G
Bangor station exterior. View of the station exterior,
looking south east down Station Road (then the A5). Station
buildings in centre of picture, with hillside beyond. Huge
stone retaining wall on right with bus shelter and the
station entrance at the end. Deiniol Road coming in on left.
HRV
25 Caernarvonshire.
G
Bangor. The crowded Up platform, viewed from a passing
train, during the Queen's visit to Holyhead and Ireland.
Much of the foreground in not in sharp focus. Leaning out of
the carriage window is Mr John Robinson, Assistant Chief
Electrical Engineer to the LNWR. P22 in 2001 book. April
1900.
JMD
177 Caernarvonshire.
G
Bangor. View westwards from Bangor Mountain, looking down
onto station. Roof of signal box and top of water tank in
foreground.
JMD
178 Caernarvonshire.
F
Bangor. View eastwards from the west end of the down
platform, looking through station towards Bangor tunnel.
Shows footbridge across station.
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SOCA
245 Caernarvonshire.
G
Bethesda. View of station buildings and platform canopy from
across the tracks, looking towards the buffers. Single coach
push-pull train at far end of platform, pulled by 2-6-2T No.
41223. Shows the driver's end of ex-LNWR cove roof driving
trailer. 10-May-1949.
BLM
82 Caernarvonshire.
F
Bettws-y-Coed. A panoramic view of the station, taken from
the goods yard beyond the south end of the Down platform.
Shows station buildings and platform canopies. Wooded
mountainside in background. Caption written at top. 1903.
LNWRS
326 Caernarvonshire.
Bettws-y-Coed. View of station, taken from road bridge
looking north. 1903
NFSR
11 Caernarvonshire.
G
Bettws-y-Coed. Looking northwards along the Up platform
where a 'Mk I' DMU is picking up passengers. Main station
buildings on left, wooden shelter on Down platform on right.
Platform canopies still in place on both platforms.
27-Jul-1966.
NFSR
12 Caernarvonshire.
G
Bettws-y-Coed. The station exterior, looking north along the
forecourt - cafe in right foreground. A few parked cars and
an Eldorado icecream delivery van in view. 27-Sep-1966.
NHL
240 Caernarvonshire.
F
Bettws-y-Coed. View along the tracks, looking through the
station towards Llandudno Junction. Covered footbridge in
foreground. Main buildings on left, on Up platform. Canopied
shelter on Down platform. No. 1 signalbox on Down side, in
the distance beyond the end of the Down platform. Parachute
water tank off far end of Up platform.
BLM
161 Caernarvonshire.
HT
Brynkir. View towards Afonwen, looking across the tracks
from the Up platform to the main station buildings on the
Down side. Water column and fire devil in left foreground.
LNWR platform nameboard on down side on left.
JMD
150 Caernarvonshire.
G
Caernarvon Morfa. The site of Morfa station, the original
northern terminus of the Caernarvonshire Railway, looking
south. In the foreground is one of the buildings of the old
station, in angle between the Llanberis and the Afonwen
lines - the former is seen on the left with St Helens Road
beyond. Seen from a slightly different angle to JMD 151.
JMD
151 Caernarvonshire.
G
Caernarvon Morfa. The site of Morfa station, the original
northern terminus of the Caernarvonshire Railway, looking
south. In the foreground is one of the buildings of the old
station, in angle between the Llanberis and the Afonwen
lines - the former is seen on the left with St Helens Road
beyond. Seen from a slightly different angle to JMD 150.
SITES
109 Caernarvonshire.
F
Caernarvon station exterior. Looking north at the corner of
North Street (on the right) and station forecourt - pillar
box on end of dividing wall. South end of main station
building in centre with covered way in front, leading to
platforms. Footbridge and rear of platform canopy on left.
Horse drawn carts (without horses) in forecourt. 1930s.
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SITES
112 Caernarvonshire.
G
Caernarvon station exterior. Looking north towards the south
end of the main station building. Canopy to platforms cut
back to reveal entrance to ticket office and British
Railways signs. Station driveway on right with boundary wall
and houses in North Street beyond. 1960s.
SITES
108 Caernarvonshire.
G
Caernarvon station yard north. The grain store at the north
west corner of the station site - a building made from
corrugated iron with an arc roof. A posed view with an LMS
lorry, loaded with sacks, standing at the end door.
Warehousemen posed on loading platforms along the side.
1930s.
SITES
113 Caernarvonshire.
G
Caernarvon station yard south. The view from the footbridge
showing the southern end of the station site with the goods
shed in the centre. Platform ends in foreground, with
tubular post starting signals. Caernarvon No, 2 signalbox
ans part of roof of platform canopy on left, BR station
nameboard on right. 1960s.
SITES
107 Caernarvonshire.
F
Caernarvon. Looking south through the station from the
island platform with the end of the island waiting room and
platform canopies on the right. Main station buildings and
long canopy on left. Footbridge towards far end of platforms
with Caernarvon No. 2 signalbox beyond. Christ's Church in
centre distance. C1960.
SITES
110 Caernarvonshire.
P
Caernarvon. Looking south through the station from the north
end of the main platform. LNWR platform nameboard on island
platform on right. Footbridge and No, 2 signalbox at far end
of station. Wagons and brake van in sidings on right.
Christ's Church in view above canopy of main platform.
SITES
111 Caernarvonshire.
G
Caernarvon. Looking north beneath the canopy on the main
platform. Fairburn 2-6-4 tank No. 42075 waiting on left with
the Down 'Welshman'. Several railwaymen and passengers on
platform. Benches and 'Gentlemen' in view on island platform
on left. 27-Aug-1963.
SITES
114 Caernarvonshire.
F
Caernarvon. Looking north east from the footbridge across
the tracks to the main station building and the platform
canopy. 1960s.
SITES
115 Caernarvonshire.
G
Caernarvon. The platform face of the south wing of the main
station building with the 'Prince of Wales Feathers' emblem
of the Bangor & Caernarvon Railway on the gable. Platform
canopy across the lower part of the gable end. 1960s.
SOC
168 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Caernarvon. A busy view looking towards Avon Wen on the day
of the investiture of the Prince of Wales. Several LNW
engines in view ('Experiment' No. 1471 WORCESTERSHIRE on
right). The engine shed on the right has a pitched roof
whereas other photographs said to be Caernarvon show a
northlight shed. 13-Jul-1911.
SOC
168Z Caernarvonshire.
VG
Caernarvon. Close-up from SOC 168 showing platforms and
(temporary) footbridge in background. 13-Jul-1911.
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SITES
179 Caernarvonshire.
F
Chwilog. Looking towards Caernarfon, across the level
crossing and along the single platform. Station buildings on
left. Buffer stop for siding in foreground. Other sidings
beyond road in centre. Tubular post Up home and distant
signal in centre with Home arm 'Off' for a train bound for
Afonwen. 27-Jun-1956.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
LNWRS
328 Caernarvonshire.
G
Conway. View along the Up platform looking towards Chester.
Arch in ancient wall in background framing signalbox in
distance on Down side. Down platform on right, showing
nameboard. Pre-group.
LNWRS
329 Caernarvonshire.
G
Conway. View through the station from Down platform, looking
towards Bangor. Main station buildings on Up platform on
right, with nameboard in view. Footbridge in background with
tunnel entrance beyond. Pre-group.
NHL
191 Caernarvonshire.
F
Conway. View south east along the Up platform towards the
arch in the walls. Shows faces of station buildings and the
canopies on both platforms. Family group standing on Up
platform. Through the arch can be seen the signal box and a
tall signal post on Down side - lower arm is Up Starter.
Upper arm (out of view) is Down Home. 25-Aug-1954.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
CRPRT MD607 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Deganwy. View along the Up platform, beneath the awning.
LNWR timetable display in right foreground, beyond staff and
passengers. Signalbox, footbridge and level crossing in
distance. Two cove roof carriages in Up platform. Train
pulled by a 'Precursor' heading for Llandudno on Down side.
Crewe Official MD607.
Source: CROFF MD607
NFSR
13 Caernarvonshire.
F
Deganwy. View through the station, looking towards Llandudno
along the Down platform. Footbridge in foreground. Gas lamp
in left foreground. Main station buildings on Up platform on
right. 'Black Five' No. 45298 is running into the Up
platform with the 3:40om to Manchester Exchange.
22-Jul-1965.
NHL
244 Caernarvonshire.
G
Deganwy. View along Up platform, towards Llandudno Junction.
Main station buildings on left, Down platform and shelter on
right. Footbridge and signalbox in background. Tubular post
starter at far end of Up platform. Station car park on left.
LNWRS
373 Caernarvonshire.
G
Dinas Junction. Panoramic view looking north from bridge
down onto the station where two LNWR trains are crossing. A
'Cauliflower' with LNWR numberplate heads the southbound
train. Shows narrow gauge carriage on right, outside a
stone-built shed. Signal on tall post, for narrow gauge, on
far right.
SITES
266 Caernarvonshire.
G
Dinas Junction. View along the Down LNWR platform, looking
towards Afonwen. Welsh Highland carriages on the left, LNWR
main line tracks on the right. Station nameboard shows
'Change here for Snowdon, Beddgelert, Portmadoc, Blaenau
Festiniog'. 1920s.
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SITES
267 Caernarvonshire.
G
Dinas Junction. View through the station from the Up LNWR
platform, looking towards Afonwen. Dinas signalbox on Up
platform on right. Hedge at rear of Down platform, leading
up to stone-built building. No narrow gauge track or
equipment in sight. Road bridge in background. Upper
quadrant Down Starter signal on tubular post, in centre.
SITES
268 Caernarvonshire.
F
Dinas Junction. View through station from Up LNWR platform,
looking towards Afonwen. Dinas signalbox on Up platform on
right. WHR narrow gauge stock and buildings on left. Road
bridge in distance with LNWR Up Home signal poking above it.
Nameboasrd in left centre - "Dinas Junction change here for
Snowdon, Beddgelert, Portmadoc, Blaenau Festiniog".
SOCA
234 Caernarvonshire.
G
Dolgarrog. View along tracks towards Llandudno Junction.
Wooden platform on right with waiting hut in the middle and
office hut at the near end. 1964.
JMD
135 Caernarvonshire.
Dolwyddelen. Station platform, down side, taken from goods
yard.
JMD
136 Caernarvonshire.
Dolwyddelen. Down side of station platform.
JMD
137 Caernarvonshire.
Dolwyddelen. View from south end of station looking towards
Betws y Coed. Shows platform.
NHL
241 Caernarvonshire.
G
Dolwyddelen. View from footbridge looking in the Up
direction towards Bettws-y-Coed, showing the buildings on
the island platform on the right and the goods shed in the
centre background.
SITES
301 Caernarvonshire.
G
Dolwyddelen. The view north west towards the station,
showing the 'bus shelter' waiting room and the British
Railways station nameboard - the railways always put 'elen'
at the end whereas maps generally use 'elan'. School in
right background, houses on left.
SITES
389 Caernarvonshire.
G
Felin Hen. View through the single track station, looking
towards Bethesda. Wooden station buildings. LNWR platform
nameboard in right foreground. Covered stairway down to road
level on right. Stationmaster posed near booking hall, old
ladies on bench and railwayman kneeling on platform making
repairs.
SITES
390 Caernarvonshire.
P
Felin Hen. View north from the site of the station - the
platform was on the left. Track still in place but beginning
to look overgrown. A bleak scene with no leaves on trees.
Railway cottages on right. Notice beside track - Goods
Trains to Stop to Pin Down Brakes.
SOCA
246 Caernarvonshire.
G
Griffith's Crossing. View north along the tracks showing the
station decorated for the arrival of the King and Queen for
the investiture of the Prince of Wales. The royal train is
seen drawing in, headed by a pair of 4-6-2 'Superheater
Tanks'. A temporary platform awning and reception area have
been erected on the Down side. 13-Jul-1911.
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JMD
155 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Llanberis. View along platform towards buffer stops station buildings on right, engine shed and goods shed in
distance. Observation coach in centre road, beneath
footbridge (No. 48). Mrs G M Dunn on platform.
JMD
157 Caernarvonshire. SMR.
Llanberis. Snowdon Mountain Railway. View of station looking
towards buffer stops.
NHL
815 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llanberis. View from beneath the footbridge, looking along
the platform towards the buffer stops. Station buildings on
right, with platform seat in foreground. Goods shed beyond
station in centre. Water tank on left but steam shed has
been demolished. Steel coal wagon in front of tank.
SITES
571 Caernarvonshire.
P
Llanberis. View south east from the footbridge, down into
the station area. Platform on right. Carriages and wagons in
sidings at far end of site, near to engine shed. C1900.
SITES
572 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Llanberis. Looking east across the forecourt at the main
station building. LMS noticeboards either side of the
entrance, with a railwayman standing beside one of them.
15-Jun-1949.
Source: L&G 19258
SOC
642 Caernarvonshire.
F
Llanberis. View down into the station, looking towards the
buffers. Lineside footway in centre. 6-wheeled carriages on
left, with more beyond footbridge in station yard. Mountains
and lake in distance. A slightly stained original.
CRPRT MC267 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Llandudno Junction east end. Looking into the new station
from the east, showing the Up passenger avoiding line in the
right distance. Two 4-wheel carriages stand on the shunting
neck on the left. Just right of the centre foreground is the
Up Fast, with the Up Slow on its right. In the left
foreground is the Down Fast. C1900. LNWR Official MC267.
Source: CROFF MC267
LNWRS
9168 Caernarvonshire.
F
Llandudno Junction east end. View westwards into station
from a high level. No. 1 signal box on left. Lots of tall
LNWR signals. After widening.
SOCA
205 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llandudno Junction east end. The old station, looking from
the east. Main line platforms curve to the left, with Conway
castle in distance, and Llandudno platforms curve right. Two
Up 3-doll slotted post bracket signals at platform ends.
4-wheel brake end in spur on left, 'Jumbo' with train in Up
Main platform. Copied from Rly Mag picture. 1898.
CRPRT MC208 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Llandudno Junction west end. Looking across a level crossing
into the old station, from the Llandudno branch. The branch
had its own platform and the main line from Conway ran in
behind the station buildings on the right. The new station,
to the east of the old one, opened in 1897. C1895. LNWR
Official MC208.
Source: CROFF MC208
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JMD
62 Caernarvonshire.
Llandudno Junction. View along station, showing head on view
of preserved ex-L&M LION and streamlined Pacific No. 6220
'CORONATION' with group of people standing in front.
11-Jun-1937.
LNWRS
325 Caernarvonshire.
Llandudno Junction. Platform view. Pre-group.
NHL
187 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Llandudno Junction. Looking west along platform 3 (Down
Fast), with running in board on left. Platform 2 (Up Fast)
on right, with lots of station signs and enamel
advertisements. Arc roof bogie carriages in No.4 bay on
left. Down train leaving at far end of platform 3. 1914.
Source: L&G 8194
NHL
188 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llandudno Junction. The west end of the station, looking
east. 'Black Five' No. 45004 stands with 3:15pm Down train
in platform 3 whilst a DMU waits in platform 2. Footbridge
and canopies in background. 13-Aug-1963.
NHL
190 Caernarvonshire.
F
Llandudno Junction. View eastwards along platform 4 (Down
Slow), showing the station screen and the goods yard on the
right. Parachute water tank on right. Brick building on
platform on left, not under canopy.
SOC
23 Caernarvonshire.
F
Llandudno Junction. A view along deserted platforms on a
gloomy day. A nice array of gas lamps.
CRPRT MC199 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Llandudno. The station, viewed along the carriage road from
inside the train shed towards the town. Several 6-wheeled
carriages on left. Horse-drawn cabs and a postal van with VR
on the back. 1890s. Crewe Official MC199.
Source: CROFF MA199
CRPRT MC503 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Llandudno. The station entrance, viewed from the road. Horse
drawn open luggage cart on left, rear of open motor car on
right. 'Joyce' clock above entrance canopy, mounted on board
dated 1892. 1910. Crewe Official MC503.
Source: CROFF MC503
CRPRT MC506 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Llandudno. View from near the end of platform 4 showing the
ends of the station roof. Cab road on right, with horse
drawn open cabs and lots of cab drivers, station staff and a
few passengers looking at the camera. Enamel signs on wall
of station in background. 1910. Crewe Official MC506.
Source: CROFF MC506
CRPRT MC507 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Llandudno. View along cab road, looking back into train shed
from near the platform ends. Shows ends of the four pitches
of the station roof. Horse drawn open cabs in centre. In
platform 1 on the right is 'Benbow' No. 1944 VICTORIA AND
ALBERT. Several column mounted gas lamps in view, including
one in right foreground. 1910. Crewe Official MC507.
Source: CROFF MC507
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LNWRS
2246 Caernarvonshire.
E
Llandudno. Looking into the train shed from the outer end of
the cobbled carriage road. Shows the screens at the ends of
the four roof sections. Snow in gutters. Distant view in
left hand platform of train of 6 and 4 wheeled carriages
(one with coach style mouldings, curving up at ends). Crewe
Official MC197.
LNWRS
2247 Caernarvonshire.
E
Llandudno. View inside the station looking along the
carriage road towards the town. 6-wheeled carriages in
platform. A hand cart and several horsedrawn cabs in sight,
along with a horsedrawn van with VR on the back (presumably
a Post Office vehicle). Lots of details such as roof,
columns, notices, lamps etc. Crewe Official MC199.
NFSR
14 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llandudno. The station frontage, showing the entrance
surmounted by a clock. The frontage is protected from the
road by a traffic island and a row of shrubs. Red telephone
box on left. 18-Jul-1965.
NHL
194 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llanfairfechan. View westwards from an Up train, looking
along the Down platform from just east of the station. Shows
station buildings and footbridge. Camping coach in siding in
left foreground. Wooded hillside in left background.
NHL
195 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llanfairfechan. View south west from footbridge. Signal box
and wooden shelter with corrugated arc roof on Up platform
on right. Main station building with canopy on Down platform
on left. Upper quadrant signals in distance. Wooded hillside
on left and in distance.
SOCA
319 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llanfairfechan. View eastwards along the Down platform as a
Whale 'Precursor' arrives with a Down train. Hipped roof
Down shelter on right. Signalbox in left foreground. Wooden
shelter (corrugated curved roof) nearby on Up platform, with
hipped roof shelter beyond. Footbridge in background, with
old signalbox beyond. Trees on right.
SITES
604 Caernarvonshire.
F
Llangybi. View through the station looking towards
Caernarvon. Level crossing in left foreground with signalbox
beyond. Mk I DMU in Up platform. Station house in right
centre. 27-Jun-1956.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
605 Caernarvonshire.
F
Llangybi. Looking south west towards Afon Wen, along the
Down platform from a train. Ex-LNW Starter at far end of
platform. Platform nameboard in left foreground. Station
house standing back from platform on left. Wire and concrete
post fence at back of platform. 27-Jun-1956.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
610 Caernarvonshire.
G
Llanwnda. View along the single platform (on the Up side)
looking towards Afonwen. Brick main building, augmented by
wooden huts. Wagons in siding at back of platform. LMS
platform nameboard on right.
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JMD
100 Caernarvonshire.
G
Menai Bridge. View of station from road bridge, looking
towards Holyhead. High stone wall in right foreground. Goods
yard and hand crane in centre of picture with passenger
station beyond - Caernarfon platforms on left, Holyhead
platforms on right with main station buildings. 1950s.
JMD
101 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Menai Bridge. View of the exterior of the main station
buildings from the forecourt. Shows how some of the platform
buildings were built upon stone pillars to raise them to the
level of the railway. 1953.
JMD
102 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Menai Bridge. View across the tracks from the Down
Caernarfon platform, showing the main station buildings on
the Up main line platform where a few passengers are sitting
on a bench. Station nameboard on left. Covered platform
shelter on right, on centre platform. 1953.
NFSR
15 Caernarvonshire.
G
Menai Bridge. The view along the main Up platform, looking
towards Bangor on a wet day. Main station building in
centre. Up Starter (upper quadrant on tubular post) at end
of platform on right. 28-Jul-1965.
SITES
881 Caernarvonshire. LMS.
F
Padarn. Looking towards Llanberis, across the single line to
see the wooden platform and small wooden waiting hut. A few
years after closure. Llanberis Home and Advanced Starter
signals in left distance. Padarn was opened by the LMS on
21-Nov-1936 and closed in September 1939. 27-Jun-1956.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
JMD
140 Caernarvonshire.
F
Pant Crossing. The site of the former Pant (Caernarvonshire
Rly) station, looking towards Afonwen. Tubular post Down
Home signal in centre with station building beyond.
JMD
141 Caernarvonshire.
G
Pant Crossing. The site of the former Pant (Caernarvonshire
Rly) station, showing track curving away towards Afonwen.
Tubular post Down Home signal in centre with station
building beyond.
SITES
889 Caernarvonshire.
G
Pant Glas. Looking south east into the station from Pant
Crossing. Taken from a train. Shows the substantial single
storey brick built hipped roof building. Platform name board
amongst stacks of builders' materials in centre.
27-Jun-1956.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
LNWRS
300 Caernarvonshire.
F
Pen-y-Groes. View from the southern end of the Up platform,
looking along the station towards Caernarvon. Main station
buildings on Down side, in centre, behind footbridge. Up
shelter on left. Road overbridge in background. LNWR arc
roof bogie carriages in Nantlle bay on right.
SITES
920 Caernarvonshire.
F
Pen-y-Groes. Looking north through the station, towards
Caernarfon, from between the Down (to Afonwen) track and the
Nantlle branch. Hipped roof signalbox, Down platform and
Down (upper quadrant) bracket signal in centre. Up platform
on left with waiting room. Footbridge and road overbridge in
background. Nantlle bay and sidings on right. 27-Jun-1956.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
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SITES
921 Caernarvonshire.
F
Pen-y-Groes. Looking south through the station, towards
Afonwen, from the footbridge. Nantlle bay on left, Down
platform in centre and Up platform (to Caernarfon) on right.
Cattle wagons in siding on right with lots of wagons in more
distant sidings. Signalbox at far end of Down/bay platform.
LNWR bracket signals at end of Down platform.
SOCA
248 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Pen-y-Groes. View from Up platform of main buildings on the
Down side - Caernarvon direction on left. Permanent Way gang
posed on track in foreground, some seated on a trolley.
Railwaymen and families standing on platform. 'DX' - 938? with drop-down smokebox door and Webb boiler mountings, on
left. Road overbridge in left background. C1872.
LNWRS
214 Caernarvonshire.
GR
Penmaenmawr. Station platform view, showing 4F 0-6-0
approaching on Down 'Welshman'.
LNWRS
331 Caernarvonshire.
Penmaenmawr. General view showing station and surroundings.
Similar to photo 9155 but signal on RHS is 'off', person is
in road.
LNWRS
9155 Caernarvonshire.
Penmaenmawr. General view across the town, looking west,
showing station and surroundings on the right.
NHL
192 Caernarvonshire.
G
Penmaenmawr. View eastwards from the Down platform, looking
under the footbridge towards the shelter on the Up platform.
Canopy and face of Down buildings on right. BR platform
nameboard on left.
NHL
193 Caernarvonshire.
G
Penmaenmawr. View westwards along the Down platform towards
the station buildings on both platforms. Footbridge in
background, with road bridge beyond. BR platform nameboard
on left.
SOC
599 Caernarvonshire.
G
Penmaenmawr. The view east from along the tracks from the
Down platform. Deserted and very wet. Beach shelter and row
of seats beyond goods yard on left. Up starter at platform
end. Down Home, crossover and turnout to goods yard in right
distance.
JMD
138 Caernarvonshire.
G
Port Dinorwic Halfway House. The old (Bangor & Caernarvon
Railway) station building in the centre, viewed looking
south west towards Caernarvon. On the left the incline of
the Padarn Railway falls to the quay. On the right are the
roofs of the Halfway House pub.
JMD
131 Caernarvonshire.
Roman Bridge. View of station and platforms looking towards
Blaenau Ffestiniog.
NHL
242 Caernarvonshire.
G
Roman Bridge. View from the Down side, along the station
looking towards Blaenau Ffestiniog. Station buildings appear
well-kept but platform becoming overgrown. B R running-in
board on left.
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LNWRS
278 Caernarvonshire.
G
Tal-y-Sarn. The terminus of the Nantlle branch, taken from
an elevated viewpoint and looking towards the end of the
line. Goods platforms in right foreground, with wagons, and
passenger platform in right distance, with LNWR train.
Houses in Station Road run across the scene. Taken from a
commercial postcard with caption at bottom.
SOC
715 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Tal-y-Sarn. View looking towards Caernarvon over the wall at
the end of the station. Water tank on brick base on right,
garden sheds in foreground. Slate wagons on left, with
bodies between the wheels. Passenger station in centre, with
2-4-0 'Chopper Tank' No. 2241 (half-cab, drop-down smokebox
door, fully lined) on train of 4-wheeled stock. C1890.
SOCA
252 Caernarvonshire.
G
Tal-y-Sarn. View of the passenger station and goods yard,
looking towards the buffer stops. Lots of coal wagons in
foreground - two 'Broughton & Plas Power' and several LNWR
(diamonds only). Other LNWR wagons beyond. Slate wagons with
body between wheels on wharf. 'Coal Tank' with 6-wheeled
carriages waiting to depart for Caernarvon. 1890s.
SOCA
253 Caernarvonshire.
G
Tal-y-Sarn. View of the passenger station and goods yard,
looking towards the buffer stops. Lots of coal wagons in
foreground - two 'Broughton & Plas Power' and several LNWR
(diamonds only). Other LNWR wagons beyond. Slate wagons with
body between wheels on wharf. 'Coal Tank' with 6-wheeled
carriages waiting to depart. Close-up from SOCA 252. 1890s.
SOCA
255 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Tal-y-Sarn. View looking towards Caernarvon over the wall at
the end of the station. Water tank on brick base on right,
garden sheds in foreground. Slate wagons on left, with
bodies between the wheels. Passenger station in centre, with
2-4-0 'Chopper Tank' No. 2241 (half-cab, drop-down smokebox
door, fully lined) on train of 4-wheeled stock. C1890.
JMD
145 Caernarvonshire.
G
Treborth. View north through the station from off the south
end of the Up platform. Up fixed Distant signal (with
striped post) for Menai Bridge in foreground with wooden
shelter beyond. Brick main building on Down platform in
centre, with upper quadrant Down Home signal beyond. Siding
on right, with more in view than in JMD 146.
JMD
146 Caernarvonshire.
G
Treborth. View north through the station from off the south
end of the Up platform. Up fixed Distant signal (with
striped post) for Menai Bridge in foreground with wooden
shelter beyond. Brick main building on Down platform in
centre, with upper quadrant Down Home signal beyond. Siding
on right.
JMD
413 Caernarvonshire. WHR.
VG
Waunfawr. The overgrown platforms and the station building the latter is built of stone and appears sound except for
slates missing from the roof. Looking northwest with the
Beddgelert-Caernarfon road (the current A4085) in the
background - arch of stone overbridge partly hidden from
view by a large boulder nearby. 1953.
SITES
121 Cambridgeshire. GER.
G
Cambridge GER goods station. Looking north east towards the
south ends of the goods sheds. Four-wheeled vans on right.
BR 'Goods Enquiries' enamelled sign in centre. 18-Jun-1957.
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SITES
122 Cambridgeshire. GER.
G
Cambridge GER goods station. Looking west at the former
engine shed at the south east corner of the goods station
site. Water tank perched on top of the building, on the
right. Rail Freight lorries parked in yard, in foreground.
18-Jun-1957.
SITES
123 Cambridgeshire. GER.
G
Cambridge GER goods station. Looking north east from Hills
Road, across sidings and the main line to the western goods
shed. Covered van resting in end doorway. 18-Jun-1957.
LNWRS
9141 Cambridgeshire.
F
Cambridge. General view of station approaches showing
Precursor No. 911 'HERALD' leaving on 10:50 to Bletchley.
GER 0-6-0 in view on left, under a huge GER bracket signal.
Aug 1920.
SITES
120 Cambridgeshire. GER.
G
Cambridge. The south end of the station, seen looking north
from Hills Road bridge. LNWR bays on left, with a Mk I DMU
and a diesel shunter. Station buildings beyond. Cambridge
South signalbox on right. Steel wagons in sidings in left
foreground. 18-Jun-1957.
NHL
819 Cambridgeshire.
G
Gamlingay. View towards Cambridge from the Up platform,
showing the main station buildings on the Down side. BR
platform name board on left, in front of station house. Wood
and glass 'summerhouse' shelter on Up platform, on right.
Well kept flower beds and small LNWR oil lamp on post in
right foreground. Skew plate girder overbridge in distance.
NHL
818 Cambridgeshire.
G
Lords Bridge. View towards Cambridge from the Up platform,
showing the main station buildings on the Down side.
Platform name board on left. Signalbox and goods shed at far
end of Down platform. Upper quadrant Down Starter on lattice
post bracket. The Down platform is overgrown and becoming
derelict. C1968.
SITES
837 Cambridgeshire.
G
Old North Road. The view north east, down into the station
from the road overbridge. Shows the side of the station
house and its gardens. Down (to Cambridge) platform on
right, with signal box. Far end of Up (to Bedford) platform
on extreme right. 18-Jun-1967.
SITES
838 Cambridgeshire.
G
Old North Road. The station exterior, looking east along the
forecourt. Station house in centre right, offices on left.
Car parked near the house. 18-Jun-1967.
SITES
839 Cambridgeshire.
G
Old North Road. The station garden and wishing well, seen
from the Down (to Cambridge) platform. Gas lamp on right,
without its 'works'. 18-Jun-1967.
SITES
840 Cambridgeshire.
G
Old North Road. A detail of the station exterior - the
entrance door and its canopy. 18-Jun-1967.
SITES
841 Cambridgeshire.
G
Old North Road. Looking south across the tracks to show the
wooden waiting shelter on the Up (to Bedford) platform.
18-Jun-1967.
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SITES
843 Cambridgeshire.
G
Old North Road. Looking into the alcove under the canopy in
the main station building on the Down (to Cambridge)
platform. Shows door to waiting room and a chalked notice
board sbowing the revised times of trains to Cambridge and
to Bedford. 18-Jun-1967.
SITES
844 Cambridgeshire.
G
Old North Road. An exterior view of the main station
building looking south at the rear of the lavatory block.
Shows waiting shelter on left, across tracks on Up (to
Bedford) platform 18-Jun-1967.
SITES
928 Cambridgeshire. GER.
F
Peterborough East. Looking east along the array of tracks,
towards the station. Overhead signal box at entrance to
station, obscuring much of the station roof. Station
buildings on left, away from platforms. Train hauled by a
diesel locomotive in eastbound platform. Enginers railcar in
siding on left. 2-May-1964.
SITES
929 Cambridgeshire. GER.
F
Peterborough East. Looking south west across the forecourt
to the station entrance and office buildings. Several nearby
sites had rail connections and some of the trackwork is seen
in the right foreground. 2-May-1964.
SITES
930 Cambridgeshire. GNR.
F
Peterborough North. Looking north, down into the station
from Thorpe Road bridge. Covered platforms in centre
background, avoiding lines on left. GNR train in platform on
right. Lots of GNR somersault signals. Great Northern Hotel
in right distance.
Source: LOS
JSY
1070 Carmarthenshire.
F
Abergwili. Looking west along the single platform on the
Down (to Carmarthen) side. Wooden shelter next to main
building on left. Milk churns and barrels on platfoirm.
Level crossing at far end of platform. LNWR signals at bath
sides of line. Ornate gardens on right.
SITES
147 Carmarthenshire. GWR.
N
Carmarthen Station. The view north east through the station,
looking towards Abergwili Junction. Footbridge in left
distance. LNWR train on right made up of 6-wheeled stock
headed by a tank engine coupled in reverse (front end in
view - perhaps a '5ft 6in Tank'.
SITES
1255 Carmarthenshire.
F
Cynghordy. Looking towards Craven Arms along the single
track line. Brick-built station building on right, on Down
side.
SITES
1256 Carmarthenshire.
G
Cynghordy. The small wooden goods shed at the Up end of the
platform, on right. To its left is a cast iron urinal with a
wooden fence around the back. In the left background is a
brick-built weighbridge hut.
SITES
1257 Carmarthenshire.
F
Cynghordy. The back of the station buildings, looking
towards Swansea. Shows the dirt track leading through the
station gate to the platform. Arm has been removed from the
signal.
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SITES
1258 Carmarthenshire.
F
Cynghordy. View through the station looking towards Swansea.
After removal of the Up track and the arm from the signal
although the tubular post remains. Shows the urinal, the
small wooden goods shed and the brick-built station
building.
SITES
1259 Carmarthenshire.
G
Cynghordy. View through the station looking towards Swansea.
After removal of the Up track and the arm from the signal
although the tubular post remains. Shows the urinal, the
small wooden goods shed and the brick-built station
building.
SITES
1260 Carmarthenshire.
G
Cynghordy. View across the tracks towards Swansea, showing
the platform and the main station buildings on the Down
side. Tubular post upper quadrant Up starter on platform in
centre of picture, Down starter in right distance. Buffer
stop for goods yard headshunt on left with platform name
board beyond. 6-Jul-1958.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
1261 Carmarthenshire.
F
Cynghordy. Looking through the station towards Craven Arms
with the platform and buildings on the right (Down) side and
the signalbox opposite on the Up side. Double line track
still in place. Upper quadrant Up starter on platform beside
main building. Platform name board on right.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
313 Carmarthenshire.
F
Drysllwyn. View towards Llandilo, looking east along the
single platform. Wooden building on platform, on left.
Ungated level crossing at far end of platform, with
signalbox beyond on Up side. Ex-LNW Down Home in right
centre. 13-Jul-1956.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
BLM
334 Carmarthenshire.
F
Glanrhyd. Looking north east along the single platform to
show the station house and the wooden waiting shelter.
Platform nameboard in left foreground. A passenger, the
station master and his daughters posed on platform.
Flowerbeds. 1910.
SOC
710 Carmarthenshire.
F
Glanrhyd. Looking south west through the station, towards
Swansea, with the stationmaster's house on the platform on
the Up side on the right. End of level crossing gate in
right corner. The station was on the Vale of Towy Joint line
but LNWR trains did not use it. 18-Jul-1950.
SITES
570 Carmarthenshire.
G
Llanarthney. View towards Llandilo along the very straight
single line, with the solitary platform on the right. LNWR
nameboard on right. Brick station buildings and a wooden
shed. Ungated level crossing at far end of station.
13-Jul-1956.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
NHL
270 Carmarthenshire.
G
Llandilo Bridge. The first station out of Llandilo on the
LNWR's Carmarthen branch. View along the solitary platform
looking towards Llandilo - station buildings on left.
Tubular post Home and Distant signal at platform end. Level
crossing in background. 13-Jul-1956.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
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SITES
578 Carmarthenshire.
G
Llandilo Bridge. Looking east towards Llandilo, along the
single platform. Station buildings on left. Level crossing,
closed to railway, at far end of station. Upper quadrant Up
starter and Distant on tubular steel post at platform end.
British Railways nameboard in left foreground. 1950s.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
579 Carmarthenshire.
G
Llandilo Bridge. Looking west towards Carmarthen, along the
single platform. Station buildings on right. Station
buildings on right. British Railways totem nameboard and
platform bench in right foreground. Goods shed at far end of
platform. Tubular signal post at far end of platform with
Home arms for both directions. 1950s.
NHL
264 Carmarthenshire. GWR.
G
Llandilo. View looking towards Craven Arms, along Swansea
platform of GWR station. High water tank on right. On
northbound platform is the long awning, beyond which is the
goods shed - far end of platform dips to a lower level.
Nameboard on left 'Junction for Carmarthen Line' (the LNWR's
route). Covered footbridge in background. 13-Jul-1956.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
NHL
265 Carmarthenshire. GWR.
G
Llandilo. View from Swansea platform looking south.
Nameboard on northbound platform shows 'Llandilo Junction
for Carmarthen Line' (the LNWR's route). Train from Swansea
running in, pulled by 'Black Five' No. 45298.
NHL
266 Carmarthenshire. GWR.
F
Llandilo. View through the station looking north, showing
both platforms. Cattle wagons in siding on right. Platform
trolleys in right foreground. Corner of signalbox on left.
June 1926.
SOCA
322 Carmarthenshire.
F
Llandilo. Two tinted views of the station, one showing a
train pulled by an LNWR and a GWR engine. A commercial
postcard, with caption.
SOCA
322A Carmarthenshire.
F
Llandilo. View northwards along the goods line at the
eastern side of the station. Train of GWR carriages in main
southbound platform headed by an LNWR '5ft 6in Tank' and a
GWR 0-6-0. Signal box on left, station buildings in centre
and footbridge in background. Backs of GWR starter signals
in foreground. Part of SOCA 322.
SOCA
322B Carmarthenshire.
F
Llandilo. View northwards through the main platforms,
showing the two levels of the Up platform, where staff are
posed. Main buildings on left, platform awnings at both
sides. Footbridge in background. Goods shed in distance.
NHL
262 Carmarthenshire.
G
Llandovery. View looking north into the station. Goods yard
and wooden loading stage on left, goods shed and Down
starter and distant on right. Station in background. On Up
platform are a wooden shelter and a water tank on brick
base. On Down platform are main buildings and large awning.
Footbridge and level crossing beyond. May 1955.
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SITES
581 Carmarthenshire. VT.
F
Llandovery. The view north east through the station, looking
along the Up platform. Footbridge at far end of station with
level crossing beyond. Waiting shelter and LNW-style water
tank on Up platform. Main station buildings, with canopy, on
Down platform on right. Steps at platform end. Railwaymen
posed around the station. LNWR signs. LNWR Up Starter.
SITES
582 Carmarthenshire. VT.
F
Llandovery. The view looking north from outside the station
showing the stone-built main building on the Down side, from
the roadway. Platform canopy wraps round end of building.
Wooden waiting rooms on Up side in left background. 1960s.
SITES
584 Carmarthenshire. VT.
F
Llandovery. Looking north at the stone-built goods shed at
the south west end of the Down platform. Shows the doors for
rail entry in the end face on the left and the canopy over
the road door in the side on the right. Builders materials
propped against the side - perhaps the start of demolition.
Rail-built buffer stops in foreground. 1960s.
SITES
585 Carmarthenshire. VT.
F
Llandovery. The view north across the tracks from the Down
platform to show the LNWR water tank, on a brick base, on
the Up platform. Small wooden waiting shelter on left and
larger wooden waiting room on right. British Railways totem
station name attached to lamp post near the tank. A wet day
with the flags on the platform gleaming. 1960s.
SITES
586 Carmarthenshire. VT.
F
Llandovery. The view north east through the station looking
along the wooden Down platform. Main station building, with
canopy, on right. Up platform on left with small wooden
waiting shelter, LNWR water tank on brick base, wooden
waiting room. Footbridge and level crossing at far end of
station. 1960s.
SITES
594 Carmarthenshire. VT.
G
Llangadock. View looking north east through the station.
Stone built main buildings on left, with awning. Wooden
shelters on right. Level crossing at far end of platforms
with signalbox just beyond. Goods shed in distance on right,
with train approaching.
NHL
263 Carmarthenshire. VT.
G
Llanwrda. View looking towards Craven Arms, along Up
platform of Vale of Towy Joint station. LNWR wooden platform
building on left with LNWR starter at end of platform. Level
crossing in background. Beyond it are the goods shed (Up
side) and the LNWR signal box (Down side). Down platform in
distance. Upper quadrant Down starter. 31-Oct-1961.
SITES
612 Carmarthenshire. VT.
VG
Llanwrda. The view looking north east along the single
platform, showing the wooden buildings - lancet window in
near end. Oil lamp on post in foreground. Porter standing in
front of waiting room. Goods shed at far end of platform.
22-Jul-1963.
SOCA
263 Carmarthenshire. VT.
VG
Llanwrda. View looking towards Swansea along Down platform
of Vale of Towy jt station. Level crossing beyond platform,
with gates open. Up platform beyond crossing. Wooden station
buildings on both platforms. Goods shed in right foreground,
with roof door vans (69723 and another). Signal box on left,
beyond crossing, with cantilevered Down starter.
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NHL
824 Carmarthenshire.
B
Nantgaredig. View towards Llandilo from the Carmarthen end
of the Down platform, with platform shelter and sheds on
right. Up platform and LNWR starter on left. Level crossing
at platform ends, with sidings and goods shed (Carmarthen
Farmers Co-op Society Ltd. 1926) beyond, on Up side.
Negative rotting in lower right corner.
SITES
750 Carmarthenshire.
G
Nantgaredig. The view west through the station, looking
along the Down (to Carmarthen) platform. Main station
buildings, stone-built, on left. Engineers' trolley, loaded
with two steel drums, in Up loop on right. LNWR platform
nameboard in left foreground. LNWR Starter at far end of
Down platform.
SITES
751 Carmarthenshire.
F
Nantgaredig. The view south west into the station, looking
across the tracks with the goods loop in the foreground.
Level crossing, closed to railway, at near end of station
with main buildings beyond on Down (to Carmarthen) platform.
LNWR Up Starter on right.
LNWRS
1425 Cheshire.
G
Acton Bridge Station. Platform view, showing wooden
buildings. Brick building housing the offices is seen on
overbridge, with flight of steps down to platform. Goods
yard in view on right. Pre-group.
JSY
1072 Cheshire.
F
Acton Bridge. View north through the station, looking across
the tracks from the Down platform. Station Hill overbridge
in background, with station offices on bridge. Stone
building on Up platform, in centre of picture, with brick
goods shed beyond. LNWR wagon, diamonds only, in siding on
right. Railway Hotel on far right.
LNWRS
9678 Cheshire.
Alderley Edge. Exterior view of station with horse carriages
waiting and train arriving.
NHL
830 Cheshire.
G
Alderley Edge. View of station from road. Fence in
foreground with a gate opening onto platform and footbridge.
Rear of waiting room in centre. Main station buildings
across line. Queens Hotel in background. Horse drawn
carriages in foreground. Train arriving on right, from
Manchester direction. Copied from postcard, with caption.
NHL
1092 Cheshire.
VG
Altrincham. View along the coal yard into the fairly
derelict goods yard. Ex-MR 3F No. 43717 shunting some steel
open wagons in foreground. Rear of station buildings and
covered stairs to footbridge on left. Terrace houses in left
background, backs of advertising hoardings in centre
background. 29-Jul-1955.
NHL
1378 Cheshire.
VG
Altrincham. Before electrification. View along centre
platform away from buffer stops. Shows canopy in centre,
with awnings over side platforms. Covered footbridge in
background. LMS 3F tank coupled in reverse to carriages in
left hand platform. In centre left platform is brake end
with pronounced duckets (MSJ&A or GCR?).
Source: STNUK
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SOC
1201 Cheshire. MSJ&A.
F
Altrincham. The road entrance to Altincham & Bowden station
- notice board on gate pillar proclaims "GCR & LNW Joint
Rly". Line of taxis moving into forecourt with entrance to
station building in background. Station clock tower on left.
Tramlines in foreground. 1920s.
LS
268 Cheshire. PVT.
VG
Balderton. The interchange sidings for the Duke of
Westminster's private narrow gauge railway for Eaton Hall.
For narrow gauge, five sidings, open carriage in foreground,
with tank engine beyond, some wagons, stone steam shed on
right, 2-road wooden shed. Standard gauge wagon in
interchange siding and more in main line sidings on left.
LS
126 Cheshire.
VG
Basford Hall sidings. The end of the tranship shed, showing
several vans and sheeted open wagons on the lines leading to
the shed doors. LNWR roof door van No. 71826 in two-tone
livery on extreme left. NER ventilated van No. 4568(?) to
its right. 29-Jan-1903. Crewe Official C755.
LS
126A Cheshire.
F
Basford Hall sidings. A close-up from LS126 showing two LNWR
roof door vans. The nearer is No. 37479 and shows 'cupboard'
opening doors whilst the other is a roof door van seen at
the non-door side. 29-Jan-1903. Crewe Official C755.
LS
126Z Cheshire.
G
Basford Hall sidings. A close-up from LS126 showing LNWR
roof door van No. 71826 in two-tone livery. 29-Jan-1903.
Crewe Official C755.
LS
127Z Cheshire.
G
Basford Hall sidings. A close-up from LS127 showing van No.
16326 - number on end offset to left instead of in centre.
29-Jan-1903. Crewe Official C756.
BLM
81 Cheshire.
F
Beeston Castle & Tarporley. The station forecourt and main
buildings on right, with a horse-drawn cab waiting outside.
Station staff posed near entrance. Water tank on brick tower
on left, adjacent to a tall building. Up starting signal and
back of cattle dock on far left. C1910.
Source: JAP C4658
JFW
275 Cheshire.
G
Beeston Castle & Tarporley. View towards Chester showing the
goods shed, seen from the site of the station. Signalbox on
right, with tall upper quadrant signal nearby. 1968.
Source: STNUK P343
NHL
1442 Cheshire.
VG
Beeston Castle & Tarporley. View of station entrance and
forecourt, showing two-storey building and large awning in
front of doorway. Horse drawn 2-wheeled open carriages, a
4-wheeled covered carriage. Several youths and boys posed
for the picture. C1910.
SOCB
168 Cheshire.
F
Beeston Castle & Tarporley. The cattle dock, view looking
north east. Overgrown with weeds. Builder's yard in left
background. Hillside in background. 1960s.
LNWRS
676 Cheshire.
Betley Road Station. Overall view taken from embankment just
off end of platform.
LNWRS
9999 Cheshire.
Betley Road Station. Platform view.
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CRPRT
C192 Cheshire.
VG
Betley Road. Looking south from beyond the north end of the
Up Fast platform towards the station buildings, footbridge
(with road bridge beyond) and the signalbox. A few wagons
are in the sidings at the far end of the station. A cold day
with pockets of snow, although the Crewe photograph register
shows 'June'. 1886. Crewe Official C192.
Source: CROFF C192
CRPRT
C193 Cheshire.
VG
Betley Road. Looking south from beyond the north end of the
Down Slow platform towards the station buildings and
footbridge (with road bridge beyond). Gas lamp on platform
in right foreground. A cold day with pockets of snow,
although the Crewe photograph register shows 'June'. 1886.
Crewe Official C193.
Source: CROFF C193
SY
22 Cheshire. BJR.
VG
Birkenhead (Monks Ferry). Looking north east through the
station during demolition. The roof over the main platforms
has been partly removed and a train of wagons awaits being
loaded with debris. Large crane at far end of station.
SY
8 Cheshire. WIR.
F
Birkenhead North. Looking south east into the goods yard
where LMS 3F 0-6-0T No. 7353 is shunting. Several wagons and
carriages parked around. Goods lines in right foreground.
Chimneys and industrial buildings in background.
SOC
50 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. The view down into the station yard
from the west side of Church Street, showing the water tank
and half of the turntable. The station roof is in the left
background and the building which was originally to be the
station entrance is in view. In the centre background are
the excavations for a new graving dock. 1-May-1958.
SOC
313 Cheshire.
VG
Birkenhead Woodside. The back of the station, viewed from
the dockside. The office buildings are in the left
foreground and the curved roof of the train shed is in the
centre distance. A ship is moored in the left foreground
with a travelling crane next to it. In the centre foreground
are racks for storing pipes. 1930s.
SOC
315 Cheshire.
VG
Birkenhead Woodside. Looking into the train shed from
beneath the Rose Brae road bridge (which was demolished in
1958). Ex-GWR tank engine No. 4125 is coupled in reverse,
waiting with a train. Shows the underside of the station
roof. 20-Apr-1954.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SOCMDL
17 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. The passenger entrance at
the side of the station, on the right, looking across the
tram terminus. Post Office building in left background.
Several trams and buses in view. 1930s.
SOCMDL
18 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. The back end and side of
the station, looking down across the tram terminus to show
the roof. Post Office building in left background. Several
trams in view. 1930s.
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SOCMDL
19 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. The side of the station,
looking across the tram terminus. Lots of advertisements on
wall. Dark green and white, blue and white double decker
buses, along with a red single decker, lined up beside the
station. 1930s.
SOCMDL
22 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. The end screens of the two
arches of the station roof, viewed across Chester Street.
Two red and white double decker buses are climbing away from
Woodside. 1930s.
SOCMDL
24 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. The view along the tracks
into the station, looking from Woodside tunnel and under
Church Street and Rose Brae bridges. 1930s.
SOCMDL
25 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. Looking down at the
station throat with Rose Brae bridge and end screen of the
station roof on the right. Engine yard in foreground with
turntable, water tank and an ex-LNW 'Coal Tank'. Ends of
platforms beyond and Woodside Hotel in background. 1930s.
SOCMDL
28 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. The back side of the
station, looking over the dry dock towards the goods loading
and unloading bay of the station. 1930s.
BLM
149 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Bromborough. Looking along the island platform, towards
Chester, with the Allport Road overbridge beyond the
platform ends. This probably isn't Bromborough as the Fast
lines should be on the left but the Down Fast has a ringed
signal!
JFW
282 Cheshire.
G
Calveley. View along Down platform looking towards Chester.
Station buildings on Up platform on right. Brick arch
overbridge in centre, running across middle of platforms.
Signal box at far end of Up platform with second overbridge
beyond. Movable fence on Down platform to protect end slope
in foreground. 1949.
Source: STNUK R2500
SOC
537 Cheshire.
G
Calveley. View along the former Up platform, looking towards
Crewe. Shows brick arch overbridge which crosses the
station. Cantilevered Up starter (upper quadrant) seen
through arch, at platform end. DMU passing Down Home in
background, bound for Crewe. A colour photograph.
7-Feb-1978.
Source: 2247
SITES
136 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Capenhurst. Looking through the station towards Chester,
along the Up platform. Main station building, brick built,
on left. BR station nameboard on Down platform on right.
Footbridge in centre and Capenhurst Lane stone-built
overbridge beyond. Abutment of Dunkirk Lane overbridge in
distance.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
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SITES
137 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Capenhurst. Looking through the station towards Birkenhead,
from the Up platform across the tracks to the Down platform.
BR station nameboard and brick-built shelters on Down
platform. Flat topped signalbox beyond far end of Up
platform. Capenhurst Works, with cooling towers and
structures over the line in right distance.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
150 Cheshire.
G
Cheadle Hulme (M&B). Looking north at the only remaining
building of the original Manchester & Birmingham station.
The LNWR station is out of frame to the left. 29-Sep-1948.
Source: L&G 18019
SITES
151 Cheshire.
G
Cheadle Hulme. Looking north from the footbridge, above the
Down Crewe line, on a wet day. Main buildings on island
platform on right. A Caprotti 'Black 5' approaches, light
engine, on the Up Crewe line. Signal box on left. Wagons in
siding on right. 28-Aug-1956.
SITES
153 Cheshire.
VG
Cheadle Hulme. The station entrance on the island platform,
along a path from the main road. Booking office in centre of
picture. A party of well dressed passengers is making its
way out from the Up Crewe platform on the left. Lots of
enamelled signs including one for Arighi, Bianchi & Co. of
Macclesfield in the right foreground. C1905.
SITES
154 Cheshire.
F
Cheadle Hulme. View through the station from the north end
of the Down Crewe platform, looking towards the Macclesfield
line. Main station buildings on island platform. Footbridge
spread across the basckground. LNWR platform name board in
centre. Several railwaymen posed for the photograph.
SOCB
171 Cheshire.
F
Cheadle Village. Hut with slate roof and wooden body,
painted in BR livery. A note on rear of print says 'Cheadle
LNW' but there are station platforms on the left and the LNW
station was closed in 1917! The location is probably another
Cheadle.
SOCB
172 Cheshire.
F
Cheadle Village. Detail from SOCB 171 showing window frame
of hut with slate roof and wooden body, painted in BR
livery. A note on rear of print says 'Cheadle LNW' but there
are station platforms on the left and the LNW station was
closed in 1917! The location is probably another Cheadle.
SITES
149 Cheshire.
G
Cheadle. View through the station, looking towards
Stockport, along the Up platform. Webb tank engine, running
in reverse with a Down train of 6-wheeled carriages,
crossing Manchester Road underbridge and running into the
station from Stockport. Shows brick buildings on both
platforms. Name board on Down platform on right.
SOC
1239 Cheshire.
G
Chelford. The view through the station, looking towards
Manchester from the Up platform. Station nameboard on left,
next to a very small tutntable. Main building on Down
platform. Signalbox off far end of Up platform on right.
Barrow crossing in foreground, running to dip in Up
platform. Water tank on Down platform.
Source: JAP C4677
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SITES
174 Cheshire. CLC.
G
Chester Northgate station. View along the main platform,
looking towards the buffer stops. Backs of houses in St
Annes Street in background. Carriages in platform on left.
Station clock at 9:50 on right. 10-Aug-1953.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
JFW
288 Cheshire.
F
Chester station exterior. Looking east across the forecourt
at the station frontage. Railway wooden hut on left with
flat back lorry nearby, loaded with crates. Lots of taxis
parked near station entrance. 28-Mar-1958
Photographer: H C Casserley.
JFW
289 Cheshire.
G
Chester station exterior. Looking west, across the
forecourt, at the station frontage. Lots of taxis parked
near station entrance. 9-Nov-1989.
CUTS
1 Cheshire.
HT
Chester station north side. Cutting from Chester Standard
8-Dec-2010 reporting the fire in the goods shed on the
previous Thursday. 2-Dec-2010.
CUTS
2 Cheshire.
HT
Chester station north side. Cutting from Chester Chronicle
1-Dec-2011 discussing the fate of the Chester Goods Shed,
destroyed in December 2010 and now left derelict.
1-Dec-2011.
NHL
1448 Cheshire.
VG
Chester station north side. The goods warehouse at the back
of Chester station. A cut-away drawing by Jack Nelson.
SOCRR
231 Cheshire.
VG
Chester station north side. The western end and south
western corner of the goods shed, seen after the fire of
2-Dec-2010. The walls are intact but the roof has fallen in.
The gable ends have been knocked out. Engineers in day-glo
jackets are seen on on the left, inspecting the site.
14-Jan-2011.
SOCRR
232 Cheshire.
VG
Chester station north side. The south face of the goods
shed, seen after the fire of 2-Dec-2010. The walls are
intact but the roof has fallen in. Charred roof timbers can
be seen through the upper windows. 14-Jan-2011.
SOCRR
291 Cheshire.
VG
Chester station north side. The goods shed, seen after the
fire of 2-Dec-2010. The roof has fallen in but the gable
ends are still in position - they were demolished later for
safety reasons. Firemen are on a hoist, spraying water into
the building. Canopy above loading area still intact.
3-Dec-2010.
SOCRR
292 Cheshire.
VG
Chester station north side. The goods shed, seen in the
morning after the fire of 2-Dec-2010. The roof has fallen in
but the gable ends are still in position - they were
demolished later for safety reasons. A firemen is on a
hoist, spraying water into the building. Canopy above
loading area still intact. 3-Dec-2010.
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LS
127 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Basford sidings. The side and end of the tranship
shed, showing the signals above the doors and a sheeted open
wagon next to one of the rail entrances. Covered horse drawn
wagons are standing beside the road entrances. Van No. 16326
standing on left - number on end offset to left instead of
in centre. 29-Jan-1903. Crewe Official C756.
LNWRS
767 Cheshire.
Crewe North Junction. Looking south from signalbox into the
station. April 1881. Crewe Official A19.
LNWRS
768 Cheshire.
Crewe North Junction. Looking south to Crewe Arms Hotel
showing carriages and wagons in sidings. Some close-ups of
stock are listed under 'carriages'. April 1881. Crewe
Official A18.
LNWRS
769 Cheshire.
Crewe North Junction. Manchester line, showing carriages,
NPCS etc. Close ups of stock are listed under carriages.
Crewe Official A17.
CRPRT MC614 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Works. Old Flag Lane bridge, decorated for the Royal
Visit. View east towards Deviation Works. Right foreground Chain Shop. Right beyond bridge - Testing Shop (former Brass
Foundry). Footpath to General Office runs under bridge on
left. Left foreground - path comes in from Stoneyard. April
1913. Crewe Official MC614.
Source: CROFF MC614
LNWRS
204 Cheshire.
G
Crewe station central. Looking south along new platform 1.
Long ladder running up to station roof where a safety sheet
is hanging. Train of arc roof carriages of various lengths
on right, with screen beyond. 1900s.
LNWRS
205 Cheshire.
Crewe station central. Interior view of platform 1 from the
south, looking north with signalbox and signals in view.
Pre-group.
LNWRS
1746 Cheshire.
Crewe station central. 'Grand Junction Railway - Fete at
Crewe'. Engraving of Tea Room and the Railway Station, taken
from Illust. London News. (See Reed Crewe Works p17) See
Photos 1747, 1748. 23-Dec-1843.
LNWRS
1747 Cheshire.
Crewe station central. 'Grand Junction Railway - Fete at
Crewe'. Continued from photo 1746.
LNWRS
1748 Cheshire.
Crewe station central. 'Grand Junction Railway - Fete at
Crewe'. Continued from photos 1746, 1747.
SITES
228 Cheshire.
G
Crewe station central. Looking north along platform 4 with
an EMU left of centre in platform 5. Colour light signal on
post in foreground. 28-Aug-1969
SITES
229 Cheshire.
G
Crewe station central. Looking north along platform 4. Huge
board suspended from roof to show the platforms which have
to be reached via the footbridge. Bookstall to left of
centre. 28-Aug-1969
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SITES
231 Cheshire.
HT
Crewe station central. Looking south along platform 1, with
the screen at the western side of ther station on the right.
LWR arc roof 6-wheeled carriages on right. Lots of barrows
and trollies on platform. Electric arc lamps hanging from
roof. Roof repairs in progress with a long ladder and a man
at work amongst the trusses.
CRPRT
A18 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe station north end. The view from North Junction signal
box looking across the tracks towards the loading platform
behind Crewe Arms hotel. Hotel and station roof on right.
Madeley dumb buffered wagons in siding. Six and four wheeled
TPOs with offset corridor at platform, along with full
brake, horsebox and CCTs. April 1881. Crewe Official A18.
Source: CROFF A18
CRPRT
A19 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe station north end. The view from North Junction signal
box looking towards the station. Approach viaduct for Spider
bridge on right, slotted post bracket signals on left, with
Crewe Arms beyond. Signal cabin in centre, suspended between
station roofs with ghostly engine passing beneath. NPCS
stock in bay on left. April 1881. Crewe Official A19.
Source: CROFF A19
LNWRS
234 Cheshire.
G
Crewe station north end. View from the Spider Bridge towards
the Crewe Arms. Shows platforms 5 and 6 in the deep shadow
of the platform roof. 1919
LNWRS
235 Cheshire.
Crewe station north end. Taken from west side, showing
Windermere express leaving. Assorted coaching stock in
background. Red Wharf Bay motor train with inset doors in
view but not clearly. 1919
LNWRS
1417 Cheshire.
Crewe station north end. View looking north from footbridge
as a Dreadnought arrives from the Manchester line.
SOC
1069 Cheshire.
G
Crewe station north end. The view into the station from a
high point. Almost every line has an LNWR passenger engine
in it, facing north towards the camera. Wagon lettered LMS
in horse loading bay. Footbridge runs across the scene with
the Nantwich Road overbridge beyond. Shows station entrance
beside the road, above the rest of platform roofs. C1923.
JMD
411 Cheshire.
GR
Crewe station south end. View looking back at station from
an Up train at South Junction. Carriages in sidings on left.
In centre are the station screen and the lines which pass
around the western side of the station - ex-LNW 2-doll
bracket signal with Home, Distant and calling-on arms on
each doll.
LNWRS
206 Cheshire.
Crewe station south end. Jumbo and Claughton in view. 1919
LNWRS
712 Cheshire.
Crewe station south end. Viewed from south junction
signalbox. Crewe Official C982.
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SOCA
315 Cheshire.
F
Crewe station west side. View southwards along platform 1,
with screen on right and second class and first class
refreshment rooms on left. Northbound train, headed by a
'Precursor', waiting at platform. 2:15 on clock. 2-doll
bracket signal in right foreground, under the roof, with
short home and distant arms.
LS
231 Cheshire.
Crewe station. The Grand Junction Railway fete at Crewe. A
sketch of the decorated tea room set out for a vast banquet,
with an orchestra in the wings and an array of fashionable
guests dancing in the foreground.
LS
243 Cheshire.
G
Crewe station. View north at 3:10 pm along almost empty
platforms, towards the Nantwich Road bridge. A 'Crewe Type',
with drop down smokebox door and a large white disc in its
top lamp socket, coupled to an engineer's saloon, approches
under the bridge.
SITES
235 Cheshire. MSJ&A.
G
Dane Road. The view west along Dane Road overbridge with the
station entrance and offices at road level on the left.
British Railways nameboard above entrance.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
236 Cheshire. MSJ&A.
G
Dane Road. Looking east along the side of Dane Road towards
the station entrance and offices. Shows the covered
staircase down to the Manchester platform. Altrincham
platform in view on right. British Railways station
nameboard over entrance on left.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
JFW
303 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Daresbury. View towards Chester from Moore Road overbridge
at the north east end of the station. Main, stone built,
station buildings on Down side on right with LMS station
nameboard nearby and signalbox at platform end. Up starter
at end of platform on left. Tall Down signal with co-acting
arms beside signalbox. Stone overbridge in distance.
LNWRS
9089 Cheshire.
Davenport. View from bridge showing station garden and a
good set of enamel advertising signs.
SITES
273 Cheshire.
F
Disley station exterior. The view along the approach road to
the rebuilt station showing the forecourt and the canopied
buildings. Large half-timbered Edwardian houses on higher
ground beyond the station.
SITES
269 Cheshire.
F
Disley. View through the old station from the Down platform,
looking towards Buxton - Buxton Road overbridge in
background. Basic wooden building, without canopy, on Down
platform on right. Brick shelter on Up side. Trees across
the background.
SITES
270 Cheshire.
F
Disley. View through the rebuilt station from the Down
platform, looking towards Buxton - Buxton Road overbridge in
background. Shows the canopied wooden buildings on each
platform. Trees across the background. Goods bay on right.
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SITES
271 Cheshire.
N
Disley. The view across the tracks, looking towards
Stockport, of the building and its canopy on the Up platform
- the buildings were erected after a fire in first world war
times.
SITES
272 Cheshire.
F
Disley. The view along the Down platform of the old station,
looking towards Buxton. Buxton Road bridge in centre
background. Several railwaymen posed near to the wooden Down
side booking office on right. Wooden Up side booking office
on left. Trees across background.
SITES
274 Cheshire.
G
Disley. View through the rebuilt station from the Down
platform, looking towards Buxton - Buxton Road overbridge in
background. Shows the canopied wooden buildings on each
platform. Banner repeater signal suspended beneath the
canopy on the Up platform. Leafless trees across the
background. Goods bay on right. 13-Jan-1967.
SITES
275 Cheshire.
G
Disley. View along the Up platform of the old station,
looking towards Buxton and the tunnels, on a snowy day.
Wooden building on Down side, brick opn Up. Oil lamps on
posts on both platforms. Wooden fence beside goods bay on
Down side on right.
SITES
276 Cheshire.
G
Disley. View along the Down platform of the old station,
looking towards Buxton and the tunnels, on a snowy day.
Wooden platform buildings in centre. On the left, travelling
on the wrong road, is a Down goods train headed by a 'Class
F' large boilered Compound. Oil lamps on posts along
platform.
Source: D69916
SITES
279 Cheshire.
N
Disley. Looking west, down through the station from the top
of the approach road on the Down side. Shows the rebuilt
wooden buildings, with canopies, on both platforms.
SITES
280 Cheshire.
N
Disley. Looking south west, down through the station from
the Buxton Road overbridge. Shows the tops of the canopies
and wooden buildings on both platforms. Signalbox in
distance, beyond the end of the Down platform.
SITES
282 Cheshire.
N
Disley. The view through the station looking towards Buxton
from the Stockport end of the Down platform. Shows wooden
buildings with canopies on both platforms. Banner repeater
signal suspended near end of canopy on Up platform. Buxton
Road bridge in background.
NFSR
30 Cheshire.
F
Dukinfield & Ashton. The view north east along the viaduct
towards the station, looking down along Cooper Street, with
King Street running left to right, in the foreground. 'Black
Five No. 44806 heads a long train towards Stockport, passing
the Up Starter. The platforms have no shelter, all offices
being within the viaduct. Entrance in Cooper Street. C1960.
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JFW
306 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Dunham Hill. View towards Chester along the Up (Chester)
platform. Main station buildings on Down platform on right.
LMS station nameboards on both platforms. Footbridge in
centre. Signal box with flat roof on Up side in distance.
1949.
Source: STNUK
SITES
322 Cheshire.
F
Dunham Massey. Looking west through the station, along the
Up platform. Main station buildings on Down platform, in
centre of picture. Level crossing at far end of platforms,
with Warburton bridge in distance. Hipped roof signalbox on
Down side, beyond level crossing. Tall Up Home signal with
coacting upper quadrant arms.
Source: LOS
SITES
323 Cheshire.
F
Dunham Massey. Looking east through the station from between
the tracks. Shows brick 'Gents' and wooden shelter on Up
platform. Level crossing gate post, oil lamp and LMS
platform nameboard in left foreground. Loading gauge over
siding behind Down platform on right. 10-Apr-1937.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
356 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Ellesmere Port stn exterior. The view south across the
forecourt from Station Road to show the main, stone built,
station buildings. Concrete post and wire fence to separate
road from forecourt. 1970s.
SITES
364 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Ellesmere Port stn exterior. Looking across the forecourt at
the main station building. Station Road in left foreground,
separated from the station by a concrete post and wire
fence. 4-Apr-1972.
SOC
331 Cheshire.
F
Ellesmere Port stn exterior. View of the outside of the
station from the north showing the station yard, with a
horse drawn carriage, and the main road going over the
railway by a level crossing. Station hotel in left
foreground. Postcard, with caption at bottom. C1900.
DNR
1015 Cheshire.
VG
Ellesmere Port. A posed view of the station buildings, with
a crowd of passengers and goods - a bedstead, a small
boiler, a barrel and a heap of chains. A train from Hooton
is arriving, pulled by a 4ft 6in 2-4-2 tank. Back of the
2-road wooden northlight engine shed in view beyond the
platform end.
Source: LNWRS 9093
LNWRS
464 Cheshire.
G
Ellesmere Port. Platform view with '4ft 6in' tank
approaching on passenger train from Hooton. Main station
building on right, with a busy platform. Engine shed in
centre background, with lettering on back declaring the
Shropshire Union Railway & Canal Co. and the services
offered.
SITES
355 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Ellesmere Port. Looking east, down through the station from
Westminster bridge. Wooden waiting shelter on right, with
Inter City advertisement on end, on Up (to Hooton) platform.
Upper quadrant cantilevered Up Starter in right foreground.
Down platform on left. Water tank beyond far end of Up
platform. R3F 4-Apr-1972.
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SITES
357 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Ellesmere Port. Looking through the station towards Hooton
from the Down platform. Long wood and stone waiting shelter
on Up platform in centre. Westmister bridge in right
background. Cantilevered upper quadrant Up signals at
platform end. 1970s.
SITES
360 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Ellesmere Port. The view through the station, looking
towards Hooton along the Down platform. Main station
buildings in centre, on Down platform. Westminster bridge in
left background with steps down to platforms. British
Railways 'totem' nameplate on derelict gas lamp post in
right foreground. Blocks of flats in right background.
SITES
361 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Ellesmere Port. The main station building, stone built, on
the Down platform. Seen looking down from Westminster
bridge. Staircase up from platform in left foreground. Solid
wooden office building further along platform on right.
1970s.
SITES
362 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Ellesmere Port. A detail of the main, stone built, station
building on the Down side - the west end gable, seen from
Westminster bridge. 4-Apr-1972.
SITES
363 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Ellesmere Port. The main station building, on the Down side,
seen from Westminster bridge. Handrails for steps down to
platform on left. 4-Apr-1972.
SITES
365 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Ellesmere Port. Looking north west across the tracks to the
main station building, on the Down platform. Westminster
bridge on left, blocks of flats in background. 4-Apr-1972.
SITES
366 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Ellesmere Port. Looking north west across the tracks to the
main station building, on the Down platform. Long waiting
shelter on Up platform on left. Westminster bridge in
background. Ellesmere Port No. 2 signalbox in view under the
bridge, along with crossover to West End sidings.
4-Apr-1972.
SITES
413 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Frodsham station exterior. Looking south from the Down side
goods yard towards the main building on a rainy day. A few
cars parked next to the building. Retaing wall beside
railway on right, near to the road entrance to the site.
BLM
318 Cheshire.
G
Frodsham. Looking north east through the station, along the
Down platform. Engineering works in foreground with boards
on platform, over underpass. Station footbridge on right. BR
platform nameboard on left. Public footbridge in distance
and tunnel beyond.
JFW
311 Cheshire. BJR.
P
Frodsham. View through the station, looking towards
Warrington along the Up platform. Footbridge in foreground,
main station buildings on Down platform on left, goods shed
on right. GWR train in Up platform, LNWR train in Down.
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SITES
412 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Frodsham. Looking north east towards Warrington, along the
Chester (Up) platform where a train headed by an 'Improved
Precedent' is arriving. Footbridge in foreground. Goods shed
on right. GWR vans in siding on left. Main station buildings
on Down platform. Porters in right foreground. Ladies in
Edwardian dresses further back.
Source: LOS
SITES
414 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Frodsham. Looking south across the tracks from the
Warrington platform to show the brick-built goods shed.
Chester (Up) platform in foreground. British Railways totem
nameboard on lamp post in centre.
SITES
415 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Frodsham. Looking north east from the north end of the
Warrington (Down) platform - barrow crossing at platform
ends. Bridge in foreground, carrying public footpath. Line
runs through a sandstone cutting, with Frodsham tunnel in
distance. Flat bottomed rail in place, with old sleepers
piled beside the tracks. Track to goods yards removed.
NHLRR
6 Cheshire. BJR.
VG
Hadlow Road. The preserved station, looking across the
platform and showing the stationmaster's house and the
booking hall. 5-Nov-2006.
SITES
440 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Hadlow Road. Looking towards Hooton, along the Down platform
loop. Main station buildings on Up platform on left.
Signalbox on Up platform near far end. Goods train in
distance, moving onto Down platform loop. Joint line station
nameboard against fence on left.
SITES
441 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Hadlow Road. Looking towards Hooton at the main station
buildings on Up platform. Surrounded by scaffolding as part
of the preservation of the site following the closure of the
West Kirby branch and lifting of track. 4-Apr-1972.
SITES
442 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Hadlow Road. The brick built waiting shelter on the Down
platform, looking derelict with broken windows. Long after
closure of the West Kirby branch and right at the start of
the preservation era. 4-Apr-1972.
SITES
447 Cheshire. CLC.
F
Hale. Looking north east along Ashley Road. Level crossing
on left, closed to road. Platform canopies on right. Signal
box across tracks to left of centre. Southbound CLC train
waiting, headed by GCR engine in centre. Lots of 'City
Gents' in bowlers, marching away from station. Horse drawn
carriages on right. Copied from postcard, with caption.
SITES
448 Cheshire. CLC.
F
Hale. Looking north east along Ashley Road with trees on
each side. Level crossing on left, open to road. Platform
canopies in centre with signalbox across tracks to their
left. Horse drawn vehicles in station approach. Start of
Cecil Road on left and Victoria Road running off to right in
front of station.
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JFW
313 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Halton. View through the station, looking towards Chester
from Wood Lane overbridge. Main station buildings on Up
platform. Up starter and Distant at end of Up platform underslung upper quadrant arms on concrete post. Hand crane
in goods yard on left. Signal box on up side in distance.
1949.
Source: STNUK
SITES
450 Cheshire. BJR.
VG
Halton. View north towards Warrington from station bridge,
with platform ends in foreground. Water crane at end of Down
platform on left. LNWR signals. Co-acting Down starter. Back
of tall Up bracket signals on right - Home and Distant (with
painted chevron) arms for main line, Home for goods line.
South portal of Halton tunnel in distance. 1930s.
Source: DIBB 1063
SOC
375 Cheshire. BJR.
VG
Halton. View north towards Warrington from station bridge,
with platform ends in foreground. Water crane at end of Down
platform on left. LNWR signals. Co-acting Down starter. Back
of tall Up bracket signals on right - Home and Distant (with
painted chevron) arms for main line, Home for goods line.
South portal of Halton tunnel in distance. 1930s.
Source: DIBB 1063
SOC
1060 Cheshire.
F
Handforth. The station garden, beyond the north end of the
Up platform. The flowerbed is set out with stones to show
'LNWR HANDFORTH'. Stationmaster and staff posed nearby.
Public footbridge in background, crossing the line at a skew
angle.
SITES
475 Cheshire.
F
Hartford. Looking north west through the station along the
Down platform. Footbridge in background with road bridge
beyond that. Covered footway on right, down from road to Up
platform. Up train approaching - appears to be a 'Bill
Bailey' with NPCS stock.
Source: LOS
LNWRS
9110 Cheshire.
G
Hazel Grove. Looking north west through the station, along
the 6-foot. Before the extension of the platforms. Brick
buildings on both platforms. Signalbox on Up (to Buxton)
side on right. Station footbridge in centre with public
footbridge for Hatherstone Lane beyond. Wagon on right with
high sheeted load. Down goods train in distance. C1900.
SITES
498 Cheshire.
G
Hazel Grove. The rear and south east end of the building on
the Up (to Buxton) side, viewed from the car park. 1971.
SITES
500 Cheshire.
G
Hazel Grove. Looking north west through the station, along
the Up (to Buxton) platform. Signalbox on right, on Up
platform. Down platform on left, with brick building.
Footbridges in centre background. 1971.
SITES
501 Cheshire.
F
Hazel Grove. The waiting rooms on the Down (to Stockport)
platform, looking across the tracks. Platform benches to
left, right and in front of the building. Steps to
footbridge on right. 1971.
SITES
504 Cheshire.
F
Hazel Grove. The main station building, on the Up side, seen
from the footbridge. 1971.
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SITES
505 Cheshire.
G
Hazel Grove. Looking north across the track towards the main
station building, on the Up side. 1971.
SITES
507 Cheshire.
G
Heald Green. Looking north along the Down platform with
Finney Lane overbridge in right background. Wooden station
building on left with stationmaster and porter posed on
bench outside. LNWR noticeboard on left.
SITES
508 Cheshire.
VG
Heald Green. The weighbridge office, viewed looking south
east down the slope into the yard. Main line in background,
with electrification masts. Car park between weighbridge and
running lines. April 1974.
SITES
509 Cheshire.
VG
Heald Green. The weighbridge office, viewed looking north
west from the yard with the steps on the left up the steep
side slope from the station. Rear of a digger partly in view
on right. April 1974.
SOC
133 Cheshire.
VG
Heald Green. Platforms and station buildings. A train of
four 6-wheeled carriages is in the station - the end of the
last carriage carries a board marked 'Macclesfield ... Set
No. 1'. The track looks newly ballasted and the wooden
station buildings and signs look new - the Styal loop was
opened in 1909. Scanned from a postcard. C1909.
SITES
510 Cheshire.
F
Heatley & Warburton. Looking east through the station, along
the 6-foot. Signalbox on Up (to Broadheath) side, in
foreground. Level crossing, partly open, between signalbox
and platforms. Footbridge at near end of platforms. Main
station building on Down (to Ditton) side on right. Tubular
posts for signals all around. 10-Apr-1957.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
511 Cheshire.
F
Heatley & Warburton. Looking north east from Mill Lane
across the corner of the station. Level crossing gate in
left foreground. LNWR Starter signal on short post at near
end of Down (to Ditton) platform. Sation house on right,
with ornate bargeboards on gable end. Up platform building
and canopy in centre. LNW station nameboard beside crossing.
Source: LOS
LNWRS
410 Cheshire.
F
Helsby Junction station. Looking south west from the
Frodsham line, showing the junction and the platform V, with
the Chester line forking left and the Hooton line going
right. Tall starter signals with footbridge beyond. LNWR
passenger train on Hooton line, reversing over the crossover
to reach the Hooton line platform.
LNWRS
9103 Cheshire.
Helsby Junction station. Platform view of Chester lines,
looking north.
SOC
311 Cheshire.
P
Helsby Junction station. Looking south west along the
platforms for the Hooton line, viewed from the Frodsham
line. Platform V on the left. Tall starter signals with
co-acting arms. Footbridge with ex-LNWR signalbox beyond. A
DMU stands in the Ellesmere Port platform.
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SOC
1068 Cheshire.
F
Helsby Junction station. The view south west through the
station with the Chester line running off through the centre
of the picture. Main station buildings on left. A goods
train headed by a GWR double framed 0-6-0 runs off the
Hooton line towards Warrington. Footbridge runs across
centre of picture, with signalbox beyond. C1910.
Source: RSC
SITESB
16 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Heswall. Looking south, down onto the Up platform from the
Station Road overbridge. A Hooton train of LNWR 6-wheeled
stock, pulled by a GWR tank engine, has just arrived and
passengers are alighting. Substantial buildings and canopies
on both platforms. C1914.
Source: JAP C4663
SY
23 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Heswall. Looking north from Railway Road across a patch of
rough grass to show a train of mineral wagons (with BR
markings) and, beyond, the goods warehouse with a yard crane
to the left. Houses in background. Stanier 8F shunting on
left. The wagons are loaded with old sleepers and debris so
perhaps this is a demolition train. 1963/4.
SY
24 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Heswall. Looking west at the goods warehouse. Shows the
large canopy at the road side of the building on the left
with a tractor parked under it. Broken windows in end of
building. Yard crane on right. Wagons loaded with old
sleepers in entrance to shed - probably part of a demolition
train. Large crane in distance. 1963/4.
JFW
321 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Ince & Elton. View through the station along the Up
platform, looking towards Hooton. Main station buildings,
stone built, on Down platform, on right. Ince Lane
overbridge in background. 11-Dec-1983.
BLM
457 Cheshire.
F
Kirby Park. Looking north, down through the station, from
Sandy Lane overbridge. St Bridget's Church and Church Lane
overbridge in distance. Station has a single wooden
platform, with a wooden shelter, and a siding opposite.
Fencing on right, beside ramp up to Sandy Lane.
BLM
474 Cheshire.
F
Latchford. The view across the old canal, looking south and
showing the original station. When the Manchester Ship Canal
was being built, the LNWR line had to be diverted - the new
alignment is seen on the embankment in the background. A new
station was built and the old one closed in 1893.
BLM
475 Cheshire.
HT
Latchford. View across the tracks to the main station
buildings on the Down (Warrington) platform. Level crossing
and tall signal post (with arms for both directions) on
right. Station staff posed on platform. This is the original
station, which was closed in 1893 when the line had to be
diverted for the coming of the Manchester Ship Canal. C1880.
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SITES
1298 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Ledsham. Looking through the station towards Chester, along
the island platform. Ledsham Road overbridge in background
with stairs running down to each platform - station offices
in building beside bridge on left. Small brick shelters on
each platform. Workmen lifting flags on Down Slow platform
on right. LMS nameboard partly in view on right.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
LNWRS
259 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Little Sutton. View along tracks, looking towards Ellesmere
Port, taken from between them. Main station building on
left, waiting room on right, both built of sandstone.
Signalbox at far end of Up platform on right. Pre-group.
SITES
554 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Little Sutton. View through the station looking towards
Hooton along the Up platform. Footbridge in background with
Up Starter (on tubular post) beyond. Main station buildings
- stone built - on Down platform on right. Chester Road
overbridge in distance. 4-Apr-1972.
SITES
555 Cheshire. BJR.
VG
Little Sutton. The main station buildings and forecourt,
viewed looking across Station Road. Several cars in sight,
parked and passing. 4-Apr-1972.
SITES
558 Cheshire. BJR.
VG
Little Sutton. View through the station from the footbridge,
looking towards Helsby. Main station building on Down side
on left and waiting shelter on Up side - both built of
sandstone. Roof of DMU seen in Down platform. Down Starter
cantilevered off steel post at far end of station. Signalbox
at far end of Up platform. 4-Apr-1972.
SITES
559 Cheshire. BJR.
VG
Little Sutton. The main station building - sandstone - on
the Down platform, seen looking down from the footbridge.
DMU bound for Ellesmere Port waiting in Down platform. Down
Starter cantilevered off a steel post beyond train on right.
4-Apr-1972.
SITES
561 Cheshire. BJR.
VG
Little Sutton. Looking towards Hooton to show the
stone-built waiting shelter on the Up platform. 4-Apr-1972.
SITES
640 Cheshire.
F
Lymm. View through the station looking east from between the
tracks. Shows canopies on both platforms, with footbridge
beyond. Level crossing, closed to railway, at far end of
platforms. Signalbox beyond gates on Up (to Manchester)
side. 10-Apr-1957.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
641 Cheshire.
F
Macclesfield Hibel Road. Looking north west from the station
with the tunnel mouth in the background. Down platform on
left with carriages in bay. In the background, rebuilt
'Patriot' No. 45523 BANGOR heads towards the camera with an
Up express. Coal wagons on right with water tank and
signalbox beyond. 1950s.
SOC
420 Cheshire.
F
Macclesfield. View looking east across Hibel Road station
(LNWR and NSR) towards gasworks and Macclesfield, Bollington
& Marple line (GCR and NSR) across the centre. LNWR train in
station in foreground. Roof of NSR engine shed on right, in
front of LNWR train. Lots of coal wagons in goods yards.
Original MB&M station in left foreground. C1905.
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NHL
1221 Cheshire.
N
Malpas. View looking north along the Up platform where a
Chester to Whitchurch train, headed by an unidentified LMS
4P Compound waits. The station house on the Down platform is
in sight.
NHL
1226 Cheshire.
G
Malpas. View through the station towards Chester, taken from
the barrow crossing near the road overbridge.
NHL
1228 Cheshire.
G
Malpas. A snow scene showing the platforms, station house
and platform awning, with the goods shed in the distance
towards Chester. After the track had been lifted. C1967.
SITES
643 Cheshire.
F
Malpas. Looking south east through the station from near the
barrow crossing at the north east end of the Up (to
Whitchurch) platform. Main station buildings on Down side on
right. Small wooden shelter, with canopy, on Up side. B5069
overbridge in background - tall signal beyond on Down side
with LNW arms for both directions. LNW signs on platforms.
Source: LOS
SITES
644 Cheshire.
G
Malpas. The goods shed, on the Down side, looking west.
Shows the end doors at the rail side and the office.
Corrugated iron hut on wooden platform on left. Still in
good condition but weeds growing in foreground. 16-Jul-1965.
SOC
271 Cheshire.
G
Malpas. View looking north along the Chester platform
showing the forecourt, station buildings and platform
awning. Steel mineral wagon in yard on the left. Taken from
the 5:17pm ex-Chester train - passengers have alighted,
crossed the line by the barrow crossing and are walking
along the Chester platform. 27-Aug-1954.
SOCRR
197 Cheshire.
G
Malpas. View of the well-kept station buildings from the
access road side, showing the decorative barge boards and
the clock over the entrance to the ticket office. March
2003.
SOCRR
199 Cheshire.
VG
Malpas. View of the station building from the railway side.
The support brackets for the platform canopy are still in
place. The building is well-kept and is used as offices for
an adjacent works. March 2003.
SITES
678 Cheshire.
G
Mauldeth Road, View across the tracks, beneath the
electrification wires, looking north to show the wooden
building, with canopy, on the Down (to Manchester) platform.
Gantry for wires in right background. BR signs. A wet day.
1970s.
SITES
679 Cheshire.
F
Mauldeth Road, View across the tracks looking south west to
show the wooden building, with canopy, on the Down (to
Manchester) platform. Gantry for electrification wires in
left background. BR signs. A wet day. 1970s.
SITES
680 Cheshire.
F
Mauldeth Road, View north through the station from the
Mauldeth Road underbridge. Shows the Down platform, in the
distance, with tall Down Home signal. Canopy of Up platform
just in sight. Signalbox in far distance on Down side.
Station approach road on right. C1910.
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SITES
681 Cheshire.
G
Mauldeth Road, The booking office, wood on a brick base.
Free-standing beside the Down approach pathway and detached
from the Down platform buildings. Shows the face with the
entrance door after being burnt in a fire on Bonfire Night.
Nov 1986.
SITES
682 Cheshire.
G
Mauldeth Road, The booking office, wood on a brick base.
Free-standing beside the Down approach pathway and detached
from the Down platform buildings. Shows the face away from
the entrance door after being burnt in a fire on Bonfire
Night. Nov 1986.
SOC
1103 Cheshire. CLC.
F
Mickle Trafford CLC. The Cheshire Lines station looking
north east along the tracks towards Northwich. Wooden
shelters with slate-clad hipped roofs on both platforms.
Single post signal at far end of station, with arms for each
direction. The station staff are posed on the platform edge
and on the tracks - CLC badges on some of the caps.
INFRA
150 Cheshire.
G
Mickle Trafford. The Birkenhead Joint station. Looking
towards Warrington along the wooden Down platform. LMS
station nameboard partly in view on left. CLC station
buildings in view at higher level on right. Shows the double
junction (installed during the second world war) leading
from the Warrington direction to the CLC line to Chester.
Source: STNUK R2416
SITES
697 Cheshire.
G
Middlewich. Looking north west down into the station from
Kinderton Street overbridge to show the Down (to Northwich)
platform. Wooden waiting rooms with slate roof. Chimney
stacks removed. Goods shed in yard beyond. Post and mesh
fence along platform edge. School and houses in background.
Buses in former goods yard on left. 8-Jan-1972.
SITES
698 Cheshire.
G
Middlewich. Looking south east across the tracks to show the
Up (to Sandbach) platform. Wooden waiting rooms with slate
roof - looking derelict with half of slates removed. Houses
beyond. Part of Kinderton Street overbridge in right
background. 8-Jan-1972.
SITES
699 Cheshire.
G
Middlewich. Looking south east across the tracks to show the
open staircase coming down from Kinderton Street overbridge
to the Up (to Sandbach) platform. Upper quadrant Up Starter
signal on tubular post in centre, at platform end.
8-Jan-1972.
SITES
702 Cheshire.
G
Middlewich. The view down through the station, looking north
west towards Northwich from the Kinderton Street overbridge.
Signalbox at far end of Up (to Sandbach) platform,
'parachute' water tank at far end of Down platform. Goods
shed and yard on left with lots of vans and wagons (some PO,
some LMS). 1930s.
Source: LOS
SITES
703 Cheshire.
G
Middlewich. A 3-pane window in one of the wooden buildings.
8-Jan-1972.
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SITES
704 Cheshire.
G
Middlewich. Looking north east across the station forecourt
to show the rear of the wooden building on the Down (to
Northwich) side. 27-Sep-1965.
SITES
705 Cheshire.
G
Middlewood. Looking south east, towards Buxton, through the
station from the footpath from Norbury Hollow. Footbridge in
foreground with, beyond that, the bridge carrying the GCR
and NSR joint line to Macclesfield (with footbridge on near
side). Jig-zag path on left between the LNWR low level
station and the joint line high level station. 28-Mar-1948.
Source: L&G 25399
SITES
706 Cheshire.
G
Middlewood. Looking north west, towards Stockport, through
the station from the Down line. A distant view of the wooden
buildings on both platforms. Overbridge carrying the GCR and
NSR joint line to Macclesfield runs across the middle of the
station. Footbridge beyond. Trees at both sides of station.
Nov 1960.
SITES
707 Cheshire.
P
Middlewood. Looking south east, towards Buxton, through the
station from the Down platform. Footbridge beside the
GCR/NSR joint line in foreground with joint line overbridge
beyond. Before the building of the footbridge for LNWR low
level station.
CRPRT MD666 Cheshire.
VG
Minshull Vernon. View along the Down platform, with the road
overbridge (the A530 nowadays) in the background. Station
nameboard in foreground, with oil lamp mounted on one of its
supports. Magnificent flower bed along back of platform.
Station staff posed in distance beside wooden platform
shelter. C1920. Crewe Official MD666.
Source: CROFF MD666
SITES
724 Cheshire.
F
Minshull Vernon. Looking north through the station from the
Down platform as an Up express headed by a 'Precursor' runs
past. Road overbridge in background with footsteps down to
Up platform. Main station building on Up side, wooden
waiting shelter on Down side. Station Master and passengers
standing on Down platform. LNWR signs. 1920s.
SITES
725 Cheshire.
F
Minshull Vernon. Looking north through the station from the
southern end of the Down platform. Magnificent flower beds
on both platforms. Road overbridge (the A530 nowadays) in
background with footsteps down to each platform. Main
station building on Up side, wooden waiting shelter on Down
side. LNWR signs. 1920s.
SITES
726 Cheshire.
G
Minshull Vernon. Looking south through the station from the
northern end of the brick-surfaced Up platform. Platform
nameboard and Up side flower bed in left foreground. Main
station building on Up side with station staff posed
outside. Wooden waiting shelter on Down side. Signalbox at
far end of Down platform. LNWR signs. 1920s.
SITES
727 Cheshire.
G
Minshull Vernon. Looking south east across the tracks to
show the Up (to Crewe) platform with the main station
building. Platform nameboard and flower bed on left. 1920s.
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SITES
728 Cheshire.
F
Minshull Vernon. Looking north from a passing train to show
the Up platform, long after closure and after quadrupling.
The platform is strewn with rubble and the cement rendering
on the building has been removed to show the brickwork. In
the left background is the rebuilt A530 overbridge with
central support and spanning four tracks. 10-Oct-1955.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
JFW
344 Cheshire.
F
Mollington. View towards Birkenhead along the Up platform.
'Black Five' approaching with an Up goods. Sandstone
overbridge in background. Station buildings on Down side at
top of slope, near road. Station nameboard and platform
bench on left. 1951.
Source: STNUK
SITES
752 Cheshire.
F
Nantwich. Looking west through the station with the main
buildings on Down side on the right. Platform nameboard on
left. Covered footbridge at far end of station. Level
crossing, closed to railway, beyond station in distance and
signal box on Down side beyond that. 10-Apr-1957.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
754 Cheshire.
G
Nantwich. Looking north east down through the station from
Pillory Street footbridge. Main station building on Down
side in centre. After removal of station footbridge and
platform canopies at both sides. Long line of 4-wheeled vans
in yard in background. 27-Aug-1969.
SITES
756 Cheshire.
G
Nantwich. Looking north east through the former goods yard
to show the LNWR single pitch wooden shed with corrugated
roof and the brick-built goods shed. After removal of
tracks. 28-Sep-1975.
SITES
757 Cheshire.
G
Nantwich. Looking north west across the former goods yard to
show the south east corner of the LMS three pitch wooden
shed with corrugated roof. After removal of tracks. Hanson
lorry on right, photographer's car on left. 28-Sep-1975.
SITES
758 Cheshire.
G
Nantwich. Looking north east across the former goods yard to
show the south west corner of the LMS three pitch wooden
shed with corrugated roof. Weighbridge office on right,
beyond a large heap of rubble. After removal of tracks.
Photographer's car on left. 28-Sep-1975.
SITES
759 Cheshire.
VG
Nantwich. The passenger entrance to the station showing the
doorway with brackets each side to support the awning.
Bicycle propped against the wall nearby. 28-Sep-1975.
SITES
762 Cheshire.
F
Nantwich. Looking down through the station towards Crewe
from the public footbridge beside Pillory Street level
crossing. Shows buildings on both platforms after removal of
canopies and the station footbridge. 27-Aug-1969.
SITES
780 Cheshire. MSJ&A.
F
Navigation Road. The view through the station looking north
west across the tracks. Shows the Manchester platform with
main station building - brick with wooden canopy. 1930s
overhead electric gantry and wires. British Railways
platform nameboard in left foreground.
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BLM
615 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Neston. Looking east along the single platform, towards
Hooton. Main station buildings on left. Overbridge in
background, by end of platform. West Kirby train hauled by
GWR tank engine waiting in platform.
Source: JAP C4661
JFW
348 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Norton. View looking towards Chester, down from road
overbridge, through the site of the station. Platforms
removed but main station building on Down side intact painted white and still lived-in. Flat roofed signalbox on
Up side, beside end of crossover. A very rural area.
SITES
815 Cheshire. BJR.
F
Norton. View through the station looking towards Warrington.
Main station buildings on Down side on left. Signal box in
right foreground, just off the Up platform. Masonry arch
overbridge in background. Down Starter at end of platform
with white patch behind, on bridge, to aid sighting. LNW
nameboard on left. Stationmaster posed on crossover.
LNWRS
263 Cheshire.
VG
Prestbury Station. View north across the tracks from the Up
platform. Entrance to Prestbury tunnel in view, beneath
footbridge and Prestbury Lane overbridge. Main station
buildings on Down platform on left. Oil lamp on post on
right. Pre-group.
SOC
1395 Cheshire.
G
Prestbury Station. View looking south through through the
station, taken from the track. Footbridge in background.
Station staff and families posed on platforms. Main station
buildings on Down side on right. Large waiting room building
on Up side. Signalbox just in view on Down side, placed in
yard and well back from running lines. 23-Jul-1892.
BLM
723 Cheshire.
F
Preston Brook. Looking south west from the Chester Road
overbridge, at the Down platform with its brick-built
waiting room. LNWR notice board on end wall. A wet and windy
day. Red Lion inn in right background.
LNWRS
9099 Cheshire.
Runcorn. Head on view of LNWR train entering station, taken
from end of platform ramp.
SITESB
284 Cheshire. MSJ&A.
G
Sale. View north east through the station from south of the
end of the Manchester platform. Shows platform canopies at
both sides. Station offices on bridge over the line at far
end of station. Engine approaching in distance. GCR starter
and distant signal on short post in right foreground.
Railwaymen walking on tracks in station.
SOCIMG
22 Cheshire. WIR.
F
Seacombe. The station frontage, looking across the road from
Victoria Place and the ferry terminal. The frontage is a
wooden board which holds notices and is surmounted by a
large board showing places reached from Seacombe, flanked by
British Railways totems. Cafe to right of station. Morris
Minor parked nearby. 1950s.
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NFSR
9 Cheshire. GCR.
G
Stalybridge Station central. View through station, looking
west from the east end of Down platform. Overhead signalbos
has been removed along with some of Up platform awning rectangular board at end of what remains. No. 2 signalbox
remains in right distance, with mill beyond. Down Fast track
removed. Engineer's vehicle in left foreground. 4-Oct-1968.
BLM
825 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Stanlow & Thornton. Looking east from the footbridge, down
through the station towards Helsby. Utilitarian wooden
waiting shelters on both platforms, along with a couple of
benches. BR platform nameboard in left foreground. Several
rows of large oil tank wagons in sidings on right. Mineral
lines on left. Late 1970s?
JFW
369 Cheshire.
F
Tattenhall Road. View north west towards Chester, looking
through the arch of the road overbridge and along the Up
platform. Station buildings on Down platform, with signalbox
and goods shed further along. Part of platform nameboard on
left, lantern of oil lamp beside bridge on right. 1949.
Source: STNUK R2710
JFW
368 Cheshire.
F
Tattenhall. View north west towards Chester, looking through
the plate girder road overbridge and along the tracks. Stone
built station buildings on Whitchurch platform on right,
along with milk churns and a small signalbox housing a
ground frame. Small wooden shelter on Chester platform.
1949.
Source: STNUK R2712
SOCRR
181 Cheshire.
G
Tattenhall. View of the station buildings, looking along the
access road towards the back of the station. 18-Aug-1966.
SOCRR
182 Cheshire.
G
Tattenhall. Long view of the station buildings, looking
along the fields towards the front of the station.
18-Aug-1966.
SOCRR
198 Cheshire.
VG
Tattenhall. View along the track bed looking north from the
overbridge near the station. The platforms can still be seen
although grassed over or planted with trees. The well-kept
station house was owned by relatives of the BR
stationmaster. March 2003.
SOCRR
201 Cheshire.
P
Tattenhall. The recently-rebuilt station house, looking
across the fields, full on at the platform side. Jan 2006.
SOCRR
202 Cheshire.
P
Tattenhall. The recently-rebuilt station house, looking
across the garden wall at the platform side from the nearby
road. Jan 2006.
SOCRR
203 Cheshire.
P
Tattenhall. The recently-rebuilt station house, looking
across the lawn (where the track used to be) from the nearby
road bridge. Jan 2006.
BLM
860 Cheshire. BJR.
G
Thurstaston. Looking south east along the Down platform,
from near the Station Road overbridge. Down train in
platform - LNWR arc roof bogie carriages hauled by a GWR
tank engine (No. 1401). Fence on right, beside ramp up to
Station Road. Bridge over line in distance.
Source: JAP C4662
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JFW
371 Cheshire. LMS.
F
Upton by Chester. View through the LMS Halt, looking towards
Birkenhead. Liverpool Road overbridge in background. Wooden
shelter on Up platform on right, composite 'bus shelter' on
Down platform. Station office beside Liverpool Road, at top
of stairs to Down platform. Colour light Down Starter, not
yet in use. 31-Oct-1981.
JFW
376 Cheshire.
F
Waverton. View north through the station, looking down from
the Saighton Lane overbridge. Shows the stone built
buildings on both platforms, along with their platform
awnings. BR nameboard on Up platform. Large wooden goods
shed in yard on right, with 4-wheeled van nearby. 1957.
Source: STNUK
SITESB
38 Cheshire. BJR.
G
West Kirby. Looking north west along the single platform,
with a train of very mixed GWR brown carriages waiting.
Station building on left and run-around loop on right.
Benches and 4-wheeled trolley on platform. Goods yard on far
left.
Source: JAP C2802
SITES
1148 Cheshire.
G
Willaston. View through the station looking towards Crewe,
taken from somewhere above the Up (Shrewsbury) platform. LMS
station nameboards on Down platform. Sidings in background
on Down side. Corner of Down platform building on left with
half-mile post in front.
CRPRT MD135 Cheshire.
VG
Wilmslow. The view northwards along the main line Up
platform, showing both the Up and Down buildings. Station
nameboard on left, with buildings on Styal platforms beyond.
Roofs over stairs down to ground level in left centre. Up
Home signal on Styal line in distance. C1909. LNWR Official
MD135.
Source: CROFF MD135
CRPRT MD136 Cheshire.
VG
Wilmslow. The view northwards along the Styal line Up
platform, showing both the Up and Down buildings. Station
nameboard and buildings on main line platforms on right.
Roofs over stairs down to ground level in right foreground.
C1909. LNWR Official MD136.
Source: CROFF MD136
LNWRS
724 Cheshire.
Wilmslow. View of station from signalbox. Crewe Official
MD134.
LNWRS
823 Cheshire.
Wilmslow. Platform view of new station. Crewe Official
MD135.
INFRA
26 Cheshire.
VG
Winsford. Looking north west through the station from a high
point. Station Road (the A54) overbridge in background, with
Down sidings beyond. Part of an old arc roof carriage on
Down platform on left. Main station buildings on Up platform
on right. 20-Aug-1957.
INFRA
27 Cheshire.
VG
Winsford. The Up platform, seen from across the tracks.
Shows the single storey block containg the ladies' waiting
room and the gentlemen's lavatory. A54 in left background.
17-Mar-1959.
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INFRA
28 Cheshire.
VG
Winsford. The view south east across the tracks, showing the
platform buildings - these are a wooden hut, the single
storey main building (booking office, ladies' waiting room,
gentlemen's lavatory), a wooden platform shelter flanked by
two dissimilar wooden huts. Platform trolley on left, next
to a sack truck with pigeon baskets. 20-Aug-1957.
BLM
958 Cheshire.
F
Worleston. The view along the Up platform, looking towards
Chester. Main station building on Down platform on left.
Footbridge in foreground. Signalbox at far end of Up
platform. Light engine shunting on Down line at far end of
trailing crossover.
BLM
961 Cheshire.
G
Wrenbury. Looking south east along the road and level
crossing at the Shrewsbury end of the station, with the
gates closed to the road. Hotel on left. Station buildings
in centre, signal box at Down (Shrewsbury) side on right.
People posed with pony and trap outside hotel. Horse and
cart on right. C1910.
Source: JAP C4659
SOC
581 Cumberland.
G
An unidentified country station with LNWR track. Platform
and stone station buildings on right. Edge of short platform
on left. 'West Cumberland Rail Tour', pulled by unidentified
ex-L&Y 0-6-0 in foreground. Tall tubular post Home above
train. Lots of passengers on platforms. 1960's?
LNWRS
295 Cumberland. CK&P.
Bassenthwaite Lake. Platform view of station. BR?
BLM
75 Cumberland. WCE.
F
Beckermet. Looking north through the station to show the
station buildings on the overgrown Up-side platform. Single
track in place. Small arc-roof hut on platform to house
ground frame. Overbridge in left distance, beyond entrance
to goods yard.
JSY
1086 Cumberland. WCE.
G
Beckermet. Looking north through the station. Main station
buildings on Up (Sellafield) platform on right, small wooden
shelter on Down (Moor Row) platform on left. LMS notice
board attached to building on right. Porter posed on Up
platform. Overbridge in distance, beyond entrance to goods
yard. Cattle wagon in siding.
LNWRS
332 Cumberland. CK&P.
Braithwaite Station. Looking towards platform and level
crossing. 1903
JSY
1102 Cumberland. WCE.
F
Branthwaite. Looking north through the station. Wooden
buildings on the single platform. Station nameboard and a
2-lever open air groundframe in left foreground. Trees in
background.
LNWRS
336 Cumberland.
P
Brigham Station. Looking south east along Caldron Hill,
across the level crossing at the western end of the station.
Signal box on right. Tall station house on Down side in
centre with cantilevered Down Starter in front. St Bridget's
church in centre distance. C1900.
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JSY
1105 Cumberland.
G
Broughton Cross. Looking west towards Workington. Main
station buildings on left, on Down platform. Porter posed
near end of barrow crossing. Houses as top of side slope of
cutting in background.
JSY
1106 Cumberland.
G
Broughton Cross. Looking east towards Cockermouth. Main
station buildings on right, on Down platform. Nameboard but
no buildings on Up platform on left.
LNWRS
294 Cumberland.
VG
Carlisle Citadel central. Looking north through the fairly
empty station along the main Up platform. A good view of the
underside of the roof. LNWR train on left, made up mainly of
arc roof stock. Both footbridges in sight.
SITES
139 Cumberland.
G
Carlisle Citadel central. Looking south along the main
island platform. Footbridge and station roof on left.
Telegram and left luggage offices on right. British Railways
signs. 6-May-1953.
SITES
140 Cumberland.
F
Carlisle Citadel central. Looking west towards the back
(south west) wall of the station, from the island platform.
British Railways signs hanging from roof. LMS 3F Tank in
foreground, shunting an LMS panelled coach in cream and
carmine livery. 'Black 5' in right background.
SITES
142 Cumberland.
G
Carlisle Citadel central. Looking south through the station
from the main platform with the island platform on the
right. Footbridge in left foreground with sighting boards
and ex-LNW Home and Distant signals mounted on it. Rear of a
Stanier tender on left. 5-Jul-1955.
SITES
143 Cumberland.
VG
Carlisle Citadel central. Looking south along the rear
(Platform 1) face of the island platform. Bay window between
'Gentlemen' signs on left. 4-wheeled platform trolley in
foreground, piled high with wooden crates. BR sign on right
proclaiming 'To Platform 3 & over the bridge to Platforms
4-8 & Way Out'. 1952.
SITES
145 Cumberland.
F
Carlisle Citadel central. Looking north along the main (No.
4) platform. John Menzies newspaper stall in right
foreground with placards about a 'Russian Battleship
Disaster' (perhaps the sinking of the Petropavlovsk in the
Japanese war). Footbridge in left foreground. Train in No. 7
bay in centre distance. 1904?
Source: LOS
SOCA
112 Cumberland.
VG
Carlisle Citadel central. View northwards down into the
station, taken from a footbridge with a very crowded
platform below. Train of MR clerestories on left, GSWR 4-4-0
No. 327 propelling horsebox on a centre road, 'Claughton'
standing on other centre line with train of LNWR carriages,
CCT in No. 1 bay on right. C1920.
SOCA
316 Cumberland.
HT
Carlisle Citadel central. View northwards through the
station, from near the roof. Train headed by CR engine in
centre, facing camera. Whale 'Experiment' facing south with
train on a through line. MR (or NER) carriages in bay on
right. Main line platform 2 on left, with scissors crossover
and two trains.
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NHL
820 Cumberland.
G
Carlisle Citadel exterior. The forecourt and station
exterior. Ornate lamp mounted on stone column, with drinking
fountains, in foreground. Wooden shelter behind. Clocktower
in centre of station buildings in background. Tops of ridge
and furrow roof of train shed in view beyond station
frontage. 1913.
Source: L&G 7968
SITES
138 Cumberland.
F
Carlisle Citadel exterior. Looking across the forecourt
towards the main station building. 'Rendezvous' cafe on
left. Lorry in foreground. Lots of cars and taxis parked on
right. 6-Jun-1934.
SITES
144 Cumberland.
VG
Carlisle Citadel exterior. The station front with the
entrance surmounted by the royal coat of arms and by
CARLISLE flanked by British Railways signs. Several crests
in stonework along the building. Clock tower partly in view
on right.
SOC
660 Cumberland.
HT
Carlisle Citadel exterior. View of the station from outside,
showing the ornate facade and clock tower. Train shed roof
beyond. Fountain in right foreground, with cannon from
Crimean War nearby. Horse-drawn cabs near station entrance.
Electric lamps in forecourt. C1905.
SOC
661 Cumberland.
G
Carlisle Citadel exterior. View of the station from outside,
showing the ornate facade and clock tower. Train shed roof
beyond. Fountain in centre foreground, with cannon from
Crimean War nearby. Horse-drawn 4-wheeled cart near station
entrance. Electric lamp in forecourt. C1905.
Source: 4696
JMD
412 Cumberland.
P
Carlisle Citadel north end. View looking back at station
from a train beneath the road bridge at the ex-Caledonian
end of the station. Ramp from station ro road on right. In
the gloom under the station roof appears to be a DMU. 2-doll
bracket starter on platform beside ramp. 1950s.
SITES
141 Cumberland.
G
Carlisle Citadel north end. Looking out from under the roof,
along the island platform. End screen spread across the
picture. Ramp up to Victoria Viaduct, left of centre. Taper
boilered 'Scot' No. 46120 ROYAL INNISKILLING FUSILIER
shunting on left. Several 4-wheeled platform trolleys in
view. 9-Jun-1953.
LNWRS
2469 Cumberland.
G
Carlisle Citadel south end. View towards the station from
the south, showing the lower part of the eastern half of the
end screen. An LMS streamlined pacific is setting off on an
Up train.
LNWRS
314 Cumberland.
P
Cleator Moor Station. Platform view with LNWR tank engine
approaching on a passenger train. Running in reverse. Stone
station buildings on right, small wooden shelter on opposite
platform on left. Stone overbridge in background with
another bridge beyond that. 1898
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FWSLF
AM44 Cumberland. WCE.
VG
Egremont. The view north through the station, looking along
the Down platform and across to the brick and corrugated
iron shelter on the Up (Sellafield) platform and stone-built
goods shed beyond. Hopper wagons in siding on left. Tall
ex-LNW Down Starter signal just visible around bend in
centre. R3F 7-May-1954.
SITES
403 Cumberland.
F
Flimby. Looking north through the station, towards Maryport,
from the footbridge. British Railways nameboard and a small
waiting shelter on Up platform on left. Pit stacks next to
Down line in distance. Sea in left background.
JSY
1134 Cumberland. WCE.
P
Frizington. Looking south at the main station building on
the Down (Moor Row) side. Station nameboard on left, just
off the platform. Cylindrical water tank on plinth on right.
BLM
374 Cumberland.
HT
Harrington. Looking south east through the station, across
the tracks, towards the Down (to Whitehaven) platform. Shows
the main station building with canopy supported by ten
columns. Footbridge at far end of station on right. LMS
notice board. Houses in background. C1937.
FWSLF
AM52 Cumberland. CWJ.
VG
High Harrington. View northwards towards Workington looking
down from the road bridge at the south end of the station.
Both platforms are overgrown. Set back from Up (Workington)
platform are allotments and several wooden huts with
corrugated iron roofs. Large housing estate across fields in
background, along with factories. 7-May-1954.
JSY
1162 Cumberland.
F
Lamplugh. Looking north through the station, on the
Whitehaven, Cleator & Egremont joint line. Wooden platforms,
offset with barrow crossing at the end of one and the start
of the other. Wooden signalbox and wooden shelter on left
hand platform. Sidings at both sides with no obvious catch
points. 15-Jan-1966.
FWS35M
20984 Cumberland. WCE.
G
Moor Row. Looking east at a single storey stone building perhaps an office or a former stable block. Egremont line
veering off to the right and line to Cleator Moor Goods
running on to the left. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20991 Cumberland. WCE.
N
Moor Row. Looking east at a single storey stone building perhaps an office or a former stable block. Egremont line
veering off to the right and line to Cleator Moor Goods
running on to the left. 24-May-1969.
FWSLF
AM42 Cumberland. WCE.
VG
Moor Row. Looking east along the goods yard, filled mainly
with steel mineral wagons. Engine shed at far end (ex-L&Y
0-6-0s Nos. 52510, 52494 and 52509 recorded nearby).
Manually operated yard crane on left. Grounded body of goods
van and brick yard hut in foreground. Mountains of Lake
District in far distance. 7-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM57 Cumberland. WCE.
VG
Moor Row. The view east, from east of the station, looking
from the right hand side of the brake van of a milk train.
Shows the line to Egremont running off to the right carriages in an adjacent siding. Tall ex-LNW Up Home signal
for Egremont line on right. Upper quadrant Up Home and
calling-on arms on tubular post on left. 7-May-1954.
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SOCA
52 Cumberland.
G
Moor Row. View across tracks towards a train waiting at
derelict platform. Station and shed buildings in background.
Train made up of an ex-L&Y Barton Wright 0-6-0 piloting
ex-LNWR 'Cauliflower' No. 8372 pulling an ex-LNWR arc roof
centre brake bogie followed by LMS carriages.
FWS35M
20972 Cumberland.
F
Parton. Looking north towards Workington along the narrow Up
platform. Up starter at far end of platform, with signal box
beyond. Coast and cliffs in distance. Photographed from a
special train made up of goods brake vans. 24-May-1969.
SITES
906 Cumberland.
F
Penrith station central. Looking north through the station
along the Down Main platform. Up Main platform on right with
lots of passengers asnd railwaymen. Milk churns on right.
LNWR Up express, hauled by a 'Prince', entering station. A
good view of platform roofs.
Source: RP 21073
LNWRS
252 Cumberland.
G
Penrith station exterior. Looking south west across the
station forecourt at the station buildings and entrance.
Horse drawn vehicles and an early motor bus parked outside.
Bystanders and several boys in the scene.
LNWRS
2235 Cumberland.
F
Penrith station south end. View shows a Prince arriving on a
train from the south, with a tall 'up' starter with
co-acting arms at the end of the platforms. A tall signal
box is visible in the distance. Copied from a small contact
print belonging to Don Chapman.
SITES
905 Cumberland.
F
Penrith station south end. The view north into the station
from off the end of the Down Main platform. Water tank at
near end of Up platform on right. Arc roof corridor carriage
in siding near overall roof. 'Cauliflower' on CK&P line on
far left, beyond a bracket signal with ringed Homes.
Source: LOS
SITES
938 Cumberland.
G
Plumpton. Looking south through the overgrown station, from
the Up platform. Stone built main station building across
tracks on Down side. Buffer stop peeping above grass at end
of siding on right. C1968.
SOC
1176 Cumberland.
G
Rowrah. Looking down at the goods sidings at either side of
the tracks. On the Whitehaven, Cleator & Egremont joint line
during an enthusiasts' excursion. Signalbox on tall base on
right. Yard crane on left. Lots of wagons in view.
15-Jan-1966.
Source: JAP 2111
SITESB
952 Cumberland. FR.
F
Sellafield. Looking south through the station from the
Whitehaven end. Main southbound (Up) platform in left
foreground with original stone buildings, augmented by
modern sheds. Island platform on right, with 'bus shelter'.
Single track between main and island platforms. Footbridge
beyond station buildings. Colour print. 11-Jun-1994.
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SITESB
949 Cumberland. FR.
F
Silecroft. Looking north through the station from the
northbound platform as a Workington to Barrow local train,
hauled by an LMS 2-6-4 Tank (running in reverse), waits
beside the main station building on the southbound platform.
August 1961.
SITESB
950 Cumberland. FR.
F
Silecroft. Looking south through the station from a
northbound train, showing the southbound platform with the
main station buildings. LMS station nameboard in foreground.
Signals and level crossing at far end of station.
15-Apr-1953.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
BLM
810 Cumberland. NLR.
F
Southwaite. Looking north through the station from the
southern end of the Down platform. Main station buildings on
Up side, on right. Footbridge in foreground. Signalbox at
far end of Down platform. Up express approaching, pulled by
a 'Jumbo'. C1900.
BLM
811 Cumberland. NLR.
F
Southwaite. Looking north through the station from near the
southern end of the Down platform. Main station buildings on
Up side, on right. Footbridge in foreground. Signalbox at
far end of Down platform. LNWR train in Down platform with
station staff standing beside it - bogie brake third nearest
to camera.
JSY
1222 Cumberland. WCE.
F
Ullock. Looking north through the station. Single platform
on Down side on right. Platform nameboard in right
foreground. Small wooden platform shelter. Wagons in siding
at far end of station. Trees in background.
BLM
923 Cumberland.
F
Whitehaven Bransty. View along the main Workington platform,
with the island platform on the right. A good view of
platform canopies. Bransty No. 2 signalbox in distance,
beyond the platforms. LNWR bracket starter signal in right
foreground. Colliery in right background.
BLM
924 Cumberland.
P
Whitehaven Bransty. Looking south along the LNWR bay
platform with Corkicle platform on left - pointer for Moor
Row and Egremont train. Steps for subway on left, with LNWR
timetable beyond. Two handcarts with large wheels in centre.
In left foreground, Guard William Lowry is talking to
Policeman John Burnyeat. Porters on right.
JSY
1227 Cumberland. WCE.
G
Winder. Looking north through the station from the road
bridge at the south end. Main station buildings on Up side
on left, with signalbox beyond. Small wooden shelter on Up
platform. Eskett branch running off in roght foreground.
LNWR-style Home signal in vee between Up platform and Eskett
branch.
FWSLF
AM55 Cumberland. WCE.
VG
Woodend. Looking north from the brake van of a milk train
bound for Moor Row. Shows the main station buildings on the
Up (Sellafield) platform. Engine of milk train (ex-L&Y 0-6-0
No. 52510) just in view on left. Porter at far end of
platform, beside level crossing gates. Woodend signalbox on
Up side in distance. 7-May-1954.
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JSY
1231 Cumberland. WCE.
G
Woodend. Looking north through the station. Main buildings
on Up (Sellafield) platform on right. Small wooden shelter
on Down platform. Level crossing gates closed to railway at
far end of station. Ex-LNW signals - Down starter on left,
single post in centre with Up Home and Distant arms.
Signalbox on Up side in distance.
SOC
1390 Cumberland.
HT
Workington Bridge. Looking east through station from the
Workington end of Down platform. Rear of LNWR train in view
in Up (Cockermouth) platform. Station offices at high level
at far end of Down platform, with footbridge and steps down
to platform. On the right, a branch of the C&WJ runs in from
higher level - signal box perched on embankment.
BLM
955 Cumberland.
P
Workington Main station. Station exterior and forecourt. A
light covering of snow in roadway but not on roofs. Station
building and entrance in centre. Lots of people around,
including little lads. Gasworks in left distance, beyond the
railway. C1902.
BLM
956 Cumberland.
P
Workington Main station. The view along the platforms
through the old (pre-1884) station, looking towards
Maryport. Main building on Down platform on right, wooden
shelter on Up platform on left.Signalbox off far end of Down
platform. Road overbridge beyond.
BLM
957 Cumberland.
P
Workington Main station. The view through the old (pre-1884)
station, looking towards Maryport. Main building on Down
platform on right.Signalbox off far end of Down platform.
Goods train passing Up platform on left - brake van has
extra set of buffers for chaldron wagons. Diamond (lopsided)
above left hand window of brake.
FWS35M
20871 Cumberland.
G
Workington Main station. The view into the station from the
north, taken from a special train of goods brake vans seen
on the left as it runs into the Down Main platform. Road
overbridge in foreground and station footbridge in middle
distance. Upper quadrant Up Home and Distance arms on short
wooden post at near end of Up platform. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20872 Cumberland.
G
Workington Main station. The Up, northbound, platform viewed
across the tracks from a train at the north end of the Down
platform. Covered footbridge in foreground. Carriages parked
on through lines. Lots of passengers waiting under roof of
Up platform. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20873 Cumberland.
G
Workington Main station. Looking north across the north end
of the station. Road overbridge (No. 33) on right. Upper
quadrant Up Home and Distant arms on short wooden post at
end of Up platform. Up signals on tall port for goods lines.
Beyond goods lines are railway offices - one brick built,
the other in wood, looking like a signal box. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20874 Cumberland.
G
Workington Main station. Looking north along Up (southbound)
platform from a special train made up of goods brake vans
departing towards Whitehaven. Shows the end of the platform
roof and the south facing bay (now with narrow stagings,
perhaps for carriage cleaners). Goods yard on right - much
track removed although diesel shunter remains. 24-May-1969.
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NHL
809 Cumberland.
F
Workington Main station. View through the station from the
Down platform looking north towards Maryport, showing
platform awnings and footbridge. Main buildings on right.
Gas holder and tall chimney on left. DMU in Up platform.
30-Apr-1958.
SITES
1458 Cumberland.
F
Wreay. Looking north through the station, from the Down
platform. Stone built main station building just in view on
left, on Down side. Wooden shelters on Up side on right. Two
men waiting on Down platform. Up express approaching appears to be headed by a 'George' piloted by a 'Jumbo'.
JSY
1236 Cumberland. WCE.
F
Yeathouse. Looking north through the station. Wooden
shelters on both platforms. Signalbox on northbound (Up)
platform. Small goods shed next to siding on right. Houses
in distance.
BLM
4 Denbighshire.
F
Abergele. The view eastwards down through the station from
the footbridge. Main station buildings on Down platform in
right foreground, with goods shed beyond and goods yard
beyond that. Up platform on left, offset from Down platform.
Double track main line.
LNWRS
2198 Denbighshire.
G
Colwyn Bay. Looking westward through the station. A
Claughton approaches from the Bangor direction with a
passenger train whilst a crowd of heavily dressed
holidaymakers prepares to board. The whole scene is LNWR
except for a notice headed 'LMS'. A train of 6-wheeled stock
in LNWR livery stands in an adjacent platform. Early LMS.
Source: SOC 597
NHL
183 Denbighshire.
G
Colwyn Bay. View eastwards along the Up island platform,
with station screen on the left. Down island platform on
right. Shows platform canopies and footbridge. BR running in
board on left.
SOC
597 Denbighshire.
VG
Colwyn Bay. Looking westward through the station. A
Claughton approaches from the Bangor direction with a
passenger train whilst a crowd of heavily dressed holiday
makers prepares to board. The whole scene is LNWR except for
a notice headed 'LMS'. A train which includes arc roofed
carriages in LNWR livery stands in an adjacent platform.
SITES
252 Denbighshire.
F
Denbigh Station exterior. The station frontage, looking
north east across the forecourt with the passenger entrance
in the centre. The station was closed to passengers but the
buildings and roadway still look tidy and cared-for. The
goods service continued until January 1968. 9-Oct-1966.
SITES
252A Denbighshire.
F
Denbigh Station exterior. The station frontage, looking east
across the forecourt to show the two storey station house
and offices. A few cars parked on right. After closure to
passengers but goods service still operating. 9-Oct-1966.
SITES
253 Denbighshire.
G
Denbigh Station exterior. The former passenger entrance,
after closure. Grill across the doorway. Advertisement
beside doorway for car parking at station. Car roof in
foreground. 9-Oct-1966.
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SITES
253A Denbighshire.
G
Denbigh Station exterior. Looking south east from the
forecourt to show details of the windows in the northern
wing of the two-storey office building. Iron railings around
sunken area in front of building. 9-Oct-1966.
SITES
254 Denbighshire.
G
Denbigh Station exterior. Looking south east from the
forecourt to show the two-storey office building. A steep
passageway led up from Vale Street to the station and a
bridge across it was needed to reach the door of the
offices. Iron railings around sunken pathway in front of
building. 9-Oct-1966.
JMD
258 Denbighshire.
F
Denbigh Station. View of station, looking along platform
towards Ruthin. Gas works building on left with coal wagon
near entrance - wagon turntable for access. 31-Jan-1953.
LNWRS
9162 Denbighshire.
G
Denbigh Station. Platform view, including newspaper stall
with adverts.
NHL
230 Denbighshire.
F
Denbigh Station. View north along the main platform, showing
the long canopy. Platform trolleys under canopy in
foreground. Steel coal wagons in distant sidings.
NHL
231 Denbighshire.
F
Denbigh Station. View along the platform, looking towards
Corwen. Station buildings on right, gas holder to left. LMS
tank engine No. 42229 in platform with a Ruthin to Denbigh
'learning' train - lots of railwaymen on platform.
27-Apr-1962.
NHL
232 Denbighshire.
F
Denbigh Station. View along the platform, looking towards
Corwen. Station buildings on right, shops in street on left
at lower level. LMS tank engine No. 42447 in platform with
12:46 to Chester (12:25 ex-Ruthin). 27-Apr-1962.
SITES
244 Denbighshire.
F
Denbigh Station. View from the north, looking across the
tracks towards the platform and the main station buildings.
Denbigh No. 2 signalbox at far end of platform. LNWR arc
roof carriage (in LNWR livery) in bay on right. Book stall
at near end of station buildings in centre of picture.
Unusual structure over Vale Street bridge on left.
SITES
245 Denbighshire.
F
Denbigh Station. View from the north, looking along the
tracks towards the station from Denbigh No. 1 signalbox.
Passenger station on left, goods shed right of centre. Rear
of ex-LNW bracket signal in right foreground. Ex-LNW
carriages and a goods brake in bay and sidings to right of
main platform. 4-Jul-1935.
Source: L&G 12856
SITES
246 Denbighshire.
F
Denbigh Station. Looking south along the platform towards
the main station building. Platform nameboard in right
foreground. Lever operated fingerpost to right of centre,
indicating Mold&Chester train on left and Rhyl train in bay
on right. 27-Aug-1954.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
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SITES
249 Denbighshire.
F
Denbigh Station. View north west into the station from a low
level near the Vale Road underbridge. Shows platform canopy
and main station building. Corner of large advertisement in
left foreground. 9-Oct-1966.
SITES
250 Denbighshire.
G
Denbigh Station. View of the station and its platform
canopy, looking west from the builders yard at the east side
of the tracks. Shows the low stone arches on which the
tracks were lain. By this date, the tracks towards Corwen
had been lifted and the line to the north began at the
buffer stop seen near the left of the picture. 9-Oct-1966.
SITES
251 Denbighshire.
F
Denbigh Station. View north west into the station from a low
level near the wing wall of the Vale Road underbridge. Shows
platform canopy and main station building. Gate to builders
yard on right. Corner of large advertisement in left
foreground. 9-Oct-1966.
SITES
384 Denbighshire.
G
Eyarth. Looking north through the station, along the single
track. Platform and two-storey station building on right.
Photographer's board in foreground showing 'Ewarth'. 1963.
JMD
252 Denbighshire.
VG
Foryd. Old station building on Vale of Clwyd line. Viewed
from across the tracks, looking towards Denbigh. 1953.
JMD
253 Denbighshire.
G
Foryd. Distant view of station buildings, looking towards
Denbigh. 1953.
JMD
254 Denbighshire.
G
Foryd. Close-up of old station building on former Vale of
Clwyd Railway, viewed looking towards Denbigh from train.
1953.
LNWRS
280 Denbighshire.
G
Llanrhaiadr Station. Looking south through the station
towards Corwen. Station buildings on single platform in
centre. LNWR platform nameboards. Level crossing gates and
Down Home signal on left. Station staff and families posed
on platform. Goods loop and siding diverges from main line
in foreground. C1910.
SITES
609 Denbighshire.
G
Llanrhaiadr Station. Looking north west through the station,
towards Denbigh, along the single platform. Brick station
buildings on left. Photographer's nameboard on platform.
After closure of station. C1960.
NHL
239 Denbighshire.
VG
Llanrwst & Trefriw. Looking south along the Up platform
towards Bettws-y-Coed, showing the main station buildings
and platform canopy on the right. South end of Down platform
in view. Masonry arch road overbridge in distance. Platform
bench under canopy on right, pulled out for the photograph.
Barrow carrying a lifebelt on platform.
SITES
749 Denbighshire.
G
Nantclwyd. Looking east across the tracks to the substantial
brick buildings on the single platform. Goods loop in
foreground. Platform nameboard on right. LNWR signage.
Station staff posed on platform. 1920s.
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LNWRS
256 Denbighshire.
F
Old Colwyn. View from the Up end of the Up platform looking
east, across the tracks to the staggered Down platform.
Shows Down platform buildings, with stationmaster's house
beyond. Top of goods van in view beyond fence on right. Up
starter on left. Pre-group.
NHL
233 Denbighshire.
G
Ruthin. View from footbridge looking over station towards
Corwen. Main station buildings on Down platform, on left.
Shelter has been removed from Up platform, leaving only the
small signal cabin at far end. In the Down platform is the
7:25am from Chester to Ruthin, pulled by LMS tank No. 42229
at the far end of its train. 27-Apr-1962.
NHL
234 Denbighshire.
G
Ruthin. View from footbridge looking over station towards
Corwen. Main station buildings on Down platform, on left.
Goods shed in view beside Down platform, beyond platform
canopy. In the Down platform is the 7:25am from Chester to
Ruthin, pulled by LMS tank No. 42229 at the far end of its
train. 27-Apr-1962.
NHL
235 Denbighshire.
F
Ruthin. View from south end of Down platform with the goods
shed on the left and the platform canopy and the footbridge
in the distance. Bleak Up platform on left, without its
shelter. In the Down platform is the 7:25am from Chester to
Ruthin, pulled by LMS tank No. 42229. 27-Apr-1962.
SOC
144 Denbighshire.
HT
Ruthin. View of station taken from the footbridge and
looking north towards Denbigh. Back of ex-LNW two arm
starter signal in foreground. Four coach train in Up
platform - nearest carriage is an ex-LNW cove roof suburban.
C1933.
NHL
238 Denbighshire.
VG
Talycafn. Looking south towards Bettws-y-Coed, showing the
platform and main station buildings on the Down side. Level
crossing and Down starter on right. Aug 1955.
JMD
319 Denbighshire. CAM.
G
Wrexham Central. View across tracks towards buildings made
of corrugated iron sheet. 16-Jul-1954.
BLM
30 Derbyshire.
F
Ashbourne. The view from Church Street, down Station Road,
with the station in the right background. Church street
crosses the line from Buxton by a bridge just off to the
right of the picture. C1910.
BLM
34 Derbyshire.
G
Ashbourne. The view into the station from the Uttoxeter
direction showing station buildings, signalbox and the backs
of two dark coloured LNWR signal posts - one with ringed
arms. LNWR train in bay platform on left. Station Hotel in
background, above the station.
NHL
823 Derbyshire.
G
Ashbourne. View towards Buxton from a footbridge, looking
down onto the newly opened station. LNWR signals in
foreground, contractors' materials on left. LNWR and NSR
carriages and van in bay platform, with signalbox beyond.
'Compton Carriage Works and Saw Mill' in right background.
1899.
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SITESB
944 Derbyshire.
HT
Ashbourne. View north across the south west end of the
newly-opened joint station. Footbridge in left foreground.
Platforms on right. Contractors engine at end of siding near
footbridge. LNWR train from Buxton in station, headed by a
'4ft 6in Tank' coupled in reverse. C1900.
SOC
428 Derbyshire.
VG
Ashbourne. Goods yard, looking away from railway, with
church in background. Three wagons featured - dropside with
side down, E.M.M. Shipley Collieries No. 651, J O Jones &
Sons Ashbourne No. 6. Cart drawn by six horses in foreground
carrying a 2T 18cwt block of Shipley coal - part of carnival
procession for coronation festivities. 26-Jun-1902.
SITESB
515 Derbyshire.
G
Buxton station exterior. View from Station Road of the end
of the LNWR station, showing the stone building and the huge
semi-circular screen. In the stone arc around the screen is
inscribed London & North Western Railway Co. LMS notice
boards on side of building.
SITESB
524 Derbyshire.
G
Buxton station exterior. View north along the south west
face of the station. Shows the covered entranceways - ridge
and furrow on left, flat canopy on right. Lots of LMS
notices. Motor cars in foreground.
LNWRS
9126 Derbyshire.
F
Buxton. A panoramic view looking south east down to the
railway area with the LNW in the foreground. Platform end on
right with a 'Precursor Tank' waiting to depart. Similar
engine leaving but too fast for camera. LNW carriages on
left. MR steam shed beyond, in centre. LNW viaduct beyond
that, leading to C&HP and Ashbourne. C1912.
SITESB
527 Derbyshire.
G
Buxton. The view inside the station looking across the
tracks towards the passenger entrance. Part of the
semi-circular end screen in view on right. Shows roof
details. Notice boards on wall headed by each of the four
major 'grouped' railways.
CRPRT
C406 Derbyshire.
VG
Cromford Incline, C&HPR. View down incline, with Cromford
Canal on the left. Shows catchpit and pointwork to stop
runaway wagons. On right hand track, a wagon is being hauled
up the slope and is about to pass the spring loaded catch
points. Pointsman's hut on left. Shows bridge under canal
for bottom of incline. 16-Aug-1895. Crewe Official C406.
Source: CROFF C406
SITES
306 Derbyshire.
F
Dove Holes. Looking south west through the station towards
Buxton from a train in the Down platform.Up platform on
left, with main station building and a wooden hut. Ex-LNWR
underslung bracket signal at end of Up platform - upper
quadrant arms. 7-Aug-1953.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
307 Derbyshire.
F
Dove Holes. Looking north through the station towards
Stockport, across the tracks from the Up platform. Down
platform in background with wooden building and oil lamps.
Station Road overbridge on right - stone built. Houses
beyond railway on left.
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SITES
309 Derbyshire.
G
Dove Holes. Looking north east along the Up platform to show
the main station building. British Railways signs. Station
Road bridge abutment at end of platform on left. Houses in
right background, lorry parked in yard in right foreground.
Platform oil lamp on post in centre foreground.
SITES
311 Derbyshire. LMS.
G
Dowlow Halt. View towards Buxton through the overgrown halt,
looking west from the Up platform. The former Up line ends
at a buffer stop within the halt. Dowlow Lime & Stone Works
buildings in left distance. A colour photograph. 2-Oct-1969.
SITES
312 Derbyshire. LMS.
G
Dowlow Halt. View towards Ashbourne through the overgrown
halt, looking east from the Down platform. The former Up
line ends at a buffer stop within the halt. Wagons in left
distance, on forner Down line. A colour photograph.
2-Oct-1969.
SITES
391 Derbyshire.
G
Fenny Bentley. Looking north, towards Buxton, to show the
goods station - a wooden goods shed on a headshunt off a
loop from the single track main line. Small ground frame in
right foreground.
SITES
392 Derbyshire.
G
Fenny Bentley. Looking south with the goods siding on the
right of the single track main line. An excursion train,
organised by the RCTS and the LCGB, is on the left heading
towards Ashbourne. Farm access bridge in left background.
11-May-1963.
SITES
393 Derbyshire.
F
Fenny Bentley. Looking south from a farm overbridge as the
daily Buxton to Uttoxeter goods departs. 1-May-1962.
SITES
419 Derbyshire.
F
Furness Vale. Looking north west through the station, across
the tracks from the Up (Buxton) platform. LNWR nameboard on
Down platform on left, next to which are two railwaymen in
LNWR uniforms. Footbridge and level crossing gate on right.
Stone-built waiting room at far end of Down platform, Rear
of tall Station Hotel (The Crossings) in centre.
SITES
420 Derbyshire.
G
Furness Vale. Looking south, under the footbridge, across
the tracks fron Station Road crossing. Shows the stone-built
ticket office and waiting rooms on the Down (Stockport)
platform. British Railways signs. School in left background.
13-Jan-1967.
SITES
421 Derbyshire.
G
Furness Vale. The brick-built buildings on the Up (Buxton)
platform - a waiting room and staff office - seen looking
north across the tracks from the Down platform. End of
footbridge on left. British Railways station names on lamp
posts. Slushy snow on back of platform. 13-Jan-1967.
SITES
425 Derbyshire.
G
Furness Vale. The brick-built waiting room on the Down
platform, seen across the tracks from Station Road level
crossing. Steps and underside of footbridge in upper left
foreground. British Railways signs. 1971.
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SITES
430 Derbyshire.
G
Furness Vale. The view south east through the station,
looking along the Down (Stockport) platform with waiting
room and staff office. Up platform on left with booking
office and waiting room. Footbridge and level crossing in
centre. Signalbox on Down side, beyond crossing. Tall
building on left is the Station Hotel. 1971.
SITES
433 Derbyshire.
G
Furness Vale. The backs of the buildings on the Down
platform, viewed looking north from Station Road. Houses and
school across tracks in left background. Footbridge on
right. Stone wall in foreground. 1972.
CRPRT
C636 Derbyshire.
VG
Hartington. The opening of the Ashbourne to Buxton line,
looking north along the station platforms. Trevithick
'single' LOCOMOTION with the Locomotive Superintendent's
saloon, northbound, has stopped and Mr Webb is posed on the
platform beside it along with station staff. Signalbox on
right. 1-Aug-1899. Crewe Official C636.
Source: CROFF C636
SITES
476 Derbyshire.
G
Hartington. The view south west of the rear of the wooden
building on the Up (towards Ashbourne) platform. The
building is beginning to look shabby - patchy paintwork and
missing ridge tiles. Track up to station in left foreground.
Shows extended canopy on left. Corner of goods shed on far
left.
SITES
477 Derbyshire.
F
Hartington. The view northwards through the station, towards
Buxton, looking along the Up (towards Ashbourne) line. Shows
the wooden platforms and buildings. Signal box in right
foreground. LNWR platform nameboard on Down platform on
left. 6-Aug-1963.
SITES
478 Derbyshire.
F
Hartington. The view southwards through the station, towards
Ashbourne, looking along the Down (towards Buxton) platform.
Shows the wooden platforms and buildings. Signal box at far
end of Up platform. Fence has been taken down in right
foreground.
SITES
480 Derbyshire.
F
Hartington. Looking north into the loading dock bay. Loading
platform on right. Signalbox beyond buffer stop. Passenger
platforms and buildings on left. Railway houses in right
background. 8-May-1962.
SITES
481 Derbyshire.
G
Hartington. Looking north at the south end of the station.
Buffer stop at end of loading bay on right, with signal box
beyond. Wooden platforms and buildings on left and in
centre. Platform nameboard on left. Railway houses in right
background. 17-Jun-1958.
SITES
484 Derbyshire.
G
Hartington. Looking north east at the coal drops beyond the
current end of the line to the station lime quarry and lime
kilns. Buffer stop on right. C1960.
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SITESB
955 Derbyshire.
HT
Hindlow. Looking south east through the station, along the
Up (to Ashbourne) platform. Wooden buildings, with canopies,
on both platforms. North west entrance to Hindlow tunnel in
left distance. 2-4-0 'Chopper Tank' (with drop down smokebox
door) on Down line, light engine, watched by station staff.
C1900.
LNWRS
262 Derbyshire.
F
Ladmanlow. View of station yard, looking from the roadside.
Level crossing gate in foreground, across the railway.
Station house on left. Wooden goods shed and loading
platform in centre. Short goods train in loop line. 1919
SITES
692 Derbyshire. C&HPR.
VG
Middleton Top. The top of the incline, viewed looking up the
tracks. Winding house on left, signal post on right with
pitched roof building beyond. Steel hopper wagon on level at
top of incline. 1950s.
SITES
693 Derbyshire. C&HPR.
VG
Middleton Top. Looking north east along the line from Buxton
to show the buildings and sidings at the top of the incline.
Engine house in right distance with incline to right of
that. 1950s.
SITES
694 Derbyshire. C&HPR.
VG
Middleton Top. The enginehouse and chimney, looking south
across the tracks (which are being dismantled). Rails and
timbers spread across foreground. C1964.
SITES
695 Derbyshire. C&HPR.
VG
Middleton Top. The view along the tracks at the top of the
incline, looking towards the incline itself. Banksmen's
stone-built hut on left, next to upper quadrant Home signal
on wooden post. 1950s.
SITES
781 Derbyshire.
F
New Mills. The view through the station looking east from
the Down (to Stockport) platform. Shows the Up (to Buxton)
platform with the main station buildings and posed staff.
LNW Up Starter at far end. Station footbridge in right
background with goods warehouse on Up side beyond. Bowstring
girder footbridge for Redmoor Lane to left of warehouse.
SITES
782 Derbyshire.
F
New Mills. View through the station looking east from a Down
(to Stockport) train under the Albion Road overbridge. Shows
Up (to Buxton) platform with main station buildings.
Platform nameboard on left. Station footbridge on right with
goods warehouse on Up side beyond. Bowstring girder foot
bridge for Redmoor Lane in front of warehouse. 7-Aug-1953.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
783 Derbyshire.
F
New Mills. View along the Down (to Stockport) platform
looking east. Shows the waiting shelter on the right. Part
of main building on Up platform (to Buxton) on left. Station
footbridge in background with Redmoor Lane bowstring girder
footbridge beyond and goods warehouse beyond that.
13-Mar-1971.
SITES
785 Derbyshire.
G
New Mills. Detail view - a window in one of the stable
buildings at the north side of the station forecourt, across
from the station entrance.
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SITES
786 Derbyshire.
G
New Mills. Looking east at the sides of the two stable
buildings at the north side of the station forecourt, across
from the station entrance. Redmoor Lane bowstring girder
footbridge in right distance. The area is beginning to look
unkempt with bushes growing beside the stables.
SITES
787 Derbyshire.
G
New Mills. Looking north west at the side of the westmost
stable block at the north side of the station forecourt,
across from the station entrance. The area is beginning to
look unkempt with bushes growing beside the stables. Sunday
school building of Newtown Methodist Church in background.
SITES
788 Derbyshire.
G
New Mills. Looking north west at the side and end of the
eastmost stable block at the north side of the station
forecourt, across from the station entrance. The end appears
to have been atered for use by motor vehicles and the
building is in good repair. Sunday school building of
Newtown Methodist Church in background.
SITES
893 Derbyshire.
G
Parsley Hay. Looking north west through the station from the
Up (to Ashbourne) track. Wooden platforms and buildings on
both sides. Signalbox on Up platform, between camera and
station buildings. Point rodding with LNW compensators in
right foreground. 17-May-1953.
SITES
894 Derbyshire.
F
Parsley Hay. Looking south east towards the station, showing
the rear of the Down (to Buxton) building. Taken from an Up
train which appears to be running wrong way on the Down
track - wagons standing on Up track.
SITES
895 Derbyshire.
F
Parsley Hay. Looking south east through the station from off
the end of the Down (to Buxton) platform. Shows wooden
buildings, with canopies, on both platforms. Ex LNWR Up (to
Buxton) Starter in right foreground. Upper quadrant Down
bracket signal at far end of station for divergence of
Cromford (left) and Ashbourne (right) lines. 23-Mar-1958.
SITES
896 Derbyshire.
F
Parsley Hay. Looking south east to the site of the station,
after removal of tracks and platforms. The ex-LNW Down (to
Buxton) Starter and the signal box remain, along with
assorted sleepers and debris.
NFSR
97 Derbyshire.
G
Sheep Pasture Incline. The remains of the engine house,
after demolition of the 'lean to' at the end and the
addition of modern fall pipes. Neil Fraser walking out of
doorway on left. 21-Sep-1976.
SOCRR
174 Durham.
VG
Shildon. Plaque mounted beside the former Euston Gates to
record their origin. 4-Jun-2005.
NHL
170 Flintshire.
G
Bagillt. View south east from the footbridge, looking down
through the Up side of the station. Signal box on left, with
Down lines and platform beyond it. Main station buildings on
right (without platform canopy). Goods shed and jib of yard
crane in right background - track lifted in yard. Crossovers
just visible through mist in distance. 7-Oct-1966.
Source: STNUK
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NHL
827 Flintshire.
G
Bodfari. View from the road overbridge down onto the main
station buildings and platform on the Up side, with Denbigh
on the left. LNWR notice boards in waiting area, along with
bench, vending machine and weighing machine. Cart and heaps
of rough timber in yard on left. Village on hillside in
background. Copy of postcard, with caption.
Source: LOS
NHL
215 Flintshire.
G
Broughton & Bretton. View towards Mold, looking along the
Down track. Platform shelter on Down platform on left. Main
station building on Up platform on right. Sept 1951.
Source: STNUK
JMD
289 Flintshire. GCR.
G
Buckley. The view north at the junction of the Wrexham, Mold
& Connah's Quay Railway and the Buckley Railway showing the
remains of Buckley Old station - the overgrown platform
(with grazing cow) and the station building. Chimney of
Drury brickworks in centre. Smoke from other chimneys seen
in distance above arch of road overbridge on left.
JMD
391 Flintshire.
VG
Caerwys. Up side platform, showing nameboard. Looking
towards Denbigh.
NHL
225 Flintshire.
G
Caerwys. Looking from the Down side towards the main station
buildings on the Up side. Up Home, on left, 'off' for a
train from Denbigh. On the right, on the Up platform, is a
ground frame lit by a large oil lamp mounted beside the
fence, a bike, two sack trucks and a barrow. Jib of mobile
crane beyond fence in goods yard. 5-May-1961.
Source: STNUK
NHL
226 Flintshire.
G
Caerwys. View along the Up platform from the Denbigh end
looking towards Mold. Shows the main station buildings on
the Up side and the wooden shelter on the Down side. Goods
shed beyond Up platform end, with LNW Up starter before it.
Steel ballast wagons in siding on left. Iron foundry in
distance on Down side. 5-May-1961.
Source: STNUK
SITES
116 Flintshire.
G
Caerwys. View through the station from between the tracks,
looking east towards Mold. Main station building on Mold
platform on left, with goods shed beyond. Wooden shelter on
Denbigh platform, with iron foundry beyond. 1960s.
SOCA
218 Flintshire.
VG
Coed Talon. View down onto a platform, crowded with families
waiting for a seaside outing of Leeswood Oil Works. Station
buildings in background. Level crossing gates in foreground.
Rear of starting signal to right of gates. Warning notices
(English and Welsh) and LNWR notice board next to pedestrian
gate beside crossing gates. C1910?
SOCA
219 Flintshire.
G
Coed Talon. View from Ty-Isa showing the village on the
right, the back of the station in the middle and the goods
yard on the left. Industrial building with tall chimney on
left. 4F shunting in the yard. Several LMS, SR, GW and PO
wagons in sidings. Hillside in background. C1930?
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JMD
299 Flintshire. GCR.
G
Connah's Quay & Shotton. Looking north through the station
from between the tracks, showing the platforms and wooden
buildings. Hawarden swing bridge and hydraulic tower in far
distance. Hawarden Junction signal box on east side, beyond
platform end. Beyond the box are the plate girders of the
underbridge taking the line over the LNWR.
JMD
295 Flintshire.
G
Connah's Quay. The Chester & Holyhead station, looking
towards Chester. In the right foreground is a spur from the
Buckley Railway to interchange sidings (behind the camera).
In the centre is the overgrown platform of the Buckley
railway - it never gave a regular passenger service but
there were a few excursions in the early days.
JMD
296 Flintshire.
G
Connah's Quay. The Chester & Holyhead station, looking
towards Chester from the Up side. On the right are the
interchange sidings with the Buckley Railway.
NHL
168 Flintshire.
G
Connah's Quay. View north west from the Down platform,
showing the main station buildings on the left and the Up
shelter on the right. Footbridge in background, with road
bridge to docks beyond it. 'Super D' approaches in reverse
on Up line. Track from WM&CQ Railway runs in from left, to
siding just beyond end of Down platform.
Source: STNUK
NHL
228 Flintshire.
G
Dyserth. View of the yard, showing a wooden hut and the
goods shed with a steel coal wagon nearby. On the right are
the carriages of a railtour. 2-Oct-1955.
Source: STNUK
NHL
229 Flintshire.
G
Dyserth. The goods station at the end of the Dyserth branch,
looking towards Prestatyn. Shows the goods shed in the left
background and several wagons - ones in the foreground are
sheeted. In centre is as warehouse with 'Vale Clwyd Farmers
Ltd' board. Chalked board in right foreground shows
'Dyserth'.
SITES
330 Flintshire.
F
Dyserth. View north west through the station from behind the
buffer stops. Vale of Clwyd Farmers storage shed to right of
centre. LNW goods shed in left distance with passenger
facilities in front of it - low platform (for railmotors)
and wooden shelter. 10-Apr-1950.
Source: L&G 23572
SITES
331 Flintshire.
F
Dyserth. Looking west at the passenger facilities - a wooden
waiting shelter and a low platform for railmotors. Goods
shed on right with a coke wagon in front. 10-Apr-1950.
Source: L&G 23574
NHL
214 Flintshire.
P
Ffrith. Wrexham & Minera Joint (LNWR & GWR). View towards
Coed Talon and Mold, with the wooden platform on the right.
Lots of people on platform and walking on line - perhaps an
enthusiasts' excursion.
Source: STNUK
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NHL
169 Flintshire.
F
Flint. View towards Chester, down through the station from a
footbridge at the north west end of the site showing the
platforms and station buildings. Station footbridge in
background and road overbridge in distance. Concrete lamp
posts. Station nameboard in right foreground. 7-Oct-1966.
Source: STNUK
LNWRS
9148 Flintshire.
HT
Holywell Junction. View north west along the island platform
with main station building on Down side on left. Goods train
on Up Slow on right. Down signal gantry in distance at far
end of Down platforms - ring on Slow arm. Platform nameboard
in right foreground - 'Holywell', before the branch opened.
Signalbox in view beyond far end of island platform.
NHL
171 Flintshire.
G
Holywell Junction. View eastwards along the Down platforms.
Main buildings on Down Slow platform on right. Island
platform with canopies in centre, Wooden shelter on Up Slow
platform on left. Local train approaching on Up Slow, pulled
by LMS tank engine. Road overbridge in background.
10-Aug-1953.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
NHL
172 Flintshire.
G
Holywell Junction. View eastwards along the Holywell Town
bay platform where a push-pull train waits, powered by LMS
2-6-2 tank No. 41276 (coupled in reverse at the near end of
its carriage). Goods shed in background beyond train. Road
overbridge in left distance. Good view of platform bench.
NHL
814 Flintshire.
G
Holywell Junction. View westwards from the Down Slow
platform, looking across the tracks to the other platforms.
Shows the covered walkways down to the subway. BR station
name boards on platforms. Corner of signalbox in view
between Up and Down lines on left. Water crane at end of
Down Fast platform.
SOCRR
204 Flintshire.
VG
Holywell Junction. View of siding (with steel-bodied wagons)
and buffer stop, behind goods shed. Rear of brick-built
goods shed on right. C1971.
SOCRR
205 Flintshire.
VG
Holywell Junction. View along side of goods shed towards the
station buildings. Concrete fence hiding railway lines.
C1971.
SOCRR
206 Flintshire.
VG
Holywell Junction. View in Up direction from weed-infested
Down platform towards the road overbridge. LMS/BR Up starter
bracket signal in background. Steel drums in foreground.
C1971.
SOCRR
208 Flintshire.
VG
Holywell Junction. View across the tracks, sidings and
concrete fence towards the brick-built goods shed and the
adjacent corrugated iron goods shed. C1971.
SOCRR
210 Flintshire.
VG
Holywell Junction. View of end and rear of the corrugated
iron goods shed. C1971.
LNWRS
258 Flintshire.
F
Holywell Town. View of platform and buildings from across
the tracks. Bottom of zig-zag path down to station in right
background. Station nameboard on platform. Pre-group.
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NHL
666 Flintshire.
G
Holywell Town. View down onto the station showing tops of
buildings and, on left, part of platform. Buffer stops out
of view on right. Stone overbridge, steeply sloped, across
background. 'Coal Tank' No. 58889 in platform with motor
coach. Wagon parked under arch of bridge, in goods yard.
Base of yard crane visible through other arch. 5-Jul-1949.
Source: JAP 638 Photographer: F W Shuttleworth.
NHL
216 Flintshire.
F
Hope & Pen-y-ffordd. View towards Mold, looking along the Up
platform. Main station buildings on Down platform on left.
Shelter on Up platform on right. Footbridge and level
crossing in centre. Signal box on Up side beyond crossing.
Tall LNWR Down starter at platform end on left. 1947.
Source: STNUK
NHL
217 Flintshire.
G
Hope Exchange. View towards Chester, looking from a high
level (perhaps the CGR overbridge) outside the station on
the Up side. Wooden buildings on both platforms.
23-May-1955.
NHL
218 Flintshire.
G
Hope Exchange. View towards Chester, looking from a high
level (perhaps the CGR overbridge) outside the station on
the Down side. Wooden buildings on both platforms. Sept
1951.
Source: STNUK
BLM
456 Flintshire.
F
Kinnerton. View through the station, looking towards Mold,
with Kinnerton Bank in the distance. LNWR station name board
on Down side, on left. Wooden buildings on both platforms.
SOC
370 Flintshire.
G
Kinnerton. View across the tracks to the Up platform,
looking towards Mold. Wooden buildings - a waiting room and
a shed. 23-Sep-1961.
NHL
220 Flintshire.
G
Llong. View towards Chester, along the Up platform. Level
crossing at platform ends. Wooden shelter on Up platform.
Main station buildings on Down platform. Up starter at end
of platform. Sept 1951.
Source: STNUK
SITES
618 Flintshire.
F
Llong. Looking west across the tracks from the Up (to
Chester) platform to show the main, brick-built, station
buildings on the Down side. Some of the windows have been
boarded-up, with the station name stencilled on the
boarding. 1960s.
SITES
619 Flintshire.
G
Llong. Looking west across the tracks from the Up (to
Chester) platform to show the main, brick-built, station
buildings on the Down side. Some of the windows have been
boarded-up, with station name stencilled on boarding. Wire
and concrete post fence has been erected along the platform
edge. Level crossing gatepost in left foreground. 1960s.
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SITES
620 Flintshire.
F
Llong. View through the station, looking east towards
Chester from Down (to Mold) platform. Wooden hut and waiting
shelter on Up platform on left. Level crossing gates at far
end of platforms. Main station buildings on Down side on
right. Upper quadrant starter on wooden post at far end of
Up platform. Weeds showing on tracks and platforms. C1962.
Source: LOS
SOC
729 Flintshire.
VG
Llong. A private siding with corrugated iron gates closed to
the railway. Ivy-clad house on the left, with a girl posed
in front of a fence. Photographer is 'A Pollard' of Mold and
the photograph is endorsed Llong on the back. Perhaps the
siding is at the back of the station and the house is the
stationmaster's. C1895?
LNWRS
2233 Flintshire.
F
Llysfaen. Station known as Llandulas at the time but renamed
in 1889. Viewed from the 'up' side, with Colwyn Bay to the
right. The station buildings are seen on the opposite slope,
linked to the platform by a footpath. Quarry and chimney in
background. High ballast on track. Copied from an old
photograph belonging to Don Chapman. 1880's.
NHL
227 Flintshire.
G
Meliden. View of stone-built goods shed looking south west
towards Dyserth. Track of Dyserth branch in place on left
but becoming overgrown. Track removed from goods yard.
Chalked board in foreground says 'Meriden'.
SOCA
320 Flintshire.
HT
Meliden. View towards Prestatyn as a steam railmotor runs
into the platform from Dyserth. Goods warehouse to left of
railmotor and siding to left of Dyserth line.
SOC
508 Flintshire.
HT
Mold Junction yard. View from bridge, with Saltney Ferry
platform on left. 'Coal Tank' in reverse with wagons on
shunting neck beside Mold lines. Irish Mail, pulled by a
'Precursor', on Up Fast main line in centre. Slate wharf and
railway terrace on right. C1905.
SOC
1174 Flintshire.
F
Mold Junction yard. Well filled slate yard on right.
Platform at Saltney Ferry station on left with Mold Junction
No. 2 signalbox and signals for the Mold line. 'Coal Tank'
shunting in reverse in sidings on left. Up 'Irish Mail' in
centre, made up of arc roof stock plus a 12 wheeled
clerestory and postal vans, pulled by a 'Precursor'.
Source: JAP
NHL
222 Flintshire.
G
Mold. View looking in the Down direction along the Up
platform with awnings on right. Main station buildings on
Down platform on left. Part of footbridge in background.
12:46 Denbigh to Chester in Up platform - two coaches pulled
by LMS tank No. 42247 and covered in steam. 27-Apr-1962.
SITES
729 Flintshire.
F
Mold. A busy scene looking east across the station frontage.
Station staff posed beside entrance on left. Horse-drawn
parcels van backed up to main office building in centre.
Horse and trap facing camera. On the right an LNWR open top
double deck motor bus faces the camera. In the right
background is a crane and a heap of logs. C1910.
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SITES
735 Flintshire.
G
Mold. View of the station looking east from the forecourt
showing the canopy over the entrance and the hipped roof
main building at the Down (to Denbigh) side. Station
footbridge on left. Goods yard and crane in right distance.
'Mini' parked in left foreground. 1960s.
SOC
1161 Flintshire.
VG
Mold. Goods shed, viewed looking north from across the
tracks at the south east end of the station area.
18-Apr-1959.
Source: JAP
JFW
328 Flintshire.
G
Mostyn. View eastwards along the middle platform. 12:20pm
local train in Up Slow platform, headed by Stanier Mogul No.
42967. Mostyn ironworks in view through the gloom in the
centre distance. Dock cranes in left distance. 21-Nov-1959.
LNWRS
257 Flintshire.
F
Mostyn. Looking west through the platforms, from a high
level. Goods shed on left. A good view of the tracks. Copied
from a commercial postacard. Pre-group.
NHL
173 Flintshire.
F
Mostyn. View westwards from a high level, along the Down
lines into the station. Goods shed on left, with main
station buildings beyond. Shelters on island and Up Slow
platform in centre of view. Covered footbridge in
background. On the right, a 'Derby 4' shunts wagons in the
docks interchange sidings. Lots of ex-LNW signals.
NHL
174 Flintshire.
F
Mostyn. View westwards along the island platform, taken from
a train on the Up Slow line. Footbridge and main station
buildings in view. Small flower beds on island platform.
NHL
175 Flintshire.
P
Mostyn. View westwards from near the goods shed, on a foggy
day. Corner of goods shed on left, footbridge in background.
Several 4-wheeled tank wagons in interchange sidings on
right. 3-doll bracket signal in right foreground - tubular
post dolls. 7-Oct-1966.
Source: STNUK
SITES
745 Flintshire.
F
Nannerch. Looking north across the tracks to show the main
station building on the Up (to Mold) side. Road overbridge
in distance.
SITES
746 Flintshire.
F
Nannerch. Looking west across the trackbed to show the small
wooden shelter on the Down (to Denbigh) platform. After
closure of the line and removal of tracks. 9-Oct-1966.
SITES
747 Flintshire.
G
Nannerch. Looking south east across the trackbed to show the
main station buildings on the Up (to Mold) platform. After
closure of the line and removal of tracks. 9-Oct-1966.
SITES
748 Flintshire.
G
Nannerch. Looking south through the derelict station. Main
buildings on Up (to Mold) platform on left and small wooden
shelter on Down (to Denbigh) platform on right. After
closure of the line and removal of tracks. 9-Oct-1966.
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NHL
219 Flintshire.
G
Padeswood & Buckley. View towards Mold, looking along the
platforms towards the road overbridge. The station is set
out symmetrically with the main offices in a brick building
over the line, beside the road. Steps lead down to covered
areas on both platforms - each has a 'Gentlemen' at the end
nearest the camera. Sept 1951.
Source: STNUK
SITES
888 Flintshire.
G
Padeswood & Buckley. Looking north east across the station
frontage to show the station offices and the passenger
entrance. The building was at road level, on a bridge with
the railway underneath.
LNWRS
2187 Flintshire.
G
Prestatyn. A view down into a very crowded platform. Two
trains of LNWR 6-wheeled stock stand in the station.
NHL
179 Flintshire.
G
Prestatyn. View eastwards along the Up platforms. Plate
girder overbridge in foreground with station buildings
beyond. A train has just left the Up Fast platform and
passengers are walking towards the footbridge at the fasr
end of the station. Nameboards show 'Prestatyn Change for
Meliden & Dyserth'. Gas lamps on platforms. C1948.
Source: STNUK
NHL
180 Flintshire.
F
Prestatyn. View eastwards along the Down platforms. Plate
girder overbridge in background with station buildings
beyond. Electric lamps on platforms, with concrete posts.
Engineer's train in Up Fast platform. 2-Oct-1955.
Source: STNUK
SOCA
318 Flintshire.
HT
Prestatyn. View westwards down into the very crowded centre
island platform. Roofs of awnings and buildings of all four
platforms in view. Two trains of 6-wheeled stock in Down
platforms on left. Road overbridge in background. C1905.
NHL
166 Flintshire.
G
Queensferry. View westwards along the Down platform, showing
the wooden buildings and the platform canopy. Running in
board on left. Signal box in centre background. Up platform,
without buildings, on right. Down bracket starters in
distance, with crossover arms removed. 25-Mar-1960.
Source: STNUK
SITES
967 Flintshire.
G
Rhuddlan Road. Looking south down through the Halt from the
Meliden Road overbridge. Shows the tiny shelter (with
station name on end) and platform on the Down (to Dyserth)
side. A Webb tank engine approaches on the single track,
running in reverse with a single carriage bound for
Prestatyn.
SITES
968 Flintshire.
G
Rhuddlan Road. Looking south down through the Halt from the
Meliden Road overbridge. Shows the tiny shelter (with
station name on end) and platform on the Down (to Dyserth)
side. A Whale steam railmotor (non-locomotive end nearest to
camera) waits at the platform where several passengers are
alighting or boarding.
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SITES
962 Flintshire.
G
Rhuddlan. Looking north west down through the station from
the nearby road overbridge. Main station buildings on Down
side in centre. Passing loop, without platform, on left.
Goods sidings in background with carriages parked in one of
them. 19-Jul-1957.
NHL
223 Flintshire.
G
Rhydymwyn. View looking in the Up direction, towards Mold,
along the Down platform with the main station buildings on
the right. A good view of the Up platform showing the small
wooden shelter, a long fence and some oil lamps. Goods yard
beyond fence on left, with several wagons in distance.
5-May-1961.
Source: STNUK
LNWRS
301 Flintshire.
HT
Rhyl. Looking towards Holyhead along the main (Up) platform.
Shows several large notices, the newspaper kiosk and the
underside of the canopy. Several well dressed passengers in
view. Pre-1912.
NHL
181 Flintshire.
VG
Rhyl. View westwards from the Vale Road bridge, along island
platform. Up platform and main station buildings on right.
Footbridge in background. Good view of the tops of canopies.
Outside the screen on the left is a train of arc roof
corridor carriages in LNWR livery. LNWR Down signals in
distance, some ringed. Goods shed on left. Early 1920s.
Source: STNUK
NHL
182 Flintshire.
G
Rhyl. View westwards along Up Slow platform, with island
platform and goods shed on left. Footbridge in distance.
Flowerbeds between Up and Down Fast lines. 9-Aug-1955.
Source: STNUK
SITESB
807 Flintshire.
G
Rhyl. Looking towards Chester across the tracks from the
Down platform towards the crowded Up platform. Covered
footbridge in foreground. Vale Road overbridge in
background. 28-Aug-1964.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITESB
808 Flintshire.
F
Rhyl. Looking towards Holyhead along the main (Up) platform.
Shows several large notices, the newspaper kiosk and the
underside of the canopy. Several well dressed passengers in
view. C1910.
SITESB
285 Flintshire.
G
Saltney Ferry. The station entrance, seen looking west
across Saltney Ferry Road. The entrance was a couple of
doors at the top of a covered stairway down to the platform.
Ex-LNWR Up bracket signal on right, with upper quadrant
arms. 6-Oct-1964.
SITESB
286 Flintshire.
G
Saltney Ferry. The view eastwards along the Down track with
the island platform on the left. The side of Mold Junction
steam shed is on the right. Saltney Ferry Road overbridge in
background with covered stairway up from platform.
6-Oct-1964.
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BLM
776 Flintshire.
P
Sandycroft. Looking north across the station towards the
busy Up platform - a wooden structure with wooden buildings.
Row of railway houses in right background. A 'DX' approaches
on the left with a stopping train. After (or perhaps during)
quadrupling. Up bracket signal in left distance. C1900.
SITESB
300 Flintshire.
F
Sandycroft. The view westwards through the station from the
Up platform, showing Sandycroft signalbox in the centre
between the Up and Down lines. Awnings and wooden buildings
on both platforms. Up signal gantry beyond far end of
station. Electricity pylon in distance beyond box.
SOCIMG
5 Flintshire. BR.
G
Shotton High Level. Looking south west through the BR
station from between the tracks. Shows the former GCR
incline towards Wrexham. C1990.
NHL
167 Flintshire.
F
Shotton. View westwards along the Up platform of the former
LNWR Low Level station, showing the platform buildings.
Footbridge and plate girder bridge carrying the ex-GCR line
run across the LNWR station. Covered stairway in view on
Down platform, leading to footbridge and High Level GCR
station. Ringed and unringed Down starters. Late 1920s.
Source: STNUK
SOC
1095 Flintshire.
P
St Asaph. View through the station from the Down platform,
looking towards Rhyl. Main station building on Up platform
in centre, shelter on Down platform on right. Station
nameboard on left, with cattle dock and goods shed beyond
station fence. C1905?
LNWRS
251 Flintshire.
F
St. Winifrede's Halt. View of station, taken from bridge,
with three PO wagons in siding. Holywell branch.
SOCA
209 Flintshire.
F
St. Winifrede's Halt. View down onto the track and platform
looking towards Holywell Town. Hillside on left, wagons in
siding on right, coastal plain in centre background.
NHL
224 Flintshire.
G
Star Crossing Halt. View along the tracks in the Up
direction, towards Mold. Small wooden shelter on Up platform
but nothing on Down side. 5-May-1961.
Source: STNUK
NHL
177 Flintshire.
F
Talacre. View south east from the Up side towards the Down
platform showing the station building. Ornamental flower
beds between Up and Down lines. Road overbridge on left,
with steps down to platform.
NHL
178 Flintshire.
F
Talacre. View westwards from the top of the steps from the
road bridge to the Down platform. Shows platforms and
buildings on both platforms (on Slow lines only). Ornamental
gardens between Fast lines. LMS/BR Down bracket signal
beyond platform end. A bleak scene. Oct 1966.
Source: STNUK
BLM
207 Glamorgan. BM/LNW.
F
Cefn Coed The view south west through the station from the
Up (to Abergavenny) track - Up platform on right with goods
shed beside at far end. Down (to Merthyr) platform on left
with small waiting shelter and signalbox beyond. Platform
nameboard in left foreground.
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BLM
208 Glamorgan. BM/LNW.
G
Cefn Coed The view north through the station along the Down
(to Merthyr) platform on right with signalbox and wooden
shelter. Up (to Abergavenny) platform on left with goods
shed (platform nameboard attached) and main station
buildings. Footbridge in distance. Western Region autotrain
in Down platform with driving trailer leading. 27-Apr-1960.
NHL
281 Glamorgan.
G
Dowlais Top. View of the wooden platform and wooden station
building. Taken after the tracks had been lifted, with
sleepers stacked near the platform on the right. (This does
not look like any of the Dowlais stations to me - NHL)
SITES
329 Glamorgan.
F
Dunvant. View north through the station looking towards
Gowerton. Main station buildings on Down side, on right.
Platform shelters on Up side. Wagons in siding at far end of
Down platform.
BLM
344 Glamorgan.
F
Gorseinon. Looking south along the Up platform, with the
station staff (and dog) posed for the photograph. Footbridge
in background with level crossing and, on Down side, a
terrace of houses. Signalbox and starter signal on left on
Down platform. Main station building on right.
BLM
345 Glamorgan.
F
Gorseinon. The view north through the station from the
footbridge. Main station buildings on Up side, on left, with
BR signing. Works and chimneys in distance. Train leaving
station for the north.
BLM
347 Glamorgan.
F
Gowerton South. The view south through the station from the
footbridge, showing the tree-lined platforms. Main station
buildings on Down side, on left. Wooden shelter on Up side
on right. Station staff on Up platform. Semi-detached houses
on right.
BLM
348 Glamorgan.
F
Gowerton South. View from the Up platform looking north with
the footbridge in the background. Main station buildings on
right. LNWR bracket signal on left - Distant arms have white
stripes, not chevrons. Beyond the station, the main line to
Craven Arms swings right whilst the branch to Llanmorlais
veers left.
BLM
349 Glamorgan.
F
Gowerton South. Looking north across the station to see the
main station buildings on the Down platform. Wooden shelter
on Up platform, with tubular post bracket signal and
footbridge beyond.
NHL
267 Glamorgan.
F
Gowerton South. View north towards Pontardulais and
eventually Craven Arms. Nameboard on left - 'South' appears
to have been tagged on later. Wooden shelter on Up platform.
Larger wooden buildings on Down platform. Footbridge in
distance. Tubular post bracket signals at far end of Up
platform. 24-Aug-1959.
LNWRS
255 Glamorgan.
Killay Station. View taken from bridge showing station
buildings, both platforms and, at the far end of the
station, the signalbox. Pre-group.
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SITES
607 Glamorgan.
G
Llanmorlais. The view north west through the station,
looking back towards Gowerton. Wooden station building on
left with station house beyond. Very short platform, reached
by path in foreground. The area looks very tidy although the
station had been closed to passengers in 1931. 2-Mar-1949.
Source: L&G 18368
SITES
608 Glamorgan.
F
Llanmorlais. Looking south east along the platform with the
wooden station building on the right. LMS driving trailer on
left, used for excursion - several enthusiasts wandering
around the site. Very short platform - not as long as the
carriage. The passenger service ceased in 1931 but never
went beyond the station - beyond are coal sidings. C1957.
BLM
577 Glamorgan. GWR.
HT
Merthyr. Looking north east across the station throat, down
from High Street. LNWR train in station with GWR stock in
another platform. Carriages - some LNW - parked on right.
Goods watehouse in centre. Rooftops in foreground. C1910.
BLM
603 Glamorgan.
F
Mumbles Road. Looking west along the wooden Up platform with
the footbridge at the far end. Main station building on
left. Shelter on Down platform on right. Wooded hillside in
background.
BLM
743 Glamorgan.
HT
Rhymney Bridge. The view south east looking over fence from
sidings to show the LNWR station - board shows "Rhymney
Bridge Junction Change for Rhymney Line and Cardiff". RR
0-6-0ST L3R light engine in Down (to Merthyr) platform.
Footbridge on left with signalbox just beyond on Down side.
LNWR station buildings on right - Rhymney line behind.
BLM
744 Glamorgan.
G
Rhymney Bridge. The view eastwards from the overbridge at
the Merthyr end of the station, looking along the Up (to
Abergavenny) platform on a snowy day. Main station buildings
on Down (to Merthyr) platform on right with Rhymney line
beyond. Sidings on left. Footbridge in background. Signalbox
in V between lines, just beyond footbridge. Jan 1951.
BLM
846 Glamorgan.
F
Swansea Bay. Looking east towards Swansea along the Up
platform. Main station buildings on the Down side - wooden
buildings with platform canopy. Footbridge, with lots of
people climbing on to it, at far end of station.
BLM
847 Glamorgan.
HT
Swansea Bay. Looking west away from Swansea, from the
footbridge. Main station building, wooden, on Down platform
on right. Platform canopy removed. Signal box on Down
platform beyond main building. Seashore on left, over the
station fence on Up platform. Wooden shelter on Up side.
Porter striding across tracks. Sand on tracks.
BLM
848 Glamorgan.
VP
Swansea Victoria. The side of the station, viewed looking
south east across the forecourt. Horse-drawn van on left.
C1904.
NHL
268 Glamorgan.
N
Swansea Victoria. View into the station. Nameboard propped
against fence on left. Overall roof (without glass) in
centre. Masonry viaduct on right. Ex-GWR pannier tank No.
8737 leaving with the 4:15pm for Shrewsbury. 24-Aug-1959.
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NHL
269 Glamorgan.
VG
Swansea Victoria. View from buffer stops, looking along
station. Shows underside of the overall roof. Engine release
crossovers in centre. Wooden station buildings on left,
brick station buildings on right. 'Black Five' No. 45283
with train in Arrivals platform. Masonry arch viaduct on
left with tank engine shunting on it. 24-Aug-1959.
JMD
421 Glasgow. CR.
GR
Glasgow Central. The view out of the station from near the
platforms ends. Ex-CR 4-doll bracket signal in foreground,
with route indicator starters and scissors calling-on arms.
Clyde bridges in background. Ex-CR 0-4-4T partly in view in
engine siding on right - LMS on tank.
JMD
422 Glasgow. CR.
GR
Glasgow Central. The view back towards the station from near
the platforms ends. Shows the end of the station roof.
Pickersgill 4-4-0 setting off. Lots of smoke and steam.
SITES
1504 Herefordshire. S&H.
G
Berrington & Eye. Looking south through the station from the
road overbridge. Main station buildings on Down side in left
foreground, with goods yard and crane in centre. Wooden
shelter on Up platform on right. Signalbox on Up side,
beyond platform.
Source: L&G 11751
BLM
150 Herefordshire. GWR.
F
Bromyard. Looking west across the tracks and platforms Leominster to the right. Platform nameboard on left. Goods
yard in background with shunting horses and a horse-drawn
cart. Coal wagons, including MR and Broughton & Plas Power
wagons from Wrexham. GW goods brake in Down platform. John
Barnett Corn Store in foreground. Gas works in background.
BLM
267 Herefordshire.
G
Dinmore (S&H Joint line). Looking north along the Down
platform with the road overbridge in the background. Station
staff posed on platform and beside the track. Tunnel
entrance in view through righthand arch of bridge. Up
platform at higher level on left.
BLM
309 Herefordshire.
G
Ford Bridge. Looking south west across the tracks towards
the main station buildings on the Up side. A second waiting
room is being built - the brickwork is finished and the roof
timbers are in place but tiling has yet to start. Station
staff posed on platform, builders on planks supported by
wooden scaffold poles. Station nameboard on right.
BLM
310 Herefordshire.
F
Ford Bridge. Looking north west across the tracks, from the
south end of the Down platform towards the main station
buildings on the Up side. Station nameboard on right, beyond
the buildings. Trolley and luggage barrow on platform. June
1950.
SOC
583 Herefordshire.
G
Hereford Barrs Court. View south through the station with
the main buildings on the right and the island platform on
the left, showing the end of the canopy with Workman on top.
GWR 0-6-0 No. 2249 with train in northbound platform.
Carriage in Salop bay on right. Train in island platform,
beneath GWR signal cantilevered out from canopy. 1960s.
Source: LOS 56517
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SOC
377 Herefordshire.
G
Leominster. View looking south along the platforms, with
overhead signalbox on gantry in centre. Train of LNWR
6-wheeled carriages in LNWR livery in platform on right. GWR
train on left, in platform which is much shorter than the
train. Footbridge in background, beyond signalbox.
SOC
421 Herefordshire.
HT
Leominster. View from overbridge looking south along the
east-side platform, with overhead signalbox on gantry in
centre. Main station buildings on right. Rear of LNWR
signalpost in foreground, with Home and Distant arms.
Footbridge in background, beyond signalbox gantry. Copied
from commercial postcard with caption at top.
JMD
125 Herefordshire. GWR.
VG
Pontrilas. View of station from footbridge. Main buildings
on left, waiting room on opposite platform on right. On GW
part of LNW route from Hereford to Abergavenny. Local train
departing from main platform with ex-GWR clerestory in rear.
Passenger stock in bay platform with goods vehicles in
siding beyond. Signalbox in distance.
JMD
126 Herefordshire. GWR.
VG
Pontrilas. View of station looking along main platform
towards the footbridge which is built into the tunnel face
beyond. Goods train in bay platform on right with main
station buildings beyond. Gas lamp in right foreground with
part of ex-GWR engine beyond. On GW part of LNW route from
Hereford to Abergavenny. Station nameboard on left.
HDB
263 Hertfordshire.
G
Berkhamsted. Looking south through the station from the Down
Fast platform. Shows the old LNWR platform buildings and
awnings after electrification. 4-wheeled platform trolley on
island platform. 29-Sep-1991.
HDB
264 Hertfordshire.
G
Berkhamsted. The south east face of the booking hall yellow brick with hammer beam roof. Fast lines on top of
arches on right. Ex-LNW station house beyong wing of booking
hall on left. 29-Sep-1991.
HDB
265 Hertfordshire.
G
Berkhamsted. The ex-LNW platform buildings and awnings for
the Up Slow line, viewed across the tracks (and island
platform) from the Down Fast platform. 29-Sep-1991.
SITES
1495 Hertfordshire.
F
Berkhamsted. The south east end of the station, viewed from
a high point, looking south. Top of signalbox on left, Up
end of Down Fast platform on right. Shows trackwork at south
end of station. Station approach road in right background.
Streamlined Pacific running through on the Down Fast line.
SITES
1496 Hertfordshire.
F
Berkhamsted. The station exterior, viewed looking north from
across the adjacent canal and the station approach road. The
railway is well above ground level - high retaining wall on
right. Station on arches. Entrance and offices on ground,
with upper storey giving access to platforms. NPCS vans on
Down Fast.
SITES
1497 Hertfordshire.
VG
Berkhamsted. Detail view of main station building showing
upper storey windows and the overhang of the roof.
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SOCA
303 Hertfordshire.
GR
Berkhamsted. View northwards across the Grand Union canal
showing the station approach and forecourt, the offices and
the retaining wall supporting the high level line. Signalbox
in centre, with unusual shape of roof, and platform canopies
beyond.
SOCA
301 Hertfordshire.
HT
Boxmoor and Hemel Hempstead. View northwards through the
station from off the end of the Down Fast platform. Platform
nameboard on right. Express approaching on Up Fast, made up
of cove roof(?) carriages pulled by a 'Jubilee' with
passengers standing back on platform. Up Fast starter at
'off' on right. Trailing crossover in foreground. C1908?
BLM
127 Hertfordshire.
F
Boxmoor. Looking north along the goods yard, from a high
point. Wagons and lots of vans. Goods shed in centre
distance, passenger station in left distance. Manually
operated yard crane, mounted on flat truck, in right
foreground. 16-Aug-1936.
SOCA
299 Hertfordshire.
HT
Bricket Wood. View from road bridge, looking towards
Watford. Train of 6-wheel stock in platform, pulled by a
'4ft 6in Tank' in the foreground. Platform awning in
background. Crowds of people on platform, alighting and
boarding. Trees at both sides of track. Before the building
of a passing loop. C1900?
SOCA
300 Hertfordshire.
HT
Bricket Wood. View from road bridge, looking towards
Watford. Train of 6-wheel stock in platform, pulled by a
'4ft 6in Tank' in the foreground ready to depart. Platform
awning in background. Crowds of people on platform, walking
towards exit. Trees at both sides of track. Before the
building of a passing loop. C1900?
SOCA
298 Hertfordshire.
HT
Bushey. View of station and yard, taken from a high level
looking away from Euston. Signal box and Up Slow starter
(not ringed) on left. Station and buildings in centre. Goods
yard on right with wagons and, in right foreground, a
platform covered by a raised tarpaulin. Train in Up Slow
platform pulled by tank engine running in reverse. C1900.
SITES
1254 Hertfordshire.
G
Croxley Green. The view across the tracks with the buffers
on the right and the wooden station building in the right
foreground.
SITESB
712 Hertfordshire.
F
Croxley Green. View from the goods line towards the single
platform next to the electrified line and the buffer stops
for the electric trains. Wooden platform with wooden shelter
and awning at far end. BR station name board on right. Goods
line in left foregroundm becoming overgrown. 1950s.
JFW
329 Hertfordshire.
G
Kings Langley. View north through the station from the
Euston end of the Up Slow platform. Main station building on
Down Fast, on left. Station nameboard on island platform.
Platform shelters and awnings on island platform and Up
Slow. Goods shed in view beyond station, in distance, on Up
side. 3-Aug-1957.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
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BWL
582 Hertfordshire.
VG
Marston Gate. A view from the goods siding, looking towards
Cheddington, showing the station platform and the two-storey
station building. The level crossing gates are in the
distance, closed to the railway. 31-Aug-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
583 Hertfordshire.
VG
Marston Gate. View along the platform towards Aylesbury,
showing the two storey brick station building and the
adjoining wooden building. The station name is painted
directly onto the side of the latter. The cattle dock is
across the lines in the distance. 31-Aug-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
584 Hertfordshire.
VG
Marston Gate. View along the line towards Cheddington, from
beyond the level crossing. The base of a signal post is on
the right. The track runs straight as far as the eye can see
and is lined with trees and hedges once the station area is
left. 31-Aug-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
SITES
672 Hertfordshire.
G
Marston Gate. Looking south west across the level crossing
gates to show the main, brick-built, station building with a
wooden extention at its near end. Station name proclaimed on
wooden building.
SITES
673 Hertfordshire.
F
Marston Gate. Looking east across the tracks from near the
cattle pens on the Up side. Shows main building on Down
platform, with brick extension. Gentlemen's hipped roof
lavatory on right. Level crossing, open to railway, at far
end of station. Tubular post signals - Up starter and Down
Home either side of crossing. 24-Jan-1953.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
674 Hertfordshire.
F
Marston Gate. After removal of track. Looking east across
the line from near the site of the cattle pens on the Up
side. Shows main building on Down platform, with brick
extension at near end and wooden extension at far end. Level
crossing, open to road traffic, still in place at far end of
station. 26-Dec-1966.
SOCIMG
39 Hertfordshire.
VG
Marston Gate. Looking north east, towards Cheddington, along
the track. Station building and the single wooden platform
to the right of centre. Overgrown siding on left.
NHL
141 Hertfordshire.
VG
Park Street & Frogmore. View along wooden platform looking
towards St Albans (Down). Shows station building and
platform awning. Steel open in siding beyond station. 1950s.
NHL
142 Hertfordshire.
VG
Park Street & Frogmore. View along wooden platform looking
towards Watford (Up). Shows station building and platform
awning. Up distant signal with upper quadrant arm and steel
post is Off. 1950s.
NHL
143 Hertfordshire.
VG
Park Street & Frogmore. View of the wooden station building
from the road. 1950s.
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DMH
1408 Hertfordshire.
F
Rickmansworth Church St. View towards Watford with the
buffer stops behind the camera. Platform and canopy on left.
After closure to passengers and removal of conductor rails track becoming overgrown. Lots of enthusiasts on track and
platform - Branch Line Society's North London Railtour.
12-Mar-1961.
DMH
1501 Hertfordshire.
F
Rickmansworth Church St. The goods yard, slightly overgrown
but still in use. Branch Line Society's North London
Railtour - train in platform on left. Fence at rear of
platform. Station buildings and platform canaopy in right
distance. 12-Mar-1961.
DMH
1504 Hertfordshire.
F
Rickmansworth Church St. View towards the buffer stops as 2P
40657 prepares to run around its train. Rear of
advertisement and houses in Church Street in background.
After closure to passengers and removal of conductor rails track becoming overgrown. Enthusiasts watching from platform
- Branch Line Society's North London Railtour. 12-Mar-1961.
DMH
1505 Hertfordshire.
F
Rickmansworth Church St. View towards Watford with the
buffer stops behind the camera. Platform and canopy on left.
After closure to passengers and removal of conductor rails track becoming overgrown. Lots of enthusiasts on track and
platform - Branch Line Society's North London Railtour.
Engine at far end of platform road, running round train.
BWL
447 Hertfordshire.
E
St Albans Abbey station. View along platform towards 4-doll
bracket signal - LNWR structure with upper quadrant arms. A
signal box can be seen in distance along with the bracket
signals which controlled the junction for the GNR line which
branched to the left to Hatfield. A large steel-framed
building is under contruction on the right. 7-Apr-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
448 Hertfordshire.
E
St Albans Abbey station. View of station frontage showing
buildings and train shed roof beyond. Gasworks in
background. 7-Apr-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
BWL
449 Hertfordshire.
E
St Albans Abbey station. View from platform end looking back
towards the station buildings with the station front on the
right. Lots of mineral wagon on the left, mainly with steel
bodies. 7-Apr-1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
SOC
711 Hertfordshire.
F
St Albans Abbey station. View towards Watford, with the
platform and station buildings on the left. The outer part
of the station roof has been removed although the supporting
columns and steelwork still remain. Weeds around tracks. A
single unit BR Mk I DMU waits in the platform, with
'Bletchley' on its destination blind. C1970.
SOCA
304 Hertfordshire.
GR
Tring. View northwards towards the station from near the
south end of the horse dock. Flat wagon at end of dock, next
to buffers. Column mounted gas lamps on Down Fast platform
in foreground. Platform buildings in centre with covered
footbridge beyond. Foreman's office in building on island
platform.
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SITES
1094 Hertfordshire.
F
Watford High Street. View along the single central platform
towards pitched roof canopy. High retaining walls either
side, held apart by lattice girders. BR station signs on
platform and on electric lamp standards. Station buildings
on bridge at far end of station.
SITES
1095 Hertfordshire.
F
Watford High Street. View of the station frontage with the
covered entrance on the left, with turning area for cabs.
Horses and traps on right. White Hart (Salters Ales) and
shops in right background.
DMH
1404 Hertfordshire.
F
Watford Junction. Branch Line Society's North London
Railtour pulled by Fowler 2P No. 40657 and waiting at the St
Albans arrival platform ready to head for Rickmansworth
Church Street. 12-Mar-1961.
LNWRS
9820 Hertfordshire.
F
Watford Junction. View to the north west along the
platforms. A Jumbo stands in an Up platform with a train of
6-wheeled carriages. A group of well-dressed schoolboys
stands betweet the engine and a nearby station name board.
The steam shed is in the distance on the right.
SOCA
1063 Huntingdonshire.
G
Wansford. View from the Up platform, looking through the
station towards Peterborough. Platform awning and footbridge
in foreground, with Down platform beyond. Level crossing and
new signalbox on Down side in distance. Bracket Starters for
GNR line to Stamford and LNWR line at end of Down platform.
Shunting signals on tall post beyond Up platform. C1910.
Source: PHOT 2520
CRPRT
C176 Ireland.
VG
Dublin North Wall. The view along the station concourse,
with the platforms on the left. May 1886. Crewe Official
C176.
Source: CROFF C176
CRPRT
C177 Ireland.
VG
Dublin North Wall. Looking along the platforms, from the
concourse. On the left is a horsebox and on the right is a
short train of two 6-wheeled carriages and another horsebox.
A good view of the underside of the station roof May 1886.
Crewe Official C177.
Source: CROFF C177
NFSR
121 Ireland.
VG
Dublin North Wall. An exterior view of the station, showing
the curved corner of the building. Several cabs parked at
the roadside. May 1886. Crewe Official C175.
Source: CRPRT C175
SOC
52 Ireland.
Dublin North Wall. Interior view of station, looking across
the concourse.
LNWRS
5015 Ireland.
VG
Dublin. North Wall station - view inside the concourse, with
waiting rooms in background and luggage retrieval areas
(with lots of passengers) on the right. May 1886. Crewe
Official C176 (or C177).
Source: NFSR 122
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LNWRS
5016 Ireland.
VG
Dublin. North Wall station. Exterior view showing
horse-drawn cabs standing outside the entrance. LNWR posters
on wall. May 1886. Crewe Official C175.
Source: NFSR 121
SOC
514 Kirkcudbrightshire.
F
New Galloway. View along the platform of the joint station
as Caledonian 4-4-0 No. 69 approaches. Stone overbridge in
background. Wooden shelter on left hand platform, stone
shelter on right. Starting signal at end of lefthand
platform. C1910.
NHL
1319 Lancashire.
VG
Alexandra Dock. View west into the derelict passenger
station, with the platform and station nameboard on the left
and the overall roof in the centre. Dock cranes on left,
beyond an awning over goods platform beyond wall. Single
storey brick hut on right. Taken during a railtour, with
several enthusiasts roaming the area. C June 1964.
NHL
1332 Lancashire.
G
Allerton. View along island platform, looking away from Lime
Street. Shows platform buildings and awnings. Covered
staircase on left, leading down to street level. In the Down
Fast p[latform is a Birkenhead to Liverpool train, hauled by
'Crab' No. 42888. 14-May-1959.
INFRA
45 Lancashire. PWR.
G
Ansdell and Fairhaven. The main station building, mounted on
Woodlands Road overbridge. View along the road looking north
east. 1960s.
SOC
1171 Lancashire.
F
Ansdell and Fairhaven. Demolition. The island platform is
covered in heaps of bricks whilst only the skeleton of the
canopies remains. Road overbridge on right with tall station
building beside it - shows stairs running through building
down to platform. Signalbox on right, also being demolished.
19-May-1972.
Source: JAP C7571
BLM
36 Lancashire. OA&GB.
P
Ashton Oldham Road. The view along the Oldham platform,
looking towards Oldham and showing the single storey brick
building on the platform. BR station nameboard on left.
Taken from a passing train, seen on the right.
BLM
37 Lancashire. OA&GB.
F
Ashton Oldham Road. The view down into the station, looking
towards Oldham from the Oldham Road overbridge. Main
buildings on the Oldham platform on the left. Small brick
waiting room on the opposite platform on the right. Terrace
houses and a large pitched roof factory building in
background. C1940.
SITES
1 Lancashire.
G
Balshaw Lane & Euxton. View looking south with the Fast
lines on the left and the Slow lines, with the station
platforms, on the right. Wooden buildings on both platforms.
Signalbox in view beside Up Slow, just beyond the Up
platform. Upper quadrant signals on tubular posts. Snow on
ground.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
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BLM
49 Lancashire.
P
Bamfurlong. Looking north through the station, along the
Down Fast platform. Slow lines to left, behind fence. Lily
Lane overbridge in background. Main station building on
right, on Up platform, with entrance at road level. Wooden
shelter on Up platform. Footbridge from entrance building
across to Down platform.
LNWRS
1426 Lancashire.
G
Barton and Broughton. View of the Down platform, taken from
the tracks, showing the main building built of dark stone.
Station nameboard on left. Station staff posed on platform,
outside door of booking office. Milk churns, hampers and
boxes piled in foreground. Pre-group.
HDB
260 Lancashire.
G
Bay Horse. Looking north through the station. Stone-built
main buildings on Up platform on right, small wooden shelter
on Down platform on left. Tall Home signal with co-acting
arms at far end of Up platform. A commercial print with
caption at bottom. C1902.
HDB
261 Lancashire.
G
Bay Horse. Looking south from the north end of the Down
platform across to the main station buildings (stone built)
on the Up side. LMS station nameboard mounted on stone wall
at back of Up platform on left. Upper quadrant Up Starter on
wooden post on right. 3-Aug-1953.
Source: AGE 8916
HDB
262 Lancashire.
F
Bay Horse. Looking north through the site of the station.
Stone built goods shed on left, with overgrown goods yard in
foreground after lifting of track. Station buildings have
been demolished but station house remains, in distance on Up
side (occupied by Mr Brace, relief signalman). Colour light
signal on right. 30-Aug-1971.
NHL
1441 Lancashire.
G
Blackpool Central. View into the station from the platform
ends. L&Y bracket signal in foreground with two starters and
two shunting signals. Shows canopies. Trains in most
platforms. Tower in background.
SITESB
4 Lancashire. PWR.
HT
Blackpool Central. Looking south from Bank Hey Street at the
station frontage. Lots of people heading for excursion
platforms (or talking) on left. C1907.
Source: PAM M3728
INFRA
30 Lancashire. PWR.
G
Blackpool South. The view across the south end of station
showing bleak platforms without any buildings. In platform
4, at the far side, is K3 No. 61906 heading a train of
ex-#LNER carriages from Blackpool Central to Hull, leaving
Blackpool via the Marton line. Passengers are boarding. Coal
wagons in foreground, with carriages beyond. 12-Aug-1961.
SOC
485 Lancashire.
VG
Blackpool Talbot Road. View across the circulation area
inside the station, with cab road in foreground. Lots of
passengers queuing - ladies with long skirts and men mainly
with white collars and cloth caps. Refreshment room in
background. Lost Luggage office on left. Platform barrow
with centre axle and single wheel at each end. C1912.
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SOC
878 Lancashire.
HT
Blackpool. An aerial photograph showing both terminal
stations. The line to Central runs in from the right and the
station occupies much of the right centre of the picture.
Talbot Road station is near the top centre, with the open
excursion platforms beyond the covered ones. A twirl of
white steam is seen on the approach. 1930s.
BLM
117 Lancashire.
HT
Boars Head. The view looking north east down into the
station with the Lancashie Union (Joint LNWR and LYR) line
curviong off to the right. Footbridge running across the
scene. Tall LNW signal post in right foreground. Main
station building and signalbox (on gantry) on platform in V
of junction.
BLM
119 Lancashire.
F
Bolton Great Moor Street. The station frontage showing the
two-storey building with ridge and furrow awning along the
wall. Lots of LNWR notice boards in view. A huge notice has
been fastened above the awning to advertise a trip to north
Wales - the train leaves from Trinity Street so the date is
probably after the merger with the L&Y. C1922.
BLM
120 Lancashire.
P
Bolton Great Moor Street. The station frontage showing the
two-storey building with the glass on top of the awning
removed. Lots of LMS notice boards in view. Many of the
upstairs windows are covered by advertising boards and a
'large room' is offered for letting. C1946.
BLM
121 Lancashire.
P
Bolton Great Moor Street. An interior view looking through
the station from the buffer stops. Shows the platforms, the
underside of the roof and row of supporting columns along
the centre. Gas lamps suspended from roof beam above middle
platform. Two railwaymen standing on left with some
elliptical roof suburban carriages beyond.
BLM
122 Lancashire.
G
Bolton Great Moor Street. The view looking out along the
tracks of the west side of the station. Girders of bridge
over Crook Street at platform ends, with hipped roof
signalbox beyond. Iron works in left background. Crook
Street Goods in right background, with partly demolished
hydraulic tower opposite signalbox. BR/LMS signals in view.
INFRA
68 Lancashire.
G
Bolton-le-Sands. Looking south through the station along the
Down line. Station nameboard on Down platform on right.
Footbridge in background with level crossing beyond (open to
railway). Main station buildings on Up platform on left.
Colour light signalling. 25-Apr-1963.
LNWRS
304 Lancashire.
P
Bolton-le-Sands. Looking south through the station from the
Down platform. Main station buildings on Up side, on left.
Footbridge and level crossing at far end of platforms.
Signal box on Up side beyond crossing. Tall slotted post
signal in background - arms for both directions. Station
staff posed in splended LNW uniforms on Up platform.
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NHL
1316 Lancashire.
VG
Bootle Balliol Road. The remains of the platform, at the
bottom of the cutting on the right of the tracks. The
booking office is the hipped roof building at the end of the
car park on the right. The L&Y line to Southport runs across
the top left corner of the picture, with Berry Street tunnel
taking the LNWR beneath it to Alexandra Dock. 20-Aug-1971.
SITESB
432 Lancashire.
G
Bootle Balliol Road. Looking south along the Up platform,
after closure, through the station and towards Atlantic Dock
Junction. Shows how the platforms passed beneath Miller's
Bridge, with the Up side waiting room in the left foreground
and that for the Down side at the other side of the bridge.
L&Y signals for Bootle Junction in distance. July 1951.
SOCA
1059 Lancashire.
G
Bootle Balliol Road. Looking down at the overgrown platforms
of the station, after closure. In the centre of the picture
is the south eastern portal of Berry Street tunnel, passing
under the L&Y line to Southport, and leading to Alexandra
Dock. Backs of houses in Berrt Street in background.
Source: DIBB
JFW
1111 Lancashire.
G
Broad Green. Looking east after closure of the Fast (South)
lines. The Up Fast platform is partly demolished and the
track removed. The Down Fast platform is intact but the
track is disused. Station name shown on lamp column in left
foreground. 15-Aug-1971.
JFW
1119 Lancashire.
G
Broad Green. Looking through the station, towards Edge Hill,
from the west end of the Up Slow platform. Platelayers at
work on Slow lines. Shows shelter on island platform. Long
train of arc roof stock drawing into Up Fast platform, led
by a 'Jumbo'. 3-doll bracket signal for Up lines in right
distance.
Source: JAP C1589
BLM
146 Lancashire.
F
Brock. Looking south towards Preston along the Up platform
with the stone-built main station building on the left.
Level crossing in foreground. Lots of milk churns on Down
platform on right. Coal wagon in siding on right. Pre-1907
signalbox on Down platform on right, between two small
wooden shelters. Station staff on platforms. C1905.
BLM
147 Lancashire.
F
Brock. Looking south towards Preston along the Down
platform. Main buildings on Up platform on left, with Up
wooden waiting room beyond. Level crossing in foreground.
Down Starter in right foreground. Roof of pre-1907 signal
box in view, beyond wooden shed on Down platform. Passengers
and staff posed around station. C1905.
SITESB
153 Lancashire.
G
Bryn. The newly painted wooden staircase from Wigan Road
overbridge down to the Down (St Helens bound) platform.
Viewed from the footpath down to the Up (Wigan) platform.
Late BR platform nameboard - Bryn for Ashton in Makerfield near bottom of stairs. Gas lighting. Terrace houses in right
background. 1970s.
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SITESB
154 Lancashire.
G
Bryn. The brick built waiting rooms on the Down (St Helens)
platform. Gass lighting. Viewed across the double track line
from the Up side footpath down from the Wigan Road
overbridge. The formation of the former Slow lines behind
the building appears overgrown. 1970s.
SITESB
155 Lancashire.
G
Bryn. Looking down the footpath from Wigan Road overbridge
to the Up (Wigan bound) platform. Down side waiting rooms on
left, slate roofs of Up side main buildings on right. Gas
lighting. 1970s.
SITESB
156 Lancashire.
G
Bryn. The main station buildings on the Up (Wigan bound)
platform. Gas lighting. Viewed from the staircase from Wigan
Road on the Down side. 1970s.
SITESB
157 Lancashire.
F
Bryn. The Up (Wigan bound) platform with the main station
buildings. Viewed across the tracks from the Wigan end of
the Down platform. Electric lighting has replaced the gas
lamps. Late 1970s.
SITESB
158 Lancashire.
F
Bryn. The view down into the station from Wigan Road
overbridge, looking towards St Helens. 'Mk I' DMU - code
2F50 in rear panel - in Down platform. Station buildings and
electric lighting in view at both sides. Semi detached
houses in right background. Late 1970s.
SITESB
159 Lancashire.
F
Bryn. The view through the station from the St Helens end of
the Down platform, looking towards Wigan. Wigan road
overbridge in background with Bryn Road overbridge in view
beneath the span. Station buildings and electric lighting in
view at both sides. Late 1970s
SITESB
160 Lancashire.
F
Bryn. The waiting rooms on the Down (St Helens bound)
platform, viewed across the tracks from the footpath down to
the Up platform from Wigan Road. Electric lighting on both
platforms. Terrace houses in left background. Late 1970s
NHL
1313 Lancashire.
G
Canada Dock. View under a brick arch of the bridge carrying
Bankhall Lane over the yard, looking towards Edge Hill, with
the west portal of Canada Dock tunnel in the background
(Leeds & Liverpool Canal above). Huge retaining wall on left
with Bankhall Street on top. Diesel engines in yard.
19-Aug-1971.
NHL
1314 Lancashire.
VG
Canada Dock. Looking west through a brick arch of the bridge
under Bankhall Lane. Derby Road viaduct runs across the
background. Derelict platform of Canada Dock station on
left, through the bridge. Station offices on columns, beside
Derby Road, at far end of platform. Roof of goods shed in
view, beyond Derby Road. 19-Apr-1973.
LNWRS
316 Lancashire.
F
Carnforth. View taken from Up platform, looking north west
to show the LNWR Down platform with Furness platform just in
sight beyond. Ramp down to subway on left with several FR
advertisements for Tours of Lakeland posted on side. A good
view of platform canopy. Bookstall and main station
buildings on right. LNWR signs.
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SOCA
1046 Lancashire.
F
Carnforth. View along a platform, beneath the canopy, where
a 3-coach train is waiting, headed by an ex-LMS tank engine.
Panelled rear of last carriage in foreground. 1952.
Source: DIBB
SITES
1225 Lancashire.
F
Coppull. View through the station, looking south towards
Wigan, along the Down platform. The station was on the Slow
lines - the Fast lines are behind the buildings to the left.
Wooden buildings and platforms at both sides. Blainscough
Sidings signal box to right of railway, in distance.
SITESB
9 Lancashire.
F
Crank. The view towards St Helens, looking along the
derelict Down platform. Debris from the demolition of the
buildings and the Up platform strewn at both sides of line.
Trees on left, bushes on right. June 1957.
Source: JAP 319
SITES
289 Lancashire.
F
Ditton Junction. Looking west beneath Clap Lane bridge,
along the Down Fast line. Platforms in view through the
spans - Stanier engine in the Up Slow platform. Main station
building and offices at road level beside the bridge, above
the Fast lines. Tall Up bracket signals beyond bridge.
Parachute water tank in front of bridge on right.
SITES
290 Lancashire.
P
Ditton Junction. Looking north east across the station
towards Clap Lane bridge, from the Up Slow platform. Shows
the station offices beside the bridge, at road level, with a
covered way along the back leading to staircases down to the
platforms. Platform nameboard in centre of picture. Tall
ex-LNW bracket Up signals.
LNWRS
9151 Lancashire.
G
Earlestown. View eastwards along the main L&M platforms,
with the footbridge in the foreground. Platform awning in
centre, with unusual beams supporting the front and sides.
Staff posed around the station. 'John Slee' works building
just visible in background beside the Warrington-Liverpool
curve on the right. Pre-group? Copied from a postcard.
SITES
332 Lancashire.
G
Earlestown. Looking north east down to Liverpool Junction
from an overbridge. Earlestoen No. 4 signalbox on left with
houses in Railway Place beyond and the Railway Hotel and the
Curzon cinema further along. Station on right, with main
building on island platform. 25-Jun-1964.
SITES
334 Lancashire.
G
Earlestown. Looking east through the station from Liverpool
Junction towards Warrington. Ex-LNW '5ft 6in Tank' waiting
with a Warrington to Liverpool train - British Railways on
tank side. Footbridge running across the foreground with
main station building on island platform in centre. M&L
platforms on left with houses in King Street beyond.
Source: LOS Photographer: H Gordon Tidey.
SITES
335 Lancashire.
G
Earlestown. The main station building, on the island
platform, looking south east at the Manchester to Liverpool
platform. Several railwaymen looking at notices on right,
near a platform bench. C1912.
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SOC
471 Lancashire.
HT
Earlestown. Newton Junction station, later known as
Earlestown, looking east. Liverpool & Manchester line on
left and line to Warrington curving away on the right. From
a painting by Mr J Petrie. A colour PC depicting a scene in
the 1830s, with a Liverpool train on the left and a
Warringtom departure on the right.
JSY
1130 Lancashire.
HT
Eccles. The station entrance and offices, built on a bridge
over the tracks. Notice over the frontage proclaiming the
LNWR. Open top double deck tram on left - No. 5 - with
Deansgate on destination blind. Electric street lamps on
right.
SITES
350 Lancashire.
F
Eccles. The view through the station, looking west along the
Fast lines from the Up Fast platform. Side slope of cutting
in left background, with houses beyond. BR platform name
board on left. Main station buildings on overbridge in right
distance. Buildings and awning on Down Fast platform on
right.
SITES
351 Lancashire.
G
Eccleston Park. Detail of the main building on the Down
side. Wood on a brick base, newly painted, showing door and
windows. Later BR nameboard beside door.
SOC
184 Lancashire.
N
Edge Hill Picton Road. The wagon repair shop at the bottom
of the gridiron, in view at the top of the photograph. In
the foreground, a Scot is running in reverse to Edge Hill
shed - it will go via Wavertree Junction and Engine Shed
Junction so that it will be facing east when it reaches the
shed and will not need turning. 1950s.
SOC
188 Lancashire.
P
Edge Hill gridiron. The top of the gridiron, viewed from
Pighue Lane. A 'Midland' 3F 0-6-0T, seen in silhouette, is
reversing down the engine line from the stop block. 1950s.
SOC
191 Lancashire.
HT
Edge Hill gridiron. An early photograph, looking west from
near the top of the Gridiron. Shows several lines, mainly
with individual wagons on them. R3F
JFW
1122 Lancashire. LMS.
F
Edge Lane. The view through the station, looking towards
Bootle, with the overbridge carrying Edge Lane in the
background. A goods train pulled by a Stanier 8F heads
towards Edge Hill. Shows buildings on both platforms. 1948.
NHL
1305 Lancashire.
VG
Edge Lane. View from Edge Lane, along the walkway down onto
the Down platform. Shows buildings at both sides of line,
looking towards Edge Hill. Plate girder bridge carrying Lear
Road on right. Top of cutting on Up side is loaded with
dozens of large tetrahedrons, apparently made of concrete.
Caledonian Laundry in background. 1948.
Source: STNUK
JFW
310 Lancashire.
F
Farington Station. Looking north along Down Slow platform
with island platform in right foreground and the Up Fast on
the right. Across the ends of the platforms is the
overbridge carrying the L&Y line from Liverpool to Blackburn
- BR Standard 2MT No. 78043 is crossing with a train for
Blackburn. Coote Lane bridge in distance. 11-Apr-1957.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
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LNWRS
9096 Lancashire.
G
Farnworth & Bold. View from overbridge, looking towards
Widnes. Signal box and main station buildings on left,
waiting room on Up platform on right. Up mineral train bound
for St Helens passing through, pulled by a 'Special DX'.
Includes Pilkington PO wagons. LNWR wagons - No. 73445 and
3006 in goods yard on right, No. 72390(?) on train.
NHL
376 Lancashire.
G
Farnworth & Bold. View from overbridge, looking towards
Widnes. Signal box and main station buildings on left,
waiting room on Up platform on right. Up mineral train bound
for St Helens passing through - pulled by a 'Special DX' and
including Pilkington PO wagons. LNWR highsided wagons - No.
73445 in goods yard on right, No. 72390(?) on train.
Source: LNWRS 9096
SITES
385 Lancashire.
F
Farnworth & Bold. Looking south through the site of the
station, towards Widnes, from Derby Road bridge. Derelict
platforms in foreground. Farnworth & Bols signalbox on left,
on Down side. Everite asbestos works in right background diesel shunter pulling steel mineral wagons our of works
yard. April 1974.
SITES
387 Lancashire.
G
Farnworth & Bold. Looking south west, down into the derelict
station from Derby Road bridge. Signalbox on Down side on
left. Everite asbestos works in right background. April
1974.
NHL
1337 Lancashire.
G
Fidlers Ferry. View along the tracks towards the St Helens
Railway station, after closure. Shows the station building,
house and overgrown platform. 17-Sep-1961.
SITES
397 Lancashire.
F
Fidlers Ferry. Looking south west towards Ditton Junction,
through the site of the former station. Level crossing for
Station Road in foreground. Most of overgrown platforms
still in place. Small waiting shelter with flat roof on Down
platform with railwayman sitting outside on a stool. Gantry
in background carrying pipe across the railway. 16-Aug-1967.
ETA
53 Lancashire. PWR.
VG
Fleetwood. View across the concourse with the first and
second class refreshment rooms in the background. Hanging
baskets and potted plants all around. A good view of the
underside of the roof. Gas lamp hanging down in foreground,
bearing station name.
LNWRS
1584 Lancashire. PWR.
G
Fleetwood. View of station concourse, with many floral
decorations. Refreshment rooms in background along with a
notice pointing to the steamers. Shows the underside of the
roof with patterned girders and brackets.
NHL
794 Lancashire. PWR.
G
Fleetwood. View inside the station, looking along platform 4
towards the buffer stops. Walls at each side covered in
advertisements. Stags' heads, with antlers, on platform with
staff and passengers looking at them. LNWR carriages on
right - bogie brake and a 6-wheel van, painted brown, with
louvred sides and sliding doors.
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HDB
280 Lancashire.
G
Galgate. Looking north through the site of the station,
after closure and removal of platforms. Shows end and rear
of main station buildings on Down side. Buildings of
Lancaster University on skyline right of centre. Line
continues over high bridge crossing the A6 (out of picture
beyond station). 30-Aug-1971.
HDB
281 Lancashire.
G
Galgate. Looking north through the site of the station,
along the tracks. After closure and removal of platforms.
Shows main station buildings, on Down side. Underbridge over
A6, beyond station. 30-Aug-1971.
HDB
282 Lancashire.
G
Galgate. Looking south through the station. Stone-built main
buildings on Down platform on right, small wooden shelter on
Up platform on left. Hipped roof signal box built into side
of cutting behind Down platform. Platforms in foreground are
much lower than those at south end. C1901.
Source: L&G 1209
SOC
1168 Lancashire.
F
Galgate. The view north west, looking from the top of a
cutting on the Up side. Main station buildings (stone built)
across tracks on Down side, wooden shelter on Up platform.
Coal bunker for station on left. Houses in Galgate village
in background.
LNWRS
5146 Lancashire.
G
Garstang and Catterall. View north from overbridge, with
station buildings and platform canopy on right. Passengers
await an Up train which is running into the platform. A Down
train of mixed 6 and 8-wheeled stock is departing. Garstang
& Knott End carriages in view in Down loop platform. C1900.
SOC
236 Lancashire.
G
Garstang and Catterall. Looking north from the footbridge,
with main station buildings on right. An Up train, headed by
a 'Jumbo', is arriving at a fairly busy platform whilst a
Down train, made up of arc roof carriages (mixed 6 and 8
wheeled) is setting off. In the Knott End platform on the
left are some G&KER carriages. C1900.
Photographer: J Maynard Tomlinson.
SOC
1158 Lancashire.
G
Garstang and Catterall. The view south from the station
footbridge. Signalbox on left, with Up Home signal beyond.
Goods yard and interchange siding in right background
looking slightly overgrown but vans parked there. End of Up
platform in left foreground. Minor underbridge in
foreground, just beyond end of station. 12-Aug-1967.
Photographer: F W Shuttleworth.
SOC
1169 Lancashire.
F
Garstang and Catterall. Looking north east across the tracks
at the main station buildings on the Up platform. The Down
platform has been removed and there are heaps of debris on
the Up side. 28-Jul-1970.
NHL
1333 Lancashire.
G
Garston Church Road. View along platforms, looking towards
Speke Junction, showing platform buildings and awnings. Gas
holder on right, beyond platform gas lamp. 5-Oct-1906.
Source: JAP C3577
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JFW
128 Lancashire.
HT
Garston Dock station. View along platforms towards a gated
level crossing. Platform awning on far side of station.
Signal with home and distant arms for both directions distant arms still have vertical stripes, not chevrons. The
station was the original Garston terminus of the St Helens
Railway.
SOC
301 Lancashire.
HT
Garston Dock station. View along platforms towards a gated
level crossing. Platform awning on far side of station.
Signal with home and distant arms for both directions distant arms still have vertical stripes, not chevrons. The
station was the original Garston terminus of the St Helens
Railway.
SITESB
940 Lancashire.
VG
Garswood. Looking east across the tracks to the brick built
waiting rooms on the Down (towards Liverpool) platform.
White BR signs. Stairs to footbridge on left. Trees and
hillside in right background. July 1978.
Source: BLEN 53841
FWSLF
AM14 Lancashire.
G
Glasson. View of the side and rear of the wooden station
building from the road. Shows edge of canopy. Carriage No.
M9988M - part of the special train for the SLS North
Lancashire Railtour - is at the overgrown platform. Carmine
& cream livery. Fowler tank engine in right distance.
Several enthusiasts wandering around. 1-May-1954.
SITESB
741 Lancashire.
F
Glasson. View along a derelict siding with level crossing
gates in the background and the platform awning in the
distance. Ex-LNWR home signal near to gates. Steel mineral
wagon in another siding on left. 29-May-1960.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITESB
742 Lancashire.
G
Glasson. Looking away from Lancaster at the wooden station
building and platform canopy. Platform overgrown and
derelict. Railtour carriages in siding on right. Upper
quadrant signal on short post, guarding entry to further
sidings. Storage buildings with semi-circular roofs in
distance. 29-May-1960.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITESB
743 Lancashire.
P
Glasson. Looking away from Lancaster at the wooden station
buildings and platform canopy. Two station staff posed for
picture, alongside passengers on bench. Station nameboard on
left. C1907.
BLM
340 Lancashire.
F
Golborne. Looking north through the station, along the Up
Slow line. Church Street overbridge in background. Brick
buildings on both platforms with entrance and offices at
road level on Up platform - footbridge from entrance to Down
platform. No. 2 signal box at far end of Up platform. Ringed
Down starter opposite. Golborne Colliery in left distance.
NHL
1386 Lancashire.
VG
Grasscroft Halt. View along the Lees branch, looking towards
Oldham. The LNWR signal, with a chevron on the arm, is the
Distant for Greenfield Junction. The platforms and waiting
hut were erected in LMS days.
Source: GC
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FWSLF
AM4 Lancashire. WMHR.
VG
Grimsargh. Looking north over the buffer stops, towards
Whittingham, at the WMHR station. Brick station building,
with canopy, on left. The Whittingham line curves left and
soon becomes single. The lines which curves right joins the
single track LNWR/LYR joint line to Longridge (behind the
hedge on the right) in the distance. 1-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM6 Lancashire. WMHR.
G
Grimsargh. The WMHR station. Shows a WMHR train made up of
three coaches (ex LNWR brake vans) pulled by WMHR No. 1
JAMES FRYARS. WMHR platform on left, to right of tracks. The
train had returned an SLS/MLS railtour party from
Whittingham. Photographed from the railtour special (just in
view on left) en route to Longridge. 1-May-1954.
HAW
286 Lancashire.
P
Halebank. View from platform towards Ditton showing platform
ends and trackwork. The 13:55 express from Birmingham to
Lime Street approaches, pulled by George No. 5334
'NEWCOMEN'. 16:15. L3F 23-Apr-1927. The train is moving too
fast for the camera but the station isn't quite in focus.
Photographer: H A White.
SITES
512 Lancashire.
F
Heaton Chapel exterior. Looking north at the station
building from the opposite corner of Heaton Moor Road and
Tatton Road to show the entrance and offices. Pillar box in
left foreground. Railway is in a cutting beyond the building
and passes under Heaton Moor Road on right. C1900.
Source: LOS
SITES
514 Lancashire.
F
Heaton Chapel exterior. Looking north east along Heaton Moor
Road with the crossroada with Tatton Road in the foreground.
Station entrance and offices beyond crossroads on left. F S
Trueman coal office on right. Trees lining the road. 1890s.
LNWRS
1577 Lancashire.
G
Heaton Chapel. View through station from the Down platform,
looking towards Stockport. Porters, clock, gas lamps and
LNWR notices on Down platform. Station nameboard on Up side.
Covered footbridge running across picture, with road
overbridge beyond. Up signal gantry with Home and underslung
Distant arms - some ringed - just beyond bridge.
SITES
516 Lancashire.
F
Heaton Chapel. Looking south through the station from the
Down platform with the footbridge in the background and
Heaton Moor Road overbridge just beyond. Electrification
wires in place. 1960s.
SITES
518 Lancashire.
G
Heaton Norris. The hydraulic tower, situated across
Bowerfold Road from the northern end of the warehouse.
1950s.
SITES
524 Lancashire.
F
Heaton Norris. Looking north from No. 1 signalbox, along the
island platform. Stanier 8F on right, running southwards
with goods train on the line from Jubilee Sidings. Array of
ex-LNW Down signals in background with Fold Lane overbridge
beyond. Large warehouse on far right with LNWR name in
brickwork. Hydraulic tower at far end. 1950s.
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SITES
526 Lancashire.
VG
Heaton Norris. A close-up view of one of the ground floor
windows at the Wellington Road side of the goods warehouse.
Shows the complex brickwork and the steel bars and mesh to
exclude intruders. 1960s.
SITES
527 Lancashire.
G
Heaton Norris. The goods warehouse, seen from the 'rail'
side but after the demise of the wagon turntables which gave
access to rail vehicles. Shows the LNWR company name built
into the brickwork. Lots of bags on pallets on ground with
an empty lorry nearby. Covered lorries in right background.
1960s.
SITES
528 Lancashire.
G
Heaton Norris. The goods warehouse, seen looking south along
Wellington Road. 1960s.
SGJ
50 Lancashire.
G
Huyton. Early afternoon view, showing station running-in
board, platform end and subway leading out of station. Gas
lamp on top of iron hoop above subway. 13-Mar-1926. Tall
signals including gantry, single post and bracket. A Prince
with Belpaire firebox approaches - the background around the
smokebox has been scraped out from the original negative.
LNWRS
254 Lancashire.
G
Lancaster Castle stn central. Down platform, looking north.
LNWR signs and notices. Several passengers on platform.
Luggage and large 2-wheeled hand cart in foreground. Castle
Park overbridge on right. Gantries for cable for MR overhead
electrics to Green Ayre and Morecambe just visible in right
distance.
SITES
1265 Lancashire.
F
Lancaster Castle stn central. Looking north through the
station from the main Up platform where train hauled by an
LMS 'Jubilee' is arriving. Main Down platform in centre,
with castellated buildings behind. BR platform name board on
left. Covered footbridge in centre.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
1267 Lancashire.
F
Lancaster Castle stn central. Looking south through the
station from the main Down platform. Only two tracks between
platforms. Castellated buildings in view on both sides. MR
6-wheeled carriages in bay on left. Covered footbridge in
centre. Woman in Victorian outfit walking towards camera.
Station staff posed on track beside Down platform.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
1268 Lancashire.
F
Lancaster Castle stn central. Looking south through the
station from the main Down platform. Four tracks between
platforms. Meeting House Lane overbridge in background, West
Road overbridge in foreground and footbridge partly in view
behind the latter. North end bay platforms on right, island
platform on left. LNWR nameboard at near end of island.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
1269 Lancashire.
F
Lancaster Castle stn central. Looking south through the
Morecambe platforms at the east side of the station electric train in the Up platform - viewed from the island
platform. BR nameboard on left, next to abutment of West
Road overbridge. Upper quadrant Starter on wooden post. Up
side station buildings in background.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
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HDB
284 Lancashire.
VG
Lancaster Castle stn exterior. Looking east across Station
Road at the main station building, on the Down side. After
the cleaning of the stonework. 4-Aug-1979.
HDB
285 Lancashire.
VG
Lancaster Castle stn exterior. Looking east along the
station approach and across Station Road at the main station
building, on the Down side. After the cleaning of the
stonework. 4-Aug-1979.
HDB
286 Lancashire.
VG
Lancaster Castle stn exterior. Looking north from Meeting
House Lane bridge at the side of the main station building,
on the Down side. After the cleaning of the stonework.
Covered footbridge over the tracks, on right. Car park on
left, beyond the building. 4-Aug-1979.
HDB
287 Lancashire.
VG
Lancaster Castle stn exterior. Looking east across Station
Road at the main station building, on the Down side. Before
the cleaning of the stonework. Heraldic shield on battlement
surmounts an inscription 'Luck to Loyne' - an old name for
Lancaster. 29-Jan-1972.
SITES
1270 Lancashire.
F
Lancaster Castle stn exterior. Looking north east across
Station Road to show the station buildings and the main
entrance, with canopy. BR station name board on wall on
right. Car and small lorry parked beside entrance. 1950s.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
LNWRS
305 Lancashire.
Lancaster Castle stn south. Looking south from station
platform. Pre-group.
INFRA
162 Lancashire.
VG
Leigh. Looking up to the south west end of the station from
East Bond Street. Viaduct on the left. The station is at a
high level and is built on a massive brick base. Roof
girders at top of picture. Station nameboard and wooden
building on right, above Princess Street. 16-Nov-1967.
BLM
483 Lancashire.
P
Levenshulme. Looking west along Albert Road showing the
station exterior. The railway is elevated, with the road
continuing under a brick arch on the right - a large board
proclaims the London & North Western Railway and the station
name. Three storey station building in centre of picture.
Shops on left.
LNWRS
264 Lancashire.
F
Leyland. View northwards along the Down Slow platform,
showing the buildings. Covered footbridge in background. Up
Slow and the Up and Down Fast platforms in view on right
through the murk. Signalbox in distance between the Fast and
Slow lines, with plate girder road bridge beyond. Down
signals for both lines beyond footbridge.
NHL
1320 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool Crown Street. View across Crown Street of a road
entrance to the coal yard. Shows the ridge and furrow roof.
The buildings are becoming derelict, with glass missing from
roof and windows boarded up in an outside building. Cobbled
street and interior. BR lorry waiting to come out. C1960.
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NHL
1321 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool Crown Street. View across the cleared site, from a
tunnel under Smithdown Lane. Cobbled roadways between
removed rail tracks can be seen. Dominating all is the huge
octagonal air vent for Wapping Tunnel. Blocks of flats in
background. 18-Aug-1972.
CRPRT MC193A Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool Lime Street outside. The view along a crowded Lime
Street with the North Western Hotel and part of the station
roof on the right. St George's Hall on the left. Lots of
horse-drawn vehicles entering the station.
Pre-electrification tramway with horse-drawn trams. 1890s.
LNWR Official MC193A.
Source: CROFF MA193A
LNWRS
2253 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool Lime Street outside. A view along Lime Street
showing the North Western Hotel, part of the station roof
and across the road to St George's Hall. Lots of horsedrawn
vehicles are in view including trams and an LNWR collecting
van. 1890s. LNWR Official MC193A.
SITES
563 Lancashire.
G
Liverpool Lime Street outside. View across Lime Street into
the station showing the end screen of the south east arch of
the roof. Royal Hotel on right. Electric tram on right with
uncovered ends upstairs - on Knotty Ash, Church Street, Pier
Head service. Lots of horsedrawn vehicles but no motor
traffic. C1905.
CRPRT
C698 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool Lime Street. View along the arrival platforms,
seen from the hotel. West of England express has arrived on
left, hauled by 'Experiment' compound No. 66 EXPERIMENT. Two
GWR clerestories leading. Good view of roof - repairs in
progress with ladders and high scaffolds. Lots of passengers
and horse drawn vehicles. 30-Apr-1901. Crewe Official C698.
Source: CROFF C698
CRPRT C698A Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool Lime Street. A detail showing the arrival of a
West of England express, hauled by 'Experiment' compound No.
66 EXPERIMENT. Two GWR clerestories leading. Staff and
passengers on platform. Cab posed beside pile of luggage.
LNWR horse drawn collecting van. Several people have moved
during the exposure. 30-Apr-1901. Crewe Official C698.
Source: CROFF C698
CRPRT C698B Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool Lime Street. A detail showing gas lamps suspended
from the roof either side of the cab road. The station is
crowded with passengers, staff and horse drawn vehicles
following the arrival of a West of England express.
30-Apr-1901. Crewe Official C698.
Source: CROFF C698
JMD
284 Lancashire.
G
Liverpool Lime Street. View from the platform ends looking
towards Edge Hill and into the tunnels. 'Black Five' on
right, setting off with its train. Gantry with colour light
signals in foreground. Copperas Hill overbridge adding gloom
at top of photograph.
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LNWRS
678 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool Lime Street. View down from near the entrance
screen onto the arrival platforms with 2-2-2-0 No. 66
'EXPERIMENT' on West of England train (two GWR clerestories
leading). A busy scene with passengers, staff and lots of
horse-drawn vehicles. 30-Apr-1901. Crewe Official C698.
LNWRS
736 Lancashire.
Liverpool Lime Street. View of station with roof under
construction. Shows moving trestle used to support roof
trusses. Crewe Type in platform. (Same as negative No.
1733).
LNWRS
1733 Lancashire.
F
Liverpool Lime Street. View of roof under construction,
showing moving trestle used to position roof trusses. (Same
as photo 736).
LNWRS
2161 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool Lime Street. The arrivals platform showing a West
of England express pulled by Experiment Compound No 66
'EXPERIMENT'. The leading carriages are GWR clerestories.
The platform is crowded and there are lots of horse drawn
vehicles, including an LNWR 'Collecting Van'. April 1901.
Crewe Official C898 (detail - neg 678 gives full picture).
LS
123 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool Lime Street. The departure platforms, looking
towards the buffers. A good view of the station interior,
including the roof and end screen. Several engines and
carriages are in sight. 30-Apr-1901. Crewe Official C699.
NHL
544 Lancashire.
VG
Liverpool Lime Street. View down from near the entrance
screen onto the arrival platforms with 2-2-2-0 No. 66
'EXPERIMENT' on West of England train (two GWR clerestories
leading). A busy scene with passengers, staff and lots of
horse-drawn vehicles. 30-Apr-1901. Crewe Official C698.
Source: LNWRS 678
SITES
564 Lancashire.
G
Liverpool Lime Street. Looking into the north west half of
the station frombeneath Vincent Street bridge - bridge
girders in upper foreground. Shows the end of the roof arch.
Stanier 'Duchess' waiting to depart. Electric light signals
in foreground. 20-Sep-1959.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
NHL
1325 Lancashire.
G
Liverpool Park Lane Goods. The severely damaged station,
seen shortly after a bombing raid. Brickwork has collapsed
and a large section of roof has fallen, leaving smashed and
upended wagons and a van. Shows warehouse interiors with
support columns, packing cases and collapsed floors. C 1940.
Source: STNUK
NHL
1326 Lancashire.
G
Liverpool Park Lane Goods. View along the tracks up the
centre of the station, looking towards Edge Hill. Lines
curve round, in the foreground, from the Mersey Docks
connection. Warehouse on right, gantry and crane in centre.
Warehouse at far end of scene, with passages underneath for
tracks. Wagons and loading bays on left. 1964.
LNWRS
66 Lancashire.
G
Liverpool Riverside. Interior view of station showing part
of 12 wheeled Dining Saloon No. 198 and a saloon.
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LNWRS
67 Lancashire.
Liverpool Riverside. Interior view of station showing two
0-6-0 saddle tanks and part of 45' full brake.
LNWRS
68 Lancashire.
Liverpool Riverside. Interior view of station with train at
platform.
LNWRS
202 Lancashire.
Liverpool Riverside. Exterior view of station, showing horse
drawn vehicles.
SITES
569 Lancashire.
F
Liverpool Riverside. The cab road, with hand carts and horse
drawn cabs but no motor vebicles. C1905.
SOC
503 Lancashire. MR.
VG
Liverpool Sandon & Canada Dock View southwards across Regent
Road with the goods offices and entrance on the left and the
warehouse further along the road to the right. LMS notices
on wall. Steam lorry passing by, seen from the rear. The
LNWR's Canada Dock station was some distance out of the
picture to the left.
NHL
1327 Lancashire.
G
Liverpool Waterloo Goods. Looking west through the brick
arch of Great Howard Street bridge towards the station.
Plate girder bridge across station front. Gable end of roof
beyond, with lettering 'Waterloo Dock Goods...' visible. In
the foreground, 'Super D' No. 1785 sets off for Edge Hill
with a 'train load of cake and meal'.
Source: JAP C1177
NHL
1328 Lancashire.
G
Liverpool Waterloo Goods. View inside the station, showing
tracks curving round to pass between warehouses. Building
(or demolition) work in progress on right. Huge warehouse in
centre with projecting bays for lifting goods to and from
wagons. Taken from a moving train - LMS 3F tank in left
foreground, pulling Liverpool University tour. 13-Jun-1964.
Source: JAP 30714
LNWRS
1735 Lancashire.
Liverpool. Photograph of drawing by T T Bury of 'Railway
Office, Liverpool' on the Liverpool and Manchester Railway.
SITES
630 Lancashire.
G
Lowton Junction. View down from Newton Road overbridge
looking south east to show the wooden building on the low
platform beside the Manchester curve. Roof projects to give
a narrow canopy. Flat roofed brick shed to left. On both
buildings, doors are closed and windows shuttered. Tall and
ornate chimneys on wooden building. May 1968.
SITES
631 Lancashire.
G
Lowton Junction. View across the tracks looking south east
to show the wooden building on the low platform beside the
Manchester curve. Roof projects to give a narrow canopy.
Flat roofed brick shed to left. On both buildings, doors are
closed and windows shuttered. Tall and ornate chimneys on
wooden building. May 1968.
SITES
632 Lancashire.
G
Lowton Junction. View south along the Down (to Wigan)
platform. Pitched roof hut in fgoreground. Western half of
Newton Road bridge in background with lower part of arch
painted white to aid visibility - the bridge encroaches onto
the platform. Base of former water tank in distance on
right. May 1968.
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INFRA
42 Lancashire. PWR.
G
Lytham. The outside of the main station building, viewed
across the forecourt. Covered area around the entrance.
Balustrades around the roof. C1960.
INFRA
43 Lancashire. PWR.
G
Lytham. View of a platform, showing the way out and the
ticket inspector's cabin. A good view of the underside of
the ridge and furrow awning. Sack truck on left, next to a
large weighing machine for goods. 2-Mar-1965.
INFRA
44 Lancashire. PWR.
G
Lytham. The entrance hall, with the ticket office at the far
end. Passenger leaving to the forecourt via a door on the
right. Board in the centre of the hall advertising a weekend
in Paris for £10. 2-Mar-1965.
CRPRT
C159 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester Exchange. The interior of the First Class
refreshment room. Long table on right set for dining. Bar on
left stacked with food. June 1885. LNWR Official C159.
Source: CROFF C159
CRPRT
MC83 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester Exchange. The view north east along Chapel
Street, looking at the new station high above. On the right
is the overbridge carrying Cathedral Approach on to the main
entrance whilst in the centre is the overbridge carrying
Salford Approach. On the corner on the left is a shop.
C1885. Crewe Official MC83.
Source: CROFF MC83
CRPRT
MC84 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester Exchange. The view westwards from Salford Bridge
at the corner of Victoria Street and Chapel Street, looking
up to the newly built station. Main entrance and offices in
left centre, covered cab road up to entrance in right centre
above the stone retaining wall and arches beside Chapel
Street. C1885. Crewe Official MC84.
Source: CROFF MC84
CRPRT
MC85 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester Exchange. The view north across the Deansgate
tram tracks, from Victoria Street. Cathedral approach and
station entrance on right, train shed in left background.
Tops of workshops in Chapel Street and beside the Irwell on
left - Salford Approach is beyond their chimneys. C1885.
Crewe Official MC85.
Source: CROFF MC85
CRPRT
MC86 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester Exchange. The entrance and station offices,
looking along the bridge which carries Cathedral Approach
across the Irwell and Chapel Street. The awning above the
entrance is yet unglazed and two tall trestles are seen
beneath it. C1885. Crewe Official MC86.
Source: CROFF MC86
CRPRT
MC87 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester Exchange. The entrance hall, looking from the
main entrance towards the footbridge across the through
lines. Booking Office and clock on left, Telegraph Office on
right. Newspaper stall in background, beside stairs to
footbridge. Railway staff posed around the scene. C1885.
Crewe Official MC87.
Source: CROFF MC87
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CRPRT
MC88 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester Exchange. The view inside the entrance hall of
the newly opened station, looking towards the main entrance.
Shows the underside of the roof, the curved wall outside the
waiting rooms on the left and the third class ticket window
on the right. C1885. Crewe Official MC88.
Source: CROFF MC88
CRPRT
MC89 Lancashire.
G
Manchester Exchange. The view looking south west through the
station from above the cab road. Ramp taking the cab road up
into the station in centre. No. 5 platform (with pile of
planking on track bed) and through road (with 6-wheeled
carriage) on right, No. 4 platform to left with No. 3 beyond
(with 6-wheeled carriages). C1885. Crewe Official MC89.
Source: CROFF MC89
CRPRT
MC90 Lancashire.
G
Manchester Exchange. View south west through station, under
centre span of the 3-arch roof. Gents' lavatory on left,
with 6-wheeled carriages in No. 2 (bay) platform beyond.
More 6-wheelers in No. 3 platform to right of centre (coach
in foreground has been moved to leave a 'ghost'). Another
train in No. 2 on far right. C1885. Crewe Official MC90.
Source: CROFF MC90
CRPRT
MC91 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester Exchange. View north east through station, along
platform 3 under the centre span of the 3-arch roof. Bay
lines on right (platforms 1 and 2). Platforms 4 and 5 on
left. Carriages at far ends of most platforms, with
locomotive approaching along No. 3. High ballasted track
throughout. C1885. Crewe Official MC91.
Source: CROFF MC91
LNWRS
9090 Lancashire.
Manchester Exchange. Exterior view in Edwardian period.
LNWRS
9108 Lancashire.
Manchester Exchange. Exterior view showing Cromwell statue
and passing trams.
LNWRS
9680 Lancashire.
Manchester Exchange. Exterior view with Cromwell statue in
foreground. Copy of an official postcard.
SITES
646 Lancashire. LMS.
G
Manchester Exchange. The view up Cathedral Approach towards
the station entrance and the office block above it. Station
clock shows 9:30. Taxi going into the station.
Advertisements each side of approach road, including ones
for the GWR. C1946.
SOC
299 Lancashire.
G
Manchester Exchange. Looking west along the through
platforms towards the footbridge, with the bays on the left.
A good view of the underside of the roof (with ladders
stretching up) and the supporting columns. A large gas lamp
hangs from the roof. Three trains of 6-wheeled carriages
(one of them has moved). C1885. Crewe Official MC90.
Source: CROFF MC90
SOC
1392 Lancashire.
HT
Manchester Exchange. View from the concourse with the
booking office in the foreground and the station roof
beyond. Staff and well-dressed gentlemen posed around the
area. C1905.
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NFSRN
160 Lancashire. MSJ&A.
VG
Manchester Knott Mill. The entrance to Knott Mill station at
the corner of Deansgate and Whitworth Street West, looking
south east. Station name displayed in an elaborate scroll
over the doorways. Bridge over the southern end of Deansgate
to the right, with overhead power cables in view. Atlas Auto
Electric Service on extreme right. Late 1960s.
CRPRT MA128 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester Liverpool Road. The station frontage, seen from
across Water Street. Includes the former stationmaster's
house on the corner. Crewe Official MA128.
Source: CROFF MA128
LNWRS
756 Lancashire.
Manchester Liverpool Road. Frontage of station. 1880
CRPRT
C772 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester London Rd exterior. The station approach, looking
towards the LNWR half of frontage. End of a train shed on
the right, cabmen's shelter on left. Canopy proclaims towns
reached by the LNWR. Several horse drawn LNWR cabs on
roadway. Well dressed passengers, including soldiers, on
pavement. 16-Jul-1904. LNWR Official C772.
Source: CROFF C772
CRPRT C772A Lancashire.
VG
Manchester London Rd exterior. The station approach, looking
towards the LNWR half of the frontage. End of one of the
trainsheds on the right, part of GCR frontage on left.
Canopy proclaims towns reached by the LNWR. Several horse
drawn LNWR cabs on roadway. Cabmen's shelter on left. Well
dressed passengers on pavement. C1910. LNWR Official C772A.
Source: CROFF C772A
LNWRS
2105 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester London Rd exterior. Exterior view showing LNWR
side of frontage. End of south part of train shed in view.
Horse drawn cabs, some marked L&NW Ry., on approach road.
Soldiers in dress uniforms on footway. 16-Jul-1904. LNWR
Official C772.
LNWRS
9100 Lancashire.
GR
Manchester London Rd exterior. The view across London Road
and the station approach road, showing most of the LNWR
goods warehouse on the left and the frontage of the
passenger station on the right. The approach road is lined
with large notice boards headed, alternately, 'London &
North Western Railway' and 'Great Central Railway'. C1900.
LS
128 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester London Rd exterior. View of the LNWR half of the
station frontage. Several well-dressed passengers, including
two soldiers with plumes in their hats, are walking towards
the camera. Lots of horse drawn cabs in sight. 16-Jul-1904.
LNWR Official C772.
SITES
650 Lancashire.
G
Manchester London Rd exterior. Looking along Station
Approach to show the station frontage, which proclaims the
GCR and the LNWR. Posters on walls beside the approach
showing the GCR and the GWR. Tall LNWR signal on left, on
line to LNW goods warehouse. Electric street lamps. Mixture
of horse drawn cabs and motor taxis on view. C1920.
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SITES
651 Lancashire.
F
Manchester London Rd exterior. Looking along Station
Approach to show the station frontage, which proclaims the
Manchester Sheffield and Lincolnshire Railway and the London
and North Western Railway. Several horse drawn cabs in view.
Circular cover in centre, over the spiral staircase down to
the station undercroft. 1890s.
SOC
722 Lancashire.
GR
Manchester London Rd exterior. The view across London Road
and the station approach road, showing most of the LNWR
goods warehouse on the left and the frontage of passenger
station on the right. Electric tram on London Road on right.
Several horsedrawn cabs parked along station approach. Lots
of enamel advertisements all around. A colour PC. C1905.
JFW
341 Lancashire.
F
Manchester London Rd goods yd. View from up on the LNWR
goods shed looking down on the station building and the
goods yard to the north of the passenger station. Lots of
roof door vans. Shows electric lamps suspended from columns.
Corner of GCR goods shed in view on extreme left. C1902.
JFW
339 Lancashire. GCR.
P
Manchester London Road. View along the wide platform at the
south side of the GCR part of the station, looking towards
GCR pneumatic signal box. Fence separating the LNWR part on
extreme right. Tank engine in short bay beneath signal box.
Tank No. 7417 on left. GCR starter in centre. St Andrew's
church and Travis St warehouse on left. 26-Aug-1947.
NHL
757 Lancashire.
VG
Manchester London Road. View into the station from the
footbridge near the platform ends. GCR platforms on right,
with GCR carriages and an engine. LNWR side on right, with
fence separating the two companies. LNWR train setting off
from Platform 1, pulled by a 'Precursor'. LNWR carriages on
left. Shows roof support columns and underside of roof.
Source: RP 49048
NFSRN
164 Lancashire. MSJ&A.
G
Manchester Oxford Road. The road exit from the station,
showing the futuristic shape of the roof of the new
building. Late 1960s.
INFRA
29 Lancashire. BR.
VG
Manchester Piccadilly. The rebuilt station, showing the new
ticket barrier, beyond which are seen the the huge arches of
the original train shed. In the distance is the footbridge
connecting the main line platforms and leading to the
Altrincham platforms - signs show how to reach them
(platforms 13, 14). 1960s.
BLM
578 Lancashire.
P
Micklehurst. The view north west across Station Road with
the two storey building housing the entrance and offices on
the left. Platform buildings on embankment on right, with
covered way from entrance.
BLM
595 Lancashire.
HT
Monton Green Station. The view through the station, looking
towards Eccles along the dowm platform. Bracket signal and
signalbox on Up side in centre of picture. Up platform
buildings and awning on left, wooden shelter and canopy on
down side on left. Line diverges to four tracks beyond
station.
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LNWRS
9097 Lancashire.
Monton Green Station. Winter scene with snow, viewed from
track level.
LNWRS
9682 Lancashire.
Monton Green Station. Platform view.
SITES
737 Lancashire.
G
Monton Green Station. View through the station looking south
east towards Eccles along Down (to Bolton) platform. Shows
wooden buildings and awnings on both platforms. LNWR bracket
signals at far end of Up platform, with signalbox beyond, to
control crossovers where double tracks through station
diverge to quadruple. LNW platform nameboard on left.
SITES
738 Lancashire.
F
Monton Green Station. Looking south across the crossover at
the north west end of the station to show the Down (to
Bolton) platform where the Station Master and staff are
posed. Train of 6-wheeled stock, headed by a '5ft 6in Tank',
waits in Bolton platform beside the wooden building with
canopy.
Source: L&G 5031
LNWRS
1912 Lancashire.
F
Morecambe Euston Road. View along curved platforms into LNWR
station. 4-plank open wagon No. 61316 in siding on left.
Main station buildings and platform awning in right distance
with train in adjacent platform, led by a 'Cauliflower' lots of people heading for carriages. 'Jumbo' in island
platform on left with 6-wheel stock - carriage and two vans.
SITES
741 Lancashire.
F
Morecambe Euston Road. Looking south from Euston Road across
the station forecourt to show the large canopy in front of
the station entrance. Amost deserted. Huge British Railways
board fronting the canopy to proclaim the station name.
5-Sep-1951.
SITES
742 Lancashire.
G
Morecambe Euston Road. Looking south east along the track
bed of the former main platform line. Wide weedy platform on
left with main station buildings and large canopy. More
platforms on right. Large LNW signalbox in right background,
beside connecting line to Midland. Houses in Schola Green
Lane nearby. 28-Aug-1967.
SITES
743 Lancashire.
VG
Morecambe Euston Road. Building at the north west end of the
main platform - single story with clerestory roof
ventilator. A derelict scene with platform becomimg
overgrown with weeds. 28-Aug-1967.
SITESB
199 Lancashire.
G
Morecambe Euston Road. The station frontage and forecourt,
showing the elaborate brickwork and the large covered
entrance. Passengers walking towards the entrance doors.
British Railways posters on notice boards. Large enamelled
BR station nameboard above covered entrance. 5-Jul-1955.
SITESB
200 Lancashire.
F
Morecambe Euston Road. View across some overgrown sidings
showing the station buildings and the main platform, after
closure. Side of ex-LNW single post signal in middle
distance. Large houses in left background. 24-Aug-1967.
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SITESB
201 Lancashire.
F
Morecambe Euston Road. View along an island platform with
the main platform and station buildings across to the left.
Lots of weeds on platforms. The tracks appear to have been
lifted and the area to the right of the island has been
filled in. Terrace houses and a large signalbox in right
distance. 24-Aug-1967.
SITESB
202 Lancashire.
GR
Morecambe Euston Road. The hipped roof goods shed. Terrace
houses in background. There are some vans and wagons around
the shed but the area appears overgrown with weeds and
closure must be looming.
HAW
2 Lancashire.
G
Mossley Hill. View from overbridge looking south into the
station. Cattle dock on left, signal box on right. Lots of
terrace houses. The plate is beginning to deteriorate in a
few places. 27-Dec-1922.
Photographer: H A White.
HAW
287 Lancashire.
P
Mossley Hill. View southwards along the platforms with the
awning and supporting columns on the left and flower pots on
the right. The 15:40 train from Chester to Lime Street,
pulled by a Claughton, is running through the station.
16:35. 23-Apr-1927. The train is moving far too fast for the
camera and the station isn't quite in focus.
Photographer: H A White.
NFSRN
92 Lancashire.
F
Mossley. View northwards from the footbridge showing the
platforms and station roofs on a wet day. Overhead
signalbox, built into rock face, in distance. A train hauled
by a 'Black 5' arrives in the Up platform. Houses beyond
retaining wall above rock face on left.
NFSRN
93 Lancashire.
G
Mossley. Looking south through the station from near the
north end of the Down platform. Main station building in
centre, on Up side. Covered footbridge in background. Plate
girder overbridge in distance. DMU (2H96) at Up platform,
beneath footbridge.
NFSRN
96 Lancashire.
G
Mossley. Looking south through the station from near the
north end of the Down platform. Main station building in
centre, on Up side. Covered footbridge in background, with
part of road overbridge in view just beyond it. Backs of
houses to left of railway, after the station, with plate
girder overbridge beyond.
NFSRN
97 Lancashire.
G
Mossley. View northwards along the Down platform from under
the footbridge. Down starter and overhead signalbox (Mossley
No. 1) in distance. DMU running in to Up platform, with
canopy beyond.
NFSRN
99 Lancashire.
F
Mossley. The General Waiting Room, in the main station
building on the Down side, showing the door and windows from
the platform. Wooden platform seat near the doorway.
NFSRN
101 Lancashire.
P
Mossley. The main station buildings, on the Down side,
viewed from the opposite platform. Covered footbridge on
right.
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NFSRN
102 Lancashire.
F
Mossley. The main station buildings, on the Down side,
viewed from the opposite platform. Covered footbridge on
right.
NFSRN
109 Lancashire.
N
Mossley. The exterior of the station, looking north west
from across the road. BR excursion advertisements on fences
outside. Town Hall on hillside on left, high above the
station.
NFSRN
112 Lancashire.
VG
Mossley. The view looking south through the station, from
off the north end of the Down platform. Shows platform
canopies, with covered footbridge in background. Front of
Down DMU in foreground, waiting to leave for Huddersfield.
SITESB
203 Lancashire.
F
Mossley. The station forecourt showing the entrance and the
station offices. Part of bridge above the tracks on the left
and top of overhead signalbox on far right. Tram lines in
foreground. LNWR station nameboard above entrance but LM&SR
posters on notice boards. Lots of pedestrians around, in
best clothes.
SITES
793 Lancashire.
HT
Newton-le-Willows. The view east through the station,
looking from between the tracks, with the main station
buildings on the Up (to Manchester) platform and the smaller
buildings on the Down (to Liverpool) side. Parapet walls and
railings at both sides in foreground above underbridges.
LNWR signals in distance. Station name written on negative.
Source: LOS
SOC
1202 Lancashire.
F
Old Mill Lane Halt. The site of the halt, looking north west
towards Rainford. Back of tubular post Home signal in
foreground. Houses and commercial buildings to left of
tracks in background. June 1957.
Source: JAP
SITES
849 Lancashire. MSJ&A.
F
Old Trafford. The station exterior, looking west across
Seymour Grove to show the polygonal building above the
tracks and the tunnel. Horse and cab on right, outside
entrance - nameboard above doorway. Lady in Edwardian dress
in centre foreground, striding towards cab.
Source: LOS
BLM
643 Lancashire. LYR.
P
Oldham Central. The view through the station, looking east.
Shows the two platforms, each with ridge and furrow awnings.
Clegg Street bridge at far end of station.
INFRA
21 Lancashire.
G
Oldham Clegg Street. The view on a wet day looking south
west through station, towards Ashton. Train leaving in
distance, passing under station offices mounted on
footbridge. Glass missing from platform canopy in centre.
Lines to Oldham Central on right with train in platform.
Carriage parked in siding on left. Clegg St bridge on right.
SITES
850 Lancashire. OA&GB.
F
Oldham Clegg Street. Looking east across the forecourt at
the south end of Clegg Street to show the station entrance
and offices, built on a bridge over the tracks. Hydraulic
tower projecting through roof on right. Lots of
advertisements and posters.
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SITES
851 Lancashire. OA&GB.
F
Oldham Clegg Street. Looking east across the forecourt at
the south end of Clegg Street to show the station entrance
and offices, built on a bridge over the tracks. Hydraulic
tower projecting through roof on right. Two cars parked
beneath awning. Probably after closure.
SITES
852 Lancashire. OA&GB.
F
Oldham Clegg Street. Looking north east through the station,
along the double track lines. Station entrance on bridge on
right. Several panes of glass missing from canopy over
island platform in centre. NPCS vans in single line
platform, next to wall, on left. Nameboard on island
platform, endorsed 'Junction for Rochdale'. 12-Apr-1957.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
853 Lancashire. OA&GB.
G
Oldham Clegg Street. Looking east through the station.
Station entrance on bridge in centre. Shows the derelict and
overgrown platforms, with canpies removed. Parachute tank in
right foreground. Footbridge in right background, running
from station forecourt, across the goods yard, towards
Woodstock Street.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
854 Lancashire. OA&GB.
F
Oldham Clegg Street. Looking south across the derelict
station, seen from the top of the retaining wall above the
L&Y 'Central' station. Rear of station entrance and offices
in right centre, with covered footbridge attached to it shows staircase down to island platform. Footbridge from
Clegg Street to Woodstock Street in left distance.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SOC
713 Lancashire.
F
Oldham Clegg Street. The joint Oldham, Ashton & Guide Bridge
station. View south westwards, towards Ashton, looking along
the platforms towards the station buildings (which are on an
overbridge). Steel wagon in siding on left. Footbridge over
goods yard in left background, beyond platform nameboard.
Rear of carriage seen in left hand platform. Late 1950s.
LNWRS
9667 Lancashire.
F
Oldham Glodwick Road. View into the station from an
overbridge, looking towards Lees. Platforms and station
buildings in background. GCR 2-4-2 tank No. 576, coupled in
reverse, in foreground heading GCR train in bay platform.
Back of LNWR bracket signal at platform end. Wagons in
siding on left, some with high loads and sheeted.
SITES
855 Lancashire.
F
Oldham Glodwick Road. View south west across Glodwick Road
with the top half of the two storey station office building
on the left - notice on wall on right pointing to booking
office. Plate girder parapet of overbridge in centre.
Covered footbridge beyond. Greenbank Mills in left
background. 1954.
INFRA
403 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Oldham Mumps. The view along the Manchester platform,
looking towards Rochdale. Manchester bay in left foreground
with Rochdale platform beyond. Entrance to waiting room in
background. A good view of the underside of the platform
roof, with the end of the roof in the upper foreground.
19-Aug-1975.
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INFRA
404 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Oldham Mumps. The outside of the waiting room, seen from the
Manchester end of the platform. Wooden kiosk beside door.
19-Aug-1975.
INFRA
405 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Oldham Mumps. The new station frontage and offices - a 1960s
single storey flat roofed building - on a wet day. Platform
roof in background. 19-Aug-1975.
INFRA
406 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Oldham Mumps. The view up the ramp from the subway with the
platform building at the top. 19-Aug-1975.
INFRA
407 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Oldham Mumps. The view along the subway from the bottom of
the ramp from the platform. Shows the girders supporting the
track. Steps in background leading up to the entrance hall.
19-Aug-1975.
INFRA
408 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Oldham Mumps. The old station frontage and offices with
glazed pitched roof. Looks fairly derelict, shortly before
demolition. Notice propped against wall to point to
temporary ticket office. 6-Mar-1956.
INFRA
22 Lancashire. LYR.
G
Oldham Werneth. The view west from the station, looking
under the footbridge (with wooden post UQ signals mounted on
it) and under Featherstall Road overbridge to the top of the
incline down to Middleton Junction. Werneth signalbox in
centre, with line to Failsworth running off beyond. Platform
nameboard and stairs to footbridge on left. 20-Nov-1956.
INFRA
23 Lancashire. LYR.
G
Oldham Werneth. The view west from beneath the station
footbridge towards Featherstall Road overbridge and the top
of the incline down to Middleton Junction. Werneth signalbox
on left with line to Failsworth running off beyond. Long
footbridge from the station to Featherstall Road on right.
Barrow crossing in foreground. C1960.
INFRA
401 Lancashire. LYR.
VG
Oldham Werneth. The view eastwards from beneath Featherstall
Lane bridge showing the station platforms and footbridge
(bridge No. 12). At the far end of the platforms is the
station office building and entrance, on an overbridge.
Footbridge from Featherstall Lane on left. 20-Nov-1956.
BLM
669 Lancashire. OA&GB.
F
Park Bridge. Looking through the station towards Oldham,
with sidings and mineral line diverging to right. Wooden
buildings on both platforms. GCR Home signal in right
foreground. C1900.
SITES
890 Lancashire.
F
Park Bridge. Looking north along the wooden Down (to Oldham)
platform with its wooden waiting shelter. Platform nameboard
on left. Upper quadrant signals at far end of station. Taken
from a train in opposite (to Ashton) platform. 19-Apr-1954.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
CRPRT
D27 Lancashire.
Parkside. Taking in Water at Parkside Station (where Mr
Huskisson Fell). Shows a Rocket type at an early water
crane. Photograph of a Bury litho. C1830.
LNWRS
1742 Lancashire.
Parkside. Photograph of drawing by T T Bury showing engine
taking water on L&M Railway.
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LS
152 Lancashire.
Parkside. The station in L&M days, showing an engine taking
water Copied from an early lithograph. Crewe Official D27.
SITES
901 Lancashire.
F
Pennington. Looking south through the station from St Helens
Road overbridge. Main buildings on Up (to Kenyon Junction)
platform on left, with flower beds. Small wooden waiting hut
on Down (to Bolton) platform on right. Platelayers hut at
far end of Up platform.
SITES
902 Lancashire.
F
Pennington. Looking south along the Up (to Kenyon Junction)
platform to show the main station buildings and the flower
beds in front of them. Station master in LNWR uniform
standing on platform, suveying the scene.
Source: LOS
BLM
692 Lancashire.
HT
Plodder Lane. The view from southern end of Down platform,
looking towards Bolton, with the overbridge carrying Plodder
Lane in left distance. In the Up platform is a train for
Manchester pulled by a BR 2MT 2-6-2 tank coupled in reverse.
Booking office and steps from Plodder Lane in background.
Passenger service ended two days later. 27-Mar-1954.
LNWRS
2072 Lancashire.
F
Prescot. View of station, looking towards Wigan from nearby
overbridge, showing two trains of 6-wheeled carriages. Tall
signal posts in foreground - Down starter on right with
co-acting arms.
CRPRT OS186 Lancashire.
VG
Preston station central. The new station entrance, looking
down the slope from Fishergate. Cabs, drivers and station
staff are posed beneath the ornately painted canopy. Mansard
roof of station offices in centre, flanked by the ends of
the train sheds. C1880. LNWR Official OS186.
Source: CROFF OS186
CRPRT OS187 Lancashire.
VG
Preston station central. The new Fishergate entrance hall,
viewed from the platform side. Builders materials stacked on
the platform next to the base of the hall. Lots of
ornamental ironwork. Huge gas lamps suspended from roof.
C1880. LNWR Official OS187.
Source: CROFF OS187
CRPRT OS188 Lancashire.
VG
Preston station central. Looking south along main Down
platform of new station. This became platform 5 - the photo
was taken before the island for platforms 3 and 4 was built
on the right. On left are various refreshment and waiting
rooms. Gas fitter standing on very long ladder, attending to
one of several large lamps. C1880. LNWR Official OS188.
Source: CROFF OS188
LNWRS
9095 Lancashire.
Preston station central. Interior view of station showing
main line Down platform No. 5.
LNWRS
9107 Lancashire.
Preston station central. Interior view of platform 9.
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LNWRS
201 Lancashire.
Preston station south end. Panoramic view looking north
towards the south end of the station. Signal gantries in
centre - rings on some of arms - with train shed beyond.
LNWR carriages in platforms. Various wagons and goods brakes
in yard on left. Covered footbridge on right, between
station and hotel.
SOC
117 Lancashire.
VG
Preston station south end. Panoramic view across the tracks
from the south west showing the south end of the train sheds
and the covered way across to the southern suburbs. Two huge
gantries in view. Lots of ringed arms. Carriages in LNWR
livery inside station.
BLM
729 Lancashire.
HT
Rainford Junction. A view looking north east at the
platforms, taken from the V between the L&Y Liverpool to
Manchester line and the LNWR line running in from the right
from St Helens. In the left foreground is the start of the
junction to the L&Y line to Ormskirk. Footbridge across
junction, with road bridge and L&Y signals beyond.
JMD
278 Lancashire.
G
Rainhill. View through the station looking west towards the
Skew Bridge (with footbridge infront). LMS 'Hawkeye'
platform nameboard on Down platform in left foreground. Main
station buildings on left, hipped roof shelter on right (Up)
platform. 19-Jul-1954.
JMD
279 Lancashire.
N
Rainhill. View through the station looking west towards the
Skew Bridge (with footbridge infront) along the Up platform.
Main station buildings on left, hipped roof shelter on right
(Up) platform. Georgian buildings on left beyond railway
fence. 19-Jul-1954.
LNWRS
9101 Lancashire.
Rainhill. View of station from bridge, with LNWR carriage
visible. Shows Commercial Hotel, supplied by 'Knotty Ash
Ales'.
SITES
939 Lancashire.
G
Rainhill. Looking east along the Down (to Liverpool)
platform to show the canopy with its wooden columns and its
support brackets. April 1974.
SITES
940 Lancashire.
F
Rainhill. Looking east along the Down (to Liverpool)
platform. Shows part of the rear of the stairs to the
footbridge and shows the platform canopy with its wooden
support columns. April 1974.
SITES
941 Lancashire.
G
Rainhill. Looking east along the Down (to Liverpool)
platform. Features the westmost wooden support column for
the canopy and the brackets connecting it with the roof.
April 1974.
SITES
956 Lancashire.
G
Reddish. A 'Reddish South' name board, mounted on a
derelict, overgrown, platform. Track and a tubular post home
signal still in place. Corrugated iron industrial building
in background, beyond wooden boundary fence. 1-Mar-1971.
SITES
957 Lancashire.
G
Reddish. The hipped roof goods shed, seen across the
derelict island platform. Several window panes broken. A
Wolseley 1500 parked on left. Running line and point rodding
in right foreground. 1-Mar-1971.
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JFW
1113 Lancashire.
F
Roby. Looking across the station from the Liverpool end of
the Up Slow platform. Shows the waiting room and canopy on
the island platform. Station master's house (without windows
onto platform) on right and Down Fast buildings in
background. 1930s.
SITES
988 Lancashire.
G
Roby. View northwards along Station Road. Awning of Up
platform across tracks in background. At end of road is the
station wall on which are displayed a British Railways
notice board and a station nameboard. Entrance and station
offices in single storey building on left.
SITES
989 Lancashire.
F
Roby. Looking down at the Up side platform building from
Bridge Road overbridge. Lots of British Railways notice
boards and enamelled signs. A good view of the top of the
roof of the building and its awning. Part of tubular post
signal column on right.
SITES
990 Lancashire.
G
Roby. Looking down at the Down side platform building and
the stationmaster's house, from Bridge Road overbridge.
Shows British Railways enamelled station nameboard on Up
platform. A wet day.
SITESB
963 Lancashire. LYR.
G
Rochdale. Looking north east through the station to show
both the isaland platforms. Glass removed from near part of
canopies, perhaps prior to demolition. Signal box beside
siding on left. Terrace houses off Miall Street in right
distance. 1970.
Source: JAP
SITESB
964 Lancashire. LYR.
G
Rochdale. The original station building, erected by the
Manchester & Leeds Railway and used to house stores in later
years. Near end clad in slates for weatherproofing.
26-Sep-1954.
Source: JAP
BLM
757 Lancashire.
HT
Rookery. The view north west through the station, looking
along the Up platform towards Rainford Junction. Wooden
shelter in foreground, with arc roof. Tip of similar shelter
on opposite platform just in view. Tubular post signals in
background with upper quadrant arms. Level crossing at far
end of platforms.
SOC
1165 Lancashire.
P
Scorton. A view through the station showing both platforms.
Station nameboard on left. Wooden shelters on both
platforms. Trees on left. This photograph may well show the
Scorton in Yorkshire, near Catterick on the Richmond branch
(NER).
SOC
1166 Lancashire.
F
Scorton. The view west along station road showing the stone
arch road underbridge and the station house built into the
side of the embankment. Steep flight of steps up to the
platform. Rear of wooden waiting shelter on Up platform on
left. Scorton was closed in 1939.
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SITESB
972 Lancashire. LYR.
G
Seaforth & Litherland. Looking north across the tracks to
the main platform, with canopy, for Liverpool Exchange.
Large notice proclaiming Change Here For Stations On The
Liverpool Overhead Railway. Platform nameboard on wall to
left. Tracks electrified with third rail for L&Y Southport
route. 1950s.
LNWRS
265 Lancashire.
G
Seedley. View of the station entrance, on an overbridge.
Shows the awnings over the doors. The wooden building is
surmounted by a sign proclaiming 'L&NWR Seedley Station'.
Two railwaymen posed in foreground - one in tunic, one in
frock coat and boater. Pre 1908.
NHL
1331 Lancashire.
G
Sefton Park. View along the tracks showing all four
platforms along with buildings and awnings. Covered
staircase down to road level, at far end of island platform.
A parallel boilered 'Patriot' waits with train at far
platform. Plate girder underbridge in view beyond station.
1958.
Source: JAP R17909
SITES
1486 Lancashire. LYR.
G
Shaw and Crompton. The view across the cobbled forecourt,
showing the station exterior. Overgrown rails to goods yard
in foreground. Mill chimneys and top of mill building in
distance, seen above hipped roof of station.
NHL
1334 Lancashire.
F
Speke. View down into the station from top of cutting. Shows
platform buildings and roof of awnings. Covered footbridge
and street level booking office in background. A train
headed by a 2-4-0 with drop-down smokebox door waits in a
platform.
Source: JAP C714
NHL
1344 Lancashire.
G
St Helens Shaw Street. View from the Wigan direction through
the station towards Liverpool, with the Widnes line
diverging to the left by the platform ends. Shows the
substantial awnings on both platforms. Plate girder viaduct
and a gantry with tubular post dolls in background.
Source: STNUK R503
NHL
1345 Lancashire.
G
St Helens Shaw Street. View north, along the Down platform.
Shows the awning over the Up platform on left and over the
Down and Bay platforms in the centre. Carriages in sidings
on right. Wooden gantry with two dolls with Home signals in
foreground. In the foreground, the Liverpool line runs in
from the left and from Widnes from the right. C1922.
Source: STNUK RR268
INFRA
35 Lancashire. PWR.
G
St. Annes. The view through the station looking south east
towards the St. Annes Road overbridge. Shows the platform
awnings, looking a little shabby. Nameboards on roof columns
show 'St Annes on-the-sea'. Late 1960s.
INFRA
36 Lancashire. PWR.
G
St. Annes. The back of the platform area, looking towards
the vehicle entrance (grill pulled across). Someone leaving
through entrance to booking hall to the right. Shows roof
girders and underside of roof. 2-Mar-1965.
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INFRA
37 Lancashire. PWR.
G
St. Annes. The back of the platform area, showing W H Smith
bookstall, vending machines, weighing scales,
advertisements. A good view of the underside of the roof and
the supporting columns. 2-Mar-1965.
INFRA
38 Lancashire. PWR.
G
St. Annes. The entrance hall, with the ticket office on the
left. 2-Mar-1965.
INFRA
39 Lancashire. PWR.
G
St. Annes. The entrance hall, with someone waiting at the
ticket office on the right. Screen and way through to the
platforms on the left - platform ticket machine near
barrier. 2-Mar-1965.
INFRA
40 Lancashire. PWR.
G
St. Annes. The right-hand part of the facade, looking from
the forecourt. Shows the covered entrance with a car
waiting. Luggage and parcels office beside the entrance to
the hall. 2-Mar-1965.
INFRA
41 Lancashire. PWR.
G
St. Annes. The left-hand part of the facade, looking from
the forecourt. Shows the covered entrance with a Mini Estate
car waiting. W H Smith bookshop beside the entrance to the
hall. 2-Mar-1965.
LNWRS
290 Lancashire.
N
Standish. View through the station looking along the Down
platform towards Preston. Signalbox at far end of opposite
platform. Wooden station buildings at both sides. Standish
Junction is behind the camera. Pre-group.
NHL
1306 Lancashire.
G
Stanley. View towards Edge Hill looking down onto the
derelict platforms. Back of main station building on right,
above rail level, on an overbridge which carries Prescot
Road. On the left, beyond the railway boundary, is a strange
structure like a large hopper surmounted by a lop-sided
cover. 1954.
BLM
843 Lancashire.
HT
Sutton Oak. The view north west towards St Helens, looking
through the station. Shows wooden buildings on both
platforms. Baxters Lane overbridge in background. C1950.
SOC
1422 Lancashire.
G
Thatto Heath. Ex-LNW wooden waiting shelter with slated
hipped roof on Down platform. Looking east across the tracks
towards abutment of Thatto Heath Road overbridge. BR station
nameboard on lamp post. C1995.
Source: BLEN
INFRA
33 Lancashire. PWR.
G
Thornton. The outside of the main station building, viewed
looking along the forecourt. 13-Apr-1967.
NHL
1308 Lancashire.
G
Tue Brook. View towards Edge Hill along Down platform,
showing wooden buildings on both platforms. Girders of West
Derby Road underbridge in view beyond platforms. Arc roof
carriages in Up siding beyond bridge. Flat roofed
signalbox(?) at far end of Down platform. Lister Drive
overbridge and Power Station in distance. C1930.
Source: STNUK
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JFW
1114 Lancashire.
VG
Walton. View along platforms towards Edgehill. Wooden
station buildings on far (up) side. Stacks of bricks on
left. The station was named Walton for Aintree at the time
of the photograph but was renamed Walton & Anfield in 1910.
C1900.
SITESB
36 Lancashire.
G
Walton. Looking north west along the tracks through the
derelict and overgrown site of Walton & Anfield station.
Terrace houses in right background, trees on left.
22-Aug-1970.
SOC
300 Lancashire.
HT
Walton. View along platforms towards Edgehill. Wooden
station buildings on far (up) side. The station was named
Walton for Aintree at the time of the photograph but was
renamed Walton & Anfield in 1910. C1900.
NHL
1342 Lancashire.
F
Warrington Arpley. View along the Down platform towards Bank
Quay. Main buildings and platform awning on Up platform on
right. Footbridge in foreground. Goods warehouse in
background. C1925.
Source: JAP RR252
NHL
1343 Lancashire.
G
Warrington Arpley. View along the Up platform towards Lymm.
Main station buildings and platform awning on left, Down
platform with long awning on right. Footbridge in
background. 1956.
Source: STNUK 5234
BLM
903 Lancashire.
HT
Warrington Bank Quay High Lvl. The view northwards through
the station from the southern end of the Up platform,
showing platform canopies. Glass factory in left background.
C1932.
SITES
1370 Lancashire.
G
Warrington Bank Quay Low Level Looking west from Slutchers
Lane bridge down onto the platforms. Slutchers Lane
signalbox on left. Track removed from bay platform. Ex-LNW
signals on both sides of tracks. Large water tank on brick
base on left, beyond signalbox. High Level station runs
across background, with Works beyond. 1960s.
SOC
15 Lancashire.
HT
Warrington Bank Quay Low Level on a sunny day, with
passengers posed for the photograph. Roof of high level
station in background. Water tank on left. Perhaps taken in
the 1870s soon after the LNWR buildings were completed.
Copied from a book.
INFRA
168 Lancashire.
VG
Warrington Bank Quay. View from corner of Parker Street and
Wilson Patten Street with roof of High Level in background
and side of Low Level on the left, showing covered way
between the two parts of the station. Railway offices in
centre with roof of Patten Arms beyond. Subway to booking
office and Factory Lane in centre left. 6-Jan-1965.
NHL
1330 Lancashire.
G
Wavertree. View along the island platform, with stone-edged
flowerbed and gas lamp in foreground. Platform buildings and
awnings in view on all platforms. 1948.
Source: STNUK
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SOC
1159 Lancashire.
G
Whelley. The site of Whelley station, looking north under a
road overbridge (stone abutments, brick parapets on top of
an iron girder). Former stationmaster's house across tracks
on right. The station was closed in 1872, the same year that
the line was opened. However, Whelley remained open for
goods into the 1960s - siding beyond bridge. 26-Aug-1954.
FWSLF
AL97 Lancashire. WMHR.
VG
Whittingham. Looking east through the shed yard from beside
the engine shed to show the station in the distance.The
station roof has two pitches and covers both the platform
and the running line. In the yard, on the left, are Sentinel
4-wheel diesel shunter GRADWELL and 0-4-2T JAMES FRYARS.
Special train for a SLS/MLS railtour on right. 1-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM2 Lancashire. WMHR.
G
Whittingham. The view from the station, looking west towards
the engine shed, from the eastern end. Running line on left,
platform on right. Shows the overall roof. Covered entrance
way in right distance. Fogging around lower edges of
picture. 1-May-1954.
SOC
1115 Lancashire. GCR.
G
Widnes GC/MR station. The GCR and Midland Joint station.
View eastwards from a train, showing the Down platform
buildings on the south side of the line. Footbridge and
stairs in foreground. 19-Apr-1993.
NHL
1335 Lancashire.
F
Widnes LNWR station. View towards Warrington looking along
platforms, showing station buildings and awnings. Plate
girder underbridge and bracket signal at far end of station.
The main signal doll is for the St Helens line which runs
past the steam shed to join the line from the docks. The
small doll is for the Warrington line. C1922.
Source: STNUK RR270
JFW
378 Lancashire.
G
Wigan. View south through the station, looking along the
main Down platform (No. 3). Shows pitched awning on Up
platform and external girder on ridge and furrow roof of
Down platform. BR nameboard in left foreground on Up side.
22-Jun-1965.
Source: STNUK
SGJ
107 Lancashire.
G
Winwick Quay. A distant view looking eastwards across the
fields from near the canal. Shows the footbridge, signal
box, Up and Down signals, a wooden building and a grounded
goods van. An Up cattle train, headed by Experiment No. 893
'CITY OF CHESTER', runs through. 2-Oct-1926.
BLM
959 Lancashire.
F
Worsley. The station exterior showing the snow clad approach
road. Station offices on Up side in centre, footbridge on
right beyond iron spear fence.
BLM
960 Lancashire.
F
Worsley. Looking south east through the station, towards
Mancherster, from the north west end of the Down platform.
Shows platform awnings on Up side and tip of the roof of the
shelter on the Down side. Staff posed on Up plastform with
LNWR notices in background. Manchester train disappearing in
distance. C1908.
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ESR
103 Lancashire.
VG
Worsley. View from the footbridge showing the platforms,
shelters and awnings. Looking south east towards Manchester.
Taken from a commercial photograph, with a caption at the
bottom.
LNWRS
9091 Lancashire.
Worsley. Exterior of station in Edwardian period.
LNWRS
9092 Lancashire.
Worsley. Platform view with LNWR train in far distance.
SOCB
170 Leicestershire. MR.
G
Ashby. Goods yard and abondoned cattle dock. Goods shed and
outbuildings in background. Running lines on left. June
1970.
SOC
584 Leicestershire.
VG
Blaby. The Nuneaton-bound side of the original station, with
a wooden building with a curved roof of corrugated iron. It
was burnt down by Suffragettes and the is seen here soon
after the fire was extinguished. The building was beyond
repair and was replaced by a standard LNWR wooden building
with a canopy over the platform. 12-Jul-1914.
Source: LOS 12271
SITES
338 Leicestershire. LNW/GN.
F
East Norton. Looking east, down into the station from the
top of the cutting north of Uppingham Road overbridge. Shows
the Up (Market Harborough) platform. Platform nameboard on
right. Staircase on right, running down from Uppingham Road,
with station house near the top.
SITES
348 Leicestershire.
F
Elmesthorpe. Looking west through the station from the Up
track. Main station buildings on Up side, on left. BR
platform nameboard in left foreground. LNWR Way Out sign.
Wooden waiting shelter on Down side on right. Signalbox at
far end of Down platform. Water tank at far end of Up
platform. Barrow crossing in foreground. 1959.
SITES
349 Leicestershire.
F
Elmesthorpe. Looking east through the station from the Up
platform with the main station buildings on right. BR
platform nameboard in left foreground on Down side. Wooden
waiting shelter on Down side in centre. A Mk I DMU from
Leicester is entering the station, beneath Station Road
bridge in the background.
SITES
410 Leicestershire. MR.
F
Frisby. Looking along the Peterborough platform, west
towards Syston and Leicester. Level crossing in centre.
Syston platform other side of crossing. Station house on
left. Small wooden waiting shelters on both platforms.
LNW-style signalbox at end of Peterborough platform on
right. 17-Jun-1961.
SITES
411 Leicestershire. MR.
G
Frisby. Looking along the Syston platform, east towards
Peterborough. The 12:10 from Peterborough to Leicester is
drawing in, headed by 2P No. 40502. Station house in centre
background. Signalbox to left of centre, at near end of
Peterborough platform. 1957.
JFW
312 Leicestershire.
G
Hallaton. View of the Joint station, looking towards
Nottingham along the Down platform, as a 'Jumbo' approaches
on an Up train of 6-wheeled stock. LNWR Starter at far end
of Down platform, with tall Up Home opposite. C1900.
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SITES
449 Leicestershire. LNW/GN.
G
Hallaton. Looking south through the closed station from the
level crossing at the north end of the platforms. The
platforms are beginning to look overgrown but the buildings
(brick) are intact although the one on the southbound
platform has lost its canopy. LMS platform nameboard on
left. 2-Jul-1960.
SITES
465 Leicestershire. LNW/GN.
G
Harby & Stathern. Looking north towards Nottingham along the
main line from a southbound train. Shows the island platform
with its brick building. Loop line and GNR-style loop
starting signal on left. Ornate station nameboard on
platform in left foreground.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
551 Leicestershire.
F
Lilbourne. Looking east through the station, towards Market
Harborough, along the Down line. Level crossing in
foreground, open to railway. Shows wooden buildings, with
canopies, on both platforms. LMS platform nameboard on left.
Signalbox on Up platform on right. M1 concrete viaduct in
background. 10-Apr-1965.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
552 Leicestershire.
G
Lilbourne. Looking west through the station, towards Rugby,
along the Down platform. Shows wooden buildings, with
canopies, on both platforms. Level crossing at far end of
station, closed to railway. LMS nameboard on Up platform on
left. Upper quadrant home signals on tall posts at both
sides. Photographed shortly before closure. 12-Mar-1966.
NHL
831 Leicestershire.
G
Loughborough Derby Road. View along platform towards buffer
stops and station buildings. Nameboard 'Loughborough Derby
Road' on left. LNW 6-wheel carriages in deep shadow on
right. Platform seat in left foreground. 1930s.
SITES
622 Leicestershire.
G
Loughborough Derby Road. The outside of the station, looking
scruffy but intact. Empty notice boards labelled LMS (and
LNER) on walls. The station had closed to passengers in 1931
but it was still open for goods traffic - it lingered on
until 1955. 27-Jul-1952.
Source: L&G 26637
SITES
634 Leicestershire.
G
Lubenham. The view north west through the station from the
Up (to Rugby) platform. Shows the wooden buildings, with
canopies, on both platforms - valences cut back above
platform edges to avoid fouling BR loading gauge. Signal box
at far end of Down (to Market Harborough) platform. Flat
bottom rail on Up track, bullhead on Down.
SITES
635 Leicestershire.
G
Lubenham. The view north west through the station from the
Up (to Rugby) platform. Shows the wooden buildings, with
canopies, on both platforms - valences cut back above
platform edges to avoid fouling BR loading gauge. Signal box
at far end of Down (to Market Harborough) platform. Flat
bottom rail on Up track, bullhead on Down. 28-May-1966.
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LNWRS
9668 Leicestershire.
P
Market Harborough. The old station, looking towards Rugby.
Main buildings and platform roof on right. Shelter on Up
platform on left, with a pair of tall, joined, slotted posts
for Home signals beyond - left hand arm is Off, for Midland
train. Station staff posed on Down platform, with a few
passengers in background. C1880.
SITES
653 Leicestershire.
G
Market Harborough. The LNWR goods shed, viewed looking north
west from the main station platform. British Railways
platform name board and concrete lamp column in foreground.
Wagons in yard either end of goods shed. Houses in distance.
19-Sep-1964.
SITES
654 Leicestershire.
F
Market Harborough. View south west through the former LNW
part of the joint station, taken from the Up platform (for
Rugby and Northampton trains). Platform for Stamford and
Peterborough to right of centre. Canopies on all platforms.
Electric lighting on concrete columns. 28-May-1966.
SITES
655 Leicestershire.
F
Market Harborough. The old station, looking towards Rugby.
Main buildings and platform roof on right. Shelter on Up
platform on left, with a pair of tall, joined, slotted posts
for Home signals beyond - left hand arm is Off, for Midland
train. Station staff posed on Down platform, with a few
passengers in background. C1880.
SITES
656 Leicestershire.
G
Market Harborough. Looking south from the ex-LNW Down (to
Stamford and Peterborough) platform to show the Up face (to
Rugby and Northampton) of the main platform - southern part
of platform is higher than northern. Midland platforms on
left. British Railways platform nameboard on left,
Source: L&G 25880
SITES
657 Leicestershire.
G
Market Harborough. Looking north east through the ex-LNW
part of the joint station. Down platform on left (to
Stamford and Peterborough), Up platform (to Rugby and
Northampton) on right. Brick wall at near end of Down
platform in left foreground. Market Harborough No. 2
signalbox in distance beyond far end of Up platform. 1950s.
SITES
658 Leicestershire.
G
Market Harborough. Looking north east at the station
entrance and offices located in the vee between the LNW
(left) and the Midland (right) parts of the joint station.
Several cars parked in forecourt. Platforms at higher level.
14-Oct-1951.
Source: L&G 25879
SITES
684 Leicestershire. LNW/GN.
F
Medbourne. The view north west, down into the station from a
road overbridge, looking towards Hallaton Junction and
Nottingham. Shows the single platform with the station
building and its canopy. Long train of empty coal wagons on
the single track line. Platform nameboard in left
foreground.
SITES
685 Leicestershire. LNW/GN.
F
Melton Mowbray North. The view west, down into the station
from the top of the goods shed, looking towards Hallaton.
Main station buildings in centre, platforms and canopies to
right. Shed covering ground frame at platform end on right.
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SITES
687 Leicestershire. LNW/GN.
G
Melton Mowbray North. The view north west through the
station, looking across the tracks to the Down (to
Nottingham) platform. Glass removed from platform end
screens and canopies. LMS platform nameboard in right
foreground. 10-Jun-1958.
SITES
688 Leicestershire. LNW/GN.
G
Melton Mowbray North. The view south west through the
station, looking across the tracks to the Up (to Market
Harborough) platform. Glass removed from platform end
screens and canopies. LMS platform nameboard in left
foreground. 10-Jun-1958.
SITES
689 Leicestershire. LNW/GN.
F
Melton Mowbray North. The view looking east along the Down
(to Nottingham) platform. Up (to Market Harborough) platform
on right, showing the extensive canopy and the signs for
refreshment room etc. Warehouses at far end of station, on
left. GNR Down train arriving. C1910.
SITES
771 Leicestershire.
G
Narborough. View through the station looking south west
towards Nuneaton along the Up (to Nuneaton) platform. Main
station buildings on Down platform on right. Wooden shelter
on Up side. Footbride at platform ends. Signalbox at end of
Down platform with level crossing and goods shed beyond. Up
Starter and Distant arms on tubular post. 4-Oct-1952.
Source: L&G 26802
SITES
772 Leicestershire.
F
Narborough. View through the station looking south west
towards Nuneaton along the Up (to Nuneaton) platform. Main
station buildings on Down platform on right. Wooden shelter
on Up side. Footbride at platform ends. Signalbox at end of
Down platform with level crossing and goods shed beyond. Up
Starter (no Distant arm) on tubular post.
SITES
778 Leicestershire.
G
Narborough. The goods office, across the forecourt from the
main station buildings on the Down side. Seen looking north
east from Station Road. Wooden paling fence in foreground.
SITES
779 Leicestershire.
G
Narborough. Looking east across the forecourt towards the
road side of the main station buildings on the Down (to
Leicester) platform. Shows the passenger entrance. Cars and
a van parked next to station. Paling fence in foreground.
Steps from platform to footbridge on right.
SITESB
323 Leicestershire.
B
Shepshed. The view westwards through the derelict station
showing the overgrown Up platform and the track bed. Waiting
shelter still in place. Charnwood Road overbridge beyond
platforms on right. Terraced houses in background.
SITESB
324 Leicestershire.
F
Shepshed. Looking north west through station from Up
platform. Main station building and large canopy on Down
platform on right, small waiting shelter on Up platform on
left. Up starter on left, on post with a finial. Charnwood
Road bridge in left distance with Down Home beyond. Pulling
into the Down platform is what could be a steam railmotor.
SITESB
325 Leicestershire.
F
Shepshed. After closure. Looking north west at the main
station building, shorn of its canopy. The building looks
tidy but shrubs are growing on the platform.
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SITESB
326 Leicestershire.
F
Shepshed. Looking east through the station from near the
south side of the Charnwood Road overbridge. Rear of LNWR Up
Starter in right foreground. Main station buildings on Down
side in centre, LNWR platform nameboard on left. Small
waiting shelter on Up platform on right.
SITES
1144 Leicestershire.
G
Whitwick. Looking towards Loughborough, down through the
station from South Street bridge. Platform and station
building on down side, on left. Passing loop (without
platform) right of centre. Signalbox in right foreground.
Buildings on Castle Hill in right distance.
Source: LOS
CRPRT MC322 London.
VG
A coal yard somewhere in the London area, showing several
lines of wagons, mainly 'private owner'. First two lines
have F B Cameron & Co wagons and an LNWR 10T open.
Horse-drawn carts in foreground. Early 1900s. Crewe Official
MC322.
Source: CROFF MC322
NHL
146 London.
G
Addison Road. View along platform looking north. Awnings
removed. Ex-LNWR wooden gantry with LNWR arms. Overhead
signalbox. 4-rail elecrified lines. Several cylindrical tank
wagons in southbound platform. Lyons Ice Cream van and
advert. Early BR?
SOC
1356 London.
HT
Broad Street Goods. A loading bank in one of the lower
floors of the building. Shows the massive beams and columns
which support the floor above. A long line of fixed hand
cranes is on the right. Lots of crates, baskets and sacks
are placed around the scene. C1910.
SOC
1365 London.
F
Broad Street Goods. View from the goods warehouse down into
the yard, with the side of the passenger station in the
background. Roofs of lower storeys of warehouse in
foreground. Wagon hoist in centre with an empty wagon on it.
Various vans, open wagons, goods brakes and an NPCS
6-wheeled van in background. Wagon turntables in view.
BLM
143 London. NLR.
HT
Broad Street. Station frontage, viewed looking north west
from junction of Liverpool Street and Old Broad Street. A
very busy scene with horse drawn cabs amongst pedestrians.
Shows staircase up side of station. Cab entrance in right
foreground for GER Liverpool Street west side suburban
platforms. Looks like a detail from a larger picture. C1900.
BLM
144 London. NLR.
F
Broad Street. Inside the station, looking towards the
buffers. Shows pits between rails in foreground. NLR
carriages beyond barrier on right. Lots of notices and
posters. Shows underside of roof. C1897.
BLM
145 London. NLR.
F
Broad Street. Looking north from the station towards the
engine yard off the platform ends. Several NLR tank engines
being serviced. LNWR carriages on left. Large NLR signal box
in distance. Before electrification.
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LNWRS
2292 London.
VG
Broad Street. The station frontage, with lots of BR signs.
The original entrance stairs are still in place but the LMS
had covered them with a stone structure. 13-Jul-1953.
Source: NFSR 79
NFSR
79 London. NLR.
G
Broad Street. The station frontage, viewed looking north
west from thge junction of Liverpool Street and Old Broad
Street. Entry staircases obscured by stone facade. Policeman
on point duty on left, near to No.9 Routemaster (?) bus.
British Railways signs all round. 13-Jul-1959.
NFSRN
13 London.
G
Broad Street. View along the platforms, looking towards the
buffers. Shows the underside of the roof and the end screen
but by this time the roof had been cut back extensively,
just covering a carriage or two. EMU in centre, with
Richmond in destination panel. DMU on right. Office building
on left hand tracks. 1970s?
SOCA
288 London.
GR
Brondesbury. Hampstead Junction Railway. View along the Up
platform showing well dressed passengers walking towards a
train from Broad Street to Kew Bridge hauled by NLR 4-4-0
tank engine No. 33. Sign on right showing area for first
class passengers. Good view of opposite platform on left.
C1910.
SITES
117 London. NLR.
F
Caledonian Road & Barnsbury. View along the street outside
the station, showing the station buildings and frontage.
New-looking British Railways enamel signs over entrance.
Breakdown truck parked in left foreground. C1960.
SITES
118 London. NLR.
F
Caledonian Road & Barnsbury. View along the street outside
the station, showing the station buildings and frontage.
'Hackett & Co' on arch over one of the doors. Scruffy
posters on derelict advertising hoardings in left
foreground. 1954.
SITES
1161 London.
F
Camden Goods. The view down across a very crowded yard, with
the gable ends of the goods shed in the background. Shows
the capstans for working the line of turntables which runs
at right angles to the wagon lines, across the middle of the
yard - a van has been turned on to it. Mainly vans in view
with refrigerated vehicles in foreground. C1930.
SITES
1162 London.
G
Camden Goods. Gantry and overhead crane installed at the
side of the goods shed by the LMS for handling container
traffic. Shows a goods train loaded with containers and, on
the right, containers on road vehicles. In the foreground, a
container has been lifted and is poised above a rail wagon.
C1930.
SITES
1163 London.
VG
Camden Goods. Camden goods station looking along Oval Road
and through the gateway into the yard. Main goods shed in
left background (just about visible in the murk) and tall
canalside warehouse on right. Lots of motor lorries in LMS
livery - three are posed in foreground on bridge over
Regents Canal. (See SOC 985 for horse vehicles).
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SOC
985 London.
VG
Camden Goods. Camden goods station looking along Oval Road
and through the gateway into the yard. Main goods shed in
left background (just about visible in the murk) and tall
canalside warehouse on right. Lots of horse-drawn carts in
LMS livery - three are posed in foreground on bridge over
Regents Canal. (See SITES 1163 for motor vehicles).
SOC
1366 London.
F
Camden Goods. View along the yard the goods warehouse in the
background. Shows numerous wagon turntables and hydraulic
capstans. 4-wheeled goods brake on right and several roof
door vans around the yard.
SITES
129 London. NLR.
F
Camden Road. The view east through the station along the DC
electric side of the centre platform. Across the tracks is
the DC westbound platform with a substantial awning. Roofs
of the main buildings beyond. Gantries for overhead AC
electrics on lines on left.
SITES
130 London. NLR.
F
Camden Road. The view east through the station along the DC
electric side of the centre platform. Across the tracks is
the DC westbound platform with a substantial awning. Roofs
of the main buildings beyond. Gantries for overhead AC
electrics on lines on left.
SITES
131 London. NLR.
F
Camden Road. The view east along the westbound DC electric
platform. Platform awning and main station buildings in
distance. Island platform on left with gantries for AC
electrics beyond.
SITES
132 London. NLR.
F
Camden Road. The station exterior, looking north west across
Camden Road. A Brilliant & Son tobacconist and cigar
merchant shop on street level of the building. Huge plate
girder for NLR line on right.
SOCA
291 London. NLR.
GR
Canonbury. View along platforms, looking towards Broad
Street. Shows four platform faces. A good view of platform
awnings, gas lamps and notices. NLR train standing at
platform in centre with 'Kilburn' destination board on
engine. C1910.
LNWRS
9113 London.
G
Chalk Farm. Platform view showing covered footbridge and
LNWR ringed signals, with several goods wagons next to one
platform.
SOC
986 London.
G
Chalk Farm. The view west into the main line station. Up
Fast platform on left, with the covered footbridge in the
background. Across the tracks is the Down Slow platform with
the Up Slow beyond. Tall Down Slow bracket signal with rings
on arms. Train on Camden Goods line on right. Station
offices and stairs to Broad St. platforms on right. C1910.
SOC
987 London.
G
Chalk Farm. The view east, looking down onto the station
from the footbridge. The canopy has been removed from the Up
and Down Fast platform and the Down Fast side is covered in
debris and fenced off - perhaps the early stages of the
demolition of the station. Camden shed on right. Lots of
wagons in goods yard in distance.
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SITES
167 London. WLE.
F
Chelsea & Fulham. The station entrance seen after closure,
looking east across the forecourt from Wandon Street. Large
notice on top of canopy above doorway - proclaims 'West
London Extension Railway/Chelsea and Fulham Station/Trains
to Addison Road and Paddington/Willesden Junction and
Clapham Junction'. The station closed 21-Oct-1940.
SITES
168 London. WLE.
F
Chelsea & Fulham. The station entrance seen after closure,
looking east across the forecourt from Wandon Street. Roofs
of St Mark and St John College in background. Notice board
removed from above doorway.
SITES
170 London. WLE.
P
Chelsea & Fulham. Looking south east through the station
with a train in the north bound platform headed by a SR tank
engine running in reverse. Main station buildings on right.
Station nameboard on left, next to a sign for Chelsea
football club. St Mark and St John College in left
background. Footbridge on right. Negative degrading.
SITES
171 London. WLE.
F
Chelsea & Fulham. Looking north west through the station,
after closure, showing the derelict platforms overgrown with
weeds. Main station buildings on left. Stamford bridge
(carriying Fulham Road) at far end of station. Line flanked
by blocks of flats - Walsingham Mansions on left, Hereford
House on right.
SITES
172 London. WLE.
F
Chelsea & Fulham. Looking north west through the station,
after closure, from the southbound platform. Shows the
overgrown northbound platform and the main station building.
Stamford bridge, carrying Fulham Road, at end of station.
Walsingham Mansions (flats) in centre background. Grandstand
at Chelsea football ground in right distance.
Source: LOS
BLM
255 London. NLR.
F
Dalston Junction. The station frontage, looking east along
Dalston Lane. Shows the station forecourt with vehicle In
and Out. The station buildings are on the bridge which
carries Dalston Lane over Dalston east and west curves. Lots
of passers by posing for the picture. C1920.
BLM
256 London. NLR.
F
Dalston Junction. The station frontage, looking east along
Dalston Lane. Shows the station forecourt with layby for
road vehicles - horse drawn carriage waiting. The station
buildings are on the bridge which carries Dalston Lane over
Dalston east and west curves. Horse trams on left. C1904.
SOCA
293 London. NLR.
GR
Dalston Junction. View along West Curve platforms, looking
away from Broad Street. Shows four platform faces. A good
view of platform awnings and gas lamps. NLR train standing
at platform on right with 'Broad St' destination board on
engine, which is coupled in reverse. Train at East Curve
platform on far right. C1910.
CRPRT
A104 London.
G
Euston - Great Hall. The interior of the Great Hall. View
northwards from ground level towards the staircase, with the
door of the shareholders' room at the top. George
Stephenson's statue in centre. 10-Sep-1890. LNWR Official
A104.
Source: CROFF A104
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CRPRT
C525 London.
VG
Euston - Great Hall. The Board Room, in the Great Hall.
Shows the polished table, the chairs and the fireplaces.
Lots of photographs hang on the walls. A box on the wall
holds a roll-down map of New York. A note in the Crewe
photograph register describes the picture as showing the
'Traffic Room'. 6-Nov-1897. LNWR Official C525.
JCM
1027 London.
G
Euston - Great Hall. Demolition of the Great Hall. The roof
and part of the sides have gone. Heaps of rubble in
foreground. Looking north west across the station with the
roof of the departure platforms in the right distance.
5-Aug-1963.
Photographer: L Hanson.
LNWRS
2295 London.
VG
Euston - Great Hall. The Board Room, in the Great Hall.
Shows the polished table, the chairs and the fireplaces.
Lots of photographs hang on the walls. A box on the wall
holds a roll-down map of New York. A note in the Crewe
photograph register describes the picture as showing the
'Traffic Room'. 6-Nov-1897. LNWR Official C525.
Source: CRPRT C525
LS
306 London.
VG
Euston - Great Hall. A sketch showing the inside of the
Great Hall. C1849.
SOC
293 London.
VG
Euston - Great Hall. The interior of the Great Hall
following the BR refurbishment in 1953. View northwards down
through the balcony railings towards the staircase, with the
door of the shareholders' room at the top. Stephenson's
statue in centre. A BR official photograph. Panelled ceiling
in view. C1953.
BRCE
1 London. BR.
VG
Euston exterior. Building the new Euston. View of
demolition, excavation and rebuilding in front of the new
station. Euston road on the right, roof of St Pancras in
distance. Utter devastation! 4-Jan-1968.
CRPRT
A103 London.
VG
Euston exterior. The station frontage, viewed looking across
Drummond Street from the Euston Hotel. Shows the Doric Arch
and the Gatehouses. Administrative building on left, booking
office beyond arch, arrival train shed in right distance.
Horse-drawn cabs in foreground. 26-Jul-1888. LNWR Official
A103.
Source: CROFF A103
CRPRT OS171 London.
P
Euston exterior. A drawing of the original Drummond Street
frontage, showing the arch flanked by two lodges each side.
Horse drawn carriages and foot passengers are arriving, in
the foreground. Porters are moving luggage on a trolley.
Copied from a very faded lithograph - much of the centre has
disappeared. LNWR Official OS171.
Source: CROFF OS171
ETA
64 London.
VG
Euston exterior. A smokey view of the Euston Arch, looking
across Drummond Street from the forecourt of the Euston
Hotel. The picture is flanked by horse drawn cabs standing
in front of the forecourt railngs. Two nice gas lamps in
view.
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LNWRS
755 London.
VG
Euston exterior. The Doric Arch, viewed across Drummond
Street from the Euston hotel. Three horse cabs in the hotel
courtyard. This is the same photograph as neg No. LNWRS
2283. The latter is generally better but has some slight
reflections along each side. 26-Jul-1888. LNWR Official
A103.
LNWRS
856 London.
VG
Euston exterior. The Doric Arch, viewed from across Drummond
Street. A busy scene with lots of pedestrians and horse
cabs. 18-Sep-1904. LNWR Official C801.
LNWRS
931 London.
G
Euston exterior. The Doric Arch, viewed at ground level from
across Drummond Street, with several Hansom cabs in view.
Copied from a commercial postcard and captioned 'Entrance to
Euston Station'. Some of the cabs have been retouched.
LNWRS
2283 London.
VG
Euston exterior. The Doric Arch and the station, viewed
across Drummond Street from the Euston Hotel. This is the
same photograph as neg No. 755. 2283 is generally better but
has some slight reflections on each side. 26-Jul-1888 LNWR
Official A103.
LS
43 London.
VG
Euston exterior. View from the Euston Hotel, looking at the
Euston Arch. 1890. LNWR Official A103.
SITES
373 London.
G
Euston exterior. The Euston Arch, seen on a wet day 10:55am and no pedestrians in sight! Station buildings in
background - Great Hall on left. Black taxis lined up in
left foreground. LMS noticeboard. Large advertisement for
Bobby Get Your Gun on left. C1938.
Source: LOS
SITES
375 London.
G
Euston exterior. The cab road at the arrivals side. A good
view of the underside of the roof. Several passengers and
railwaymen waiting in the doorways through to the platforms.
British Railways noticeboards. C1948.
SOCLF
28 London.
VG
Euston exterior. Old Euston. View towards the station, taken
from Euston Road. War memorial in centre, with Stephenson
statue in front. Lodges at either side. Euston Hotel in
background. 25-Sep-1961.
Source: 41283A
SOCLF
29 London.
VG
Euston exterior. The Euston Arch, viewed from the Euston
Hotel yard, across Drummond Street. Two policemen walking
through the gateway beneath the arch. Administrative
buildings and booking office in background, through the
arch. 25-Sep-1961.
Source: 41283B
SOCLF
30 London.
VG
Euston exterior. Old Euston. The view from a high window at
corner of Drummond St. and Eversholt St. (ex Seymour St.).
The Euston Arch (showing the roof) and its lodges along
Drummand Street on the left. Passenger arrival centre in
foreground. Office buildings and the roof of the Great Hall
in top centre. Railway Clearing House on right. 25-Sep-1961.
Source: 41283D
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SOCLF
31 London.
VG
Euston exterior. Old Euston. View from a high window across
Cardington street looking over gable ended sections of the
transverse saw-tooth roof, with corrugated cladding, of the
departure platforms. Upper storeys of railway offices in top
right. Roofs of arrival platforms in background. Railway
Clearing House in left distance. 25-Sep-1961.
Source: 41283E
SOCLF
32 London.
VG
Euston exterior. Old Euston. The view from a high window
across the bend in Cardington street looking over the hipped
sections of the transverse saw-tooth roof, with corrugated
cladding, of the departure platforms. Screen at side. Engine
yard on left with half of turntable in view - 'Class 40'
diesel partly on. Hydraulic tower on left. 25-Sep-1961.
Source: 41283F
SOCLF
33 London.
VG
Euston exterior. Old Euston. Cardington street, from a high
window, looking towards Euston Road with the railway offices
beside the station in the right foreground. Left and centre
are the gable ended sections of transverse saw-tooth roof,
with corrugated cladding, of departure platforms. Offices
and top of Great Hall in left background. 25-Sep-1961.
Source: 41283G
SOCLF
34 London.
VG
Euston exterior. Old Euston. View from a high point at the
corner of Barnby Road and Ampthill No. 2 bridge, looking
down at the platform ends, roofs, office buildings and Great
Hall. Lighter brickwork in walls show where Ampthill No. 1
bridge used to be (until 1952). Colour light signal gantry
and flat roofed signalbox in centre foreground. 25-Sep-1961.
Source: 41283H
SOCLF
35 London.
VG
Euston exterior. Old Euston. High level view along Eversholt
St (ex Seymour St) with the roofs of the arrival platforms
on left and Railway Clearing House on right (beginning to
look derelict, with broken windows). Railway building along
edge of station in foreground, showing signs of bomb damage
with part of wall held by metal frame. 25-Sep-1961.
Source: 41283K
SOCLF
36 London.
VG
Euston exterior. Old Euston. The Drummond Street frontage of
departure platforms, seen from a high level across Melton
Street. Euston Arch on far right, Cardington Street on left.
Buildings in Drummond Street facing departure platforms have
been demolished and replaced by contractors offices ready
for the imminent station destruction. 25-Sep-1961.
Source: 41283L
SOCLF
37 London.
VG
Euston exterior. Old Euston. An aerial view from the north
east, looking down on Euston and the surrounding area.
Crescent terrace to south west of the Euston Hotel still
intact. Roof of Great Hall in left centre, with domes either
side. Long curved warehouses in Drummond Crescent. Cleared
site of Equity Buildings in centre foreground. 1930s.
Source: 49909
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SOCLF
38 London.
VG
Euston exterior. Old Euston. An aerial view from the south
east, looking down on Euston and surrounding area. St
Pancras church on corner of Euston Road and Upper Woburn
Place. Arc roof buildings have replaced the Crescent to the
left of the Euston Hotel. Arch and Great Hall to right of
centre. Carriage road bridge at end of arrivals shed. 1950s.
Source: 37590
SOCLF
39 London.
VG
Euston exterior. Old Euston. An aerial view from directly
above the south east corner of the station. The carriage
road bridge at the end of the arrivals shed and both the
Ampthill Square bridges are shown. Crescent terrace to SW of
Euston Hotel replaced by arc roof buildings. Ex-MR St
Pancras station and Somers Town goods on right. 26-Jul-1949.
Source: 35053
CRPRT
C799 London.
VG
Euston. A posed view looking along one of the departure
platforms. Shows station staff and well dressed passengers.
Porter standing next to train on left. On the right is a
short cove roof carriage (No. 127) labelled 'Riverside',
with a clerestory diner beyond. Clock and gas lamps
overhead. 15-Sep-1904. Crewe Official C799.
Source: CROFF C799
CRPRT
C800 London.
VG
Euston. A posed view looking along one of the departure
platforms. Shows station staff and well dressed passengers two ladies are about to board the train on the left. On the
right is a short cove roof carriage labelled 'Riverside',
with a clerestory diner beyond. Clock and gas lamps
overhead. 15-Sep-1904. Crewe Official C800.
Source: CROFF C800
DNR
1022 London.
GR
Euston. The arrival platforms, pictured from near the buffer
stop on platform 2. On the right, an 'Improved Precedent'
stands with its train in platform 1. Arrived in platform 2
is a 'Teutonic' with mixed 6-wheel and arc roof bogie stock.
On the left are horse-drawn carts and the overhead signal
box. A Wrench postcard, with caption at bottom. C1895.
Source: 4512
LNWRS
466 London.
F
Euston. View of passengers and carriages at platform No. 6.
Original picture has been retouched by hand.
LNWRS
9166 London.
Euston. Departure platforms 12 and 13 showing LNWR full
brakes.
LNWRS
9194 London.
Euston. GNR 4-4-2 No. 1449 leaving during locomotive
exchanges. Aug-1909. L3F
LNWRS
9702 London.
Euston. Montage of views of tube stations at Euston. Copy of
official postcard.
LNWRS
9714 London.
Euston. Down American Special. Copy of official postcard.
LNWRS
9715 London.
F
Euston. View showing loading of baggage into American
Special. Copy of official postcard. Very heavily retouched.
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LS
160 London.
Euston. The arrival and departure sheds showing trains,
passengers and a turntable/traverser. Copied from an early
lithograph. 1838. Crewe Official D137.
LS
305 London.
VG
Euston. A sketch inside the station, looking outwards along
the tracks. Train of open carriages on left, fully closed
carriage in centre foreground. C1837.
NHL
784 London.
G
Euston. View from the buffers looking along the arrival
roads - platform 5 on left and 6 on right. Carriages in
early BR livery in 5. Shows columns and underside of roof.
Passengers and station buildings on left. 23-Oct-1961.
Source: PAM M165
SITES
377 London.
F
Euston. The view into the station from Euston No. 2
signalbox. Platform 3 on left and the ends of platforms 4 to
7 in centre and on right. LNWR 4-doll bracket Starter
signals on right. Rear of an LMS 3F tank engine in platform
5.
SITES
378 London.
F
Euston. Looking north along the departure platforms.
16-Sep-1947.
SITES
379 London.
F
Euston. Looking north along the departure platforms. 1950.
SITES
380 London.
F
Euston. Looking north along crowded departure plaforms 14
and 15. Serviceman with kitbags, back to camera, in
foreground. C1947.
SITES
381 London.
F
Euston. Looking north along crowded departure plaforms 14
and 15 - passengers waiting for the 10:55 to Blackpool to
draw into platform 15. 8-Aug-1953.
SOC
296 London.
VG
Euston. Platforms on the newly opened tube railway at
Euston. The City & South London and the Charing Cross,
Euston & Hampstead lines both opened stations at Euston on
12-May-1907 and 22-Jun-1907 respectively. 1908.
SOC
297 London.
VG
Euston. View from the main line station towards the top of
the stairs to the newly opened tube railway at Euston. Shows
list of destinations and underground platform numbers. The
City & South London and the Charing Cross, Euston &
Hampstead lines both opened stations at Euston on
12-May-1907 and 22-Jun-1907 respectively. 1908.
SOC
298 London.
VG
Euston. View along Platform 6 of the newly opened tube
railway at Euston. Shows pointers to the Street exit and to
the LNWR - the latter is a tunnel sloping downwards from the
platform. The City & South London and the Charing Cross,
Euston & Hampstead lines both opened stations at Euston on
12-May-1907 and 22-Jun-1907 respectively. 1908.
SOC
1352 London.
HT
Euston. View from a high level looking north along the
platform between faces 13 and 12. Sack trucks and lots of
trolleys and mobile sales counters on platform amongst
passengers and staff. Shows detail on roofs of elliptical
stock in platforms 12 and 13, and of cove roof stock in 14
on left. C1922.
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SOCA
285 London.
GR
Euston. View along the arrival platforms, taken from the
start of platform 2 (near buffer stops). Train in platform 2
is mainly 6-wheeled stock, headed by a 'Teutonic', and
another in platform 1 is headed by a 'Whitworth'. Double
crossover at end of platform lines. Overhead signalbox in
background. Horse drawn carts in carriage road. C1900.
SOCA
286 London.
GR
Euston. View along the arrival platform 1 showing a train of
6-wheeled stock headed by 'Improved Precedent' No. 1666
ARIADNE. Driver crouched at platform edge examining the
motion. Guard talking to another railwayman beside engine.
Several bench seats with passengers. Milk churns along
platform. C1900.
SOCA
287 London.
HT
Euston. View along the departure platforms looking towards
the buffer stops. Train on right headed by a Whale
'Precursor' and made up of two 6-wheeled parcel vans folled
by 12-wheeled clerestories. Line on left holds horse boxes,
open carriage trucks and vans. Stairs on platform lead into
the ridge and furrow roof. Six-sided gas lamps. C1905.
SITES
399 London. GNR.
F
Finchley Church End. Looking north west down into the GNR
station where a GNR train waits in the Stanmore platform.
Footbridge in foreground, Regents Park Road bridge in
distance. Main station buildings on right.
SITES
400 London.
F
Finchley Road & Frognal. Looking west towards Willesden from
the Willesden platform. Passengers in Edwardian dress on
both platforms. LNWR signal post at platform end with Home
and Distant arms - latter with stripe, not chevron.
Nameboard on Broad Street platform on right. Wagons in
sidings in centre. Council yard in centre background.
SOCA
290 London.
GR
Finchley Road & Frognal. Hampstead Junction Railway. View
along platform. Single post Starter and Distant signal at
end. Station nameboard on brick wall at back of opposite
platform. NLR train approaching - carriages heavily
retouched. Goods yard and builders' merchant across tracks
in centre. Edwardian ladies on platforms. C1910.
SITESB
941 London.
G
Gospel Oak. Looking east through the rebuilt station, along
the Broad Street platform with rear of clock on pole in
view. Platform for Willesden on right. Tottenham & Hampstead
Joint platform on left. 4-May-1984.
Source: BLEN
SITES
437 London. NLR.
N
Hackney. Looking east with the westbound platform on the
right. Large notice board showing "Change here for
Chingford, Enfield (GER Stations) and Palace Gates Trains".
An unidentified LMS 3F 0-6-0T is heading west with a train
of coal and coke wagons. Chimneys on terrace houses in right
background.
SITES
438 London. NLR.
F
Hackney. Looking east along where the westbound platform
used to be, on the right. Stationmaster's house and platform
building still in place but awning and platform demolished.
Feb 1966.
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BLM
361 London. NLR.
P
Haggerston. Looking south through the station, along the
non-electrified lines, at the island platform. Underbridge
in foreground. C1936.
BLM
362 London. NLR.
P
Haggerston. Looking south through the station, along the
non-electrified lines, at the island platform. Underbridge
in foreground. C1936.
SITES
452 London.
G
Hampstead Heath. Looking south east across the station
offices and entrance in South End Road. LNWR notices
proclaim the station facilities and list the places which
can be reached.
Source: RP K2138
SITES
471 London.
F
Harrow & Wealdstone. Looking west across the tracks to the
Down Electrics platform, showing the platform buildings and
canopy. Train indicator screen shows that the next train is
for Watford Junction. British Railways signage.
SITES
472 London.
F
Harrow & Wealdstone. Looking east across the tracks to the
Up Electrics platform, showing the platform buildings and
canopy. British Railways signage.
SITES
473 London.
F
Harrow & Wealdstone. The view west at the electrified lines,
looking along the Up platform on a wet day. Down (to
Watford) electrified platform on left. Platform nameboard on
right, with main line platforms beyond. Covered footbridge
at far end of station. Large houses in Marlborough Road in
left background. 5-Apr-1960.
SITES
474 London.
F
Harrow & Wealdstone. A view of the south east end of the
station, looking north with the electrified lines in the
foreground. Shows the ends of the platform awnings. British
Railways signage. Backs of advertising hoardings in right
background.
SOCA
296 London.
HT
Harrow & Wealdstone. View through the station, looking
towards Euston, with station buildinmgs and footbridge in
background. Goods yard on left with PO coal and coke wagons.
Train pulled by a tank engine setting off from the Down Slow
platform - ringed Starter at 'off' at near end of platform.
Another Starter at end of Down Fast platform. C1900.
LNWRS
9158 London.
G
Hatch End. Exterior of the old station, before the building
of the electrified lines. Copied from a commercial postcard
and captioned 'Post Office & Station Hatch End Pinner'.
SITES
487 London.
G
Hatch End. Looking south east towards Euston, along the Down
Fast platform. Electrified lines on right, main line
platforms on left. British Railways platform nameboard in
right foreground. Covered footbridge in background, Uxbridge
Road overbridge beyond.
Source: LOS
SITES
489 London.
G
Hatch End. Looking north at the station exterior as rebuilt
for the electrified lines. Name over the entrance shows
'Pinner'. 3-wheel motorised express parcels collection and
delivery van in foreground, in LNWR livery.
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SITES
491 London.
F
Hatch End. Looking south across the electrified lines
towards the main station buildings. Shows canopies on the
two platforms for the electrified lines and on the Down Fast
platform. Covered footbridge in left background. British
Railways signs.
SOC
1360 London.
HT
Haydon Square. The bonded warehouse at Haydon Square goods
station with hogsheads of tobacco. Shows columns and beams
which support the upper floor. C1910.
SOC
1361 London.
HT
Haydon Square. Inside the bonded warehouse at Haydon Square
goods station showing a room filled with crates (some being
opened by workmen) holding boxes of cigars. At the far side
of the room an area is separated off by a glass partion on
which is displayed 'Inland Revenue' in large letters. C1910.
SITES
506 London.
N
Headstone Lane. Looking north west through the electrified
station, along the Up platform. Station buildings,
footbridge and platform canopies in distance. Entrance and
booking office at high level beside road overbridge. British
Railways nameboard on Down platform in left foreground.
BLM
403 London. NLR.
F
Highbury & Islington. The magnificent station forecourt with
horsedrawn trams and omnibuses. C1900.
ESRC
201 London.
VG
Kensington (Olympia). View along the platform of the former
Addison Road station. Platform canopies removed but part of
original building on left. 4-track main line with conductor
rails removed. BR diesel engines in distance. Tank wagons in
platform at far side of station. Platform notice for 7:15 to
Fishguard. 29-Aug-1969.
SOC
1371 London.
G
London area. An open top No. 29 double decker London bus,
standing on a bridge with driver in cab. The conductor and
some officials in plain clothes are posed outside the bus.
In the background is a large warehouse with the company name
around the top, built into the brickwork.
SITES
709 London.
F
Mildmay Park. Looking south east across Mildmay Park to show
the station frontage, proclaimimg the North London Railway,
on the left. A few pedestrians in Edwardian dress in sight.
Mildmay Grove runs across the foreground with a large sign
for Cocker Dentist on the corner on the right. C1910.
SOCA
292 London. NLR.
GR
Mildmay Park. View along platforms, looking away from Broad
Street. Shows platform faces, with booking office on
overbridge. A good view of platform awnings, gas lamps and
notices. NLR train running into platform with 'Broad St'
destination board on engine. C1910.
SITES
796 London.
F
North Wembley (suburban). Looking north along the Up (to
Euston) platform with the electrified lines on the left.
Station buildings and canopies on both platforms in
background, with offices on overbridge. Totem nameboard on
lamp post in right foreground.
Source: LOS
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BLM
642 London. NLR.
P
Old Ford. Looking east along Old Ford Road with the station
entrance and office building on the right (built above the
tracks). Row of shops on left with corner of Wendon Street
in foreground. Hand cart outside barber's on left (Hair
cutting 3d). Horse drawn trap receding in distance. Electric
street lamps. Edwardian days?
SITES
835 London. NLR.
G
Old Ford. Looking east along Old Ford Road with the station
entrance and offices beside the road. To Let sign beside the
entrance. Snow on footway. North London Railway proclaimed
on side of building. 1964.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SOCA
297 London.
HT
Pinner for Hatch End. View through the station, looking away
from Euston, along the Up Slow platform. Footbridge and
station buildings in distance. Retaining wall and lots of
advertisements across tracks at far side of station. Local
train, pulled by a tank engine, waiting in Up Slow platform
on right. C1900.
BLM
794 London. NLR.
F
Shoreditch. The station exterior, on the corner of Old
Street and Kingsland Road. 'LMS Shoreditch' proclaimed on
the corner of the building. LMS noticeboard and lots of
advertisements. Bridge (with beer advert) on left, carrying
the line over Old Street. 1927.
BLM
796 London. NLR.
P
Shoreditch. Looking north through the station, showing the
platform awnings. on the right a train for Broad Street
approaches pulled by what looks like an LMS 3F tank running
in reverse. 1932.
LNWRS
9111 London.
South Hampstead Loudoun Road. View of station from the road.
Pre-group.
LNWRS
579 London.
Stanmore. Platform view showing hanging baskets of flowers
and a good collection of enamel advertising signs.
LNWRS
713 London.
VG
Stanmore. View of 2-car motor train, taken from platform
beside buffer stops and showing the driving end of a
carriage. 15-Jun-1909. Crewe Official C885.
LNWRS
9144 London.
Stanmore. Exterior of station.
NHL
144 London.
G
Stanmore. View along the track towards the buffers, showing
the platform, station buildings and the awnings. Lots of
enamelled signs on wall at back of platform.
NHL
145 London.
G
Stanmore. The ornate station entrance tower, viewed from the
road. The doors (closed) are topped by a stone arch which is
surmounted by a clock in a stone surround. The top of the
tower is castellated, with a slate roof above it. The bottom
of a wooden steeple is seen above the roof.
SOC
1075 London.
G
Stanmore. View along the platform towards the buffer stops.
Shows the awning and its support columns. Buffer stops on
left and station buildings on right. Feb 1961.
Source: PHOT 1421
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SOC
1076 London.
G
Stanmore. The station forecourt and entrance. Doorway is
beneath a clock and a British Railways nameboard, located in
a castellated square brick tower surmounted by a wooden
steeple. Platform awning in right background.
Source: RP K1878
SOCA
289 London.
G
West End Lane. Hampstead Junction Railway. View along
platform towards booking office on overbridge. Good view of
opposite platform, awning and signs - NLR train is
departing. NLR and LNWR notice boards on left. 'Gentlemen'
signs have been obscured on negative. C1910.
ETA
50 London.
VG
Willesden Junction High Level. Looking south through the
station with a crowded Broad Street platform on the right. A
good display of gas lamps and station signs under the
canopy. Before electrification. L3F
LNWRS
1383 London.
VG
Willesden Junction High Level. A westbound train of lake
'Mansion House' 4-wheel carriages, departing behind a 2-4-2
tank running bunker first. Crossing plate girder bridge over
the main lines and passing a gantry with ringed and normal
signals. Signal box on left, station screens and staircases
in background. Men working on roof.
LNWRS
1581 London.
G
Willesden Junction High Level. View westwards along
platforms. Lots of passengers, staff, barrows.
SOC
316 London.
G
Willesden Junction station. View eastwards along the single
track between platforms 2 and 3. Wooden buildings on
lefthand (No. 3) platform. BR station nameboard (not
readable). End of CCT in view. Lots of cast support columns,
with brackets. Canopies in need of paint.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SOC
1140 London.
P
Willesden Junction station. The station entrance and offices
on the road bridge above the platforms. Clock above entrance
awning. Station name in cut-out letters above roof. Huge
board on end of building proclaiming the places accessible
from the station. Horse cabs waiting in street. A commercial
postcard, defaced with 'glitter'. C1905.
LNWRS
9150 London.
F
Willesden Junction. View along the tracks, through an
overbridge, into the main line station at the turn of the
century. Three trains in view. Copied from a commercial
postcard (Wrench No. 4509) and titled at the bottom.
LNWRS
9153 London.
F
Willesden Junction. Exterior view of station, looking along
road overbridge across the entrance and booking hall. Horse
drawn vehicles in distance. Copied from a commercial
postcard (AJY Series) and captioned.
CRPRT
C128 Merionethshire.
VG
Blaenau Ffestiniog. View north west along the platform,
showing the fairly new station buildings. A train is
standing on the right - a nice set of Bore carriages. Some
of the doors are open, showing padded inside of fist class
door and plain wood of others. School on left. Hillside with
slate tips in background. August 1884. Crewe Official C128.
Source: CROFF C128
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SOCA
239 Merionethshire.
G
Blaenau Ffestiniog. View of the station area from the back
of the cattle landing platform. Passenger station on left,
goods shed on right. 'Cauliflower' No. 8393 on train from
Bettws-y-Coed (ex-MR clerestory leading). Long line of empty
slate wagons and a set of four full ones in narrow gauge
sidings. Open wagons in standard gauge siding. 23-Jul-1934.
NHL
237 Merionethshire.
VG
Gwyddelwern. Looking north towards Ruthin, with the station
buildings on the left. Chalked board with station name in
foreground. LNWR concrete post signal in distance, with arms
for each direction. Track beginning to look overgrown so
perhaps the picture was taken after closure to regular goods
services between Corwen and Ruthin in 1962.
BLM
1 Monmouthshire.
G
Abergavenny Brecon Road. The exterior of the station,
looking north east along the forecourt with the main, two
storey, building on the right and the wooden building on the
left (with To Let sign). British Railways livery. Tractor
hauled caravan in right background.
BLM
2 Monmouthshire.
HT
Abergavenny Brecon Road. The view south west through the
station, looking along the tracks. Main, two storey,
building on Down (to Merthyr) platform on left. Up platform
on right. LNWR signage. LNWR signal post at far end of Up
platform with Down Starter and Distant arms. Brecon Road
underbridge beyond platform ends.
NHL
275 Monmouthshire.
VG
Abergavenny Brecon Road. The Up platform, looking south west
along the track showing the platform edge and the stone
shelter. The track is still in place but the platform is
piled high with concrete sleepers, probably taken from the
tracks beyond Brecon Road after closure. Wooden mineral
wagon in platform. (Probably not Brecon Road).
NHL
276 Monmouthshire.
F
Abergavenny Brecon Road. The view through the station, after
closure to passengers but with track still in place, looking
towards the Junction station. Main buildings on Down (to
Merthyr) platform on right, Up platform shelter on left,
signal box in distance on Up side. LMS nameboard on left.
Weeds on platforms and tracks.
NHL
277 Monmouthshire.
F
Abergavenny Brecon Road. The derelict station, after closure
to passengers, looking south west towards Merthyr. Main
buildings on Down (to Merthyr) platform on left, Up platform
shelter on right. LMS nameboard on left. Weeds on platforms
and tracks.
NHL
278 Monmouthshire.
F
Abergavenny Brecon Road. View along platforms towards the
Junction station, on a wet day just before closure to
passengers. Main buildings on Down (to Merthyr) platform on
right, Up shelter on left. 4-Jan-1958.
BLM
3 Monmouthshire. GWR.
N
Abergavenny Junction. The view south west through the
station, looking along the platform for trains to Newport
small waiting shelter on left. Main station buildings on
northbound, island, platform on right. Crossovers to sidings
and to LNWR Brecon Road line just beyond end of platforms.
Goods shed in right background. Lots of GWR signals.
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BLM
5 Monmouthshire. GWR.
F
Abersychan & Talywain. Looking north through the station
from between the tracks. Canopies on both platforms. Station
house on Down (to Newport) side. Parachute water tank at
near end of Down platform. Part of platform name board in
view on Up (to Brynmawr) platform on left. Covered
footbridge at far end of station.
BLM
6 Monmouthshire. GWR.
F
Abersychan & Talywain. Looking south along the Up (to
Brynmawr) platform to show the canopy and front of building.
Down (to Newport) platform on left and in centre - shows
main station buildings and ornate canopy. Nameboard at near
end of Down platform on left. Parachute water tank at far
end of Down platform.
BLM
27 Monmouthshire. GWR.
N
Argoed. Looking south east from High Street down into the
station. Main buildings on Down (to Newport) platform on
left. Up (to Nantybwch) platform further along the line on
right. Sleeper crossing between platforms. Mineral wagons
(including one with a tent shaped tarpaulin) in siding on Up
side.
NHL
291 Monmouthshire.
G
Argoed. View south east down from High Street (on a high
retaining wall). After end of passenger service. Water tank
on brick base and a masonry built waiting room with awning
on Down (to Newport) platform. At far end of platform a
sleeper crossing leads to the Up platform further down the
valley. Water columns each end of the crossing. 2-May-1961.
Source: STNUK
BLM
71 Monmouthshire.
HT
Beaufort. Looking south east down into the station from the
Llangynidr Road bridge. Main building with glazed canopy on
Down (to Merthyr) platform on right. Up (to Abergavenny)
platform on left with waiting room and canopy. Footbridge in
background with Beaufort Rise overbridge beyond. Stone
terrace with curved end on right. LNW signs and signals.
BLM
72 Monmouthshire.
F
Beaufort. Looking south east through the station along the
Up (to Abergavenny) platform with its wooden waiting room
and canopy. Main building on Down (to Merthyr) platform on
right. Footbridge and Beaufort Rise overbridge in
background. Coal train in Up siding in distance. Signal box
on Down side beyond bridges. LNW signs and signals.
BLM
73 Monmouthshire.
P
Beaufort. Looking west across the tracks from the Up (to
Abergavenny) platform to show the Down (to Merthyr) platform
with the main station building and its glazed canopy. LNWR
platform nameboard on left. Llangynidr Road overbridge on
far right.
BLM
74 Monmouthshire.
HT
Beaufort. The view north west through the station looking
along the Down (to Merthyr) platform on a wet day. Main
station building with glazed canopy on left. Up (to
Abergavenny) platform on right with wooden waiting room and
canopy. Llangynidr Road overbridge in background.
BLM
98 Monmouthshire.
GR
Blackwood. Looking north east along the station approach
road with the Carpenters Arms Hotel on the left. Station
entrance on right, in wooden building with canopy. Grounded
body of carriage inside station on right.
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BLM
99 Monmouthshire.
F
Blackwood. Looking north through the station along the Up
(to Nantybwch) track from the south end of the station.
Shows staff posed beside wooden station building on Up side.
Down (to Newport) platform just in view on right. LNWR
signals.
BLM
100 Monmouthshire.
F
Blackwood. Looking south west from between the tracks to
show the Up (to Nantybwch) platform. Main station building
in centre, with brick built lavatory extension at near end.
Passengers posed around the platform. Gas lamp in right
foreground. Blackwood No. 2 signalbox beyond platform.
BLM
101 Monmouthshire.
F
Blackwood. Looking north through the station along the Up
(to Nantybwch) platform from the south end of the station.
Part of wooden station building in view on Up side. LNWR Up
starter at platform end. Down (to Newport) platform on right
with small wooden shelters. Engine shunting in distance on
Down side.
NHL
292 Monmouthshire.
VG
Blackwood. View along the tracks looking north. Up (to
Nantybwch) platform on left with LNWR wooden buildings and a
water tank on brick base with a BR brick shed in foreground.
Wooden waiting room on Down (to Newport) platform. Wooden
ramp at the platform end in right foreground showing slats
fastened across the slope. 2-May-1961.
Source: STNUK
BLM
103 Monmouthshire.
F
Blaenavon. Looking north through the station from the Up (to
Brynmawr) platform. Signalbox in right foreground with
"Blaenavon High Level Station" on end. Up platform on left
with main station buildings and canopy. Down (to Newport)
platform with brick waiting room beyond box. Up Starter with
shunting arm, on Down side, at far end of platforms.
BLM
104 Monmouthshire.
F
Blaenavon. Looking north east along the tracks, through the
station. Up (to Brynmawr) platform on left with main
buildings. Water tank at far end. Signalbox in right
foreground with "Blaenavon High Level Station" on end. Down
(to Newport) platform on right. Up Starter with shunting
arm, on Down side, at far end of platforms. 14-Jul-1958.
JMD
22 Monmouthshire.
F
Blaenavon. A summer view along platforms, showing station
buildings and signal box. Water column and starting signal
in distance.
JMD
23 Monmouthshire.
Blaenavon. A winter view of station and platforms. Snowing.
JMD
24 Monmouthshire.
Blaenavon. View of track between platforms, in deep snow.
JMD
25 Monmouthshire.
Blaenavon. View of station buildings, signal box, platform,
nameboard. In deep snow.
LNWRS
270 Monmouthshire.
G
Blaenavon. General view of station and shed looking south
east from the boundary fence on the Down (to Newport) side.
GWR autotrain in distance at Up (to Brynmawr) platform.
C1928-35.
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LNWRS
296 Monmouthshire.
Blaenavon. Summer scene, showing station, probably taken
from top of water tank. See negative No. 297 for winter
scene. c1928-35.
LNWRS
297 Monmouthshire.
Blaenavon. Winter scene, showing station, probably taken
from top of water tank. Spots on negative are due to snow
storm! c1928-35. See negative No. 296 for summer scene.
BLM
162 Monmouthshire.
HT
Brynmawr. View east along the branch bay platform, installed
in 1905 when the new line to Nantyglo and the western
valleys was opened. Main station building beyond bay on Down
(to Merthyr) side, at end of bay. Up (to Abergavenny)
platform further along to left of centre. Back of Down
bracket signal in foreground. C1905.
NHL
282 Monmouthshire.
F
Ebbw Vale. Looking north through the station area with the
platform and main station buildings on left. Tracks
partially lifted. At the far end of the platform is an SLS
special train, headed by 'Coal Tank' 48926, on the last day
of running. Lots of enthusiasts in long macs on platform and
on tracks. Tredegar Road overbridge in distance. 5-Jan-1958.
Source: STNUK
SITES
343 Monmouthshire.
F
Ebbw Vale. View south into the station from Tredegar Road
overbridge. Platform on right with main station buildings
and signal box beyond. Goods shed and sidings on left. LNWR
open wagons in foreground with two roof door vans beyond nearer is No. 61597. GW wagons on left. Methodist chapel on
far right. Houses in Market Street in left background.
SITES
344 Monmouthshire.
F
Ebbw Vale. View south along the passenger platform, taken
from the north end on a wet day. Platform road ends at a
buffer stop beside the station building. Goods shed on left.
LMS platform nameboard showing Ebbw Vale High Level on
derelict platform. High fence at back of platform. Top of
Methodist chapel on right. 17-Jul-1959.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
344A Monmouthshire.
F
Ebbw Vale. Looking north with the end of the station offices
in the centre. Paved area in foreground with a parked car signalbox removed. High fence on right to protect passenger
line. Goods loop on left, running round back of passenger
platform. Goods shed on right, visible above fence. Catholic
church in left background. 17-Jul-1959.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
345 Monmouthshire.
G
Ebbw Vale. Demolition. Looking south along the platform from
which the edging stones are being removed. Loose paving
slabs and a skip in foreground. Station buildings in place.
Stone wall on right, separating the passenger platform from
the loop round the back of the station. Cars parked where
signalbox and platform road used to be.
BLM
331 Monmouthshire.
HT
Gilwern. Looking south west through the station, along the
Down (to Merthyr) platform - wooden sheler with canopy on
left. Up (to Abergavenny) platform on right with wooden
waiting room with small canopies over doorways. Small signal
box on Up platform. Masonry arch overbridge in background
with stasirs down to Down platform. LNWR Down signals.
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BLM
332 Monmouthshire.
F
Gilwern. Looking north east, down through the station from
the nearby overbridge. Wooden waiting rooms on Up (to
Abergavenny) platform on left with canopies removed from
doorways. Waiting shelter with canopy on Down (to Merthyr)
platform on right. 8-Jul-1957.
BLM
346 Monmouthshire.
F
Govilon. Looking north east through the station, along the
Up (to Abergavenny) platform. LNWR platform nameboard in
left foreground. Wooden mineral wagon in siding behind stone
wall on left, with two-storey main station buildings further
along. Wooden shelter on Down (to Merthyr) platform on
right. Staff in LNW uniforms in foreground.
JMD
41 Monmouthshire.
G
Govilon. View passing the station, taken from cab of a
Beames 0-8-4 Tank looking along the boiler. Looking towards
Merthyr with the platform on the left and the overbridge in
the background.
NHL
287 Monmouthshire.
VG
Holly Bush. View along platforms from higher level, looking
north, with LMS station nameboards on right and left.
Western Region motor train with Pannier Tank pushing in
reverse - driver in view in compartment at end of carriage setting off from Down platform towards Newport. Footbridge
in left background. 27-Apr-1960.
NHL
288 Monmouthshire.
VG
Holly Bush. View along wooden Down platform, looking north
towards Nantybwch. LMS station nameboard on right. GWR
autocoach with GWR pannier tank in rear in Down (to Newport)
platform - driver in view in compartment at end of carriage.
Wooden shelter on Down platform, main station buildings on
Up platform on left. Footbridge in centre.
NHL
289 Monmouthshire.
VG
Holly Bush. View down through the station facing north from
Railway Terrace, after the end of the passenger service.
Wooden Down (to Newport) platform on right being demolished.
Main station buildings on Up (to Nantybwch) platform on
left. Footbridge in centre. Sirhowy river on right. Holly
Bush pub on extreme left. 2-May-1961.
Source: STNUK
NHL
290 Monmouthshire.
VG
Markham Village. View north west down through the station,
after closure to passengers. The wooden Up (to Nantybwch)
platform is being lifted. Signal box beyond platform. Modern
colliery buildings in left distance with bridge over the
railway to old pit (out of frame). Upper quadrant signal on
tubular post on Down side, in Off position. 2-May-1961.
Source: STNUK
JMD
33 Monmouthshire. GWR.
VG
Monmouth Troy. View from station footbridge, showing GWR
autotrain with pannier tank. Square water tank on iron
columns. Bracket starting signals at platform end. Mixture
of GWR, LMS, NE wagons in yard. Viaduct in distance.
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NHL
280 Monmouthshire.
VG
Nantybwch. A year after closure to passengers, on a wet day.
Looking north east along the branch Up platform from Sirhowy
towards Abergavenny. Branch Down platform on right. The line
from Merthyr runs in from the left. Long footbridge in
background, spanning both the Merthyr and the Sirhowy lines.
Houses in background all around. 2-May-1961.
Source: STNUK
SITES
764 Monmouthshire.
F
Nantybwch. Looking north east through the station, along the
MTA lines, from the barrow crossing at the south west end of
the platforms. Wooden buildings on both MTA platforms.
Platform nameboard on left, on Up (to Abergavenny) platform.
Water crane in foreground on end of Down (to Merthyr)
platform. A wet day. 13-Sep-1951.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
765 Monmouthshire.
HT
Nantybwch. Looking south from the south west end of the
Sirhowy platforms as a miners' train, headed by Ivatt 2-6-2T
No. 41204, arrives from the branch. Waste tips from
limestone quarries in background. in background.
14-Aug-1957.
SITES
766 Monmouthshire.
HT
Nantybwch. Looking north east from the footbridge, along the
branch tracks. In the background the 2:35pm Abergavenny to
Merthyr, pulled by ex-GWR 0-6-0 pannier tank No. 6423, is
drawing into the Down Main platform. Rear of upper quadrant
Down bracket signal in right distance. Upper quadrant
Starter for Up branch platform in centre. 14-Aug-1957.
BLM
620 Monmouthshire. GWR.
HT
Newport High Street. Looking north east along the busy Down
(to Cardiff) platform. End of bay platform on right.
Footbridge in left distance. Lots of advertisements. 1913.
BLM
621 Monmouthshire. GWR.
HT
Newport High Street. Looking north east through the station
from near the south west end of the Down (to Cardiff)
platform. Gas lamp and end of Down platform canopy in right
foreground. Train in bay platform on extreme right. Up (to
Paddington) platform on left with signalbox, waiting rooms
and 4-doll bracket signal. Footbridges in background. 1922.
BLM
622 Monmouthshire. GWR.
HT
Newport High Street. Looking north east along the Up (to
Paddington) platform. Signalbox on platform in foreground.
GWR tank engine in main Up platform, facing away from
camera. Four doll Up bracket signal further along Up
platform. Down (to Cardiff) platform on right. Footbridges
in background.
SITES
794 Monmouthshire.
F
Nine Mile Point. View south west through station, looking
towards Tredegar (the line eventually turns north) from Down
platform behind camera. Wooden building on Up (to Tredegar)
platform. LNWR signals. LMS station nameboard in left
foreground. Steel mineral wagons in siding on right. Wooded
hillside and overgrown quarry in background. 12-Jul-1958.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
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SITES
795 Monmouthshire.
F
Nine Mile Point. Looking north east through station, towards
Risca (the line soon turns south), with wooden building on
the Up (to Nantybwch) platform on right. Wooden goods shed
beyond Up platform. Down (to Newport) platform on left with
parachute water tank and No. 2 signalbox in background.
Houses in Wattsville below hillside in distance. 1939.
Source: L&G 11531
BLM
700 Monmouthshire.
P
Pont Lawrence Halt. Looking east (towards Newport) through
the station along the Up (to Nantybwch) track. Wooden
buildings on platforms. Rear of LNW Up Starter in right
foreground.
BLM
693 Monmouthshire.
G
Pontllanfraith. The view north east across the tracks from
the level crossing to show the Up (to Nantybwch) platform.
Wooden buildings with a small canopy over the booking office
door. Platform nameboard on right. Before the footbridge was
built. Houses in Blackwood Road on right.
JMD
124 Monmouthshire. GWR.
GR
Pontypool Road. View into station from an overbridge at the
Hereford end. On the GWR route from Abergavenny to Newport.
ex-GWR close coupled 6-wheeled carriages on left, more GW
stock in station. Lots of GWR signals all around.
BLM
749 Monmouthshire. GWR.
F
Risca. Looking north west through the station along the
eastern pair of lines from the island platform. Footbridge
in background. Shows the eastmost platform and buildings.
Two sets of bracket signals at far end of station. Signalbox
in centre distance at V between branch to Sirhowy Railway
(LNWR) and the Western Valley line.
BLM
750 Monmouthshire. GWR.
HT
Risca. Looking west, down across the station, with the east
pair of lines in the right foreground. Shows canopies on the
island and the westmost platforms. LNWR train made up of
four and six wheeled carriages waiting in the platform from
the Sirhowy line.
NHL
283 Monmouthshire.
G
Sirhowy. View looking south east towards Tredegar along the
Down (to Newport) platform showing station and tracks, after
closure to passengers. Goods shed on left, wooden shelter
further along platform. Wooden station building on Up
platform on right. Footbridge in centre. Water column at end
of platform in right foreground. A wet day. 2-May-1961.
Source: STNUK
NHL
284 Monmouthshire.
G
Sirhowy. View south east along tracks. Goods shed beside
Down (to Newport) platform on left with wooden shelter
beyond. Wooden shelter on Up platform on right, with signal
box beyond. Footbridge in centre. Water column on right.
Upper quadrant starter on LNWR post in right foreground. LMS
station nameboard in left foreground. 1939.
Source: L&G 11533
BLM
864 Monmouthshire.
HT
Tredegar. Looking south east under the footbridge at the
exterior of the old wooden station, seen on the right. In
the foreground an LNWR horse drawn parcels van is posed
along with various railwaymen and some of the local lads.
Source: JAP C4662
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JMD
34 Monmouthshire.
VG
Tredegar. View from bridge looking away from station, with
signal box and single slip point in foreground. Yard with
LNWR signal beyond gate on left - PO (TREDEGAR) wagons.
Roofs of LNWR carriages in view on main line, beyond trap.
JMD
35 Monmouthshire.
VG
Tredegar. View from footbridge looking south along platform
and station buildings towards steam shed and 'tank over'
coal stage. Pillar tank and 6-wheeled carriage, perhaps in
dirty LNWR livery, in foreground. Goods brakes and 6-wheel
carriages. Colliery behind, in left distance.
JMD
36 Monmouthshire.
N
Tredegar. View looking north across yard and along station
platform, from water tank. Steam shed on left.
NHL
285 Monmouthshire.
G
Tredegar. View north towards Nantybwch along the single
platform, showing the station buildings and awning on left,
after closure to passengers. Footbridge and level crossing
at far end of station with signal box just beyond on Down
(to Newport) side. 2-May-1961.
NHL
286 Monmouthshire.
G
Tredegar. View south, with the single platform on right,
showing station buildings and awning. Railwayman stepping
from tracks onto platform. After closure to passengers but
track still in place. LNWR 'tank over' coal stage in
background beyond end of platform. Goods yard on left, with
GWR Home signal. 2-May-1961.
SOC
542 Monmouthshire.
G
Tredegar. View across bushes, with station building and
platform on right and line of coal wagons (some full) on
left. Steam shed beyond platform end, with water tank in
distance. Pillar tank next to bushes. 6-wheeled carriages in
LNWR livery off platform end and in sidings beyond shed.
Passenger train approaching in left distance, near colliery.
NHL
279 Monmouthshire.
F
Trevil Halt. The last day of running for the MT&A. View
north east along the platforms with the main station
buildingson the Up (to Abergavenny) platform on the left.
Lots of people looking towards Merthyr, some standing on the
Down (to Merthyr) platform and others looking over the fence
- perhaps the last train has passed. 5-Jan-1958.
Source: STNUK
BLM
882 Monmouthshire.
HT
Varteg. Looking south towards Newport, across the single
track to show the platform. Two storey station house and
brick built waiting room. Platform nameboard above fence on
right. Overbridge carrying track in left background. LNWR
caution notice in left foreground.
Source: JAP C4662
JMD
21 Monmouthshire.
Waenavon. Looking south east through the station, towards
Newport, along the single platform. Shows station house,
various wooden buildings and platform seats. Signalbox in
right distance on Up (to Brynmawr) side.
SOC
30 Northamptonshire.
VG
Althorp Park. View along wooden platforms, showing brick and
wooden buildings. Top of covered stairway to ground level in
view. 25-Jul-1957.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
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BLM
65 Northamptonshire.
HT
Barnwell. Looking north through the station towards
Peterborough, from the level crossing at the south end of
the platforms. An LNWR B1 ia drawing in to the Up platform
with a train for Northampton. Shows main station buildings
on Up side. Crossing gates in foreground, open to railway.
23-Jun-1963.
SITES
1533 Northamptonshire.
F
Billing. Looking south west through the station where a
'Black Five' waits at the Down platform with the 6:39pm (SO)
Northampton to Peterborough train. End of tall station
building on Up (to Northampton) platform on left. Level
crossing in centre. Signal box in right foreground.
11-Apr-1964.
NHL
813 Northamptonshire.
F
Castle Ashby & Earls Barton. View along the Up platform,
looking south west towards Northampton. Main station
buildings on Down platform, on right. Horsebox in siding on
left. Level crossing at platform ends, closed to railway. Up
starter on tubular post. Beyond crossing are the signalbox
(Down side) and the goods shed (Up side).
Source: LOS
BLM
206 Northamptonshire.
F
Castor. Looking east through the station from between the
tracks on the level crossing at the west end of platforms.
Main station buildings on Down platform (to Peterborough)
platform on left. Station house in right foreground between
end of Up (to Northampton) platform and level crossing.
Station master posed in frock coat and boater on left.
SITES
176 Northamptonshire.
G
Church Brampton. View through the site of the station.
Looking towards Rugby, through Bridge No. 35 which carries
the Church Brampton to Harlestone road. Remains of derelict
platforms in foreground the station was closed in 1931.
Electrification masts in place but catenary not yet fitted.
C1963.
SITES
287 Northamptonshire.
F
Ditchford. View north west across the river Nene to show the
station building and upper quadrant Home signals on tubular
posts. The 5:05pm Northampton to Peterborough is on the
left, hauled by diesel locomotive D5636. A car is waiting ao
the steep approach to Ditchford Road level crossing
11-Apr-1964.
SITES
288 Northamptonshire.
F
Ditchford. The view through the station looking west towards
Northampton from off the east end of the Up platform.
Station house and offices in centre of picture, on Down
side. Both platforms look overgrown. Upper quadrant Down
Home signal on tubular post. Level crossing at far end of
platforms.
Source: L&G 27236
SITES
388 Northamptonshire.
F
Farthinghoe. View through the single track station, looking
towards Banbury. Wooden platform and wooden buildings with
brick station house. LNWR platform nameboard in right
foreground. Wagons in siding at far end of platform.
JSY
1156 Northamptonshire.
F
Irthlingborough. Looking north across the tracks to show the
main station buildings on the Down (to Peterborough)
platform. LNWR Down Starter at far end of platform.
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BLM
449 Northamptonshire.
G
Kilsby & Crick. A snow scene. The view north west through
the station, looking along the Down (to Rugby) platform on
left. Up (to Northampton) platform on right. Ridge and
furrow awnings with three ridges for each platform. Covered
footbridge at far end of station, with road overbridge
beyond. Goods shed in view on Down side, beyond bridge.
SOCA
306 Northamptonshire.
GR
King's Cliffe. View looking west, away from Peterborough,
along the Up platform. Ridge and furrow canopies on both
platforms, at right angles to tracks. Booking office in hut
on Down platform. Train made up of 6-wheeled carriages
pulled by an 'Improved Precedent' drawing up in Down
platform. Signal box in distance on Down side.
BLM
529 Northamptonshire.
HT
Long Buckby. Looking north west through the station from the
Down (to Rugby) platform. Up (to Northampton) platform on
right with wooden building with ridge and furrow awning three ridges. Platform nameboard in right foreground.
Passengers and railwaymen posed on Up platform. 'Precursor'
running in with Up train. Goods shed in centre background.
LNWRS
9417 Northamptonshire.
F
Northampton Bridge Street. Looking north east across the
tracks to show thew Down (to Peterborough) platform and the
main station building. Corner of goods shed, with awning, in
view beyond far end of Down platform. LMS/BR upper quadrant
Down signal in left distance, with doll offset from steel
column. Up (to Blisworth) platform on left. 23-Aug-1966.
NHL
828 Northamptonshire.
G
Northampton Bridge Street. View east towards Peterborough,
along Up (to Blisworth) platform, with wooden shelter on
right. Main station buildings on Down platform across tracks
in centre. Corner of goods shed and its awning on left. Foot
bridge and level crossing in right distance. LNWR warehouse
in distance to left of station buildings. 3-Mar-1962.
Source: STNUK
SITES
798 Northamptonshire.
G
Northampton Bridge Street. Looking north east across the
tracks to show the main station building on the Down (to
Peterborough) side.
SITES
799 Northamptonshire.
G
Northampton Bridge Street. The station exterior looking
south east across the forecourt. British Railways notice
board shows a London excursion for easter Sunday.
Source: RP 27240
SITES
800 Northamptonshire.
G
Northampton Bridge Street. Looking north west across the
tracks to see the main station building on the Down (to
Peterborough) platform. Wagons in goods yard in left
background. July 1959.
Source: PHOT
SITES
805 Northamptonshire.
F
Northampton Bridge Street. Looking east along the Up (to
Blisworth) platform with its small wooden waiting shelter.
Main station buildings on Down (to Peterborough) platform in
centre of picture. LNWR warehouse in South Bridge Road in
left background. Footbridge and level crossing at far end of
station.
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LNWRS
9401 Northamptonshire.
F
Northampton Castle central. View of Up platform looking
north. Lots of platform signs, a trolley loaded with
hampers, station clock. A good view of the underside of the
ridge and furrow roof. Main station building on right. Copy
of a commercial postcard - title is written across bottom.
SITES
808 Northamptonshire.
F
Northampton Castle central. Looking north east across the
high-ballasted tracks to show the Up Main platform and the
main station buildings. Tall bracket signal on left.
SITES
806 Northamptonshire.
F
Northampton Castle exterior. Looking west across the station
forecourt to show the station frontage and entrance. Several
horse drawn vehicles in view - LNW collecting van on right but no mechanically powered ones. Huge board above entrance
showing places which cam be reached from Northampton Castle.
NHL
829 Northamptonshire.
G
Oundle. View in the Down direction (towards Peterborough).
Main station buildings on Up platform, on right. Down
platform on left, offset from Up. Small Down platform
shelter with hipped roof. Water tank on brick base behind
Down platform. LNWR home and distant signals on post at far
end of Down platform. After removal of some Down sidings.
SITES
856 Northamptonshire.
F
Oundle. Looking south east across the tracks from the Down
(to Peterborough) platform to show the main station building
on the Up (to Northampton) platform. Down train arriving on
right - 6-wheeled carriages pulled by a 'Special DX'. Lots
of passengers waiting for an Up train. Wagon turntable in
foreground.
SITES
857 Northamptonshire.
F
Oundle. Looking south east across the tracks from the Down
(to Peterborough) platform to show the main station building
on the Up (to Northampton) platform. Platform nameboard on
left. Signal box opposite the platform with level crossing
beyond. LMS/BR signals in distance. 22-Apr-1957.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
858 Northamptonshire.
F
Oundle. Looking north east across the tracks from the Down
(to Peterborough) platform to show the main station building
on the Up (to Northampton) platform. Up (to Northampton)
platform in distance on left, with small waiting shelter.
Upper quadrant signals beyond Up platform. 10-Sep-1954.
Source: PAM
SOC
359 Northamptonshire.
G
Oundle. View from the signal box, looking in the Down
direction (towards Peterborough). Main station buildings on
right, where an Up train is setting off - arc roof bogie
carriages pulled by a gleaming '5ft 6in Tank'. Down-side
buildings in distance. Wagons in siding on left. A
commercial postcard, with caption (Markham's Oundle Series).
SITES
931 Northamptonshire.
G
Pitsford & Brampton. Looking north west across the tracks,
from Brampton Lane overbridge. Shows the station house on
the Down (to Market Harborough) side. After closure and
removal of platforms but tracks still in place. Aug 1968.
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SITES
932 Northamptonshire.
F
Pitsford & Brampton. Looking north across the station
forecourt. Station building on right, showing passenger
entrance. Station house and goods offices on left. After
removal of goods sidings.
SITES
933 Northamptonshire.
G
Pitsford & Brampton. Looking north west through the station,
along the Down (to Market Harborough) platform. End of
station house and passenger facilities on left, with
grounded body of a van in front. Up (to Northampton)
platform on right. Photographer's name board on Down
platform. Signalbox beyond station on Down side.
SITES
934 Northamptonshire.
F
Pitsford & Brampton. Looking south through station, along
the Down (to Market Harborough) platform with Station house.
Up (to Northampton) platform on left, partly dismantled.
Photographer's name board on Down platform. Brampton Lane
overbridge in background. Tall signal post at far end of Up
platform - upper quadrant Home and Distant arms.
SITES
935 Northamptonshire.
F
Pitsford & Brampton. Looking north west across the station
forecourt to show the station house and goods offices. After
removal of goods sidings. The station itself is out of the
frame to the right.
JCM
1019 Northamptonshire.
G
Ringstead & Addington. View towards Peterborough of the Up
platform and wooden shelter - ivy covering the ends. Set of
wooden steps on show, ready to help people boarding or
alighting at the low platform. Tubular post Up Home signal
beyond the end of the platform. 2-May-1965.
Photographer: L Hanson.
SOC
124 Northamptonshire.
F
Ringstead & Addington. View along the tracks towards
Peterborough showing the Down platform and hut. Siding and
small hut on right, level crossing in background.
23-Apr-1955.
SOCA
305 Northamptonshire.
HT
Roade. View looking south from the north end of the centre
island platform, with the station buildings and road
overbridge in the background. Platform nameboard in right
foreground. Train in Down Northampton platform, made up of
cove roof stock pulled by an 'Improved Precedent'.
LNWRS
9400 Northamptonshire.
VG
Thrapston Station. Viewed from an overbridge on a wet day,
with station buildings with nameboard on left and wooden
shelter on right. Concrete signal post in foreground, signal
box in background. Goods train of pig iron from Islip to
Liverpool is running through station. LNWR brake van and L&Y
low open are vehicles nearest to camera.
JCM
1060 Northamptonshire.
F
Weedon station. Looking south at the station, showing
platforms in a wide cutting. Main offices on bridge at far
end of station. Leamington branch on right with wagons on
run-round line. Ex-LNW Down Starters at near ends of
platforms. Engine shunting in sidings in left distance.
C1950.
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SITES
1108 Northamptonshire.
F
Weedon station. View down onto wooden building on island
platform - canopies for Daventry branch on left and main
line Down side on right. Main line Up platform on far right.
LMS tank coupled in reverse to single carriage (BR livery)
on branch on left. In distance, main line to north curves
right beside No. 2 signalbox whilst branch line heads left.
SITES
1109 Northamptonshire.
F
Weedon station. The goods yard, looking south across the
canal with the warehouse in the centre. PO coal wagons on
right (Haunchwood, Griff), with vans and cattle wagons
beyond. Weedon No. 1 signalbox beyond yard. High retaining
wall beside main line, across from signalbox.
SITES
1110 Northamptonshire.
F
Weedon station. The back of the station offices, built of
brick on a bridge (plate 238) over the main line at the
southern end of the platforms. Covered staircase down to
island platform on right. Footbridge from road to offices
just in view on left. Columns for electrification gantries
in foreground. Early 1960s.
SITES
1111 Northamptonshire.
F
Weedon station. Looking towards Rugby through the station
area after closure to passenger traffic. Covered staircase
down from station offices on left. Platform buildings and Up
platform have been demolished. Goods shunt on far right.
Electrification gamtries being erected. Early 1960s.
SITES
1119 Northamptonshire.
F
Wellingborough London Road. Looking south east down onto
Little Irchester village from a high point - perhaps the
chimney of Victoria Mills. Station area in foreground with
terrace houses in background. Exterior of main station
buildings on left. Signal box on Down (to Peterborough) side
on right, next to footbridge and level crossing on The Walks
Source: LOS
SITESB
841 Northamptonshire.
F
Welton. View from the north west end of the Up platform with
the arch of the brick overbridge on the right. Station
nameboard and wooden staircase up to the road, on the right.
Through the arch is the Down platform with the signal box at
the far end. Goods shed behind Down platform.
Source: JAP C5610
SITES
821 Nottinghamshire. GNR.
F
Nottingham London Road L.L. The station exterior, looking
south east across the forecourt. Shows the elaborate
frontage, which was at the north side of the station, with
various cars and vans parked beside it. 1960s.
SITES
822 Nottinghamshire. GNR.
F
Nottingham London Road L.L. Looking north west, showing the
platforms and the end of the station roof. After the removal
of the tracks. 1960s.
SITES
823 Nottinghamshire. GNR.
F
Nottingham London Road L.L. Looking south west, showing the
platforms and the end of the station roof. The tracks are
still in place in the nearest, northmost, bay but are
overgrown with weeds. 1960s.
BWL
546 Oxfordshire.
VG
Banbury Merton Street. View across the forecourt towards the
wooden buildings of the station, with the curved arch of the
trainshed roof beyond. 1958.
Photographer: B W Leslie.
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NHL
825 Oxfordshire.
G
Banbury Merton Street. View from the forecourt of the wooden
frontage to the station, with the curved over-all roof of
the trainshed beyond. LMS notice boards on station buildings
with 'London Midland and Scottish' on board above. Terrace
houses on left, fence and advertisements on right. 1950.
Source: L&G 23569
DNR
1017 Oxfordshire.
G
Bicester. View along the tracks towards Bletchley, showing
the station buildings on the left and the level crossing
(closed to the railway) in the distance. On the right is a
very mixed Down goods - sheeted opens carring cut timber,
tank wagons, cattle wagons, vans etc etc. 1913.
Source: L&G 8888
SOCA
295 Oxfordshire.
G
Bicester. View towards Bletchley along the Down platform,
with small platform shelter on right. Main buildings on Up
platform on left, with LNWR notices. Level crossing, closed
to railway, and signal box in background. Up starter at
platform end in centre. Staff posed around the station.
Horse boxes in siding on Up side.
LNWRS
203 Oxfordshire.
Oxford Rewley Road. Interior of station, showing 6-wheeled
carriages.
SITES
870 Oxfordshire.
G
Oxford Rewley Road. The view north, down onto the station
from a high building. Shows the station frontage and roof.
Goods yards either side of stastion are filled with wagons.
1-May-1940.
SITES
871 Oxfordshire.
F
Oxford Rewley Road. Looking north east across Parkend Street
to show the station entrance and the wooden fence between
the forecourt and the highway. Several passengers standing
either side of the fence. London Midland & Scottish Railway
proclaimed above the entrance. 1940s.
SITES
872 Oxfordshire.
G
Oxford Rewley Road. The view south east along the covered
part of the single platform, looking towards the passenger
entrance. LMS CCT against buffers in departure road.
1-May-1940.
SITES
873 Oxfordshire.
F
Oxford Rewley Road. The view south across the tracks looking
towards the end of the single platform. Covered part of
station in background. LMS 4MT 'Mogul' No. 3001 waiting to
depart. Goods shed on right, beyond a set of carriages.
Ex-LNW Starter in right foreground. C1947.
SITES
874 Oxfordshire.
G
Oxford Rewley Road. Looking south east along the single
platform, from the open section into the covered part. Gas
lamp in centre foreground. LMS van on departure road. Open
wagons and vans in sidings on right. 1-May-1940.
SITES
875 Oxfordshire.
F
Oxford Rewley Road. Looking south from the coal depot
sidings, across the tracks towards the passenger station
which looks unkempt and overgrown. Goods shed on right.
Wagons in sidings each side of passenger station. 1960s.
Source: LOS
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SITES
876 Oxfordshire.
G
Oxford Rewley Road. Looking north west across Rewley Road
with the station entrance on the left. Station house on
right. Boundary fence alongside Rewley Road pavement. Large
motor car in station forecourt. 1940s.
JFW
281 Radnorshire.
F
Builth Road. View through the station, looking towards
Craven Arms. Tubular signal post on left, on Up side,
carrying arms for both directions. Ex-Cambrian station on
right, showing refreshment room. Handrails for footway
between stations at near end of Down ex-LNWR platform.
15-Apr-1960.
NHL
257 Radnorshire.
G
Builth Road. View from Up line looking towards Craven Arms.
Underbridge over ex-Cambrian line in foreground. On Up side
are the platform shelter, with awning, the goods shed and
the signal box. On the Down side are the main station
buildings - well loaded barrow on platform.
LNWRS
2265 Radnorshire.
N
Dolau. A north facing view towards the wooden station
buildings, signalbox and crossing gates. An LNWR starting
signal is cantilevered from the box. An interesting picture
but taken from an original (belonging to Mr J Lovell) which
isn't quite in focus. LMS.
NHL
256 Radnorshire.
F
Dolau. View along Up platform looking towards Craven Arms.
LMS nameboard in left foreground. Level crossing in
distance, across ends of platforms. Signal box on Up side
beyond crossing - Up starter projects from side of box. Vans
in siding on Down side, near to small wooden platform
shelter. Copied from a blotchy original.
SITES
294 Radnorshire.
F
Dolau. The small wooden waiting shelter on the Down
platform, seen looking south across the tracks. Badly in
need of a repaint. LMS platform nameboard on right.
SITES
295 Radnorshire.
G
Dolau. Dates above one of the doors of the main station
building. 1871 is the building date and the paint date is
February 1937. The colour scheme is noted by the
photographer as green for the darker colour and cream or
white for the lighter.
SITES
296 Radnorshire.
G
Dolau. Looking north across the tracks at the wooden office
buildings on the Up platform. Signalbox at end of platform
with Up Starter cantilevered from end. Level crossing gates
on right. The track is being singled and only the former
Down platform is in use - components of Up line on track
bed.
SITES
298 Radnorshire.
G
Dolau. The view north east through the station from the
Swansea end of the Up platform. Wooden offices and
signalbox, with cantilevered LNWR Up Starter, on Up
platform. Wooden shelter and hut on Down side. Level
crossing beyond platform with LNW Down Home on tall post
just beyond. Crossover in foreground.
SITES
299 Radnorshire.
G
Dolau. The view south west through the station from the
middle of the Up platform. Crossover in foreground, loading
bank for goods yard on Down side in centre background.
Wooden hut and station nameboard on Down platform.
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BLM
460 Radnorshire.
F
Knighton. Looking eastwards, towards Craven Arms, down into
the station from the footbridge. Main station buildings on
Down platform on right, with small signalbox on platform
beyond. Water tank at far end of Up platform on left.
Several passengers on both platforms. Goods yard in
background with trees and hills beyond. C1905.
BLM
461 Radnorshire.
P
Knighton. Looking across the tracks to the main station
buildings - steeply pitched roofs - on the Down side. Craven
Arms to left, Swansea to right. Signalbox to left of station
buildings. Platform name board on left. Footbridge and road
overbridge on right. C1907.
BLM
462 Radnorshire.
HT
Knighton. View through the station looking west towards
Swansea. Down platform on left with main buildings. Knighton
No. 2 signalbox in left foreground. Waiting shelter on Up
platform on right. Footbridge in background, attached to
side of road overbridge. 1950s.
BLM
467 Radnorshire.
G
Knucklas. Looking north west across the single track towards
the station. Wooden building. Stone facing to platform.
Track curves round to Knucklas viaduct which is seem in the
left background - route continues over viaduct to Swansea.
Railway staff and locals on platform. C1914.
NHL
250 Radnorshire.
G
Knucklas. View across the fields towards South Wales and the
masonry arch viaduct. Down end of single platform of the
station in view in foreground. A commercial postcard with
caption at the bottom.
SITESB
932 Radnorshire.
F
Knucklas. View along the back of the platform, looking
towards Shrewsbury. Shows the end of the stone station
building on the right along with the platform fence and a
nameboard. Most of the picture shows the valley and the far
hillside. 13-Apr-1963.
NHL
254 Radnorshire.
VG
Llanbister Road. View looking along the station towards
Craven Arms. Up platform wooden shelter on left, displaying
small nameboard. Main station buildings on Down platform on
right with oil lamp on post. Fowler 2-6-4 tank heads the
2:50 train from Shrewsbury to Swansea in Down platform.
Signal box in view on Up side, beyond platform. 19-Aug-1959.
NHL
255 Radnorshire.
G
Llangunllo. View from road bridge looking along station
towards Craven Arms. Wooden shelter on left, on Up platform.
Signalbox and LNWR Up starter in distance on Up side. Awning
on Down side buildings. Oil lamp on post in right
foreground. In Up platform, a 'Black Five' waits with the
12:25pm from Swansea to Shrewsbury. 19-Aug-1959.
SITES
573 Radnorshire.
G
Llanbister Road. Looking north east through the station
along the Up (to Shrewsbury) platform. Wooden waiting room
in left foreground with station nameboard attached. Main
station building on Down side on right - brick built. Ex-LNW
Up Starter at far end of Up platform, with Down Home beyond
(upper quadrant, cantilevered from steel post. 1950s.
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SITES
574 Radnorshire.
F
Llanbister Road. Looking north across the track to the Up
(to Shrewsbury) platform and the wooden waiting room. The
line beside the Down platform has been lifted. 1960s.
SITES
575 Radnorshire.
F
Llanbister Road. Looking south across the track to the Down
(to Swansea) platform and the main, brick-built, station
building. The line beside the Down platform has been lifted.
Goods shed on Down platform has lost its pitched roof and is
probably being demolished. Road overbridge on right. 1960s.
LNWRS
281 Radnorshire.
F
Llandrindod Wells. Two 2-4-2 tanks entering a busy station
with an Up (towards Shrewsbury) passenger train - the
caption shows for Euston. Good picture of luggage, trolleys,
barrows etc on platform. Slotted post home signal.
Footbridge in background, beyond platform canopies. 1900s.
NFSR
95 Radnorshire.
VG
Llandrindod Wells. The view looking south from the Down
platform through a busy station. Shows canopies on both
platforms, with main buildings on Up side. Footbridge in
middle distance. A long train of mixed arc roof stock, led
by two '4ft 6in Tanks, is pulling into the Up platform.
Various barrows and trollies around the station. C1905.
SITES
587 Radnorshire.
G
Llandrindod Wells. Looking south through the station from
the Up platform. The track has been lifted from the Up side
but the canopy still remains there. Main station buildings
on Down side on left. Footbridge at far end of station.
British Railways signs. Platform nameboard in left
foreground. 1960s.
SITES
588 Radnorshire.
F
Llandrindod Wells. Looking south through the station from
the Down platform. The track has been lifted from the Up
side and the canopy has been removed from the Up side
buildings. Main station buildings on Down side on left - a
good view beneath the canopy. Footbridge at far end of
station. Far end of Up platform is a car park. 1970.
SITES
589 Radnorshire.
F
Llandrindod Wells. View north east down through the station
from the footbridge. Track lifted from Up side and canopy
removed from Up side buildings. Looks down on Down side
canopy on right. Goods shed beyond far end of Down platform
but all tracks removed from sidings. 1970.
SITES
590 Radnorshire.
F
Llandrindod Wells. Looking north east through the station
along the Down platform whose building retains its canopy.
Up platform, on left, has the main station buildings, with
canopy, but is becoming overgrown with weeds. Goods shed
beyond far end of Down platform - tracks still in place in
goods yard. Steam hauled train arriving from north. 1960s.
SOC
427 Radnorshire.
F
Llandrindod Wells. View along the Up platform, looking
towards Shrewsbury. Up starter at platform end. Nameboard on
Down platform, on right. A Shrewsbury to Swansea train
approaches, with five carriages hauled by an 'Improved
Precedent' piloting a 4-6-2 'Superheater Tank', all in LNWR
livery. Railwayman awaiting token in foreground.
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NHL
252 Radnorshire.
F
Llangunllo. View along the Down platform, looking towards
Craven Arms. Small wooden shelter on Up platform, with LNWR
name board on left. Larger shelter on Down side, with main
station buildings beyond the Down platform.
NHL
253 Radnorshire.
VG
Llangunllo. View along the Up platform, looking towards
South Wales. Small wooden shelter on right. A good view of
the Down side platform buildings. Nameboard on left. A
pick-up goods approaches on the Up line pulled by 8F No.
48761 (running in reverse) and the signalman is seen
exchanging the single line token. 19-Aug-1959.
SITES
596 Radnorshire.
F
Llangunllo. Looking north through the station, towards
Shrewsbury, along the Up platform. Down platform on right
with small wooden waiting shelter and platform nameboard. Up
platform on left with larger wooden building. Water crane at
far end of Up platform, with LNW Starter beyond. 1950s.
SITES
597 Radnorshire.
F
Llangunllo. Looking south west across the single line track
to show the wooden waiting rooms on the Up (to Shrewsbury)
platform. Paint date recorded as 2/1944 above window but not
readable on this print. Platform nameboard and station house
on left. 1960s.
SITES
598 Radnorshire.
F
Llangunllo. Looking north west across the single line track
to show the station house on the Up (to Shrewsbury) side,
south of the platform. Wooden waiting rooms on Up platform
on right. In the left foreground is the stone base which
used to support an LNWR water tank. Railway houses in the
left background. 1960s.
SITES
600 Radnorshire.
F
Llangunllo. Looking south through the station from a train
waiting in the Down (to Swansea) platform. Shows the wooden
waiting rooms on the Up platform on the right. LMS notice
boards. Station house on Down side, beyond the platform.
Ex-MR 3F No. 43600 on Up line in distance standing, light
engine, facing wrong way beside goods sidings. 11-May-1952.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
LNWRS
2264 Radnorshire.
G
Penybont. View towards the north along the 'up' platform,
with the station buildings and platform awning on the right
across the lines. Road bridge and station approach in the
background. Taken from a photograph belonging to Mr J
Lovell. Early LMS.
SITES
912 Radnorshire.
F
Penybont. Looking west, towards Swansea, from the road
overbridge. Down platform on left with main masonry-built
station buildings. Up platform on right with small wooden
waiting hut and well-kept garden beyond platform wall.
Signal box beyond Down platform. Goods shed and sidings
beyond that. 1950s.
Source: LOS
SITES
913 Radnorshire.
F
Penybont. Looking west along the Down (to Swansea) platform
with the main station buildings. Signal box beyond far end
of Down platform. Well-weathered platform nameboard in left
foreground. Far end of Up (to Craven Arms) platform on
right.
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SITES
914 Radnorshire.
F
Penybont. Looking east towards Craven Arms, along the tracks
into the station area. Goods shed on right. Signal box in
centre distance with station beyond. Sidings in foreground
to both sides of running lines. Cattle wagons in Down side
(to Swansea) sidings. 1951.
SITES
915 Radnorshire.
G
Penybont. Looking north east across the tracks to show the
small wooden waiting hut on the Up (to Craven Arms)
platform.
SITES
916 Radnorshire.
F
Penybont. Looking south west across the tracks to show the
brick built waiting rooms on the Down (to Swansea) platform.
Another photographer standing on Up platform. After singling
of the track - old sleepers etc stacked where the Down line
used to be.
SITES
918 Radnorshire.
F
Penybont. Looking west (towards Swansea) from the bed of the
former Down line to show the goods shed and its extensions,
at a higher level than the running lines. After removal of
tracks (although the Up (to Craven Arms) still remains, out
of the frame to the right.
SITES
919 Radnorshire.
G
Penybont. Looking east through the station (towards Craven
Arms) along the Down (to Swansea) platform. Fronts of main
station buildings on right. Up platform on left with small
wooden waiting shelter. Upper quadrant Up Starter at far end
of Up platform. Slender plate girder overbridge at far end
of station.
SOCB
166 Rutland. MR.
F
Luffenham. The station at the end of the LNWR line from
Rugby towards Stamford - LNW trains ran over MR metals to
reach their destination. Shows the main platform and station
buildings, looking towards Stamford. Junk and rubble in
foreground. Cattle dock beyond. Photographed from a train in
passing loop.
SOCA
307 Rutland.
F
Uppingham. View into the station from the south east, with
the end of the line on the left. Shows station roofs in
background with the town on a slope in the distance. Field
in foreground with iron fence beside the tracks. Three
6-wheeled carriages in station, pulled by a '5ft 6in Tank'
on the right, running in reverse. C1900.
BLM
891 Rutland.
HT
Wakerley & Barrowden. View through the station from between
the tracks, looking towards Peterborough, and showing
awnings on both platforms. Station staff posed on right, on
Up platform. Station nameboard on left, on Down platform.
Signalbox on Down side, beyond platform. Goods she opposite,
on Up side. Sidings and overbridge in distance.
BLM
17 Shropshire. S&H.
HT
All Stretton Halt. Looking north east across the tracks with
the north end of the Down platform on the right. Station
nameboard on platform. Farm Lane bridge running across the
photograph. South end of Up platform in view beside bridge
abutment. Unidentified WD 2-8-0 in view through arch, on a
southbound goods. 27-Dec-1957.
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BLM
151 Shropshire. S&H.
F
Bromfield. After closure of passenger station. Looking south
east along the slightly overgrown Up platform. Footbridge
and level crossing - gates closed to railway - at far end of
platforms. Signalbox in distance on Up side. Brick shelter
on Down side with awning removed. Station houses beyond
crossing.
NHL
245 Shropshire.
VG
Broome. View along the timber-built Down platform, looking
towards Craven Arms. Wooden shelter on Down side. Main
station building, also wooden, on Up side. Nameboard on
left. April 1955.
Source: STNUK
NHL
246 Shropshire.
VG
Broome. View along the Up platform, looking towards Craven
Arms. Shows the wooden station building. By this date, the
timber-built Down platform had been demolished and the line
singled. 7-Oct-1967.
Source: STNUK
NHL
248 Shropshire.
G
Bucknell. View towards Craven Arms, showing the main station
buildings on the Down platform on the right. The line has
been singled although the isolated Up platform is still in
place. Level crossing at far end of platforms, with
signalbox beyond on Up side. 7-Oct-1967.
Source: STNUK
NHL
249 Shropshire.
G
Bucknell. View along the Up platform, with wooden shelter,
looking towards Craven Arms, showing the main station
buildings on the Down platform on the right. Double track
line. Platform bench and LNWR nameboard on left. Level
crossing at platform ends with signalbox beyond on Up side
and goods yard on Down. Upper quadrant Up starter.
Source: STNUK
SOCA
321 Shropshire.
F
Bucknell. View along the Up platform, looking towards Craven
Arms. Wooden shelter at Up side, stone buildings on Down
side. Signal box beyond Up platform, with slotted post
starter (spectacle plate mounted below arm). 'Special DX'
arriving from Craven Arms with train of 6-wheeled coaches.
Staff posed around station. C1900.
BLM
177 Shropshire. S&W.
P
Buttington. Looking along the Down S&W platform as a
passenger train arrives at the Up platform, pulled by ex-L&Y
0-6-0 No. 12141. Foot bridge in background with Cambrian
line beyond. Main station buildings on Up platform on right.
Small brick-built toilet block on Down platform on left.
SITES
177 Shropshire.
F
Church Stretton. The view through the second station,
looking north from the south end of the Down platform. Large
platform canopies with footbridge beyond and road overbridge
beyond that. Platform nameboards at both sides.
Source: L&G 11802
SITES
178 Shropshire.
G
Church Stretton. The old station, looking north from the
road bridge. Platforms removed but stone buildings intact.
Signalbox on Down side on right. Goods yard on left with
hand crane and water tank. Wagons in sidings. C1932.
Source: L&G 11803
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SOC
438 Shropshire.
G
Clee Hill Quarries. View across the quarry yard, showing a
Ramsbottom 0-4-0 saddle tank shunting wagons. Narrow gauge
line (and wagon) on raised loading wharf beside standard
gauge. Quarry levels on hillside in background, with incline
and winding house. Standard gauge wagons with 3-plank sides
and steel underframes, lettered 'Clee Hill Dhu Stone Co.'
SOC
439 Shropshire.
G
Clee Hill Quarries. View down into the yard from a parked
wagon, showing several lines of wagons and a Ramsbottom
0-4-0 saddle tank shunting. Wagons are a mixture of 'Clee
Hill Dhu Stone Co' and 'Field & Mackay Titterstone Quarries
Clee Hill Ludlow'. Narrow gauge wagons on raised loading
wharf in background. Houses and quarry buildings in view.
SITES
211 Shropshire. S&H.
G
Clee Hill. Looking north east at the disused goods shed.
Large canopy attached to west end. Looking up a slope from
Golden Cross area. 26-Nov-1951.
Source: FWSLF AC97
SITES
226 Shropshire. S&H.
F
Craven Arms. View through the station looking north from the
southern end of the Down platform. Platform canopies and
station footbridge in distance. Lower part of GWR bracket
signal at end of Up platform in left foreground. Goods yard
in centre background, on Up side.
Source: L&G 11800 Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
1226 Shropshire.
G
Craven Arms. The view south through the southern part of the
station, looking from the Down platform. Water tank at far
end of Down platform. Platform canopy on Up platform on
right. Nameboard on left, lettered 'Craven Arms and Stokesay
Junction for GWR route to Much Wenlock Wellington and Market
Drayton'. Signalbox in view on Up side, south of platforms.
SOC
1424 Shropshire. S&H.
F
Craven Arms. View through the station, looking north along
the Down platform. Shows canopies on both platforms. Covered
footbridge in distance. Station nameboard on right, showing
places reached by changing at Craven Arms. 1950s.
Source: BLEN
SITES
303 Shropshire.
G
Donnington. The view through the station along the Down
platform, looking towards Stafford. Two-storey main station
building on right. Level crossing in centre at end of
station with Donnington No. 1 signalbox on Up side, beyond
crossing. Tubular post Up Starter at end of Up platform on
left. Brick overbridge in distance. 7-Sep-1964.
SOCRR
200 Shropshire.
VG
Grindley Brook Halt. On the northern fringe of Whitchurch,
the Chester line crossed the Shropshire Union canal on an
embankment at Grindley Brook, as seen here. The LMS opened
an unstaffed Halt near the bridge but there is little sign
of it today. The Halt was accessed by a short track from the
nearby main road (the present A41). January 2004
SITES
439 Shropshire. NLR.
F
Hadley. Looking east through the station, towards Stafford.
Viewed from the Up (to Stafford) platform with the main,
stone built, station building. Wooden building on Down
(Shrewsbury) platform. LNWR platform signs. LNWR signal post
on Down side with Down Home and Up Distant arms - latter has
vertical stripe, not chevron.
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NHL
247 Shropshire.
VG
Hopton Heath. View towards South Wales, looking across the
line towards the main station buildings on the Down side.
The Up platform looks derelict and the line is being singled
- sleepers are still in place on the Up track on the right
but the rails have gone. 7-Oct-1967.
Source: STNUK
JMD
128 Shropshire.
G
Ludlow. The view towards Leominster, looking along the
Shrewsbury platform and through the short tunnel at the end
of the station. Tubular steel post with Western Region Home
and Distant arms at far end of platform. Leominster starter
beyond other platform beside tunnel mouth. Gas lamps in
view. Dewars Whisky advertisement on tunnel wall.
SITES
636 Shropshire. S&H.
F
Ludlow. The view through the station, looking towards
Shrewsbury along the Down platform. Main station buildings
and platform awning on Up side on left, waiting shelter on
Down side. Goods shed in right centre distance. Signal box
at far end of Up platform. Clerestory roof van by loading
dock on Up side. 1932.
Source: L&G 11897
SITES
666 Shropshire. S&H.
F
Marshbrook. The view southwards from the north end of the Up
platform, looking through the station. Name board on Down
platform on left. Level crossing in distance with gates
closed to rail. Signalbox beyond. Goods shed beyond platform
fence on left. 3-Aug-1932.
Source: L&G 11925
LNWRS
9161 Shropshire.
Middletown. View of station (Shrewsbury and Welshpool Joint
line) from track level.
LNWRS
9146 Shropshire.
Newport. Platform view.
NHL
816 Shropshire.
F
Newport. View towards Wellington along the Down platform,
with the main station buildings on the Up platform on the
right. Covered footbridge in left background with brick arch
road overbridge beyond. Workman standing between tracks.
C1910.
SITES
790 Shropshire.
F
Newport. Looking west through the station from the Down (to
Shrewsbury) platform. Shows main station buildings on Up (to
Stafford) platform. Station footbridge in left background
with Station Road overbridge beyond. LNWR signs. Several
railwaymen posed around the station. 1920s.
SITES
791 Shropshire.
F
Newport. Looking west through the station from the Down (to
Shrewsbury) platform. Shows main station buildings on Up (to
Stafford) platform. Station footbridge in left background
with Station Road overbridge beyond. LNWR signs. Several
passengers on Up platform - men in boaters and women in
cloche hats. C1920.
BLM
647 Shropshire. S&H.
F
Onibury. The view through the station, looking north west
towards Shrewsbury along the Up platform. Main station
building on Down side, in centre. Footbridge (early type) at
far end of platforms, with level crossing beyond and signal
box beyond that, on Down side (the modern signal box is on
the Up side). Hand crane in goods yard on right.
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BLM
712 Shropshire.
G
Prees. The view through the station looking towards
Shrewsbury along the Down (Crewe) platform. Shows the main
station buildings on the Up side with the level crossing at
the Shrewsbury end of the platforms. Up Starter at far end
of platform and keeper's cottage beyond, at far side of
crossing. Milk churns on left.
JMD
414 Shropshire.
F
Shrewsbury station north end. The view into the station from
near the end of the main northbound platform where a train
headed by what appears to be a 'George' waits to depart for
Crewe. Shows the canopies on the main and island platforms.
The signal gantry dominates the foreground - GWR dolls and
arms. A dark photograph.
LNWRS
9145 Shropshire.
Shrewsbury. Exterior of station.
LNWRS
2232 Shropshire.
G
Whitchurch. View from the south looking north towards the
station buildings, the covered footbridge and Chester
Junction. The water tank and the lines to the steam shed are
in view to the right. Early BR.
NHL
327 Shropshire.
G
Whitchurch. View looking along the Up platform with main
buildings on the left and the island platform on the right.
Covered footbridge in centre. Water tank on brick base and
part of shed yard on right. Parachute tank at near end of
island platform. Chester bay and signal box in distance. BR
enamelled sign.
SOCA
1024 Shropshire.
G
Whitchurch. The frontage of the station, seen from the
forecourt. C1970.
SOCRR
196 Shropshire.
VG
Whitchurch. The former Chester bay, still intact although
without track and guarded by a safety fence. The ex-LNWR
signal box is seen in the distance. January 2004
BLM
943 Shropshire. S&H.
F
Wistanstow Halt. Looking north, down from the overbridge.
Waiting shelter and nameboard on Up side, on left. The Halt
was opened after the Grouping, on 7-May-1934.
SITES
1439 Shropshire. S&H.
G
Wooferton Junction. The view along Up platform with train
departing for Shrewsbury - passengers on platform. Station
nameboard on left, showing 'Change for Tenbury Wells and
Bewdley Branch'. Brick-built waiting shelter. Footbridge in
background with WR bracket starter signal beyond. Main goods
shed beyond end of Down platform on right. 17-Jul-1955.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
1440 Shropshire. S&H.
G
Wooferton Junction. The view northwards from the footbridge
showing the Tenbury bay platform on the Up side, with an
ex-GWR clerestory carriage and a horse box. Junction in
background with Tenbury line running off to the right.
Signalbox in Vee with road overbridge beyond. Lots of wagons
and carriages in sidings beside Tenbury line. C1932.
Source: L&G 13762
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JSY
1076 Staffordshire.
F
Alrewas. View north east through the station towards Wichnor
Junction and Derby, looking from off the end of the Up (to
Lichfield) platform. Level crossing at far end of station
with signal box beyond on Down side. Main station buildings
and LNWR platform nameboard (with porter posed nearby) on
left, on Down side. Wooden goods shed on left, beyond fence.
BLM
28 Staffordshire.
F
Armitage. View across the tracks looking towards Rugby,
showing the wooden building on the Up platform. Footbridge
on right. Train of very mixed LNWR arc roof stock leaving
station.
SOC
1367 Staffordshire.
F
Birmingham Windsor St Goods. Looking down on to a busy yard.
Train of cut timber at far side, sheeted over. Limestone or
china clay in wagons in centre, with wagons of uncut timber
between. Sheeted open No. 17592 and roof door van No. 31074
(two tone livery) in right foreground. Terrace houses and
factories in background with hillside beyond. 1903.
SOC
1368 Staffordshire.
F
Birmingham Windsor St Goods. Looking down on to a busy goods
yard. Wagon turntables in foreground. Open wagons (some
sheeted) and several roof door vans (No. 71264 nearest to
camera) in view, all painted with diamonds only. Cattle
landing in background, next to open land. Brick boundary
wall beyond and terrace houses beyond that. 1903.
FWSLF
AA1 Staffordshire.
G
Bloxwich. Looking south east across the tracks towards some
coal wagons in a siding to the south of the passenger
station. Houses in Station Street in left background, with
Reeve Street running away in centre. From the right, wagons
are a 'Glasshoughton' PO wagon, another wooden wagon and an
MOT 16T steel wagon No. 13421. R3F 7-Apr-1947.
BLM
158 Staffordshire.
G
Brownhills. Looking along the Down platform towards the rear
of a train of 6-wheeled carriages bound for Lichfield.
Platform nameboard and gas lamp mounted on fence in left
foreground. Wooden buildings on Down side. Main station
building, in brick, across tracks on right. Lots of people
on both platforms. Slip point in right foreground. C1908.
SOC
440 Staffordshire.
F
Brownhills. View along a platform as a 'Jumbo' approaches
the opposite platform with a train of 6-wheeled (or
4-wheeled) carriages. Crowds of people waiting to get on.
Shows the platform canopy and roof of station building
across the line.
SOC
519 Staffordshire. UNK.
G
Colwich. View from an overbridge looking down onto the
station. Main station buildings on left hand (Up) platform.
Footbridge in foreground. Sidings in distance, beside Up
platform.
SITES
314 Staffordshire.
P
Dudley. Looking north, down into the station from the
Birmingham Road overbridge. GWR signalbox in right
foreground, LNWR signalbox further back on right. Footbridge
in background, running between entrances either side of
station.
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SITES
316 Staffordshire.
F
Dudley. The west side entrance to the station, beside the
access road to the GWR goods facilities. Shows main station
offices at road level and steps descending to GWR platform.
Footbridge on right, running across the station.
22-Jun-1963.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
INFRA
268 Staffordshire. LMS.
VG
Four Ashes. View across the tracks showing the booking
office and the stationmaster's house on the Down side.
Windows boarded up after closure to passengers on
15-Jun-1959. 28-Nov-1961.
INFRA
269 Staffordshire. LMS.
VG
Four Ashes. View across the tracks, looking towards
Stafford, showing the main station buildings on the Down
side. Small hipped roof signalbox at platform end, with
LMS/BR upper quadrant signals nearby. Points from siding to
Up line opposite the box. Photographer's assistant peering
into stationmaster's house. 28-Nov-1961.
INFRA
270 Staffordshire. LMS.
VG
Four Ashes. The back of the station buildings. The line was
built on an embankment and the stationmaster's house was on
three levels. Shows the step up to the platform, between the
booking office and the wooden hut (built out from the
platform on girders). Windows boarded up following closure
to passengers on 15-Jun-1959. 28-Nov-1961.
SITES
406 Staffordshire.
P
Four Ashes. Looking east along Station Road road, which
passes under the line at the south end of the station.
Southbound train in station with Webb tank engine standing
on bridge. Station buildings and access road on left with
two horse drawn carriages.
FWSLF
AB97 Staffordshire.
VG
Gailey. Looking north through the station, across the
tracks, from the south end of the Down platform. Shows
platform name board and wooden waiting shelter on Up
platform. A5 overbridge in left background. Last day of
opening for passenger service. 16-Jun-1951.
FWSLF
AB99 Staffordshire.
VG
Gailey. The view north along the Up platform. Mrs Rooke, the
stationmistress, is standing beside a local train which has
called on the last day of passenger service. A5 overbridge
in background, wooden platform shelter on right.
16-Jun-1951.
FWSLF AB100 Staffordshire.
VG
Gailey. Looking south west from the A5 overbridge, down
across the tracks into the station on the last day of
passenger service. Main brick-built station buildings on
Down platform in background - built on two levels on side of
cutting. Flat roof of wooden shelter on Up platform on left.
16-Jun-1951.
FWSLF
AC4 Staffordshire.
G
Gailey. The last scheduled passenger train to call (5:57pm
Birmingham to Stoke, pulled by 'Patriot' No. 45520
LLANDUDNO), waiting at Down platform with station buildings
in background. Viewed from the Up platform. A5 overbridge in
right background. Ex-LNW elliptical roof carriage on left,
with much of the moulding removed. 16-Jun-1951.
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LNWRS
412 Staffordshire.
N
Gnosall. View through the station, looking towards
Wellington from the Up platform. Wooden buildings with arc
roofs on both platforms - main offices on Down side. Lady in
Edwardian dress beside shelter on Up side, stationmaster and
porter on Down side. C1905.
LNWRS
9098 Staffordshire.
G
Gnosall. View through the station from the Up platform,
looking towards Stafford. Wooden buildings with arc roofs on
both platforms. LNWR notice boards. Oil lamps on short posts
along platforms and mounted on buildings. Signal post at far
end of Down platform, with arms for both directions. Porter
tending garden on Down side.
SOC
360 Staffordshire.
HT
Gravelly Hill. View along the line from an overbridge,
showing the station platforms in a cutting. Main buildings wooden - on left. Shows ramp from road to separate (high
level) booking office, with steps down to platform and
footbridge to platform at other side. Road overbridge in
distance. A commercial postcard with caption.
LNWRS
260 Staffordshire.
P
Great Barr. View from trackside looking through the old
station, with platform buildings and nameboard across tracks
on right. Hipped roof signal box on left. Road overbridge in
background, though whose arch can be seen the new station
under construction. Pre-group.
SITES
456 Staffordshire.
G
Handsworth Wood. The view through the station from the
public footbridge at the south west end. Train of cove roof
stock, in LNW livery, disappearing into Handsworth tunnel in
the background. Someone has written the station name onto
the negative, on the side of the cutting on the right. Lots
of people walking up the ramp away from the station.
Source: LOS
SITES
458 Staffordshire.
F
Handsworth Wood. Looking south west, down through the
station from the road on top of Handsworth tunnel. Shows the
wooden station buildings and the pedestrian ramps down to
each platfortm. Public footbridge across cutting beyond far
end of platforms.
Source: LOS
SITES
459 Staffordshire.
F
Handsworth Wood. The view north east through the station
from the public footbridge beyond the south west end of the
platforms. Tunnel mouth in background with a Webb tank
engine emerging, running in reverse. Shows ramps down to
platforms.
Source: LOS
SITES
460 Staffordshire.
F
Handsworth Wood. The view south west through the station
looking along the Up (Soho bound) platform from near the
mouth of Handsworth tunnel. Shows the wooden buildings on
both platforms and the pedestrian ramps from the platforms
to the road above the tunnel mouth. Public footbridge across
cutting at far end of station. 29-Jun-1929.
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SOC
1072 Staffordshire.
P
Handsworth Wood. The view down into the station with the
mouth of the tunnel in the background at the far end of the
platforms. Train of four elliptical roof carriages waiting,
pulled by a 'Precursor', facing the camera in foreground.
Platform packed with people beginning to board the train.
Stairs in background - a set leading down to each side.
SOCA
313 Staffordshire.
HT
Handsworth Wood. View along the tracks at around platform
level, looking through the station towards the former Grand
Junction line. Entrance to Handsworth tunnel just visible in
the distance. Train bound for Soho and the Stour Valley line
waiting at platform on right - 6-wheeled stock pulled by a
'Whitworth'. Station nameboard beyond engine. C1900.
SITES
493 Staffordshire.
F
Haughton. Looking down through the station from an
overbridge, with the station buildings on the right. Signal
box in centre distance. The picture looks unlike published
track plans of Haughton.
SITES
529 Staffordshire.
VG
Hednesford north. Hednesford No. 2 signalbox, seen looking
north west across the tracks. Houses in Station Road in
background. 1960s.
SITES
534 Staffordshire.
F
Hednesford. Looking north through the station from the
Cannock end of the Down platform. Market Street bridge in
foreground. Station offices on bridge at road level.
Platform canopies in view in background. Goods lines on
left, at back of station. Steam hauled goods approaching in
distance. LMS platform nameboard on left. 3-Apr-1957.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SOCA
1027 Staffordshire.
G
Hednesford. The view across the tracks showing the wooden
station buildings. Overbridge in laft background, with
covered staircase down to platform. Taken shortly before
demolition. May 1969.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1028 Staffordshire.
G
Hednesford. The goods yard, showing the road entrance to the
goods shed on the right and what appears to be the stable
block on the left. May 1969.
Source: DIBB
SOCA
1029 Staffordshire.
G
Hednesford. The goods shed, looking at the road entrance.
May 1969.
Source: DIBB
SITES
553 Staffordshire.
VG
Lichfield TV Old Station. The rear of the old station,
looking across the former fourcourt. A large and elegant
building, used as the stationmaster's house at the time.
28-Jun-1952.
Source: L&G 26592
ESR
101 Staffordshire.
F
Lichfield. The 1871 station, before quadrupling. A
'Dreadnought' 3-cylinder compound runs under the bridge with
an Up express of mixed stock - perhaps an Irish Mail. On the
high level line is the back of a local train, perhaps for
Walsall. Shows covered staircase between levels, ornate
bridge parapets and HL platform awnings.
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LNWRS
2159 Staffordshire.
Lichfield. Old station building viewed from south, at garden
side. Used as stationmaster's house after new station opened
in 1871. Taken during visit around 1925 by member Mr W G
Allen and his father, who used to live there. C 1925.
LNWRS
2160 Staffordshire.
Lichfield. Old station building viewed from across garden.
Used as stationmaster's house after new station opened in
1871. Taken during visit around 1925 by member Mr W G Allen
and his father, who used to live there. C 1925.
SITES
642 Staffordshire.
F
Madeley. Looking south east towards Stafford, down through
station from public footbridge at north west end of station.
Three-doll bracket signal in left foreground with arms for
both directions - slow line arms to right, with rings. Main
station building on Up Fast platform on left. Footbridge in
centre. Goods shed on right behind Down Slow platform.
Source: LOS
SOC
273 Staffordshire.
P
Madeley. Looking south along the platforms from the public
footbridge north of the station. Station buildings on both
sides of tracks are in view, along with the station
footbridge. 3-doll bracket signal in foreground, with arms
for both directions (slow lines on right - arms for those
are ringed).
LNWRS
9673 Staffordshire.
GR
Milford & Brocton. View, looking away from Stafford, of
station platforms, buildings and overbridge. Porters
gathered beneath awning.
SITES
711 Staffordshire.
F
Milford & Brocton. Looking east through the station along
the Down (to Stafford) platform. Wooden buildings on wooden
platforms. Plate girder overbridge in background - covered
staircase running down to Up platform. Tall Up Home signal
post with co-acting arms beyond bridge. PO coal wagons in
siding on right. 1920s.
SOC
577A Staffordshire.
F
Milford & Brocton. View through the station looking east,
away from Stafford. Wooden platforms. Wooden buildings on
Down platform on right, wooden shelter on Up side. Plate
girder overbridge, with covered steps to Up platform on
left. Tall Up starter with co-acting arms beyond bridge.
Coal wagons in siding on right. Close-up from SOC 577.
FWSLF
AY20 Staffordshire. NSR.
VG
Newchapel & Goldenhill. Looking south east, down into the
station from the Birchenwood Lane overbridge. Down starter
in foreground. Bare Down platform on right. Booking office
and shelter on Up platform with signalbox at far end. BR
station nameboard largely in view. Tarred hut on left, next
to ground frame for headshunt on Up side. 12-Apr-1962.
FWSLF
AY21 Staffordshire. NSR.
VG
Newchapel & Goldenhill. Looking south, down into the station
from the Birchenwood Lane overbridge. Down starter in
foreground. Bare Down platform on right. Booking office and
shelter on Up platform with signalbox at far end. Tarred hut
on left, next to ground frame for headshunt on Up side.
Gradient post on right. 12-Apr-1962.
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FWSLF
AY22 Staffordshire. NSR.
G
Newfield. Looking east, down into Meakins Wharf from the
Kidsgrove - Tunstall road. After removal of tracks. Pottery
on left. Overbridge for farm track at far end of yard.
12-Apr-1962.
NHL
1274 Staffordshire.
VG
Norton Bridge. Looking north along island platform, from the
footbridge. Junction signals by platform ends - on left a
3-doll bracket with ringed arms for slow lines and in centre
a 2-doll bracket for fast lines. Signal box and junction for
Stoke line in distance. 'Prince' on Up express, 'Super D' on
Up goods. Gerald Broome painting.
SITES
816 Staffordshire.
F
Norton Bridge. The original Grand Junction station building,
closed in 1849. Seen looking south along the main line,
towards the later station. The NSR line from Stone runs in
from the left, beyond the farm buildings.
Source: L&G 26692
SITES
817 Staffordshire.
G
Norton Bridge. Looking north along the island platform, down
from the footbridge. Terrace of railway houses on left.
Signalbox in centre distance, to right of tracks. LNWR Slow
line Down bracket signals to left of centre, LMS Fast line
Down bracket signals to right. 4-Aug-1952.
Source: L&G 26690
SITES
819 Staffordshire.
G
Norton Bridge. The station exterior, seen looking east along
the forecourt. Shows the station building, at road level,
with a canopy large enough to cover a car. Car parked on
right. Trees and fields in background. 4-Aug-1952.
Source: RP 26691
SITES
820 Staffordshire.
G
Norton Bridge. Looking north along the Up Fast platform with
the signal box in the distance. Stanier 2-6-0 No. 42974
waiting on Down Slow on left with terrace of railway houses
beyond. British Railways nameboard on island platform on
left. Upper quadrant Down BR bracket signals - 3-doll for
Slow line, 2-doll for fast. Platform siding on right.
SOC
272 Staffordshire.
G
Norton Bridge. Looking south west along the Down Slow
platform, showing the station buildings. Part of the
footbridge is in view, coming out of the booking hall on the
top storey. Station house on right, covered in ivy.
LNWRS
9104 Staffordshire.
G
Penkridge. A summer view of the station looking north,
showing low platforms and steps to the sleeper crossing
(which passengers are using).
SITES
899 Staffordshire.
F
Penkridge. Looking north through the station along the Down
(to Stafford) platform. Shows main station buildings, shorn
of canopy and some of its chimneys, on Up platform on right.
Station footbridge in background. After electrification of
Grand Junction line.
Source: LOS
SITES
900 Staffordshire.
F
Penkridge. Looking north through the station along the Down
(to Stafford) platform. Shows main station buildings on Up
(to Birmingham) platform on right. Platform nameboard in
left foreground. Passengers walking across tracks, before
provision of a foot bridge.
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SITES
923 Staffordshire.
F
Perry Barr. Looking south east down into the station from
the embankment at the north side of the line. Long wooden
building on Up (to Curzon Street) platform on right. Roof of
building on Down (to Bushbury) platform in left foreground.
Birchfield Road overbridge on left, with stairs down to Up
platform. 20-Jan-1960.
SITES
924 Staffordshire.
F
Perry Barr. Looking east along the Down (to Bushbury)
platform. Wooden buildings on both platforms. Birchfield
Road overbridge in background with covered stairs coming
down to both platforms. Lattice signal post at end of Up (to
Curzon Street) platform, with upper quadrant Home and
Distant arms. 20-Jan-1960.
SITES
925 Staffordshire.
F
Perry Barr. View north east down into station from banking
at south side of track. Shows Up (to Curzon Street) platform
with its wooden building. Birchfield Road overbridge on
right with covered stairs to Up platform. Roof of building
on Down platform in right foreground. Up signal on right
with upper quadrant Home and Distant arms. 20-Jan-1960.
SITES
926 Staffordshire.
F
Perry Barr. The view east along the Up (to Curzon Street)
platform with the Birchfield Road overbridge and staircases
to both platforms in the left background. Down (to Bushbury)
platform across the tracks with LMS nameboard in right
foreground and wooden building near to far end. Upper
quadrant signals in left distance.
SITES
927 Staffordshire.
F
Perry Barr. The view east along the Down (to Bushbury)
platform with the Birchfield Road overbridge and staircases
to both platforms in the centre background. Down (to Curzon
Street) platform across the tracks with wooden building.
LNWR signal post with Home and Distant arms at end of Up
platform. LNWR Down bracket Home signal beyond overbridge.
LNWRS
9676 Staffordshire.
F
Rugeley TV. View of Up platform, looking south east from
across the tracks. Shows platform awning and station
buildings. Nameboard proclaims 'Junction for Wednesbury,
Cannock and Walsall'. Porters' hut on right with men
standing in doorway. Copy of a commercial postcard - caption
erroneously shows 'Rugeley Town'.
SOC
764 Staffordshire.
F
Rugeley TV. The southern end of the station, looking across
the tracks to the old station buildings. Newer part of Up
platform on left with wider awning. Station staff posed on
platform. Lots of enamelled advertisements on walls. L3R
C1900.
Source: L&G 2403
SOC
765 Staffordshire.
F
Rugeley TV. The southern end of the station, looking across
the tracks to the old station buildings. An early view
before an awning was built over the extended Up platform on
the left. Wooden signalbox on platform to left of buildings.
Slotted post signal in left foreground, with finial. Men in
bowlers posed on and around platform. L3R
Source: L&G 2453
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SOC
988 Staffordshire.
F
Rugeley TV. View of Up platform, looking south east from
across the tracks. Shows platform awning and station
buildings. Nameboard proclaims 'Junction for Wednesbury,
Cannock and Walsall'. Part of porters' hut in view on right.
Source: L&G 2404
LNWRS
1564 Staffordshire.
F
Rugeley Town. The station on the former South Staffordshire
Railway. View across the tracks, showing the wooden platform
with wooden building. Three members of staff standing under
the canopy. Lots of enamelled advertisements on fence at
back of platform.
INFRA
57 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford station north end. The side of the northern part of
the train shed, looking south along Railway Street towards
the station entrance. Part of end screen for the Great
Northern bay in view on the right. 29-Feb-1960.
INFRA
58 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford station north end. Looking north east across the
goods lines towards platform 6. DMU in bay platform - a
train for Manchester via Stoke. 29-Feb-1960.
LNWRS
9669 Staffordshire.
F
Stafford station north end. View showing three Down trains
at platforms (north end), including one headed by a
Claughton. LMS period.
INFRA
60 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford station south end. Looking across the goods lines
towards the south end of platform 6. In the bay are 3F 0-6-0
Tank No. 47475 and an Ivatt class 2 tender engine with an
inspection saloon. 29-Feb-1960.
LNWRS
9670 Staffordshire.
F
Stafford station south end. View of south end showing a
'Prince of Wales' and a 'Claughton' on Up trains. LMS
period.
SOC
119 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford station south end. Aerial view of the station
during a flood, looking from the south west towards the
southern end of the train sheds. Several vans standing in
the water. A good view of the top of the station roof. Feb
1946.
INFRA
48 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford station. The station frontage with snow on the
roofs and slush in the road. Lots of British Railways
notices. By this date the porte cochere outside the entrance
had been removed. 14-Jan-1960.
INFRA
49 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford station. The station frontage, looking south west
with snow on the roofs. Lots of British Railways notices. A
Rolls-Royce taxi is working its way through the slush. A
Jaguar, covered in snow, is parked outside - contrary to the
notice beside the entrance. 14-Jan-1960.
INFRA
50 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford station. The station frontage, looking north west
with snow on the roofs. Lots of British Railways notices.
The slush appears to ber clearing from the road as a
Rolls-Royce taxi passes a BR van which is parked up against
an entrance way. Car WRO 655 parked near the entrance.
14-Jan-1960.
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INFRA
54 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford station. The station frontage with lots of taxis
outsiode. Various British Railways notices outside.
Advertisements for trips, including various seaside places and Crewe. Poster on left for B&I boats from Liverpool to
Dublin. 29-Feb-1960.
INFRA
55 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford station. View across the forecourt showing the
frontage from the station entrance to the loading bay for
the parcels office. Several cars waiting outside, along with
a large BR lorry near the parcels office. The upper storey
over the parcels office houses the BR Staff Association
club. 29-Feb-1960.
INFRA
56 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford station. View across the forecourt showing the
southern part of the frontage - the left hand building
housed the Coffee Tavern. Various cars and taxis outside.
29-Feb-1960.
INFRA
59 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford station. Looking across the goods lines towards
platform 6. Amongst the trackwork is the scissors crossover
by the middle part of the platform - platform 6 was
bi-directional and the crossover allowed a train to enter or
leave one half of the platform without being disturbed by
one waiting in the other half. 29-Feb-1960.
LNWRS
207 Staffordshire.
P
Stafford station. View looking north along Up main platform.
Pre-group.
LNWRS
578 Staffordshire.
GR
Stafford station. View towards the North Western Hotel
across the station frontage. Shows the porte-cochere with
several horse-drawn cabs and vans. Lots of pedestrians in
sight. A good picture but slightly grainy.
LNWRS
9671 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford station. View looking across to Up platform from
Down platform No. 2. c1908.
FWSLF
AK33 Staffordshire.
VG
Standon Bridge. Looking south through the closed station
from the north end of the Up Fast platform. Shows canopy on
iswland platform and wooden building on Down Slow platform.
Mill Lane overbridge in left background. Upper quadrant Up
Slow starter beside bridge. Corner of signalbox beyond
bridge on left. 9-Aug-1953.
SOC
767 Staffordshire.
VG
Stoke. The interior of the ex-LNWR goods shed. Shows roof
detail, including large pulley wheels amongst the beams. The
building has been completely cleared, as though for
demolition. 1-Mar-1932.
Source: 17269
INFRA
61 Staffordshire. NSR.
G
Stone. The station building, looking north west across the
Colwich lines. In the left distance are some vans, in
sidings beside the Norton Bridge lines. Rear of a BR ground
signal in foreground. Tubular post for signal nearby.
29-Feb-1960.
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FWS35M
10026 Staffordshire.
F
Walsall. Looking north east through the station with the Up
Fast (No. 4, to Dudley) platform on the right. Seen from an
SLS special train, seen on the left, in the Down Fast
platform. Parcels footbridge in foreground and main station
footbridge in view further back. 12-Dec-1964.
SOC
578 Staffordshire.
G
Walsall. The view looking north west along Park Street
showing tbe entrance to the station on the left - a notice
displays LMS ownership. A few motor vehicles parked on
right. Tram approaching in distance. Theatre advertisement
in background for 'Fed Up'. C1924.
SOC
578A Staffordshire.
G
Walsall. The view looking north west along Park Street
showing tbe entrance to the station on the left - a notice
displays LMS ownership. A few motor vehicles parked on
right. Tram approaching in distance. Theatre advertisement
in background for 'Fed Up'. The same picture as SOC 578 but
retaining captions and margins from original postcard.
SOCA
314 Staffordshire.
HT
Walsall. View from the south end of the station along the Up
Slow platform. Former South Staffs Rly building on left.
'Special SX', light engine, facing camera on Up Slow line.
Train in Down Slow platform with cove roof brake end facing
camera. Station nameboard on right.
FWS35M
10012 Staffordshire.
G
Wednesbury. View from under the footbridge, looking south
west along the Down platform where a train for Walsall is
waiting. Main station building in centre. Steps to
footbridge on right. Lots of passengers on a wet platform.
12-Dec-1964.
FWS35M
10021 Staffordshire.
G
Wednesbury. View into the north east end of the station,
looking towards Dudley. Wednesbury No. 2 signalbox on left,
water tank on brick base on right. Footbridge in centre.
Crowds of enthusiasts on tracks in foreground looking at
'Super Ds' on SLS excursion 'Farewell to LNWR Locomotives'.
A wet day with lots of steam. 12-Dec-1964.
BLM
926 Staffordshire.
HT
Whitmore. View westwards of exterior with the station
offices on the right - porter in entrance, with closed door.
The building was at road level, on a bridge over tracks to
the goods yard. The offices led to a footbridge from which
steps ran down to platforms. Station house in centre - the
yard was accessed by the road between the buildings.
LNWRS
2024 Staffordshire.
Witton sidings (Birmingham). Two large breakdown cranes
loading GEC generating equipment onto a bogie well wagon. A
good view of crane, from rear. A rake of coke wagons
passing alongside.
LNWRS
2025 Staffordshire.
VG
Witton sidings (Birmingham). Two large breakdown cranes
loading GEC generating gear onto a bogie well wagon.
Equipment destined for Sydney. A good view of crane R3R.
Traction engine in view beyond cranes. Lots of helpers.
LNWRS
2055 Staffordshire.
Witton sidings (Birmingham). Two large breakdown cranes
loading GEC generating gear onto a bogie well wagon. A good
view of crane R3R. Part of traction engine in view beyond
cranes. Similar to No. 2025 but load at a different angle.
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SOC
432 Staffordshire.
G
Wolverhampton. View across the forecourt showing the station
frontage from the right. Front of entrance awning shows
lists of principal stations reached by the GWR, MR and the
LNWR. LNWR horse cabs waiting to right of entrance.
WKRYS
11 Warwickshire.
LDS
Adderley Park. Looking west across the tracks, through the
station to show the Up (to Rugby) platform with the main
station building. British Railways nameboard on right.
Bordesley Green Road overbridge in left background. Wolseley
Motors factory and siding in view through arch of bridge.
SOCLF
1 Warwickshire.
G
Bedworth. View across the tracks towards the wooden station
buildings. Station staff posted on the low platform. C1910?
SOCLF
2 Warwickshire.
G
Bedworth. The corner of the wooden goods shed showing staff
posed in front of a lean-to office. C1910?
LNWRS
1743 Warwickshire.
Birmingham Curzon Street. Photograph of engraving by J C
Bourne showing showing New Canal Street frontage of L&B
station. (See Foster New St Vol
LNWRS
2393 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham Curzon Street. View of side of former London &
Birmingham station, with a parade of lorries (petrol, steam
and electric) posed in front - four vehicles in view. Part
of a 'Win the War' procession to recruit women into the
railway service. Officials posed in foreground. Several
girls on the lorries. Sept 1918.
Source: RTE 36
LNWRS
2394 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham Curzon Street. View of side of former London &
Birmingham station, with a parade of lorries (petrol, steam
and electric) posed infront. Three vehicles in view - petrol
engined leading followed by steam and battery electric. Part
of a 'Win the War' procession to recruit women into the
railway service. Several girls on the lorries. Sept 1918.
Source: RTE 37
LNWRS
2397 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham Curzon Street. View of side of London &
Birmingham station, with a parade of lorries posed in front
- two petrol lorries and a steam lorry in view. Part of a
'Win the War' procession to recruit women into the railway
service. Officials posed in foreground. Several girls on the
lorries. The parade appears ready to start. Sept 1918.
Source: RTE 42
LS
165 Warwickshire.
Birmingham Curzon Street. The L&B station, viewed from the
rail entrance and showing trains, the train shed and the
Hardwick building. Copied from an early lithograph. 1838.
Crewe Official D154.
LS
303 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham Curzon Street. Sketch of the original L&B
station, seen from the railway, showing the train sheds with
the building in the background. From Osborne's 'L&B Rly
Guide'. 1836.
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RTE
36 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham Curzon Street. View of side of former London &
Birmingham station, with a parade of lorries (petrol, steam
and electric) posed in front - four vehicles in view. Part
of a 'Win the War' procession to recruit women into the
railway service. Officials posed in foreground. Several
girls on the lorries. Sept 1918.
RTE
37 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham Curzon Street. View of side of former London &
Birmingham station, with a parade of lorries (petrol, steam
and electric) posed infront. Three vehicles in view - petrol
engined leading followed by steam and battery electric. Part
of a 'Win the War' procession to recruit women into the
railway service. Several girls on the lorries. Sept 1918.
RTE
42 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham Curzon Street. View of side of London &
Birmingham station, with a parade of lorries posed in front
- two petrol lorries and a steam lorry in view. Part of a
'Win the War' procession to recruit women into the railway
service. Officials posed in foreground. Several girls on the
lorries. The parade appears ready to start. Sept 1918.
BLM
89 Warwickshire.
G
Birmingham New Street. A busy scene during the marshalling
of a train for Brighton & Eastbourne - 'Jumbo' at platform
on left, sandwiched between arc roof carriages. Carriage in
foreground, in front of engine, has destination board. Train
indicator, with fingerpost, in middle distance and
footbridge beyond.
CRPRT
C140 Warwickshire.
G
Birmingham New Street. View along the footbridge and down
onto the platforms. Several gas lamps in view. 6-wheeled
LNWR carriages in platforms - mostly Luggage Tri-compos.
Flat sided 6-wheeled full brake No. 470 in platform 1. MR
stock on through lines. Signalman operating frame on raised
platform above footbridge. Sept 1885. Crewe Official C140.
Source: CROFF C140
CRPRT
C141 Warwickshire.
G
Birmingham New Street. View from the Queen Hotel, looking
down into the station, with the footbridge on the right.
6-wheeled LNWR carriages and wagons in platforms, MR stock
on through lines. Gas lamp on column mounted on side of
footbridge. Signalman operating frame on raised platform
above footbridge. Sept 1885. Crewe Official C141.
Source: CROFF C141
CRPRT
C142 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham New Street. View along platform 2 looking towards
the footbridge, showing a line of gas lamps mounted in pairs
along the platform. 'Bloomer' No. 1816, with Webb cab and
boiler mountings, running light engine towards camera on a
through line. 6-wheeled 5-compartment Third No. 1523 part of
a long train on the right. Sept 1885. Crewe Official C142.
Source: CROFF C142
CRPRT
C143 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham New Street. Westward view along empty platforms 5
and 6, soon after southern extensions to the station had
been completed. This part was later used almost exclusively
by the Midland but for its early years the platforms were
used by both companies - LNWR trains along with LNWR and MR
notices are in view. Sept 1885. Crewe Official C143.
Source: CROFF C143
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CRPRT
C144 Warwickshire.
G
Birmingham New Street. View along the cab road - Queen's
Drive - looking east, with the new part of the station on
the right. 2-storey MR booking office in centre. Beyond the
footbridge is a similar structure inscribed London & North
Western Railway Bridge Booking Office. Cabs and LNWR horse
omnibus on cab road. Sept 1885. Crewe Official C144.
Source: CROFF C144
CRPRT
C145 Warwickshire.
G
Birmingham New Street. View eastwards along platform 4.
Train of 6 and 4-wheeled carriages at far end, beyond
footbridge. 2-storey 'bridge' booking offices on left nearer is MR with notice boards on end for both LNW and
Midland. Sept 1885. Crewe Official C145.
Source: CROFF C145
LNWRS
417 Warwickshire.
Birmingham New Street. View from high level showing
footbridge, signalbox and carriages in LNWR livery.
LNWRS
859 Warwickshire.
Birmingham New Street. View of footbridge running across the
station. Sept 1885. Crewe Official C140.
LNWRS
9167 Warwickshire.
Birmingham New Street. Watford Tank on train. Detail views
of carriage roofs.
LS
111 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham New Street. View along the footbridge showing
signalmen posed with the levers of the open frame mounted
further along the bridge. Several carriages and wagons in
the station. A good view of adverts and the stairs to the
footbridge. Sept 1885. Crewe Official C141.
LS
112 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham New Street. View along fairly empty platform 4
towards footbridge, beyond which a train is waiting. A good
view of the underside of the roof - the arched section over
the lines and the ridge and furrow sections at the sides.
Sept 1885. Crewe Official C145.
NHL
1266 Warwickshire.
G
Birmingham New Street. View along Station Street from the
junction with Hill Street showing the roofs of newly built
extension to the station. In the foreground is the ridge and
furrow roof over the goods sidings, in which can be seen
some wagons (including LNWR opens). Tram tracks in streets,
snow on footways and carriageways. 1885.
SOC
650 Warwickshire.
F
Birmingham New Street. View westward through the station
with the Queen's hotel on the right and the cab road on the
left. Small turntable in left foreground, bracket signal
with home and calling-on arms in right foreground. Webb tank
engines on right, one of which is on an Up train at island
platform.
SOC
1225 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham New Street. The view through the station, looking
towards the Stour Valley line with the Queen's Hotel on the
right. Platform 2 in centre with train of 6-wheeled stock.
Two '4ft 6in Tanks' Nos. 522 and 894, light engines, next to
platform 1 on right. Footbridge in background with open
signal frame. C1890.
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SOC
1226 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham New Street. The view through the station from the
coffee tavern at the Stour Valley end of platform 3, looking
towards Coventry. In the centre, 'Watford Tank' No. 2037
heads a long train of 6-wheeled stock - the indicator shows
'Walsall Express'. The black trunk in the bottom centre has
been drawn in to hide a 'Gentlemen' sign. June 1905.
SOC
1227 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham New Street. The view along platform 3 looking
towards the Stour Valley line. Train in foreground is made
up of 57ft elliptical roof lavatory stock and is thought to
be the 11:00am to Manchester. Dark carriages in platform 2
near footbridge are NSR. Ramp down to luggage underpass on
left. C1920.
SOC
1228 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham New Street. The view across the station from an
office in the hotel block next to platform 1 - Stour Valley
route on right and London on left. In Stour Valley bay in
foreground are 6-wheeled 28ft brake 2nd No. 12 and 1st/2nd
compo No. 717. In the through platform face are 50ft 3rd No.
1762 and 1st No. 101. June 1905.
SOCA
312 Warwickshire.
HT
Birmingham New Street. View through the station looking
west. 6-wheel and 4-wheel carriages and vans in platforms.
Two '4ft 6in Tanks' with drop-down smokebox doors standing,
light engines, on right. Gas lamps on columns in foreground
and on centre platform. Rear of 2-doll bracket signal in
foreground with starter and shunting arms, some ringed.
SOCA
1041 Warwickshire. MR.
P
Birmingham New Street. The view through the Midland part of
the station, looking eastwards along No. 10 platform and
across to No. 9. Shows the footbridge and the glazed roof.
Source: DIBB
BLM
134 Warwickshire.
HT
Braunston. Looking towards Leamington along the former Down
platform - the Up platform had been removed by the time of
the photograph. Wooden buildings with awning over platform.
Corner of Braunston Station signalbox in left foreground.
LNWR oil lamps attached to buildings. 1950s.
DNR
1021 Warwickshire.
VG
Bulkington. View across the tracks of the half-derelict
station building. Boarded-up windows and broken panes
downstairs, curtains upstairs. Serrif name board still in
place. During electrification, with recently erected power
gantry on left. 1960s.
Source: RSC
SITESB
958 Warwickshire.
G
Bulkington. Looking west across the tracks to show former
station house which has been fitted with modern windows part of painted station name has been obliterated. LNWR
houses in left background. Power gantry on left. Up/Down
Fast. Up Slow in foreground. Metal gates on right, with
warning notice about bi-directional running. 8-Jul-1992.
SITES
135 Warwickshire.
P
Canley Halt. The view eastwards, towards Coventry, along the
Up platform. Station nameboard and wooden shelter on right.
Skew footbridge and level crossing for Canley Road at end of
platforms in centre of photograph. Down platform on left.
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SITES
175 Warwickshire.
G
Chester Road. View through the station looking towards
Sutton Coldfield along the Up (Birmingham) platform. Wooden
buildings at both sides. LNWR notices. Staff posed on right
in LNW uniforms. Footbridge in distance at far end of
station.
SITES
213 Warwickshire.
G
Clifton Mill station. View south through the station,
looking towards Rugby, from the level crossing. Wooden
buildings, with canopies, on both platforms. Signalbox on Up
platform on left. Wire and concrete post fence at rear of
Down platform on right.
Source: L&G 26510
SITES
214 Warwickshire.
F
Clifton Mill station. View of the station, looking north
west towards Market Harborough, from an adjacent field.
Wooden buildings, with canopies, on right on both platforms.
Post and rail fence at back of Up (Rugby) platform. LNWR
nameboard on Down platform on left.
Source: LOS
SOC
108 Warwickshire.
F
Clifton Mill station. View of the Up platform, looking
towards Rugby. Shows the station nameboard, low level signal
box and the wooden station buildings.
SOC
110 Warwickshire.
G
Clifton Mill station. View through the station in the Down
direction, showing both platforms and their buildings. Level
crossing and upper quadrant Down starter in background.
SITES
215 Warwickshire.
F
Coundon Road. Looking south west through the station,
towards Coventry, along the Down (Nuneaton) platform. Wooden
waiting shelter on right. Level crossing at far end of
station. Signalbox beyond, on Down side. Up platform on left
with wooden platform shelter and main station buildings
beyond that. Upper quadrant Up Starter at platform end.
Source: L&G 23700
SITES
219 Warwickshire. LMS.
F
Coventry station exterior. The view east across the
forecourt from near to Warwick Road. Main station buildings
on right. Large cover over entrance in centre with lots of
horse-drawn carriages and carts standing beneath and around.
Cabmen's shelter in corner of forecourt on left. No tram
tracks nor mechanically powered vehicles in sight. C1900.
SITES
223 Warwickshire.
G
Coventry station exterior. Looking south west across the
forecourt towards the wooden parcels office and the two
storey goods office. 11-Nov-1954.
SITES
220 Warwickshire. LMS.
F
Coventry. Looking north westdown into the station from the
Stoney Road overbridge to show the Up platform and canopy.
On the right a 'Bloomer' is taking water at the head of an
Up train made up of 4 and 6-wheeled carriages. On the left,
a 'DX' pulls an Up goods train on a through line. Footbridge
in left background. 1869.
Source: AGE 13735
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SITES
224 Warwickshire.
VG
Coventry. Looking south east at the corrugated iron shed
beside the parcels bay - Up side, to the west of the Up
passenger platform. Running lines on right with covered
walkway from Down platform to Warwick Road beyond.
11-Nov-1954.
SITES
225 Warwickshire.
G
Coventry. Looking west, down from the old footbridge, to
show the tracks at the west end of the station. Parcels bay
and sidings on right. Warwick Road bridge in background with
Coventry No. 2 signalbox in front of it. End of Down
platform on left with covered walkway to Warwick Road. Old
engine shed in centre. 3-Oct-1945.
SOCA
310 Warwickshire.
HT
Coventry. View towards Birmingham along the Down platform.
Two footbridges in background. Warwick Road bridge in
distance. Train arriving in Up platform - three open
carriage trucks followed by 6-wheeled carriages and pulled
by a 'Special DX' or a 'Cauliflower' coloured green. C1900.
SOCA
311 Warwickshire.
G
Coventry. View towards Rugby along the Up platform. Two
footbridges in background. Milk churns, baskets and boxes on
platform. Awning supported by columns. Gas lamps like
inverted pyramids suspended from awning. Train in Rugby
platform - last vehicle is CCT. 'Precursor Tank', light
engine, seen from rear on Up Through line.
SITES
237 Warwickshire.
F
Daventry. Looking north towards Leamington, under the
footbridge and along the Down platform. Wooden shelter on Up
side with small signal box (or ground frame) on right point rodding emerging beside tracks. Down platform awning
on left. Upper quadrant signals in left distance.
25-Jul-1959.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
238 Warwickshire.
F
Daventry. Looking east across the goods yard with the goods
shed on the right and the station footbridge just in view on
the left. Asphalt plant and materials in foreground. Several
wagons and vans in sight - L&Y open on right, PO vans on
left (BOCM?), GWR van, NE van and cattle wagon.
ESRC
40 Warwickshire.
G
Dunchurch. View along platforms showing wooden buildings on
both sides. Signal box partly visible beyond building on
left hand platform. LMS tank No. 41227, R3F, in right hand
platform on two-coach train heading for Leamington. Upper
quadrant home on platform next to signal box. 11-Apr-1959.
ESRC
42 Warwickshire.
VG
Dunchurch. View across tracks towards the station house. LMS
tank No. 41227 settinmg off with a 2-coach train heading for
Leamington. 2-May-1959.
SITES
317 Warwickshire.
G
Dunchurch. Looking east across the tracks to show the wooden
waiting room on the Down side. Ivatt 2-6-2 tank No. 41285 in
Up platform on left, running in reverse with a push-pull
train for Rugby. 23-May-1959.
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SITES
318 Warwickshire.
G
Dunchurch. Looking east across the tracks from beyond the
Leamington end of the Up platform. Shows the wooden waiting
rooms on both platforms along with the station house on the
Down side, on the right. Ivatt 2-6-2 tank No. 41285 in Up
platform on left, running in reverse with a push-pull train
for Rugby. 23-May-1959.
SITES
319 Warwickshire.
G
Dunchurch. Looking east across the tracks from beyond the
Leamington end of the Up platform. Shows the wooden waiting
rooms on both platforms along with the station house on the
Down side, on the right. Ivatt 2-6-2 tank No. 41228 in Down
platform in centre whilst No. 41285 is running in reverse
towards Rugby with a push-pull train. 23-May-1959.
SITES
320 Warwickshire.
G
Dunchurch. Looking north east, down into the station area
from the Coventry Road overbridge. The platforms have been
removed and only the station house remains. Trees all
around.
SITES
340 Warwickshire.
F
Erdington. View north east through the station looking along
the Up (to Birmingham) platform with its wooden buildings.
Down platform on left.
Source: LOS
BLM
306 Warwickshire.
F
Flecknoe. Looking east through the station, towards Weedon,
to show the wooden buildings. Porter-signalman posed on
left, outside his office, in LNWR uniform. Oval and diamond
plates on woodwork on left. Platform bench in centre, pulled
round to reveal station name. Platform barrow next to bench.
Engine shunting in right distance.
SITES
402 Warwickshire.
F
Flecknoe. Looking across the track towards the single
platform with wooden buildings - Weedon to the right. Exit
from goods yard beyond platform end on right.
Source: L&G 27016
SITES
407 Warwickshire.
G
Four Oaks. Looking north through the station along the Down
(Lichfield) platform. Footbridge in foreground. Lichfield
Road overbridge in distance at far end of station. LNW signs
- platform nameboard on left. 5-May-1930.
SITES
408 Warwickshire.
F
Four Oaks. Looking south through the station along the bay
face of the island platform, photographed from near the
Lichfield Road overbridge. Shows canopies on all three
platforms. Engine in left distance shunting carriages in a
siding. 5-May-1930.
SITES
409 Warwickshire.
F
Four Oaks. Looking south through the station along the Down
(Lichfield) platform, photographed from near the Lichfield
Road overbridge. Shows canopies on all three platforms.
Footbridge in background. Signalbox at far end of Down
platform. Carriages in siding on left. 5-May-1930.
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SITES
453 Warwickshire.
F
Hampton in Arden. Looking south east through the station,
along the Up (Coventry bound) platform. Arch bridge in
background, carrying minor road. Wooden buildings, with
canopies and with windows in ends, on both platforms.
British Railways platform nameboard on left. Signalbox in
distance, partly in view on Up side beyond bridge.
Source: LOS
SITES
454 Warwickshire.
F
Hampton in Arden. Looking north west towards Birmingham,
through the station, along the Up (Coventry bound) platform.
High Street bridge, with ajacent footbridge, in background.
Wooden buildings, with canopies, on both platforms - end
valences are relieved by rectangular patterns. LNWR signage.
Station entrance and offices at left end of bridge.
SITES
455 Warwickshire.
G
Hampton in Arden. Looking south east through station, along
Down platform. Arch bridge in background, carrying minor
road. Wooden buildings, with canopies and with windows in
ends, on both platforms. Birmingham train arriving. Signal
box in distance. Flat bottom rail on concrete sleepers on
Down side. Old sleepers on Up platform. 15-Jul-1951.
Source: L&G 25611
SITES
462 Warwickshire.
F
Harbourne. The view across the forecourt showing the
passenger entrance surmounted by the station name.
Photographed on the last day of the passenger service. LMS
noticeboard and lots of advertisements. 26-Nov-1934.
SITES
463 Warwickshire.
P
Harbourne. The end of the branch, in a cutting, viewed
looking south west from the platform end. Turntable in
foreground with a densely worded notice beside it on left.
Large warehouse across end of line, rising from track to
well above street level.
SITES
464 Warwickshire.
G
Harbourne. Looking north east towards Birmingham from
beneath the footbridge, to show the platform and awning.
Taken well after the closure of the passenger service - the
platform holds a large supply of cut timber. Much of the
trackwork has been removed but the site looks tidy. Chad
Valley toy factory in left distance.
SITES
494 Warwickshire.
N
Hawkesbury Lane. Looking south west through the station from
the Nuneaton bound (Down) platform. Level crossing at far
end of platforms. Main station buildings and LMS platform
nameboard on Up platform om left. Signalbox on Down side on
right, beyond crossing. Wagons in siding in centre distance.
Tubular post with Home and Distant arms plus shunting arm.
Source: L&G 23710
SITES
495 Warwickshire.
N
Hawkesbury Lane. Looking north across the tracks to show the
wooden waiting shelter on the Down, Nuneaton bound,
platform. LMS platform nameboard alongside.
Source: LOS
LNWRS
200 Warwickshire.
F
Kenilworth. View through the station looking from the
Leamington end. Shows covered footbridge and glazed roofs
over platforms. Open footbridge at far end of station.
Porters posed on Up platform on left, motherr with several
children posed on Down platform on right. Pre-group.
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SITES
537 Warwickshire. LMS.
F
Lea Hall. Looking south east through the station, towards
Coventry, from the Down platform. British Railways nameboard
on Up platform in left foreground. Station offices in
background on bridge carrying footpath. Houses on left.
1960s.
Source: LOS
SITES
538 Warwickshire.
G
Leamington (Milverton). Looking south east through station,
towards Leamington Spa Avenue, from the Down (for Coventry)
platform. British Railways nameboard on Up platform in left
foreground. Wooden buildings on both platforms. Girders of
Rugby Roasd underbridge in left foreground. Houses in left
background with 'London' firewalls. 1950s.
SITES
541 Warwickshire.
G
Leamington (Milverton). The station exterior in Warwick New
Road, showing the entrance to the booking hall - the door is
surmounted by a large British Railways nameboard. At this
point the railway is on a viaduct, seen on the right - the
station offices are built into one of the arches. 1950s.
Source: L&G 26595
INFRA
64 Warwickshire.
G
Leamington Spa Avenue. The west end of the station, looking
across the Great Western lines. 'Jumbo' standing on plate
girder underbridge with train of 6-wheeled carriages in Down
(Kenilworth) platform. LNW parachute water tank at platform
end. Up Home signal on GWR side. E Francis & Sons Ltd
General Drapers Manufactory in background. 29-Mar-1911.
SITES
676 Warwickshire.
F
Marston Green. Looking south east through the station along
the Down (to Birmingham) platform. Shows the wooden
buildings, with canopies, on both platforms. Footbridge
beyond platforms. British Railways nameboard attached to
wire fence on Up (to Coventry) platform on left. Level
crossing at far end of station. 10-Aug-1953.
Source: L&G 27213
SITES
677 Warwickshire.
G
Marston Green. Looking south east through the station along
the Up (to Coventry) platform. Shows the wooden buildings,
with canopies, on both platforms. Footbridge beyond
platforms. Level crossing at far end of station with
keeper's house on Down side. Tall ex-LNW Down Home signal in
distance with brick arch overbridge beyond.
Source: L&G 27213
ESRC
44 Warwickshire.
VG
Marton. View across the tracks showing the brick-built
station buildings. On the left, LMS tank No. 41285 departs,
wrong line, with a 2-coach train. 2-May-1959.
SITES
670 Warwickshire.
VG
Marton. The view across the tracks from the end of the Up
platform, looking towards Rugby, to show the Down platform
with the main station building. Signal box at far end of
Down platform. Brick overbridge in distance.
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SITES
671 Warwickshire.
G
Marton. The view through the station from the end of the Up
platform, looking towards Rugby. Main, brick built, station
buildings on offset Down platform on right. LNWR Up starter
on left with goods yard beyond. Several railwaymen posed for
the photograph. Signal box at far end of Down platform.
Brick overbridge in distance.
Source: LOS
SOCB
169 Warwickshire.
G
Measham. Cattle pen, built of concrete posts and concrete
rails. Becoming overgrown with weeds. Houses in background.
On the LNWR and MR joint line from Shakerstone to Moira.
1960s.
JSY
1179 Warwickshire.
GR
Monument Lane. Looking towards New Street as a 'Coal Tank',
pulling a local train, fills the station with smoke. The
engine has LMS lamp irons. Shows the canopy over the single,
island, platform. The station entrance and offices were at
street level in the building on the overbridge, just visible
in the background above the station roof.
SITES
768 Warwickshire.
HT
Napton & Stockton. Looking north west across the tracks to
show the wooden station building on the Up side. Flowers in
pots all along front. Platform nameboard at far end of
building. Steps up to Station Road and bridge on left. LMS
noticeboards. C1928.
SITES
769 Warwickshire.
F
Napton & Stockton. View of the wooden station building on
the Down side, looking across the tracks towards Leamington.
Station Road brick overbridge (No. 42) on right with goods
yard in view through the arch. LNWR timetables on left.
Platform bench in centre, showing 'Napton & S...'. C1913.
SITES
770 Warwickshire.
G
Napton & Stockton. View through the station looking down
from the Station Road bridge towards Daventry. Main station
buildings on Down side on right. Up waiting room (wooden) on
left with water tank on posts beyond. Stanier 2-6-4T No.
42566 in Up platform with local train. Down train nearing
station on far right.
SITES
825 Warwickshire.
G
Nuneaton north. Looking south east towards the station from
the MR overbridge, above the MR Birmingham lines. Nuneaton
No. 3 signal box to left of centre, Down sidings box to
right. LNW Fast lines to right of No. 3 box. LNW Down Slow
to left of centre, Up Slow behind box. Sidings headshunts on
right. Goods warehouse in right distance. 2-Jun-1959.
SITES
826 Warwickshire.
G
Nuneaton north. Looking south east towards the station from
Nuneaton No. 3 signal box. Nuneaton Down Sidings signal box
on right. Up Fast line in centre foreground with Down fast
to its right. Train in Ashby bay platform to left of centre.
Goods warehouse at far end of Down sidings to right of
centre. Up sidings on left. 2-Jun-1959.
SITES
824 Warwickshire.
F
Nuneaton. Looking south east along the Up fast platform.
Down Fast platform on right. Footbridge at far end of
station. Webb tank engine in distance in Down Fast platform.
LNWR carriages in Down Slow or Coventry platforms, in view
to right of centre.
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SITES
827 Warwickshire.
G
Nuneaton. The view south east through the station looking
along the Up Fast platform. Shows ends of platform canopies.
Footbridge at far end of station. Train in Coventry platform
on right. 2-Jun-1959.
SITES
829 Warwickshire.
G
Nuneaton. Looking north west along the Up Fast platform to
show the waiting room and the cast columns and brackets
supporting the canopy. Down Fast platform in left
background. Up Slow platform just in view on right beyond
upright for electrification gantry. 1970s.
SITES
830 Warwickshire.
F
Nuneaton. The view beneath the canopy, looking south east
along the Down Slow to show the end of a platform building without windows. Lattice girder supports for canopy. Fast
line platforms on left. Coventry platform and footbridge
just in view in right distance. 1970s.
SOC
1400 Warwickshire.
F
Nuneaton. The shunting hump for the Up side sidings.
Leicester Road overbridge in right distance. Wagons running
down hump towards sidings (behind camera) are two Cory
Brothers & Co. and a Haunchwood.
CRPRT
A314 Warwickshire.
VG
Rugby station central. View along a platform, showing lots
of signs. Screen on right. Train headed by a 'Dreadnought'
or 'Experiment' compound waiting alongside. Several barrows
and trolleys lined up for the photograph. 30-Jul-1896. Crewe
Official A314.
Source: CROFF A314
CRPRT
A477 Warwickshire.
VG
Rugby station central. The covered entrance to the station,
looking south alongside the train shed. Several horse-drawn
cabs in view but not many people. 3-Jul-1906. Crewe Official
A477.
Source: CROFF A477
CRPRT MC200 Warwickshire.
G
Rugby station central. The main Down platform, looking
south. Passengers boarding a train of arc roof bogie
carriages on right. Main buildings, including refreshment
rooms, telegraph office etc on left. Passengers standing
around platform. 2-wheeled platform barrow in foreground.
1890s. Crewe Official MC200.
Source: CROFF MC200
LNWRS
416 Warwickshire.
G
Rugby station central. View nothwards along a main platform
showing refreshment room, lots of notices and the underside
of the station roof. An Up train, pulled by a Whale
Precursor, stands at the northern end of the platform. Copy
of a commercial postcard, with caption at the bottom.
SOCA
308 Warwickshire.
G
Rugby station central. The main Down platform, looking
south. Station buildings on left, with bookstall in left
foreground. Train at south end of platform with passengers
boarding. No. 2 signalbox on extreme right. C1915.
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SOCA
309 Warwickshire.
G
Rugby station central. The main Up platform, looking north.
Station buildings on left, with bookstall in left
foreground. Woman with refreshment trolley near edge of
platform. Boys with hand-held food baskets nearby. Train
running in from the north, pulled by a 'Claughton'. No. 3
signalbox to right of train. C1915.
SOC
118 Warwickshire.
VG
Rugby station north end. View south along the Down platform,
showing lots of station signs and some nice suspended gas
lamps. A good view of the underside of the roof. A Down
train waits at far end of platform. 'George' No. 1195 EDWARD
TOOTAL is partly in view on the right with a few carriages,
standing on the line between the platform and the screen.
SOC
419 Warwickshire.
VG
Rugby station south end. View along the north east side of
the station, outside the train shed. Screen and station roof
in background, with projection covering the Up through lines
in distance. In the foreground, a 'Rebuilt Scot' No. 46125
runs through on the Up Main with an express. Train spotters
sitting on wall in right foreground. C1955.
LNWRS
1744 Warwickshire.
Smethwick Rolf Street. Local train approaching station,
showing Birmingham Navigation Canal and GWR viaduct to Snow
Hill. (See PN62).
SITES
1061 Warwickshire.
F
Vauxhall. View through station, looking north east along the
Down (to Stafford) Fast platform. Nameboard (Vauxhall &
Duddeston) on Up (to New Street) platform in left
foreground. Station Offices on Duddeston Mill Road
overbridge in background. Wagon works on left. Side of
carriage shed on right. 14-May-1956.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
FWSLF
AL12 Westmorland.
F
Barbon. The Up (Low Gill) platform showing the stone waiting
shelter and the station house. Photographed looking north
west from an Ingleton train in the opposite platform. Lorry
loaded with milk churns on right, near level crossing.
16-Jan-1954.
SOC
1155 Westmorland.
F
Barbon. A distant view of the station, looking west across
the fields with Ingleton off to the left, Low Gill and the
Lancaster & Carlisle main line off to the right. Main
station buildings on the right. Cattle wagon parked in
centre. LNWR station nameboard to left centre. Village
houses in background.
LNWRS
250 Westmorland.
F
Burneside. View along the Down platform, looking towards
Windermere. Trailing crossover from goods yard in
foreground. Up platform and shelter, offset beyond station
house, on right. Pre-group?
LNWRS
307 Westmorland.
F
Burton and Holme. View northwards through the station,
looking along the Down platform. Footbridge in foreground
and main station buildings beyond on Up side, on right.
Goods wagons in sidings on up side in distance. 1935
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LNWRS
321 Westmorland.
F
Burton and Holme. View of the main station buildings and
goods shed, on the Up platform, looking south east from the
Down platform. LNWR platform nameboard on left. Footbridge
on right. Station staff posed on Up platform.
SITES
212 Westmorland.
F
Clifton & Lowther. View through the station along the Down
line, looking towards Penrith. Goods yard on left with a
coal wagon parked in headshunt. Main station building, brick
built, on Down platform, brick shelter on Up platform. Brick
viaduct in background.
Source: L&G 18805 Photographer: H C Casserley.
LNWRS
269 Westmorland.
G
Grayrigg. View across the tracks towards the station house
(on Down side?). Staff posed on platform. Platform bench,
labelled Grayrigg, with one lady sitting on it and another
leaning on one end. Station nameboard on left. Pre-group.
SOC
132 Westmorland.
G
Grayrigg. Platform and station buildings (on Down side?),
with station name board. Wagon and stone-built buffer stop
visible through gate on right. Station staff and wives posed
along platform. Platform bench and a trolley loaded with
empty wicker baskets.
FWS35M
10091 Westmorland. FR.
VG
Hincaster Junction. View along the track bed of the former
Arnside branch showing a brick arch overbridge 14-Mar-1965.
FWS35M
10092 Westmorland. FR.
VG
Hincaster Junction. View along the track bed of the former
Arnside branch showing a long straight section with trees
alongside in the distance. 14-Mar-1965.
LNWRS
249 Westmorland.
F
Kendal. View through the station along the Up platform,
looking towards Oxenholme. Bay platform on right, with
carriages. Station nameboard on left. 25-Apr-1960.
FWS35M
10101 Westmorland.
VG
Kirkby Lonsdale. View from overbridge looking towards Low
Gill showing platform and station buildings on northbound
line. Signal arms removed from their posts, and tracks have
a covering of rust suggesting that trains pass only very
infrequently. Partly demolished goods shed in background.
Goods yard on left with heaps of coal. 14-Mar-1965.
FWS35M
10102 Westmorland.
VG
Kirkby Lonsdale. View through station from overbridge
looking towards Low Gill showing both platforms (lightly
overgrown) and the station buildings on northbound (Up)
line. Tubular signal post on down side with arm removed.
Tracks have a covering of rust suggesting that trains pass
only very infrequently. 14-Mar-1965.
FWSLF
AL13 Westmorland.
G
Kirkby Lonsdale. The ivy-covered stone waiting shelter on
the Down platform, seen looking north from an Ingleton train
(on the left). Passenger and a porter with a loaded sack
truck on platform. Upper quadrant Down Home signal in
distance. 16-Jan-1954.
FWSLF
AL14 Westmorland.
G
Kirkby Lonsdale. The Up platform, with the main station
buildings, viewed from an Ingleton train. Up Starter at far
end of platform, with goods shed beyond. Wooden hut in left
foreground (not quite in focus). Timbered barrow crossing in
right foreground. 16-Jan-1954.
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FWSLF
AL9 Westmorland.
F
Low Gill viaduct. Looking north along the track from an
Ingleton train to show the east side of the stone viaduct
through a light mist. Side of carriage on left with guard's
duckett in foreground. 16-Jan-1954.
FWSLF
AK99 Westmorland.
VG
Low Gill. The wooden waiting shelter on the platform for
trains to Ingleton, seen looking down from the footbridge.
LMS nameboard attached to building. Loaded sack truck in
front. Railwayman on slope up to platform end, leaving
timbered crossing from the island platform. Corner of stone
building on island platform on right. 16-Jan-1954.
FWSLF AK100 Westmorland.
VG
Low Gill. The wooden waiting shelter on the platform for
trains to Carlisle, seen looking north from the footbridge.
Electric bell on side of building to warn of imminent
passing of a non-stop train (according to nearby notice).
16-Jan-1954.
FWSLF
AL1 Westmorland.
VG
Low Gill. The stone building on the island platform, which
housed the booking office and waiting room. Brick porches
around some of doorways. Viewed looking south east from the
footbridge. Bottom of stairs to footbridge on left. Corner
of shelter on Ingleton platform in background, with timbered
crossing. 16-Jan-1954.
FWSLF
AL4 Westmorland.
VG
Low Gill. The view through the station, looking north east
from the platform for Ingleton trains. Stone building at
south end of island platform in centre. Rear end of train
from Ingleton is in view beside island platform. Brick and
wooden hut on left, beyond end of platform. 16-Jan-1954.
FWSLF
AL6 Westmorland.
G
Low Gill. The view south along the platform for Ingleton
trains. Approach road to station on left. Brick and wooden
hut on right. Ingleton Starter at Off at far end of
platform. Points and sidings for branch in middle distance.
Railway cottages in distance, to left of branch. Main line
at higher level on right. 16-Jan-1954.
SITES
623 Westmorland.
P
Low Gill. Looking north east into the station from beside
the siding. Lancaster & Carlisle main line on left, with
footbridge. Main station building in centre. Goods train on
right, hauled by a 'Coal Engine' in lined LNW livery,
heading towards Ingleton. C1902.
SITES
626 Westmorland.
G
Low Gill. Looking north east along the island platform,
perhaps from on top of the main station building. Lancaster
& Carlisle main line on left, Ingleton branch on right.
Junction signalbox on Up side in distance. Waiting shelter
(with sloping roof, not arc roof) partly in view on Down
Main platform on left. Neatly kept flower beds. 1950s.
Source: AGE 23404
SITES
627 Westmorland.
G
Low Gill. Looking south through the station from the banking
above the Down Main platform. Main station building on
island platform in right distance, with footbridge to Down
main platform. Wooden waiting shelter on Ingleton platform.
Rear of Down Main Starter (upper quadrant arm on tubular
post) in left foreground. 1950s.
Source: AGE 23405
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SITES
628 Westmorland.
F
Low Gill. Looking south along the island platform to show
the main station building, with brick porches built around
the doors. Wooden waiting shelter on the platform for
Ingleton on left. Shows the slope on the island platform,
running down from the main line to the branch. Upper
quadrant Strarter at far end of Ingleton platform. 1950s.
Source: AGE 23403
SITES
1367 Westmorland.
F
Low Gill. Looking north east through the branch platforms
from near the north end of the Ingleton platform. Stone
waiting shelter on island platform on left. Shows trolleys
and ramp at south end of island platform. LNWR branch
starter in distance, with signal box and platelayers' hut
beyond. Fells in far distance. 1939.
SITES
1368 Westmorland.
F
Low Gill. Looking south west through the station from the Up
Main face of the island platform. Wooden shelter on Ingleton
platform, on left. Stone shelter on island platform. Shelter
with semi circular roof on Down Main on right. Footbridge
over main line in background with railway cottages beyond.
Porter with trolley in foreground. 1939.
SOC
194 Westmorland.
G
Low Gill. View northward from siding towards the island
platform and stone station building. Bottom of co-acting
signal post in foreground. 'Improved Precedent' No. 1486
DALTON (L3F) standing in main line platform with Up train
from Keswick. Footbridge in background. C1901.
SITES
690 Westmorland.
F
Middleton. The view through the overgrown station looking
towards Ingleton. Wide separation between tracks. Shows
building on Ingleton platform.
Source: AGE 572
LNWRS
306 Westmorland.
F
Milnthorpe. View through the station, looking north from the
south end of the Up platform. Goods sidings on left with
sheeted wagons. Main station buildings on Down side, wooden
shelter on Up side. Foot bridge and road overbridge in
background. 1955.
SITES
719 Westmorland.
VG
Milnthorpe. Looking north east across the tracks to show the
wooden waiting shelter on the Up platform. Enclosed rooms at
each end, open in centre. 4-wheeled platform trolley parked
in central space. British Railways totem nameboard attached
to the building behind gas lamp. Aug 1967.
SITES
720 Westmorland.
G
Milnthorpe. Looking south east across the tracks to show the
wooden waiting shelter on the Up platform. Enclosed rooms at
each end, open in centre. 4-wheeled platform trolley parked
in central space. British Railways totem nameboard attached
to the building behind gas lamp. 10-Oct-1965.
SITES
721 Westmorland.
G
Milnthorpe. Looking south west across the tracks to show the
footbridge (bridge No. 43A) and the main station building on
the Down platform. Goods yard on left with goods shed on far
left. British Railways signs.
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SITES
722 Westmorland.
G
Milnthorpe. Looking south, down through station from road
overbridge. Shows footbridge, main station building on Down
platform on right and wooden waiting shelter on Up platform
on left. Goods shed at far end of Down side goods yard. Tank
wagons and vans in goods siding on Up side on left.
Signalbox at far end of Up platform. British Railways signs.
SITES
723 Westmorland.
F
Milnthorpe. Looking north west through the station from the
southern end of the Up platform. Footbridge in background
with road overbridge beyond. Main station building on Down
platform on left. Wooden waiting shelter on Up platform on
right. 4-wheeled carriage in siding in left foreground.
SITESB
193 Westmorland.
VG
Milnthorpe. View along the Down platform showing the stone
station buildings. BR enamelled 'Gentlemen' sign next to
waiting area. Platform bench against brick wall in
foreground. 21-Aug-1967.
SITESB
194 Westmorland.
F
Milnthorpe. Looking south from near south end of Down
platform. Up platform on left extends further south with
signalbox beyond its end. In the foreground a 'Claughton' in
LNWR livery rushes through with a Down express - the engine
is moving a little too quickly for the camera. Goods shed
and Down siding, with double slip, on right. 1925.
SITESB
195 Westmorland.
VG
Milnthorpe. View across the tracks to the Down platform,
showing the stone station buildings. BR enamelled signs.
Television 'H' aeriel on roof of stationmaster's house.
Steps to footbridge on right. Brick lavatory on left, with
large ventilator on roof. 21-Aug-1967.
SITESB
197 Westmorland.
N
Milnthorpe. View along the Up platform with the main station
buildings on the Down side on the left. Footbridge in
background with road overbridge beyond. At the head of a
siding on the left is a four wheeled carriage in LNWR
livery.
SITESB
198 Westmorland.
G
Milnthorpe. View along the Up platform with the main station
buildings on the Down side on the left. Footbridge in
background with road overbridge beyond. Sheeted open wagons
in sidings on left. 10-Sep-1955.
LGRP
9884 Westmorland.
G
Oxenholme. Looking north into the station, with Up Main
platform on right, Down Main in centre and Up Loop on left.
Tall slotted post bracket starter on right, shorter bracket
starter in centre. In the Up Main platform is a 'John Hick'
compound with a train of 6-wheeled carriages led by a
horsebox and a 6-wheeled full brake with overhanging roof.
Source: L&G 9884
SITES
860 Westmorland.
F
Oxenholme. Looking north east into the station from the
B6254 overbridge, showing the ends of the station roofs on
left. Oxenholme No. 2 signal box in centre. Upper quadrant
Up bracket signal and yard crane in right foreground.
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SITES
863 Westmorland.
F
Oxenholme. Looking north east into the station from the
B6254 overbridge, showing the ends of the station roofs on
left. Oxenholme No. 2 signal box in centre. Upper quadrant
Up bracket signal and yard crane in right foreground. Engine
in branch platform producing lots of smoke and steam.
25-Apr-1960.
Source: AGE 23455
SITES
864 Westmorland.
F
Oxenholme. Looking south east through the station from the
northern end of the main Up platform. Shows platform
canopies and their supporting columns. British Railways
platform nameboard in right foreground. Plate girder
overbridge, carrying the B6254, at far end of station.
25-Apr-1960.
Source: AGE 23426
SITES
866 Westmorland.
P
Oxenholme. Looking north east into the station from beneath
the B6254 overbridge. Oxenholme No. 2 signal box to right of
centre. Wooden wagons in sidings on right. Ground signal in
right foreground. 3-Jun-1964.
SOC
541 Westmorland.
G
Oxenholme. View over the station looking towards Carlisle.
Windermere bay on left, main line platforms in centre and
goods yard, with a few vans, on right. A good view of
trackwork at Carnforth end of station. Backs of bracket
signals at near ends of platforms. Yard crane at extreme
right.
SOC
1184 Westmorland.
F
Oxenholme. Looking north through the station showing the new
catenaries in place. Oxenholme No. 2 signalbox on right,
near end of platform. Miniature diesel locomotive on right,
with road vehicles beyond in former cattle docks. Bracket
signal in foreground. Old carriage standing at lower level
on left. 10-Aug-1972.
INFRA
81 Westmorland.
G
Shap station. The view south through the station from near
the north end of the Down platform. Signalbox at far end of
Down platform. Footbridge - No. 126A - across centre of
picture. Main station buildings on Down platform on right.
Loading bay on Up side on left. Wooden waiting shelter on Up
platform. 12-Nov-1963.
INFRA
82 Westmorland.
G
Shap station. The view north through the station from the
middle of the Up platform. Footbridge - No. 126A - across
centre of picture. Main station buildings on Down platform
on right. Loading bay and siding at far end of Up platform.
Colour light signal in distance. Parachute water tank at far
end of Down platform. 12-Nov-1963.
LNWRS
266 Westmorland.
F
Shap station. View across the tracks towards the main
station buildings on the Down side. Signalbox and Down
siding, with wagons, in centre. Up platform, offset, and
shelter on left. An oval picture, in a frame, with a caption
at the bottom. Pre-group.
LNWRS
253 Westmorland.
Tebay station. Platform view with LNWR horsebox in bay
platform. Looking north from down platform.
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LNWRS
9681 Westmorland.
Tebay station. View looking north from Down platform. A
much better picture than No. 253 but without the horsebox.
SITES
443 Worcestershire.
G
Hagley Road. Looking along the platform, towards Birmingham.
LNWR platform nameboard in left foreground, next to ramp
down from Hagley Road to the station. Wooden building with
LMS notice board. Up Distant signal at platform end with
vertical stripe, not chevron.
SITES
444 Worcestershire.
F
Hagley Road. Looking along the track, towards Birmingham.
Platform and station building on left. Workmen on track and
debris on platform. Down distant at far end of platform LNWR but painted with chevron, not stripe. Steel mineral
wagons in siding beyond far end of platform.
SITES
445 Worcestershire.
F
Hagley Road. The view north down into the station from
Hagley Road bridge. Shows the wooden station building, with
LNWR notice board, on the single platform. Ramp on left,
from Hagley Road, with fence carrying lots of enamelled
advertisements - including Wrights Coal Tar Soap, Mulliner
Carriages and Players Navy Cut.
SITES
446 Worcestershire.
N
Hagley Road. Looking south, towards Harbourne, along the
single platform with its wooden building on the right.
Hagley Road overbridge in background. LNWR Platform
nameboard in right foreground. Photographed on the last day
of the regular passenger service. 26-Nov-1934.
NFSRN
238 Yorkshire.
HT
Batley. The view north from Soothill Lane overbridge, just
to the north of the station. The LNWR line to Leeds runs
into the gloom in the centre and the GNR lines are on the
right - the Bradford line runs alongside the LNWR whilst the
line to Leeds and Wakefield curves rightwards. Tall LNWR
signals. 'Jubilee' on train from Leeds. C1905.
NHL
817 Yorkshire.
F
Batley. View towards Leeds along the Up platform, from the
Dewsbury end. Down platform and awning on left. Up awning on
right. Signalbox at far end of Up platform. Awning of GN
platforms on extreme right. Brick arch road overbridge in
distance with tall signal cabin looming over.
NFSR
158 Yorkshire.
G
Battyeford & Mirfield. View along the station platforms
towards Leeds, showing awnings, with footbridge at far end
of station. Staff posed at end of Down canopy. C1901.
NFSR
175 Yorkshire.
VG
Birstal. The goods yard, with cobbles partly lifted. Part of
stone goods shed in background on right. Ex-WD 2-8-0 No.
90332 in foreground on truncated line, against buffer stop
next to start of platform. Sheeted goods wagons on left.
Ends of several terraces of houses in background.
9-Apr-1960.
SOC
120 Yorkshire. MR.
VG
Bradford Valley goods. On the right is a three storey stone
warehouse - most of the bottom floor is open and the upper
building is carried on huge girders supported by castiron
columns. On the left is a smaller building. In the
background, a ridge and furrow roof covers the yard. LMS
horse drawn cart No. 8818 in centre. Rail vehicles on left.
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NFSRN
156 Yorkshire.
P
Bradley. ICI dyestuffs works, viewed across the railway.
Road side of station buildings across field in foreground.
Signalbox on right. Hillside with pockets of snow in
background.
SITES
239 Yorkshire.
F
Delph. Looking south west towards the end of the goods shed,
with office extendind out. Wooden buffer stop in left
foreground. After closure and becoming overgrown.
SITES
240 Yorkshire.
F
Delph. Looking north towards the overgrown platform and its
awning, after closure and lifting of track - buffer stops
were on right. Stone wall at back of platform. Mill in
background on left.
SITES
241 Yorkshire.
G
Delph. Looking north across the tracks towards the platform
and its awning. BR and LNWR signs. Stone wall at back of
platform. Buffer stops on right with station house beyond.
15-Apr-1954.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SITES
242 Yorkshire.
G
Delph. Looking south west across Oldham Road towards the
station office building - a polygonal structure built beside
the steeply sloping Delph New Road, on the left. Pedestrian
and road station entrance gates on the right. Large
advertisement for beer on side of building. Station house
and other offices on right.
NFSRN
191 Yorkshire.
G
Dewsbury Wellington Rd goods. The ex-LNWR Wellington Road
goods warehouse, looking north east. The entrance to the
passenger station is off to the left. Wellington Road runs
from the foreground and along the right hand side of the
warehouse. C1960.
NFSRN
242 Yorkshire.
F
Dewsbury Wellington Rd goods. The ex-LNWR Wellington Road
goods warehouse, looking east from the station. The
warehouse is near to the end of its life but still has its
awnings. The wagon on the right is on one of the several
small turntables which gave rail access into the building.
C1960.
BLM
264 Yorkshire.
HT
Dewsbury Wellington Road. View of the station entrance with
the company name proclaimed above the entrance awning. In
the foreground is a military procession - probably a funeral
- which is coming out of the station, watched by crowds of
people. Imposing buildings in background. 1918.
NFSRN
192 Yorkshire.
G
Dewsbury Wellington Road. View east across the tracks
towards the Up platform, showing the canopy and the tops of
the station buildings. A local train, headed by Fowler 2-6-4
tank no. 42377, waits beneath the footbridge with a train
for Huddersfield. No. 2 signalbox in left distance. C1960.
NFSRN
193 Yorkshire.
G
Dewsbury Wellington Road. View south west into the station
from near No. 2 signalbox. Caprotti 'Black Five' No. 44750
waits on the right with an express for Leeds in the Down
platform. Huge stone retaining wall beyond. Station
buildings and footbridge on left. Track in left foreground
leads to goods yard. C1960.
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NFSRN
194 Yorkshire.
VG
Dewsbury Wellington Road. The gable end of part of the
station building, showing the stone work and the complex
shape of the end of the roof. Some of the windows are broken
or boarded-up and there are weeds in the foreground so the
photograph was taken when the building was no longer used.
1960s.
NFSRN
196 Yorkshire.
G
Dewsbury Wellington Road. View from the north towards the
end of the Up platform. On the left is Dewsbury No. 2
signalbox with the goods warehouse beyond. To the right of
the Up platform is a short siding beside the cattle dock. In
the foreground, 'Black Five' No. 45075 leads a double headed
express setting off for Leeds. C1960.
NFSRN
200 Yorkshire.
G
Dewsbury Wellington Road. The view eastwards across the
station, showing the top of the ridge and furrow awning over
the Up platform in the foreground. Footbridge on left. Tops
of station buildings and awning over Up platform in centre.
LNWR goods warehouse in left background. Warehouse across
Wellington Road in right background. C1960.
NFSRN
201 Yorkshire.
F
Dewsbury Wellington Road. The view through the station
looking towards Leeds. Taken from a Down train entering the
station - shows the Up platform and main station buildings.
C1960.
NFSRN
203 Yorkshire.
G
Dewsbury Wellington Road. The view through the station from
the Leeds end, with tracks reduced to just the two platform
lines. Car park on left, where goods warehouse used to be.
Footbridge, end of station buildings and platform screen in
middle distance. High stone retaining wall at back of
platform on right. C1970.
NFSRN
185 Yorkshire. LYR.
G
Dewsbury. The view north through the ex-L&Y goods yard, with
Dewsbury town hall in the background. Goods shed on right,
various wagons parked around the yard. 1-May-1949.
NFSRN
187 Yorkshire. LYR.
G
Dewsbury. The view north east across the ex-L&Y goods yard.
Goods sheds in background and various wagons parked around
the yard. 1-May-1949.
NFSRN
197 Yorkshire. MR.
F
Dewsbury. Looking north along the Midland's track to
Dewsbury, showing the goods yard where the line ended south
of the Calder. The track curves round to the goods shed on
the right. 1950s.
BLM
265 Yorkshire.
G
Diggle. View from Station Road down across the station.
Shows continuation of road on a plate girder bridge across
the tracks. Station entrance and booking hall at street
level at far end of bridge. Open stairways down to
platforms. Entrance to single bore tunnels on extreme left.
BLM
266 Yorkshire.
HT
Diggle. View down into the station, looking towards
Stalybridge from above the entrance to the single bore
tunnels. Shows the platform buildings and the plate girder
bridge carrying Station Road across the railway - station
entrance and booking office on left hand end of bridge.
Engineer's materials on platforms of old lines.
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SITES
261 Yorkshire.
G
Diggle. The view down through the station from the road
above the single bore tunnels. Station Road bridge runs
across background, with station offices at left hand end.
Water tank for troughs in right foreground. Shows the tops
of the platform buildings and canopies.
SITES
262 Yorkshire.
G
Diggle. The view north east along the Up South platform with
the entrances to the two single bore tunnels in the
background. Station Road bridge in foreground.
SITES
263 Yorkshire.
F
Diggle. The view through the station from the Stalybridge
end of the Up South platform. Shows Station Road bridge,
with stairs coming down to platforms. Bright sunshine in
foreground, changing to dark gloom near the tunnel
entrances.
SITES
264 Yorkshire.
F
Diggle. Looking towards Stalybridge along the Up North
platform as an express hauled by a Stanier engine,
approaches on the Down North line. Station Road bridge on
left, wooden buildings on Down North platform on right.
SITES
265 Yorkshire.
F
Diggle. Looking along the North lines with Station Road
bridge in the foreground and the entrance to the double line
tunnel in the distance. Wooden buildings on Down North
platform on left and on the island platform on right.
INFRA
17 Yorkshire.
F
Golcar. View along the Up North platform looking towards
Stalybridge. Snow on the ground - probably still falling.
Shows wooden buildings on island and on the Down North
platform on right. Booking office on bridge in background,
visible through the gloom. DMU in Up North platform.
28-Dec-1964.
NFSRN
45 Yorkshire.
VG
Golcar. Looking east along the Up North platform from the
Manchester end. Station Lane overbridge, rust stained, in
foreground with booking office at street level on opposite
side. Bridge plate No. 71 on left abutment. 3-car DMU from
Huddersfield in Up North platform. Platform awnings in view
through bridge. South platforms on extreme right.
NFSRN
46 Yorkshire.
G
Golcar. Looking west along Down North platform from near
Manchester end, with other bedraggled platforms to the left.
6-car DMU running through Down South platform bound for
Huddersfield. Beyond the island platform are parapet walls
separating the two viaducts which carry the North and South
lines over a small valley. Scarwood bridge in distance.
NFSRN
47 Yorkshire.
G
Golcar. Looking towards Huddersfield from the Manchester end
of the battered Down North platform as a diesel-hauled
express towards Manchester on the Up North line. Station
Lane overbridge, with booking office at far side, in
background. At the extreme left is the footbridge and
staircase from the office down to the Up South platform.
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SITESB
748 Yorkshire.
G
Greenfield. View looking along Down platform from southern
end and across to the Up platform with the goods shed
alongside. Tubular post bracket signal at end of Up platform
with upper quadrant arm Off for Lees branch. Wooden wagons
on right, outside entrance to goods shed. Canopies for both
platforms. Brick overbridge in background. 15-Apr-1954.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
SOC
1170 Yorkshire.
F
Heckmondwike. The view through the station, looking towards
Leeds, showing both platforms. Copied from a blotchy
postcard.
Source: JAP C7571
NFSRN
186 Yorkshire.
VG
Hillhouse. The coal drops at Hillhouse sidings. Alder Street
on left, weighbridge in yard in foreground and the coal
drops, with steel hopper wagons on top, on the right.
Huddersfield Corporation used to run tramway wagons to the
drops to supply mills in the area. 1-May-1949.
SOCB
167 Yorkshire.
F
Hillhouse. Looking down on a line of cattle pens at the
north end of the sidings. Several cattle wagons on adjacent
track. Buildings in Adler Street at far end of siding and,
beyond those, houses in Bradford Road. Large yard crane
between tracks on left. Stone retaining wall and grassed
slope on right. 1960s.
NFSRN
122 Yorkshire.
VG
Huddersfield station central. Detail from a stone column on
the outside of the station building, showing carved stone
frieze depicting an early goods train pulled by an 0-4-0
locomotive. Wrought iron gate on right, window frame on
left.
NFSRN
133 Yorkshire.
G
Huddersfield station central. The station interior, looking
through towards the north east, along platform 2. Shows the
underside of the main roof and the south end of the western
roof. Across the tracks, an ex-L&Y 2-4-2 tank in BR livery
waits (running in reverse) with a 3-coach train at platform
3.
SOC
1186 Yorkshire.
F
Huddersfield station central. The north face of the ex-LNWR
goods shed, looking across from the station platform. Rails
have been removed from beneath the wagon hoist on the left.
Ex-LNER carriage, trolley wagon and BR goods brake parked in
siding. Builders' materials stacked in yard on right.
21-Sep-1978.
Source: JAP
INFRA
6 Yorkshire.
VG
Huddersfield station exterior. The station frontage, viewed
from across St George's Square. George Hotel on right.
Trolley bus wires and their support poles all around.
9-Nov-1966.
INFRA
11 Yorkshire.
VG
Huddersfield station exterior. View north, down onto the
station frontage across St George's Square. Station roof in
left background with part of goods shed and commercial
warehouses beyond. Lots of cars parked in forecourt but no
trolley wires left. A dark and rainy day. 30-Dec-1968.
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INFRA
12 Yorkshire.
VG
Huddersfield station exterior. View south, down onto the
station frontage across St George's Square from the George
hotel. Station roof in right background with upper floors of
goods shed. Lots of cars parked in forecourt but no trolley
wires left. A dark and rainy day. 30-Dec-1968.
INFRA
13 Yorkshire.
VG
Huddersfield station exterior. View west, at street level,
across St George's Square. Station entrance in background,
George hotel on right. Trolley wires still in place. A
bright day. 9-Nov-1966.
NFSRN
132 Yorkshire.
VG
Huddersfield station exterior. The station frontage, viewed
across St George's Square. A large crowd of people is
clustered around the entrance as though a celebrity is
expected. Double decker bus on left. C1965.
SOC
858 Yorkshire.
G
Huddersfield station exterior. The station frontage, viewed
across St George's Square. BR Intercity sign above entrance.
Fountain in right foreground. Lots of vehicles parked in
square. July 1976.
NFSRN
114 Yorkshire.
F
Huddersfield station north. The goods yard at the north west
corner of the station, viewed across the tracks. L&Y saddle
tank No. 51524 is shunting vans and sheeted opens. Hydraulic
tower in background with mill - Edward Haigh (Wool) Limited
- beyond. 1950s.
NFSRN
116 Yorkshire.
G
Huddersfield station north. The goods yard at the north west
corner of the station, viewed from near the station. Shows
the hydraulic tower and adjacent building, after removal of
track from yard. Weighbridge and office on right. High wall
on left with 1960s office block beyond. 1960s.
NFSRN
155 Yorkshire.
F
Huddersfield station north. The northern end of the goods
yard, looking north west across the tracks from the
passenger station. Single storey railway offices in
background. L&Y 2-4-2 tank No. 10804 on shunting duty, light
engine.
BLM
429 Yorkshire.
G
Huddersfield station south. The view across the tracks,
beneath the overall roof at the south west end of the
station. End of overhead signalbox on left. Set of LNWR
6-wheeled carriages in far platform. L&Y 2-4-2 tank engine
shunting nearby. Platform trolley and porter in right
foreground.
NFSRN
119 Yorkshire.
G
Huddersfield station south. A snow scene showing a 'Super D'
heading into Huddersfield tunnel with a goods train bound
for Standedge. Tender, tracks and station roof covered in
snow, which is still falling. Ex-LNW signals and gas lamp on
right are well covered, especially the ladders.
NFSRN
127 Yorkshire.
VG
Huddersfield station south. View northwards into the station
from the south end of platform 3. Shows end and underside of
overall roof. Underside of platform awning in right
foreground, end of overhead signalbox on left. 'Precursor'
or 'George' runs into platform 3, head on, with passengers
waiting. Shed plate 6A - Chester - on smokebox door. C1947.
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NFSRN
128 Yorkshire.
VG
Huddersfield station south. View northwards along a dark
platform 3. 'Precursor' or 'George', seen head on in
sunshine, waits on an Up train with passengers boarding.
Shed plate 6A - Chester - on smokebox door. C1947.
NFSR
179 Yorkshire.
G
Ingleton (LNW). Looking towards Kirkby Lonsdale, through the
site of the station (which closed to passengers in 1917).
Wooden huts on left with stone platform building beyond.
Stone overbridge in right background. Points from goods
siding in foreground. 22-Jul-1961.
FWS35M
10103 Yorkshire.
VG
Ingleton (MR). View through the station looking across the
tracks towards the stone buildings on the Up platform.
Scattered houses and hillsides in background. 14-Mar-1965.
FWSLF
AL15 Yorkshire. MR.
G
Ingleton (MR). The Down platform, showing the stone-built
station buildings, pictured looking north from a Tebay to
Clapham train (which is seen on the left). Sunshine and
shadow. 16-Jan-1954.
NFSR
174 Yorkshire.
VG
Leeds New exterior. View of the road entrance to the
station, looking along the access incline - New Station
Street. Station side wall on left, railway administrative
buildings to right of entrance. Plate girder of road
underbridge, for Swinegate, on right. 13-Aug-1960.
SW
71 Yorkshire.
VG
Leeds New exterior. View across the Midland's Wellington
station, showing the side and roof of the joint LNWR/NER
station. In the foreground is a Midland 4-4-0, with small
boiler and Johnson chimney, heading a train of clerestories.
In the left background is the roof of Wellington station. On
left is a sack truck and a gas lamp on column.
Source: SW Photographer: P W Pilcher.
BLM
478 Yorkshire.
P
Leeds New. The view across the concourse towards the
platforms. Refreshment rooms and clock in left background.
Train shed in right background with LNWR carriage in view.
Lots of passengers in Edwardian dress.
NFSR
235 Yorkshire.
G
Leeds New. The LNWR end of the former 'Leeds New' station. A
Newcastle to Liverpool express departs, pulled by 'Black 5'
No. 44587 (Caprotti valve gear) and 'Scot' No. 46132 THE
KINGS REGIMENT LIVERPOOL. The station had changed little
since LNWR days except it was renamed Leeds City and merged
with the adjacent ex-MR 'Leeds Wellington'. 30-Mar-1959.
SOC
879 Yorkshire.
F
Leeds New. The view along the inside of the station, looking
west from a high point at the eastern end, above No. 6
platform - boards show the numbers of the main platforms.
NER passenger train in No. 5 platform on right. Footbridge
in centre distance. Bookstall in right distance. A good view
of the underside of the roof. A commercial PC, with caption.
Source: LPC
INFRA
14 Yorkshire.
G
Longwood. View along the island platform looking towards
Stalybridge. Snow on the ground. Shows wooden buildings on
island and on the Down North platform on right. 24 miles
milepost in right foreground (measured from Manchester
Exchange). 28-Dec-1964.
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NFSR
40 Yorkshire.
N
Longwood. The view along the island platform, looking
towards Huddersfield. Unidentified 'Super D' with goods
train on Up South line passing a Stanier 8F, also facing
towards Stalybridge, on Down South. 1946.
INFRA
16 Yorkshire.
G
Marsden. View from the Up South platform looking towards
Huddersfield. Snow on the ground. Shows wooden buildings on
island and on the Down North platform on left. Houses on
hillside above station in centre background. Bottom of
stairs on left, from road bridge. 28-Dec-1964.
SITES
659 Yorkshire.
G
Marsden. Looking west through station from Down North
platform. Station entrance and offices in centre, above
South lines, at road level beside Station Road overbridge.
Covered stairs to South and Up North platforms. Footbridge
and steps to Down North. High retaining wall on right.
Inspection vehicle in siding on left. 1950s.
SITES
661 Yorkshire.
F
Marsden. The view west through the station looking from the
engineers' yard on the Down (towards Huddersfield) side. Up
South line is being removed. Banner repeater signal on post
at end of short Up South platform. Overhead station entrance
and offices on left. Valences partly cut back on island and
Down North platforms. 1960s.
SITES
662 Yorkshire.
G
Marsden. Looking south east from the Down North platform to
the wooden waiting rooms (on brick base) on the island
platform. Platform bench on right. Stone wall at back of Up
South platform on right. Small goods shed in distance on
left. 1960s.
SITES
664 Yorkshire.
G
Marsden. Looking south west from the Down North (to
Huddersfield) platform, showing the rear of the elevated
station entrance and office building. Shows covered
staircases down to the Up South and island platforms. Open
footbridge on right for Down North platform. Station Road
overbridge in right background. 1960s.
SITES
683 Yorkshire.
F
Measurements Halt. View along the overgrown platform,
looking towards Delph, taken from a passing train. Shutt
Lane on right, with overbridge in view beyond engine.
NFSRN
51 Yorkshire.
G
Morley. Albert Road runs high above the north east portal of
Morley tunnel. As a short cut to the station, a steep
stairway runs down to Valley Road which is a track across
the tunnel entrance and along the sides of the station. The
photograph shows the start of the steps, with the station at
the bottom. What a climb back after a hard day at work!
NFSRN
52 Yorkshire.
GR
Morley. View along the Down platform showing an express,
pulled by an LMS 'Jubilee', coming out of the tunnel.
Hillside above tunnel in background - footpath from Albert
Road can be seen running down from left to right across the
background.
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NFSRN
56 Yorkshire.
G
Morley. The stone built waiting rooms on the Down platform,
viewed from across the tracks looking towards Leeds. LNWR
signalbox beyond end of Down platform, with LNWR Down
starter beyond box. Wagons in Down siding in right
background. A good view of trailing crossover and turnout to
yard on Up side.
NFSRN
57 Yorkshire.
F
Morley. View through the station towards the tunnel as a
'Super D', seen from behind from the Down platform, nears
the end of its climb from Farnley Junction. Hill side and
houses above tunnel in background.
NFSRN
58 Yorkshire.
F
Morley. View from the footbridge towards Leeds as a long
express hauled by a diesel climbs towards the tunnel.
Platform buildings in view on both sides. BR signalbox at
end of Down platform. Carriages in siding in yard on right.
Gasworks in right background.
NFSRN
59 Yorkshire.
G
Morley. View from the footbridge as a 7-coach DMU passes the
BR signalbox on its way to Leeds. Stone platform buildings
on left. Top of awning on Up platform on right. Carriages
for excursion in sidings on Up side in right background.
Rear of banner repeater on tall post at end of Up platform.
NFSRN
60 Yorkshire.
G
Morley. View from the footbridge looking towards Leeds.
Stone platform buildings on left with BR signalbox beyond.
Top of awning on Up platform on right. 'Black 5' No. 45200
has arrived from Leeds and waits to set back to collect
carriages from sidings in right background. Gasworks in
right background.
NFSRN
61 Yorkshire.
G
Morley. View towards Leeds from end of Down platform. BR
signalbox beyond platform end. 'Black 5' No. 45200 in right
foreground pulling carriages out of a siding into the Up
platform. Colour light signal beside box.
NFSRN
62 Yorkshire.
G
Morley. View towards Leeds along the Down platform, taken
from near the tunnel. Footbridge in foreground. Two storey
wooden booking office, entrance on top floor from road,
behind lefthand end of footbridge. Two storey stone building
beyond and BR signalbox at end of platform. 'Black 5' No.
45200 with train in Up platform.
NFSRN
63 Yorkshire.
GR
Morley. View from the footbridge looking towards Leeds as a
double headed express roars towards the tunnel - 'Black 5'
leading. Top of platform awning in view over Up platform on
right. BR signalbox at end of Down platform on left.
Gasworks in right background.
NFSRN
64 Yorkshire.
G
Morley. View across the tracks to the buildings on Up
(Huddersfield) platform, with the tunnel entrance on the
right. Stone waiting room with wooden face on platform side.
Flat topped awning. Footbridge beyond building, with
staircase down to platform.
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NFSRN
68 Yorkshire.
G
Morley. View through the station from beneath the footbridge
on the Down platform, looking towards Leeds. Stone building
on left, with BR signalbox beyond end of Down platform. A
good view of tidy Up platform with porter standing at corner
of ex-LNW waiting rooms, under 'Way Out' sign on right. DMU
running into station, bound for Huddersfield.
NFSRN
171 Yorkshire.
F
Ravensthorpe. View down into the goods yard, with lots of
steel coal wagons, looking south west from Thornhill power
station. Passenger station in middle distance, with station
buildings on right. Ex-L&Y main line in cutting beyond, on
left. Junction and Ravensthorpe Road overbridge in far right
distance. C1960?
NFSRN
172 Yorkshire.
G
Ravensthorpe. A close-up view of the wooden station
buildings on the Up side, with the open-air Gentlemen in the
foreground and the Ladies Waiting Room within the building
next door. Platform awning and steps to footbridge in right
background. Platform seat in right foreground. C1960?
NFSRN
174 Yorkshire.
G
Ravensthorpe. The goods yard, looking north east from
Ravensthorpe Road overbridge. Ex-LNWR two storey double bay
goods shed on left, former stable block beside station on
right. Chimney, cooling tower and roof of generator hall of
Thornhill power station in background beyond warehouse. Coal
wagons, mainly steel bodied, in foreground. 1960s.
NFSRN
176 Yorkshire.
VG
Ravensthorpe. View of the ex-LNW wooden platform buildings
on the Up side, looking north east across the tracks.
Footbridge in foreground with Up colour light signal mounted
on cantilevered arm at other side. C1960?
NFSRN
177 Yorkshire.
VG
Ravensthorpe. View along the Up platform, looking towards
Leeds, from under the canopy. A DMU approaches. Thornhill
power station and cooling tower on left. C1960?
NFSRN
178 Yorkshire.
G
Ravensthorpe. View along the Down platform, looking towards
Huddersfield, from the Leeds end. A DMU for Leeds waits in
the platform. Down platform buildings on right. Ex-L&Y
buildings beyond fence on left. C1960?
NFSRN
181 Yorkshire.
G
Ravensthorpe. The view from Ravensthorpe Road bridge looking
towards Leeds. A Manchester express, headed by 'Black Five'
45010 piloting an unrebuilt 'Patriot', is crossing onto the
L&Y line. Ravensthorpe station in background. On the left
are the ex-LNW stable block and the two storey goods shed,
with Thornhill power station beyond. C1960?
NFSRN
182 Yorkshire.
F
Ravensthorpe. The view from the Leeds end of the Up
platform, showing the platform buildings on both sides of
the track. Footbridge in background with the junction with
the L&Y beyond. C1960?
NFSRN
183 Yorkshire.
G
Ravensthorpe. The view from the Huddersfield end of the Up
platform, showing the canopy on the Up side and the wooden
platform buildings across the tracks on the Down side.
C1960?
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LNWRS
9102 Yorkshire.
G
Saddleworth. View southwards from north end of Up platform,
along the tracks towards main station buildings on the Down
platform. Name board on end of building with ornate gothic
lettering. A train bound for Huddersfield is running through
- arc roof bogie carriages pulled by a Benbow 4-cylinder
compound. Signal box at far end of platform. Captioned.
SITESB
813 Yorkshire.
G
Saddleworth. View northwards from south end of Down
platform, along the tracks towards wooden station buildings
on the Up platform. A train bound for Stalybridge is running
into the station - arc roof bogie carriages pulled by a
Benbow 4-cylinder compound. Passengers in Edwardian dress
and staff posed on platform.
Source: JAP C5610
FWSLF
AL10 Yorkshire.
VG
Sedbergh. Gate and station nameboard, on Ingleton platform.
Brick waiting room with window in stone surround on left.
16-Jan-1954.
FWSLF
AL11 Yorkshire.
VG
Sedbergh. View from an Ingleton train, looking back along
the Down (Ingleton) platform to show the station buildings.
Well-loaded platform barrow on left. Small wooden hut at far
end of main building. Clock on wall on right, protected
under a small awning. 16-Jan-1954.
LNWRS
319 Yorkshire.
F
Sedbergh. Looking across the tracks to the Ingleton platform
where the station staff are posed with the main station
buildings in the background. Station nameboard on left.
Ingleton to the right. C1920.
LNWRS
320 Yorkshire.
G
Sedbergh. Looking towards Ingleton along the Ingleton
platform. Main station buildings on left. Milk churns and a
stack of wooden boxes in foreground with several passengers
beyond. Low Gill platform on right with station nameboard.
Underbridge and Home signal in background, with tracks
curving through cutting beyond. C1920.
NFSR
144 Yorkshire.
VG
Sheffield City Goods. The yard at City Goods station,
looking down towards the station buildings fron Broad Street
Lane. Several lines of wagons are in view although by this
date the station had not long to go before closure.
26-Sep-1959.
NFSR
145 Yorkshire.
VG
Sheffield City Goods. View of the building, looking at the
south west corner. Broad Street is in the foreground, with
Wharf Street running off to the left. The Corn Exchange is
off the picture at the opposite side of Wharf Street to the
station. 26-Sep-1959.
NFSR
195 Yorkshire.
G
Sheffield City Goods. The rail exit from the Wharf Street
station, showing the bridge under Navigation Hill. Through
the bridge, the curved girder over the Midland lines can be
seen. The LNWR double track branch swung right, through the
bridge abutment, and continued under Nagivation Hill in a
tunnel. 26-Sep-1959.
NFSR
189 Yorkshire.
G
Sheffield Nunnery Goods. A view of the non-rail end of the
building. 'London and North Western' is still visible on the
gable end of one of the bays. 26-Sep-1959.
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INFRA
15 Yorkshire.
F
Slaithwaite. View along the Up South platform looking
towards Stalybridge, with Starter at far end. Snow on the
ground (and perhaps still falling). Shows wooden buildings
on island and on the Down North platform on right. Houses on
hillside above station on right. 28-Dec-1964.
LNWRS
2188 Yorkshire.
G
Slaithwaite. View down into the station showing the
platforms, buildings and tall signals.
NFSRN
34 Yorkshire.
F
Slaithwaite. View towards Huddersfield along the Down North
platform on a dismal day. An express runs through on Up
North line, pulled by BR 'Class 5' 73011 making lots of
exhaust on the climb to Standedge. Flat roof of canopy above
camera. Long strip of tarmac has replaced flagstones along
middle of platform.
NFSRN
35 Yorkshire.
F
Slaithwaite. View across the tracks to the Down North
platform, looking north east - shows the wider canopy (BR)
over the middle part of the platform. A 3-car DMU (yellow
panel on end) heads for Huddersfield. Up North platform on
right.
NFSRN
40 Yorkshire.
VG
Slaithwaite. View from the western end of the Down North
platform, looking through the station towards Huddersfield.
A westbound DMU waits at the Up North platform. A good view
of the LNWR canopies and, in the foreground, the covered
tops to the staircases leading down to road level. Down
North Starter at Off at far end of platform.
NFSRN
41 Yorkshire.
VG
Slaithwaite. View from the western end of the Down North
platform, looking through the station towards Huddersfield.
A westbound DMU (with Huddersfield on the destination blind)
leaves the Up North platform. Shows the LNWR canopies and,
in the foreground, the covered tops to the staircases
leading down to road level.
SOC
1180 Yorkshire.
F
Slaithwaite. A view from the air, looking down at the
station and goods sidings - Huddersfield to the left and
Manchester to the right. Mainly terrace houses in
foreground. Mills, shops, gasworks etc beyond the railway.
C1930.
Source: JAP C7567
NHL
1223 Yorkshire. LYR.
F
Triangle station. View along platforms towards Sowerby
Bridge, showing station nameboard and gas lamps. At the
platform ends is a stone overbridge which carries a very
steep lane across the line. The photograph is marred by a
curious mottled effect, presumably from the original
photograph from which the copy was made.
SOC
1181 Yorkshire.
F
Upper Birstall. Leeds New line. View across Geldard Road to
the back of the wooden station buildings, mounted on wooden
posts at the top of an embankment. Stone retaining wall and
plate girder bridge across road on right - station nameboard
attached to bridge. Staircase to station covered by
corrugated iron roof. Leeds to the right. 28-Sep-1904.
Source: JAP C2023
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NHL
1224 Yorkshire. LYR.
VG
Whitley Bridge station. View of part of the station
building, featuring a gas lamp mounted on a large bracket
against which a ladder is propped. A platform seat and the
gate to the 'Gentlemen' are in view.
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CRPRT
D133 The Company's Westminster office, on the corner of
VG
Parliament Street and Bridge Street and viewed from
Parliament Square. Decorated lavishly for Queen Victoria's
Jubilee - large letters proclaim 'Longest Noblest Wisest
Reign' June 1897. LNWR Official D133.
Source: CROFF D133
SOC
1018 Caernarvonshire.
GR
Penmachno. The village street with a row of houses and
children posed in the road. On the right is the village shop
with a sign proclaiming L&NWR Parcels Receiving Office.
Copied from a copy of a commercial postcard which was posted
on 24-Sep-1912. C1910.
SOC
312 Cheshire.
F
Birkenhead Woodside. The LNWR parcels office in left
foreground. In the centre background is the ferry terminal
and Woodside station is on the right. Tram terminus is in
the centre. Taken from a postcard, with caption at the top.
In LMS days the office became a bank and eventually a public
lavatory.
CRPRT
C388 Derbyshire.
VG
Hartington. The 'Charles Cotton Hotel' - a large 3-storey
stone building with ivy on the walls. Viewed across a wide
square in the village. A nearby outbuilding on the right
bears a notice 'London and North Western Parcels Receiving
Office'. 31-Jul-1895. Crewe Official C388.
Source: CROFF C388
NFSR
80 Lancashire.
G
Liverpool. Clayton Square, showing the LNWR's office and
nearby premises. The office is still painted entirely in
LNWR style. Shows tram tracks, lorries, cars and a baby
carriage shop. 1923.
CRPRT MC405 Lancashire.
VG
Southport. The LNWR's portable office, seen at the Royal
Lancashire Show. View of front, with several LNWR staff
relaxing in front of the building and a porter obscuring
part of the CLC office next door. Jul/Aug 1909 Crewe
Official MC405.
Source: CROFF MC405
CRPRT MC409 Lancashire.
VG
Southport. The LNWR's portable office, seen at the Royal
Lancashire Show. View of side. Lots of adverts, including
Lovely North Wales Resorts. Jul/Aug 1909 Crewe Official
MC409.
Source: CROFF MC409
CRPRT MD228 London.
VG
London. 170 Tottenham Court Road. LNWR and MR joint enquiry
and booking office. 24-Aug-1919. Crewe Official MD228.
CRPRT MD229 London.
VG
London. 177 Westminster Bridge Road. LNWR and MR joint
enquiry and booking office. 24-Aug-1919. Crewe Official
MD229.
CRPRT MD232 London.
VG
London. 496 Oxford Street. LNWR and MR joint enquiry and
booking office. 24-Aug-1919. Crewe Official MD232.
CRPRT MD233 London.
VG
London. 231 Edgware Road. LNWR and MR joint enquiry and
booking office. 24-Aug-1919. Crewe Official MD233.
CRPRT MD235 London.
VG
London. 179 The Strand. LNWR, MR and GNR joint enquiry and
booking office. 24-Aug-1919. Crewe Official MD235.
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PANDA
2 Large advertisment for LNWR hotels, showing pictures. Taken
VG
from passenger timetable. 1898.
SOC
733 The corner of a fine drawing room, showing ornaments and
G
fittings. The photograph was found amongst pictures of Mr
Frederick Dunn, travelling theatrical agent for the LNWR,
and might be from his house - or it might be part of the
photographer's studio. C1890s.
CRPRT
C29 Anglesey.
VG
Holyhead station exterior. The clock tower, looking from the
dock, with the station hotel in the background. Clock by
Joyce of Whitchurch. Sept 1883. LNWR Official C29.
Source: CROFF C29
SITES
549 Bedfordshire.
VG
Lidlington (Marston Crossing). The crossing house, built to
a similar design to the station house. The picture shows the
rear and the north east side of the building. The crossing
is just out of the frame, to the left. Marston Road sign on
right with ricketty greenhouse beyond. 1960s.
SITES
550 Bedfordshire.
VG
Lidlington (Marston Crossing). The crossing house, built to
a similar design to the station house. Looking north west
across the tracks to show the front of the building. Signs
and lights for Marston Road crossing on right. Long grass in
foreground 1960s.
SITES
159 Buckinghamshire.
G
Cheddington. A large ivy-clad house. Railway appears to run
behind the building at a higher level. 1960s.
SOC
1401 Buckinghamshire.
G
Wolverton town. A terrace of London & Birmingham company
houses, each with a house plate - the nearest plate reads
'L&BR 571' and the next is 572. A large group of
householders, including lots of children, is posed outside
in their best clothes - perhaps for a wedding or a
christening. C1905.
SOC
1402 Buckinghamshire.
G
Wolverton town. Cambridge Street. A terrace of large houses,
each with bay windows upstairs and down. Corner of cricket
ground in foreground with body of 6-wheeled carriage on left
(brake end, 2 compartments, painted a light colour) for use
as a pavillion. A commercial post card with 1908 postmark.
C1908.
LNWRS
2457 Caernarvonshire. PCC.
F
Caernarvon slate wharf. A panoramic view northwards across
the harbour pool with the wharf in the distance and the
castle beyond that. Rear of De Winton works on right.
SOCA
113 Caernarvonshire.
G
Caernarvon slate wharf. A long headshunt along St Helens
Road. Frontage of De Winton works on right. Lines to Afonwen
and Llanberis between retaining wall on left and wall to its
right (site of current WHR station). Ventilated van, seen
end on, being propelled by road tractor (Reg. LAR 396).
Covered lorry and railwaymen on left. 24-Jun-1957.
SOCMDL
16 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. Features the ferry
terminal, on the left, viewed across the tram terminus. Post
Office building in right background. 1930s.
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SOCMDL
21 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. The Woodside Hotel with
Chester Street and the Church Street bridge on the left.
Buses and a GWR van in view. 1930s.
SOCMDL
26 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. Looking down at the
Woodside Hotel with the station in the background. 1930s.
SOCMDL
27 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. The pumping and power
station building at the end of Hamilton Street. Lots of
advertisements above roadside wall. Taxi drivers' cabin on
right. 1930s.
SOC
688 Cheshire.
GR
Chester town. Looking westwards along Eastgate, with the
bridge and clock in the foreground. Single line of standard
gauge in street for horse drawn trams. LNWR horse drawn
parcels van No. 404 on left, seen from rear. Parked outside
the LNWR town office (in 2009, this is near Clarks shoe
shop).
CRPRT
C182 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe - Chester Place. The Locomotive Superintendent's
house. A view of the front of the house, with the garden and
lawn in the foreground. May 1886. Crewe Official C182.
Source: CROFF C182
CRPRT
C183 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe - Chester Place. The Locomotive Superintendent's
house. A view of the end of the house, looking between some
bushes in the garden. May 1886. Crewe Official C183.
Source: CROFF C183
CRPRT
C185 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe - Chester Place. The Locomotive Superintendent's
house. A view of bushes and plants in the garden, with the
front and side of the house in the background. May 1886.
Crewe Official C185.
Source: CROFF C185
CRPRT MC624 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe - Chester Place. A lean-to greenhouse with a peach
tree full of fruit. C1913. Crewe Official MC624.
Source: CROFF MC624
SOCLF
63 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe - Chester Place. The CME's house. A view of the house,
with the garden and lawn in the foreground.
CRPRT
A102 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Deviation Works. The General Office, seen from within
the works looking east with the old Chester line in the
foreground. The front wall of the building is well covered
in ivy. Bushes and trees in left foreground, obscuring
nearest part of building. 16-Jul-1898. LNWR Official A102.
Source: CROFF A102
CRPRT
C207 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Queen's Park. The entrance lodges and clocktower,
viewed from outside the park looking across Victoria Avenue.
Iron rail fence at Works side of the road. 1885. Crewe
Official C207.
Source: CROFF C207
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CRPRT
C210 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Queen's Park. The entrance lodges and clocktower,
viewed from inside the park. 1885. Crewe Official C210.
Source: CROFF C210
LNWRS
849 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Queen's Park. View westward across the park showing
the lake on the left, the paths and trees and the perimeter
fence in the foreground. Taken from the top of the tip
between the east side of the park and the gasworks.
27-Aug-1907. Crewe Official C844.
LNWRS
850 Cheshire.
Crewe Queen's Park. The Lake. Crewe Official C851.
LNWRS
851 Cheshire.
Crewe Queen's Park. Looking north. Newly completed. 1888.
Crewe Official C202.
LNWRS
852 Cheshire.
Crewe Queen's Park. The Lake.
LNWRS
1791 Cheshire.
Crewe Queen's Park. The Entrance Lodges and Clock Tower.
Crewe Official C210.
LNWRS
1792 Cheshire.
Crewe Queen's Park. The Entrance Lodges and Clock Tower.
Similar to Photo 1791. 26-Aug-1907. Crewe Official C848.
LNWRS
1793 Cheshire.
Crewe Queen's Park. The Avenue. 26-Aug-1907. Crewe Official
C848.
LNWRS
1794 Cheshire.
Crewe Queen's Park. The Pavillion and the South African
Memorial. 26-Aug-1907. Crewe Official C849.
LNWRS
1795 Cheshire.
Crewe Queen's Park. The Bandstand. 26-Aug-1907. Crewe
Official C850.
LNWRS
2299 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Queen's Park. The opening ceremony at the gate,
looking into the park towards the clock. Lots of soldiers,
officials and bystanders. Jan 1890. Crewe Official A97.
CRPRT
A100 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. The decorations in Victoria Avenue, prepared for the
review of the '2nd Cheshire (Railway) Engineer Volunteers'
by the Duke of Cambridge. Drill Hall and HQ on left (this
later became the Gas Office). Victoria Avenue was a private
road then and a wooden arch has been erected over it between
the HQ and the Works fence. Jan 1890. Crewe Official A100.
Source: CROFF A100
CRPRT
A140 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. Christ Church, built by the LNWR, in Moss Square. Old
Works chimneys in right distance, looking like another
tower. 28-Aug-1890. LNWR Official A140.
Source: CROFF A140
CRPRT
A301 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. View, across the approach road, of the Cottage
Hospital. Shows various well dressed women, one holding a
baby, posed nearby and others walking too fast for the
camera. Taken shortly after the opening by the Earl of
Crewe. 4-Aug-1895. Crewe Official A301.
Source: CROFF A301
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CRPRT
A353 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. The Mechanics' Institute, looking along Earle Street
towards Liverpool Bridge on the left from Market Hall
corner. Prince Albert Street in right foreground. In the
foreground at the corner of the Institute, ground floor, is
the 'Euston Coffee Tavern'. Electric lamp on iron column on
footway near door. 28-Aug-1907. Crewe Official A353.
Source: CROFF A353
CRPRT
A496 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. The interior of the Electrical Laboratory in the
Mechanics Institute. Shows cupboards and benches set out
with apparatus such as a Wimshurst machine, light bulbs, a
Wheatstone Bridge, meters etc. 18-Jul-1907. LNWR Official
A496.
Source: CROFF A496
CRPRT
D3 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. The Memorial Cottage Hospital. View of the main gate
and frontage, looking north west across Queen's Park Drive.
7-May-1896. Crewe Official D3.
Source: CROFF D3
CRPRT MA336 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. The Webb Orphanage. A plan drawing showing the ground
floor of the main building. July 1909. LNWR Official MA336.
Source: CROFF MA336
CRPRT MA337 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. The Webb Orphanage. A drawing showing the peripheral
buildings in plan, with elevations for some. July 1909.
Crewe Official MA337.
Source: CROFF MA337
LNWRS
680 Cheshire.
Crewe. Mechanics Institute Art Room. 17-Jul-1907. Crewe
Official A494.
LNWRS
681 Cheshire.
Crewe. Mechanics Institute electrical laboratory.
18-Jul-1907. Crewe Official A496.
Source: CRPRT A496
LNWRS
683 Cheshire.
Crewe. Cottage Hospital with man standing in foreground.
15-Nov-1899. Crewe Official A393.
LNWRS
684 Cheshire.
G
Crewe. View of the Mechanics Institute from the cross roads
opposite the market hall. The 'Euston Coffee Tavern' is
prominent on the ground floor at the corner nearest to the
camera. Crewe Official C842.
LNWRS
685 Cheshire.
Crewe. Cottage Hospital. 1-Nov-1899. Crewe Official A394.
LNWRS
686 Cheshire.
Crewe. Cottage Hospital with people standing outside. Crewe
Official A416.
LNWRS
687 Cheshire.
Crewe. Christ Church. Crewe Official A140.
LNWRS
691 Cheshire.
Crewe. Commemorative bonfire, possibly for the Queen's
jubilee.
LNWRS
717 Cheshire.
Crewe. Housing accomodation (Government huts of 1919), Park
Place. Crewe Official MD576.
LNWRS
842 Cheshire.
Crewe. Bonfire, perhaps part of Jubilee celebrations.
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LNWRS
843 Cheshire.
Crewe. Bonfire, perhaps part of Jubilee celebrations.
LNWRS
844 Cheshire.
Crewe. Bonfire, perhaps part of Jubilee celebrations. Crewe
Official MC534.
LNWRS
845 Cheshire.
G
Crewe. Crewe Arms Hotel. View of frontage from Nantwich
Road. Horse drawn carriages parked in forecourt - no horses
but plenty of signs of them heaped in roadway. Crewe
Official C227.
LNWRS
847 Cheshire.
Crewe. Webb orphanage.
LNWRS
848 Cheshire.
Crewe. Cottage Hospital, viewed from the road. Photo dated
8-Aug-1895, the day after being opened by the Earl of Crewe.
LNWRS
853 Cheshire.
Crewe. Webb Orphanage. Crewe Official C1167.
LNWRS
854 Cheshire.
Crewe. The Mechanics Institute, viewed from Market Hall
corner. Row of shops on ground level on right. 'Euston
Coffee Tavern' in foreground, on corner, with new electric
street lamp nearby. LNWR horse-drawn parcels van on left.
28-Aug-1907. Crewe Official C842. (See A353 also).
LNWRS
1616 Cheshire.
Crewe. Cottage Hospital. Sep 1900. Crewe Official A416.
LNWRS
1617 Cheshire.
G
Crewe. LNWR Hospital, viewed from Mill Street. 3-Apr-1901.
Crewe Official C692.
LNWRS
1618 Cheshire.
G
Crewe. LNWR Hospital, viewed from the hospital yard.
3-Apr-1901. Crewe Official C693.
LNWRS
1619 Cheshire.
Crewe. St Barnabas Church. Aug 1885. Crewe Official C173.
LNWRS
1620 Cheshire.
Crewe. Mechanics Institute, the Large Hall. 27-Jul-1907.
Crewe Official A498.
LNWRS
1781 Cheshire.
Crewe. 'Crewe Housing Accomodation' (Bungalows). The
Corridor. Crewe Official MD579.
LNWRS
1782 Cheshire.
Crewe. 'Crewe Housing Accomodation' (Bungalows). The Living
Room, seen from the corridor. Crewe Official MD577.
LNWRS
1783 Cheshire.
Crewe. 'Crewe Housing Accomodation' (Bungalows). The Living
Room, showing the Corridor. Crewe Official MD578.
LNWRS
1784 Cheshire.
Crewe. 'Crewe Housing Accomodation' (Bungalows). The
Kitchen, showing the Bathroom. Crewe Official MD580.
LNWRS
1785 Cheshire.
Crewe. 'Crewe Housing Accomodation' (Bungalows). No. 2
Bedroom. Crewe Official MD582.
LNWRS
1786 Cheshire.
Crewe. 'Crewe Housing Accomodation' (Bungalows). No. 1
Bedroom. Crewe Official MD581.
LNWRS
1787 Cheshire.
Crewe. 'Crewe Housing Accomodation' (Bungalows). No. 3
Bedroom. Crewe Official MD583.
LNWRS
1788 Cheshire.
Crewe. The Mechanics' Institute - Gentlemen's Smoking Room.
Crewe Official MD453.
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LNWRS
1789 Cheshire.
Crewe. The Mechanics' Institute - Billiards Room. Crewe
Official MD454.
LNWRS
1790 Cheshire.
Crewe. The Mechanics' Institute - Exterior view. (See
Talbot, Crewe Works, Pl 124). Crewe Official D57.
LNWRS
1796 Cheshire.
Crewe. The Webb Orphanage. (See Talbot, Crewe Works, Pl
127). 1911.
LNWRS
2162 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. The HQ building of the 2nd Cheshire (Railway)
Engineer Volunteers, showing the two storey entrance and the
drill hall. Alongside in Victoria Avenue (a private road at
this date) is a wooden archway erected for the visit of HRH
the Duke of Cambridge. In later years, the building was
familiar as the Gas Office. Jan 1890. Crewe Official A100.
LNWRS
2268 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. The Anchor Inn, at the corner of Mill Street and
Lockitt Street at the back of North shed on a wet day. Shows
adjacent houses in Lockitt Street. In Mill Street is a large
sign showing 'Veterinary Shoeing Forge'. The photograph was
probably taken to show a new street lamp outside the Anchor.
Crewe Official MC.
LNWRS
2269 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. 'Crewe Housing - the Huts'. Building the temporary
accomodation provided after the Great War. Shows huts placed
on brick foundations, alongside sewer pipes. Queens Park
entrance in the background. Crewe Official MC721.
LNWRS
2270 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. 'Crewe Housing - the Huts'. Building the temporary
accomodation provided after the Great War. Shows the hut
sides and deep trenches, with shuttering, for the sewers.
Queens Park entrance in the background. Crewe Official
MC722.
LNWRS
2271 Cheshire.
F
Crewe. 'Crewe Housing - the Huts'. Building the temporary
accomodation provided after the Great War. An inside view
showing builders fitting a ceiling to a hut. Crewe Official
MC723.
LS
55 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. The Memorial Cottage Hospital. It was opened by the
Earl of Crewe on 7-Aug-1895. 5-Aug-1895. Crewe Official
A300.
SOCLF
40 Cheshire. PO.
VG
Crewe. The Anchor Inn, on the corner of Lockitt St and Mill
St, near the back of Crewe North shed. New electric street
lamp outside the entrance. Veterinary Shoeing Forge on left,
Lockitt St on right. Wilderspool Ales. A very wet day. The
print looks like a Crewe 'Official' (perhaps MC series) but
no number on back.
SOC
1385 Cheshire.
VG
Haughton Hall. An LNWR Society party on a visit to the home
of Ralph Brocklebank, LNWR director. Mr B Hayes, LNWRS
Chairman, on left. 2-Jun-2014.
SOC
1386 Cheshire.
G
Haughton Hall. The entrance to the home of Ralph
Brocklebank, LNWR director. 2-Jun-2014.
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SOC
1387 Cheshire.
VG
Haughton Hall. A wing of the home of Ralph Brocklebank, LNWR
director. The main entrance is off the picture to the right.
2-Jun-2014.
SOC
1388 Cheshire.
VG
Haughton Hall. The outer courtyard of the home of Ralph
Brocklebank, LNWR director. 2-Jun-2014.
SOC
1389 Cheshire.
VG
Haughton Hall. The driveway to the home of Ralph
Brocklebank, LNWR director. The Hall is to the right and the
walled gardens to the left. The road is a public highway
nowadays. 2-Jun-2014.
LNWRS
1797 Cheshire.
Nantwich. Parish church.
LNWRS
1798 Cheshire.
Nantwich. Parish church.
SOCRR
168 Cornwall. PCC.
HT
St Just in Roseland. The parish church where Mr C J B Cooke
was buried. C2000.
SOC
602 Dorset.
VG
Brighton. The view along the beach, with the Grand and other
hotels on the left and the sea on the right. Several rowing
and small sailing boats have been pulled up onto the sand. A
few people are paddling. Perhaps the photograph was taken to
advertise the Sunny South Express.
SOC
1063 Flintshire.
E
Mold Junction. A copy of the estate agent's leaflet
announcing the sale by auction of the former Staff Hostel the Enginemen's Barracks - in Saltney Lane. The document
lists the rooms and their dimensions in the hostel and the
accompanying caretaker's house. The building was
subsequently turned into flats. 26-Jul-1966.
SOCRR
228 Flintshire.
VG
Mold Junction. LNWR houses in North Street. 27-Apr-2010.
Source: P3341
SOCRR
229 Flintshire.
VG
Mold Junction. The former Enginemen's Barracks, on the
right. The building belongs to the local authority nowadays
and has been converted to flats, known as Ferry Lodge.
27-Apr-2010.
Source: P3343
SOCRR
230 Flintshire.
VG
Mold Junction. The former LNWR school in Ewart Street.
27-Apr-2010.
Source: P3343
SOCRR
245 Flintshire.
F
Mold Junction. Ferry Lodge - the former enginemen's barracks
after being converted into flats. Shows side and front,
looking from Flint Road. 8-Jan-1994.
SOCRR
246 Flintshire.
G
Mold Junction. Ferry Lodge - the former enginemen's barracks
after being converted into flats. Shows front, looking from
Flint Road. 8-Jan-1994.
SITESB
612 Flintshire.
VG
Pentre Sidings. Porter's or Crossing Keeper's house. Down
side rails in right foreground. Oct 1982.
SITESB
613 Flintshire.
VG
Pentre Sidings. Close up view of Porter's or Crossing
Keeper's house. Nov 1982.
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SOCRR
264 Flintshire.
VG
Queensferry (town). A terrace of five railway houses in
Station Road, just south of the railway. Viewed looking east
across the road with Dundas Street and the NatWest Bank in
the foreground - the railway is beyond the bushes to the
left. 28-Jan-2009.
SOCRR
265 Flintshire.
VG
Queensferry (town). No. 64, the end house in a terrace of
railway houses in Station Road, just south of the railway.
Shows the brickwork at the end, with a sign for Dundas
Street at waist level. 28-Jan-2009.
SOCRR
267 Flintshire.
VG
Queensferry (town). The frontage of a terrace of five
railway houses in Station Road, just south of the railway.
Viewed looking eastwards across the road - the railway is
beyond the bushes to the left. 28-Jan-2009.
SOCRR
268 Flintshire.
VG
Queensferry (town). The frontage of a terrace of five
railway houses in Station Road, just south of the railway.
Gable end on Dundas Street omitted. Viewed looking eastwards
across the road - the railway is beyond the bushes to the
left. 28-Jan-2009.
SOCRR
269 Flintshire.
VG
Queensferry (town). A close-up of the adjacent front doors
of Nos. 68 and 66, near the centre of a terrace of five
railway houses in Station Road, just south of the railway. A
good view of the brickwork. The doors and windowframes are
modern. 28-Jan-2009.
SOCRR
270 Flintshire.
VG
Queensferry (town). A close-up of the brickwork, upstairs
and down, of No. 66, near the centre of a terrace of five
railway houses in Station Road, just south of the railway.
Shows the fetail at the top of the wall of the adjacent No.
68. The doors and windowframes are modern. 28-Jan-2009.
SOCRR
271 Flintshire.
F
Queensferry (town). The single chimney stack of No. 70, one
of a terrace of five railway houses in Station Road, just
south of the railway. 28-Jan-2009.
SOCRR
272 Flintshire.
F
Queensferry (town). The double chimney stack between Nos. 70
and 68, within a terrace of five railway houses in Station
Road, just south of the railway. 28-Jan-2009.
SOCRR
273 Flintshire.
G
Queensferry (town). The frontage of No. 72, the leftmost of
a terrace of five railway houses in Station Road, just south
of the railway. No. 72 is larger than the other houses, with
a double front, and is built of darker bricks. There is a
porch in front of the entrance with 1888 inscribed above the
door. 28-Jan-2009.
SOCRR
274 Flintshire.
G
Queensferry (town). The northern end of a terrace of five
railway houses in Station Road, just south of the railway,
showing the brickwork in the gable end. Seen looking south
from near the railway bridge. Ladies lavatories on the left.
28-Jan-2009.
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SOCRR
275 Flintshire.
VG
Queensferry (town). The front door and downstairs window of
No. 70, one of a terrace of five railway houses in Station
Road, just south of the railway. Shows details of the
brickwork but the door and window frame are modern.
28-Jan-2009.
SOCRR
276 Flintshire.
VG
Queensferry (town). The upstairs (and top of the downstairs)
windows of No. 70, one of a terrace of five railway houses
in Station Road, just south of the railway. Shows details of
the brickwork but the window frames are modern. The house on
the left is built of darker bricks which are apparent on the
left of the picture. 28-Jan-2009.
SOCRR
277 Flintshire.
VG
Queensferry (town). No. 64, the southern end of a terrace of
five railway houses in Station Road, just south of the
railway. Shows the frontage and the gable end with the
street sign for Dundas Street. 28-Jan-2009.
HDB
317 Hertfordshire.
G
Berkhamsted. 'Station House 56'. The former stationmaster's
house, round the side of the booking office (which is just
visible on the right). 29-Sep-1991.
CRPRT
C178 Ireland.
VG
Dublin North Wall. The North Western Hotel. A three-quarter
view showing the frontage and the side, with the covered way
(at first storey level) between the hotel and the station.
Street between them is gated. May 1886. Crewe Official C178.
Source: CROFF C178
SOC
53 Ireland.
Dublin North Wall. The front of the rebuilt LNWR hotel, with
elegant pedestrians drawn by an artist. The covered way to
the station is in view on the left. A copy of an LNWR
official postcard. The building is now used by the Civil
Engineers department of the IE.
SOC
54 Ireland.
Dublin North Wall. The frontage of the goods depot. The
building is now used by IE as a container terminal.
SOC
291 Ireland. DN&G.
HT
Greenore. The Greenore Hotel, beside Carlingford Lough,
before an extra storey was added. The photograph shows the
hotel frontage and was taken from the 1898 LNWR passenger
timetable - some notes about the hotel are included. C1897.
SOC
1379 Ireland. DN&G.
VG
Greenore. The Greenore Hotel, after addition of second
storey. View across the lough on right. C1900.
SOC
1380 Ireland. DN&G.
VG
Greenore. The Greenore Hotel, after addition of second
storey. View of houses on left. C1900.
SOC
1381 Ireland. DN&G.
VG
Greenore. View of houses along street, with a tall chimney
and the station area in the background. Terrace houses on
right, large semis on left. C1900.
SOC
1382 Ireland. DN&G.
G
Greenore. View across grass of rear of large joined-up semi
detached houses. C1900.
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SITESB
1 Lancashire. LYR.
F
Altcar. A distant view of the L&Y's Crosby power station, on
the left and seen looking north from a footbridge over the
River Alt, near the Altcar Rifle Range halt. On the right is
the disused Crosby lighthouse. The power station was built
in 1902 for the Southport electrification. The lighthouse
was demolished in 1941.
Source: JAP C5592
SOC
664 Lancashire.
G
Earlestown. View along Market Street on a wet day. School on
the left and the clock tower beyond. Concrete bus stop
shelter on right. A commercial postcard with a caption near
the bottom. 1970s.
Source: ESN11F
RTE
22A Lancashire. HWAY.
G
Liverpool Lime Street outside. The view out of Lime Street
station, looking west from Skelhorne Street, across Lime
Street to St Georges Place. Elliot Street on the left. Kerbs
are whitened and there is very little traffic - the picture
was probably taken early in the Second World War, before the
bombing started. A pair of photographs 22a and 22b. 1940.
RTE
22B Lancashire. HWAY.
G
Liverpool Lime Street outside. The view out of Lime Street
station, looking west from Skelhorne Street, across Lime
Street to St Georges Place. Elliot Street on the left. Kerbs
are whitened and there is very little traffic - the picture
was probably taken early in the Second World War, before the
bombing started. A pair of photographs 22a and 22b. 1940.
SOC
652 Lancashire.
HT
Preston. The Park hotel viewed across the adjacent park,
with the fountain in the foreground.
SOCLF
27 Lancashire.
VG
Preston. A composite picture showing drawings of the Park
Hotel in Preston and the North Western Hotel in Liverpool.
Both are inside roundels and are surrounded by ornate
patterns. The sheet may have been artwork for use in a
passenger timetable.
CRPRT
A39 London.
VG
Euston exterior. The south face of the Euston Hotel, looking
from Euston road. Shows the tunnels to the station - the
left hand one is marked IN. Through the other can be seen
part of the Euston Arch at the far side of Drummond Street.
March 1884. LNWR Official A39.
Source: CROFF A39
CRPRT
A40 London.
VG
Euston exterior. The north face and the wings of the Euston
Hotel, looking from Drummond Street and away from the
station. The tunnels for road traffic are in view - the left
hand one is marked OUT for traffic leaving the station. Lots
of ornate ironwork amd cast iron gate posts. Sept 1882. LNWR
Official A40.
Source: CROFF A40
LNWRS
682 London.
VG
Euston exterior. View of the Euston Hotel courtyard looking
west from Drummond street. Sept 1882. LNWR Official A40.
LNWRS
2300 London.
VG
Euston exterior. The Euston Hotel, south front, the 'In'
side. Looking through the roadway under the building towards
the Euston Arch. Mar 1884. LNWR Official A39.
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CRPRT
D224 London.
VG
London Bridge. View along the bridge towards the City. A
crowded scene with lots of horse drawn omnibuses, cabs and
carts - no motor vehicles. The Monument in background.
Warehouses with boats alongside on downstream side of north
bank of river. 28-Aug-1907. Crewe Official D224.
Source: CROFF D224
CRPRT
D227 London.
VG
Mansion House. View from Threadneedle street, looking across
to Mansion House on the left and along Queen Victoria Street
in the centre. Mappin & Webb and Equitable Fire Insurance on
right. No traffic. Pedestrians in bowlers or caps.
28-Aug-1907. Crewe Official D227.
Source: CROFF D227
LNWRS
2226 Merionethshire.
VG
Blaenau Ffestiniog. A general view of the town, from the
south. In the middle distance is the GWR station, a train of
6-wheeled carriages and a saddle tank shunting some wagons.
Crewe Official MC66.
SOCLF
26 Merionethshire.
VG
Blaenau Ffestiniog. A composite picture showing drawings of
the North Western Hotel at Blaenau Ffestiniog and the Queens
Hotel in Birmingham. Both are inside roundels and are
surrounded by ornate patterns. The sheet may have been
artwork for use in a passenger timetable.
LNWRS
1727 Northamptonshire.
Queen Eleanor's Cross, with a touring party organised by Mr
John Frame. 1910.
LNWRS
1728 Northamptonshire.
Queen Eleanor's Cross showing motor cars en-route for
Sulgrave. (See PN No. 65). 1910.
SOCRR
278 Northamptonshire.
VG
King's Cliffe. The stationmaster's house, now a private
residence. Shows the front and side. Various extensions in
rear. 2012.
SOCRR
279 Northamptonshire.
VG
King's Cliffe. The stationmaster's house, now a private
residence. View of the front. 2012.
SOC
984 Staffordshire.
G
Tixall. The vicarage - Mr F W Webb's childhood home.
SOCRR
179 Staffordshire.
VG
Tixall. The vicarage, Mr F W Webb's birthplace. 2005.
SOCRR
180 Staffordshire.
VG
Tixall. The parish church, where Mr F W Webb's father was
the rector. 2005.
SOC
600 Sussex.
VG
Brighton. The Royal Aquarium and clock tower, with the sea
on the right and the main line of hotels on the left. In the
foreground, the road swings down from the hotels to the sea.
Lots of horse-drawn carriages in view. A sunny day, with
holiday makers carrying parasols. Perhaps the photograph was
taken to advertise the Sunny South Express.
SOC
601 Sussex.
VG
Brighton. The view along the beach, with the Grand and other
hotels on the left and the sea on the right. Several rowing
and small sailing boats have been pulled up onto the sand. A
few people are paddling. Perhaps the photograph was taken to
advertise the Sunny South Express.
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CRPRT
A116 Warwickshire.
G
Birmingham. The Queens Hotel, looking across the forecourt.
The LNWR General Enquiry Office on the right. 24-Jun-1890.
Crewe Official A116.
Source: CROFF A116
CRPRT
C794 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham. The entrance to the station and to the 'Queens &
North Western Hotel', viewed from Stephenson Square. Shows
the Hardwick gates, which were originally at Curzon Street.
LNWR enquiry and tourist office in front. 15-Aug-1904. Crewe
Official C794.
Source: CROFF C794
SOC
646 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham. Exterior view along the front of the rebuilt
Queen's Hotel with several cars and a van waiting nearby.
C1960
SOC
647 Warwickshire.
VG
Birmingham. View of the dining room of the Queen's Hotel,
showing the tables set but with neither staff nor diners
present. C1960
LNWRS
2244 Warwickshire.
VG
Warwick. A street scene showing the Three Tuns Inn. Along
the cobbled street runs a tramway whose gauge appears
unusually wide. Crewe Official MC49.
SOC
550 Yorkshire.
VG
Leeds. The view up Briggate, taken from the corner of Boar
Lane. Clothes shop on left, Albion public house and
Lockharts Cocoa Rooms across the road. Horse drawn tram and
several horse omnibuses (Becketts), cabs and carts - no
motor vehicles in sight. Photograph by 'LL&Co'. C1890.
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CRPRT
C202 Cheshire.
G
Crewe Queen's Park. View north across the lake with the
footbridge opposite and, on the skyline, the pavillion,
entrance lodges and the clocktower. 1885. Crewe Official
C202.
Source: CROFF C202
CRPRT
C1029 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Queen's Park. View across the tennis courts towards
the pavillion, with bandstand in left background. Well
dressed tennis players in shirts, ties and grey flannels.
15-Jul-1919. Crewe Official C1029.
Source: CROFF C1029
CRPRT
C1030 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Queen's Park. View across the well-kept bowling green,
looking towards the pavillion. Trees in background.
15-Jul-1919. Crewe Official C1030.
Source: CROFF C1030
CRPRT
C1031 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Queen's Park. View across the lake, showing the lane
markers for the swimming course. 15-Jul-1919. Crewe Official
C1031.
Source: CROFF C1031
CRPRT
C1032 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe Queen's Park. View across the lake towards the jetty,
from which swimmers are diving into the water. High-level
diving boards on left. Tree in background. 15-Jul-1919.
Crewe Official C1032.
Source: CROFF C1032
FWS35M
20951 Cumberland. H&LLR.
G
Lowca. Looking south west from a special train made up of
goods brake vans. View out to sea at the opposite side of
the train from the former station. Shows the train on a
fairly high embankment which is itself perched on the cliff
tops. 24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20944 Cumberland. H&LLR.
VG
Micklam Brick Works. Looking north west from a special train
made up of goods brake vans. View out to sea from the cliff
tops with, on the right, the pit stack from the brickworks
colliery. 24-May-1969.
FWSLF
AM9 Lancashire.
G
Conder Green. View of sands and river estuary taken from
train en route to Glasson Dock - the SLS North Lancashire
Railtour. 1-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM23 Lancashire.
G
Conder Green. The view from the SLS North Lancashire
Railtour train (in the station) along the Lune estuary
looking towards Lancaster. The train is just in view on the
right. Four span railway bridge and remains of Conder Green
station (closed 1930) in right background. Old boat in right
centre. 1-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM24 Lancashire.
G
Conder Green. View from the SLS North Lancashire Railtour
train along the Lune estuary looking towards Lancaster. The
train is just in view on the right and is setting off from
the station. Crossing a four span plate girder bridge.
Station house and fencing in right background - Conder Green
was closed in 1930. Old boat in right centre. 1-May-1954.
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FWSLF
AM22 Lancashire.
G
Glasson Dock. The view from the SLS North Lancashire
Railtour train (in Glasson station) along the Lune estuary
towards the dock. The train is just in view on the left.
1-May-1954.
FWSLF
AM21 Lancashire.
G
Glasson. View from the railway across to the Lune estuary
and an old boat. 1-May-1954.
SOC
577 Staffordshire.
VG
Cannock Chase. A composite picture showing views around
Milford. See SOC 577A for close up of picture of Milford
station.
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HRV
56 Anglesey. PCC.
G
Holyhead town. Marine Square, looking north, with the Kings
Arms on the left, the Marine Hotel left of centre, the
Penrhos Arms right of centre and 'The Old House at Home
Refreshment Rooms' on the right. P38 in 2001 book. April
1900.
HRV
57 Anglesey. PCC.
VG
Holyhead town. St Cybi's church, looking across the
graveyard. Not used in 2001 book. April 1900.
SOCMDL
20 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. The view up Chester Street
from Woodside with a corner of the station on the left and
the Woodside Hotel on the right. 1930s.
SOCMDL
23 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead Woodside. Model of Woodside area built by
Merseyside Model Railway Society. The view along Chester
Street down to Woodside. Columns to support tramway wires in
centre of road. Buildings on left, end screen of station
roof on right. 1930s.
FWSLF
AM46 Cumberland. HWAY.
VG
Whitehaven. A panoramic view looking down onto the town.
7-May-1954.
INFRA
53 Staffordshire.
G
Stafford south. The view from the coal yard looking north
towards Newport Road on a snowy day. The lorry on the right,
loaded with sacks of coal, is heading for Newport Road.
14-Jan-1960.
SOC
1179 Yorkshire.
F
Cleckheaton. View eastwards across the town showing mills,
chimneys and houses. The L&Y yard is in the right foreground
with loaded timber wagons, GCR vans, an MR open etc. Right
of centre, in the middle distance, is the LNWR's viaduct
carrying the access road to its station - the line runs on
an embankment from side to side in the distance. C1905.
SITES
259 Yorkshire.
F
Diggle. The view northwards, in LNWR days, across the valley
with the railway running across the centre of the photograph
- station on far right and Harrop Green in centre distance.
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FWS35M
20953 Cumberland. IND.
VG
Harrington Colliery. Looking east into the colliery yard.
Concrete water tank in centre. Several wagons around
including wooden hoppers on left and steel hoppers on right.
Photographed from a special train of goods brake vans.
24-May-1969.
FWS35M
20943 Cumberland. H&LLR.
VG
Micklam Brick Works. A special train made up of goods brake
vans pulled by two BSC diesel shunters and banked by NCB
0-6-0ST AMAZON. Looking forward, south, along the left side
of the train. Brick works on left with rails on incline up
to bridge (to private colliery) over the main line. Wooden
coal wagons on left. S3 24-May-1969.
SOCIMG
6 Flintshire. IND.
G
Hawarden Airfield. Looking north east across the Airbus site
with the main factory in the centre right (with black
ventilation outlets on the roof). The Chester & Holyhead
line runs across the picture beyond the airfield. The track
bed of the former Mold line runs at the near side of the
airfield along a line of trees. C1990.
SOCA
204 Flintshire.
G
Mostyn. Aerial view of the docks and iron works, with the
Chester & Holyhead line on the right, looking towards
Chester. Line to the iron works in the lower right
foreground.
SOC
31 Monmouthshire. GWR.
G
Crumlin. View from high level showing colliery, with main
line and houses in foreground.
Photographer: H C Casserley.
LNWRS
2139 Staffordshire. PO.
Lichfield. View from High Level platform showing J & C H
Evans Trent Valley Maltings. On the South Staffordshire spur
is a line of dumb buffered wagons, including 'Cannock Chase'
and 'S&J Chester, Coal, Lime & Salt Merchants, Craven Arms'.
Source: ESR 102
NHL
1446 Yorkshire. IND.
G
Featherstone (Ackton Hall Col) A sketch of the colliery
showing the scene after the miners riots. Produced for the
Illustrated London News. 1893.
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CRPRT
A306 A map of Britain showing the LNWR and other lines with
VG
connecting services to and from South Wales. 28-Oct-1895.
Crewe Official A306.
Source: CROFF A306
CRPRT MA244 A 'Minor War Game Map' showing 6 square miles of a
VG
hypothetical part of the country. Prepared by Major
Wilkinson T. Shaw to illustrate elements of modern military
tactics. 1878. LNWR Official MA244.
Source: CROFF MA244
CRPRT MA257 A poster produced by the LNWR and the Caledonian Railway
VG
showing places reached by through carriages from either of
their networks. C1900. LNWR Official MA257.
Source: CROFF MA257
CRPRT MA352 The Royal Train route, Holyhead to Swansea, July 16th and
VG
17th 1920. An illustrated map giving the route via Foryd,
Denbigh, Mold, Chester, Broxton, Shrewsbury and the Central
Wales line. Shows the Locomotive Department garter crest.
July 1920. Crewe Official MA352.
Source: CROFF MA352
CRPRT OS151 A poster for the London and North Western and Caledonian
VG
Railways - the West Coast Royal Mail Route. Shows
photographs of hotels and a map of the system. Lists the
principal hotels and refreshment rooms. Crewe Official
OS151.
Source: CROFF OS151
MAPS
2 Railway map of the Lake District, copied from passenger time
VG
table. 1898.
MAPS
11 The LNWR system. 1921.
VG
MAPS
12 The southern part of the LNWR's system, showing branches and
VG
in particular the Northamptonshire District lines. Depicts
the area in 1879 and so includes the joint LNWR/GNR line
from Market Harborough to Nottingham but not the Northampton
Loop. The GNR branch to Leicester is shown dotted although
it was not opened until 1883. London branches omitted. 1879.
SOC
266 A map of the LNWR network, as shown in timetables.
F
MAPS
14 Caernarvonshire.
VG
Caernarvon area. A map of north west Wales, showing the area
bounded by Holyhead, Barmouth Junction and Rhyl. Taken from
a 'Bradshaw'. 1922.
MAPS
5 Cheshire.
VG
The route of the proposed West Cheshire Light Railway. This
was to have run to Tarporley from a junction with the CLC at
Molesworth, with an extension from Tarporley to meet the
LNWR at Nantwich. The drawing was found by Mr H D Goodwin.
1910
MAPS
17 Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead docks. OS map of Birkenhead. Original map - 6
inches to the mile. 1936.
MAPS
17B Cheshire.
G
Birkenhead docks. Detail of OS map of Birkenhead showing
area from Morpeth dock south to the LMS/GWR steam shed
junctions. 1936.
MAPS
8 Cheshire.
VG
Chester station west end. The western end of the station
area, showing goods offices and sheds. Part of an LNWR
rating plan kept up to date into BR days. In line with
normal LNWR practice, the Up direction (ie Euston) is on the
left and so the map is upside down with north pointing
downwards. C1960.
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MAPS
7 Cheshire.
VG
Chester station. The station area and triangle. From 1899 OS
map (Alan Godfrey). 1899.
CRPRT MA318 Cheshire.
F
Crewe Works. A plan of the works in late LNWR days showing
the area from the western end of the Steelworks site,
through the Old Works and Crewe North steam shed and
including the station area. The background is blotchy and
the eastern and western extremities are not quite sharp.
LNWR Official MA318.
Source: CROFF MA318
CRDWG C33542 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. Plan of Crewe Town Gas Mains C1925.
MAPS
3 Cheshire.
VG
Crewe. Crewe, showing the Deviation Works and Crewe North
shed, along with the town to the north and south. From 1910
OS map (Alan Godfrey). 1910
NFSR
152 Cheshire.
VG
Denton Junction. Colour diagram of railways from Denton
Junction to Stalybridge.
NFSR
152A Cheshire.
VG
Denton Junction. Colour diagram of railways from Denton
Junction to Stalybridge (with minor modifications).
MAPS
6 Flintshire.
VG
Broughton & Bretton. A detail from a large scale OS sheet
showing the track layout for the station, goods yard and a
siding to a nearby works. The map was contributed by Mr H D
Goodwin. 1911.
SOC
539 Flintshire. BR.
G
Mostyn. Track and signalling diagram showing the
introduction of Multiple Aspect Signalling and the upgrading
of the line speed to 90mph. Drawing ref CS83/81/-. 1981.
NFSR
150 Lancashire.
VG
Ashton Oldham Road. Colour diagram of railways around
Ashton, Guide Bridge, Oldham and Stalybridge.
MAPS
18 Lancashire. PWR.
G
Kirkham. Diagrammatic map of the Preston & Wyre Railway
showing the tracks and stations. 1936.
MAPS
16 Northamptonshire.
VG
Welton. LNWR rating plan of the station area. Shows bridge
carrying railway over the Grand Union canal. 1880s.
MAPS
10 Shropshire.
G
Shrewsbury south junction. A part of a plan showing the
triangular junction to the south of the station. Shows the
station before it was extended across the river. C1887.
MAPS
9 Shropshire.
G
Shrewsbury. A part of a plan of the station area and the
Shropshire Union Canal yard. Shows the station before it was
extended across the river. C1887.
MAPS
15 Shropshire.
VG
Yorton. Large scale OS map of the station area. 1926.
MAPS
4 Warwickshire.
VG
Leamington area. LNWR lines around Leamington and Rugby,
copied from a 1899 passenger timetable. 1899.
SOC
522 Yorkshire.
G
Churwell. Leeds, Dewsbury & Manchester Railway. Land plan
showing the proposed alignment and limits of deviation from
Mileage 3 (Churwell) to Mileage 1 (Wortley). C1845.
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SOC
520 Yorkshire.
G
Morley. Leeds, Dewsbury & Manchester Railway. Land plan
showing the proposed alignment and limits of deviation from
Mileage 7 (Batley) to Mileage 5 (inside Morley Tunnel).
C1845.
SOC
521 Yorkshire.
G
Morley. Leeds, Dewsbury & Manchester Railway. Land plan
showing the proposed alignment and limits of deviation from
Mileage 5 (inside Morley Tunnel) to Mileage 3 (Churwell).
C1845.
SOC
523 Yorkshire.
G
Morley. Leeds, Dewsbury & Manchester Railway. Longitudinal
section showing formation and ground levels from Mileage 5
(inside Morley Tunnel) to Mileage 3 (Churwell). C1845.
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HRV
0A NONE. The front cover of Mr Brook's photograph album. Inside front
VG
cover of 2001 book. 3-Apr-1900.
LS
311 An L&B notice informing the public of a "Passenger's Note
VG
Book" - an early version of a Complaints book, kept at each
station. C1840.
SOC
259 A disciplinary letter from the Loco Department, Crewe, to
VG
Bangor MPD ordering the suspension of Driver R Owen for
delay to goods train and insolence to stationmaster at
Afonwen. 5-Nov-1920.
SOC
260 A letter from the Locomotive Department, Crewe, to Bangor
VG
MPD ordering the sacking of a labourer who had been wrongly
engaged since he was aged over 40. An added comment notes
the abruptness of the letter. 28-Jul-1908.
SOC
261 An unused page from an LNWR staff register. The page has
G
been placed across a notebook which is opened to show a
manuscript comment about the register.
SOC
262 An unused sample of a daily Return of Engines in Steam form.
G
Footnotes on the form explain how it should be completed.
SOC
263 A blank Engineman's and Fireman's Engine Permit - a form
G
which allows fooplate men to ride on an engine.
SOC
264 An unused sample of a monthly Return of Regular Shunting and
G
Banking Engines form.
SOC
265 An unused Locomotive Department form to record work done by
G
enginemen in addition to that diagrammed or requisitioned.
SOC
267 An unused Locomotive Department form for enginemen G
Excessive Hours and Relief Report. The sheet has been placed
across a notebook which is opened to show a note stating the
title of the form.
SOC
268 An unused form - Daily Return of Departmental Mileage - for
G
use at a shed. The sheet has been placed across a notebook
which is opened to show a note stating the title of the
form.
SOC
1285 Notice to Enginemen "Assistant Engines Picking Up Water at
VG
Troughs", issued by F W Dingley, Chief Locomotive Running
Superintendent at Crewe. Instructs that both the train
engine and the assisting engine should put their dips down
at the start of the trough but the assising engine should
lift its dip as soon as it had enough water. 26-Apr-1921.
SOC
1286 Notice to Enginemen "Damage Caused by Water Scoops of
VG
Engines", issued by F W Dingley, Chief Locomotive Running
Superintendent at Crewe. Instructs enginemen not to leave
their scoops down and to make sure that the scoop is up
before leaving the engine shed. 8-Jan-1921.
SOC
1287 Notice to Enginemen "Water Column, Diggle End of Greenfield
VG
Station", issued by F W Dingley, Chief Locomotive Running
Superintendent at Crewe. Instructs enginemen of trains
running south of Diggle leave the above water column for
Oldham and Delph motor trains - use Diggle Troughs or other
water columns instead. 16-Mar-1921.
SOC
1288 Notice to Enginemen and Firemen "Tender Dip Pipes", issued
F
by G Whale, Crewe. Instructs that enginemen and Firemen must
not interfere with the adjustment of dip pipes. 7-Jan-1908.
SOC
1289 Circular to Foremen "Tender Dip-Pipes", issued by G Whale,
VG
Chief Mechanical Engineer, Crewe. Instructs that dips should
be set to 1/4" below rail level, using set screw adjusters
and not by knocking the dip mouth up or down. Dips to be
inspected weekly. 3-Jan-1908.
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SOC
1290 Circular to Foremen "Tender Dip-Pipes", issued by G Whale,
VG
Chief Mechanical Engineer, Crewe. Instructs that dips on
3,000 gallon tenders should be set to 5/8" below rail level
but those on smaller tenders should be left as before.
5-Oct-1908.
SOCLF
14 The front cover from an album of large photographs showing
VG
the progress in the development of engines built at Crewe in
the 70 years from 1863 to 1933 - photographs SOCLF15 to
SOCLF19. The album came from Mr S F Hunt. It was bound by
strings and the holes were torn - the binding was removed
and the sheets trimmed to store in A3 pockets.
SOC
728 Garston. An official notice about the positioning of a new
VG
Sand Eroder on Garston Sands, warning vessels to give it a
wide berth. 1911.
SOC
1278 Willesden steam shed. A 'Service Certificate' provided for
F
Mr J A R Shervington who worked as an apprentice fitter at
Willesden steam shed from 16-Sep-1920 to 27-Jan-1923. Signed
for Mr F W Dingley. FA 31-Jan-1923.
NHL
306 Knighton. Photograph of well-worn ticket No. 93, inviting
G
the bearer to a luncheon to commemorate the cutting of the
first sod for the Knighton Railway. 19-Aug-1858.
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CRPRT OS230 A tourist poster set out like an LNWR notice board. Made up
VG
of several photographs of North Wales beauty spots along
with two posters. One advertises Blackpool with its new
electric tramway along the promenade and the other is for
Nuneaton Fete and Gala on 6th April 1896, for which the LNWR
offers cheap ticket from most stations in the area. 1896.
Source: CROFF OS230
PANDA
1 Program of tours, shown in passenger time table. Shows route
VG
map of britain and eastern Ireland. Photographs and list of
areas of interest. 1898.
PANDA
3 Holidays in North Wales. Poster showing Mountains and Lake.
VG
PANDA
4 North Wales for Scenery. Poster showing Mountains and River.
VG
PANDA
5 Poster showing a map of Britain and Ireland along with
VG
drawings of LNWR features and beautyspots around the
country.
PANDA
6 Summer Breezes on the Wicklow Coast. Book Via Holyhead.
VG
Poster showing a young woman paddling in the sea.
PANDA
7 Morecambe. Loosen Your Stumps. Poster showing a little lad
VG
playing (and missing) a cricket ball.
CRPRT
A242 Cheshire area. Tourist Resorts on the London and North
VG
Western Railway. A composite picture showing views around
Cheshire. 27-Jan-1893. Crewe Official A242.
Source: CROFF A242
CRPRT
A240 Buxton area. Tourist Resorts on the London and North Western
VG
Railway. A composite picture showing views around Buxton and
Haddon Hall. 27-Jan-1893. LNWR Official A240.
Source: CROFF A240
CRPRT C727A DN&G. Greenore. A close-up from C727 showing a poster advertising
P
travel to Greenore. 'The quickest route to the north of
Ireland'. 15-Jan-1902. Crewe Official C727.
Source: CROFF C727
CRPRT
A237 Lancaster area. Tourist Resorts on the London and North
VG
Western Railway. A composite picture showing views in and
around Lancaster. 26-Jan-1893. Crewe Official A237.
Source: CROFF A237
CRPRT
A232 London. Tourist Resorts on the London and North Western
VG
Railway. A composite picture showing views around London.
26-Jan-1893. Crewe Official A232.
Source: CROFF A232
CRPRT
A238 Brington area. Tourist Resorts on the London and North
VG
Western Railway. A composite picture showing views in the
Brington area (George Washington country). 26-Jan-1893.
Crewe Official A238.
Source: CROFF A238
CRPRT
A239 Northampton and District. Tourist Resorts on the London and
VG
North Western Railway. A composite picture showing views in
and around Northampton. 26-Jan-1893. Crewe Official A239.
Source: CROFF A239
CRPRT
A234 Stratford-on-Avon. Tourist Resorts on the London and North
VG
Western Railway. A composite picture showing views around
Stratford and Kenilworth. 24-Jan-1893. Crewe Official A234.
Source: CROFF A234
CRPRT
A233 Warwickshire area. Tourist Resorts on the London and North
VG
Western Railway. A composite picture showing views around
Birmingham, Coventry and Stratford. 26-Jan-1893. Crewe
Official A233.
Source: CROFF A233
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CRPRT
A236 Lake District. Tourist Resorts on the London and North
VG
Western Railway. A composite picture showing views from
Preston to Carlisle. 25-Jan-1893. Crewe Official A236.
Source: CROFF A236
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CRDWG C30035 Crewe Carriage Works. General layout, including Eagle Bridge
VG
and Gas Works. From junction with Chester line in west to
Bridle Road in east. C1925.
HDB
330 Crewe Carriage Works. The inside of the former carriage
G
works. At this date, the building was used to store engines
- in view are '5ft 6in' Tank No. 6718 and ex-WD (Middle
East) '8F' No. 70606. 9-May-1948.
CRDWG C31374 Crewe Deviation Works. Joiners Shop Gallery - layout of
VG
machinery. C1925.
CRDWG C31375 Crewe Deviation Works. Joiners' Shop Ground Floor - layout
VG
of machinery. C1925.
CRDWG C31376 Crewe Deviation Works. Saw Mill and Yard - layout of
VG
machinery. Note that, on this drawing, north is down. C1925.
CRDWG C31381 Crewe Deviation Works. General layout, Forge Street to Flag
VG
Lane, covering General Office, Chester Place, Saw Mill,
Joiners Shop, Millwrights Shop, Testing Shop. C1925.
CRPRT
A379 Crewe Deviation Works. The interior of the Drawing Office,
VG
set out ready for dinner on the occasion of the visit of
members of the Institution of Civil Engineers to Crewe
Works. Catering managers and staff are standing beside the
tables. 8-Jun-1899. LNWR Official A379.
Source: CROFF A379
CRPRT
MC79 Crewe Deviation Works. Western part of Millwrights' Shop
VG
(former Iron Foundry) looking west. Hydraulic pumping engine
made from a 'DX' cylinder block in foreground. On left is a
urinal, the restored Hazeldine stationary engine and various
boilers. Single plank wagon 6780 on turntable. Beyond a
partition are wheels, a wagon and more machinery. L3F C1885.
Source: CROFF MC79
RTE
23 Crewe Deviation Works. Looking east along the Saw Mill yard
VG
with the Saw Mill building in the background. Joiners Shop
on right, with boiler house beyond. Cross-cut saw in hut
from which the plume of steam emerges. C1925.
RVC
62 Crewe Deviation Works. The Drawing Office, a part of the
VG
General Office, looking along the central aisle. To the
right is a long line of desks at which draftsmen are working
whilst on the left are senior staff and tables at which long
drawings can be unfurled. 21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2927
SOC
993 Crewe Deviation Works. View along the railway frontage of
VG
the General Office, looking towards the Old Works. Track of
old Chester line in foreground.
CRDWG C31151 Crewe North Junction. The area including the north end of
VG
the station, North Shed and the Enginemen's Lodging House,
the Grease Works and part of the Old Works. The drawing is
dated 1910 and is signed by Mr C J B Cooke but has probably
been modified in 1925 for it shows the Spider Bridge as a
footbridge, without the narrow gauge track. C1910.
LS
185 Crewe North steam shed. A drawing of a section through the
old (manual) coal stage showing the cranes used to hoist
tubs of coal from wagons up to the tenders of locomotives.
Crewe Official MA300.
CRPRT MD428 Crewe Old Works yard. The royal party being escorted to a
G
large motor car, walking past a row of ex-servicemen wearing
medals. '4ft Shunter' No. 3001 in background with a 'Crewe
Cab'. Works buildings beyond. 21-Apr-1913. LNWR Official
MD428.
Source: CROFF MD428
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SOC
1373 Crewe Old Works yard. The view south from the roof of the
G
Old Works, looking down into the yard where there are
numerous Trevithick and Ramsbottom engines in the V between
the Warrington and Chester lines. Old signalbox and signals.
Station and carriages in distance. Preparations for
Deviation Line on right, with North Shed beyond. 1866.
CRDWG C31382 Crewe Old Works. Layout of smithy and drop hammer plant.
VG
C1925.
CRDWG C31382A Crewe Old Works. Detail from C31382 showing the smithy in
VG
the Old Works. C1925.
CRDWG C31388 Crewe Old Works. The area from North Junction signalbox and
VG
North Shed in the south to Forge Lane in the north, from the
Grease Works in the east to the Enginemen's Lodging House
and the Hospital in Mill Street in the west. C1925.
CRPRT
A512 Crewe Old Works. The Plate Store, showing a wooden-bodied
VG
overhead crane fitted with an electromagnet and lifting a
metal plate onto or off a standard gauge hand trolley. Metal
sheets stacked on floor and bar metal stored vertically in
racks down centre of building. Oct 1907. Crewe Official
A512.
Source: CROFF A512
CRPRT MD410 Crewe Old Works. The royal party walking through an erecting
G
shop. Mr C J B Cooke and the King are passing a workbench
against the outer wall, Sir Gilbert Claughton and the Queen
follow. Hand vices nearby and lots of piping used for oil
supply on locomotives. Wheels in foreground and an assembled
bogie on the right. 21-Apr-1913. LNWR Official MD410.
Source: CROFF MD410
HDB
326 Crewe Old Works. No. 4 Erecting Shop, viewed looking east
G
with the Forge Street wall on the left. The shop is filled
mainly with Coal Engines under construction. Frames for a
2-4-0 are set out in the centre.
HDB
327 Crewe Old Works. A high view from the steam shed, showing
G
the fence and rail entrance, the old drawing office, clock
tower and the former engine shed. There are lots of wagons
and goods vans on the lines in front of the Works.
14-Apr-1957.
LS
256 Crewe Old Works. Coloured plan of the Old Works in 1860,
VG
showing Mr Ramsbottom's proposals for increasing the covered
area of the workshops. The plan shows the layout and tracks
before the deviation line was built. 30-Apr-1927. LNWR
Official C1159.
SOC
294 Crewe Old Works. No. 4 Erecting Shop, viewed looking east
G
with the Forge Street wall on the left. The shop is filled
mainly with Coal Engines under construction. Frames for a
2-4-0 are set out in the centre. HDB 326 gives a clearer
view. C1890.
SOC
618 Crewe Old Works. The clock tower in the Old Works, looking
G
along the side of N0. 1 Shop through the entrance into the
yard in the middle of the Works. The end of the CGJ General
Office is on the left - the new brickwork of the top storey
is noticeable. Various metal beams and castings in
foreground. 1890s.
SOC
620 Crewe Old Works. The yard outside the Old Works, looking
G
north west, with LMS 3F 0-6-0 tank No. 47400 shunting. Back
of Plaza cinema looms left of centre. Chester Bridge in
centre, with General Office beyond. Locomotive weighbridge
shed to right of centre. Old Works Iron Store on right.
1954.
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CRPRT
D370 Crewe Steelworks yard. Looking east through the engine
VG
stabling yard, newly set out by the LMS. Lots of ex-LNW
engines in view, facing west. Iron foundry on left, stores
on right. In the right foreground is a concrete runway for
the road tractors which replaced the narrow gauge engines.
13-Mar-1927. LNWR Official D370.
Source: CROFF D370
CRPRT
D435 Crewe Steelworks yard. A panoramic view of the Boiler Shop
G
bank at the western end of the site, looking west. Several
boilers are parked, along with piles of plate and assorted
objects. No.9 erecting shop on right. Lighting columns left
and centre. Scaffolding poles in centre background for the
new LMS erecting shop. 8-Mar-1925. LNWR Official D435.
Source: CROFF D435
CRPRT
D436 Crewe Steelworks yard. A panoramic view of the Boiler Shop
G
bank at the western end of the site, looking west. The LMS
1926 erecting shop is in place in the right background.
Several boilers are parked on the left and at the side of
the new erecting shop but most of the site has been cleared.
Lighting columns left and centre. 1927. LNWR Official D436.
Source: CROFF D436
CRPRT
D438 Crewe Steelworks yard. A panoramic view of the engine
G
stabling yard, looking west, with the tender shop on the
right and the erecting shops on the left. Several rows on
engines in distance. Rear of 'Special Tank' is left
foreground. 'Coal Engine' on left at head of a long line of
tenders. 16-Jun-1926. LNWR Official D438.
Source: CROFF D438
CRPRT
D441 Crewe Steelworks yard. A 'Prince', standing in the yard
G
after being pulled off 'The Belt'. In the background is the
new LMS erecting shop, showing 'Erecting 1926 Shop' spread
across the three gable ends. Side of No. 9 Shop on right.
Brick piles and trackwork in left foreground. 3-Mar-1928.
LNWR Official D441.
Source: CROFF D441
CRPRT
D481 Crewe Steelworks yard. The Engine Stabling Yard, looking
G
east with the Iron Foundry on the left and erecting shops on
the right. Alongside the latter is a concrete runway,
installed for the road tractors which replaced the Works
narrow gauge system. Several lines of engines in distance.
13-Aug-1929. LNWR Official D481.
Source: CROFF D481
LS
176 Crewe Steelworks yard. The yard of the new steelmaking
VG
plant, looking west from the ingot stacking gantry.
8-Mar-1928. LNWR Official D442.
SOC
219 Crewe Steelworks yard. The scrap line, with the boundary
G
wall beside the Chester line on the left. Working from far
to near, the doomed engines are '5ft 6in Tanks' Nos. 6645
and 6700, 'Precursor' No. 25277 OBERON and 'Cauliflower' No.
28518. 11-May-1946.
SOC
220 Crewe Steelworks yard. The scrap line, with the boundary
G
wall beside the Chester line on the right. Working from near
to far, the doomed engines are 'Claughton' No. 6004,
'Prince' No. 25752 and a Midland 0-6-0. 'Melts' building in
background. 1948.
SOC
221 Crewe Steelworks yard. The scrap line, with the boundary
G
wall beside the Chester line on the left. Working from near
to far, the doomed engines are 'Prince' No. 25752,
'Claughton' No. 6004, Fowler '7F' No. 9522 and other
Midland-style engines. 1948.
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SOC
222 Crewe Steelworks yard. The scrap line, with the boundary
G
wall beside the Chester line on the right. Working from near
to far, the doomed engines are Fowler '7F' No. 9522,
'Claughton' No. 6004, 'Prince' No. 25752 and a Midland
0-6-0. 'Melts' building in background. 1948.
CRDWG C27471A Crewe Steelworks. Layout of the new steelmaking plant - left
VG
hand half of sheet. C1925.
CRDWG C27471B Crewe Steelworks. Layout of the new steelmaking plant VG
right hand half of sheet. C1925.
CRDWG C29837 Crewe Steelworks. The new erecting and machine shops on the
VG
Steelworks site. Cross sections. C1925.
CRDWG C31346E Crewe Steelworks. The Machine Shop, eastern end, showing the
VG
position of machinery and fittings. This is the Webb machine
shop to the north of No. 9 Erecting Shop. C1925.
CRDWG C31346W Crewe Steelworks. The Machine Shop, western end, showing the
VG
position of machinery and fittings. This is the Webb machine
shop to the north of No. 9 Erecting Shop. C1925.
CRDWG C31348W Crewe Steelworks. Erecting Shop South - the LMS No. 10 Shop
VG
- western end. Shows position of machinery in machine shop
at the far western end. On the right is the traverser and
equipment in the erecting shop proper. Note! C31348E, giving
the eastern end of Erecting Shop South, is missing - there
is a duplicate copy of C31348W instead. C1925.
CRDWG C31349E Crewe Steelworks. Erecting Shop North - Webb's No. 9 Shop VG
eastern end. Shows the position of stores, benches,
equipment etc. The caption gives 'Erecting Shop South' but
that is an error. C1925.
CRDWG C31349W Crewe Steelworks. Erecting Shop North - Webb's No. 9 Shop VG
western end. Shows the traverser and the position of stores,
benches, equipment etc. The caption gives 'Erecting Shop
South' but that is an error. C1925.
CRDWG C31350 Crewe Steelworks. Plan of iron foundry. C1925.
VG
CRDWG C31373E Crewe Steelworks. Plan No. 2 - the eastern part of the
VG
steelworks site, running from the Iron Foundry in the west
to Flag Lane in the east. C1925.
CRDWG C31373W Crewe Steelworks. Plan No. 1 - the western part of the
VG
steelworks site, running from the bridge taking West Street
over the Chester line in the west to the Iron Foundry in the
east. C1925.
CRPRT
A296 Crewe Steelworks. A panoramic view of the Steelworks site,
G
looking westwards from the tower of the catholic church in
Delamere Street. Backs of houses in Flag Lane in foreground,
with Castle Street and Holt Street beyond. Northlight roof
of Paint Shop on right. Steel Plant, Rolling Mill and
Erecting Shops in centre. 5-Jul-1895. LNWR Official A296.
Source: CROFF A296
CRPRT
D298 Crewe Steelworks. Inside the wheel shop showing many types
VG
of driving wheels (with and without tyres). A stack of axles
in foreground. 8-Dec-1921. LNWR Official D298.
CRPRT
D300 Crewe Steelworks. Inside the wheel shop, showing workmen
VG
knocking tyres off a wheel. The photograph is probably set
up for the camera as the wheel seems new, as do many of the
others nearby. 8-Dec-1921. LNWR Official D300.
CRPRT
D369 Crewe Steelworks. Inside the Heavy Machine Shop cylinder bay
VG
(formerly No. 5 Erecting Shop) looking east along the south
bay. Shows cylinder block castings for a variety of engines.
Cylinder boring machines and large milling machines along
left hand side, benches and hand vices on right.
13-Mar-1927. LNWR Official D369.
Source: CROFF D369
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CRPRT
D395 Crewe Steelworks. Inside the 1926 LMS erecting shop in the
VG
early days of the Belt system. Shows a long line of 'Prince
of Wales' engines in stages of dismantling, connected
together by ropes. Men are posed awaiting the line's being
advanced to the next stage in the process. 2:35pm, according
to the caption. 5-May-1927. LNWR Official D395.
Source: CROFF D395
CRPRT
D396 Crewe Steelworks. Inside the 1926 LMS erecting shop in early
VG
days of Belt system. Shows a long line of 'Prince of Wales'
engines in stages of dismantling, connected by ropes. Engine
on the left has moved. Men are posed awaiting the line's
being advanced to the next stage in the process. 2:37pm,
according to the caption. 5-May-1927. LNWR Official D396.
Source: CROFF D396
CRPRT
D397 Crewe Steelworks. Inside the 1926 LMS erecting shop in the
VG
early days of the Belt system. Shows a long line of 'Prince
of Wales' engines in stages of dismantling, connected
together by ropes. Men are posed awaiting the line's being
advanced to the next stage in the process. 2:39pm, according
to the caption. 5-May-1927. LNWR Official D397.
Source: CROFF D397
CRPRT MA245 Crewe Steelworks. Inside the Steelworks Iron Foundry,
VG
looking east. Floor covered in casting boxes and cores.
Wooden bodied overhead cranes in view. LNWR Official MA245.
Source: CROFF MA245
CRPRT MA246 Crewe Steelworks. Inside the Steelworks Iron Foundry,
VG
looking west. Floor covered in casting boxes and cores.
Wooden bodied overhead crane in foreground. Narrow gauge
tracks on right, with wagon. Narrow gauge engine over its
pit at far end. LNWR Official MA246.
Source: CROFF MA246
CRPRT MA247 Crewe Steelworks. Inside No. 8 Erecting Shop with several
VG
'Jubilee' class 4-cylinder compound engines under
construction. On the left is engine No. 1908 ROYAL GEORGE
which has perhaps been brought into the workshop for the
photograph as an example of a completed engine. 1899. LNWR
Official MA247.
Source: CROFF MA247
CRPRT MD413 Crewe Steelworks. The royal party on a platform in the
G
Flangeing Shop looking at a variety of products, including a
chimney base, spread out in the foreground. Mr C J B Cooke
is talking to the King whilst, behind, Sir Gilbert Claughton
accompanies the Queen. 21-Apr-1913. LNWR Official MD413.
Source: CROFF MD413
CRPRT MD751 Crewe Steelworks. View inside the 1926 erecting shop. Shows
VG
arrangements for the 'belt' repair system - in the centre
are clocks to show the day and time for the next moves. On
the right is '19in Goods' No. 2597, seen from behind and
being fitted with a new boiler with Belpaire firebox. On the
left is a line of 'Super Ds'. 1926. Crewe Official MD751.
Source: CROFF MD751
CRPRT OS135 Crewe Steelworks. The Steelworks Iron Foundry, when new. The
VG
building was opened by Mr Moon and, for the ceremony, housed
an exhibition of virtually every type of product made at
Crewe. Items range from engine components and steel rails
through to slotted post signals and a section of northlight
roof for a steam shed. May 1882. LNWR Official OS135.
Source: CROFF OS135
LS
247 Crewe Steelworks. Brass finishing shop, south bay. Viewed
VG
looking west.
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LS
248 Crewe Steelworks. Brass finishing shop, south bay. Viewed
VG
looking east.
LS
249 Crewe Steelworks. The new LMS erecting shop, looking west
VG
from the ground, between two lines of engines under repair.
In the left foreground is a 'Prince of Wales' and on the
right is a '17in Coal Engine'.
LS
250 Crewe Steelworks. The new LMS erecting shop, looking east
VG
from a gantry. In the foreground are benches with men
working on coupling rods. In the background are rows of
engines under repair.
LS
251 Crewe Steelworks. The new LMS erecting shop, looking east
VG
from the ground. In the foreground are stacks of connecting
and coupling rods. In the background are rows of engines
under repair, with large boiler Claughtons at the front. A
smokebox and a Claughton are suspended from gantries.
LS
254 Crewe Steelworks. The 'Bogie Belt' in the LMS erecting shop,
VG
showing several pairs of bogie wheels and axles with men
posed working on them. C1927,
RVC
19 Crewe Steelworks. No. 9 erecting shop, showing 'Precursors'
VG
in various stages of overhaul. On the right, No. 1312 IONIC
is being lifted prior to stripping - huge hooks are gripping
the buffer beam. Foreman watching in the right foreground
and men posed around the workshop and on overhead crane.
21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2948
RVC
20 Crewe Steelworks. The Steelworks boiler shop showing a new
VG
boiler, probably for a 'George', slung vertically under the
rivetting tower. In the right foreground is a hole punch,
housed in a massive casing which holds a flywheel - a young
lad is seated on the machine with the operating lever in his
hand. Handcart on left, loaded with parts. 21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2945
RVC
22 Crewe Steelworks. No. 9 erecting shop showing, in the
VG
foreground, 'Claughtons' under construction - frames are on
supports and the cylinder block has been fitted. Beyond
those, 'Precursor Tanks' are under repair. In the adjacent
bay, on the left, are some 'Georges'. Lots of workmen are
looking up towards the camera. 21-Apr-1913.
RVC
26 Crewe Steelworks. Inside of the paint shop, showing roof,
VG
support columns, gas lights and the pits between the rails.
In the background, on the right is 'Precursor' No. 2166
SHOOTING STAR in grey undercoat after overhaul whilst in the
centre is 'George' No. 82 CHARLES DICKENS, new and looking
splendid in fully lined Blackberry Black. 21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2947
RVC
43 Crewe Steelworks. The royal party on a platform in the
G
Flangeing Shop looking at a variety of products, including a
chimney base, spread out in the foreground. Mr C J B Cooke
is talking to the King whilst, behind, Sir Gilbert Claughton
accompanies the Queen. 21-Apr-1913.
RCC
2 Crewe Works yard. A scene showing works buildings and an
B
ex-L&Y 0-6-0 shunting nearby. Titled 'Winter'. The sketch
has been mounted on paper but glue has come through the
picture leaving thick brown marks around the edges. 1949.
CRDWG C32967 Crewe Works. The whole of the Works from Merrils Bridge in
VG
the west to North Shed and the Grease Works in the east.
Taken from a 1:2500 plan. C1925.
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CRPRT MC576 Crewe Works. Building a Claughton boiler. The outer firebox
VG
has been united with the boiler barrel and the combination
is seen in the Steelworks Boiler Shop suspended over the
rivetting pit, nose down. The inner firebox is on a trolley
nearby. 1913. Crewe Official MC576.
Source: LS 196
CRPRT MC577 Crewe Works. Building a Claughton boiler. The inner firebox,
VG
viewed R3F, is seen with the throat plate in place and the
foundation ring (horizontal at the back and sloping at the
front) pushed onto the bottom but not yet rivetted. Several
round-topped fireboxes nearby. 1913. Crewe Official MC577.
Source: LS 197
CRPRT MC578 Crewe Works. Building a Claughton boiler. The inner firebox,
VG
viewed R3R, is seen with the back plate in place and the
foundation ring (horizontal at the back and sloping at the
front) pushed onto the bottom but not yet rivetted. Several
round-topped fireboxes nearby. 1913. Crewe Official MC578.
Source: LS 198
CRPRT MC579 Crewe Works. Building a Claughton boiler. The outer firebox,
VG
viewed from the back, placed upside down on a table. The
boiler barrel is seen beyond the firebox, with the front
tube plate at the far end. 1913. Crewe Official MC579.
Source: LS 199
CRPRT MC580 Crewe Works. Uniting the inner and outer fireboxes of a
VG
Claughton boiler. The boiler is on its back and the inner
firebox rests on packing placed on long stay bolts running
across the eaves of the firebox. The foundation ring and
inner firebox are held in place temporarily by long bolts
through the outer firebox. 1913. Crewe Official MC580.
Source: LS 200
CRPRT MC582 Crewe Works. A completed Claughton boiler, viewed L3R, on a
VG
wheeled trolley frame outside the Steelworks boiler shop.
The photograph clearly shows how the firebox backplate is
fitted into the outer firebox, rather like the lid on a
paint tin - rivets can then be closed hydraulically round
the edges to hold them together. 1913. Crewe Official MC582.
Source: LS 201
CRPRT MC583 Crewe Works. A completed Claughton boiler, viewed L3F, on a
VG
wheeled trolley frame outside the Steelworks boiler shop.
1913. Crewe Official MC583.
Source: LS 202
CRPRT MC613 Crewe Works. Old Flag Lane bridge, decorated for the Royal
VG
Visit. View west towards Steelworks (roof of rail mill in
far distance). Footpath from General Office runs under
bridge on right. April 1913. Crewe Official MC613.
Source: CROFF MC614
CRPRT MD395 Crewe Works. Lots of small components - bushes, connectors
VG
etc - set out in the shape of the Prince of Wales feathers.
One of the workshops, set out for the Royal Visit.
21-Apr-1913. Crewe Official MD395.
Source: CROFF MD395
CRPRT MD521A Crewe Works. A composite picture showing photographs taken
VG
around the works, along with two locomotives. A lozenge
proclaims 'Crewe Works 1917' and a locomotive 'cauliflower'
crest is shown. 1917. Crewe Official MD521A.
Source: CROFF MD521A
LNWRS
710 Crewe Works. The Works horse drawn fire engine. Crewe
Official MC711.
LNWRS
782 Crewe Works. Raw materials used in the construction of a
Compound Coal Engine. 4-Oct-1897. Crewe Official A356.
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LNWRS
797 Crewe Works. Exterior view of mobile electric dynamo car
(clad in corrugated iron sheeting). 15-May-1896. Crewe
Official C442.
LNWRS
812 Crewe Works. Plaque to commemorate the royal visit of 1913.
Crewe Official MC617.
LNWRS
1139 Crewe Works. King George the Fifth and Queen Mary entering
the Works, accompanied by Mr C J Bowen Cooke and Sir Gilbert
Claughton. 23-Apr-1913. Crewe Official C955.
LNWRS
1165 Crewe Works. A group photograph of the Works Fire Brigade,
with shield, in front of the fire-engine house. 19-Sep-1925.
Crewe Official C1146.
LNWRS
1614 Crewe Works. A montage of seven views of the Works, prepared
for a postcard. Shows the General Office, four scenes inside
the works, a Claughton and a G1. 18-Sep-1917. Crewe Official
E153.
LNWRS
1708 Crewe Works. Trevithick's stationary engine built by the
Hazeldine Works Company c1814, as restored and kept in
Crewe paint shop. Official No. C55. (See Talbot 'Crewe
Works', pl 175).
LNWRS
1709 Crewe Works. 'The First and Each Thousandth Locomotive
Built at Crewe Works, 1845-1950'. Multiple photograph. (See
Talbot,'Crewe Works', pl 195.)
LNWRS
1745 Crewe Works. Plan of Works, copied from a detailed drawing.
(See Talbot, Crewe Works, fig 1). 23-Mar-1903.
LNWRS
1757 Crewe Works. The Belt system. A series of photographs of a
long diagram entitled 'LMS Rly. Crewe Works - Processing of
Repairs to Locomotives', signed Hewitt Beames. 6-Feb-1930.
Continued with negatives No 1758-61.
LNWRS
1758 Crewe Works. The Belt system. Part of the series of pictures
of a diagram, beginning with No. 1757. 6-Feb-1930.
LNWRS
1759 Crewe Works. The Belt system. Part of the series of pictures
of a diagram, beginning with No. 1757. 6-Feb-1930.
LNWRS
1760 Crewe Works. The Belt system. Part of the series of pictures
of a diagram, beginning with No. 1757. 6-Feb-1930.
LNWRS
1761 Crewe Works. The Belt system. The last of the series of
pictures of a diagram, beginning with No. 1757. 6-Feb-1930.
LNWRS
1808 Crewe Works. A photograph of the 'Boiler Progress Board (New
Boilers)' showing the hooks and tiles used to denote the
various types of boilers - mainly Stanier types, including
'Princess Coronation'.
LNWRS
1809 Crewe Works. A photograph of the 'Engine Position Board'
showing the hooks and the tiles used to denote the types of
engine under repair - LNWR and LMS types, including Pacifics
and diesel shunters.
LNWRS
5011 Crewe Works. The demise of the General Office. The building
F
is on fire, with firemen attempting to dowse the flames.
23-Jul-1983.
Source: SOC 3
LNWRS
5017 Crewe Works. The old works smithy in LMS days when the site
VG
was used for boiler making. In the foreground is a table
with a foundation ring for a large sloping firebox (perhaps
for a large boiler for a rebuilt Claughton). Workmen are
posed about to strike it with a two-handed hammer.
Source: CROFF MSP21
LS
45 Crewe Works. The scene along No. 4 erecting shop, Old Works,
VG
with '17in Coal Engines' under construction. A good view of
underside of roof, walls and wooden-bodied overhead cranes.
Pyramid-shaped rail-mounted crane in sight. 15-Oct-1890.
Crewe Official A127.
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LS
66 Crewe Works. The interior of the Steelworks boiler shop
VG
where several boilers (probably for 8-coupled 4-cylinder
compound 4ft 3in engines) are under construction. A Tweddles
hydraulic rivetter is suspended from a wooden bodied
overhead crane. 4-Jan-1900. Crewe Official A397.
Source: CROFF A397
LS
72 Crewe Works. The north west corner of the fitting shop in
VG
the Old Works, showing benches and hand tools in the
foreground. In the distance are belt drives and shafting for
powered tools. Lots of connecting rods, with holes for Joy
valve gear, are in view. 30-Mar-1906. Crewe Official A517.
LS
73 Crewe Works. The fitting shop in the Old Works, showing a
VG
vast array of overhead shafting and belt drives to powered
tools. In the foreground are some planers, with a narrow
gauge 'Y' turnout between them. 30-Mar-1906. Crewe Official
A524.
LS
144 Crewe Works. The Royal Visit to the Works. The King and
VG
Queen are introduced to the Works by Mr C J Bowen Cooke. The
royal party and guests are standing beneath decorated
awnings. 21-Apr-1913. Crewe Official C955.
LS
169 Crewe Works. The new LMS erecting shop. An aerial view
VG
looking down across West Street at the roofs of the new shop
and the LNWR's No. 9 shop. 10-Jan-1927. Crewe Official D364.
LS
171 Crewe Works. The LMS erecting shop showing engine repairs
VG
'Belt System in Motion' timed at 2:35pm. The engines are
mainly 'Prince of Wales' class. 5-May-1927. Crewe Official
D395.
LS
172 Crewe Works. The LMS erecting shop showing engine repairs
VG
'Belt System in Motion' timed at 2:39pm. The engines are
mainly 'Prince of Wales' class. 5-May-1927. Crewe Official
D397.
LS
173 Crewe Works. A composite slide showing the Boiler Shop bank
VG
on the Steelworks site. D435 shows the view in 1925 with
several boilers on the ground and in wagons. D436 shows the
same site in 1927 after the LMS erecting shop was built the new shop is in the background and the site looks very
tidy. 22-Jan-1928. Crewe Official D435.
LS
174 Crewe Works. A composite slide showing the Engine Stabling
VG
yard on the Steelworks site, with the Tender Shop in the
background. D437 shows the view in 1925 with various tenders
and tanks (including a stack of saddle tanks). D438 shows
the same site in 1926 after new tracks had been set out for
engine stabling. 22-Jan-1928. Crewe Official D437.
LS
175 Crewe Works. The front of the new LMS erecting shop showing
VG
a 'Prince' which has been pulled off the Belt using a rope
passed around capstans. 3-Mar-1928. Crewe Official D441.
LS
177 Crewe Works. The view across the engine stabling yard
VG
showing a concrete 'scooter track' running across the rails.
These runways replaced the narrow gauge system and the
picture shows a 4-wheel road tractor pulling a train of five
trolleys loaded with ironwork. 13-Aug-1929. Crewe Official
D481.
LS
184 Crewe Works. The interior of the iron foundry (on the
VG
Steelworks site) looking west. The floor is covered in
casting boxes. Several crames (ground and overhead) are in
view. At the extreme end of the building, aq narrow gauge
engine can be seen, standing over its pit. Crewe Official
MA246.
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LS
236 Crewe Works. A sketch of the inside of the rail mill in the
Old Works, showing men lifting a length of red hot rail into
the rolling mill. 1875.
LS
237 Crewe Works. A sketch of the inside of the steel plant
showing a Bessemer converter at work, with flames shooting
from its exhaust. 1875.
LS
246 Crewe Works. The Royal Visit to the works. Mr C J Bowen
B
Cooke leads the King across the works yard, followed by the
Queen and the rest of the party. In the background is
Claughton No. 2222 SIR GILBERT CLAUGHTON, newly painted in
LNWR lined black livery. 21-Apr-1913.
LS
257 Crewe Works. A diagram of the Steelworks site showing the
various workshops and their titles, as they were before the
LMS reorganisation. 9-May-1927. Crewe Official C1163.
LS
258 Crewe Works. A scale drawing of the whole of the Works as
they were in 1920. 4-Mar-1928. Crewe Official C1174.
NHL
1234 Crewe Works. No. 5 Erecting Shop, on the Steelworks site.
G
Viewed looking along the shop, with the traverser in the
foreground. Repairs are being carried out on various
6-wheeled engines, mainly Special Tanks on the left and Coal
Engines in the right. The centre arcade is used for belt
drives to machinery and for storing parts.
RCC
28 Crewe Works. A man working inside a firebox. 1949.
VG
RCC
30 Crewe Works. The boiler shop, showing a man working with
VG
lifting gear on the firebox of an upturned boiler. 1949.
RCC
32 Crewe Works. Two men in the boiler shop, working on the
VG
firebox of a boiler which has been turned on its side. 1949.
RCC
48 Crewe Works. 'Precursors', stripped down in the erecting
VG
shop. C1946.
RCC
49 Crewe Works. The LMS erecting shop, with a 'Coal Engine'.
VG
C1946.
RCC
50 Crewe Works. The LMS erecting shop, with a 'Super D' ready
VG
for stripping. C1946.
RCC
51 Crewe Works. The LMS erecting shop. Looking into the cab of
VG
a 'Cauliflower', with two men working at the controls and a
third on the cab roof weilding a hammer. C1946.
RCC
52 Crewe Works. The LMS erecting shop, with overrhead crane. A
VG
Ramsbottom 'Crane Tank' in under repair, seen from the rear,
with its driving wheels removed and stored next to the rear
of the engine. C1946.
RCC
53 Crewe Works. Sets of wheels in the erecting shop, with two
VG
men working on them. C1946.
RVC
23 Crewe Works. A corner of the fitting shop with a display of
VG
nuts and other small components set out to show: 'Health and
Happiness to Your Majesties'. 21-Apr-1913.
Source: 304W
RVC
36 Crewe Works. The iron foundry, showing men tipping molten
VG
metal from a rail-mounted cauldron into casting boxes.
21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2938
RVC
44 Crewe Works. The royal party walking through one of the
G
erecting shops. Mr C J B Cooke and the King are passing a
workbench against the outer wall, Sir Gilbert Claughton and
the Queen follow. Hand vices nearby and lots of piping used
for oil supply on locomotives. Wheels in foreground,
including an assembled bogie on the right. 21-Apr-1913.
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SOC
607 Crewe Works. No. 8 erecting shop during the construction of
F
4-cylinder 4-4-0 compounds. Springs and castings in the
foreground, a set of frames in the middle distance, with a
workman posed leaning against them, and an almost complete
locomotive in the background. 1890s.
SOC
610 Crewe Works. No. 8 erecting shop, showing the frames of a
VG
'Cauliflower', with the cylinder block in place. Components
on floor in foreground, including the running boards with
raised sections for over the wheels. 1890s.
SOC
611 Crewe Works. Inside the Tin Shop - the arcade down the
G
middle of No. 7 shop. At the far end of the photograph are
the bowed sections of the runners which take the overhead
crane above the traverser. Work tables are in the foreground
with pieces of plate on them. In the background, two workmen
are posed with tools and workpieces. 1890s.
SOC
612 Crewe Works. No. 8 erecting shop with 'Class A' 3-cylinder
F
compound 0-8-0s under construction. Looking down from the
overhead crane at two lines of engines with sets of wheels
in the centre. Locomotive No. 1868 on left. Tools and
components scattered around on ground. 1890s.
SOC
613 Crewe Works. Headings for a brickworks claypit round the
HT
back of the Steelworks boilershop. Narrow gauge tracks in
foreground with pointwork and a side tipping wagon, pushed
by a workman. Decrepit huts and a mound of rubble up with a
narrow gauge inline up which wagons are pulled by a rope
into the upper storey of a hut. From a newspaper. 1890s.
SOC
614 Crewe Works. No. 8 erecting shop. A newly cast cylinder
G
block, resting upside down on the ground. Probably the
inside cylinders for a 'Jubilee' 4-cylinder compound. Lots
of other components scattered around, including part of the
frames of a 'Jubilee'. 1890s.
SOCRR
63 Crewe Works. No. 7 Erecting Shop showing the columns which
VG
support the runways for the overhead cranes and for the roof
beams. The beams spanning where the traverser used to run
are of a strange shape - the outer side is a bow shape as in
No. 5 Shop whereas the inner side is more angular, with
shorter sections and more flanges. 30-May-2003.
SOCRR
65 Crewe Works. No. 8 Erecting Shop, looking west with the open
VG
doors at the end. The shop was extended in 1898 by Webb for
building his new engines. The original runway for the
overhead crane was supported on the masonry walls but the
outer runners are now carried on separate steelwork,
allowing heavier loads to be moved. 30-May-2003.
SOCRR
67 Crewe Works. The former Boiler Shop, looking east from the
VG
entrance doors. The shop opened in 1871 but was later
extended - the roof trusses for the new part have iron ties
instead of wood, seen in the top foreground. The rivetting
tower is still in place and below it can be seen the gap in
the roof trusses. 30-May-2003.
SOCRR
75 Crewe Works. The entrance to the former No. 7 Erecting Shop,
VG
showing how the gap through which the traverser used to run
has been partially bricked-up. On the right is the start of
No. 8 Shop, with its higher walls. 30-May-2003.
SOCRR
83 Crewe Works. Inside the Iron Foundry, looking north from the
VG
entrance. Shows the bow girders used to support the roof and
the crane runways across the central trackway. Part of
wooden crane in sight on right. 1-Jun-2003.
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SOCRR
93 Crewe Works. No. 6 Erecting Shop showing the columns which
VG
support the runways for the overhead cranes and for the roof
beams. An extra, short, casting is bolted to the top of each
of the upper columns. 1-Jun-2003.
SOCRR
96 Crewe Works. No. 5 Erecting Shop showing the fabricated bow
VG
girder which carries the crane runway over where the
traverser used to run. 1-Jun-2003.
SOCRR
111 Crewe Works. The Iron Foundry, looking towards the south
G
west corner. The LNWR entrance was to the right of the large
trailer - it projected out and was covered by a short
section of elevated track which could hold a few standard
gauge wagons which reached it by a hoist located to the
right of the entrance. 2-Jun-2003.
SOCRR
112A Crewe Works. The former rail rolling mill, viewed from
VG
Morrison's car park. 10-May-2003.
LNWRS
1624 Crewe station central. The King and Queen at Crewe Station
G
at the start of their visit to the Works. The royal train is
in the background whilst the party stands on the
well-carpeted platform to hear the loyal address from the
Mayor of Crewe. See Talbot 'Crewe Works' plate 83.
21-Apr-1913.
SOC
608 Crewe. Inside the smithy in Hewitt Street (near to Gresty
F
Road), with horses waiting to be shod. Blacksmith, lads and
girls posed for the picture. Toolbox in foreground lettered
'W Hesketh Crewe. RSS'. Hand tools, anvil, wood blocks and
coke hearth on left. 1890s.
LNWRS
1143 Crewe Works. Last parade of the Crewe Engineer Volunteer
Corps, seen in the Carriage Works yard. Similar to photo
9535. In view are WCJS Fish Vans D108 No. 479 and D107 No.
669, with Parcel Van No. 458(?) in background. 17-Mar-1912.
Crewe Official A571.
LNWRS
1607 Crewe Works. Bridge testing - the Carriage Works girder
bridge loaded with six Coal Tanks Nos. 796, 1068, 63, 367,
1052, 158. 1882.
LNWRS
9535 Crewe Works. Last parade of Volunteer Railway Engineer
Corps, assembled outside the Carriage Works with 6 wheeled
ventilated vans in background. Photos 868-869 show details.
17-Mar-1912. Crewe Official A572.
SOC
1007 BR. Crewe Steelworks. The LMS erecting shop, viewed looking east
VG
from an overhead crane to show dozens of Stanier locomotives
being stripped for overhaul. In the right foreground is
'Rebuilt Scot' No. 46146 THE RIFLE BRIGADE followed by
'Coronation' No. 46257 CITY OF SALFORD. Traverser rails in
foreground. 1950s.
Source: 41687
CRPRT
C740 Crewe Deviation Works. Apolo Kagma (PM of Uganda) and party
VG
posed at the rear of Mr Webb's saloon outside the General
Office with Mr F W Webb. (See Talbot - Miscellany II pl
137). 26-Jul-1902. LNWR Official C740.
LNWRS
695 Crewe Works. Flag Lane bridge decorated for Royal Visit.
1913 Crewe Official MC614.
LNWRS
706 Crewe Works. Old Flag Lane bridge decorated for Royal Visit.
VG
1913. Crewe Official MC613.
LNWRS
709 Crewe Works. View of the General Office. 26-Jul-1898. Crewe
Official A102.
LNWRS
801 Crewe Works. Apolo Kagma (PM of Uganda) and party posed at
G
the rear of Mr Webb's saloon outside the General Office with
Mr F W Webb. (See Talbot - Miscellany II pl 137).
26-Jul-1902. Crewe Official C740.
Source: CRPRT C740
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LNWRS
817 Crewe Works. The General Office and steps, with Mr F W Webb
G
posed with Apolo Kagma (PM of Uganda) and party at the rear
of Mr Webb's 6-wheel inspection saloon and 'LOCOMOTION'.
26-Jul-1902. Crewe Official C740.
LNWRS
1615 Crewe Works. No. 1 Chester Place. The official residence of
the Chief Mechanical Engineer. May 1886.
LNWRS
1654 Crewe Works. The Drawing Office, within the General Office.
VG
Lots of draftsmen are posed, hard at work, at their boards
in bright sunlight whilst whilst a manager looks through
plans. See Talbot 'Crewe Works' plate 90.
LNWRS
1655 Crewe Works. The Drawing Office, within the General Office.
VG
Decorated for a banquet in honour of the royal visit. A
daytime view showing the tables beautifully set out before
the guests arrive. 21-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
1656 Crewe Works. The Drawing Office, within the General Office.
VG
Set for a banquet in honour of the royal visit. An evening
view in electric light showing guests taking coffee at the
end of their meal - most are turned towards the camera. Mr
Warneford, the Works Manager, is seated in the left
foreground. See Talbot 'Crewe Works' plate 91. 21-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
1779 Crewe Works. The Drawing Office, with tables set out for
luncheon during the visit of a Civil Engineers' group.
8-Jun-1899. Crewe Official A379.
LNWRS
2171 Crewe Works. The Deviation Works, photographed on a murky
VG
day. A view of the saw mill, seen across the yard from the
gantry. Shows the hut for the cross-cut saw along with 2ft
6in gauge track for feed trolleys. Lots of timber. Joiners
shop and boiler house on right. LMS. Crewe Official MSP23.
LNWRS
2242 Crewe Works. Western part of Millwrights' shop, looking west
VG
from overhead crane. The building is 1868 Deviation Works
Foundry, replaced in 1882 by the Foundry on Steelworks site.
Newly painted hydraulic pumping engine (DX cylinders and
cranks) in foreground. 1814 stationary engine (Hazeldine &
Co.) seen next to urinal. Crewe Official MC79.
LNWRS
2243 Crewe Works. Western part of millwrights' shop in Deviation
VG
Works, looking east from above eye level. Shows crank axle
and flywheels of a hydraulic pumping engine built from DX
components. A gap in the end wall reveals the eastern part
of the shop, set at an angle. Crewe Official MC163.
LNWRS
694 Crewe Works. Iron bridge in Old Works decorated for Royal
Visit. 1913 Crewe Official MC610.
LNWRS
775 Crewe Works. The fitting shop, Old Works, north west corner.
30-Mar-1906. Crewe Official A517.
LNWRS
778 Crewe Works. The fitting shop, Old Works, with group of
turret lathes. 30-Mar-1906. Crewe Official A521.
LNWRS
810 Crewe Works. The old iron bridge decorated for Royal visit Old Works. 1913. Crewe Official MC609.
LNWRS
835 Crewe Works. The fitting shop, old works, showing a group of
brass-turning lathes and other machines. 30-Mar-1906. Crewe
Official A523.
LNWRS
836 Crewe Works. The fitting shop, old works, showing a group of
small brass-turning lathes. 30-Mar-1906. Crewe Official
A519.
LNWRS
1633 Crewe Works. Mr C J Bowen Cooke shows the royal party
F
various fabrications and castings - chimney bases, steam
pipes etc. Some of the ladies appear to be losing interest
at this stage of their tour of the works. Narrow gauge track
and pointwork running under the viewing platform.
21-Apr-1913.
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LNWRS
1634 Crewe Works. The Old Works fitting shop with Claughton valve
VG
gear components set out in a decorative pattern for the
royal tour of the Works. A large electric motor is nearby,
driving a wide belt for overhead shafting. See Talbot 'Crewe
Works' plate 96. 21-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
1635 Crewe Works. The Old Works fitting shop with various
VG
components set out as a 'Prince of Wales Feathers' pattern,
for the royal tour. See Talbot 'Crewe Works' plate 100.
21-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
1636 Crewe Works. The Old Works fitting shop with various
VG
components set out in a decorative pattern on a bench, for
the royal tour of the Works. An interesting-looking old
machine is in the background - what is it? See Talbot 'Crewe
Works' plate 97. 21-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
1638 Crewe Works. The Old Works fitting shop with various
VG
components set out on the floor in a decorative pattern, for
the royal tour of the Works. The backing for the display is
a mass of machined parts of flat valves for locomotives. In
the background is what appears to be the ambulance room. See
Talbot 'Crewe Works' plate 98. 21-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
1644 Crewe Works. The forge in the Old Works, showing a smith
VG
standing at his anvil, beside a fire, paused for the camera
whilst holding his hammer and gripping workpiece with tongs.
See Talbot 'Crewe Works' plate 106.
LNWRS
1657 Crewe Works. Royal visit - end of tour. Inspection of
parade of veterans beside Old Works. Ramsbottom 0-4-0ST No.
3001 (fitted with North London cab) in background.
21-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
1658 Crewe Works. Ramsbottom 0-4-0 saddle tank No. 3001 posed
VG
with a pair of 'Crewe Cabs', both immaculately prepared to
take the royal party around the works during their visit.
The driver stands beside his gleaming engine, oiler in hand,
the fireman looks out of the cab and the attendant stands by
the cabs. In the background is the Pay Office. 21-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
1659 Crewe Works. The Crewe Cabs seen in picture No. 1658,
G
stopped outside the Old Works. The attendant is riding as
postillion on the second cab whilst a large party of
onlookers gaze at the King and officials inside the cab. See
Talbot 'Crewe Works' plate 89. 21-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
1749 Crewe Works. The road entrance to the Old Works, showing
0-6-0T No. 47597. (See Talbot, Crewe Works, Pl 20).
12-Sep-1963.
LNWRS
1750 Crewe Works. View of the Old Works, looking north. Various
flags are waving on flagpoles. On the right are the erecting
shops, formerly the running shed, and in the centre is the
clock tower (partly obscured by flags). On the left is the
long, tall, building which became the signal shop in later
days. See Talbot, Crewe Works, Pl 3. c1880.
LNWRS
1773 Crewe Works. The Fitting Shop in the Old Works on the
occasion of the Royal visit. Several sets of wheels and
axles are in the foreground. Men are standing by their
benches whilst the king, escorted by Mr C J Bowen Cooke,
walks past. The Queen and the rest of the party follow.
23-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
1777 Crewe Works. The signal shop in the Old Works showing the
150-lever frame for Stafford No. 5 Signal Cabin. (See
Talbot, Crewe Works, Pl 132). C1952.
LNWRS
2056 Crewe Works. Fitting shop in Old Works showing machinery,
reversing wheels, connecting rods for Joy valve gear,
hydraulic pumps etc. (See Talbot, Crewe Works, Pl 10.)
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LNWRS
2260 Crewe Works. View of work benches in Old Works signal shop.
VG
Belt driven machinery and lots of rodding and signal wire
components. 3-Apr-1927. Crewe Official D374.
LNWRS
1770 Crewe Steelworks. The Boiler Shop, viewed from the riveting
G
tower end and showing several types of boiler. (See Talbot,
Crewe Works, Pl 58). 4-Jan-1900. LNWR Official A397.
LNWRS
2058 Crewe Steelworks. View from gantry showing a well-filled No.
G
10 shop with Stanier engines, including Pacific No. 46257
'CITY OF SALFORD' and Rebuilt Scots No. 46146 'THE RIFLE
BRIGADE' and No. 46152 'THE KINGS DRAGOON GUARDSMAN'. 1953.
LNWRS
704 Crewe Works. Bessemer convertering pits. 23-Jan-1894. Crewe
Official C314.
LNWRS
705 Crewe Works. Boiler shop - view of centre bay, from crane.
7-Jun-1920. Crewe Official C1130.
LNWRS
708 Crewe Works. View of Steelworks from the top of the water
tank. 26-Jul-1898. Crewe Official C576.
LNWRS
771 Crewe Works. View of works from Merrills Bridge. May 1884.
Crewe Official A43.
LNWRS
776 Crewe Works. The new fitting shop, Steelworks, with
cylinders etc. 5-Jul-1906. Crewe Official A485.
LNWRS
777 Crewe Works. The new fitting shop, Steelworks, with
axleboxes. 5-Jul-1906. Crewe Official A487.
LNWRS
781 Crewe Works. Fitting shop. 9-Dec-1899. Crewe Official A395.
LNWRS
785 Crewe Works. Interior of boiler shop - south west.
4-Jan-1900. Crewe Official A397.
LNWRS
809 Crewe Works. Overhead crane collapsed onto an engine.
Official No. MC310.
LNWRS
819 Crewe Works. Panoramic view of the Steelworks taken from the
tower of the Catholic Church in Delamere Street during Works
holidays. A good view of the backs of houses in Flag Lane
and of the fronts in Castle Street. On the right are the
tops of the houses in Holt Street and the roof of the Paint
Shop. 5-Jul-1895. Crewe Official A296.
LNWRS
820 Crewe Works. Aerial view of Steelworks showing No. 10 shop
nearing completion and the No. 9 shop of 1903. Park Place
huts in foreground. Crewe Official D364, D365 or D366.
10-Jan-1927.
LNWRS
821 Crewe Works. View of engines standing in the engine stabling
yard. 13-Mar-1927. Crewe Official D370. Same as neg No.
1652?
LNWRS
824 Crewe Works. Iron foundry, Steelworks. 30-Dec-1899. Crewe
Official A396.
LNWRS
832 Crewe Works. Old erecting shop (when new?) with a Jubilee
compound under construction.
LNWRS
1514 Crewe Works. A group of engines lined up for the visit of
the Institute of Civil Engineers, showing (L3F) Scot No.
6149 'LADY OF TE LAKE', Large boilered Walschaerts Claughton
No. 5999 'Vindictive', Cauliflower No. 8527, 'CORNWALL',
'COLUMBINE' and 'ROCKET'. 6-Jun-1928. Crewe Official A662.
LNWRS
1630 Crewe Works. Mr C J Bowen Cooke escorting the royal party
VG
onto an immaculately prepared 'Crewe Cab' in the Steelwork
site en-route for the Old Works during their tour. See
Talbot 'Crewe Works' plate 87. Neg No. 1658 gives a full
view of the cab train. 21-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
1631 Crewe Works. The royal party outside the machine shop on
G
their visit to the Works. Mr C J Bowen Cooke points out
something to the King whilst Sir Gilbert Claughton talks to
the Queen. See Talbot 'Crewe Works' plate 86. 21-Apr-1913.
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LNWRS
1632 Crewe Works. The royal party under an awning outside the
G
machine shop on their visit to the Works. Mr C J Bowen Cooke
talks to the King. 'ROCKET' stands in the foreground. See
Talbot 'Crewe Works' plate 85 for a partial view.
21-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
1639 Crewe Works. A man sitting with legs astride a saddle in
G
front of a huge grinding wheel, apparently shaping the end
of a tube. See Talbot 'Crewe Works' plate 105 - the
photograph brings tears to the eyes!
LNWRS
1641 Crewe Works. Points and Crossings Shop. An exhibit for the
VG
royal visit showing development of the permanent way from
plateways to stone blocks with fishbelly rails to modern
track. A hand-operated crane and two 4-plank open wagons in
background, along with a stack of new rails. See Talbot
'Crewe Works' plate 92. 21-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
1647 Crewe Works. The Iron Foundry, showing men pouring molten
VG
metal into casting boxes. See Talbot 'Crewe Works' plate
101.
LNWRS
1649 Crewe Works. The boiler shop, with a boiler suspended by the
VG
smokebox end and the firebox near the ground. Nearby, men
are using a huge machine to punch holes in thick plate - the
flywheel is encased in a protective cover. See Talbot 'Crewe
Works' plate 104.
LNWRS
1650 Crewe Works. An erecting shop view with several sets of
G
frames and large boilers for various tank and tender
engines. Men are posed in the foreground, most of them
looking at the camera.
LNWRS
1651 Crewe Works. No. 9 erecting shop showing Georges under
VG
construction. Men are carefully posed around the engines,
with foremen looking on. See Talbot 'Crewe Works' plate 108.
LNWRS
1652 Crewe Works. No. 9 erecting shop. In the centre, a George
VG
under repair is being lifted by an overhead crane using
enormous hooks under the buffer beam. On the left, men are
posed in a pit beneath the frames of another engine. The
bunker of a tank engine is in view on the right. See Talbot
'Crewe Works' plate 109.
LNWRS
1653 Crewe Works. Inside the paint shop on the day of the royal
VG
visit. On the right is Precursor No. 2166 'SHOOTING STAR',
newly rebuilt with superheater and being prepared for
painting. To its left, in gleaming black, is George No. 82
'CHARLES DICKENS' and various other engines. See Talbot
'Crewe Works' plate 109. 21-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
1661 Crewe Works. A chart headed 'Diagram A' showing the
VG
Steelworks site as in late LNWR days and giving the
positions and names of the various buildings. 1923.
LNWRS
1662 Crewe Works. A chart headed 'Diagram B' showing the
VG
Steelworks site after the LMS reorganisation in the 1920s.
Gives the positions and names of the various buildings,
including the new erecting shop and the new melting
furnaces. 1927.
LNWRS
1666 Crewe Works. Two lines of Webb engines, straight out of the
G
paintshop and standing in the works yard. At the front of
the lines are Coal Tank No. 1004 and an unrecognised
Precedent.
LNWRS
1751 Crewe Works. Construction of the Rail Mill on the Steelworks
site, showing an old crane and lots of stone blocks. In the
background are the chimneys of the 1860s Bessemer steel
plant. On the left is the boiler house with a water tank on
top. See Talbot, Crewe Works, Pl 44. 1874.
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LNWRS
1752 Crewe Works. Engines standing in the stabling roads. See
Talbot, Crewe Works, Pl 148. 13-Mar-1927. Same as neg No.
821 - Crewe Official D370?
LNWRS
1753 Crewe Works. View north towards the site of the new No. 10
Erecting Shop. Various engines, boilers etc in the
background. 8-Mar-1925.
LNWRS
1754 Crewe Works. A distant view of the newly-built No. 10
Erecting Shop.
LNWRS
1755 Crewe Works. A panoramic view of the engine stabling lines
with the the Tender Shop in the background. In the distancve
are several parked engines and some wagons, one of which
shows 'HR'. A Crewe Special Tank approaches, running in
reverse, as W10 works shunter. A composite picture made up
of two photographs set side by side. 16-Jun-1926.
LNWRS
1756 Crewe Works. The new (No. 10) Erecting Shop of 1926, showing
the entrance doors and the lines leading into it. Outside is
a Prince, without its tender, with a rope connected to its
drawbar and draped around several capstans - the engine
appears to have been dragged out of the erecting shop.
LNWRS
1762 Crewe Works. No. 8 Erecting Shop, Steelworks, with Jubilee
compounds in various stages of construction. (See Talbot,
Crewe Works, Pl 67). Crewe Official MA247. Similar to
negative No. 1763 but looking in the opposite direction. LH
edge of picture has not been copied.
LNWRS
1763 Crewe Works. No. 8 Erecting Shop, Steelworks, with Jubilee
compounds in various stages of construction. (See Talbot,
Crewe Works, Pl 66). Similar to negative No. 1762 but
looking in the opposite direction.
LNWRS
1764 Crewe Works. No. 9 Erecting Shop showing Precursor Tanks
under construction. (See Talbot, Crewe Works, Pl 69).
LNWRS
1765 Crewe Works. No. 10 Erecting Shop showing a fitters' bench
mounted on a wheeled platform standing next to a Prince
(L3R) which is being repaired. A Claughton stands further
along the line. Part of a series of photographs entitled
'New Erecting Shop Gadgets'. 8-Sep-1927. Crewe Official
D416.
LNWRS
1766 Crewe Works. 'The Belt System in motion' - time 2:35pm. Part
of a series of photographs taken in No. 10 Erecting Shop and
featuring Prince of Wales engines in the new LMS livery.
5-May-1927. Crewe Official D396. Neg No. 1767 gives another
view.
LNWRS
1767 Crewe Works. 'The Belt System in motion' - time 2:39pm. Part
of a series of photographs taken in No. 10 Erecting Shop and
featuring Prince of Wales engines in the new LMS livery. The
line of engines has moved on since the view in neg No. 1766.
5-May-1927. Crewe Official D398.
LNWRS
1768 Crewe Works. The early days of the Belt system, showing No
10 Erecting Shop with an Experiment (with Belpaire firebox)
under repair. Various other type of LNWR engines are in view
along the line. (See Talbot, Crewe Works, Pl 159).
LNWRS
1769 Crewe Works. No. 9 Erecting Shop showing Claughton class
'SIR FREDERICK HARRISON' on lifting hooks. George No. 1644
'ROEBUCK' alongside. Lots of driving and bogie wheels, on
axles, in foreground with stacks of boiler tubes nearby.
Crewe Official MC717.
LNWRS
1771 Crewe Works. The new Fitting Shop, showing equipment for
machining coupling rods - finished rods bored for Joy valve
gear are seen in the foreground. (See Talbot, Crewe Works,
Pl 56). 5-Jul-1906. Crewe Official A486.
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LNWRS
1772 Crewe Works. No 8 Erecting Shop with B Class 0-8-0 Compounds
under construction. Wheels and frames are in the foreground,
giving a good view of the cast bracket for supporting the
boiler. Boilers mounted on frames are seen in the distance.
(See Talbot, Crewe Works, Pl 68). Crewe Official A400.
LNWRS
1774 Crewe Works. No. 10 Erecting Shop under construction. An
interior view showing the over-head gantry crane lifting 62
tons 10 cwt under test. The steel framing for the walls is
complete and the roofs are in place but some of the
brickwork for the walls is missing (in the distance) and the
floor is not ready.
LNWRS
1775 Crewe Works. The Iron Foundry, viewed from an overhead
gantry crane, showing a vast array of castings and casting
boxes. Another gantry crane and a fixed hand crane are seen
in the distance and a narrow gauge track runs along the
right of the picture. (See Talbot, Crewe Works, Pl 47).
30-Dec-1899. Crewe Official MA246.
LNWRS
1776 Crewe Works. No. 9 Erecting Shop, looking from an overhead
crane down to the Inspection Pen where connecting rods and
various motion components are seen.
LNWRS
1816 Crewe Works. View outside paint shop showing three LMS
G
streamlined pacifics.
LNWRS
2057 Crewe Works. Aerial view showing Steel Works, cooling pond
for rail mill, part of Carriage Works. 1926.
LNWRS
2261 Crewe Works. View inside fitting shop showing belt-driven
VG
lathes and lots of neatly stacked components. 3-Apr-1927.
Crewe Official D386.
LNWRS
2262 Crewe Works. A posed view showing the 'Belt System' in
VG
operation - timed at 2:39pm. Several Princes are roped
together in a line with the foreman and lots of workmen
milling around. The engines are being stripped. Recognisable
is No. 951 'BULWER LYTTON' in the centre. 5-May-1927. Crewe
Official D397.
LNWRS
2263 Crewe Works. In the Crewe photograph register, the picture
VG
is described as 'New Work Shop Gadgets - fitters' bench'. It
shows a wheeled platform alongside a Prince which has 'No.
2910' chalked on it. Next along the belt is Claughton No.
5944. 8-Sep-1927. Crewe Official D416.
LNWRS
2301 Crewe Works. The Wheel Shop. Shows a crank axle, with wheels
VG
attached, suspended from a hoist. The top wheel has no tyre
and men with hammers are about to remove the tyre from the
bottom wheel. A posed view - the axle and wheels look new.
8-Dec-1921. Crewe Official D300.
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CRPRT
C309 Wolverton Works. The inside of the carriage erecting shop
VG
showing 4-wheeled and 6-wheeled carriages in various stages
of repair and construction. One might be a picnic saloon,
another is a coupe with end windows. Seen towards the end of
the era for building 30ft 1in carriages. 9-Jan-1894. Crewe
Official C309.
Source: CROFF C309
CRPRT
C311 Wolverton Works. View along the track of the central
VG
traverser in the paint shop, showing carriages set out in
rows at either side. The traverser itself is positioned at
the far end and holds a 32ft 6-wheeled brake (with louvred
dogboxes at each end). 9-Jan-1894. Crewe Official C311.
Source: CROFF C311
CRPRT
C312 Wolverton Works. View along the centre of a very tidy
VG
fitting shop, showing standard and narrow gauge tracks. Side
walls are festooned with shafts and belt drives. In the
foreground are coupling hooks and wheel-turning lathes with
several sets of tyres. 9-Jan-1894. Crewe Official C312.
Source: CROFF C312
LNWRS
285 Wolverton Works. General view from South, showing track
layout, LNWR signals etc. Early LMS.
LNWRS
418 Wolverton Works. Carriage erecting shop with bogie TPO
VG
lifted.
LNWRS
435 Wolverton Works. A composite picture, copied from a book,
N
showing carriage cleaning. At Wolverton, a 6-wheeled
corridor saloon is being cleaned externally with water and
brushes. On the GNR, a vacuum cleaner is in use on a
compartment of a 6-wheeled brake third.
LNWRS
703 Wolverton Works. Interior of fitting shop. 9-Jan-1894. Crewe
Official C312.
LNWRS
763 Wolverton Works. Interior of carriage paint shop.
9-Jan-1894. Crewe Official C311.
LNWRS
833 Wolverton Works. Interior of carriage body shop. 9-Jan-1894.
Crewe Official C309.
LNWRS
9545 Wolverton Works. Interior of carriage cleaning shed showing
arc roofed 42' saloon being cleaned. Pre-1906.
SOCA
203 Wolverton Works. View showing wooden engine shed on left and
G
a brick building on right. 'Special Tanks' CD8 and CD6 in
view, head on, amongst wooden wagons. Double slip in
foreground. BR period, with handles instead of wheels on
smokebox doors.
Source: JAP C4525
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CRDWG
1 Plan and elevations of the milling machine used for
VG
engraving locomotive nameplates at Crewe. From PN52.
CRPRT
A207 A wheel lathe. Placed on a wooden floor. Upper background
VG
painted out. 22-Jun-1892. LNWR Official A207.
Source: CROFF A207
CRPRT
C22 A portable hydraulic press for setting the metal rim around
VG
the wooden centre pieces of a Mansell carriage wheel. Set up
for the camera with background painted out. Jan 1893. Crewe
Official C22.
Source: CROFF C22
SOCLF
60 Wolverton Works. An old locomotive boiler used to supply
VG
steam for a stationary engine. Mounted inside a wooden
building. R3F
CRPRT MC79A Crewe Deviation Works. The stationary engine built by
G
Hazeldine & Co. in around 1814. It was acquired and
refurbished by Mr Webb and kept in the Millwrights' Shop
where it is seen. The flywheel fits into a slot in the
floor. The picture is a detail from Official Photograph
MC79. L3F C1885. LNWR Official MC79.
Source: CROFF MC79
RVC
45 Crewe Deviation Works. The Millwrights' shop in the
VG
Deviation Works, showing a huge grindstone. The operator is
sitting on a saddled attached to the housing of the
grindstone and appears to be shaping the end of an old piece
of boiler tube (the other end of which is resting on the
saddle between his knees). Showers of sparks. 21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2939
RCC
65 Crewe North steam shed. A fitter at work at a bench, using a
VG
vice and hand tools. C1942.
CRPRT
A350 Crewe Old Works. The engine for driving the Whitworth
VG
Hydraulic Forging Press. 14-Sep-1897. LNWR Official A350.
Source: CROFF A350
CRPRT
A351 Crewe Old Works. The Hydraulic Forging Press, supplied by J
VG
Whitworth & Co. Manchester. 18-Sep-1897. LNWR Official A351.
Source: CROFF A351
CRPRT
A395 Crewe Old Works. Inside the fitting shop. Benches with hand
VG
tools in foreground. Belt driven machinery in background.
Lots of components throughout the workshop, including some
Joy connecting rods in centre. 9-Dec-1899. LNWR Official
A395.
Source: CROFF A395
CRPRT
A427 Crewe Old Works. A 2000 Ton hydraulic press. A 4-man gang is
VG
seen pushing a hot ingot into the press with a long ram,
under the eye of a foreman. 14-Sep-1901. LNWR Official A427.
Source: CROFF A427
CRPRT
A523 Crewe Old Works. The Old Works fitting shop, showing brass
VG
turning lathes and other machines. Everything appears to be
driven by belts and shafting. There are few if any machines
with individual electric motors but the shafting is itself
probably electrically driven by this date. 30-Mar-1906. LNWR
Official A523.
Source: CROFF A523
CRPRT
C463 Crewe Old Works. A portable electrically powered rosebitting
VG
(ie countersinking) drill, seen in No. 4 Erecting Shop. The
machine certainly moveable but it is mounted on flanged
wheels and runs on narrow gauge (presumably 18in) track.
31-Oct-1896. LNWR Official C463.
CRPRT
D274 Crewe Old Works. The toolroom in the fitting shop, showing a
VG
general view of machines. 7-Nov-1918. Crewe Official D274.
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CRPRT
D275 Crewe Old Works. The toolroom in the fitting shop, showing a
VG
general view of lathes etc. 7-Nov-1918. Crewe Official D275.
CRPRT
D276 Crewe Old Works. The toolroom in the fitting shop, showing a
VG
group of lathes etc. 7-Nov-1918. Crewe Official D276.
CRPRT
D277 Crewe Old Works. The toolroom in the fitting shop, showing
VG
various tools made in the shop. 7-Nov-1918. Crewe Official
D277.
CRPRT
D374 Crewe Old Works. Inside the signal shop, showing benches
VG
with hand tools in foreground and belt driven turning
machines in background. 3-Apr-1927. LNWR Official D374.
Source: CROFF D374
CRPRT
D375 Crewe Old Works. Inside the signal shop, showing a small
VG
lever frame on left, a heavy work table in the foreground,
benches with hand tools in centre and belt driven turning
machines in background. 3-Apr-1927. LNWR Official D375.
Source: CROFF D375
CRPRT
D388 Crewe Old Works. Inside the signal shop in the Old Works.
VG
Shows a group of belt-driven boring machines. Signalling
components (cranks, wheels for signal wires/chains etc)
stacked neatly around the shop. 10-Apr-1927. LNWR Official
D388.
Source: CROFF D388
CRPRT
D389 Crewe Old Works. Inside the signal shop in the Old Works VG
described as 'The Old Dark Shop'. Shows a group of
belt-driven machines and features a large lathe in the right
foreground, with face plates (or indexing plates) propped
against it. Various workbenches are arranged arround the
workshop. 10-Apr-1927. LNWR Official D389.
Source: CROFF D389
RCC
5 Crewe Old Works. Men working with a large drop hammer.
VG
Titled 'Forge'. The picture in mounted on paper and glue is
beginning to show through slightly. 1949.
RCC
6 Crewe Old Works. A man working at a small drop hammer, in
VG
the forge. 1949.
RCC
7 Crewe Old Works. Men manipulating a large ramrod to push hot
VG
metal into a hammer (off the picture to the left). Another
large machine in the background. 1949.
RCC
8 Crewe Old Works. Men manipulating a large ramrod to push hot
VG
metal into a hammer which is seen in the background. Lifting
gear at top of picture. 1949.
RCC
9 Crewe Old Works. A seated man in the foreground, operating a
VG
hand lever. Men and machinery in background. The picture is
mounted on paper and brown glue is beginning to show
through. 1949.
RCC
10 Crewe Old Works. Two men manipulating a workpiece under a
VG
small drop hammer. 1949.
RCC
11 Crewe Old Works. Men working in blacksmiths' shop - one
VG
using sledgehammer in foreground. Open hearths in
background, with large pipes for blowing air. 1949.
RCC
12 Crewe Old Works. Men working with freestanding hearths in
VG
the smithy. 1949.
RCC
13 Crewe Old Works. A hydraulic press. Man holding operating
VG
lever at the side. 1949.
RCC
14 Crewe Old Works. A large drop hammer, with men attending to
VG
a glowing piece of metal on the anvil. 1949.
RCC
15 Crewe Old Works. A large hydraulic press, with two men
VG
setting up a workpiece. 1949.
RCC
16 Crewe Old Works. A man using a small drop hammer to produce
VG
stampings, lots of which are stacked on the left. 1949.
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RVC
48 Crewe Old Works. The Fitting Shop, exhibiting parts for the
VG
motion of a 'Claughton'. On the right is an electric motor
driving a wide belt and in the background are lots of
belt-driven machines. With Works electrification, beginning
in Webb's time, electric motors replaced the stationary
steam engines but the shafting was kept. 21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2994
SOC
1027 Crewe Steelworks yard. The new LMS steel plant, looking west
G
towards the row of tall, narrow, chimneys. Plant buildings
on left. In the right and centre are two lines of '17in Coal
Engines' in LMS livery, some with duty plates on lamp irons.
CRPRT
A282 Crewe Steelworks. The rail mill, looking over the rollers
VG
and along the runway. Huge flywheel, stationary, on the
right. 4-Jul-1895. LNWR Official A282.
Source: CROFF A282
CRPRT A397A Crewe Steelworks. A close-up from A397 showing a Tweddles
VG
hydraulic rivetter suspended from a wooden bodied overhead
crane in the boiler shop. 4-Jan-1900. Crewe Official A397.
Source: LS 66A
CRPRT
C314 Crewe Steelworks. Bessemer converting pits, showing a
VG
converter in the foreground. Narrow gauge wagons on right.
The first Bessemer converters were installed in the
Steelworks at Crewe in 1864. The were augmented by more
modern systems over the years but Bessemer converters stayed
in use at the Works until 1901. 23-Jan-1894. LNWR Official
Source: CROFF C314
CRPRT C1130A Crewe Steelworks. The Steelworks boiler shop showing a
VG
machine for drilling (or punching) holes into boiler plate.
Close-up from C1130. 7-Jun-1924. LNWR Official C1130.
Source: CROFF C1130A
CRPRT
D373 Crewe Steelworks. Inside the tube shop, showing a machine
VG
for cutting tubes - long trough in foreground for holding a
tube in position. 13-Mar-1927. LNWR Official D373.
Source: CROFF D373
CRPRT
D377 Crewe Steelworks. View along the inside of the nut and bolt
VG
shop. Belt-driven turning machines along the sides, row of
bins for components along the centre. Several heaps of bolts
on floor. Narrow gauge track curving round in foreground.
3-Apr-1927. LNWR Official D377.
Source: CROFF D377
CRPRT D377A Crewe Steelworks. View across the inside of the nut and bolt
VG
shop, looking from the arcade over some turning machines,
across the component bins and towards the machines on the
outer wall. Shafting and belt drives in foreground.
3-Apr-1927. LNWR Official D377A.
Source: CROFF D377A
CRPRT
D378 Crewe Steelworks. View along the inside of the nut and bolt
VG
shop. Belt-driven turning machines either side. Component
bins in left centre with workbench and vices at near end.
Several heaps of bolts on floor and a wheelbarrow full of
nuts on right. Disconnected section of curved narrow gauge
track in foreground. 3-Apr-1927. LNWR Official D378.
Source: CROFF D378
CRPRT
D379 Crewe Steelworks. View of the inside of the nut and bolt
VG
shop. Long row of large belt-driven turning machines on
left. On the right are racks holding bars for turning.
Various gas lamps above the racks. 3-Apr-1927. LNWR Official
D379.
Source: CROFF D379
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CRPRT
D416 Crewe Steelworks. Inside the the 1926 LMS erecting shop in
VG
the early days of the Belt system. Shows a line of ex-LNW
engines being dismantled. In the foreground is a newly
introduced fitters bench - a platform, mounted on wheels,
bringing the fitters to footplate level and equipped with a
narrow bench for tools etc. 8-Sep-1927. LNWR Official D416.
Source: CROFF D416
CRPRT
D420 Crewe Steelworks. Inside the the 1926 LMS erecting shop in
VG
the early days of the Belt system. Shows a portable electric
grinder ready to be used on the hornblock of a 'Precursor'
(or a 'George'). The runs off the mains supply, with a motor
mounted on a wheeled trolley and a long flexible coupling to
the grinding disc. 8-Sep-1927. LNWR Official D420.
Source: CROFF D420
SOCLF
62 Crewe Steelworks. The steel plant, looking west from one of
P
the high level walkways. On the ground, a Ramsbottom 0-4-0
saddletank moves wagons to or from the steel plant whilst a
Ramsbottom 18in gauge shunter crosses the standard gauge
nearby. Square chimneys on right, with the steel foundry
beyond.
CRPRT
A3 Crewe Works. Ramsbottom's hornblock facing machine. A shown
VG
here, the machine fits around the frames of a DX 0-6-0 and
can grind all twelve wearing surfaces simultaneously whilst
ensuring the correct dimensions. The machine has been placed
on a traverser and brought outside for the photograph. July
1877. Crewe Official A3.
Source: CROFF A3
CRPRT
A307 Crewe Works. A curvilinear or radial shaping machine, used
VG
for engine wheels. 14-Jan-1896. Crewe Official A307.
Source: CROFF A307
CRPRT
D382 Crewe Works. View along the inside of the fitting shop. Long
VG
rows of belt-driven turning machines on each side. Part of
large electric motor on left. Various castings, bars and
components down the centre. 3-Apr-1927. Crewe Official D382.
Source: CROFF D382
CRPRT
D383 Crewe Works. View along the inside of the fitting shop. Long
VG
rows of very large belt-driven turning machines on each
side. Heap of un-machined coupling rods in foreground. Line
of workbenches in centre, with finished coupling rods set
out on them. 3-Apr-1927. Crewe Official D383.
Source: CROFF D383
CRPRT
D384 Crewe Works. View along the inside of the fitting shop. Long
VG
row of belt-driven turning machines on left. On right are
various machines each furnished with a steel beam above it,
projecting from the wall. High on the right is an electric
motor which powers the shafting. Un-machined coupling rods
etc in right foreground. 3-Apr-1927. Crewe Official D384.
Source: CROFF D384
CRPRT
D386 Crewe Works. View along the inside of a bay of the fitting
VG
shop. Long rows of belt-driven turning machines on each
side. Various finished and unfinished components stacked
neatly beside the central aisle. 3-Apr-1927. Crewe Official
D386.
Source: CROFF D386
LS
36 Crewe Works. Hornblock grinding machine, designed by Mr
VG
Ramsbottom to grind simultaneously all 12 faces on a pair of
DX frames. Posed on a traverser. July 1877. Crewe Official
A3.
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LS
37 Crewe Works. Machine for turning crank journals, bolted onto
VG
a wheeled crank axle and ready for use. Posed on a right
angle crossing. June 1879. Crewe Official A8.
LS
38 Crewe Works. A hydraulic wheel press. Newly painted. Posed,
VG
ready for use, with a crank axle and wheels in position. Oct
1881. Crewe Official A24.
LS
60 Crewe Works. The stationary steam engine which provided
VG
power for the Hydraulic Forging Press. The photograph shows
the water cistern, pumps and weights for the hydraulic
resevoir. 14-Sep-1897. Crewe Official A350.
LS
61 Crewe Works. The Hydraulic Forging Press, supplied by J
VG
Whitworth & Co. Manchester. 18-Sep-1897. Crewe Official
A351.
LS
66A Crewe Works. A close-up from LS66 showing a Tweddles
VG
hydraulic rivetter suspended from a wooden bodied overhead
crane. 4-Jan-1900. Crewe Official A397.
Source: CROFF A397
LS
67 Crewe Works. 2000 Tons hydraulic press, labelled 'Crewe
VG
Works 1899'. A large octogonal ingot is mounted on a trolley
in front of the press and a long bar (a ram?) is suspended
at one end from a hoist mounted on a gantry attached to the
press. Narrow gauge track runs either side of the press.
14-Sep-1901. Crewe Official A426.
LS
68 Crewe Works. 2000 Tons hydraulic press, labelled 'Crewe
VG
Works 1899'. Workmen are posed, pushing a large octogonal
ingot into the press using a long ram suspended at one end
from a hoist mounted on a gantry attached to the press.
Narrow gauge track runs either side of the press.
14-Sep-1901. Crewe Official A427.
LS
110 Crewe Works. Trevithick's stationary engine, built in 1801
VG
and transferred from Penydarren by Mr Webb. May 1884. Crewe
Official C55.
LS
119 Crewe Works. The Bessemer plant showing the Converter, a
VG
crane and several narrow gauge trolleys. 23-Jan-1894. Crewe
Official C314.
LS
146 Crewe Works. A 4-ton drop hammer in the Old Works forge. A
VG
red-hot forging is on the anvil. Four workmen are posed,
ready to drop the hammer. 27-Apr-1917. Crewe Official C998.
Source: CROFF C998
LS
147 Crewe Works. A 4-ton drop hammer in the Old Works forge. The
VG
view shows the nearby furnace, the crane and various
forgings (some on a barrow). 27-Apr-1917. Crewe Official
C999.
Source: CROFF C999
LS
148 Crewe Works. A 4-ton drop hammer in the Old Works forge. The
VG
view shows the nearby 'Finning Press' and various forgings
piled up on the floor. 27-Apr-1917. Crewe Official C1002.
Source: CROFF C1002
LS
235 Crewe Works. The Prince of Wales's visit to the works. A
G
sketch showing a group of workmen in the forge, bossing a
locomotive wheel. The rim, spokes and red hot boss are held
together by a frame and are suspended by a block and tackle
whilst being placed under a large drop hammer. The royal
party watches. 1866.
LS
259 Crewe Works. A cross section of the new steelmaking plant.
VG
9-May-1927. Crewe Official C1161.
RCC
17 Crewe Works. Tipping molten metal from a suspended bucket,
VG
in the iron foundry. 1949.
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RCC
18 Crewe Works. A man releasing molten metal from the side of a
VG
suspended bucket in the iron foundry. Picture is mounted on
paper and glue is beginning to show through. 1949.
RCC
19 Crewe Works. A man pouring molten metal from a small bucket
VG
into a casting box in the iron foundry. 1949.
RCC
20 Crewe Works. Men tipping molten metal from a large suspended
VG
bucket in the iron foundry. 1949.
RCC
21 Crewe Works. A scene in the iron foundry. 1949.
VG
RCC
22 Crewe Works. A man crouched beside a casting box in the iron
VG
foundry. 1949.
RCC
23 Crewe Works. A man kneeling beside a casting box in the iron
VG
foundry. 1949.
RCC
24 Crewe Works. A man turning over a casting box in the iron
VG
foundry. 1949.
RCC
25 Crewe Works. A man pouring molten metal into a casting box
VG
from a trolley-mounted bucket, in the iron foundry. 1949.
RCC
26 Crewe Works. Men operating a horizontal boring machine, on a
VG
boiler which is stacked on its end. Picture mounted on paper
and glue is beginning to strike through the surface. 1949.
RCC
27 Crewe Works. Men in the boiler shop, working with lifting
VG
gear on the foundation ring of a boiler which is turned on
its back. 1949.
RCC
29 Crewe Works. A man using a pneumatic machine to drive stays
VG
inside a firebox, turned on its side. 1949.
RCC
31 Crewe Works. Two men in the boiler shop, with portable
VG
pneumatically powered tools - a drill and a grinder. Working
on the back of an upturned firebox - one man is drilling
whilst the other is tying his shoelace. 1949.
RCC
33 Crewe Works. The steel plant, showing a large furnace with
VG
one of its doors open and men shovelling materials into it.
C1946.
RCC
36 Crewe Works. Steelmaking - the view of molten metal in a
VG
cupola mounted on a transporter. C1946.
RCC
37 Crewe Works. Steelmaking - the view of molten metal in a
VG
cupola mounted on a transporter. Pipework in background.
C1946.
RCC
39 Crewe Works. Steelmaking - two men standing on a gallery
VG
looking down onto a huge container full of molten metal.
C1946.
RCC
40 Crewe Works. Steelmaking - tipping a container of molten
VG
steel into a cupola. C1946.
RCC
41 Crewe Works. Steelmaking - two men standing on the control
VG
platform beside a huge container full of molten metal. The
picture has been mounted in a frame before copying. C1946.
RCC
44 Crewe Works. The machine shop - a man operating an enormous
VG
milling machine. C1946.
RCC
45 Crewe Works. The machine shop - a man operating a small
VG
milling machine. C1946.
RCC
46 Crewe Works. The machine shop - a man operating a Ward lathe
VG
driven by a large electric motor. C1946.
RCC
47 Crewe Works. The machine shop - a man working at a long
VG
legged hand vice. C1946.
RCC
54 Crewe Works. A man working with a portable grinder in the
VG
erecting shop. C1946.
RCC
58 Crewe Works. A man using a portable pneumatic drilling
VG
machine, seated on a block in the erecting shop. C1946.
RVC
30 Crewe Works. The wheel shop, showing a tyre rolling machine.
F
A hot ring of steel is placed on a circular table and rolled
round and round by hydraulic press until it reaches the
required diameter. The royal party looks on. 21-Apr-1913.
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RVC
31 Crewe Works. The wheel shop, showing a tyre press in which a
G
heated tyre is pressed onto the wheel centre. On the right,
men are pushing the red hot tyre into position whilst Queen
Mary (wearing a huge hat) and King George stand on the left,
enthralled. 21-Apr-1913.
RVC
32 Crewe Works. The wheel shop, showing an electrically powered
VG
wheel lathe. A pair of driving wheels, mounted on a crank
axle, is set up in the lathe which is able to machine both
wheels simultaneously. The wheels have large bosses, with
balance weights cast in the rim and pockets in the boss for
further weights (perhaps for a 'George'). 21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2949
RVC
33 Crewe Works. The wheel shop, showing a tyre rolling machine.
VG
A hot ring of steel is placed on a circular table and rolled
round and round by a hydraulic press until it reaches the
required diameter. Shows the hydraulic equipment. Several
men standing beside the table, one at the controls.
21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2952
RVC
34 Crewe Works. The rail mill, showing men about to push a
VG
white hot ingot into the rollers. Huge flywheel rotating in
background. Overhead crane on lattice girders in foreground.
21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2953
RVC
41 Crewe Works. The royal party in the Old Works smithy,
G
looking at a row of mechanically powered drop hammers on the
right. Either side of the party are two large machines
driven by shafting (or perhaps they are electric motors
which themselves drive the shafting). 21-Apr-1913.
RVC
42 Crewe Works. The Old Works smithy, showing men working at
VG
mechanically powered drop hammers on the left. On the right
are several open hearth forges, with brick canopies. Anvils
alongside. 21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2940
RVC
46 Crewe Works. A 5-ton steam powered drop hammer, used for
VG
tyre making - perhaps for forming the flanges. The machine
works on two tyres simultaneously - the tyres are hung
almost vertically on either side of a small anvil and men
are manipulating them with long forks balanced on chains.
21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2951
RVC
47 Crewe Works. The blacksmiths' shop in the Old Works. Shows
VG
Mr Jones the blacksmith, with his hammer, working at his
anvil with his hearth in the background. Mr Jones was at
work there when the late King Edward visited in 1862.
21-Apr-1913.
RVC
73 Crewe Works. The Old Works forge, showing men at work with
VG
various types of steam operated drop hammers. An anvil in
the foreground and several types of forgings in piles around
the workshop. 21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2942
RVC
74 Crewe Works. The fitting shop, showing a large planing
VG
machine (Batemans Machine Tool Co Ltd, Leeds) used for
planing the faces of locomotive flat valves, twelve of which
are set out in two columns on the bed of the machine.
Numerous valve units are stacked in the left of the picture.
21-Apr-1913.
Source: 2990
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SOC
606 Crewe Works. A cylinder boring machine, seen in place within
G
the inside cylinder of a 'Class A' 3-cylinder compound
0-8-0. The engine is photographed from the front, standing
at ground level. Workmen are posed in front of the outside
cylinders. Wheels and another 'A' on the left. Inside an
erecting shop - probably the old part of No. 8 shop. 1890s.
SOC
617 Crewe Works. A wheel lathe, turning the tyres for the
G
driving wheels of a 'Jubilee' compound. The pockets for the
balance weights at the back of the large boss can be seen on
the left hand wheel. Boilers for new engines (perhaps
'Cauliflowers') are on their frames on the left. 1890s.
SOC
1116 Edge Hill station. The engine house. The building used to
VG
house the engines for working the rope haulage systems for
Lime Street and Wapping tunnel. Modern wooden shed in
foreground. 27-Jul-1980.
FWSLF AL100 WMHR. Whittingham. A close-up view of a BSA mechanical 'wagon
VG
mover', positioned next to the three carriages (converted
LNWR goods brake vans) used for an SLS/MLS railtour.
Presumably the wagon mover was used to position the coaches
in the yard of the engine shed ready for an engine to pick
them up for the return journey. 1-May-1954.
SOC
1358 Broad Street Goods. An outside view, at track level, of a
HT
wagon hoist on which a van is being lowered (or raised).
Wagon turntables and capstans in foreground. Brick hut
beside hoist bears a notice 'Capstan No. 20'. Railwaymen
looking on. Large warehouse in background. C1910.
CRPRT
A483 Camden. The Euston electric lighting plant. The power house,
VG
erected on the Down side, is viewed looking south from the
bridge over the Regent's Canal. Builders' materials are
stacked outside but the building is almost completed equipment is inside and is probably in use as steam is
issuing from a roof vent. 11-Jul-1906. Crewe Official A483.
Source: CROFF A483
LS
307 Camden. A sketch looking down the four tracks of the
VG
rope-hauled incline. Features the enormous chimneys, one
either side of the line, for the fires for the boilers for
the winding engines. Girders of underbridge in foreground.
C1836.
LNWRS
5151 Stonebridge Park. A view inside the ex-LNWR power station,
VG
showing three of the original LNWR rotary converters built
by British Thomson-Houston. Transformers in cages in
background.
Source: SOC 87
LNWRS
5153 Stonebridge Park. View northwest across running lines and
VG
the carriage sheds to the ex-LNWR power station which
supplied the Watford electric trains. Main power house on
left, concrete cooling tower in centre and wooden cooling
towers on right. Camouflage paint on buildings. Driving
trailer end of ex-LNWR electric train in shed yard.
Source: SOC 88
LNWRS
5155 Stonebridge Park. View inside the power station in LMS days
VG
from No. 7 Set Turbine Floor, showing Sub-station
switchboards and the Generating Station auxiliary
switchboard.
Source: SOC 89
LNWRS
5156 Stonebridge Park. View of some of the wooden cooling towers,
commissioned in 1916, at the ex-LNWR power station.
5-Dec-1963.
Source: SOC 90
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SOC
87 Stonebridge Park. A view inside the ex-LNWR power station,
VG
showing three of the original LNWR rotary converters built
by BTH. Transformers in sight in background.
SOC
88 Stonebridge Park. View northwest across running lines and
VG
the carriage sheds to the ex-LNWR power station which
supplied the Watford electric trains. Main power house on
left, concrete cooling tower in centre and wooden cooling
towers on right. Camouflage paint on buildings. Driving
trailer end of ex-LNWR electric train in shed yard.
Source: LMSOFF DM8759
SOC
89 Stonebridge Park. View inside the power station in LMS days
VG
from No. 7 Set Turbine Floor, showing Sub-station
switchboards and the Generating Station auxiliary
switchboard.
Source: LMSOFF DY27610
SOC
90 Stonebridge Park. View of some of the wooden cooling towers,
commissioned in 1916, at the ex-LNWR power station.
5-Dec-1963.
Source: LMSOFF
LNWRS
5152 Wembley. Construction of electricity sub-station.
VG
Bricklayers at work on footings and part of walls. Bricks
stacked around the site. Southeast view with electrified
line in foreground (colour light signals) and main line in
background (tall ex-LNWR signals). Double telegraph post
carrying 17 crossbars holding 96 insulators. 22-Feb-1940.
Source: SOC 92
SOC
92 Wembley. Construction of electricity sub-station.
VG
Bricklayers at work on footings and part of walls. Bricks
stacked around the site. Southeast view with electrified
line in foreground (colour light signals) and main line in
background (tall ex-LNWR signals). Double telegraph post
carrying 17 crossbars holding 96 insulators. 22-Feb-1940.
Source: LMSOFF DY26525
FWSLF
AE30 EHLR. Burton Dassett. The wheel pit, showing wheels used to
G
operate the rope-worked incline. R3F 25-May-1952.
SOC
1156 BR. Rugby south. Inside the locomotive testing station. Shows
G
the machinery for absorbing the energy of the engine.
Walkway beside the test bed. Staff standing near to a
handrail on right, looking at the equipment. 1952.
LNWRS
692 Crewe Works. Hydraulic press for carriage wheels - in open
position. 1883. Crewe Official C21.
LNWRS
693 Crewe Works. Hydraulic press for carriage wheels - in closed
position. 1883. Crewe Official C22.
CRPRT
A447 Crewe Deviation Works. Inside the electricity power station,
B
Deviation Works, showing steam-driven engine and generator
sets. (See Reed, Crewe Works, P 125). DW 9-May-1903. LNWR
Official A447.
LNWRS
1778 Crewe Works. Inside the electricity power station, Deviation
B
Works, showing steam-driven engine and generator sets. (See
Reed, Crewe Works, P 125). 9-May-1903. Crewe Official A447.
Source: CRPRT A447
LNWRS
1645 Crewe Works. The forge in the Old Works, showing two of the
VG
older type of steam hammer in use. See Talbot 'Crewe Works'
plate 94.
LNWRS
1646 Crewe Works. The forge in the Old Works, showing a large
VG
steam hammer in use - it appears to be making tyres. See
Talbot 'Crewe Works' plate 93.
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LNWRS
1648 Crewe Works. A planing machine at work on two rows of six
VG
slide valves simultaneously. There is lots of shafting
overhead and belt drives to nearby machines but the planer
looks quite new and has its own power supply. See Talbot
'Crewe Works' plate 95.
LNWRS
707 Crewe Works. The rail mill. 4-Jul-1894. Crewe Official A282.
LNWRS
770 Crewe Works. Hornblock facing machine. July 1877. Crewe
Official A3.
LNWRS
779 Crewe Works. Wheel lathes - perspective view from the front.
27-Jun-1892. Crewe Official A207.
LNWRS
780 Crewe Works. Hydraulic forging press looking east, forge to
south west. 18-Sep-1897. Crewe Official A351.
LNWRS
784 Crewe Works. Hydraulic forging press engine - direct view.
Steelworks. 14-Aug-1897. Crewe Official A350.
LNWRS
1640 Crewe Works. A wheel lathe, showing tyres being turned for a
E
pair of driving wheels with large bosses such as those used
for George the Fifths. The pockets at the back of the boss,
used to take balance weights, can clearly be seen. Shows the
electrical control gear for the lathe. See Talbot 'Crewe
Works' plate 107.
LNWRS
1642 Crewe Works. The rail mill, showing a group of men about to
VG
pass a red-hot ingot through the rollers. See Talbot 'Crewe
Works' plate 103.
LNWRS
1643 Crewe Works. The tyre mill, showing men using a tyre-making
VG
machine. See Talbot 'Crewe Works' plate 102.
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FWSCN
3 Willesden repair shop. The view inside the workshop with
G
'4ft 6in' 2-4-2 Tank No. 756 in the centre, under repair
(seen R3R). Eccentric sheaves and connecting rods spread on
and around a work bench. Front of another Webb tank engine
on left. Cowl and chimney of a forge at end of shop on
right.
NHL
1262 CAM. Oswestry Works. The wagon repair shop, showing a 3-plank
VG
open being repaired. Woodworking bench in foreground, cattle
wagon and covered van in rear. Walls and underside of roof
in view.
SOC
853 BR. Rugby south. The Locomotive Testing Plant, with the
VG
administrative offices on the left and centre and the plant
itself on the right. Across the back of the picture is the
former Great Central viaduct over which a 'Black Five' hauls
an express bound for Leicester.
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CRPRT
A309 A letter dated 27-Apr-1838 about the L&B timetable of
VG
7-May-1838. Written by Mr Moorsom to Mr Foy, on London &
Birmingham Railway headed notepaper. 4-Feb-1896. Crewe
Official A309.
Source: CROFF A309
SOC
1328 DN&G. Greenore - Newry section. A page from the GNR(I) WTT. The
VG
page shows the Banbridge - Scarva WTT too. 1939.
SOC
1329 DN&G. Greenore - Dundalk section. A page from the GNR(I) WTT.
VG
1939.
TTB
1 Front cover from passenger timetable. 1898.
VG
TTB
2 Services between London (Euston) and Edinburgh and Glasgow.
VG
Notes on fare reductions for servicement attending rifle and
artillery competitions. Sheet from passenger timetable.
1898.
TTB
3 New and Improved Services between London (Euston) and
VG
Ireland. 1898.
TTB
4 American services via Liverpool (Riverside) and via
VG
Holyhead, Dublin/Kingstown and Queenstown. 1898.
TTB
5 North Lancashire and Cumbrian branches. Windermere (and lake
VG
sailings), Morecambe, Glasson Dock, Ingleton. 1898.
TTB
6 Rugby to Crewe via Trent Valley and Stafford. P52 weekdays.
VG
1898.
TTB
7 Crewe to Rugby via Stafford and Trent Valley. P53 weekdays.
VG
1898.
TTB
8 Crewe to Rugby via Stafford and Trent Valley and vice versa.
VG
P54 Sundays. 1898.
TTB
9 Rugby, Coventry and Leamington to and from Birmingham. P56.
VG
1898.
TTB
10 Rugby and Leamington. Leamington, Coventry and Nuneaton.
VG
P57. 1898.
TTB
11 Birmingham, Dudley, Wolverhampton and Stafford. P58. 1898.
VG
TTB
12 Stafford, Wolverhampton, Dudley and Birmingham. P59. 1898.
VG
TTB
13 Birmingham, Kidderminster and Hereford and vice versa. P60.
VG
1898.
TTB
14 Harborne Branch. Birmingham, Soho Road and Handsworth Wood.
VG
Princes End Branch. Darlaston, Willenhall and Wolverhampton.
P61. 1898.
TTB
15 Birmingham, Walsall, Willenhall and Wolverhampton. P62.
VG
1898.
TTB
16 Birmingham, Sutton Coldfield, Lichfield, Burton and Derby.
VG
Birmingham, Vauxhall and Aston. P63. 1898.
TTB
17 Walsall, Cannock and Rugeley. Walsall and Dudley. Walsall,
VG
Willenhall and Wolverhampton. P64. 1898.
TTB
18 Derby, Burton, Lichfield to and from Walsall and Birmingham.
VG
P65. 1898.
TTB
19 Crewe, Shrewsbury, Hereford, Cardiff and Bristol. P68. 1898.
VG
TTB
20 Bristol, Cardiff, Hereford, Shrewsbury and Crewe. P69. 1898.
VG
TTB
21 Shrewsbury, Central Wales, Carmarthen and Swansea. P70.
VG
1898.
TTB
22 Swansea, Carmarthen, Central Wales and Shrewsbury. P71.
VG
1898.
TTB
23 Llandilo, Carmarthen, Pembroke and New Milford. P72. 1898.
VG
TTB
24 Crewe, Chester, North Wales and Dublin. P74. 1898.
VG
TTB
25 Crewe, Chester, North Wales and Dublin. P75. 1898.
VG
TTB
26 Dublin, North Wales, Chester and Crewe. P76. 1898.
VG
TTB
27 Dublin, North Wales, Chester and Crewe. P77. 1898.
VG
TTB
28 Chester, Birkenhead and Liverpool. P78. 1898.
VG
TTB
29 Liverpool, Birkenhead and Chester. P79. 1898.
VG
TTB
30 Hooton, Parkgate and West Kirby. Hooton and Helsby. Chester,
VG
Whitchurch and Shrewsbury. P80. 1898.
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TTB
31 Chester, Mold, Denbigh and Corwen. P81. 1898.
VG
TTB
32 Manchester, Warrington and Chester. P86. 1898.
VG
TTB
33 Manchester, Buxton and High Peak Line. P91. 1898.
VG
TTB
34 Stockport to and From Manchester (London Road and Victoria),
VG
Oldham, Rochdale, Stalybridge etc. P92. 1898.
TTB
35 Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, York, Hull, Newcastle and
VG
North Eastern Line. P94. 1898.
TTB
36 Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, York, Hull, Newcastle and
VG
North Eastern Line. P95. 1898.
TTB
37 North Eastern Line, Newcastle, Hull, York, Leeds, Manchester
VG
and Liverpool. P96. 1898.
TTB
38 North Eastern Line, Newcastle, Hull, York, Leeds, Manchester
VG
and Liverpool. P97. 1898.
TTB
39 Crewe, Warrington, Wigan and Preston. P108. 1898.
VG
TTB
40 Preston, Wigan, Warrington and Crewe. P109. 1898.
VG
TTB
41 Crewe, Warrington, Wigan and Preston and vice versa. P110.
VG
1898.
TTB
42 Kenyon, Tyldesley, Leigh & Bedford and Bolton. P112. 1898.
VG
TTB
43 Bolton, Leigh & Bedford, Tyldesley and Kenyon. P113. 1898.
VG
TTB
44 Manchester, Tyldesley, Leigh & Bedford and Wigan. Manchester
VG
and Bolton. P114. 1898.
TTB
45 Wigan, Leigh & Bedford, Tyldesley and Manchester. Bolton and
VG
Manchester. P115. 1898.
TTB
46 Preston, Blackpool and Fleetwood. Blackpool to Fleetwood.
VG
P118. 1898.
TTB
47 Fleetwood, Blackpool and Preston. Fleetwood to Blackpool.
VG
P119. 1898.
TTB
48 Preston, Lancaster and Carlisle. P120. 1898.
VG
TTB
49 Preston, Lancaster and Carlisle. P121. 1898.
VG
TTB
50 Carlisle, Lancaster and Preston. P122. 1898.
VG
TTB
51 Carlisle, Lancaster and Preston. P123. 1898.
VG
TTB
52 London and the South to and from Worcester, Gloucester and
VG
Bristol. P128. 1898.
TTB
53 Euston, Waterloo, Croydon and Victoria to and from the
VG
North. P129. 1898.
TTB
54 Eastern Counties and West of England, North Wales, Scotland
VG
etc. P134. 1898.
TTB
55 London, Birmingham, Bristol etc and the Lancashire &
VG
Yorkshire Railway. P139. 1898.
TTB
56 Leeds, York, Scarborough and Newcastle-on-Tyne. P141. 1898.
VG
TTB
57 Through Carriages. P154. 1898.
VG
TTB
58 Through Carriages. P155. 1898.
VG
TTB
59 WTT. Crewe & Chester. Chester & Holyhead. P57. Bettws-y-Coed
VG
& Festiniog Branch. Feb 1906.
TTB
62 WTT. Doncaster and Northampton. P22. June 1882.
VG
TTB
63 WTT. Mold, Coed Talon and Brymbo branch. P54. Feb 1906.
VG
TTB
64 WTT. Rugby and Stamford, and Seaton and Wansford lines. Down
VG
trains. June 1882.
TTB
65 WTT. Rugby and Stamford, and Seaton and Wansford lines. Up
VG
trains. June 1882.
TTB
66 WTT. Northampton and Rugby to Peterborough. Down trains.
VG
Sheet 1 of 7. April 1915.
TTB
67 WTT. Northampton and Rugby to Peterborough. Down trains.
VG
Sheet 2 of 7. April 1915.
TTB
68 WTT. Northampton and Rugby to Peterborough. Down trains.
VG
Sheet 3 of 7. April 1915.
TTB
69 WTT. Northampton and Rugby to Peterborough. Down trains.
VG
Sheet 4 of 7. April 1915.
TTB
70 WTT. Northampton and Rugby to Peterborough. Down trains.
VG
Sheet 5 of 7. April 1915.
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TTB
71 WTT. Northampton and Rugby to Peterborough. Down trains.
VG
Sheet 6 of 7. April 1915.
TTB
72 WTT. Northampton and Rugby to Peterborough. Down trains.
VG
Sheet 7 of 7. April 1915.
TTB
73 WTT. Manchester to Crewe and Cheadle. Up trains. Sheet 9.
VG
Feb 1906.
TTB
74 WTT. Crewe and Chester to Shrewsbury. Up trains. Sheet 9.
VG
June 1882.
TTB
75 PTT. Connecting services between the LNWR and Cambrian
VG
Railways at Whitchurch to Oswestry and Aberystwith. Page
136. Aug 1898.
TTB
76 WTT. Bangor - Afonwen. Page 58. Feb 1906.
VG
TTB
77 WTT. Afonwen - Bangor. Page 59. Feb 1906.
VG
TTB
78 PTT Bradshaw. Bangor to Afonwen and return. Gaerwen to
VG
Amlwch and return. Page 471. July 1922.
TTB
79 WTT. Daventry and Leamington branch - westbound. Page 86.
VG
Feb 1906.
TTB
80 WTT. Daventry and Leamington branch - eastbound. Page 87.
VG
Feb 1906.
TTB
81 DN&G. WTT. Front sheet of GNR (I) working timetable. The volume
VG
includes the WTT for the DN&G. 2-Apr-1944.
TTB
82 DN&G. WTT. DN&G. Greenore - Newry section. Weekdays only. Shown in
VG
GNR (I) timetable. 2-Apr-1944.
TTB
83 DN&G. WTT. DN&G. Greenore - Dundalk section. Weekdays only. Shown
VG
in GNR (I) timetable. 2-Apr-1944.
TTB
84 DN&G. WTT. Front sheet of GNR (I) working timetable. The volume
VG
includes the WTT for the DN&G. 26-Sep-1948.
TTB
85 DN&G. WTT. DN&G. Greenore - Newry section. Weekdays only. Shown in
VG
GNR (I) timetable. 26-Sep-1948.
TTB
86 DN&G. WTT. DN&G. Greenore - Dundalk section. Weekdays only. Shown
VG
in GNR (I) timetable. 26-Sep-1948.
TTB
87 Denton Junction. A page from the working timetable showing
VG
late afternoon trains from Stockport to Stalybridge (and
related routes). P160. 1906.
TTB
88 Denton. A page from the passenger timetable showing services
VG
from Stockport through Denton. 1921.
TTB
89 Sellafield. Whitehaven, Sellafield and Brigham. Part of page
VG
125 of the PTT. Shows passenger services over the
Whitehaven, Cleator & Egremont Joint Railway (Furness and
LNWR). Sellafield to Whitehaven via Moor Row and Whitehaven
to Brigham via Moor Row. 1898.
TTB
90 Prestayn area. P115 of PTT. Services on branches off the
VG
Chester & Holyhead between Chester and Rhyl - Chester to
Corwen, Mold to Brymbo, Holywell Junction and Holywell Town,
Prestatyn and Dyserth, Rhyl and Denbigh. Oct 1921.
TTB
91 Prestayn area. P36 of WTT. Services on the Prestatyn to Cwm
VG
(ie Dyserth) mineral branch and the Chester, Mold and
Denbigh line. June 1882.
LS
304 Tring. Single sheet timetable services to and from London.
VG
29-Oct-1837.
SOC
1330 Dublin North Wall. Dublin (GNR) - North Wall (GSR and LMS).
VG
A page from the GNR(I) WTT. The page shows Drogheda Oldcastle and Dromin - Ardee too. 1939.
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CRPRT
A66 A vignette of Mr Moon - head and chest. 13-Aug-1886. Crewe
VG
Official A66.
CRPRT
A147 Sir Richard Moon. A head and shoulders photographic
VG
portrait. 11-Jul-1887. Crewe Official A147.
CRPRT
A283 Autographs of Senior Officers of the LNWR. 22-Mar-1895.
VG
Crewe Official A283.
Source: CROFF A283
CRPRT
A536 LNWR company secretaries. A composite picture showing
VG
portraits of seven secretaries from 1846 to 1904.
10-Jan-1910. Crewe Official A536.
Source: CROFF A536
CRPRT A536A A seated sketch of Richard Creed, LNWR Company Secretary
VG
1846 to 1848 (jointly with Henry Booth). A detail from A536.
Crewe Official A536.
Source: CROFF A536
CRPRT A536B A bust of Henry Booth, LNWR Company Secretary 1866 to 1888.
VG
A detail from A536. Crewe Official A536.
Source: CROFF A536
CRPRT A536C A seated sketch of Charles E Stewart, LNWR Company Secretary
VG
1848 to 1865 (jointly with Henry Booth 1848-1859). A detail
from A536. Crewe Official A536.
Source: CROFF A536
CRPRT A536D A head and shoulders sketch of Stephen Reay, LNWR Company
VG
Secretary 1866 to 1888. A detail from A536. Crewe Official
A536.
Source: CROFF A536
CRPRT A536E A head and shoulders photograph of Francis Harley, LNWR
VG
Company Secretary 1888 to 1891. A detail from A536. Crewe
Official A536.
Source: CROFF A536
CRPRT A536F A head and shoulders photograph of Thomas Houghton, LNWR
VG
Company Secretary 1891 to 1902. A detail from A536. Crewe
Official A536.
Source: CROFF A536
CRPRT A536G A head and shoulders sketch of Walter R Haywood, LNWR
VG
Company Secretary 1902 to 1904. A detail from A536. Crewe
Official A536.
Source: CROFF A536
CRPRT
A577 Photograph of a portrait of Mr F W Webb, painted towards the
VG
end of his career. Oil painting at Crewe orphanage. Crewe
Official A577.
CRPRT
C285 Conductor Watson, posed in long uniform coat holding the
VG
door handle of a second class compartment of a 6-wheeled
carriage. 6-Feb-1893. Crewe Official C285.
Source: CROFF C285
CRPRT
C286 Conductor Watson, posed in long uniform coat holding the
VG
door handle of a second class compartment of a 6-wheeled
carriage. Flag held up to give 'right away'. 6-Feb-1893.
Crewe Official C286.
Source: CROFF C286
CRPRT
C763 An engraving of Richard Trevithick, endorsed with his
VG
signature. 29-Oct-1803. LNWR Official C763.
Source: CROFF C763
CRPRT
C1003 A composite picture of artificial legs, made at Crewe Works,
VG
for amputations above and below the knee. All have flexible
joints. Annotated to show the weights and purposes.
10-Jun-1917. Crewe Official C1003.
Source: CROFF C1003
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CRPRT
C1004 A composite picture of artificial legs, made at Crewe Works,
VG
for amputations above and below the knee. All have flexible
joints. Accompanied by wooden model legs used during
manufacture. 10-Jun-1917. Crewe Official C1004.
Source: CROFF C1004
CRPRT
C1005 A composite picture of a pair of artificial legs, made at
VG
Crewe Works, for amputations below the knee. Between them is
a similar leg, dismantled to show the components.
10-Jun-1917. Crewe Official C1005.
Source: CROFF C1005
CRPRT
C1006 A composite picture of an artificial leg, made at Crewe
VG
Works, for amputations above the knee. Displays a complete
leg and a dismantled one to show the components.
10-Jun-1917. Crewe Official C1006.
Source: CROFF C1006
CRPRT
C1007 A composite picture of an artificial arm and hands, made at
VG
Crewe Works. Displays attachments such as a hook, a knife
and a fork. 10-Jun-1917. Crewe Official C1007.
Source: CROFF C1007
CRPRT
D19 Photograph of a lithograph drawing of Sir Hardman Earle,
G
Bart. 14-Nov-1899. Crewe Official D19.
Source: CROFF D19
CRPRT
D20 Photograph of a lithograph drawing of Robert Benson Esq.
VG
Robert Benson was a director of the L&B and then the LNWR,
for which he was Deputy Chairman from 1853 to 1858 and
remained on the board subsequently. 14-Nov-1899. Crewe
Official D20.
Source: CROFF D20
CRPRT
D28 Mr J B Ismay. Photograph extracted from a group picture and
F
background removed. Crewe Official D28.
Source: CROFF D28
CRPRT
D115 A portrait of Lord Stalbridge, seated - Chairman of the LNWR
VG
from 1891 to 1911. 1-Feb-1905. Crewe Official D115.
Source: CROFF D115
CRPRT
D216 A bust of John Ramsbottom. March 1905. Crewe Official D216.
VG
Source: CROFF D216
CRPRT
D217 The Ramsbottom Testimonial. Greek gods on a plinth
F
surrounded by four Britannias with lions and tridents.
Presented to John Ramsbottom on leaving Crewe in 1871, with
an inscription by LNWR Chairman R Moon - "In acknowledgement
of Great Talents, Rare Qualities and Eminent Services".
March 1905. Crewe Official D217.
Source: CROFF D217
CRPRT
D239 A head and shoulders portrait of Frank Ree Esq. Frank Ree
VG
was the LNWR General Manager from 1907 to his death in 1914
and was knighted in 1913. 16-Aug-1910. Crewe Official D239.
Source: CROFF D239
CRPRT
E12 Sir Richard Moon, Bart. Standing in a doorway with hat in
VG
hand. 11-Jul-1887. Crewe Official E12.
CRPRT
E48 Mr F W Webb, portrait. Copy of a photograph by Van Der
VG
Wijde, signed 'Yours faithfully' by Mr Webb. Crewe Official
E48.
CRPRT
E49 A full length portrait, seated, of Mr Melling (a driver). A
F
stained print. 17-Dec-1896. Crewe Official E49.
Source: CROFF E49
CRPRT
E53 A photographic portrait of Mr F W Webb, wearing his chain of
VG
office whilst mayor of Crewe in 1887/8. 1-Jul-1899. Crewe
Official E53.
Source: CROFF E53
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CRPRT
E102 Chas H Mason esq. Late solicitor to the LNWR. A head and
VG
shoulders portrait. Crewe Official E102.
Source: CROFF E102
CRPRT
E123 C. de J. Andrews esq. Solicitor to the LNWR. A head and
G
shoulders portrait. 15-Dec-1911. Crewe Official E123.
Source: CROFF E123
CRPRT
E125 Sir Gilbert Claughton. A seated portrait. 3-Apr-1913. Crewe
VG
Official E125.
Source: CROFF E125
CRPRT MA272 Photograph of an illuminated address presented to the
VG
Chairman and Directors of the LNWR by company employees who
served in the Boer War, in thanks for their places being
held for their return. C1903. Crewe Official MA272.
Source: CROFF MA272
CRPRT MC206 Sir Richard Moon, Bart., LNWR Chairman from 1861 to 1891.
G
Standing in a doorway with top hat in his hand. 11-Jul-1887.
Crewe Official MC206.
Source: CROFF MC206
CRPRT MC496 A head and shoulders portrait photograph of Driver Ben
VG
Robinson. Crewe Official MC496.
Source: CROFF MC496
CRPRT
MD81 A foreman shunter demonstrating hand signals - both arms
VG
raised at 45 degrees to show 'Danger'.Goods sheds and tracks
in background. Crewe Official D81.
Source: CROFF MD81
CRPRT
MD83 A foreman shunter demonstrating hand signals - right arm
VG
extended horizontally to show 'All Right'. Goods sheds and
tracks in background. LNWR Official MD83.
Source: CROFF MD83
CRPRT MD444 A head and shoulders photograph of a moustached elderly
F
gentleman wearing a tweed suit, trilby and bow tie. Crewe
Official MD444.
Source: CROFF MD444
CRPRT OS204 The Crewe Engineer Volunteers in full uniform with scarlet
VG
tunics, swords and helmets with shining badges, at camp.
LNWR Official OS204.
Source: CROFF OS204
CRPRT OS233 A large dinner party at table. High on the wall at the far
VG
end of the hall is a banner proclaiming 'Caledonian Railway
St Rollox Glasgow'. LNWR Official OS233.
Source: CROFF OS233
DNR
1010 A posed view of a passenger guard holding up his flag.
VG
Behind him is a platform barrow with three porters loading a
trunk into a brake van.
Source: RP E1028
DNR
1011 A posed view of a passenger guard holding up his flag and
VG
blowing his whistle. Behind him is a platform barrow with a
porter loading a trunk into a brake van.
Source: RP E1027
DNR
1012 A posed view of a passenger guard with his flag lowered,
VG
pointing at some packages on a platform. Behind him are some
platform barrows with porters loading boxes and golf clubs
into a brake van.
Source: RP E1025
DNR
1013 A posed view of a passenger guard with his flag rolled,
G
holding the door handle of a second class compartment of a
6-wheeled carriage. Harrison cord in place. Crewe Official
C285.
Source: 20602
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GDWP DP1264 Mr Sam Scott, Guard and LNWR historian, with a group of
F
train staff on unidentified platform, at the end of his
railway career. 'MANCUNIAN' headboard partly visible on
coach in background. 9:45 am. 29-Sep-1928.
GDWP DP1265 Mr S Scott, passenger guard and LNWR loco historian, posed
G
beside his door at the end of cove roof carriage No. 5611.
GDWP DP1267 A group of young soldiers and NCOs off to the Great War,
VG
posed beside corridor third No. 1368.
LNWRS
1129 H.H. Ihadore Saheb of Morbi and group. Official No. A69.
LNWRS
1130 Composite picture of seven portraits of LNWR company
secretaries from 1846 to 1904. Official No. A536.
LNWRS
1131 Photograph of a portrait of Mr F W Webb, painted towards the
G
end of his career. Oil painting at Crewe orphanage. Crewe
Official A577.
Source: CRPRT A577
LNWRS
1132 Sir Salar Jung and group. Official No. A2/1. July 1878
LNWRS
1133 Mr P Hughes, ex foreman. Official No. C768. Not a good
negative.
LNWRS
1134 Lord Derby. June 1886
LNWRS
1135 Frank Ree. Official No. D239. Copy of a commercial portrait.
16-Aug-1910.
LNWRS
1136 Bust of John Ramsbottom. Official No. D216. March 1905
LNWRS
1138 Robert Benson, taken from a lithograph. 14-Nov-1911. Crewe
D
Official D20.
LNWRS
1140 Mr Ramsbottom and party outside No. 1 Chester Place.
Official No. A56. 1885
LNWRS
1142 Crewe Volunteers band. Official No. A621.
LNWRS
1145 Sir Richard Moon with hat in hand - portrait of head and
D
chest. A dense negative - use LNWRS 2297 instead. Crewe
Official E12.
LNWRS
1146 R F Roberts and party (F W Webb and two ladies) outside No.
1 Chester Place. Official No. A37. July 1883.
LNWRS
1147 A vinette of Mr Moon - head and chest. 13-Aug-1886. Crewe
VG
Official A66.
Source: CRPRT A66
LNWRS
1148 Mr Broad, foreman. Official No. C542. Poor negative.
LNWRS
1149 Sir Gilbert Claughton - portrait. Official No. E125.
3-Apr-1913.
LNWRS
1150 Driver Ben Robinson. Official No. MC496. c1900
LNWRS
1152 Large group, primarily of former pupils, outside No. 1
Chester Place. Official No. A554.
LNWRS
1153 C de J Andrews esq. solicitor to LNWR. Official No. E123.
15-Dec-1911.
LNWRS
1154 Group of officers on the Old Metropolitan Railway in 1863.
Copied from 'Life of Sir John Fowler' 1909. Official No.D238
LNWRS
1156 Crewe Works Military Band. Official No. A582. 12-Oct-1912.
LNWRS
1157 Engineer Volunteers Surprise Parade. Official No. A336.
15-May-1897.
LNWRS
1159 Sir Richard Moon and party. Official No. C186. May 1886.
LNWRS
1161 Group of past and present Crewe pupils and Premiums.
Recognisable notables include H P M Beames and H N Gresley.
27-May-1927. Official No. C1165.
LNWRS
1162 Visit of Belgian engineers to Crewe Works, F W Webb in
centre. Official No. A71. 29-Oct-1885.
LNWRS
1163 Col. Webb, trustee of the Webb Orphanage. Official No. C915.
12-Dec-1911.
LNWRS
1164 Mr Withers (thought to be a retired foreman). Official No.
C643.
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LNWRS
1166 Mr F W Webb, portrait. Copy of a photograph by Van Der
VG
Wijde, signed 'Yours faithfully' by Mr Webb. Crewe Official
E48.
Source: CRPRT E48
LNWRS
1167 Sir Hardman Earle, from a lithograph. Official No. D19 dated
14-Nov-1899.
LNWRS
1171 Engineer Volunteers (Diamond Jubilee Detachment) in Mr
Tandy's garden. Official No. A347. 19-Jun-1897.
LNWRS
1172 A copy of a photograph of Mr F W Webb as Mayor of Crewe,
VG
wearing chain of office. C1886.
LNWRS
1608 Richard Trevithick. An engraved portrait. Official No. C763.
LNWRS
1609 Mr D Froggatt, ex Wheel Shop Foreman. A full length
portrait. 12-Feb-1908.
LNWRS
1610 Mr T Hunter, Engineman - Edgehill. A full length portrait.
17-Oct 1892.
LNWRS
1611 The Ramsbottom Testimonial. March 1905.
LNWRS
1799 Group of platelayers with dog and trolley.
LNWRS
1802 Portrait of Mr F E Earl, passenger guard, Liverpool.
LNWRS
1804 Portrait of Mr Dawson, Rugby. Official No. C425.
29-Jan-1896.
LNWRS
1805 Portrait of Mr Rae, Tebay. Official No. C304. 27-Nov-1893.
LNWRS
1806 Portrait of Mr Norman, Huddersfield. Official No. C305.
27-Nov-1893.
LNWRS
1901 A group of young soldiers off to the Great War, posed beside
corridor third No. 1368.
Source: GDWP DP1267
LNWRS
1902 Mr S Scott, passenger guard and LNWR loco historian, posed
beside his door at the end of cove roof carriage No. 5611.
Source: GDWP DP1265
LNWRS
1929 Group of workmen and boys posed outside a two storey
workshop. Most are wearing white aprons. A magnificent
array of flat caps.
LNWRS
2164 A posed photograph of a group of Crewe Engineer Volunteers
VG
in South Africa during the Boer War. The men are wearing
khaki and bush hats. C1900. Crewe Official MA250.
LNWRS
2165 A photograph of an illuminated address presented to the
VG
Chairman and Directors of the LNWR by company employees who
served in the Boer War, in gratitude for their places being
held for them on their return. C1903. Crewe Official MA272.
LNWRS
2296 Sir Richard Moon, Bart. Standing in a doorway with hat in
VG
hand. 11-Jul-1887. Crewe Official E12.
Source: CRPRT E12
LNWRS
2297 Sir R. Moon. A portrait photograph showing head and chest.
VG
11-Jul-1887. Crewe Official A147.
LNWRS
2298 Chas. H. Mason Esq. Late Solicitor to the L&NWR Co.
VG
27-Oct-1904. Crewe Official E102.
LNWRS
2335 A posed group of twelve station staff next to a wooden
G
station building. LNWR uniforms, several 'Ticket Collector'
hats. Enamel adverts for Mazawattee Tea in background.
Source: SOC 156
LNWRS
2336 A rambling party, dressed in Edwardian style, probably from
Darlington or South Durham. Thought to be at Windermere,
posed outside an hotel entrance (or perhaps a station).
There is an LNWR notice board beside the entrance. June
1905?
Source: SOC 157
LNWRS
9123 Group of staff standing with a horse beside a weighbridge
and hut.
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LNWRS
9733 Mr Sam Scott, Guard and LNWR historian, with a group of
F
train staff on unidentified platform, at the end of his
railway career. 'MANCUNIAN' headboard partly visible on
coach in background. 9:45 am. 29-Sep-1928.
Source: GDWP DP1264
LS
53 A large group of senior officers of the LNWR, seen in a
VG
meeting room. The officers' autographs are shown in a panel
at the bottom of the picture. 22-Mar-1895. Crewe Official
A283.
LS
53A LS 53 shows a large group of senior officers of the LNWR,
VG
seen in a meeting room. The officers' autographs are shown
here in LS53A. 22-Mar-1895. Crewe Official A283.
LS
179 A portrait of Mr F W Webb, copied from a photograph by Van
VG
der Woyde. 1896. Crewe Official E48.
LS
182 Sir Gilbert Claughton - a photographic portrait. 3-Apr-1913.
VG
Crewe Official E125.
LS
183 C J Bowen Cooke Esq. - a photographic portrait by Elliot &
VG
Fry. 15-Oct-1913. Crewe Official E126.
LS
274 Bill Stocks Esq.
VG
LS
310 Signalling by flags. A sketch showing railway 'bobbies', in
VG
uniforms and top hats, using flags to give signals to
trains. C1840.
NFSR
96 The late Neil Fraser, President of the LNWR Society from
G
2000 until his death on 28th March 2001 whilst still in
office. Standing, with LNWRS 'Cauliflower' tie, beside
Milepost 22 - perhaps near Hindlow. C1976.
NHL
1233 A portrait of Joseph Locke as a young man. Copied from plate
F
V11d, 'Crewe to Carlisle' by Brian Reed.
SOC
107 A group of staff posed standing at the end of a platform at
P
a small station (wooden buildings).
SOC
156 A posed group of twelve station staff next to a wooden
VG
station building. LNWR uniforms, several 'Ticket Collector'
hats. Enamel adverts for Mazawattee Tea in background.
SOC
157 A rambling party, dressed in Edwardian style, probably from
Darlington or South Durham. Thought to be at Windermere,
posed outside an hotel entrance (or perhaps a station).
There is an LNWR notice board beside the entrance. June
1905?
SOC
651 Two porters, in uniform, posed in front of a window with
G
lace curtains.
SOC
730 A portrait of Mr Frederick Dunn, travelling theatrical agent
G
for the LNWR, produced by M Batiste & Son of 516 Oxford
Street. An original print with the photographers' details on
the reverse. 1892.
SOC
731 An illuminated address presented to Mr Frederick Dunn,
G
travelling theatrical agent for the LNWR, by friends in the
Theatrical and Operatic Professions on his retirement.
Signatures include Henry Irving and Beerbohm Tree. The
address is headed by a head and shoulders portrait.
Photographed by Cobb & Co of 234 High Road Tottenham. 1892.
SOC
732 Mr Frederick Dunn, travelling theatrical agent for the LNWR,
G
photographed (on the left) with a colleague in the doorway
of an LNWR office. Probably taken at the time of his
retirement. Shows part of a brass plate bearing the company
name. An original print, produced as a circular image
mounted on card. 1892.
SOC
734 A knee-length portrait of a railwayman, wearing peaked cap
G
(lettered LNWR), wing collar and a long coat. taken with an
ivy covered wall in the background.
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SOC
983 A group of senior officers, officials and railwaymen looking
G
at a large sheet of paper which some of them are holding.
Posed on a platform, probably at Workington, infront of a
6-wheeled saloon. SOC 983A shows the back of the print,
which lists the names of some of the people.
SOC
983A A list of names and posts of many of the people who appear
G
in photograph 983 (all the non-uniformed ones except for the
Workington stationmaster, third from the right).
SOC
1273 A grouip of railwaymen in uniform, carrying out first aid
G
practice on a colleague. Two officers in trilbies watch.
LNWR carriage in background.
SOC
1369 A passenger guard in full uniform, with leather sash across
F
his shoulder, posed with his wife in a studio. Several
uniform badges and sash buckle marked L&NW. Lower right
corner of original picture is missing.
SOCLF
61 A large group of young cleaners and other staff posed in
VG
tiers in a shed yard. A large tank engine is in the
background. Gas lamp on column on left.
CRPRT MA250 South Africa. A posed group of Crewe Engineer Volunteers,
VG
mostly wearing khaki and slouch hats. C1900. LNWR Official
MA250.
Source: CROFF MA250
GDWP DP1268 Gaerwen. Station staff posed in a group in front of a wooden
G
building. The picture is frayed around the edges. Staff
names and occuptations are written on the back of the
photograph. 1897
LNWRS
1899 Gaerwen. Station staff posed in a group in front of a
wooden building. The original picture is frayed around the
edges. 1897
Source: GDWP DP1268
HRV
39 NONE. Holyhead Mail Pier. The disembarkation of Queen Victoria
VG
from the royal yacht VICTORIA AND ALBERT II at the Mail
Pier. The Queen has come down the gangway and can just be
seen in her wheelchair, in centre of picture, between the
two lines of soldiers. Lots of officials, guests and members
of the public watching. P28 in 2001 book. 26-Apr-1900.
HRV
50 NONE. Holyhead Mail Pier. Queen Victoria, in her wheelchair, about
VG
to disembark from the Royal Yacht after her journey from
Ireland. The Queen is attended by her Ladies in Waiting and
her Indian servants who are about to push her to the gangway
and the Mail Pier. P27 in 2001 book. Photographer's imprint
in bottom right hand corner. 26-Apr-1900.
HRV
53 NONE. Holyhead Mail Pier. Queen Victoria and her entourage on the
VG
Royal Yacht, returning from Ireland. The Queen is in her
wheelchair - the rear wheels can be seen through the open
gun port in the bottom centre - and is being pushed on to
the gangway by her Indian servant. Rear cover of 2001 book.
26-Apr-1900.
HRV
54 NONE. Holyhead Mail Pier. Queen Victoria and her entourage on the
VG
gangway from the Royal Yacht, returning from Ireland. The
Queen is in her wheelchair and is being pushed by her Indian
servant. On the right, beside the Mail Pier station, is a
guard of honour provide by Volunteers from the Welsh
Regiment. P2 in 2001 book. 26-Apr-1900.
HRV
9 BA. Holyhead station exterior. A volunteer battalion of the
VG
Welsh Regiment, marching along the station approach and
viewed from the Station Hotel during the visit of Queen
Victoria. The troops are moving to the right whilst the band
heads to the left, surrounded by spectators. Carriages on
left, on Up side of station. P17 in 2001 book. 26-Apr-1900.
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HRV
11 BA. Holyhead station exterior. A volunteer battalion of the
VG
Welsh Regiment, being scrutinised before acting as a guard
of honour for Queen Victoria on her return from Ireland.
Viewed looking away from the station, along the station
approach road. P15 in 2001 book. 26-Apr-1900.
HRV
7 BA. Holyhead town. A volunteer battalion of the Welsh Regiment,
G
assembled for inspection during the visit of Queen Victoria.
Talbot Temperance Hotel in right background, backs of boys'
heads in right foreground. Not used in 2001 book. April
1900.
HRV
8 BA. Holyhead town. A volunteer battalion of the Welsh Regiment,
VG
assembled for inspection during the visit of Queen Victoria.
Talbot Temperance Hotel in right centre background. P14 in
2001 book. April 1900.
SOC
1436 Clydach. Stationmaster William F Kynch, his son and his
VG
staff. Posed on and behind a bench on the Down (to Merthyr)
platform with the tunnel mouths in the background. C1916.
CRPRT
D259 Bletchley. A group photograph of the station staff, posed
VG
under a platform canopy with the ends of the station roofs
in the background. 4-Sep-1917. Crewe Official D259.
Source: CROFF D259
JMD
407 BR. Bangor steam shed. A group of North Wales shedmasters,
G
pictured with a 'Black Five' in the background. Mr J M Dunn
on the left, Mr J Robinson third from right. R3F
JMD
408 BR. Bangor steam shed. A group of North Wales shedmasters,
G
pictured with a 'Black Five' in the background. Mr J M Dunn
on the right, Mr J Robinson third from right.
CRPRT
A34 Crewe - Chester Place. The Ex-Khedive and Party,
VG
photographed in Chester Place garden. Mr Webb is standing,
third from the right. July 1883. Crewe Official A34.
Source: CROFF A34
CRPRT
A37 Crewe - Chester Place. Mr R F Roberts and Party. Mr Roberts,
VG
the LNWR's solicitor, is seated between two ladies whilst Mr
Webb stands at the back. Outside Chester Place. Mr Roberts
died suddendly, a few months later (27-Oct-1883). July 1883.
Crewe Official A37.
CRPRT
A38 Crewe - Chester Place. Mr Webb with a group of his relatives
VG
in Chester Place garden. Seated, from the left, are: his
sister, Mary; his younger brother, Walter; his father,
William; his elder brother, Arthur (later canon); his
mother, Maria. Standing are Mr F W Webb himself and someone
else, perhaps a younger brother. 1883. Crewe Official A38.
CRPRT
A52 Crewe - Chester Place. Mr F W Webb in the middle of four
VG
Directors of the Caledonian Railway, posed outside the
doorway at Chester Place. Similar to A52A but with slightly
different poses. Feb 1885. Crewe Official A52.
Source: CROFF A52
CRPRT
A52A Crewe - Chester Place. Mr F W Webb in the middle of four
VG
Directors of the Caledonian Railway, posed outside the
doorway at Chester Place. Similar to A52 but with slightly
different poses. Feb 1885. Crewe Official A52A.
Source: CROFF A52A
CRPRT
A56 Crewe - Chester Place. Mr Ramsbottom and party, posed
VG
outside the doorway at Chester Place. Mr Ramsbottom is third
from the right and Mr Webb is next to the doorway. Feb 1885.
Crewe Official A56.
Source: CROFF A56
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CRPRT
A65 Crewe - Chester Place. A group of Colonial and Indian
VG
officials and their ladies, assembled in the garden with
trees in the background. 13-Aug-1886. Crewe Official A65.
Source: CROFF A65
CRPRT
A67 Crewe - Chester Place. A photographic portrait of Lord
VG
Derby, the 15th Earl, seated outside the CME's house with a
trellis in the background. June 1886. Crewe Official A67.
CRPRT
A71 Crewe - Chester Place. A party of Belgian Engineers,
VG
photographed in Chester Place garden. Mr Webb is seated in
the centre. 29-Oct-1885. Crewe Official A71.
CRPRT
A418 Crewe - Chester Place. Mr Webb with Whitworth Scholars and
VG
Exhibitioners who gained their awards between 1872 and 1900
whilst employed at Crewe. Mr T E Sackfield, Crewe Drawing
Office, fourth from left in the front row. Mr G Ravenscroft,
steel foundry manager for Beyer Peacock, in centre of back
row (with bow tie). 16-Jun-1900. Crewe Official A418.
Source: CROFF A418
CRPRT
A419 Crewe - Chester Place. Mr Webb with Whitworth Scholars and
VG
Exhibitioners who gained their awards between 1872 and 1900
whilst employed at Crewe. Mr T E Sackfield, Crewe Drawing
Office, fourth from left in the front row. Mr G Ravenscroft,
steel foundry manager for Beyer Peacock, in centre of back
row (with bow tie). 16-Jun-1900. Crewe Official A419.
Source: CROFF A419
CRPRT
A555 Crewe - Chester Place. Group photograph of members of the
VG
Iron & Steel Institute. Assembled on the lawn with the house
in the background. 29-Sep-1910. Crewe Official A555.
Source: CROFF A555
CRPRT
A559 Crewe - Chester Place. A group of old drivers, flanked on
VG
the left by Mr C J B Cooke (Chief Mechanical Engineer) and
on the right by Sir Gilbert Claughton (Chairman of the
LNWR). Chester Place garden. 25-May-1911. Crewe Official
A559.
Source: CROFF A559
CRPRT
C44 Crewe - Chester Place. 'Mr and Mrs Trevithick and their
VG
son'. Chester Place garden. Seated are, from the left, an
unknown lady, Mr Webb, Mr F Trevithick, Mr J Ramsbottom and
Mrs Trevithick. Two younger men are standing, one of whom is
Mr Trevithick's son. Sept 1882. Crewe Official C44.
CRPRT
C44A Crewe - Chester Place. Mr and Mrs Richard Bore with Mr Webb
VG
on the right. Part of a group seen in photograph CRPRT C44.
Sept 1882. LNWR Official C44.
Source: CRPRT C44
CRPRT
C240 Crewe - Chester Place. 'Mr Preese and party'. A group of
VG
four men, accompanied by Mr F W Webb, posed in Chester Place
garden. Three are seated and two, including FWW on the
right, are standing. The photograph appears the same as C241
although the two are both shown in the Crewe register.
29-Jan-1890. Crewe Official C240.
Source: CROFF C240
CRPRT
C241 Crewe - Chester Place. 'Mr Preese and party'. A group of
VG
four men, accompanied by Mr F W Webb, posed in Chester Place
garden. Three are seated and two, including FWW on the
right, are standing. The photograph appears the same as C240
although the two are both shown in the Crewe register.
29-Jan-1890. Crewe Official C241.
Source: CROFF C241
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CRPRT MC708 Crewe - Chester Place. A large group of old drivers, wearing
VG
Veterans badges in their lapels, posed with Chester Place in
the background. C1919. Crewe Official MC708.
Source: CROFF MC708
LNWRS
1137 Crewe - Chester Place. 'Mr Preese and party'. A group of
G
four men, accompanied by Mr F W Webb, posed in Chester Place
garden. Three are seated and two, including FWW on the
right, are standing. 29-Jan-1890. Crewe Official C241.
Source: CRPRT C241
LNWRS
1155 Crewe - Chester Place. 'Mr and Mrs Trevithick and their
VG
son'. Chester Place garden. Seated are, from the left, an
unknown lady, Mr Webb, Mr F Trevithick, Mr J Ramsbottom and
Mrs Trevithick. Two younger men are standing, one of whom is
Mr Trevithick's son. Sept 1882. Crewe Official C44.
Source: CRPRT C44
LNWRS
1158 Crewe - Chester Place. Mr Webb with a group of his relatives
VG
in Chester Place garden. Seated, from the left, are: his
sister, Mary; his younger brother, Walter; his father,
William; his elder brother, William; his mother, Maria.
Standing are Mr F W Webb himself and someone else, perhaps a
younger brother. 1883. Crewe Official A38.
Source: CRPRT A38
LNWRS
1160 Crewe - Chester Place. Mr F W Webb in the middle of four
VG
Directors of the Caledonian Railway, posed outside the
doorway at Chester Place. Feb 1885. Crewe Official A52.
Source: CRPRT A52
CRPRT
A571 Crewe Carriage Works. The last parade of the Crewe Engineer
VG
Volunteers in the yard. 6- and 8-wheeled carriages and NPCS
in view. WCJS Fish Vans D108 No. 479, D107 No. 669 and
Parcel Van D103 No. 458(?) in background. Viaduct from
carriage works to Steelworks in left background.
17-Mar-1912. Crewe Official A571.
Source: CROFF A571
CRPRT
A572 Crewe Carriage Works. The last parade of the Crewe Engineer
VG
Volunteers, in the yard, with bowler-hatted veterans looking
on. 6- and 8-wheeled carriages and NPCS in view including
42ft Lav 3rd No. 1923, 6-wheeled Bk 3rd 'Extra train No. 33'
Similar to A573 but a few veterans are in different poses.
17-Mar-1912. Crewe Official A572.
Source: CROFF A572
CRPRT
A573 Crewe Carriage Works. The last parade of the Crewe Engineer
VG
Volunteers, in the yard, with bowler-hatted veterans looking
on. 6- and 8-wheeled carriages and NPCS in view. Similar to
A572 but a few veterans have moved. Viaduct from carriage
works to Steelworks in left background. 17-Mar-1912. Crewe
Official A573.
Source: CROFF A573
CRPRT
A2 Crewe Deviation Works. Sir Salar Jung and party,
VG
photographed outside the General Office. Mr Webb is
crouched, third from the left in the centre row. July 1876.
LNWR Official A2.
Source: CROFF A2
CRPRT
A12 Crewe Deviation Works. A group photograph of Insurance
VG
Officers, posed on the steps of the General Office. Mr G P
Neele, Superintendent of the Line, stands in the centre. Nov
1880. LNWR Official A12.
Source: CROFF A12
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CRPRT
A25 Crewe Deviation Works. Sir Salar Jung's sons and party,
VG
posed on the steps of the General Office. Feb 1882. LNWR
Official A25.
Source: CROFF A25
CRPRT
A29 Crewe Deviation Works. A group of officers from the signal
VG
department, posed on the steps of the General Office. A
second copy (printed in vignette style), from the R T Ellis
collection, is annotated with the officers' names - it shows
that Messrs Dick and Thompson are standing at the back June
1882. LNWR Official A29.
Source: CROFF A29
CRPRT
A60 Crewe Deviation Works. A group photograph of senior LNWR
VG
officers taken on the steps of the general office. Included
are F W Webb, G P Neele, G Finday, F Harrison and a rare
glimpse of G Whale. A60A is a hand-drawn key to the
photograph. 1879 LNWR Official A60.
CRPRT
A60A Crewe Deviation Works. A key to the group photograph of
VG
officers shown in A60. Hand written, probably in in LNWR
days by someone who knew the staff. On very fragile tracing
paper. 1879 LNWR Official A60A.
CRPRT
A68 Crewe Deviation Works. H H Ihadore, the Sultan of Morbi,
VG
sitting alone on the steps of the General Office. June 1886.
LNWR Official A68.
Source: CROFF A68
CRPRT
A69 Crewe Deviation Works. Mr Webb with H H Ihadore, the Sultan
VG
of Morbi, and party taken on the steps of the General
Office. June 1886. LNWR Official A69.
Source: CROFF A69
CRPRT
A109 Crewe Deviation Works. Mr Webb with a group of American
VG
Engineers and their wives, posed with Chester Place gardens
in the background. 1890. LNWR Official A109.
Source: CROFF A109
CRPRT
A224 Crewe Deviation Works. A group photograph of Provident
VG
Insurance delegates. Posed with Chester Place garden in the
background. 24-Feb-1893. LNWR Official A224.
Source: CROFF A224
CRPRT
A229 Crewe Deviation Works. A group of old drivers, photographed
VG
on the steps of the General Office. Sitting at the sides
are: left, on wall, Mr R Moon (Chairman); right, on wall, Mr
F W Webb (Locomotive Superintendent); left front, Mr G Whale
(Running Superintendent); right front, Mr T W Worsdell
(Works Manager). June 1880. LNWR Official A229.
Source: CROFF A229
CRPRT
A281 Crewe Deviation Works. Mr Webb with a group of Mechanical
VG
Engineers. Posed with Chester Place garden in the
background. 3-Aug-1894. LNWR Official A281.
Source: CROFF A281
CRPRT
A293 Crewe Deviation Works. A group photograph of delegates and
VG
their ladies at the International Railway Conference. Posed,
with Chester Place garden in the background. Mr Webb sitting
on ground at the front. 'Hats Off'. Hydraulic capstan in
foreground. 27-Jun-1895. LNWR Official A293.
Source: CROFF A293
CRPRT
A294 Crewe Deviation Works. A group photograph of delegates and
VG
their ladies at the International Railway Conference. Posed,
with Chester Place garden in the background. Mr Webb sitting
on ground at the front. 'Hats On' (except Mr Webb).
Hydraulic capstan in foreground. 27-Jun-1895. LNWR Official
A294.
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CRPRT
A320 Crewe Deviation Works. Mr Webb with a group of British
VG
Association delegates and their wives. Posed with managers'
houses in the background. 26-Sep-1896. LNWR Official A320.
Source: CROFF A320
CRPRT
A565 Crewe Deviation Works. A group of shunters and foremen, in
VG
uniform. Posed with Chester Place garden in the background.
19-Dec-1911. LNWR Official A565.
Source: CROFF A565
CRPRT
C11 Crewe Deviation Works. The Malagasy Envoys. A group
VG
photograph taken on the steps of the General Office.
10-Jan-1883. LNWR Official C11.
Source: CROFF C11
CRPRT
C282 Crewe Deviation Works. A group of directors of the Great
VG
North of Scotland Railway with Mr Webb on the steps of the
General Office. 15-Oct-1882. LNWR Official C282.
Source: CROFF 282
CRPRT
C1110 Crewe Deviation Works. The Works fire brigade, with recently
VG
awarded cup, posed outside the entrance to the Works fire
station. 29-Sep-1923. LNWR Official C1110.
Source: CROFF C1110
CRPRT
E66 Crewe Deviation Works. '50 Years Service'. Photograph taken
VG
to show men still at the works who started there over 50
years before. A group of seven men, posed on the steps of
the General Office. Mr Webb is in the front row - he began
his pupillage under Mr Trevithick on 11-Aug-1851. Text below
the picture gives names. 12-Aug-1901. LNWR Official E66.
CRPRT
E66A Crewe Deviation Works. '50 Years Service'. Photograph taken
VG
to show men still at the works who started there over 50
years before. A group of seven men, posed on the steps of
the General Office. Mr Webb is in the front row - he began
his pupillage under Mr Trevithick on 11-Aug-1851. As E66 but
just the photograph. 12-Aug-1901. LNWR Official E66.
Source: CRPRT E66
RCC
66 Crewe North steam shed. Two drivers in the mess room, one
VG
seated at a table, the other about to sit in an easy chair.
C1942.
RCC
73 Crewe North steam shed. Two fitters crouched beside the
VG
outside cylinder of a locomotive, inside the shed. 1943.
RCC
74 Crewe North steam shed. A woman fitter, with flat cap and
VG
pony tail, working inside the shed on the motion of an
outside cylinder locomotive. 1943.
RVC
57 Crewe Old Works yard. Mr C J Bowen Cooke (without hat)
VG
talking to the King near the end of his visit. In the right
background is the side of the Old Works Fitting Shop whilst
in the centre is the Forge with its chimney. On the left are
the men of the Crewe Volunteer Reserve with the back of a
public house in High Street behind them. 21-Apr-1913.
RVC
58 Crewe Old Works yard. The royal party saying its farewells,
VG
with the King in the centre and the Queen with her back to
the camera. Sir Gilbert Claughton, the LNWR Chairman, is on
the extreme left. Over the Queen's left shoulder the man
with the beard looks like Frank Ree, the LNWR General
Manager, who was knighted shortly after. 21-Apr-1913.
RVC
60 Crewe Old Works yard. Queen Mary, with her magnificent hat,
VG
and King George near the end of their visit. The gentleman
beyond the Queen, on the left, is Sir Gilbert Claughton ,
the Chairman of the LNWR. In the background are the backs of
buildings in High Street - public baths and a public house.
21-Apr-1913.
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CRPRT MD501 Crewe Old Works. A posed photograph showing a fireman
VG
coupling a fish van onto the rear of a tank engine - the
main coupling has been attached and the fireman appears to
be connecting the steam heating pipes. The roof of the pay
office is in the background and the tower of Christ's Church
is in the distance. Crewe Official MD501.
Source: CROFF MD501
SOC
128 Crewe Old Works. A group of men from the Brass Finishing
VG
Shop, posed outside in the Old Works. In front of the group
are various connecting rods for inside cylinders. A
wheelbarrow holds some valve rods with eccentric sheaves.
Names are written beneath the original photograph but they
are mostly no longer legible. C1914.
SOC
128A Crewe Old Works. Names (mostly illegible) from photograph
P
SOC128. C1914.
SOC
130 Crewe Old Works. A group of men posed outside in the Old
VG
Works. In front of the group is a board lettered 'Automatic
Vacuum Brake', along with various brake components. 1914.
SOC
131 Crewe Old Works. A group of men posed outside in the Old
VG
Works. In front of the group are various small fittings for
locomotives. C1914.
CRPRT
A97 Crewe Queen's Park. A civic ceremony held at the entrance to
VG
Queen's Park for the review of the Crewe Volunteers by the
Duke of Cambridge. Seen from Victoria Avenue with the
clocktower in the background and lodges either side.
Dignitaries in gateway, facing camera, with an audience
mainly of soldiers. Jan 1890. Crewe Official A97.
Source: CROFF A97
CRPRT
A63 Crewe Steelworks yard. A large group of Naval Architects,
VG
visiting the Works and assembled for the photograph, with
the Tender Shop in the background. A few of the members at
the back have climbed onto some tenders. 28-Jul-1886. LNWR
Official A63.
Source: CROFF A63
CRPRT
A98 Crewe Steelworks yard. Review of the Crewe Engineer
VG
Volunteers by the Duke of Cambridge. Held on land at the
west end of the site, before No. 9 shop was built. Looking
north, with Brickworks and chimney in the right distance.
The troops are marching, with crowds lining both sides of
the parade ground. Jan 1890. LNWR Official A98.
Source: CROFF A98
CRPRT
A99 Crewe Steelworks yard. Review of the Crewe Engineer
VG
Volunteers by the Duke of Cambridge. Held on land at the
western end of the site. Looking north, with Brickworks and
chimney in the right distance. The troops are standing, with
crowds lining both sides of the parade ground. Jan 1890.
LNWR Official A99.
Source: CROFF A99
CRPRT
A650 Crewe Steelworks yard. Group photograph of members of the
VG
No. 2 Base Railway Workshop Company, mostly in civvies but
some in uniform. Many wearing medals. Posed in front of
'Claughton' No. 2239 FREDERICK BAYNES with the side of the
paintshop in the background. R3F 26-Sep-1925. LNWR Official
A650.
Source: CROFF A650
RVC
21 Crewe Steelworks yard. The King and Mr C J Bowen Cooke head
VG
for No. 9 Erecting Shop, followed by Queen Mary, with Sir
Gilbert Claughton, and the rest of the party. 'Claughton'
No. 2222 occupies most of the background. 21-Apr-1913.
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CRPRT
A181 Crewe Works. A group photograph of Civil Engineers and
VG
members of the Smetonian Society. An Old Works building in
the background. 1-Jul-1891. Crewe Official A181.
Source: CROFF A181
CRPRT MD386 Crewe Works. The Works Fire Brigade, practising on waste
VG
ground at the eastern end of the Steelworks site. Paint shop
and Holt Street in background. Firemen, in gleaming helmets,
are connecting a hose to a hydrant. Hand cart, painted with
a 'cauliflower' crest, stands nearby loaded with hoses. Roof
door van and wagons beyond. C1920. Crewe Official MD386.
Source: CROFF MD386
CRPRT MD387 Crewe Works. The Works Fire Brigade, practising on waste
VG
ground at the eastern end of the Steelworks site. Boundary
wall and Flag Lane water tower in background. Firemen, in
gleaming helmets, are standing to attention beside a manhole
cover and in front of a hand cart. Coke wagon on right.
C1920. Crewe Official MD387.
Source: CROFF MD387
CRPRT MD388 Crewe Works. The Works Fire Brigade, practising on waste
VG
ground at the eastern end of the Steelworks site. Looking
west towards the erecting shops and foundries, with the
steel plant on the left. Firemen, in gleaming helmets, have
run out a long hose. Handcart loaded with hoses in
background, with wagons beyond. C1920. Crewe Official MD388.
Source: CROFF MD388
CRPRT MD389 Crewe Works. The Works Fire Brigade, practising on waste
VG
ground at the eastern end of the Steelworks site. Firemen,
in gleaming helmets, have run out a long hose and one of
them is holding a long brass nozzle attached to the end of
the hose. Side of paintshop in background, with frame for
tarpaulin. C1920. Crewe Official MD389.
Source: CROFF MD389
LNWRS
1144 Crewe Works. A group of directors of the Great North of
VG
Scotland Railway with Mr Webb on the steps of the General
Office. 15-Oct-1882. Crewe Official C282.
LNWRS
1151 Crewe Works. Driver Ben Robinson on Jubilee No. 1926 outside
paintshop. Official photograph.
LNWRS
1800 Crewe Works. Group of Crewe Works shunters. 19-Dec-1911.
LNWRS
1807 Crewe Works. Portrait of His Highness the Ihadore Saheb of
Morbi, seated at the foot of the entrance steps of the
General Offices. Official No. A68. (Similar to Talbot,
Crewe Works, Pl 25).
LNWRS
2053 Crewe Works. Group of workmen and boys posed outside the
VG
entrance to the Iron Foundry - most are wearing flat caps
and waistcoats. Wagons on the short section of line leading
off the hoist are in view at the top of the picture. An LNWR
board is at the front - perhaps the photograph commemorates
the end of the Company. C1922.
LNWRS
2210 Crewe Works. A group photograph of senior LNWR officers
VG
taken on the steps of the general office. Included are F W
Webb, G P Neele, G Finday, F Harrison and a rare glimpse of
G Whale. A60A is a hand-drawn key to the photograph - a
'computer print' is given free of charge with the
photograph. 1879 Crewe Official A60.
Source: CRPRT A60
RCC
34 Crewe Works. A man shovelling in the steel plant - on the
VG
backswing. C1946.
RCC
35 Crewe Works. A man shovelling in the steel plant - on the
VG
throw. C1946.
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RCC
38 Crewe Works. Steelmaking - a man raking a furnace, with
VG
clouds of smoke and flame in the background. C1946.
RCC
42 Crewe Works. A man leaning against some equipment in the
VG
steel plant. C1946.
RCC
43 Crewe Works. A man taking a breather in the steel plant.
VG
C1946.
RCC
55 Crewe Works. A man at work, kneeling down in the erecting
VG
shop. C1946.
RCC
56 Crewe Works. The LMS erecting shop, showing men working at
VG
the side of a locomotive. C1946.
RCC
57 Crewe Works. Three sketches of men at work in the erecting
VG
shop. C1946.
RVC
8 Crewe Works. The royal party at the start of their visit,
VG
standing under an awning at the entrance to a workshop. Mr C
J B Cooke is pointing out to the King a detail on the LNWR's
latest engine, SIR GILBERT CLAUGHTON (parked behind the
camera) whilst Sir Gilbert Claughton himself is talking to
the Queen. 21-Apr-1913.
SOC
547 Crewe Works. A head and shoulders photograph of Richard
F
Moon. An enlargement from a group photograph of old drivers
accompanied by senior officers (Crewe Official A229) taken
on the steps of the General Office. June 1880.
SOCLF
13 Crewe Works. A group photograph of the people involved in
VG
the construction of an '18in Goods' engine - an 0-6-0
'Cauliflower'. The men are posed in five tiers in front of a
newly completed engine - No. 759 - with several foremen
standing at each side. A works building forms the backdrop.
July 1901.
CRPRT
A438 Crewe. The Crewe Engineer Volunteers - Coronation
VG
Detachment. Posed in a garden with trees in the background.
8-Aug-1902. LNWR Official A438.
Source: CROFF W438
CRPRT
A569 Crewe. The last parade of the Crewe Engineer Volunteers. The
VG
photograph shows the Volunteers lined up along with various
Crewe Officials in the Market Square in the pouring rain.
The Volunteers were disbanded shortly afterwards when the
Territorial Army was formed. 17-Mar-1912. LNWR Official
A569.
Source: CROFF A569
CRPRT
A621 Crewe. The Works band, posed with their instruments in front
VG
of a hedge. 8-Aug-1921. Crewe Official A621.
Source: CROFF A621
CRPRT
D17 Crewe. The Crewe Engineer Reserve leaving for South Africa.
G
Marching through Crewe with their band - streets lined with
crowds of spectators. Some of the houses have temporary
staging outside for people to stand on. 16-Oct-1899. LNWR
Official D17.
Source: CROFF D17
CRPRT
D43 Crewe. The interior of a large marquee at the Cottage
F
Hospital Fete. Mr F W Webb, in the centre of the photograph,
addresses a large audience. 16-Jun-1900. Crewe Official D43.
CRPRT MD585 Crewe. A group of old railwaymen inside the games room at
VG
the Veterans Club. C1919. Crewe Official MD585.
Source: CROFF MD585
LNWRS
1128 Crewe. Horse drawn fire engine with brigade members on and
around. Oct 1883. Crewe Official CS150.
LNWRS
1141 Crewe. Parade of Crewe Volunteers in town square in the
rain.
Source: CRPRT A569
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LNWRS
1780 Crewe. Parade of Crewe Volunteers passing through the
streets with densely packed crowds. Official No. D17.
RCC
76 Crewe. Man with spectacles and moustache. With beer glass on
VG
table. 1949.
RCC
77 Crewe. Man with flat cap and pipe. Seated. 1949.
VG
RCC
78 Crewe. Man with face in profile. Smiling. No cap. 1949.
VG
RCC
79 Crewe. Group of four men, seated at round table, looking to
VG
left. 1949.
RCC
80 Crewe. Man in boiler suit with cap and spectacles. Round
VG
face. Elbow on backrest of bench seat. 1949.
RCC
81 Crewe. Man in jacket and overalls. Flat cap. Standing,
VG
looking left. 1949.
RCC
82 Crewe. Head and shoulders sketch of thin man in jacket, flat
VG
cap and spectacles. Profile, looking left. 1949.
RCC
83 Crewe. Men seated at tables. Four on left, two on right. All
VG
looking left apart from man on right who has dozed off
holding his head in his hand. 1949.
RCC
84 Crewe. Head and shoulders profile sketch of man in high
VG
necked boiler suit, looking right. 1949.
RCC
85 Crewe. Head and shoulders sketch of man in overalls and
VG
jacket, with flat cap. Face in profile, looking right. Chest
three quater front. 1949.
RCC
86 Crewe. Head of thin man with flat cap, turning to his right
VG
and seen from his left, slightly to the rear. 1949.
RCC
87 Crewe. Head and shoulders sketch of thin man with flat cap,
VG
spectacles and moustache. Looking left. 1949.
SOC
126 Crewe. The Park Fete. A group of men from the Works, dressed
F
as sailors, posed before the fete. 1900.
SOC
127 Crewe. The Park Fete. A group of men from the Works. Older
VG
men stand at the back, in suits. Younger ones, in the
centre, are dressed as Turks, with beards, whilst lads at
the front are dressed as handmaidens. Trees, backs of houses
and the tower of St Mary's Church in background. 1913.
SOC
129 Crewe. A group of men from the Works, in working clothes,
G
posed in a photographers studio. Names written across
several of the group.
SOC
533 Workington south. A railwayman, posed in flat cap and
N
working clothes, in front of tracks with LNWR chairs.
Terrace houses in background. Thought to be near to
Workington Main station. Late 1940s.
CRPRT
C635 Hartington. Guests posed with Mr Webb in a field near to the
VG
station at the opening of the Ashbourne to Buxton line. An
LNWR poster is fixed to a tree behind the party. 1-Aug-1899.
Crewe Official C635.
Source: CROFF C635
SOC
209 Mostyn. A posed view of the station staff, in LNW uniform,
G
seated on platform bench and on nearby stone wall. Part of
wagon and LNWR engine in background. Original print was
reverse image but but had a handwritten caption - latter is
reversed now.
CRPRT
C506 Rhyl town. General View of Rhyl Camp during the visit of the
VG
Crewe Volunteers. Looking across the sand dunes towards a
large array of tents. Mountains in distance. 9-Jul-1897.
Crewe Official C506.
CRPRT
C508 Rhyl town. Rhyl Camp during a visit by the Crewe Volunteers.
VG
The Inspection Parade. Troops are arrayed in front of tents
whilst several visitors stand in the foreground to watch.
9-Jul-1897. Crewe Official C508.
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CRPRT
C509 Rhyl town. Rhyl Camp during the visit by the Crewe
VG
Volunteers. A group of officers is seen posed in front of
two marquees. 10-Jul-1897. Crewe Official C509.
Source: CROFF C509
JSY
1125 Croxley Green. A group of station staff, nearly all in LNWR
G
uniform, sitting on a platform bench, posed for the
photograph. Man on right is holding his child.
CRPRT
D250 Watford. A group of telegraph linesmen, posed with a railway
VG
building in the background. 24-Oct-1916. Crewe Official
D250.
Source: CROFF D250
LNWRS
2170 Watford. A group of telephone linesmen, posed in front of a
VG
brick building and looking very glum. 24-Oct-1916 Crewe
Official D241.
LNWRS
2197 Watford. A group photograph of the Loco Dept. football team.
VG
The goalkeeper is Albert Herbert Batchelor who went on to
play for England. From Mary Forsyth's collection.
SOC
1398 Astley. The Stationmaster, in his uniform, in the goods yard
G
posed in front of the yard's mobile crane. Wagon in
background loaded with what look like 6ft high licorice
allsorts.
LNWRS
2163 Blackpool. Crewe Engineer Volunteers. A group of NCOs posed
VG
in uniform in front of a large tent at camp in Blackpool.
8-Jul-1898. Crewe Official C566.
SOC
1399 Platt Bridge. A group of three station staff with a lady
VG
porter in the centre. Standing at the entrance to a wooden
platform building. Enamel advertisements on wall. Platform
bench on left. Gas lamp above entrance, with station name on
front.
SOC
735 Preston station central. A group of ladies running the
G
Sailors & Soldiers Refreshment Room. Posed on a platform
along with five soldiers. C1915.
SOC
1141 Camden. Camden Lads' Club LNWR football team. Posed in their
G
jerseys, sitting and standing in three tiers. Ball held by
lad in middle of front row - labelled C.L.F.C. L.N.W.R.
Manager and assistants standing at sides. Hand written
caption at bottom. 1922.
CRPRT
D238 MET. Edgeware Road station. Directors, Officers and guests
HT
travelling in open wagons on a tour of inspection before the
opening of the railway. A list below the photograph gives
the names of most of the passengers. Wagons are S&K Nos. 23
and 29, and have strapping at corners. Copied from 'The Life
of Sir John Fowler'. 1863. Crewe Official D238.
Source: CROFF D238
SOC
668 Abergavenny steam shed. Drivers and shed staff posed in
HT
their best clothes on benches in front of the entrance to
the shed. A gleaming 'Class A' compound, No. 2525, in right
background, shed office on left. C1905.
SOC
373 Abergavenny. The LNWR Association Football team. Posed
VG
wearing football clothes, in a garden. L3F 1904/5.
GDWP DP1263 Blackwood. Monmouthshire. Portrait of Mr David Owen,
G
Stationmaster 1871-1888.
LNWRS
1900 Blackwood. Monmouthshire. Portrait of Mr David Owen,
Stationmaster 1871-1888.
Source: GDWP DP1263
SOC
310 Blisworth. Frederick John Mallard, who was a telegraph boy
G
at Blisworth station from 1916 to 1919. The photograph shows
the inside of the telegraph office with telegraph
instruments, telephones and a small switchboard.
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SOC
282 Northampton Castle. A large group of clerical staff posed in
P
front of a panelled wall. A sepia photograph with names
written on the surround above the picture. March 1913.
SOC
283 Northampton Castle. A large group of clerical staff posed in
F
front of a panelled wall. This is the black and white
unmounted photograph in SOC 282. March 1913.
SOC
1406 Essington Wood Sidings. Three railwaymen in LNWR uniform,
G
posed against the side of Essington Wood Sidings signalbox.
Letters on the box show '. . . N WOOD'. Rails in foreground.
Cannock to left, Walsall to right.
FWSLF
AB98 Gailey. Mrs Rooke, the stationmistress, collecting tickets
G
from ladies either side of her on the last day of the
passenger service. Standing on Down platform next to gate
leading out of station. Main station buildings in
background. Gas lamp in foreground with ladder propped
against it. 16-Jun-1951.
LNWRS
1801 Coventry. Portrait of the LNWR Passenger Agent 1920/32.
GR
Coventry Up platform running-in board in the background
'Junction for Warwick & Leamington and Nuneaton Branches'.
LNWRS
1377 Rugby station central. View of station staff, posed in front
of a brick archway with wrought iron gates. Late 1890's.
Crewe Official F.
LNWRS
1412 Rugby station central. Posed view of station staff (as in
F
Miscellany II pl 66).
NFSR
239 Barnsley. Full length statue of Joseph Locke, on a plinth in
G
Locke Park. 16-Aug-1975.
LNWRS
5170 Huddersfield station central. A posed group of nine station
VG
staff, seated on a bench, with a wooden station building
behind. Several adverts in background - Isle of Man, Oban,
Irish Sea resorts.
Source: SOC 83
SOC
83 Huddersfield station central. A posed group of nine station
VG
staff, seated on a bench, with a wooden station building
behind. Several adverts in background - Isle of Man, Oban,
Irish Sea resorts.
Source: LNWRS 5170
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SOC
481 The CK&PR memorial tablet for employees lost in the Great
F
War. Built into a wall at a station.
SOC
1324 The Ben Robinson citation, seen on display at the LNWRS
G
Study Centre at Kenilworth on 14-Oct-2013. The citation was
presented to Driver Ben Robinson by the Locomotive Steam
Enginemen's and Firemen's Friendly Society when Mr Robinson
retired as Secretary to the Crewe branch. Presented to the
LNWRS by the Robinson family in 2013. 3-Apr-1896.
SOC
1331 Roll of Honour. The front cover of the Company's book which
VG
commemorated the LNWR railwaymen who lost their lives in the
Great War 1914-19.
SOC
1332 Roll of Honour. A typical page of names from the Company's
VG
book which commemorated the LNWR railwaymen who lost their
lives in the Great War 1914-19. Shows the name, grade,
station where employed, rank. The names are in strict
alphabetic order with officers listed amongst men.
SOC
1333 Roll of Honour. A special page from the Company's book which
VG
commemorated the LNWR railwaymen who lost their lives in the
Great War 1914-19. Shows the three LNWR railwaymen who were
awarded the Victoria Cross, giving their names and their
citations for the award.
SOC
1334 Roll of Honour. A special page from the Company's book which
VG
commemorated the LNWR railwaymen who lost their lives in the
Great War 1914-19. Lists all the LNWR railwaymen who were
given awards or brought to notice for valuable services.
Copied from a poster which was displayed at all LNWR
stations.
SOC
1335 Roll of Honour. A special page from the Company's book which
VG
commemorated the LNWR railwaymen who lost their lives in the
Great War 1914-19. Summarises the war work done by the
London & North Western Railway.
SITES
255 Denbigh Hall. Inscription on the bridge. "Prior to September
G
1838 the southern part of this railway terminated at this
bridge whence passengers were conveyed by coach to Rugby
where they rejoined the railway for Birmingham. Inscribed by
Sir Herbert Leon, Bart, and Lady Leon of Bletchley Park
Bucks by permission of the L&NW Railway Company Aug 1920."
SOCIMG
1 PCC. Bulkeley. The Brassey Tribute Stones. A memorial to Thomas
G
Brassey, the contractor who built much of the early LNWR,
was installed near a layby beside the eastbound A534 on
22-Apr-2007. The photograph shows a large plaque which
describes Brassey's career and illustrates some of his
works. June 2017.
SOCIMG
2 PCC. Bulkeley. The Brassey Tribute Stones. A memorial to Thomas
G
Brassey, the contractor who built much of the early LNWR,
was installed near a layby beside the eastbound A534 on
22-Apr-2007. The photograph shows stones which were moved
from the site of a nearby steam mill where they had been
placed on Brassey's 40th birthday in 1845. June 2017.
SOCIMG
3 PCC. Bulkeley. The Brassey Tribute Stones. A memorial to Thomas
G
Brassey, the contractor who built much of the early LNWR,
was installed near a layby beside the eastbound A534 on
22-Apr-2007. The photograph shows a bench seat erected as
part of the tribute - the stones are beyond the seat and the
A534 is in the background. June 2017.
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SOCIMG
4 PCC. Bulkeley. The Brassey Tribute Stones. A memorial to Thomas
G
Brassey, the contractor who built much of the early LNWR,
was installed near a layby beside the eastbound A534 on
22-Apr-2007. The photograph shows a fragment of the oak tree
which was planted at the original site of the tribute to
Brassey on his 40th birthday in 1845. June 2017.
CRPRT MD591 Chester steam shed. A brass plate, mounted inside on a wall.
VG
Roll of Honour commemorating the eight members of the shed
staff who died in the war. Surmounted by Union flags and a
wreath. Notice boards each side. C1919. Crewe Official
MD591.
Source: CROFF MD591
SOC
1391 Crewe Cemetary. The gravestone of driver Ben Robinson, died
VG
27-Dec-1907, and his wife. 2015.
LNWRS
5169 Crewe Queen's Park. The Boer War memorial for the 'Cheshire
G
Royal Engineers (Railway Volunteers)' - a tall column
surmounted by a soldier in khaki, with a 'slouch' hat. A
model of a Webb 'Jubilee' is mounted on the plinth. A large
pavilion and tea room (in typical LNWR 'black and white'
style of Edwardian years) is in the background.
Source: SOC 86
SOC
86 Crewe Queen's Park. The Boer War memorial for the 'Cheshire
G
Royal Engineers (Railway Volunteers)' - a tall column
surmounted by a soldier in khaki, with a 'slouch' hat. A
model of a Webb 'Jubilee' is mounted on the plinth. A large
pavilion and tea room (in typical LNWR 'black and white'
style of Edwardian years) is in the background.
SOC
1104 Crewe Queen's Park. The view into the park from the main
G
entrance, showing the Boer War memorial and, beyond that,
the main pavillion. An artillery gun (presumably from the
war) is placed at each side of the roadway.
CRPRT
D297 Crewe. The C J B Cooke memorial tablet at the Veterans
VG
Institute. The tablet is of carved wood and is inscribed 'In
memory of our late President, good friend & founder C J
Bowen Cooke, October 18th 1920 who opened this institute
December 18th 1917'. 10-Aug-1921. Crewe Official D297.
Source: CROFF D297
CRPRT MC712 Crewe. An illuminated manuscript commemorating the peals of
VG
bells rung at Christ Church, Crewe, to celebrate the end of
the Great War. Lists the names of the participants,
including C J Bowen Cooke. 1919. LNWR Official MC712.
Source: CROFF MC712
JMD
415 St Just in Roseland. Mr C J B Cooke's tombstone in the
G
churchyard.
SOCRR
169 St Just in Roseland. The tombstone - a Celtic cross - of Mr
VG
C J B Cooke, Chief Mechanical Engineer to the LNWR from 1909
to 1920. C2005.
SOCRR
170 St Just in Roseland. The grave of Mr C J B Cooke, Chief
VG
Mechanical Engineer to the LNWR from 1909 to 1920 (and the
NLR), showing the inscription. C2005.
SOCRR
171 St Just in Roseland. The grave of Mr C J B Cooke, Chief
VG
Mechanical Engineer to the LNWR from 1909 to 1920 (and the
NLR), showing a close-up view of the inscription. C2005.
JMD
80 Llysfaen. Lineside memorial to the Abergele accident in
G
1868.
LNWRS
813 Parkside. The Huskisson Memorial Tablet, Liverpool and
G
Manchester Railway. Official No. C894.
SITES
382 Euston exterior. Robert Stephenson's statue in Euston Grove,
G
seen from Euston Road. Memorial for the Great War behind and
the Euston Hotel in the background. C1947.
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CRPRT
C798 Euston. Tablet mounted on a wall in the vestibule of the
VG
station to commemorate the staff of the LNWR who fell in
battle or died in the course of the South African war of
1899 to 1902. Lists the names, jobs and stations where they
were employed - as diverse as Swansea and Lancaster, Dublin
and Huddersfield. 7-Sep-1904. Crewe Official C798.
Source: CROFF C798
LNWRS
2166 Euston. The Boer War memorial tablet. 7-Sep-1904. Crewe
VG
Official C798.
LS
114 Brington. The Washington tablet in Brington church,
VG
commemorating the deaths of Elizabeth and Robert Washington
in 1622. 1885. LNWR Official C223.
SOC
1319 Shrewsbury. The war memorial from the LNWR steam shed at
G
Shrewsbury, moved to a room in the station after demolition
of the shed.
Photographer: P W Pilcher.
SOC
1320 Shrewsbury. The war memorial for staff of the LNWR and GWR
G
Joint lines - the Birkenhead Joint and the lines radiating
from Shrewsbury. Located on platform 1.
Photographer: P W Pilcher.
CPA
300 Rugby steam shed. The LNWR war memorial to staff of Rugby
G
Steam Shed who fell in the Great War. Twenty names are
shown. The memorial is surmounted by a photograph and
inscription dedicated to Mr C J Bowen Cooke, the LNWR CME
1909-1920 - 'Generous and Just. Revered by All'.
CRPRT MA349 Rugby steam shed. Roll of Honour drawn up by Mr J Law to
VG
commemorate the staff in the erecting shop who served in the
armed forces during the Great War. Lists 23 people, of whom
six died. The document gives a vignette photograph of each
person. Lieut. R A Riddles is amongst them. 1919. LNWR
Official MA349.
Source: CROFF MA337
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The London & North Western Railway Society
Registered Charity No. 1110210

Membership Application
Please complete the following in capital letters
Full Name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Address………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Country if outside UK ……………………………………………………………………………Post Code………………………………………
Telephone No …………………………………………………………… email address…………………………………………………………..
Membership Fees UK - £30.00 per annum, Europe - £41.00 per annum, includes postage of Journals, etc.
Rest of the World - £52 annum including postage of Journals etc (all publications sent by Air Mail)
Donation £……………………….. Total remittance £………………………………………
I wish to join the L&NWR Society for the calendar year commencing 1st January 20…………(Please complete)
Data protection notice
Your personal details will be recorded on a database for the sole use of the trustees and officers of the
Society in order to facilitate the running of the Society. This includes your name and postal address being
sent to the distributors of the Journal and Newsletter. It also includes your details being sent to the
printers of our annual renewal notice. A copy of the Society's privacy notice can be found on our website.
I agree to my name, postal address, email address, and interests being placed on a 'List of Members’. This
list, controlled by the Membership Secretary, will only be made available to the trustees and officers of the
Society to enable contact between members with similar interests, to receive e-newsletters, notifications
and publications. My permission remains in force whilst I am a member of the Society or until I notify you
otherwise.
Signature……………………………………………………………………. Date…………………………………………………………………………
Gift Aid Declaration (optional)
If you are a UK taxpayer, then at no cost to yourself you can considerably increase the value of your
subscription to the Society. Do please help in this way if you can, but before signing, please read the notes
overleaf to be sure you are eligible. I wish the London & North Western Railway Society to treat all
donations/membership subscriptions I make from the date of this declaration until I notify you otherwise
as Gift Aid Donations.
Signature……………………………………………………………………. Date…………………………………………………………………………

In order to help the Society to understand and support your interest in the LNWR, please complete the
following section.
My interests lie in the following area(s):
Locomotives □ Performance □ Stations □ Artefacts □ Carriages □ Photographs □ Letters □
Signalling □ Time-tabling □ Lines □ Civil Engineering □ Wagons □ Books □ Postcards □ Other □
I am mainly interested in the following period(s):
Pre 1846 □ 1846 -1871 □ 1871 -1900 □ 1900 -1923 □ 1923 -1948 □ Post 1948 □ Preservation □
My motivations are:
Historical research □ Modelling □ Preservation □ Collecting □ Staff history □ Gen. interest □
Other (please state) ……………………………
Do you have an interest in a particular Line, Locomotive, Station, Carriage, etc?
...........................................................................................................................................................................
If you are a modeller, please indicate which Gauge(s) and Scale(s) ………………………………………………………………
Do you have access to the internet? Yes □ No □
How did you hear about the Society?
Society member □ Model railway exhibition □ Society display □ Website □ Other …………………………
Gift Aid Declaration Notes
1. You must be a UK taxpayer and pay an amount of income tax and / or capital gains tax at least equal to
the tax that the London & North Western Railway Society reclaims on your donations in the tax year.
(Currently 28p for each pound)
2. If you pay income and / or capital gains tax at the higher rate you may be able to claim marginal tax
relief.
3. If in the future your circumstances change and you no longer pay tax on your income and / or capital
gains equal to the tax that the London &North Western Railway Society reclaims, you should cancel your
Gift Aid Declaration (See Note2above).
4. You can cancel this declaration at any time by advising the London & North Western Railway Society in
writing, it will then not apply to donations / membership subscriptions you make on or after the date of
cancellation or such later date as you specify.
5. Please notify in writing the London and North Western Railway Society if you change your name or
address while the declaration is in force.
6. If you have any queries on Gift Aid or on completion of this form please contact the Society at the
address shown below. Further information on Gift Aid is also available by requesting your local tax office
for leaflet IR113, Gift Aid.

How may the Society help you? Please use any of the following links for further
information or support.
Archive services: http://www.lnwrs.org.uk/archive01.php
Buying prints from the LNWR Collection: http://lnwrs.zenfolio.com/
Drawing Lists and Copying Services: http://www.lnwrs.org.uk/drawing01.php
Library services: http://www.lnwrs.org.uk/library01.php
LNWR Staff History http://www.lnwrs.org.uk/SHG/index.php
Membership http://www.lnwrs.org.uk/Join/index.php
Photographic Services: http://www.lnwrs.org.uk/photo01.php
The LNWR Society on-Line Forum: http://www.lnwrs.org.uk/forum01.htm

